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(3) PA Code Cite: 25 Pa. Code Chapter 245 t

(4) Short Title: Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Primary Contact: Laura Edinger, 717-772-3277, ledingerpa.gov
Secondary Contact: Jessica Shirley, 71 7-772-5643, jesshirleypa.gov

(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

Proposed Regulation D Emergency Certification Regulation;
Final Regulation Certification by the Governor

D Final Omitted Regulation Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

Chapter 245 must be updated to be no less stringent than the Federal underground storage tank (UST)
requirements so the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) may re-apply for State
Program Approval from the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This final-form
rulemaking will strengthen the requirements for operation and maintenance of UST equipment.
Currently, UST owners and operators are required to have spill prevention, overfill prevention and
release detection equipment in place, but are not required to periodically verify the functionality of
some of that equipment. This final-form rulemaking also adds a new certification category for persons
that only perform minor modifications of UST systems. This final-form rulemaking shortens the in-
service inspection cycle for aboveground storage tanks (AST) in underground vaults arid small ASTs.
This final-form rulemaking clarifies or corrects other provisions in Chapter 245 based on the
Department’s experience in implementing this chapter since the last comprehensive Department
rulemaking occurring over 10 years ago.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

This final-fonn rulemaking was developed under the authority of section 106 of the Storage Tank and
Spill Prevention Act (act) (35 P.S. § 6021.106), which authorizes the Board to adopt rules and
regulations governing ASTs and USTs to accomplish the purposes and carry out the provisions of the
act; section 301 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.301), which authorizes the Department to establish program
requirements for ASTs; section 501 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.501), which authorizes the Department



to establish program requirements for USTs; and section 1920-A of The Administrative Code of 1929

(71 P.S. § 510-20), which authorizes the Board to formulate, adopt and promulgate rules and

regulations that are necessary for the proper work of the Department.

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any Federal or state law or court order, or Federal regulation? Are

there any relevant state or Federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, ease or regulation as

well as, any deadlines for action.

This final-form rulemaking is required by Federal regulations for the Department to re-apply for State

Program Approval and to continue to receive Federal grant Thnds.

The EPA codified comprehensive Federal regulations for USTs in 40 CFR Part 280 (relating to

technical standards and corrective action requirements for owners and operators of underground

storage tanks (UST)). The EPA initially promulgated the UST regulations in 1988. The EPA

published final revisions to 40 CFR Part 280 at 80 FR 41566 (July 15, 2015 Final Rule), effective

October 13, 2015. The revisions in the July 15,2015 Final Rule, among other things: added secondary

containment requirements for new and replaced tanks and piping; added operator training

requirements; added periodic operation and maintenance requirements for UST systems; removed

certain deferrals; added new release prevention and detection technologies; updated codes of practice;

and made editorial and technical corrections. The Department incorporated secondary containment

(November 10, 2007) and operator training (December 26, 2009) requirements that meet the Federal

requirements into Chapter 245 through prior final-form rulemakings.

In its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, the EPA also updated the State Program Approval requirements in

40 CFR Part 281 (relating to approval of state underground storage tank programs). Under these

revisions, the EPA requires that states amend their UST regulations and apply for initial or revised

State Program Approval within 3 years of the October 13, 2015 effective date of the July 15, 2015

Final Rule.

Currently, the Commonwealth has State Program Approval. The Commonwealth receives

approximately $2.3 million annually in Federal grant flrnding from the EPA under section 9014 of the

Federal Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C.A. § 699lm) to aid in administering the UST program.

This final-form rulemaking is necessary to ensure continued receipt of Federal grant hinds. To

comply, the Department must update Chapter 245 to be no less stringent than the Federal requirements

so the Department may re-apply for State Program Approval. The EPA has not codified companion

AST regulations.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the

regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as

possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

This final-form rulemaking is necessary to further prevent releases of regulated substances from USTs

into the environment. There were 210 confirmed releases from USTs in this Commonwealth from

October 1,2016, through September 30, 2017. The lack of proper operation and maintenance of UST

systems is the main cause of new releases. Information on sources and causes of releases shows that,

in addition to releases from tanks, releases from piping and spills and overfills associated with

deliveries have emerged as common problems. In addition, releases at the dispenser are one of the

leading sources of contamination at UST facilities. Finally, according to EPA in its preamble to the

July 15, 2015 Final Rule (80 FR at 41567), data shows that release detection equipment at all UST
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facilities is only successffilly detecting approximately 50 percent of releases it is designed to detect.
These release detection problems are similarly due in part to improper operation and maintenance.

The primary goal of this final-form rulemaking is to further reduce the potential for releases of
regulated substances from USTs by strengthening the requirements for properly operating and
maintaining release detection equipment. This final-form rulemaking will require that UST equipment
be inspected and tested regularly, which will help to further reduce the number of releases from USTs
and in turn protect public health and the environment. Incorporation of these UST amendments into
Chapter 245 will enable the Commonwealth to re-apply for UST State Program Approval from the
EPA and remain eligible for continued substantial Federal funding for the UST program.

A significant portion of the beneficial impacts associated with this final-form rulemaking are avoided
cleanup costs from preventing releases and reducing the severity of releases from USTs. The EPA, in
the analysis of the potential benefits associated with its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, estimated the typical
cost of a small-extent, soil-only remediation to be $25,300, and the typical cost of a large-extent,
groundwater-contamination remediation to be $428,200
(https://www.epa.aov/sites/production/files/20l 5-07/documcnts/reus20l 5-ria.pdf (page 4-9)). These
costs are in 2008 dollars. During calendar year 2017, the average cost per closed claim paid by the
Underground Storage Tank Indemnification Fund (USTIF) was $308,389, and the total paid for all
open claims was $33,287,724
(https://ustif.pa.aov/documents/l 0184/0/2017 PAUSTIF Annual+Report Final 2018-03-
01 .pdf/l 7$c0cf5-Sefl -4931 -b6fa-52$0l 4d9bc38).

While the reduced cleanup costs associated with this final-form rulemaking cannot be accurately
quantified, a decrease in release frequency and severity is expected to result in both a reduction of the
average cost per closed claim and the total annual claim payments made by the USTIF. Groundwater
contamination incidents and vapor intrusion remediation costs are expected to be reduced or avoided,
which will reduce the need for USTIF claims and payments and potentially reduce fees paid by UST
owners to hind USTIF. These fees are typically passed on to the public at motor fuel retail locations.
Thus, any decrease in release frequency achieved by this final-form rulemaking will benefit the public
and the environment by protecting soil and water resources, and reducing costs associated with
necessary corrective action.

Other benefits of decreasing the frequency of releases from storage tanks that cannot be quantified or
monetized include the avoidance of human health risks, protection of ecological receptors, protection
of gallons of groundwater each year, and avoided property devaluation.

This final-fonn rulemaking will also benefit storage tank owners and operators, and certified installers
and companies. For example, this final-form rulemaking adds a new UST certification category to
allow individuals to perform tank handling activities such as repairs that do not involve excavation
without having to obtain the (hill) certification to install and modify storage tank systems, and to
perform tests of UST systems required by this final-form rulemaking. Creation of this new
certification category will afford UST owners the opportunity to employ individuals who specialize in
modifications only, which could save UST owners some of the costs associated with minor
modification work and system testing. This “minor modification” certification category will also
provide opportunities for existing certified companies to employ individuals who specialize in minor
modification work. In addition, it may create an incentive for persons interested in only performing
“minor modification” work to become certified and establish their own companies. In either case, the
establishment of this new certification category is expected to result in the creation of a significant
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number ofjobs within the certified installer community, which may reduce the cost of UST system
testing over time.

The increase in required inspections and testing by storage tank owners is expected to reduce
Department costs. For example, this final-form rulemaking requires all ASTs in underground vaults
that require an in-service inspection to be inspected within 6 and 12 months of installation and at least
every 3 years thereafier due to their history of noncompliance. This mirrors the inspection requirement
for USTs. Also, the initial inspection requirement and in-service inspection cycle for small ASTs is
shortened from 10 years to 5 years. Based on current in-service inspections, the compliance rate with
regulatory requirements such as performance standards, design criteria, and release prevention and leak
detection is less than 50%. When the facility operations inspection cycle for USTs was shortened from
5 years to 3 years in a prior rulemaking, the Department observed increased regulatory compliance,
fewer releases and a reduction in the severity of releases from USTs, which reduced Department staff
time needed to follow-up on noncompliant facilities and corrective action cases.

Finally, this final-form rulemaking is needed for the Department to re-apply to EPA for State Program
Approval and to continue to receive Federal grant ffinds.

(II) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than Federal standards? If yes, identify the
specific provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

The provisions in this final-form rulemaking are consistent with EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule
amending the Federal UST regulations in 40 CFR Part 280, which took effect on October 13, 2015.
Provisions that are more stringent than the Federal requirements are discussed below.

Subsection 245.306(e) (relating to interim remedial actions) has been added to require a responsible
party to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail as soon as practicable, but no later than
24 hours, after the initiation of interim remedial actions. This differs from the Federal regulations.
The notice in § 245.306(e) is less onerous than requiring a report of initial abatement steps and will
allow the Department to monitor early actions taken to clean up a release of regulated substances. For
releases associated with USTs, 40 CFR § 280.62 of the Federal regulations does not require the
initiation of initial abatement measures to be reported. However, 40 CFR § 280.62(b) (relating to
initial abatement measures and site check) requires a report to be submitted within 20 days after release
confirmation summarizing the initial abatement steps taken. The initial corrective actions in the final-
form rulemaking are extremely important in limiting the complexity of the release, the amount of
corrective action that must be undertaken and the ultimate cost of the corrective action.

Subsection 245.309(c)(24) (relating to site characterization) has been added to require a responsible
party to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail as soon as practicable, but no later than
24 hours, after the initiation of site characterization activities. Concurrent with the implementation of
interim remedial actions, site characterization activities are to be initiated. This provision will assure
the Department that responsible parties are proceeding with the required site characterization tasks.
Too often, responsible parties delay the implementation of site characterization activities and find
themselves requesting an extension to submit the site characterization report. It is believed that this
added requirement will have responsible parties immediately on track to complete the site
characterization and result in significantly fewer site characterization report extension requests being
submitted to the Department. The Federal requirements at 40 CFR Part 280 do not include such a
provision. However, 40 CFR §* 280.63(b) and 280.64(d) (relating to initial site characterization; and
free product removal) require that owners and operators submit an initial site characterization report
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and a free product removal report within 45 days of release confirmation, respectively. While the
Department has not incorporated these specific Federal regulatory provisions under the final-form
rulemaking, Chapter 245 remains no less stringent than the corresponding Federal requirements for
release response and corrective action.

Three requirements in the final-form rulemaking pertaining to tanks containing radioactive materials or
coolants and certain USTs at nuclear power generation facilities are more stringent than Federal
requirements. The background is set forth here, followed by the three requirements. The definition of
“underground storage tank” in § 245.1 (relating to definitions) has been amended to delete the
exclusions in Subparagraphs (xiii) and (xviii) for “Tanks containing radioactive materials or coolants
that are regulated under The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.A. § 2011—2297)” and “An
underground storage tank system that is part of an emergency generator system at nuclear power
generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A (relating to general design criteria for nuclear power plants).” Deletion of these current
exclusions is consistent with the Federal definition of “underground storage tank” in 40 CFR § 280.12
(relating to definitions) and necessary for Pennsylvania to re-apply for State Program Approval from
EPA. Also, the definition of “underground storage tank” in Subparagraph (xiv) has been amended to
modify the exclusion for a wastewater treatment tank system. The amended definition clarifies that the
exclusion only applies to systems regulated under section 307(b) or 402 of the Clean Water Act
(33 U.S.C. § 1317(b) or § 1342) (relating to toxic and effluent pretreatment standards and national
pollutant discharge elimination system (NPDES) permits). This current exclusion has been amended
to be consistent with the Federal regulations at 40 CFR § 280.l0(b)(2) (relating to applicability).
Modification of this current exclusion is necessary for Pennsylvania to re-apply for State Program
Approval from EPA.

EPA has long regulated these LiST systems, and owners and operators have been required to comply
with “interim prohibition” requirements pertaining to corrosion protection and compatibility with the
regulated substance stored, since May 7, 1985. The “interim prohibition” requirements were
established in 1984 when Subtitle I was added to the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 692 1—6939g, through the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments which authorized the Federal
program to regulate USTs. On December 22, 1988, the same “interim prohibition” requirements,
along with release response and corrective action requirements, were promulgated in 40 CFR Part 280,
Subparts A and F. At that time, these UST systems were deferred from Federal regulation except for
Subparts A and F. In its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, EPA maintained its position that these regulated
USTs only need to comply with Subparts A and F. To summarize the Federal requirements, these UST
systems installed on or after May 7, 1985, need to be protected against corrosion and be compatible
with the substance stored. Further, these UST systems regulated as of December 22, 1988, need to
comply with the release response and corrective action requirements in 40 CFR Part 280.

As noted above, these UST systems are currently exempt from the definition “underground storage
tank,” and, as a result are exempt from regulation. The final-form rulemaking amends the definition so
that these will now be regulated to be as stringent as Federal regulations. Section 245.403(a) has been
amended to state that these USTs must meet the same requirements that all other regulated UST
systems must meet. However, for UST systems installed on or after May 7, 1985, § 245.403(c) has
been amended to provide that UST owners and operators will not need to comply with § 245.411,
245.421(b)(3), 245.42 1(b)(4)(ii)-(iii), 245.422(d), 245.432(g), and 245.436- 245.446. UST owners
will not be required to conduct facility inspections, install spill and overfill prevention equipment,
check for water in petroleum storage tanks, implement operator training, conduct periodic operation
and maintenance walkthrough inspections, or perform release detection.
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While exempt from certain requirements under the final-form rulemaking, the Department believes
that it is important for owners of these USTs to register the USTs, use DEP-certified installers and
inspectors, and maintain financial responsibility. These three requirements are specific to Chapter 245
and while considered more stringent than Federal requirements, are beneficial to both the storage tank
owner and the Department. These USTs are now regulated and all regulated USTs need to be
registered with the Department, under current § 245.41 (relating to tank registration requirements). If
the USTs are not registered with the Department, then the Department will not know where these
USTs are, the number of these newly regulated USTs, and whether the USTs are in compliance with
applicable regulations. In addition, all regulated USTs in the Commonwealth need to be installed,
modified and removed by Department-certified installers.

Now that these UST’s are no longer exempt, owners and operators will need to meet the corrective
action process requirements of Chapter 245, Subchapter D (relating to corrective action process for
owners and operators of storage tanks and storage tank facilities and other responsible parties) and the
financial responsibility requirements of Chapter 245, Subchapter H (relating to financial responsibility
requirements for owners and operators of underground storage tanks and storage tank facilities).
Financial responsibility is met by participating in the USTIF, which provides coverage for corrective
action and third-party damages should a release occur. In addition, specifically with regard to
Subchapter E (relating to technical standards for underground storage tanks), provisions concerning
variances, applicable codes and standards, performance standards for new UST systems, upgrade
requirements for existing UST systems, reuse of removed USTs, spill and overfill control, operation
and maintenance including corrosion protection, compatibility, repairs allowed, reporting and
recordkeeping, and closure, will apply to these UST systems. New § 245.403(c)(4) has been added in
Subchapter E to clarify’ that UST systems installed before May 7, 1985, are not required to comply
with § 245.411-245.422, 245.424, 245.432, 245.433, and 245.436-241446.

Subsection 245.42 lcb)(3)(i)(B)(lll) has been deleted. In 1991, the EPA finalized a minor technical
amendment to the Federal UST regulations (40 CFR § 280.20(c)(l )(ii)(C)) allowing this alternative
overfill prevention equipment to be used closer to the tops of larger tanks if it could be done in a
maimer that achieved certain minimum levels of performance. Since this overfill prevention
equipment option is being deleted, the final-form rulemaking may be viewed as being more stringent
than the EPA requirements. The Department has deleted this overfill prevention equipment option as
there is no known testing procedure to adequately evaluate the effectiveness of this equipment. EPA
staff informed the Department that EPA is also not aware of an adequate testing procedure. Further,
Department records indicate that there are no facilities using this method of overfill prevention. The
Department requested public comment as to whether there are known facilities using this particular
overfill prevention method, and if so, what testing procedure is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
equipment. The Department received no responsive comments.

Subsection 245.434(5)(ii) (relating to repairs allowed) has been deleted. This subsection stated that the
repaired portion of the UST system may be monitored monthly for releases in lieu of performing
tightness testing. Deletion of this subsection results in this final-form rulemaking being more stringent
than the Federal requirement at 40 CFR § 280.33(d)(2) (relating to repairs allowed) as the EPA allows
this option in lieu of tightness testing. The fact is that most manufacturers’ specifications and
nationally-recognized codes of practice call for tightness testing of the UST system to determine
competency prior to placing product in the UST system.
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(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

In its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, the EPA revised the Federal UST program requirements in 40 CFR
Part 280. At the same time, the EPA updated the State Program Approval requirements in 40 CFR
Part 281. Under these changes, the EPA requires that states revise their UST regulations and apply for
initial or revised State Program Approval. Currently, Pennsylvania has State Program Approval.
Therefore, the Department, along with all other states seeking initial or revised State Program
Approval, needs to revise its UST program regulations to be no less stringent than the Federal
requirements. In states that do not have State Program Approval, EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule took
effect on October 13, 2015. Therefore, in general, all states will be at least as stringent as Federal UST
program requirements. The EPA has not codified companion AST regulations. Pennsylvania’s AST
program was developed and based on the statutory authority in the act. For these reasons, this final-
form rulemaking will not put the Commonwealth or the regulated community at a competitive
disadvantage with other states.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state
agencies? If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

This final-form rulemaking will not affect any other existing regulations of the Department or any
regulations promulgated by other state agencies.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

The Department worked with the Storage Tank Advisory Committee (STAC) during development of
this rulemaking. STAC, which was established by section 105 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.105), consists
of persons representing a cross-section of organizations having a direct interest in the regulation of
storage tanks in this Commonwealth. As required under section 105 of the act, STAC was given the
opportunity to review and comment on both the draft proposed and draft final-form annex. At
December 8,2015 and June 7,2016 STAC meetings, individual STAC members were provided with
the opportunity to review Department concepts and present concepts that they would like to see
incorporated into Chapter 245. STAC was also afforded the opportunity to review and discuss draft
proposed regulatory language at its December 6,2016, and March 7,2017, meetings. On March 7,
2017, STAC voted unanimously to support the amendments and recommended that the Board consider
the amendments for publication as a proposed rulemaking. The Board adopted the proposed
rulemaking on October 17, 2017, and published it at 48 Pa.B. 1101 (February 24, 2018). On May 17,
2018, STAC reviewed draft final-form regulatory language. At that meeting, STAC voted
unanimously to support the amendments and recommended that the Board consider the amendments
for publication as a final-form rulemaking.

A listing of STAC members and minutes of STAC meetings are available on the Department’s website
at www.dep.pa.gov (select “Public Participation,” then “Advisory Committees”). The Citizens
Advisory Council received monthly updates on the status of this rulemaking.

Additionally, in developing the proposed rulemaking, the Department contacted five Department
certified companies from various regions of the Commonwealth to provide cost estimates for the
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various testing requirements. The Department requested the companies to provide cost estimates to
include mobilization fees, paperwork fees, labor costs and any necessary waste disposal costs. Cost
information collected for the proposed rulemaking remains relevant today. Therefore, the costs
presented in Question 19 of this Regulatory Analysis Form and Section F of the Preamble to this final-
form rulemaking for the new UST testing requirements are inclusive of the reporting requirements.
Going forward, the Department will continue outreach and communication with the regulated
community.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations ivhich will be affected by the
regulation. How are they affected?

This final-form rulemaking will affect approximately 7,000 storage tank owners at nearly 12,600
storage tank facilities. Industry sectors potentially affected by this final-form rulemaking include retail
motor fuel sales, commercial, institutional, manufacturing, transportation, communications and
utilities, and agriculture. Federal, State and local government owners of regulated storage tanks will
also be affected.

All 7,655 UST facilities will be affected by the periodic walkthrough inspections. At least every 30
days, spill prevention and release detection equipment must be checked. However, spill prevention
equipment associated with UST systems receiving deliveries at intervals greater than every 30 days
may be checked prior to each delivery. Containment sumps and handheld release detection equipment
must be checked a minimum of every 12 months.

All 22,203 UST systems will be affected by the overfill prevention equipment inspections. All UST
systems have overfill prevention equipment. Overfill prevention equipment is to be evaluated at least
once every three years to ensure that the equipment is set to activate at the correct level and will
activate when the regulated substance stored reaches that level.

All 22,203 UST systems will be affected by the spill prevention equipment tests. Spill prevention
equipment is to be tested once every three years to ensure the equipment is liquid-tight.

Forty-one percent or 9,103 UST systems will be affected by the containment sump testing requirement.
Containment sump testing is only required when the containment sump is used for interstitial
monitoring of piping. Containment sump testing is to be conducted once every three years to ensure
the equipment is liquid-tight.

This final-form rulemaking prohibits ball float valves as an option for overfill prevention when these
devices need to be replaced. A total of 3,306 UST systems are reported to have ball float valves as the
current form of overfill prevention and will be affected by this requirement.

All 22,203 UST systems will be affected by the annual operability testing of electronic and mechanical
components of release detection equipment. The required tests shall apply to automatic tank gauges
and other controllers, probes and sensors, automatic line leak detectors, vacuum pumps and pressure
gauges, and hand-held electronic sampling equipment associated with groundwater and vapor
monitoring.
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The removal of the release detection deferral for emergency generator tanks will only affect 605 or
2.7 % of the UST systems.

The number of UST systems that will be affected by the removal of the regulatory deferral by EPA for
field-constructed tanks is unknown. However, this will only affect existing underground field-
constructed storage tanks installed on or before October 11. 1997, that are currently exempt from
regulation under Chapter 245 under Department technical guidance titled, “Policy for Existing Field-
Constructed Hazardous Substance Underground Storage Tanks at Facilities Regulated under the Safe
Drinking Water Act.”

Wastewater treatment tank systems subject to Section 402 or 307(b) of the Clean Water Act will
remain excluded from regulation under Chapter 245.

The number of UST systems that will be affected by the removal of the regulatory exclusion for USTs
containing radioactive material and emergency generator UST systems at nuclear power generation
facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is not known. Since owners and operators
of these UST systems had to meet Federal UST regulations dating back to May 7, 1985, that require
systems to be designed and constructed to prevent releases during the operating life of the facility due
to corrosion or structural failure, these systems should already be in compliance.

The Department is aware of 35 AST systems in underground vaults that will be affected by the
requirement to have an in-service inspection conducted within 6 and 12 months of installation and at
least every 3 years thereafter.

The Department has 6,756 small AST systems (systems with capacity equal to or less than 21,000
gallons) registered that will be affected by the shortened initial inspection requirement and in-service
inspection cycle from 10 years to 5 years.

Please see the response to Question 24(a) for small business information.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply
with the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

This final-form rulemaking will affect approximately 7,000 storage tank owners at nearly 12,600
storage tank facilities, industry sectors potentially affected by this final-form rulemaking include retail
motor fuel sales, commercial, institutional, manufacturing. transportation. communications and
utilities, and agriculture. Federal, State and local government owners of regulated storage tanks will
also be affected. Retail motor fuel sales is the industry sector most impacted by these regulations. For
the most part, this sector consists of gasoline stations with or without convenience stores. Other
entities and groups affected include: wholesale trade; retail trade; accommodation; food services;
hospitals; refineries; chemical manufacturers; air, water, truck, transit, pipeline and airport operations;
wired telecommunications carriers; electric power generation, transmission and distribution; crop and
animal production; volunteer fire companies; and emergency medical service organizations.

Department-certified storage tank installers, inspectors and companies will also need to comply with
this final-form rulemaking. Nearly 875 individuals and approximately 350 companies have
certifications from the Department under Chapter 245.
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Responsible parties, as defined in § 245.1, are responsible for complying with this final-form
rulemaking in terms of the corrective action provisions contained in Subchapter D. Responsible
parties include tanic owners and operators, landowners and occupiers, and product distributors.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

In general, this final-form rulemaking requires additional storage tank testing for USTs and inspection
of small ASTs and ASTs in vaults, and does not require large-scale investments in equipment or
significant changes to operations at the facility level. The only exception are the one-time costs to
replace ball float valves following failure of the overfill prevention evaluation with alternate overfill
prevention equipment and to add release detection to those emergency generator USTs that were
previously deferred from regulation. These one-time costs apply to a limited number of UST systems.
Of the 22,203 existing UST systems regulated in this Commonwealth, 3,306 have ball float valves for
overfill prevention and 605 are emergency generator UST systems without a form of release detection.

Most of the amendments are necessary for the Commonwealth’s regulations in Chapter 245 to be
consistent with Federal requirements for USTs and re-apply for EPA State Program Approval.
Without these amendments, the EPA could not continue to approve the State program and would then
be required to implement the UST program in this Commonwealth. Therefore, UST owners would
incur the increased costs for their UST facilities to comply with 40 CFR Part 280 if Chapter 245 was
not amended due to the EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule for USTs.

The primary goal of this final-fonTi rulemaking is to further reduce the potential for releases of
regulated substances from USTs by strengthening the requirements regarding properly operating and
maintaining release detection equipment. This final-form rulemaking requires that UST equipment be
inspected and tested regularly, which will help to further reduce the number of releases from USTs and
in turn protect public health and the environment. Incorporation of these UST amendments into
Chapter 245 will enable the Commonwealth to re-apply for UST State Program Approval from the
EPA and remain eligible for continued substantial Federal funding for the UST program.

A significant portion of the beneficial impacts associated with this final-form rulemaking are avoided
cleanup costs from preventing releases and reducing the severity of releases from USTs. The EPA, in
the analysis of the potential benefits associated with its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, estimated the typical
cost of a small-extent, soil-only remediation to be $25,300, and the typical cost of a large-extent,
groundwater-contamination remediation to be $428,200
(https://www.epa. gov/sites/production/files/20 I 5-07/documents/reus2o I 5-ria.pdf (page 4-9)). These
costs are in 2008 dollars. During calendar year 2017, the average cost per closed claim paid by the
USTIF was $308,389, and the total paid for all open claims was $33,287,724
(https:!/ustifpa.ov/documents/ 10184/0/2017 PAUSTIF Annual+Report Final 2018-03-
01 .pdf/l 78c0ef5-Sefl -4931 -b6fa-52801 4d9be38).

While the reduced cleanup costs associated with this final-form rulemaking cannot be accurately
quantified, a decrease in release frequency and severity is expected to result in both a reduction of the
average cost per closed claim and the total annual claim payments made by the USTIF. Groundwater
contamination incidents and vapor intrusion remediation costs are expected to be reduced or avoided,
which will reduce the need for USTIF claims and payments and potentially reduce fees paid by UST
owners to fund USTIF. These fees are typically passed on to the public at motor fuel retail locations.
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Thus, any decrease in release frequency achieved by this final-form rulemaking will benefit the public
and the environment by protecting soil and water resources, and reducing costs associated with
necessary corrective action.

Other benefits of decreasing the frequency of releases from storage tanlcs that cannot be quantified or
monetized include the avoidance of human health risks, protection of ecological receptors, protection
of gallons of groundwater each year, and avoided property devaluation.

This final-form rulemaking will also benefit storage tank owners and operators, and certified installers
and companies. For example, this final-form rulemaking adds a new UST certification category to
allow individuals to perform tank handling activities such as repairs that do not involve excavation
without having to obtain the (full) certification to install and modify storage tank systems, and to
perform tests of UST systems required by this final-form rulemaking. Creation of this new
certification category will afford UST owners the opportunity to employ individuals who specialize in
modifications only, which could save UST owners some of the costs associated with minor
modification work and system testing. This “minor modification” certification category will also
provide opportunities for existing certified companies to employ individuals who specialize in minor
modification work. In addition, it may create an incentive for persons interested in only perfoni’iing
“minor modification” work to become certified and establish their own companies. In either case, the
establishment of this new certification category is expected to result in the creation of a significant
number ofjobs within the certified installer community, which may reduce the cost of UST system
testing over time.

The increase in required inspections and testing by storage tank owners is expected to reduce
Department costs. For example, this final-form rulemaking requires all ASTs in underground vaults
that require an in-service inspection to be inspected within 6 and 12 months of installation and at least
every 3 years thereafter due to their history of noncompliance. This mirrors the inspection requirement
for USTs. Also, the initial inspection requirement and in-service inspection cycle for small ASTs is
shortened from 10 years to 5 years. Based on current in-service inspections, the compliance rate with
regulatory requirements is less than 50%. When the facility operations inspection cycle for USTs was
shortened from 5 years to 3 years in a prior rulemaking, the Department observed increased regulatory
compliance, fewer releases and a reduction in the severity of releases from USTs. which reduced
Department staff time needed to follow-up on noncompliant facilities and corrective action cases.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

Since the beginning of the UST program, preventing petroleum and hazardous substance releases from
UST systems into the environment has been one of the primary goals of the program. Although the
EPA and other states have made significant progress in reducing the number of new releases,
approximately 5,700 releases were discovered nationwide for the Federal fiscal year that ended
September 30, 2017 (https://www.epa.tzov/sitcs/production/flles/20l 7-1 1/documents/ca-I 7-34.pdf). in
comparison, using the same parameters (underground storage tank system releases only and October 1,
2016 through September 30, 2017), Pennsylvania had 210 confirmed releases. Lack of proper
operation and maintenance of UST systems is the main cause of new releases. Information on sources
and causes of releases shows that releases from tanks are less common than they once were. However,
releases from piping and spills and overfills associated with deliveries have emerged as more common
problems. In addition, releases at the dispenser are one of the leading sources of contamination at UST
facilities. Finally, data show that release detection equipment is only detecting approximately 50% of
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releases it is designed to detect. These problems are partly due to improper operation and
maintenance.

Through increased emphasis on properly operating and maintaining UST equipment as required by this
final-form rulemaking, ongoing problems with release detection practices and routine operation and
maintenance will sipiiflcant]y improve. In time, this will result in a higher rate of UST facility
compliance with regulations and fewer releases of regulated substances in the Commonwealth. Last
year, the USTIF paid over $33 million on cleanup of releases from USTs in this Commonwealth. The
projected annual cost of these UST amendments (see response to Question 19 in this Regulatory
Analysis Form) is insignificant compared to the cost of cleanup of released regulated substances.
Further, the Department stands to lose substantial Federal finding for the UST program if it fails to
implement a UST program that meets the Federal requirements.

With regard to the AST program, an increased inspection frequency is needed for all ASTs in
underground vaults and small ASTs due to their history of noncompliance. Based on current in-service
inspections, the regulatory compliance rate is less than 50%. The Department shortened the facility
operations inspection cycle for USTs from 5 years to 3 years in a prior rulemaking which has resulted
in increased regulatory compliance. Increased compliance with regulatory requirements means less
Department staff time needed to follow-up on noncompliant facilities, fewer releases and a reduction
in the severity of releases from ASTs.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated
with compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required.
Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

In general, this final-form rulemaking requires additional storage tank testing for USTs and inspection
of small ASTs and ASTs in vaults, and does not require large-scale investments in equipment or
significant changes to operations at the facility level. The only exception is the one-time cost to
replace ball float valves following failure of the UST overfill prevention evaluation with alternate
overfill prevention equipment and to add release detection to those emergency generator USTs that
were previously deferred from regulation. This one-time cost applies to a limited number of UST
systems. Of the 22,203 existing UST systems regulated in this Commonwealth, 3,306 have ball float
valves for overfill prevention and 605 are emergency generator UST systems without a form of release
detection.

Most of the changes are necessary for the Commonwealth’s regulations in Chapter 245 to be consistent
with Federal requirements for USTs and re-apply for EPA State Program Approval. Without these
amendments, the EPA could not continue to approve the State program and would then be required to
implement the UST program in this Commonwealth. Therefore, UST owners would incur the
increased costs for their UST facilities to comply with 40 CFR Part 280 due to the EPA’s July 15,
2015 Final Rule for USTs.

Analysis of UST compliance costs

Within this Commonwealth, 7,655 UST facilities are regulated consisting of 22,203 UST systems, for
an average of 2.90 UST systems per facility. Compliance costs for these new UST regulatory
requirements are estimated in this analysis based on a UST facility with 3 UST systems that have the
following features: three 10,000-gallon lAST systems with two storing gasoline and one storing diesel;
100 feet of piping per UST system; one fill port per UST system; spill prevention equipment at each
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UST system; two drop tube shut-off devices and one ball float valve for overfill prevention equipment;
four dispensers each with an under-dispenser containment sump; one submersible turbine pump
sump/tank top sump per UST system; and one automatic tank gauge (AIG) with an ATG probe per
UST system.

Costs presented on a facility basis were adjusted for the fact that each UST facility has on average 2.90
UST systems. The Department contacted five Department-certified companies from various regions of
this Commonwealth to estimate cost for the various requirements in this final-form rulemaking for the
UST facility described in the preceding paragraph. In doing so, the Department requested the
companies to provide cost estimates to include mobilization fees, papenvork fees, labor costs, and any
necessary waste disposal costs.

The maintenance walkthrough inspection requirement for UST facilities involves a visual inspection of
spill prevention equipment and release detection every 30 days and a visual inspection of containment
sumps and handheld release detection devices annually. All 7,655 UST facilities are required to
conduct 30-day maintenance walkthrough inspections. The 5,806 UST facilities with containment
sumps are required to conduct the annual visual inspection. These inspections may be performed by
the UST owner, operator or other employee of the UST owner resulting in no cost other than the
necessary time to conduct the inspections. However, some UST owners may choose to use third-party
companies to conduct the maintenance walkthrough inspections. If a UST owner chose to hire a third-
party company, the owner will incur costs. However, this action will be voluntary and is not required
by this final-form rulemaking.

Testing of spill prevention equipment and containment sumps and evaluation of overfill prevention
equipment at UST facilities is required every 3 years. All 22,203 UST systems have overfill
prevention equipment and are required to conduct evaluations. Likewise, all UST systems require spill
prevention equipment tests. Forty-one percent, or 9,103 UST systems at 3,324 UST facilities, have
containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring of piping that will need to be tested. These tests
and evaluations will need to be conducted by appropriate certified individuals.

Although the cost for testing and evaluation will only be incurred every 3 years, the costs are estimated
on an annualized basis for purposes of this analysis (that is, the testing and evaluation costs are divided
by three to estimate the cost per year). The estimated annual cost range and average annual cost for
each evaluation or test per facility are summarized as follows:

Evaluation or Test Estimated Range ofAnnual Costs Estimated Average Annual Cost
Overfill prevention equipment $97—$16l $113
Spill prevention equipment $89—$209 $127
Containment sump $258—$902 $548

Based on the estimated average annual cost, the total annualized cost to a UST facility owner for
equipment testing and evaluation every 3 years is estimated to range from $240—$788. The lower
cost will apply to a facility that does not have containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring of
piping. Based on these per facility costs, the annualized cost to evaluate and test equipment at all UST
facilities is estimated to be $3,658,752.

This final-fonTi rulemaking prohibits continued use of ball float valves as an option for overfill
prevention when these devices need to be replaced. A total of 3,306 UST systems are reported to have
ball float valves as the form of overfill prevention. The increased cost to repair a ball float valve or
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replace a ball float valve with another ball float valve versus providing another form of overfill
prevention (for example, shut-off device or alarm) is estimated to range from $975—s 1,100 with the
average cost to be $1,038. The average cost represents the one-time increased cost to a UST owner for
this overfill prevention equipment replacement. Replacement of a ball float valve will only be
necessary when the equipment no longer functions as originally designed and fails the 3-year overfill
evaluation requirement. Based on the average cost, the total one-time increased cost to replace ball
float valves with another form of overfill prevention for all UST systems is estimated to be $3,431,628.

Annual release detection equipment testing is required by this final-form rulemaking for all 22,203
UST systems. Operability tests will need to be conducted of the electronic and mechanical
components of release detection equipment. The annualized cost to a UST facility owner for this
release detection testing requirement is estimated to range from $338—S 1,039, with the average cost to
he S595. Based on the average cost, the annual cost to test release detection equipment at all liST
facilities is estimated to be 54,554,725. These costs are based on an average UST facility consisting of
three UST systems and four dispensers. Facilities that have fewer UST systems are expected to have
lower costs.

This final-form rulemaking requires release detection for emergency generator USTs. An estimated
605 UST systems are reported as not having any form of release detection. For this analysis, an ATG
is used as the fon-n of release detection for these systems and will need to be tested annually for
operability; however, other lower cost methods of tank release detection could be chosen by the UST
owner depending on type and location of the UST system. The cost for the operability tests for these
systems were included in the cost for release detection equipment testing previously described. The
cost for the addition of an ATG ranges from $4,000—$30,000 with the average estimated cost to be
$16,875. Cost estimates are dependent on several factors including amount of excavation required to
install wiring and conduit, access to the UST system and location of the UST system to utilities and
buildings. The average cost represents the one-time cost to a UST owner to add an ATG for release
detection. Based on the average cost, the total one-time cost to add release detection to emergency
generator USTs is estimated to be $10,209,375.

The following table and discussion summarize the total estimated annualized cost that UST facilities
will incur for the testing and inspections in this final-form rulemaking when UST owners, operators or
other employees of the UST owner conduct all maintenance walkthrough inspections:

Annualized One- Nunther of Total Totat One-
Operation and Time Potentially Annualized Time Cost.c4
Maintenance Costs2 Affected Operation

Costs’ Faci/ities/Svstenzs and
Maintenance

Costs3
Maintenance $0 $0 7,655 facilities $0 SO
walklhrough inspections

Periodic testing and 5240—5788 $0 7,655 facilities $3,658,752 SO
inspection of overfill
prevention equipment,
spill prevention
equipment and
containment sumps5
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‘ Eliminateball float $0 $1,038 3,306 UST $0 $3,431,628
valves when overfill systems
prevention equipment is
replaced
Operability tests for $595 SO 7,655 facilities $4,554,725 SO
release detection
Remove release SO 516.875 605 UST systems 50 510.209,375

• detection deferral for
emergency generator
USTs

5835—51 .383 $8,213,477 513,641,003

‘Per UST facility.
2 Per UST system. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.

For all UST facilities.
For all UST systems. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.
The lower range of the annualized operation and maintenance costs is for facilities that do not have containment sumps

used for interstitial monitoring of piping.

The annualized increased operation and maintenance costs to conduct maintenance walkthrough
inspections, inspect overfill prevention equipment, test spill prevention equipment and containment
sumps, and test release detection equipment per UST facility is estimated to range from 5835—S 1,383.
The total annualized increased costs for these inspections and tests at all UST facilities are estimated to
be $8,213,477.

The total one-time costs to replace all ball float valves with alternate overfill prevention equipment and
to add release detection to emergency generator U STs is estimated to be Si 3,641,003. These one-time
costs apply to a limited number of UST systems. Currently, 3,306 UST systems (less than 15%) have
ball float valves for overfill prevention and 605 UST systems (less than 3%) are emergency generator
USTs that will need to add release detection equipment. Owners of emergency generator UST systems
will be afforded I year to 2 years under this final-form rulemaking to make an informed decision to
either add the necessary release detection, close the UST system or close the liST system and install a
new AST.

Analysis oJAST compliance costs

As with liST systems, the primary focus of this final-form rulemaking for AST systems is on an
increased inspection frequency for small ASTs and ASTs in vaults. The Department contacted five
Department-certified companies from various regions of this Commonwealth to estimate the increased
cost to AST owners for the revised inspection requirements. In doing so, the Department requested the
companies to provide cost estimates to include paperwork fees.

This final-form rulemaking requires all ASTs in underground vaults that require an in-service
inspection to be inspected within 6 to 12 months of installation and at least every 3 years thereafter.
ASTs with a capacity greater than 5,000 gallons, and ASTs storing highly hazardous substances with a
capacity greater than 1,100 gallons, are subject to these inspection requirements.

Currently, no large ASTs in underground vaults are registered with the Department and 35 small AST
systems in underground vaults will need to increase inspections from once every 10 years to once
every 3 years. These small ASTs have an average size of approximately 10,000 gallons.
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The reported annualized cost range for an in-service inspection of a vaulted AST every 10 years, as
currently required, is $78 to $315, and the average annualized cost is $179. The estimated annualized
cost range for an in-service inspection of a vaulted AST every 3 years is $260 to $1,050, and the
estimated average annualized cost is $595. Thus, the annualized increased cost to an owner of a
vaulted AST for an in-service inspection every 3 years is estimated to be $416. The total annualized
increased cost to all AST owners who will be subject to the 3-year inspection requirement is estimated
to be $14,560.

This final-form rulemaking also shortens the initial inspection requirement and in-service inspection
cycle for small ASTs (other than small ASTs in underground vaults) from 10 years to 5 years. This
requirement applies to small ASTs with a capacity greater than 5,000 gallons, and small ASTs with a
capacity greater than 1,100 gallons that store highly hazardous substances. An estimated 6,756 small
ASTs with an average size of 11,400 gallons will need to increase their inspections to every 5 years
under this final-form rulemaking.

The reported annualized cost range for an in-service inspection of a small AST every 10 years, as
currently required, is $44 to $200, and the average annualized cost is $98. The estimated annualized
cost range for an in-service inspection of a small AST every 5 years is $88 to $400, and the estimated
average annualized cost is $196. Thus, the annualized increased cost to an owner of a small AST for
an in-service inspection every 5 years is estimated to be $98. The total annualized increased cost to all
AST owners who will be subject to the 5-year inspection requirement is estimated to be $662,088.

The following table summarizes the estimated increased annualized costs discussed above that will be
incurred by AST system owners under this final-form rulemaking:

Annualized One— Nuniber of Total Total
Operation and fine Fotentiath’ Affected Annualized One-
Maintenance Costs Systentc Operation and Time

Costs Maintenance Costs
Costs

Increased inspection S41 6 $0 35 AST systems $14,560 SO
frequency for vaulted
ASTs
Increased inspection 598 $0 6,756 AST systems $662,088 SO
frequency for small
ASTs

$0 $676,648 SO

Additional compliance costs associated with this final-form rulemaking that cannot be estimated are
the costs to UST systems that were previously excluded from the definition of a UST, but are subject
to Chapter 245 under this final-form rulemaking (for example, tanks containing radioactive materials
or coolants that are regulated under The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, wastewater treatment tank
systems that are not part of a wastewater treatment facility regulated under section 307(b) or 402 of the
Clean Water Act, and liST systems that are part of an emergency generator system at nuclear power
generation facilities regulated by the NRC under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A). In addition, existing
field-constructed liSTs installed on or before October 11, 1997, are regulated under Chapter 245 under
this final-form rulemaking.
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The number of USTs in these categories that will be subject to Chapter 245 under this final-form
rulemaking is unknown because they are not currently required to be registered with the Department.
Registration will be required within 60 days after the effective date of this final-form rulemaking.
Field-constructed USTs installed on or before October 11, 1997, are temporarily excluded from other
regulatory requirements in Chapter 245 until 1 year after the effective date of this final-form
rulemaking. Upon registration of a UST that was previously excluded from regulation, the Department
will work with the tank owner to bring the UST into regulatory compliance. Due to the unique nature
of these USTs, the steps that will be necessary to bring the USTs into compliance are expected to vary
widely. Thus, compliance costs associated with the regulation of this universe of USTs cannot be
estimated.

USTs containing radioactive material and emergency generator UST systems at nuclear power
generation facilities regulated by the NRC are subject to United States Department of Energy Orders
and NRC regulations that are comparable to the Chapter 245 requirements for new and existing USTs
regarding spill and overfill control, operation and maintenance of corrosion protection, and release
detection. Since owners and operators of these UST systems had to meet Federal UST requirements,
dating back to May 7, 1985, that require systems to be designed and constructed to prevent releases
during the operating life of the facility due to corrosion or structural failure, these systems should
already be in compliance with most requirements and therefore incur minimal additional costs.

A substantial portion of the beneficial impacts associated with this final-form rulemaking are avoided
cleanup costs as a result of preventing releases and reducing the severity of releases from USTs. The
EPA, in the analysis of the potential benefits associated with its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, estimated the
typical cost of a small-extent, soil-only remediation to be 525,300, and the typical cost of a large-
extent, groundwater-contamination remediation to be $428,200
(https://www.epa.uov’sites/production’files’201 5-07/docurncnts!reus2Ol 5-ria.pdf (page 4—9)). These
costs are in 2008 dollars. During calendar year 2017, the average cost per closed claim paid by the
USTIF was $308,389, and the total paid for all open claims was $33,287,724
(lntps.Husnf.pa.gov/documcntsfl 0184/0/2017 PAUSTIF Annual+Repon Final 2018-03-
01 .pdfi I 78c0ef5-$cfl -4931 -bófa-5280 I 4d9be38).

While the reduced cleanup costs associated with this final-form rulemaking cannot be accurately
quantified, a decrease in release frequency and severity is expected to result in both a reduction of the
average cost per closed claim and the total annual claim payments made by the USTIF. Groundwater
contamination incidents and vapor intrusion remediation costs are expected to be reduced or avoided,
which will reduce the need for USTIF claims and payments and potentially reduce fees paid by UST
owners to fl.ind USTIF. These fees are typically passed on to the public at motor fuel retail locations.
Thus, any decrease in release frequency achieved by this final-form rulemaking will benefit the public
and the environment by protecting soil and water resources, and reducing costs associated with
necessary corrective action.

Other benefits of decreasing the frequency of releases from storage tanks that cannot be quantified or
monetized include the avoidance of human health risks, protection of ecological receptors, protection
of gallons of groundwater each year, and avoided property devaluation.

This final-fonn rulemaking will also benefit storage tank owners and operators, and certified installers
and companies. For example, this final-form rulemaking adds a new UST certification category to
allow individuals to perform tank handling activities such as repairs that do not involve excavation
without having to obtain the (frill) certification to install and modify storage tank systems, and to
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perform tests of UST systems required by this final-form rulemaking. Creation of this new
certification category will afford UST owners with the opportunity to employ individuals who
specialize in modifications only, which could save UST owners some of the costs associated with
minor modification work and system testing. This “minor modification” certification category will
also provide opportunities for existing certified companies to employ individuals who specialize in
minor modification work. In addition, it may create an incentive for persons interested in only
performing “minor modification” work to become certified and establish their own companies. In
either case, the establishment of this new certification category is expected to result in the creation of a
significant number ofjobs within the certified installer community, which may reduce the cost ofUST
system testing over time.

This final-form rulemaking does not require legal, accounting or consulting procedures for
implementation of the regulation.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

Bccause local governments own and operate regulated ASTs and liSTs, the costs to local governments
are a subset of the costs to the regulated community and not additional costs.

The table below summarizes all increased costs as a result of this final-form UST regulatory
requirements assuming liST owners, operators, or other employees of the UST owncr conduct all
walkthrough inspections:

Annualized One- Niunber of Total Total One-
Operation Time Potentially Annualized Time Costs4

and Costs2 Affected Operation and
Maintenance Facilities/Systems Maintenance

Costs’ Costs3
Maintenance walkthrougl $0 $0 501 facilities $0 $0
inspections
Periodic testing and 5240—5788 $0 501 facilities $1 89,836 $0
inspection of overfill
prevention equipment,
spill prevention
equipment, and
containment sumps5
Eliminate balL float SO $1,038 50 UST systems $0 $51,900
valves when overfill
prevention equipment is
replaced
Operability tests for S595 $0 501 facilities $298,095 SO
release detection
Remove release SO $16,875 I 63 UST systems SO 51,063,125
detection deferral for
emergency generator
USTs

S835—$I.383 $487,931 51,115,025
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‘Per UST facility.
2Per UST system. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.

all UST facilities.
all UST systems. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.

5The lower range of the annualized operation and maintenance costs is for facilities that do not have containment sumps
used for interstitial monitoring of piping.

The table below summarizes all increased costs as a result of the final-form AST regulatory
requirements:

Annualized One- Number of TotalAnnualized Total One-
Operation and Time Potentially Operation and Time Costs
Maintenance Costs Affected Systems Maintenance

Costs Costs
Increased inspection $416 SO I AST systems 5416 $0
frequency for vaulted
ASTs
Increased inspection $98 $0 297 AST $29,106 50
frequency for small ASTs systems

I SO 529,522 SO

A substantial portion of the beneficial impacts associated with this final-form rulemaking are avoided
cleanup costs as a result of preventing releases and reducing the severity of releases from USTs. While
the reduced cleanup costs associated with this final-form rulemaking cannot be accurately quantified, a
decrease in release frequency and severity is expected to result in both a reduction of the average cost
per closed claim and the total annual claim payments made by the USTIF. Groundwater contamination
incidents and vapor intrusion remediation costs are expected to be reduced or avoided, which will
reduce the need for USTIF claims and payments and potentially reduce fees paid by UST owners to
fund USTIF. These fees are typically passed on to the public at motor fuel retail locations. Thus, any
decrease in release frequency achieved by this final-form rulemaking will benefit the public and the
environment by protecting soil and water resources, and reducing costs associated with necessary
corrective action.

This final-form rulemaking does not require legal, accounting or consulting procedures for
implementation of the regulation.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with
the implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which
may be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

Because state government owns and operates regulated ASTs and USTs, the costs to state government
are a subset of the costs to the regulated community and not additional costs.

The table below summarizes all increased costs of the final-form UST regulatory requirements
assuming UST owners, operators, or other employees of the UST owner conduct all walkthrough
inspections:
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Annualized One— Number of Total Annualized Total One—
Operation and Time Potentially Operation and Time
Maintenance Costs Affected Maintenance Costs4

Costs’ Facilities/Systems Costs3
Maintenance $0 SO 216 facilities $0 $0
walkthrough inspections
Periodic testing and 5240—5788 SO 216 facilities $128,012 $0
inspection of overfill
prevention equipment,
spill prevention
equipment, and
containment_sumps5

‘ Eliminate ball float SO $1,038 2 UST systems SO £2,076
valves when overfill
prevention equipment is
replaccd
Operability tests for $595 SO 216 facilities $128,520 SO
release detection
Removc release SO 516,875 98 UST systems $0 $1,653,750
detection deferral for
emergency generator
U STs

5835—51,383 $256,532 $1,655,826

‘ Per UST facility.
2 Per UST system. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.

For all UST facilities.
all UST systems. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.

5The lower range of the annualized operation and maintenance costs is for facilities that do not have containment sumps
used for interstitial monitoring of piping.

The table below summarizes all increased costs of the final-form AST regulatory requirements:

Annualized One- Number of Total Annualized Total One-
Operation and Time Potentially Operation and Time Costs
Maintenance Costs Affected Systems Maintenance

Costs Costs
Increased inspection $416 $0 3 AST systems $1,248 $0
frequency for vaulted
ASTs
Increased inspection 598 SO 88 AST systems $8,624 $0
frequency_for_small_ASTs

SO 59,872 $0

A substantial portion of the beneficial impacts associated with this final-form rulemaking are avoided
cleanup costs as a result of preventing releases and reducing the severity of releases from USTs.

While not able to be quantified, a decrease in release frequency and severity is expected to result in a
reduction of costs because groundwater contamination incidents and vapor intrusion remediation costs
could be avoided. Any decrease in release frequency achieved by this final-form rulemaking will
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benefit the public and the environment by protecting soil and water resources, and reducing costs
associated with necessary corrective action.

This final-form rulemaking does not require legal, accounting or consulting procedures for
implementation of the regulation.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(2l) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and
an explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

This final-form rulemaking does not require legal, accounting or consulting procedures for
implementation of the regulation. This final-form rulemaking includes the following new notification,
reporting and other paperwork requirements:

• Certified installers and inspectors will need to report regulated substance observed in a
containment structure or facility within 48 hours on a form provided by the Department.

• Certified installers and inspectors will need to report failed tests of UST spill prevention
cquipment, containment sumps, and overfill prevention equipment within 48 hours on a form
provided by the Department. A copy of the test results will also need to be provided to the
Department with the notification report.

• If a suspected release investigation fails to determine whether a release of a regulated substance
has occurred, owners and operators will need to report the suspected release within 15 days of
the indication of a suspected release on a form provided by the Department.

• If a suspected release investigation confirms that a release has not occurred, and removal of the
regulated substance cannot be accomplished within 24 hours, owners and operators will need to
immediately notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail.

• Responsible parties will need to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail as soon
as practicable, but no later than 24 hours after the initiation of interim remedial actions in
response to a release.

• Responsible parties will need to notify the Department, by telephone or electronic mail, within
24 hours of providing an alternate source of water to the owner of an affected or diminished
water supply in response to a release.

• Responsible parties will need to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail as soon
as practicable, but no later than 24 hours after the initiation of site characterization activities in
response to a release.

• The Department will need to publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action plan
and notice of its final action on the plan in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

• The Department will need to publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action
completion report and notice of its final action on the report in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

• Owners and operators will need to notify the Department of the proposed installation of
specific UST system components such as the piping system and dispenser, and not just when a
tank or tank system is being installed, on a form provided by the Department.

• Certified installers and inspectors will need to document tests or evaluations of UST spill
prevention and overfill prevention equipment, containment sumps, and release detection
equipment on a form provided by the Department. Owners and operators will need to maintain
test or evaluation results onsite at the storage tank facility or at a readily available alternative
site and shall provide the forms to the Department upon request.
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• Surveys of UST cathodic protection systems will need to be documented on a form provided by
the Department and shall be provided to the Department upon request.

• Upon Department request, owners and operators will need to submit, on a form provided by the
Department, information verifying that all system components are compatible with the
proposed substance to be stored, prior to storing the substance in the UST.

• Owners and operators will need to maintain documentation showing that their UST systems are
continuously participating in the USTIF.

• Owners and operators will need to maintain documentation of the last test of UST spill
prevention equipment and containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring of piping and
evaluation of overfill prevention equipment.

• For containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring of piping and spill prevention
equipment not required to be testcd, UST owners and operators will need to maintain
documentation showing that the equipment is double-walled and the integrity of both walls is
periodically monitored.

• LiST owners and operators will need to maintain records of walkthrough inspections for the
past 12 months.

• Owners will need to ensure that Class A, Class B and Class C operators are identified on a form
provided by the Department prior to placing the UST system into use.

• Owners and operators of AST facilities with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity greater
than 21,000 gallons will need to maintain a written or electronic log. Each log entry will need
to identify the name of the individual performing tank handling and inspection activities, the
individual’s signature or equivalent verification of presence onsite, the company name, the date
of work, start and end times, and a brief description of work performed, including tank
identification.

• In addition to routine monthly inspections, AST owners and operators will need to maintain 72-
hour maintenance inspections for the previousl2 months.

• AST owners and operators will need to maintain documentation of investigations of suspected
releases.

• AST owners and operators will need to maintain the results of testing from the last two
cathodic protection surveys and the results of the last three impressed current cathodic
protection system checks for each 60-day period.

• Should a high-level alarm with a manned operator shutdown procedure be used, owners and
operators of ASTs will need to document the shutdown procedure and provide it to the
Department upon request.

• When an overfill alarm or prevention device or monitoring gauge is used, owners and operators
of ASTs will need to document the shutdown procedure.

Aside from the requirements to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail, the Department
is providing the regulated community with a significant number of forms to facilitate compliance with
the final-form notification and reporting requirements. In addition, one form is being deleted.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

As identified in the response to (22) above, new forms are required for implementation of this final-
form regulation. In addition, existing forms have been revised to implement this final-form
rulemaking. One form is being deleted. All new and revised forms, and the deleted form, are
identified in the response to (22b) below.
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(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

The attached new forms are as follows:

• Underground Storage Tank Groundwater/Vapor Monitoring System Functionality Testing
Form

• Underground Storage Tank Sensor Functionality Testing Form
• Underground Storage Tank Automatic Line Leak Detector Functionality Testing Form
• Underground Storage Tank Pressure/Vacuum Monitoring Functionality Testing Form
• Underground Storage Tank Spill Prevention Equipment/Containment Sump Integrity Testing

Form
• Underground Storage Tank Automatic Tank Gauge Functionality Testing Form
• Underground Storage Tank Overfill Prevention Evaluation Form
• Aboveground Storage Tank Lining Inspection Summary and Instructions

The attached revised forms are as follows:

• Underground Storage Tank Facility Operations Inspection Report Form Instructions (2630-FM-
BECBO5OI)

• Underground Storage Tank Facility Operations Inspection (2630-FM-BECBO501a)
• Underground Storage Tank System Installation/Closure Notification Form (2630-FM-

BECBOI 27)
• Planning for Permanent Closure Checklist - Underground Storage Tank Systems (2630-FM-

BECRO 126)
• Underground Storage Tank Modification Report (2630-FM-BECBO575)
• Underground Storage Tank System Closure Report Form (2630-FM-BECBO 159)
• Aboveground Storage Tank Integrity/Installation Inspection Summary and Instructions (2630-

FM-BECBOI 50)
• Aboveground Storage Tank System Closure Report Form (2630-FM-BECBO514)
• Planning for Permanent Closure Checklist - Aboveground Storage Tank Systems (2630-FM-

BECBO5 12)
• Aboveground Storage Tank System Closure Notification Form (2630-FM-BECBO5I3)
• Notification of Release/Notification of Contamination (2620-FM-BECBOO82)
• Storage Tanks RegistrationlPennifting Application Form and Instructions (2630-PM-

BECBO514)
• Storage Tank Installer/Inspector Certification Application Form and Instructions (2630-PM-

BECBO5O6)
• Storage Tank Training Course Approval Application and Instructions (263 0-PM-BECBO4O2)
• Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permit Application Instructions (2630-PM-BECB0002)
• Initial Qualifications — Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification (2630-PM-

BECBO5O6b)
• Renewal Qualifications — Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification (2630-PM-

BECBO5O6b2)
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• Instructions — Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification — Attachment A (2630-PM-
BECBO5O6c)

The following form has been deleted and is being incorporated into the Aboveground Storage Tank
Integrity/Installation Inspection Summary (2630-FM-BECBO 150):

• Aboveground Storage Tank Installation Inspection Summary (2630-FM-BECBO6O2).

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.

Costs assume an effective date of January 1, 2019, for this final-form rulemaking, no increase/decrease
in the number of storage tank facilities/systems subject to regulation, replacement of ball float valves at
the rate of 20 percent of UST systems per year, and all owners of emergency generator USTs will add
an ATG as the form of release detection. Since local governments and state government own and
operate regulated ASTs and USTs, the costs associated with each are a subset of the costs to the
regulated community. Therefore, the costs to the regulated community and total costs are inclusive of
the costs to local governments and state government.

It is important to note that the amendments to Chapter 245 must be no less stringent than the Federal
requirements for USTs for the Department to re-apply for State Program Approval. If Chapter 245 is
not revised, Pennsylvania would lose State Program Approval and EPA would then implement the
UST program in the Commonwealth. Therefore, the increased costs for UST facilities would occur
even if Chapter 245 were not revised, due to EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule for USTs at 40 CFR Part
280.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

SAVINGS: S S $ S $ S

Regulated Community 0 Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to
monetize monetize monetize monetize monetize

Local Government 0 Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to
monetize monetize monetize monetize monetize

State Government 0 Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to
monetize monetize monetize monetize monetize

Total Savings 0 Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to Unable to
monetize monetize monetize monetize monetize

COSTS: $ $ S $ S S

Regulated Community 0 3,083,789 18,197,928 8,907,083 8,914,363 9,245,407

Local Government 0 116,983 1,544,561 498,519 498,727 513,280

State Government 0 165,464 1,809,447 257,571 258,195 262,507

Total Costs 0 3,083,789 18,197,928 8,907,083 8,914,363 9,245,407
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REVENUE LOSSES: $ $ $ S S $

Regulated Community 0 0 0 0 0 0

Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue Losses 0 0 0 0 0 0

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

The figures below represent the expenditures from the Storage Tank Fund only. Program expenditures
from the Federal Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) Trust Fund Prevention and Cleanup
grants and from the USTIF are not included.

Program FY -3 (2015/16) Fl’ -2 (2016/17) FY -1(2017/18) Current FY
(2018/19)

Storage Tank and
9,026,000 S 8,588,000 $ 7,907.000 S 9,156.000Spill Prevention

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3
of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes
the following:

a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.

One or more of these amendments will affect approximately 7,000 storage tank owners. 7,650 UST
facilities, and 17,700 AST systems throughout the Commonwealth. Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act defines “small business” in accordance with the size standards described by the United
States Small Business Administration’s Small Business Size Regulations under 13 CFR Chapter 1, Part
121. A review of the regulations under 13 CFR Chapter 1, Part 121 provides a standard for
determining what constitutes a small business for each North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) industry. These standards are based on number of employees or annual receipts. For the
storage tank facilities regulated under the act, the Department has very little information pertaining to
the NAICS for those facilities in the Department’s Environmental Facility Application Compliance
Tracking System (eFACTS) database.

In the Regulatory Impact Analysis to support the Federal UST final rulemaking, EPA estimated that
motor ftel retailers represent approximately 80 percent of the 577,981 conventional UST systems in
operation nationwide (https://www.cpa.gov/sitcs/production/files/20l 5-07/documcnts/regs2o I 5-ria.pdf
(page 2-2)). Further, EPA estimated that there are approximately 79,700 firms operating roughly
148,000 facilities in the U.S. retail motor fuel sales sector. Based on the Small Business
Administration’s annual revenue thresholds for NAICS 447110 (Gasoline Stations with Convenience
Stores, $29.5 million) and 447190 (Other Gasoline Stations, $15 million), approximately 77,400 or
97 percent of these firms meet the Small Business Administration’s definition of small entity. The
remaining 20 percent of conventional UST systems consist of emergency generator tanks, tanks used
for storing and dispensing fuel in commercial settings, hospitals, manufacturing, transportation,
communications and utilities, and agriculture. EPA did not evaluate these firms in terms of meeting or
not meeting the definition of small business.
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Data developed for an air quality rulemaking of the Department supports EPA’s findings. On April 7,
2018, the Department published a final rulemaking developed by the Bureau of Air Quality to make the
low Reid vapor pressure (RVP) gasoline requirements of 25 Pa. Code Chapter 126, Subchapter C
(relating to gasoline volatility requirements), as codified in § 126.301—126.303 (relating to
compliant fuel requirements; recordkeeping and reporting; and compliance and test methods) no longer
applicable upon EPA approval of an air quality State Implementation Plan showing noninterference
with air quality standards. (See 48 Pa.B. 1932). The low RVP (7.8 pounds per square inch or less)
gasoline requirement applies in the Pittsburgh-Beaver Valley Area between May 1 and September 15
of each year. The seven-county Pittsburgh-Beaver Valley Area includes Allegheny, Armstrong,
Beaver, Butler, Fayette, Washington, and Westmoreland Counties. The Department requested that the
Pennsylvania Small Business Development Center’s (SBDC) Environmental Management Assistance
Program (EMAP) provide a list of businesses, including annual sales, for NAICS codes 447110 and
447190 for the Pittsburgh-Beaver Valley Area. The SBDC EMAP provided the Department with a list
of 501 businesses for the requested NAICS codes. Of the 501 businesses, 385 were determined to be a
small business. Of the remaining 116 businesses, there was no sales data available.

The Department had the SBDC EMAP provide a list of businesses, including annual sales and number
of employees, for additional NAICS codes 424710 (Bulk gasoline stations; Gasoline, bulk stations and
terminals), 424720 (Gasoline merchant wholesalers (except bulk stations, terminals)), and 493190
(Bulk petroleum storage) for the seven-county area. The annual revenue and employee thresholds for
NAICS codes 424710, 424720 and 493190 are 200 employees, 200 employees, and $27.5 million,
rcspectively. The SBDC EMAP provided a list of 179 businesses, 171 of which were determined to be
a small business. Of the remaining eight busincsses, one was determined not to be a small business
and seven had no available sales data. It is believed that some businesses identified in this additional
NAICS code retrieval have ASTs as well.

While this data is only representative of the seven-county Pittsburgh-Beaver Valley area, and
considering the EPA analysis, the Department is of the opinion that a very high percentage of the UST
and AST facilities subject to this final-form rulemaking are small businesses.
Department-certified storage tank installers, inspectors and companies will also be required to comply
with this final-form rulemaking. There are nearly 875 certified individuals and approximately 350
certified companies. It is believed that all certified companies are small businesses.

b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance with
the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation of the report
or record.

While this rulemaking adds notification, reporting and recordkeeping requirements, some of the
notification is simply verbal or electronic. Where information is required to be documented, the
Department is providing a significant number of forms to facilitate compliance. Most of the forms will
be completed by Department-certified installers and inspectors who will be instructed by Department
staff on how to complete them. Department-certified installers and inspectors often request
standardized forms from the Department so that they are ftilly aware of what the Department expects to
be reported pertaining to a specific requirement. Having standardized forms, completed by certified
installers and inspectors, should limit the time and expense required to fill them out.

With regard to verbal or electronic notification requirements, a responsible party will need to notify the
Department either verbally or electronically (such as by telephone or email) upon initiation of an
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interim remedial action, within 24 hours of providing an alternate source of water to an affected water
supply owner, and within 24 hours of initiation of site characterization activities in response to a
release of a regulated substance from a storage tank. (See § 245.306(e), 245.307(e) and
245.309(c)(24)). The first corrective action report required to be submitted in writing by the
responsible party is the site characterization report, required under § 245.310. It is to be submitted to
the Department after the responsible party takes an interim remedial action, provides an alternate
source of water (if necessary) and completes site characterization activities. Therefore, it is important
for the Department to know in a timely manner that these required corrective actions are taking place.
Interim remedial actions, when conducted properly and promptly, limit the extent and severity of
contamination, thereby limiting the amount of site characterization that needs to be performed and
further remedial action that needs to be conducted. The result is protection of the public and the
environment, and a reduction in the cost of corrective action to storage tank owners and operators.

In addition, if a suspected release investigation confirms that a spill has occurred that does not quali
as a “release,” and removal of the regulated substance cannot be accomplished within 24 hours, the
owner or operator will need to noti1,’ the Department immediately by telephone or e-mail. An example
is a spill of a hazardous substance to an aboveground surface in an amount less than the reportable
released quantity.

The Department anticipates that costs associated with these additional verbal or electronic notification
requirements should be minimal because the owner, operator or consultant is typically communicating
with the Department at this point and informing the Department when actions that have been proposed
are initiated.

The vast majority of the reporting requirements will be handled by Department-certified installers and
inspectors, as well as by consultants. The Department is providing the necessary forms to facilitate
compliance with the various requirements. Department-certified installers and inspectors, as well as
consultants, welcome these forms and will be instructed by Department staff as to how to complete
them. The vast majority of reporting forms associated with this final-form rulemaking are existing
forms that have undergone minor revisions. Completion of these revised forms will result in no
additional cost to the regulated community. The few new forms that have been developed are testing
and evaluation forms that are necessary’ to record the results of the new periodic liST testing
requirements established in § 245.437 to meet the Federal requirements of ensuring that installed
equipment for release detection and prevention is operating properly. The Department contacted five
Department-certified companies from various Tegions of the Commonwealth to provide cost estimates
for the various testing requirements. The Department requested the companies to provide cost
estimates to include mobilization fees, paperwork fees, labor costs and any necessary waste disposal
costs. Therefore, the costs presented in the Section G of the Preamble and Item 19 of the Regulatory
Analysis Form to this final-form rulemaking for the new UST testing requirements are inclusive of the
reporting requirements.

With regard to the new recordkeeping requirements, the vast majority of the documentation that
owners and operators will need to maintain is necessary to comply with the new Federal UST
requirements. However, in general, the records are important because review of storage tank system
records is necessary for Department-certified inspectors to determine compliance with regulatory
requirements. Department-certified inspectors are required to periodically inspect ASTs and UST
facilities, under § 245.411,245.551-554, and 245.616. Record review is an integral part of the
inspection. Without the records, inspectors would not be able to determine regulatory compliance. In
fact, the absence of required records means that a storage tank system is in noncompliance with
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regulatory requirements. A storage tank system that is noncompliant is at risk for releases which may
impact the public and the environment. While the Department cannot quantify the costs associated
with the maintenance of additional records, any costs should be minimal.

c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.

The annualized increased operation and maintenance costs to conduct walkthrough inspections, inspect
overfill prevention equipment, test spill prevention equipment and containment sumps, and test release
detection equipment per UST facility is estimated to range from $835-S 1,383. The total annualized
increased costs for these inspections and tests at all UST facilities is estimated to be $8,213,477. These
costs are based on the UST owner, operator, or other employee of the UST owner conducting the
walkthrough inspections.

The Department is committed to providing UST owners with proper guidance on how to conduct and
document such inspections. Given the small increased per-facility costs of the regulation to conduct
these UST inspections and tests, closures or changes in market structure represent an unlikely response
to the regulation.

The total one-time costs to replace all ball float valves with alternate overfill prevention equipment and
to add release detection to those emergency generator USTs that were previously deferred is estimated
to be $13,641,003. This equates to an average cost of$ 1,038 per UST system to replace a ball float
valve with alternate overfill prevention equipment and an average cost of$ 16,875 per UST system to
add release detection to an emergency generator UST. These one-time costs apply to a limited number
of UST systems. Currently, less than 15% of all UST systems have ball float valves for overfill
prevention and less than 3% of all UST systems are emergency generator USTs. Owners of
emergency generator UST systems will be afforded 1 year to 2 years under this final-fonn rulemaking
to make an informed decision to either add the necessary release detection, close the UST system, or
close the UST system and install a new AST.

The annualized increased cost to an AST owner of a vaulted AST for an in-service inspection is
estimated to be $416. The annualized increased cost to an AST owner of a small AST for an in-service
inspection is estimated to be $98. Given the small increased per-facility costs of the regulation to
conduct these AST inspections, closures or changes in market structure represent an unlikely response
to the regulation.

d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of the
proposed regulation.

There is no less intrusive or less costly alternative method of achieving the purpose of the final-form
rulemaking. In fact, the EPA relaxed its regulations in its July 15, 2015 Final Rule compared to the
regulations it had proposed. When EPA proposed its UST regulations in November 2011, there were a
number of provisions that generally consisted of more or stricter requirements than those in the July
15, 2015 Final Rule. These provisions are more fully discussed in the response to Question 26 in this
Regulatory Analysis Form. One example is that EPA proposed that testing of spill prevention
equipment and containment sumps, and inspection of overfill prevention equipment, would be
conducted annually. EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule requires these tests and inspections to be
performed every 3 years. Elements of the July 15, 2015 Final Rule must be incorporated in Chapter
245 to maintain State Program Approval.
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(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

There are no such provisions in this final-form rulemaking. However, to determine the socioeconomic
characteristics of communities potentially affected by the Federal UST regulation, EPA conducted a
screening analysis in 2010 to examine whether a statistically significant disparity exists between
socioeconomic characteristics of populations located near UST facilities and those that are not. The
results indicated that minority and low-income populations are slightly more likely to be located near
UST facilities. However, because of the incorporation of operation and maintenance requirements in
the regulation, the number and size of releases will be reduced. Therefore, EPA concluded that the
Federal UST regulation will not have any disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects on minority or low-income communities, or on any community
(https://www.epa.gov/sites/productionlfllcs/20 I 5-07/documents/reus20 I 5-ria.pdf
(p. ES-14)).

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

As stated earlier, comprehensive Federal regulations for USTs exist at 40 CFR Part 280. These
regulations were initially promulgated in 1988. EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule contained the first
comprehensive revisions to 40 CFR Part 280. The primary purpose of the amendments in the July 15,
2015 Final Rule was to strengthen the UST requirements by increasing the emphasis on properly
operating and maintaining equipment. Incorporation of these UST revisions into Chapter 245 is
necessary for Pennsylvania to re-apply for State Program Approval from EPA and remain eligible for
continued substantial Federal funding for the UST program.

When EPA proposed its UST regulations in November 2011, there were a number of provisions that
were more burdensome than those EPA ultimately promulgated in its July 15, 2015 Final Rule. For
one, EPA proposed that testing of spill prevention equipment and containment sumps, and inspection
of overfill prevention equipment, would be conducted annually. EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule
requires these tests and inspections to be perfornwd every 3 years. EPA also proposed a 5-year phase
out of groundwater and vapor monitoring for release detection. The July 15, 2015 Final Rule
continues to allow these methods of release detection with a proper site assessment. In addition, the
following provisions generally consisted of more or stricter requirements that what is in the final UST
regulation: 30-day walkthrough inspections, operability tests for release detection equipment,
removing the release detection deferral for emergency generator tanks, and demonstrating
compatibility with alternative fuels. For example, the 30-day walkthrough inspections in the 2011
proposed UST regulation included a monthly check of containment sumps.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were
considered that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the
Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
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d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or
operational standards required in the regulation; and

e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the
regulation.

This final-form rulemaking applies to all owners of regulated storage tanks and all DEP-certified
individuals and companies. Small businesses, small organizations and small governmental
jurisdictions are not exempt from any provisions of the regulations. However, small entities were
considered in developing this final-form rulemaking, which includes incorporation of the necessary
Federal requirements to maintain State Program Approval. In the response to Question 26, above, the
Department stated that the proposed Federal requirements were more stringent in a number of areas
than the final requirements. In response to public comment and in consideration of small businesses,
the final rulemaking resulted in less burdensome, yet protective, requirements.

While this final-form rulemaking adds notification, reporting and recordkeeping requirements, some of
the notification is simply verbal or electronic. Where information is required to be documented, the
Department is providing a significant number of forms to facilitate compliance with the various
requirements. Most of the forms will be completed by Department-certified installers and inspectors
who will be instructed by Department staff on how to complete them. Department-certified installers
and inspectors often request standardized forms from the Department so that they are fully aware of
what the Department expects to be reported pertaining to a specific requirement. Having standardized
forms, completed by certified installers and inspectors, should limit the time and expense required to
fill them out.

The Department is also phasing in the requirements to conduct walkthrough inspections, conduct spill
prevention and containment sump testing, perform overfill prevention equipment evaluations, add
release detection for existing emergency generator USTs, and inspect ASTs in underground vaults and
small ASTs on a more frequent basis.

Lastly, this final-form rulemaking requires UST owners and operators to test containment sumps used
for interstitial monitoring of piping and spill prevention equipment once every three years to ensure the
equipment is liquid-tight. However, if the equipment is double walled, the integrity of both walls may
be periodically monitored, in lieu of testing the equipment once every three years. Also, UST owners
and operators must conduct walkthrough inspections of spill prevention and release detection
equipment at a minimum of every 30 days. However, spill prevention equipment associated with UST
systems receiving deliveries at intervals greater than every 30 days, may be checked prior to each
delivery.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail
how the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replieable and
testable data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit
data or supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please
provide it in a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where
possible, can be accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was
considered but not used, please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

While the primary drivers of the development of this regulation included Department staff experience
and identified needs for regulatory amendments, as well as the EPA July 15, 2015 Final Rule, the
Department developed this rulemaking using several data sources, as follows:
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Environmental Facility Application Compliance Tracking System (eFA CTS) Database. Search for the
number of regulated storage tank owners, storage tank facilities and storage tanks. Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection. Generated by Department Division of Storage Tanks staff.

Assessment Of The Potential Costs, BenefIts, And Other Impacts Of The Final Revisions To EPA ‘s
Unde-ground Storage Tank Regulations, April 2015
https://www.epa.uov/sites/production/Files/20l 5-07/documents/reus20l 5-da.pdf

Pennsylvania Underground Storage Tank Indemnification Fund, 2017 Annual Report
https://ustif.pa.uov/documents/ 10184/0/2017 PAUSTIF Annual+Repott Final 201 8-03-
01 .pdI7l 7ScOef5-Sefl -493! -b6fa-528014d9be38

25 Pa. Code Chapter 121 and Chapter 126. Subchapter C Final Rulemaking, Repeal of Gasoline
7olatilirv Requirements, Regulatory Analysis Form

FilesEnvironrnental%20Oualitv%20Board/20 l7/Decernber%20l2/7-
529 December%201 2 EQB/05 Low%2ORVP%2oRepeal Final RAF.pdf

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 30 days

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held: None

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation:

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation:

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required:

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other
approvals must be obtained:

Quarter 3, 2018

Ouarter4. 2018

See Below*

N/A

* Owners of existing storage tank systems win be provided with adequate
timeframes to adjust and comply with the new requirements. Owners of
storage tank systems installed on or after the effective date of the final-form
rulemaking shall comply with the requirements immediately.

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

The Board is not establishing a sunset date for these regulations because they are needed for the
Department to carry out its statutory authority. The Department will continue to closely monitor these
regulations for their effectiveness and recommend updates to the Board as necessary.
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FOR DEP USE ONLY
2630-FM-RECBXXXX Rev. 912016 Reviewer
FORM

Date

_________

9b pennsyLvania

_______

DspmNsNToFENviRoNMEwrAL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA Entered by

__________

V PfiOThCTION DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION Date
BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK LINING INSPECTION SUMMARY

Facility Information II. Inspector Information

.. Name
Facility I.D. Number

.. Certification number
Facility Name

Phone
Facility Address

E-mail

. .

. Employer
Municipality 4Employer certification number

GPS_Location Lat: Long:

Ill. Tank Identification 4 IV. Inspection Date(s)

DEP Tank ID number V Completion of this inspection

Lining system installed
Owner’s Tank ID Number -

Last lining inspection
Nominal Capacity (gallons) Next lining inspection due

Size: diameter length/height El Next inspection date to be determined after repairs
and before tank is returned to service.

Substance stored

Original construction code
11’ Horizontal Saddle Tank El Shop Built

Installation Date El Vertical Tank El Field Builtr r El Elevated Vertical Tank

V. Lining System Design/Installation Information

Lining System Manufacturer Name: Lining System Product Name:
-a

Uning System Material:
*

Lining Standard Used:

Original design/installation specifications were Lining installed by “TL certified installer El Yes El No
available? El Yes El No “TL” Name:_____________________________

Certification number:________________________

VI. Certified l’pector I, the DEP Certified Inspector, have inspected the entire lining in the above referenced tank
system. Based on my observation of the lining, review of examination and test results and information provided by the
owner, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief. I also certify that this tank system El can El cannot be returned to service without additional evaluation or
modification.

cer-uned inspectors signature Date

VII. Owner or Owner’s Representative I have reviewed the completed inspection report. I certify under penalty of law
as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities), the information provided
by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Name (Please Print) Title Phone Number

signature Date
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FORM

Facility ID

______

—

_____________

DEP Tank ID

_______

A Inspection Date

VIII. Lining System Evaluation

Evaluation Method(s):

IJ Visual Li Low-Voltage Holiday Testing
Li Adhesion Measurement Li High-Voltage Holiday Testing
Li Audible Testing Li Other

__________________________________

IX. Lining System Evaluation Results Describe the results of the evaluation method(s), including, where applicable,
observed lining deficiencies, numeric results, and number and location of holidays, etc.

X. Comments Describe any lining system deficiencies. Include any steps taken to correct lining system deficiencies.
Please note additional information discovered during the inspection.
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2630-FM-t Rev. 312013
INSTRUCTIONS

OARrNBffOFENV1HONMEJAL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PROThCVON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK LINING INSPECTION SUMMARY
INSTRUCTIONS

Information provided on the form should be typewritten or printed in a legible manner.

I. FACILITY INFORMATION: Enter the facility information as it appears on the blue registration certificate.
Include facility or tank GPS coordinates.

II. INSPECTOR INFORMATION: Complete all information in this seclion. If self-employed, enter self employed
or your name in the Employer space and leave the Company Certification Number blank. NOTE: When
conducting an inspection of internal linings in aboveground field constructed metallic storage tanks, the DEP
certified inspector must also possess current API Std 653 inspector certification, in accordance with
§245.113(f).

Ill. TANK IDENTIFICATION: Enter the tank information as it appears on the blue registration certificate,
including the tank ID (sequence) number, capacity, and substance. Describe the tank dimensions and, if
known, indicate which industry code or standard was followed during tank construction. Check the appropriate
boxes to indicate the configuration of the tank (Horizontal, Vertical or Elevated Vertical Tank) and where the
tank was constructed (Shop Built or Field Built). If the tank information on the registration form is incorrect,
provide the correct information in Section X and advise the owner to submit an amended
Registration/Permitting form.

IV. INSPECTION DATE(S): Enter the date that you, the inspector, completed the lining inspection. Provide the
date the lining was installed, the date of the last lining inspection, and the date by which the next lining
inspection is due. Enter NONE” if no previous lining inspections were performed.

V. LINING SYSTEM DESIGN)INSTALLATION INFORMATION: Provide specific information regarding the lining
system installed in the inspected tank system and the installer of the lining system, as it is available. Check
boxes in this section as appropriate.

VI. CERTIFIED INSPECTOR: As the DEP Certified inspector, sign and date the form in this area. Check the
appropriate box indicating whether the tank system can or cannot be returned to service. FuLly explain the
reason why additional evaluation or modification is needed and any activities completed to correct the
deficiencies in Section X.

VII. OWNER OR OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE: Enter the name, title, and phone number of the person
providing the tank information. Have the owner or designated representative sign and date the form. If the
owner or representative refused to sign this section, please, explain the situation in Section X. A copy of a
certified mail receipt may be used as evidence that the report has been provided to the owner.

VIII. LINING SYSTEM EVALUATION: Check the appropriate box(es) for the method(s) used to evaluate the
internal lining in the tank system that was inspected.

IX. LINING SYSTEM EVALUATION RESULTS: Describe, in detail, the results of the evaluation method(s) used
to inspect the internal lining, including, where applicable any observed lining deficiencies, numeric results, and
the number and location(s) of any holidays, blisters, or other failures of the lining.

X. COMMENTS: Describe, in detail, any tank system deficiencies and note additional information discovered
during the inspection. If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with facility and tank
identification numbers, the inspection date, and the page number.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Completed inspection summaries must be submitted to DEP by the certified inspector within 60 days of conducting
the inspection activities.

• Original to the appropriate DEP regional office
• Copy to DEP central office
• Copy to the tank owner
• Copy for tank inspectors files

Central Office
Pennsylvania DEP, Central Office
Division of Storage Tanks
P0 Box 8762
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762

Northwest Region Northcentral Region Northeast Region

230 Chestnut Street 208 West Third Street, Ste. 101 2 Public Square
Meadville, PA 16335-3481 Williamsport, PA 17701 Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
814-332-6648 570-321-6525 570-826-2511

Counties: Butler, Clarion, Counties: Bradford, Counties: Carbon,
Crawford, Elk, Erie, Forest, Cameron, Centre, Clearfield, Lackawanna, Lehigh,
Jefferson, Lawrence, McKean, Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming, Luzerne, Monroe,
MerCer, Venango and Warren Montour, Northumberland, Northampton, Pike, Schuylkill,

Potter, Snyder, Sullivan, Tioga Susquehanna, Wayne and
and Union Wyoming

Southwest Region Southcentral Region Southeast Region

400 Waterfront Drive 909 Elmerton Avenue 2 East Main Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745 Harrisburg, PA 17110 Norristown, PA 19401-4915
412-4424000 717-705-4705 484-250-5900

Counties: Allegheny, Counties: Adams, Bedford, Counties: Bucks, Chester,
Armstrong, Beaver, Cambria, Berks, Blair, Cumberland, Delaware, Montgomery and
Fayette, Greene, Indiana, Dauphin, Franklin, Fulton, Philadelphia
Somerset, Washington and Huntingdon, Juniata,
Westmoreland Lancaster, Lebanon, Muffin,

Perry and York
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FORM

fl pennsyLvania
OEPPRWenOF ENVIRONMENTAL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PROTECTiON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
AUTOMATIC TANK GAUGE FUNCTIONALITY TESTING FORM

I. FACILITY INFORMATION — Type or print (in ink) all items.

Facility ID #: Facility Name: 40

Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

Tester Name: Tester Cert. #: a”’ Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. #: Test Date:

Ill. AUTOMATIC TANK GAUGE flPass QFail W
ATG Manufacturer ATG Model:

Detected leak will trigger an alarm? EYes ENo Battery Backup Functional? U’ ENo

ATG software properly programmed? EYes ENo Is the ATS equipped with ClTLDS?Pt’es ENo

III. TEST PROCEDURE — Briefly describe procedure(s) used to test the probes (ie. PEI/RP1200, manufacturers Iesting procedure, etc.)

‘
IV. PROBE AND TESTING INFORMATION — When more than five probes are tested at a facility. use additional testing forms

Tank Number

Product Stored B’
Manufacturer

Model ‘4
Measured Product
Level (in.) ...a
ATG Product Level -

Measured Water
Level (in.)

ATG Water Level ‘

(in.)

Measured product
and water levels Eyes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo
match ATG values? f
Is the probe na good

Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo

Is the ATG console
Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo

Float(s) move freely Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes EN0 Eyes ENo
V. TEST RESULT1 EPass EFail EPass EFa1I Epass EFail EPass EFail QPass EFail

1. Any ‘No” answer in a required row indicates the probe fails. Failed probes and ATGs must be repaired or replaced
immediately.
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263O-FM-BECBt Rev. [DATE]
FORM

Facility ID #: Facility Name: Test Date:

VI. COMMENTS

The comments section should be used to note additional information discovered or actions taken during functionality testing that affect compliance at the
facility. For example, include comments conceming any observations made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices.

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to the back of this form.

VII. SITE DRAWING

Provide a detailed site drawing of the applicable UST(s). product piping, and containment structtxe layout in the space below (or attach a detailed site
drawing prepared on a separate sheet). My other pertinent information should also be included.

Vii. OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Tester’s Signature: Date Signed:
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263O-FM-RECBlWt Rev. [DATE]
FORM

Pb pennsyLvania
DEPANnenOFENvIR0NMENTAL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRCThCUON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
GROUNDWATERNAPOR MONITORING SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY TESTING FORM

I. FACILITY INFORMATION — Type or print (in ink) all items.

Facility ID #: Facility Name:

Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

Tester Name: Tester Cert. #: Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. #: Test Date:

Ill. TEST PROCEDURE — Briefly describe procedure(s) used to evaluate/test the groundwater or vapor moniloring system.

lv. GROUNDWATERNAPOR MONITORING SYSTEM TESTING INFORMATION

Tank Number

Product Stored

Site evaluated by a licensed professional under the Engineer, Land Surveyor and Geologist Law to ensure compliance with
25 Pa. Code Chapter 245.444 and to establish the number and positioning of monitoring wells that will detect releases within
the excavation zone from any portion of the tank that routinely contains product. DYes ENo

Written site evaluation readily available at the facilh EYes ENo Date of site evaluation:

Name of licensed professional: License number

Wells are installed in accordance with the site evaluation: EYes ENo

E A. GROUNDWATER MONITORING

Product detection devices can detect 1)8-inch or less of leaked product on top of the Eyes ENogroundwater:

Electronic sampling equipment tested and operating properly: EYes ENo ENIA

Date sampling equipment was last calibrated:

fl B. VAPOR MONITORING

Monitoring devices are capable of detecting increases in concentrations of stored regulated
Eyes ENosubstances:

Electronic sampling equipment tested and operating properly: Eyes ENo

Date sampling equipment was last calibrated:

V. TEST RESULT EPass EFail

Any ‘No” answer in Section IV. Indicates the Groundwater or Vapor monitoring system fails. Failure of a release detection method may
constitute a suspected release. Certified Individuals must report confirmed or suspected contamination to the Department within 48
hours of observing it. Facility owners/operators must investigate suspected releases within 7 days. If a reportable release is confirmed.
it must be reported to the Department by telephone within 24 hours and in writing within 15 days. requires immediate repair or
replacement.
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FORM

Facility ID #: Facility Name: Test Date:

_____

VI. COMMENTS

The comments section should be used lo note additional information discovered or actions taken during testing that affect compliance at the facility. For
example, include comments concerning any observations made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices.

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet wiIh the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to the back of this form.

VII. SITE DRAWING

Provide a detailed site drawing of the applicable UST(s). product piping, and monitoring well locations (or attach a detailed site drawing prepared on a
separate sheet). Any other pertinent information should also be included.

Vii. OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belier.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Tester’s Signature: Date Signed:
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FORM

pennsyLvania
oAnmBaoFENvmoNMEraAL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PROItCEON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
AUTOMATIC LINE LEAK DETECTOR FUNCTIONALITY TESTING FORM

I. FACILITY INFORMATION — Type or print (in ink) all items.

Facility ID #: Facility Name:

Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

Tester Name: Tester Cert. #: Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. #: Test Date:

III. TEST PROCEDURE — Briefly describe procedure(s) used to test the probes (i.e. PEIJRP1200, manufacturer’s testing procedure, etc.)

IV. LINE LEAK DETECTOR TESTING INFORMATION — When more than five LLDs are tested at a facility, use additional testing forms

Tank Number

Product Stored

Une Number1

Manufacturer

Model

E Electronic El Electronic fl Electronic fl Electronic El Electronic
Leak Detector Type

E Mechanical LI Mechanical E Mechanical El Mechanical El Mechanical

STP Operating
Pressure

A. MECHANICAL LINE LEAK DETECTORS

Check Valve Holding
Pressure

Metering Pressure

Opening Time

Simulated leak Eyes EN flYes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo Elves EN0causes slow-flow

Leak detector resets
when line pressure is EYes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo Elves ENo ElYes EN0
bled off to zero

B. ELECTRONIC LINE LEAK DETECTORS

Simulated leak
Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo Eyes ENocauses an alarm

Simulated leak
Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes EN0 Eyes ENo

disables the STP2

V. TEST RESULT3 EPass EFa1I EPass EFail EPass EFail EPass EFail EPass ElFail
1. Designate each product line, on which a line leak detector was tested, numerically or by code on the site orawing.
2. Required for pressurized piping systems installed after November 10, 2007, using LLD for 3gph piping release detection.
3. Any No” answer in a required row indicates the line leak detector fails. Failed line leak detectors must be repaired or replaced

immediately.
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2630-FM-BECB#### Rev. [DATE]
FORM

Facility ID #:

_____

Facility Name: Test Date:

VI. COMMENTS

The comments section should be used to note additional information discovered or actions taken during functionality testing that affect compliance at the
facility. For example, include comments concerning any observations made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices.

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to the back of this form.

VII. SITE DRAWING

Provide a detailed site drawing of the applicable UST(s). product piping, and containment structure layout in the space below (or attach a detailed site
drawing prepared on a separate sheet). My other pertinent information should also be included.

VII. OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(retating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Tester’s Signature: Date Signed:
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2630-FM-BECWNtfl Rev. [DATE]
FORM

tb pennsyLvania
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

COMMONWEALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELOS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
OVERFILL PREVENTION EVALUATION FORM

I’

[FACILITY INFORMATION —Type or print (in ink) all items.

Facility ID it: Facility Name: a
Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

Tester Name: Tester Cert. #: I Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. it: ‘% Test Date:
III. TANK AND DEVICE INFORMATION— When more than five devices are tested at a fadlity. use additional testing forms

Tank Number
Tank Capacity

Tank Diameter

Product Stored

Overfill Manufacturer

Overfill Model

E Pressurized LI Pressurized LI Pressurized E Pressurized LI Pressurized
Product DeIiver’ Method

41 Gravity LI Gravity LI Gravity p LI Gravity LI Gravity

C Drop Tube LI Drop Tube LI Drop Tube LI Drop Tube LI Drop Tube
Shutoff ShutoffW Shutoff Shutoff Shutoff

Overfill Type ç LI Alarm LI Alarm LI Alarm LI Alarm LI Alarm

LI Ball Float LI Ball Float C Ball Float LI Ball Float LI Ball Float

LI Whistle Vent LI Whistle Vent LI Whistle Vent LI Whistle Vent LI Whistle Vent

IV. TEST INFORMATION (Cplete all applicable overfill types)

A. DROPTUBESHUTODEVlCE
Drop tube and float free of ‘

Eyes LINo EYes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes LINo Eyes ENodebris? ‘

Float and poppet move freely? Eyes LINo Eyes EN0 Eyes ENo Eyes LINo Eyes ENo
Poppet enters flow path when Eyes ENo Eyes LINo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENofloat is engaged?
Tank capacity when flow is 4 astopped (%)

B. OVERFILL ALARM

Visible or audible to delivery Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes EN0 Eyes ENodriver?
Probe and float in good Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo EYs ENocondition?
Float moves freely? Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo
Does simulated overfill trigger Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENoalarm?
Tank capacity when alarm is
triggered (%)
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2630-FM-BECBflfl Rev. [DATEI
FORM

Facility ID #: Facility Name: Test Date:

C. BALL FLOAT VALVE

Straight drop tube installed? Dyes DNo Dyes DNo DYes ENo flYes UNo DYes DNa

Is the only fill present a direct
DYes DNo DYes DNo DYes flNo Dyes DNo Dyes DNo

present and in
DYes flNo Dyes UNo Dyes DNo Dyes DNo DYes DNo

Ball moves freely in cage? Dyes flNo Dyes UNo DYes QNo Dyes DNo flYes QNo

Is the vent hole unobstructed? DYes DNa DYes DNo Dyes DNa Dyes DNa DYes DNa

Tank capacity when flow is
restricted (%)

D. WHISTLE VENT ALARM

Permanently Installed? Dyes DNo Dyes DNa Dyes DNo Dyes DNo Dyes DNo

Audible to delivery driver? Dyes DNo Dyes DNa Dyes DNa Dyes DNo Dyes DNa

Tank capacity when whistle
stops (%)
V. TEST RESULTS Any No answef in Section IV. Indicates Ihe overfill device fails. Failure of any overfill prevention device

requires immediale repair or replacement. Underground Storage Tanks may not receive product deliveries
without functional overfill prevention.

I DPass DFaiI Dpass DFail Dpass DFail Dpass DFaII Dpass DFaiI

VI. COMMENTS
The comments section should be used to note additional information discovered or actions taken during functionality testing that affect compliance at the
facility. For example, include comments conceming any observalions made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices. Installation, repair and removal of overfill prevention devices requires the use of a
Department certified individual. Failed ball float valves may not be repaired or replaced; an altemate form of overfill prevention must be installed.

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to the back of this form.

V1L OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Tester’s Signature: Date Signed:
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FORM

9pennsylvania
osrMEwropErMnoNMcNmL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Y PROTEcTION DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
PRESSURE/VACUUM MONITORING FUNCTIONALITY TESTING FORM

I. FACILITY INFORMATION — Type or print (in ink) a” items.

Facility ID #: Facility Name:

Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

Tester Name: Tester Cert. #: Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. #: Test Date:

III. TEST PROCEDURE — Briefly describe procedure(s) used to test the probes Q.e. PEIIRP1200, manufacturer’s testing procedure, etc.)

IV. PRESSURE/VACUUM MONITORING — When more than four systems are tested at a facility, use additional testing forms

Tank Number

Product Stored

Line Number1 EN/A EN/A EN/A EN/A

ATG Manufacturer

ATG Model

PN Monitoring
System Manufacturer

PN Monitoring
System Model

System is functional EYes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo Eyes ENo

Mfst
Eyes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo EYes UNo

Interstice is air tight Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes UNo

Leak interstice
Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo EYes ENo

Leak in piping
interstice disables Eyes ENo EN/A Eyes ENo EN/A EYes ENo EN/A Eyes ENo EN/A
STP2

V. TEST RESULT3 EPass EFa1I EPass EFail EPass EFail EPass EFail

1. Designate each product line that has its interstice under pressure or vacuum by P/V system numerically or by code on the site
drawing.

2. Required for pressurized piping systems installed after November 10, 2007, using P/V monitoring for 3gph piping release
detection.

3. Any No” answer in a required row indicates the P/V system fails. Failed leak detection systems must be repaired or replaced
immediately.
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FORM

Facility ID It:

_____

Facility Name: Test Date:

VI. COMMENTS

The comments section should be used to note additional information discovered or actions taken during functionality testing that affect compliance at the
facility. For example, include comments conceming any observations made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices.

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to the back of this form.

VII. SITE DRAWING

Provide a detailed site drawing of the applicable UST(s). product piping, and containment structure layout in the space below (or attach a detailed site
drawing prepared on a separate sheet). Any other pertinent information should also be included.

VII. OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unswom
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Tester’s Signature: Date Signed:
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2630-FM-BECB#flNt Rev. [DATE]
FORM

fl pennsyLvania
DWWMDaOFENV1NMENTAL COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
pomcniD DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROThCflON

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
SENSOR FUNCTIONALITY TESTING FORM

I. FACILITY INFORMATION — Type or print (in ink) all items.
p

Facility ID #: Facility Name: a
Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

Tester Name: I Tester Cert. #: Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. #:‘ Test Date:

III. TEST PROCEDURE — Briefly describe procedure(s) used to test the sensors (i.e. PEIIRP1200, manufacturer’s testing procedure, etc.)

4’
IV. SENSOR AND TESTING INFORMATION — When more than five sensors are tested at a facility, use additional testing forms

Sensor Location

Sensor Number1 ‘
-

Manufacturer a

Model S a

E Discriminating Discriminating j (jcdfRig E Discriminating Q Discriminating
Sensor Type

E Non-Discriminating 0 Non-Discrimina ‘Non-Discriminating Q Non-Discriminating fl Non-Discriminating

E Water E Water Water E Water 0 Water
Test Liquid

E Product 0 Product Product U Product fl Product

Is the ATG console
clear of alarms? Eyes ENo EYes”bNo Eves ENo EYes ENo QYes ENo

Is the sensor properly
- Eyes ENo EYes ENo QYes ENo EYes ENo - Eyes EN0positioned? -

ti

Is the sensor in a
- Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes EN0 Elves ENogood state of repair?

Does the sensor
trigger an alarm when Eyes EN0 EYes ENo EYes EN0 EYes ENo Eyes ENoplaced in the test
liquid?

Is the sensor
correctly identified on EYes ‘ENo EYes ENo EYes ENo Eyes ENo ayes ENo
the ATG?
Does a sensor alarm
automatically disable Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo Eyes ENo
the pump?

V. TEST RESULT3 Epass EFail EPass EFaII EPass EFail EPass UFail QPass EFail
1. Designate each sensor tested numerically or by code on the site drawing.
2. Required for pressurized piping systems installed after November 10, 2007, using sensors for 3 gph piping release detection.
3. Failed sensors must be repaired or replaced immediately.
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FORM

Facility ID #:

_____

Facility Name: Test Date:

VI. COMMENTS

The comments section should be used to note additional information discovered or actions taken during functionalily testing that affect compliance at the
facility. For example, include comments concerning any observations made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices,

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to the back of this form.

VII. SITE DRAWING

Provide a detailed site drawing of the applicable UST(s), product piping, and containwent structure layout in the space below (or attach a detailed site
drawing prepared on a separate sheet). In addition, dearly indicate which sensors were tested. Label each sensor wilh a unique number or code, used
in section V, above. Any other pertinent infonnatlan should also be included.

VII. OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn falsification to

authorities)! that the information provided by me is true, accurate! and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true! accurate! and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:
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FORM

?‘ pennsyLvania
Wg

oEPRrMENT OF NWR0NMENTAL
V PaOTECRON

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
SPILL PREVENTION EQUIPMENTICONTAINMENT SUMP INTEGRITY TESTING FORM

I. FACILITY INFORMATION — Type or print (in ink) all items.

Facility ID #: Facility Name:

Facility Street Address:

Facility Telephone: County: Municipality:

II. TESTER INFORMATION

_________

Tester Name: Tester Cert. #: ‘ ‘% Tester Telephone:

Company Name: Company Cert. #: Test Date:

III. TEST METHOD

EHydrostatic1 Uvacuum ElPressure

DOther_______________

Method Developer UManufacturer
.

EIndustry StandId

_____________

flOther

___________________

IV. VISUAL INSPECTION INFORMATION — When more (han five containment structures are tested at a facility. use additional testing forms

Tank Number

Product Stored

Containment Number2

Containment Type

fl Fill Spill Bucket fl Fill Spill Bucket Fill Spill Bucket E Fill Spill Bucket fl Fill Spill Bucket

U Transition U Trjjjon Qil Transition U Transition U Transition

Manufacturer “.. \
Model3 i “a.

“L
Were There Visible

“ -

Other Fadures hi the EYes ENo EYes ENo EYes UNo EYes UNo EYes ENo

Containment?

Was There Product in
the Containment Prior EYes ENo EYes ENo EYes UNo EYes flNo EYes flNo
to Testing? a
Was Product and EYes 9 EYes EYes EYes EYes
Debris Removed from r

. . ENo ENo ENo ENo ENothe Containment Prior
to Testing? UN/A EN/A EN/A UN/A EN/A

V. VISUAL RESULT4 EPass EFail EPass EFa1I Upass EFaII flPass EFa1I EPass EFail
1. Describe level measurement methods in Section IX. Comments. Refer to DEP Guidance #263 ThttI# ittifi regarding proper use, reuse, and disposal of

test liquids.
2. Designate each device tested, numerically or by code, on the site drawing in Section X.
3. If model cannot be determined, describe device construction (Single-walled/Double-walled, Fiberglass, HDPE, etc.)
4. Failed visual inspections may constilute a suspected release. Certified Individuals must report confirmed or suspected contamination to the

Department within 48 hours of observing it. Facility owners/operators must investigate suspected releases within 7 days. If a release is observed, it
must be reported to the Department by telephone within 24 hours and in writing within 15 days. Do not conduct additional testing if the device fails
visual inspection.

Method Used

—1—
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FORM

Facility ID #: Facility Name: Test Date:

VI. TESTING INFORMATION

Tank Number

Product Stored

Containment Number5

Test Start Time

Test Start Level

Test End Time

Test End Level

Test Period

Level Change

Pass/Fail Threshold

VII. TEST RESULT6 Dpass GFaII Pass EFail GPass CFail UPass Fail QPass rFail
5. Designate each device tesLed. numerically or by code, on the site drawing in Section X.
6. Failed lest results may constitute a suspected release. Certified Individuals must report confirmed or suspected contamination to the Department

within 48 hours of observing it. Facility owneisioperators must investigate suspected releases within 7 days. If a release is observed, it must be
reported to the Department by telephone within 24 hours and in willing within 15 days.

VIII. FAILURE DESCRIPTION

If any device fails visual inspection or testing, describe the reason for the failure and the location of the failure for each failed device (i.e. Cracked entry
boot 4 from the bottom of dispenser sump #A1” or Hole in bottom of Tank 002 fill spill bucker)

-2-
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Facility ID #: Facility Name: Test Date:

IX. COMMENTS

The comments section should be used to nole additional information discovered or actions taken during integrity testing that affect compliance at the
facility. For example, include comments concerning any observations made by the tester that would affect the test results.

Include actions taken to repair or replace failed devices. Repairs to containment sumps and spill buckets require the use of a Department
certified individual.

If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s) to this form.

HYDROSTATIC TEST LEVEL MEASUREMENT
If devices were tested using a hydrostatic test, describe how level measurements were taken (i.e. from the bottom up, from the top down, from a
mark on the sump wall)

X. SITE DRAWING

Provide a detailed site drawing of the applicable UST(s), product piping, fill lines, and containment device layout in the space below (or attach a detailed
site drawing prepared on a separate sheet). In addition, clearly indicate which devices were tested. Label each device tested with a unique number or
code, used in Sections IV and VI, above. Any other pertinent information should also be included.

VII. OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I have reviewed this report. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature: Date Signed:

VIII. TESTER CERTIFICATION

By signing this document as the Tester, I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904(relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Tester’s Signature: Date Signed:

-3-





2630-FM-BECBOI26 212012 COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

t
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

A pennsyLvania BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS
p#aTNwr OF flM MENTAL TICTIEN

PLANNING FOR PERMANENT CLOSURE CHECKLIST
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS

El “Underground Storage Tank System Installation/Closure Notification Form” submitted to
appropriate DEP regional office with copy sent to Pennsylvania Department of Labor and
Industry (or appropriate office in Philadelphia or Allegheny County) at least 30 days prior to
initiating permanent closure.”

El “Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting Application Form” submitted to appropriate DEP
regional office, if the UST systems are required to be registered and they are not.

El Pennsylvania “One-Call” contacted (1-800-242-1776) to have utilities mark their lines.

El Local municipality contacted to obtain any necessary permits or approvals for UST system
closure.

El DEP certified remover hired to perform tank handling activities.

El Arrangements made for site assessment and laboratory analysis of samples collected.

El Safety Data Sheets (SDS) obtained for all hazardous substances stored in the UST systems
to be closed.

El Arrangements made for treatment/disposal of any contaminated soils encountered.
NOTE: Unless this item is specified in the contract, it can remain a continuing burden of the
owner/operator.

El “Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting Application Form” obtained to amend facility status,
validated by the DEP certified remover and submitted to the Division of Storage Tanks after
UST system closure is completed.
NOTE: Registration fee and USTIF billing will continue until an amended “Storage Tanks
Registration/Permitting Application Form” is submitted to the Division of Storage Tanks.



2630-FM-BECBO127 2)2012 COMMONWEALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA DATE RECEIVED:

fl DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

r pennsyLvania BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND
OrPAFFTNFNT OF tNqnONMFNtAL PFFOTFCUOD4

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
INSTALLATION I CLOSURE NOTIFICATION FORM

NOTE: The appropriate regional office of the Department must receive notification of installation, change-in-service or permanent
closure at least 30 days prior to beginning on-site activities. Report subsequent delays as soon as known

I. Location of Tank System

Facility Name Facility Identification Number

Street Address City State Zip Code
PA -

Municipality County

Contact Person Phone Number

II. Owner of Tank System Ia.

Owner Name

Street Address Phone Number

City State Zip Code

Ill. This notification is for:
New installation C Complete system replacement Partial system replacement

El Change-in-service El Complete system closure El Partial system closure

IV. MonthlDay!Year of Proposed Installation I Closure I /

V. Certified Installer or Remover/Company Performing Tank Handling Activities

Certified Installer/Remover Name Installer/Remover Certification Number

Street Address Phone Number
( ) —

City State Zip Code

Certified Company Name Company Certification Number

VI. (For Closure) Contractor/Individual Performing Site Assessment Activities

Name of Contractor or Individual

Street Address Phone Number

I )
City State Zip Code

VII. (For Installation) Briefly Describe Underground Storage Tank System(s) to be Installed

Tank Size Substance to be Stored Tank Size Substance to be Stored

VIII. Signature of Tank System Owner Title Date

I I
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IX. (For Closure) Description of Underground Storage Tank System(s) to be Closed
Complete for each tank undergoing closure. Include additional sheets as necessary.

DEP_Tank_ID_Number
Total_Capacity_(Gallons)
Substance(s) Stored a. Petroleum
Throughout Operating Unleaded Gasoline LI LI LI LI
Life of Tank Leaded Gasoline LI LI LI LI
(Check All That Apply) Aviation Gasoline LI LI LI LI

Pure Ethanol LI LI LI LI
Blended Ethanol LI LI LI LI
Kerosene LI LI LI LI
JetFuel LI LI LI LI
Diesel Fuel LI LI LI LI
Biodiesel LI LI LI LI
FuelOilNo.1 LI LI LI LI
FuelOilNo.2 LI LI LI LI
FuelOilNo.4 LI LI LI LI
FuelOilNo.5 LI LI LI LI
FuelOHNo.6 LI LI LI LI
NewMotorOil LI LI LI LI
UsedMotorOil LI LI LI LI
Nonpetroleum Oil, Specify
Other, Specify

b. Hazardous Substance LI U LI LI
Name of Principal
CERCLA Substance

Chemical Abstract
Service (CAS) No.

c. Unknown LI h LI LI LI
Proposed_Closure_Method(s):
Partial System Closure LI LI LI LI

Tank a. Removal LI LI LI LI
LI N/A b. Closure-in-Place LI LI LI LI

c. Change-in-Service LI LI LI LI
Piping a. Removal LI LI LI LI

LI N/A b. Closure-in-Place LI LI LI LI
c. Change-in-Service LI LI LI LI

Dispenser a. Removal LI LI LI LI
LI N/A b. Closure-in-Place LI LI LI LI

c, Change-in-Service LI LI LI LI
Other a. Removal LI LI LI LI

b. Closure-in-Place LI LI LI LI
c. Change-in-Service LI LI LI LI

Describe Planned Closure Activities:

-2-
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FORM

pennsyLvania
DEPNUNEWIDFeWmONMEI{rAI COMMONWEALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA
PROTECTION DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK INTEGRITY/INSTALLATION

INSPECTION SUMMARY

I. TVDe of Inspection II. Inspection Date(s) FOR DEP USE ONLY

Integrity

U In-service Out-of-service Completion of this inspection Reviewer

Installation Last in-service inspection F’ Date

New AST Relocated AST Last out-of-service inspection Entered By

fl Uncertified install Last lining inspection Date

Ill. Facility Information IV. Inspector Information

Facility l.D. Number Name

.. Certification number
Facility Name

Phone
Facility Address

E-mail

Empioyer
Municipality Employer certification number

GPS_Location Lat: Long:___________

V. Tank Identification Owners Tank VI. Fire/Safety Permit

DEP Tank ID number ID Number Number

Nominal Capacity (gallons) Issuing Authority

Size: diameter length/height (ft) Date Issued

Substance stored
. .

Horizontal Saddle Tank U Shop Built
Original construction code fl Vertical Tank fl Field Built

Installation Date (mm/dd/w) fl Elevated Vertical Tank

VII. Certified Inspector

I, the DEP Certified Inspector, have inspected the entire above referenced tank system. Based on my observation of
the tank system, review of examination and test results and information provided by the owner, I certify under penalty
of law as provided in 18 Pa. C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities), that the information
provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. I also certify that this tank
system can H cannot remain in service or be returned to service without additional evaluation or modification.

certified inspeclors signature Date

VIII. Owner or Owner’s Representative I have reviewed the completed inspection report. I certify under penalty of
law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities), the information
provided by me is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Name (Please Print) Title Phone Number

Sibn Dale

—1—
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Facility ID

______

—

______________

DEP Tank ID A Inspection Date

IX. Evaluation of Tank System Indicate the condition of the following components by marking the appropriate columns.
If unsatisfactory explain deficiency in comment section.

Unsatisfactory

Cannot Return

System component Satisfactory Unsatisfactory to Service Not Applicable

Materials meet speciflcations/
compatible with substance U U
Foundation and tank supports U U
Tank shell U U
Tank roof U U U
Tank bottom/floor U U U
Internal linings & coatings, if installed U U U
Tank Labeling U U
External deterioration protection U U U
Appurtenances U U U
Ancillary equipment (including piping) U U U
Cathodic protection system U U U U
Method(s) used for nondestructive examination(s)

Contamination observed/suspected: U No U Yes, Department notification form submitted on

Does the tank have any perforations? U No U Yes

X. Calculated Information (Integrity Inspections)

1. Corrosion/deterioration rate:

Tank Shell Tank Bottom Piping

2. Remaining service life based on corrosion rate:

Tank Piping

3. Endpoint used to calculate remaining service life: (T-min or other endpoint)

4. Next inspection due dates: U Next Inspection Dates to be Determined after repairs

In-service Out-of-service Internal Liner

5. Safe fill height (feet)

6. Out-of-Plane Survey (Per API-653) U Satisfactory U Unsatisfactory U Not required

7. Edge Settlement Analysis (per API-653) fl Satisfactory Unsatisfactory U Not required

XI. Record Review

1. Written operations and maintenance plan available on site: fl Yes fl No U Not required

2. Spill Prevention Response Plan is current and available on site: U Yes U No U Not required

If yes, date of Spill Prevention Response Plan:

3. Monthly inspection records available for the past twelve months: U Yes U No

4. 72-hour inspection records available for the past twelve months: U Yes U No U Not required

5. Is a leak test required at the time of this inspection? U Yes U No

If yes, did the test indicate a possible leak? fl Yes U No Which method was used?

-2-
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FORM

Facility ID

______

—

_____________

DEP Tank ID A Inspection Date

XII. Tank Information

(1)Tank Construction (7) Overfill Prevention

A Single wall steel fl Y Yes
E D Double wall steel N No
E E Single wall fiberglass
o F Double wall fiberglass (10) Tank Cathodic Protection
o R Single wall molded plastic B Galvanic
o X Double wall molded plastic C Impressed current

o S Single wall stainless steel N None
O 99 Other

_____________________________

(16)Emergency Containment
(3)Aboveground Piping Construction Yes

A Steel o No
O D Fiberglass U Underground Vault
0 F PVC or Plastic
o L Stainless Steel (17)Secondary Containmento 99 Other

_____________________________

U Yes
UNo

(5) Pipe Release Detection Method fl Underground Vault
G Visual inspection

U H None (24) Normal Vent
99 Other fl 5 Satisfactory

U U Unsatisfactory

(24) Emergency Vent
S Satisfactory

fl U Unsatisfactory

XIII. Cathodic Protection

fl None 0 Galvanic

o Tank is non-metallic U Tank Bottom evaluated by a corrosion expert.

U Tank bottom is not in contact with soil U Corrosion experts specifications available.

U Corrosion expert determined tank bottom does not
require Cathodic Protection. Most Recent CP test:

Tester:

_____________________

U Impressed Current Date: Result:
o Tank Bottom evaluated by a corrosion expert Previous CP test:
fl Corrosion experts specifications available. Tester:

___________________

0 Rectifier is on and functioning within engineer’s Date: Result:
specifications.

Most Recent CP test:

Tester:

_____________________________________

Date: Result:________________
Previous CP test:
Tester:

_____________________________________

Date: Result:

-3-
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2. Compatibility verified? fl Yes fl No

3. Meets capacity requirement? Yes No

Capacity of largest tank in emergency containment
(gallons):

Capacity of emergency containment
(gallons):

4. Permeability (Tank capacity 21,000 gallons or less)

Sufficiently impermeable to contain any potential
release for a minimum of 72 hours and until the
release can be detected and fully recovered? C

Yes C No

6. Emergency containment verified by frofessional
engineer*

PA Licensed Professional Engineer Information:

Name:

Certification No._______________________________

Written monitoring program allows the facility owner to
detect a release from the Tank. C
Yes C No

Written response plan allows the facility owner to recover
the entire volume of any release and is designed to
prevent contamination of the waters of this
Commonwealth. Yes No

PE sealed certification documents attached Yes C

No

*Only for existing aboveground storage tank systems
constructed prior to November 10, 2010

XV. Secondary Containment
1. Impermeable layer fl Yes C No Describe:

____________________________________

2. Space for release detection C Yes C No Describe:

_________________________________________

3. Monitored at least monthly for evidence of a release? C Yes C No

XVI. Double Walled Tanks If this is a double walled tank that relies solely on the outer wall for containment, please
answer the following questions.

1. Is there permanently installed spill prevention (Spill Bucket/Containment Box)? C Yes C No

2. Are there block valves on all product lines? C Yes No

3. Is there a solenoid valve or antisiphon device? fl Yes C No C Not applicable

Facility ID

______

— DEP Tank ID A Inspection Date

XIV. Emergency Containment
1. Construction

C Earthen material

C Engineered clay

C Geotextile

C Concrete block

C Poured concrete

C Open top steel dike

C Closed top steel dike

C Outer wall of double walled tank (Section XV)

fl Other

__________________________________

5. Permeability (Tank capacity greater than 21,000 gallons)

Meets permeability requirement? C Yes C No

Verified date:

_____________________________

Verifier name:

_____________________________

Permeability:

Thickness:

_______________________________

Verification method:

C Known-permeability material

fl Field tested

C Laboratory tested

C Professional engineer verified (Number 6
Required)

-4-
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Facility ID

______

—

______________

DEP Tank ID A Inspection Date

XVII. Installer Information (New and Relocated Tank Systems only)

Installer Certification Company Company
Name Number Name Certification

1. Site Specific Installation Permit Number:

_____________

fl Not Applicable

2. Welding (procedure, qualification) Q Satisfactory Q Unsatisfactory fl Not Applicable

3. Is a hydrostatic test required? C Yes C No If yes, were the results satisfactory? Yes LI No

4. Tank installation is in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications, engineer’s design criteria and current

industry standards. Yes No (If no, explain all deficiencies in Section XVII)

XVIII. Comments Describe any tank system deficiencies and whether repairs of the deficiencies need to be conducted by,
or under the direct oversight of a DEP-cedifled tank handler. Please note additional information discovered during the
inspection. If additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with facility and tank identification numbers,
inspection date and page number.

-5-
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INSTRUCTIONS

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
POThCEON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTiON

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK INTEGRITYIINSTALLATION INSPECTION
SUMMARY INSTRUCTIONS

An installation inspection is required on an aboveground tank greater than 21,000 gallons in capacity at installation,
reconstruction, or relocation. An installation inspection is also required on small aboveground field construcled tanks at
installation, reconstruction, or relocation.

Information provided on the form should be typewritten or punted in a legible manner.

TYPE OF INSPECTION: Indicate whether this is an in-service or out-of-service integrity inspection or an
installation inspection for a new AST, a relocated AST, or an AST installed by an uncertified individual.

II. INSPECTION DATE(S): Enter the date that you, the inspector, completed the inspection. Provide the dates of
the last n-service, out-of-service, and lining inspections. Enter “NONE” if no previous integrity or lining
inspections were performed.

III. FACILITY INFORMATION: Enter the facility information as it appears on the blue registration certificate. If
this is a new facility, enter “NEW” in the Facility ID number spaces. Include GPS coordinates.

IV. INSPECTOR INFORMATION: Complete all information in this section. If self-employed, enter sell employed
or your name in the Employer space and leave the Company Certification Number blank. NOTE: When
conducting an integrity inspection on aboveground field constructed metallic storage tanks, the DEP certified
inspector must also possess current API Std 653, inspector certification in accordance with §245.113(1).

V. TANK IDENTIFICATION: Enter the tank information as it appears on the blue registration certificate including
the tank ID (sequence) number, capacity, and substance. If this is a new tank, enter “NEW” in the ID number
space. Describe the tank dimensions and indicate which industry code or standard was followed during tank
construction. Check the appropriate boxes to indicate the configuration of the tank (Horizontal, Vertical or
Elevated Vertical Tank) and where the tank was constructed (Shop Built or Field Built). If the tank information
on the registration form is incorrect, provide the correct information in Section XVIII and advise the owner to
submit an amended Registration/Permitting form.

VI. FIRE/SAFETY PERMIT: If a Fire/Safety permit is required for flammable and combustible liquids, enter the
permit number, the permit date, and which authority issued the permit (State Police Fire Niarshal, Labor &
Industry, Allegheny County or Philadelphia County).

VII. CERTIFIED INSPECTOR: As the DEP Certified inspector, sign and date the form in this area. Check the
appropriate box indicating whether the tank system can or cannot remain in service or be returned to service.
Fully explain the reason why additional evaluation or modification is needed and any activities to correct the
deficiencies in Section XVIII.

VIII. OWNER OR OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE: Enter the name, title, and phone number of the person
providing the tank information. Have the owner or designated representative sign and date the form. If the
owner or representative refused to sign this section, please explain the situation in Section XVIII. A copy of a
certified mail receipt may be used as evidence that the report has been provided to the owner.

IX. EVALUATION OF THE TANK SYSTEM: Enter the condition of EACH of the system’s components based on
the technical requirements in Pennsylvania Code Title 25, Chapter 245, the guidelines of API 653 (tank) and
API 570 (piping), the guidelines of STI SPOOl, and/or applicable manufacturer’s specifications. List the
methods used for testing and examining the system. Unsatisfactory conditions related to product compatibility
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INSTRUCTIONS

or observed in foundations, supports, shells, roofs, floors, and internal linings require that repairs be made
before the tank can be returned to service and may require that the tank be removed from service if
discovered during an n-service inspection. Other components may be checked as unsatisfactory and will
require the inspector to determine whether deterioration is severe enough to cause the tank to remain out-of-
service or be taken out-of-service. If a component is Unsatisfactory” or ‘Not Applicable” explain the reason(s)
in Section XVIII, and provide recommendations to correct unsatisfactory conditions.

When using this form to report an Installation Inspection, selecting “Satisfactory” for a system component
in this section certifies that the component meets engineering specifications and/or technical requirements
and was installed or constructed in accordance with the technical requirements in Pennsylvania Code Title
25, Chapter 245, the engineer’s design, applicable industry standards, and applicable manufacturer’s
instructions.

NOTE: The technical requirements for ASTs >21,000 gallons are in Title 25 Pennsylvania Code,
Chapter 245, Subchapter F and for ASTs <21,000 gallons, in Title 25 Pennsylvania Code, Chapter 245,
Subchapter G.

X. CALCULATED INFORMATION (Integrity Inspections): Enter the calculated maximum corrosion/deterioration
rates and minimum service life. Determine the next in-service inspection and out-of-service inspection
intervals, when appropriate, and indicate the method used to determine the remaining tank life. If the tank
cannot be returned to service without additional repairs or evaluations; check the “Next Inspection to be
Determined box. If this box is checked, it is expected that the next inspection intervals will be determined
at the time the modifications are inspected and reported on the Modification Inspection Summary Report. If a
separate piping inspection was performed under API 570 standards, calculated corrosion rates from the
separate inspection may be used. Explain irregularities in Section XVIII.

XI. RECORD REVIEW: Check the appropriate boxes based on the information provided by the tank owner.
NOTE: Existing large aboveground storage tanks without secondary containment under The bottom of the
tank that are in contact with the soil, and do not have cathodic protection an internal lining shall be leak
tested at each in-service inspection. The tank leak test must follow a Nationally-recognized procedure that is
based on a volumetric/mass measurement, an acoustic measurement, or a soil-vapor monitoring method,
such as those addressed in API Publication 334 “Guide to Leak Detection in Aboveground Storage Tanks.’

XII. TANK INFORMATION: Provide information on the tank system by checking at least one box for EACH of the
system components. If “other is checked in any subsection, provide specific information. NOTE: Overfill
prevention on large ASTs requires both a high-level alarm and a gauge or monitoring device. NOTE: In order
to determine if the emergency containment meets the regulatory requirements please refer to technical
guidance 263-0900-022, Verification of Emergency Containment Structures for Aboveground Storage Tanks.
NOTE: Secondary containment refers to an additional layer of impervious material under the tank to create a
space for detecting leaks.

XIII. CATHODIC PROTECTION: Check the appropriate box(es) based upon the method(s) used to protect the
tank from corrosion. Complete additional information as appropriate to the method(s) used to protect the tank
bottom from corrosion. NOTE: metallic tank bottoms that are in direct contact with the soil or other electrolyte
must be evaluated by a corrosion expert to determine if cathodic protection is necessary or appropriate; These
tank bottoms must be adequately protected from corrosion and deterioration. NOTE: Impressed current
systems must be tested annually; Galvanic systems must be tested every three years.

XIV. EMERGENCY CONTAINMENT: Check the appropriate box based on the construction of the emergency
containment structure. Verify compatibility, capacity and permeability of the emergency containment structure.

XV. SECONDARY CONTAINMENT: Describe the secondary containment structure. Indicate whether the facility
monitors the secondary containment at least monthly for evidence of a release.

-2-
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XVI. DOUBLE WALLED TANKS: If the tank is a double walled tank that relies SOLEY on the outer wall for
containment, check the appropriate boxes. If the tank has another means for emergency containment and
secondary containment, skip this section.

XVII. INSTALLER INFORMATION (New and Relocated Tank Systems only): Provide the information for each
installer whose work you inspected. Verify this information with the installer’s DEP certificate or card. If a
certified installer did not perform or oversee the work, show the name(s) of individual(s) and employer(s) who
did the work and print “Not Certified” on the certification number line. Verify that welding was completed in
accordance with industry practices and/or design criteria, and was performed by a qualified welder. Determine
if hydrostatic testing is required and note the results of any hydrostatic testing conducted. Verify that the tank
installation was conducted in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications, engineer’s design criteria and
current industry standards. Provide any additional comments in Section XVIII.

XVIII. COMMENTS: Describe, in detail, any tank system deficiencies and note additional information discovered
during the inspection. Provide recommendations to correct any deficiencies or unsatisfactory conditions. If
additional comment sheets are needed, label each sheet with facility and tank identification numbers, the
inspection date, and the page number.

Completed integrity inspection summaries: must be submitted to DEP by the certified inspector within 60 days of
conducting the inspection activities.

Completed installation inspection summaries: must be submitted to DEP by the certified inspector within 30 days of
conducting the inspection activities.

a Original to the appropriate DEP regional office
• Copy to DEP central office
• Copy to the tank owner
a Copy for tank inspector’s files

Central Office
Pennsylvania DEP, Central Office
Division of Storage Tanks
P0 Box 8762
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762

Northwest Region Northcentral Region Northeast Region

230 Chestnut Street 208 West Third Street, Ste. 101 2 Public Square
Meadville, PA 16335-3481 Williamsport, PA 17701 Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
814-332-6648 570-321-6525 570-826-2511

Counties: Butler, Clarion, Crawford, Counties: Bradford, Cameron, Counties: Carbon, Lackawanna,
Elk, Erie, Forest, Jefferson, Centre, Clearfield, Clinton, Lehigh, Luzeme, Monroe,
Lawrence, McKean, Mercer, Columbia, Lycoming, Montour, Northampton, Pike, Schuylkill,
Venango and Warren Northumberland, Potter, Snyder, Susquehanna, Wayne and Wyoming

Sullivan, Tioga and Union

Southwest Region Southcentral Region Southeast Region

400 Waterfront Drive 909 Elmerton Avenue 2 East Main Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745 Harrisburg, PA 17110 Norristown, PA 19401-4915
412-442-4000 71 7-705-4705 484-250-5900

Counties: Allegheny, Armstrong, Counties: Adams, Bedford, Berks, Counties: Bucks, Chester,
Beaver, Cambria, Fayette, Greene, Blair, Cumberland, Dauphin, Delaware, Montgomery and
Indiana, Somerset, Washington and Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Philadelphia
Westmoreland Juniata, Lancaster, Lebanon, Muffin,

Perry and York
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Jnennsvtvanja COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

vra DARTNENT0FEtNTR0NMNtAL DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
iS PROTECTION BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

Facility ID.

Facility Name

Municipality County

Date Prepared

Name of Person Submitting Report
(Please Print)

Company Name
(If Applicable)

Title

Closure Method (Check all that apply): Site Assessment Results (Check all that apply):

Q UST Removal fl No Obvious Contamination - Sample Results Meet
Standards/Levels

0 UST Closure-In-Place No Obvious Contamination - Sample Results Do Not
Meet Standards/Levels

D UST Change-In-Service Obvious, Localized Contamination - Sample Results
Meet Standards/Levels

0 Obvious, Localized Contamination - Sample Results
Do Not Meet Standards/Levels

fl Obvious, Extensive Contamination
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Section I

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA DATE RECEIVED:
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM

CLOSURE REPORT FORM

Owners who are permanently Closing underground storage tank systems may use this form to demonstrate that a storage
tank system closure was performed in accordance with technical guidance document 263-4500-601 “Closure
Requirements for Underground Storage Tank Systems. PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE. COMPLETE ALL QUESTIONS.

SECTION I. OwnerlFacilityrranklWaste Management and Disposal Information

1. Facility ID Number

___________________________

2. Facility Name

_________________

3. Facility County

______________________________

4. Facility Municipality

____________

5. Facility Address

6. Facility Contact Person

______________________________

7. Facility Telephone Number L
8. Owner Name

9. Owner Mailing Address

10. Description of Underground Storage Tank Systems (Complete for each tank system closed)

DATE OF TANK SYSTEM CLOSURE (Month/Day/Year) I - - I - - I - - I - -

Description of Underground Storage Tank System (Complete for each tank system undergoing closure)
DEP Tank_ID_Number
Total_Capacity_(Gallons)
Substance(s) Stored a. Petroleum
Throughout Operating Unleaded Gasoline El El El El
Life of Tank System Leaded Gasoline El El El El
(Check All That Apply) Aviation Gasoline El El El El

Pure Ethanol El El El El
Blended Ethanol El El El El
Kerosene El El El El
JetFuel El El El El
Diesel Fuel El El El El
Biodiesel El El El El
FuelOilNo.1 El El El El
FuelOilNo.2 El El El El
FuelOilNo.4 El El El El
FuelOilNo.5 El El El El
FueIOiINo.6 El El El El
New Motor Oil El El El El
UsedMotorOil El El El El
Nonpetroleum Oil, Specify
Other, Specify

NOTE: If Hazardous b. Hazardous Substance El El El El
Substance Block is Checked, Name of Principal
Attach Safety Data CERCLA Substance
Sheets (SDS) AND

Chemical Abstract
Service (CAS) No.

c. Unknown El El El El
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Section I

CLOSURE METHOD(s): DEP Tank ID Number
Partial Storage Tank System Closure El El El El
Tank a. Removal El El El El

El N/A b. Closure-in-Place El El El El
c. Change-in-Service El El El El

Piping a. Removal El El El El
El N/A b. Closure-in-Place El El El El

c. Change-in-Service El El El El
Dispenser a. Removal El El El El

Q N/A b. Closure-in-Place El El El El
c. Change-in-Service El El El El

Other a. Removal El El El El
b. Closure-in-Place El El El El
c. Change-in-Service El El El El

Describe Closure Activities:

Yes N!A

11. Briefly describe the storage tank facility and the nature of the operations which were conducted at the
facility (both historical and present) including use of the storage tank systems:

El Q 12. A site location and sampling map of the site, drawn to scale, is attached. See page 11 of 11.

El El 13. Original, color photographs of the closure process are attached (i.e., inside of excavation/piping runs,
pit water, tanks showing condition).

El El 14. An amended “Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting Application” Form was submitted to the DEP,
Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, Division of Storage Tanks, P.O. Box 8762,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762.

Date: I I

El El 15. II a release was confirmed, the appropriate regional office of DEP was notified by the owner or
operator.

Date: / I Office:

_______________________________________
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Section I

Yes N/A
C C 16. If tanks were cleaned on-site:

a. Briefly describe the disposition of usable product:

b. Briefly describe the disposal of unusable product, sludges, sediments, and wastewater generated
during cleaning. Provide the name and permit number of the processing, treatment, storage or
disposal facility. (Attach documentation of proper disposal):

c. If tank contents were determined/deemed to be hazardous waste, provide:

(1) Generator ID Number:

______________________________________________________

(2) Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter Name and ID Number:

________________________

C C 17. If tanks were removed from the site for cleaning:

a. Provide the name and permit number of the processing, treatment, storage or disposal facility

performing the tank cleaning:

__________________________________________________________

b. If tank contents were determined/deemed to be hazardous waste, provide:

(1) Generator ID Number:

___________________________________________________

(2) Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter Name and ID Number

18. Briefly describe the disposition of tanks/piping (Attach documentation of proper disposal):

C C 19. If contaminated soil is excavated:

a. Briefly describe the disposition and amount

__________

(tons) of contaminated soil. Provide the
name and permit number of the processing, treatment, storage or disposal facility. (Attach
documentation of proper disposal):

b. If contaminated soil is determined/deemed to be hazardous waste, provide:

(1) Generator ID Number

_______________________________________

(2) Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter Name and ID Number:

_____
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Section I

Yes NIA

Q 20. Briefly describe the disposition of and amount

__________

(tons) of uncontaminated soil and debris
(attach analyses):

U U 21. lIthe tanks were tlosed-in-Plac& provide information below

a. Briefly describe the tank cleaning process:

______________________________________________

b. Describe the inert, non-shrinking material placed into the tanks:

______________________________

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. C.S. §4904 (relating
(Print Name)

to unswom falsification to authorities) that I am the owner of the above referenced storage tank system(s) and that the
information provided by me in this closure report (Section I) is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

____________________

/ /
Signature of Tank Owner Date

Company Name
(If applicable)

Title
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Section II

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

SECTION II. Tank Handling Information

Facility ID Number_________________
DEP Tank ID Number(s)

_________________________

Yes N/A

1. Briefly describe the excavation and initial on-site staging of uncontaminated/contaminated soil and
debris:

2. Briefly describe the method of piping system closure and the closure of the piping systems, including
the quantity and condition of the piping:

3. Briefly describe the condition of the tanks and any problems encountered during tank handling or tank
removal activities:

4. Briefly describe the method used to purge the tanks of and monitor for hazardous or explosive
vapors:

U U 5. If tanks were cleaned on-site:

a. Briefly describe the tank cleaning process:

_______________________________________________

b. If subcontracted, name and address of company that performed the tank cleaning:

fl 6. If tanks were “Closed-in-Place”, briefly describe the tank fill material:

__________________________

C fl 7. If contamination was suspected or observed, the “Notification of Contamination” form was submitted.
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________________________________

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. CS. §4904 (relating to
(Print Name)

unsworn falsification to authorities) that I am the certified remover who performed the tank handling activities associated
with the closure of the above referenced storage tank system(s) and that the information provided by me in this closure
report (Section I) is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

_____________________

/ I
Signature of Certified Remover Date

Remover Certification Number Company Certification Number

Company Name

Street

City/Town, State, Zip

Phone
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM

CLOSURE REPORT FORM

SECTION III. Site Assessment Information

Tank Registration #

_____

(complete one sheet for EACH tank system and attach ALL
laboratory sheets pertaining to that system)

Facility ID Number

Provide depth of BEDROCK and WATER IF encountered during excavation or soil boring (write ‘N/A”: if NOT
encountered).

Bedrock feet below land surface Water feet below land surface

Provide Length of PIPING IF piping was closed-in-place (write “N/A” if NOT closed-in-place).

Length of piping feet

TANK SYSTEM REMOVED FROM THE GROUND/SITE

1). Was obvious contamination observed while excavating, sampling or removing the tank system?

NO -0 Conduct confirmatory samplin -0 See end of this section for options on
submission and maintenance of closure record -* Do not complete item C.2. below.

.W

U YES -* Report release to DEP within 24 hours --—--0 Describe contamination observed and

likely source(s) (tank, piping, dispenser, spills, overfills):
A

a
-- ‘a -

w

________________________________________________

— - - - * Complete item C.2. below.

2). Was contamination localized (within three feet of the tank system in every direction with no obvious water
contamination)? 4.
E1JYES ———-0 Remove or remediate contaminated soil ----0 Conduct confirmatory samplin *

See end of this section for options on submission and maintenance of closure records — — — — *

Call Indemnification Fund (717-787-0763).

fl NO ————* Continue Intenm Remedial Action 0 See end of this section for options on
submission and maintenance of closure records — — — — * Call Indemnification Fund (717-787-0763).

D. TANK SYSTEM CLOSED-IN-PLACE OR CHANGED-IN-SERVICE

Was obvious contamination observed during sampling, boring or assessing water depths?

O NO — — — — *‘Conduct confirmatory sampling ————* See end of this section for options on submission
and maintenance of closure records.

O YES —--—* Report release to DEP within 24 hour * Describe contamination observed and likely
source(s) (tank, piping, dispenser, spills, overfills):

______________________________________________________

Continue with corrective action — — — — * See end of this section for options on submission and maintenance of
closure records ————* Call Indemnification Fund (717-787-0763).

E. If the answer to Cl. is “no”, the answer to C.2. is “yes’ or the answer to D. is “no”, confirmatory samples are
required. Use the sample/analysis information sheet on page 10 of 11 to provide the information on confirmatory
sampling and complete the diagram on Page 11 of 11.

2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 8(2012
Section iii

A.

B.

C.

r
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Options for Submission and Maintenance of Closure Site Assessment Records

Records of the site assessment must be maintained for at least three years after completion of permanent closure or
change-in-service in one of the following ways:

(a) By the owners and operators who took the tank system out of service;
(b) By the current owners and operators of the tank system site; or
(c) By mailing these records to the DEP regional office responsible for the county in which the tank is located if they

cannot be maintained at the closed facility.

Where the results of the site assessment indicate that obvious, localized soil contamination was encountered and the
analytical results of the confirmatory sampling show levels below the statewide standard/action levels, this closure report
form (Sections I, II, and Ill) or some other acceptable site characterization report must be received by the Department
within 180 days of verbally reporting the release.

Where the results of the site assessment indicate that no obvious contamination or obvious, localized contamination was
encountered, but the analytical results of the confirmatory sampling show levels above the statewide standard/action
levels, or where there is obvious, extensive contamination, Section 245.310(a)(8) of the Corrective Action Process (CAP)
regulations requires that details of removal from service be included in the site characterization report. A copy of the
completed closure report form should be submitted as part of the site characterization report to satisfy the requirements of
Section 245.310(a)(8) of the CAP regulations.

________________________

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. CS. §4904 (relating to unswom
(Print Name)

falsification to authorities) that I am the person who performed the site assessment activities associated with the closure
of the above referenced storage tank system(s) and that the information provided by me in this closure report (Section III)
is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

___________________________

/ /
Signature of Person Performing Site Assessment Date

Title of Person Performing Site Assessment Name of Company Performing Site Assessment

Telephone Number of Person Performing Site Assessment
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

Sample/Analysis Information
(Attachment for Section III.)

Facility ID Number - a
w

Sample 1.0. Detection Date Date
(See Analytical Result Limit Sample Sample

diagram) Parameter Method1 — Media (units) (units) Taken Analyzed

II I!

a ii II

‘I

—
Re’__‘ /

. ,, ,
IWI

I I

/ / / I

t’b. I I I I

11 II

a ,

w
‘ti. I ‘‘

aA61. ‘‘

A
ar

‘ak.
‘s.. “F I I I

L ‘‘

‘tL S / I I I

‘P S II II

S: ‘
F II /

— I I II

II II

1 Where EPA Method 5035 is used, indicate sample collection option in the right-hand box of this column using the following codes:

P - Samples placed in a soil sample vial with a preservative present.
E - Samples collected and stored in a soil collection device which is airtight and affords little to no headspace.
N - Samples placed in soil sample vial without a preservative present.
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Site Location and Sampling Map - Use this page or suitable facsimile to provide a large-scale map of the site where
storage tank systems were closed. Scales between 1’ = 10 and 1’ = 100 feet frequently work well. Include the following
information as each applies to the site: facility name and ID., county, township or borough, property boundaries or area
of interest, buildings, roads and streets with names or route numbers, utilities, location and ID number of storage tank
systems removed including piping and dispensers, soil stockpile locations, excavations or other locations of product
recovery, north arrow, approximate map scale and legend. Also, show depth and location of samples with sample ID
numbers cross-referenced to the same ID numbers shown on Page 10 of 11.

Facility Name and ID:

County:

Township/Borough:
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2630-FM-BECBO5OI Rev. 312013 COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Instructions DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

epennsylvania BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

W4r1 OEFARTMEWt OF ENVIRONMENTAL
V PROTECnON

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
FACILITY OPERATIONS INSPECTION

REPORT FORM INSTRUCTIONS

The Facility Operations Inspection (FOl) form is used to document and report underground storage tank (UST) facility
operations inspections. The procedures found in the program guidance “Guidelines for Conducting Underground
Storage Tank Facilities Operations Inspections” (263-3120-003), should be followed. Below are instructions for
completing the FOI form.

GENERAL

Print clearly using a ballpoint pen or type all entries (except signatures). Fill out all applicable sections of the form.
Follow this document, the instructions on the form and the inspection guidance to help ensure proper report completion.
Incomplete or illegible forms can be returned and may subject the inspector to enforcement actions. Note: bulleted
items on the FOl form are information to help the inspector during the inspection.

Number of tanks: When more than five regulated underground storage tanks are present at a facility, it will be
necessary to use more than one set of inspection forms. In this case, label each form set at the bottom of the pages
with the letters ‘A’ (first set), ‘B’ (second set), etc.

.11%.

Comments: Provide essential details in the report comments section (VII on page 9). At minimum, comments should
be provided on the following items: specific tank information, specific piping information, suspected contamination;
improperly closed or unregistered tanks; “other” or “unknown”,tank system attributes; tank system modifications (with
date); estimated installation date when actual date is unknown; date when product was first deposited in the tank;
periods when tank was empty (contained 1” or less of product); release detection exemptions, missing months and
months with failures or inconclusives; description of suspected release investigations; owner/operator actions needed
for compliance; changes at site, that would affect compliance, since initial inspection (with date); explanation of form
entries marked “N/A;” recommendations made to owner/operator; description of technical assistance given to the
owner/operator; and other information that would be helpful to the owner, operator or DEP when reviewing the
inspection. Include modifications and repairs to the tank system and the date(s) they were performed. List mailing
addresses for the owner and/or operator when different from the facility address. Supply additional detail as
appropriate. Use as many comments sheets as necessary. An example continuation page can be found on the Storage
Tanks web site. If
Cover letters are not considered part of the report and hinder report processing. Important information should be
included in the report’s comments section (page 9). Attach additional comments pages as necessary.

F—

Amendments. If pages must be amended, initial all changes, write “amended” at the top of each modified page, and
resubmit them. ‘I

Call (717-772-5599) or e-mail (tanks(&ma.gv) the Division of Storage Tanks if you have questions about proper report
completion.

cv
THE INSPECTION REPORT

PAGEI 1

Facility Information. Enter the DEP Storage Tank Facility Identification Number (2-digit county, dash and 5-digit serial
number), facility name and location (911) address, including the municipality in which the facility is located. If the facility
information does not correspond to the Registration Certificate, inform owner/operator of the requirement to submit an
amended registration form to correct the information.

Representative Present During Inspection. Enter the name and phone number of the facility representative present
during the inspection, and check the applicable relationship box; check “None” if no representative was present during
your inspection.

Certified Inspector, Enter your name and DEP certification number (the inspector must be IUM certified). Keep phone
number(s), mailing address and e-mail address current with the Certification Unit in case the Department needs
additional information concerning an inspection report. Your email and phone number should be listed on the FOI form
as well. The DEP will use this contact information for any questions that they may have about your FOI.

Date of First Site Visit. Enter the date you were first on-site to perform the inspection; this date is the “inspection date.’

—1—
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Instructions

Owner. Provide the name of the tank owner. If the owner’s mailing address differs from the facility location address,
record the mailing address in the comments section (page 9).

Operator. Provide the name of the facility operator, e.g. a lessee, that the inspector met with during the FOI, if different
from the tank owner, and their operator class (if trained). If their mailing address differs from the facility location
address, record the mailing address in the comments section (page 9).

The remaining entries on page 1 should not be completed until the inspection is complete and information for pages 2
through 9 has been determined.

PAGE 2

Enter the facility name, inspection date and DEP facility identification number on the top (header area) of page 2.

(Section Li Tank System Information

Enter the attributes for each tank system using the codes provided on page 2-1. Tank numbers must correspond to
those on the registration certificate. Each attribute must be verified by personal observation and thorough review of
the facility’s records.

The inspector shall verify as much of the system as is visible without excavation — open all sumps and manways, look
in fill openings and inside dispensers.

Indicate the current product and water level in each tank in inches. Product and water levels shall be determined by
stick measurement. For systems with an ATS, the product and water level should be compared to the ATG
measurements to verify that the ATG is properly calibrated and functional.

A copy of the code page (page 2-1) should be included in the owner’s copy of the report, but does not need to be
submitted to DEP.

When counting sumps/pans tested tight on lines 9b, lOb and 1 lc, count only if a copy of the last containment test is
maintained by the owner.

Provide a site drawing to document the conditions at the site and the layout of the tank systems. Use site drawings to
document unique and complex tank system conditions, including, but not limited to tank and piping manifolds, multiple
piping constructions and/or ages at a facility or in the same piping run.

PAGES 3 through 8

Enter the facility name, inspection date, DEP Facility Identification Number and tank system numbers on the top
(header area) of pages 3 through 8. The tank system number is the sequence number that corresponds to the specific
tank system, including associated piping.

(Section IL) Release Detection Reference

Complete the section(s) for the method(s) being used by the owner/operator to meet the regulatory requirements —

both the current (corresponding codes must be entered on page 2) and others used in the last 12 operating months
(Section VII, page 9). For previous methods, write the dates they were used next to the header above the corresponding
blocks on pages 3 through 5. For example, an automatic tank gauge (ATG) was used from January to August of 2004,
the inspection is performed in January of 2005 and the owner is currently using statistical inventory reconciliation (SIR)
— the inspector would write next to the ATG header on page 3, “January to August 2004,’ and next to the SIR header
on bottom of page 3, ‘September 2004 to present.’

When examining release detection certifications, consider the type of system in which the equipment is installed. For
example, if the piping is flexible, is the line leak detector used in a pressurized system certified for flexible piping, and
is the limitation on the maximum length of this type of piping exceeded in this particular system? Special attention must
be paid to pressurized systems that have multiple turbine pumps.

For inspections of new tank systems that have been in operation for less than 12 months, release detection records
are required for each month of operation (regulated substance stored in the tank). Note in the release detection
recordkeeping block (Section V, page 8) and in the comments section (page 9) the date the system began to store
regulated substance. Record the compliance on page 1 of the report based on the months of actual operation (storing
product).

For all other systems that are not exempt from release detection, the last twelve operating months of records are
required for each system — tank and piping. If a tank system has not been used and was empty for a portion of the 12
months preceding the inspection, note this in the comments section (page 9). Release detection records are required
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Instructions

for the most recent 12 months that the tank contained product. Review all records — those demonstrating the tank was
empty as well as operating records described above — for a sufficient period to include the last 12 operating months.
List in the comments section (page 9), by tank, months with missing release detection records. Also list, by tank, the
months with failed or inconclusive release detection tests.

Before submitting the FOl report, ensure that the documents listed under the applicable release detection method(s)
were reviewed, the blanks in the applicable section(s) are filled in and the information required in the comments section
has been entered.

For a UST to be considered compliant with release detection, each block for the applicable method must be either
checked or marked ‘N/A’ including the recordkeeping subsection on page 8. Each ‘N/A’ must be adequately explained
in the comments section.

(Section III.) Equipment Testing

Complete all applicable sections relating to periodic equipment testing. Only facilities with containment sumps used
for interstitial monitoring of piping must meet one the “Containment Sump Testing” requirements. Include the following
for the most recent equipment testing: the name of the tester, date of the test, test method used (i.e. P21 RP1200,
manufacturer’s instructions), and the test results.

(Section IV.) Corrosion Protection (CP)

Complete all applicable sections related to Corrosion Protection Compliance Criteria. Ensure all boxes and spaces in
the appropriate sections are filled in accurately, and completely.

All CP testing must be conducted in accordance with an applicable industry standard and the Department’s guidance
titled, “Guidelines for the Evaluation of Underground Storage Tank Cathodic Protection Systems” (263-4200-002).

For any CP testing conducted after [IMPLEMENTATION DATE], the “UST Cathodic Protection System Evaluation
Form” (2630-FM-BECBO61O) must be attached to and submitted with the FOI report form.

When cathodic protection or supplemental anodes have been added to a tank, be sure to enter the date of the shell
assessment, date of installation and describe the tank shell assessment method. For supplemental anode addition to
an sti-P3© tank, the tank system should be assessed in accordance with STI R972,

Valid assessments of CP upgrades depend on when the upgrade was conducted. Upgrades must be conducted in
accordance with the applicable industry standard that was valid at the time the upgrade was completed. If there is a
question concerning tank shell evaluation, contact the appropriate regional office. Note: there are no upgrade standards
for piping. Bare steel piping, except as described in the, “Guidelines for Conducting Underground Storage Tank (UST)
Facility Operations Inspections (FOI)” (263-3120-003), must be replaced rather than upgraded.

(Section V.) IUM Record Review

Thoroughly review the facility’s records including tank and piping release detection, equipment testing and
maintenance, walkthrough inspections, and USTIF coverage. Verify that the conditions are met for each line. Check
the appropriate boxes when the facility owner has met the condition. Describe areas of noncompliance in the
comments section (page 9).

(Section VI.) Operator Training

Review the facility’s training records and posted operating procedures. Check appropriate boxes when the facility
owner has met the condition. Describe areas of noncompliance in the comments section (page 9).

Informal Training Given by the Inspector. Areas of noncompliance must be discussed with the owner, Class A and/or
Class B operator. When you speak directly to a Class A or B operator concerning noncompliance, describe the activity
in the informal training section. Include the date, who was involved, their operator class, a description of the topics
covered, the approximate depth of the coverage and whether the individual understood the discussion.

PAGE 9

Enter the facility name, inspection date and DEP facility identification number on the top (header area) of page 9 and
on any additional comments (continuation) sheets.

(Section VII.) Comments

During the course of the inspection, the inspector must examine all containment sumps and spill prevention devices
for the presence of product, water and debris; failure to do so may subject the inspector to enforcement action. After
the inspection, the results of the inspectors examination of the containment sumps and spill prevention devices must
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be listed in the comments section (page 9). If product is present in any sumps or any other evidence of a release is
observed, the inspector must notify the Department.

Complete the information regarding tank and piping construction specifics. If several makes or types of tanks and
piping are present, describe all of them in the space below.

Describe any unusual circumstances at the facility or any components of the storage tank systems that require further
explanation.

The listing of descriptive comments on page 1 of these instructions is not meant to be exhaustive. The comments
section should be used to note additional information discovered or actions taken during the inspection that affect
compliance at the facility. For example, include comments concerning improperly closed or unregistered regulated
tanks that were found during the inspection.

Record phone conversations or email correspondence with DEP personnel that took place concerning the inspection.

If additional comments sheets are needed, label each sheet with the report header information and attach the sheet(s)
to the back of the inspection report. A sample continuation page may be found on the Storage Tanks web site.

COMPLETING THE INSPECTION FORM

Ensure that the headings on all pages are filled out completely and correctly.

Return to page ito complete the observation entries, inspection summary and authentication of the inspection report.

PAGE 1

Financial Responsibility. Indicate whether you reviewed documentation that verified that the facility has continuously
participated in USTIF.

Contamination. Indicate whether you observed suspected or confirmed contamination during the FOI. If you observe
evidence of contamination during the FOI, you must report it to the appropriate regional office in writing within 48 hours
of the initial observation.

Improperly Closed or Unregistered USTs. Indicate whether you observed improperly closed or other unregistered
USTs during the FOl.

Fire/safety permits. If a fire/safety permit is required, document the name and issuing body.

Amended Registration. If during the course of the inspection any of the conditions requiring an amended registration
were found, check the appropriate box. Strongly urge the owner to submit an amended registration when necessary.

Inspection summary. The inspection summary cannot be completed until the facility has been thoroughly evaluated.
Complete this block at the end of the inspection. Providing blatantly wrong or unsubstantiated information can lead to
enforcement actions. The Tank Number is the system sequence number; it must correspond to the information entered
on pages 2 through 9 and the Registration Certificate. To be in compliance, applicable check boxes must either be
checked or marked ‘N/A’ and the nonapplicable items adequately explained in the comments section.

Authentication. Handwritten signatures of both the inspector and owner (representative) should be the last entry made
on the inspection report. Carefully read the certification before signing the report. Lack of a tank owner or
representative’s signature is an unusual circumstance and must be explained in the comments section (page 9). Once
signed by the inspector, the report form must be submitted to the Department.

Attachments: Include groundwater or vapor monitoring authentication record. Attach as many comments continuation
pages as needed to describe the site, inspection and actions the owner has taken to come into compliance. If not
recorded on page 8, include corrosion protection evaluatio&survey results and rectifier monitoring results (when
applicable). If not provided on page 2, include site diagrams/drawings showing unique and complex tank system
conditions.
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2630-FM-BECBO5D1 Rev. 312013
Instructions

Report Submission. Mail or otherwise deliver the completed inspection report to the Department addresses shown
below and provide a copy to the facility owner or owner’s representative.

Copy: Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Rachel Carson State Office Building
Division of Storage Tanks
P.O. Box 8763
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763

Copy: Owner

Copy: Inspector’s file — keep for at least 10 years

Original: Appropriate DEP regional office:

Northwest Region Northcentral Region Northeast Region

230 Chestnut Street 208 West Third Street, Ste. 2 Public Square
Meadville, PA 16335-3481 101 Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
814-332-6648 Williamsport, PA 17701 570-826-2511

Counties: Butler, Clarion,
570-321-6525

Counties: Carbon, Lackawanna,
Crawford, Elk, Erie, Forest, Counties: Bradford, Cameron, Lehigh, Luzerne, Monroe,
Jefferson, Lawrence, McKean, Centre, Clearfield, Clinton, Northampton, Pike, Schuylkill,
Mercer, Venango and Warren Columbia, Lycoming, Montour, Susquehanna, Wayne and

Northumberland, Potter, Snyder, Wyoming
Sullivan, Tioga and Union

Southwest Region Southcentral Region Southeast Region

400 Waterfront Drive 909 Elmerton Avenue 2 East Main Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745 Harrisburg, PA 17110 Norristown, PA 19401-4915
412-442-4000 71 7-705-4705 484-250-5900

Counties: Allegheny, Armstrong, Counties: Adams, Bedford, Berks, Counties: Bucks, Chester,
Beaver, Cambria, Fayette, Blair, Cumberland, Dauphin, Delaware, Montgomery and
Greene, Indiana, Somerset, Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Philadelphia
Washington and Westmoreland Juniata, Lancaster, Lebanon,

Muffin, Perry and York

-5-



2630-FM-BECBO5O1a Rev. 9/2012

% pennsyLvania
wl3

D@ARINENT OF ENVIRONMBJtAL
O7ECfl0N

FOR DEP USE ONLY
Reviewer_________ Date________
Entered by Date_________

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

El Owner El Operator El Employee El None

USTIF participation documented and verified Yes El
Required of all UST owners except federal and state agencies.

Suspected or confirmed contamination observed Yes fl (notify proper region within 48 hours)

Improperly closed or unregistered tanks present Yes El (provide comment)

Fire/safety permit(s) available (if required)

Fire/Safety Permit Number(s)

________________________________________________Issued

By

Amended registration form required for (check all that apply):

El Added tanks Q Change in substance stared

Li Closed tanks El Change of operational status (in or out of service)

El Change in tank size El Change of owner

Inspection summary.
Indicate the compliance status of each item below using the following codes: N = Noncompliant; C = Compliant.

and N/A are not acceptable statements for these fields. These fields may also not be left blank.

Tank No. Tank No. Tank No. Tank No. Tank No.

Tank Construction and Corrosion Protection

Piping Construction and Corrosion Protection

Spill Prevention

Overfill Prevention

Registration Certificate Display

Tank Release Detection

Piping Release Detection

Equipment Testing

I, the DEl’ Certified Inspector (IUM), have inspected the entire above referenced facility including examining manways, sumps,
monitoring wells and dispensers. Based on my personal observation of the facility and documentation provided by the owner, I certify

under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities), that the information

provided by me is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

original:
copy:
copy:
copy:

FACILITY INFORMATION

ID Number

_______

—

Name

__________

Location

____________

Address

___________

Municipality

GPS Location Lat:_

Representative Present During Inspection

Name

_________________________

Phone

CERTIFIED INSPECTOR

Name

_______________________

ID No.

______________________

Phone

___________________________

E-mail

______________________________

Date of First Site Visit (month/day/year)

Long:
TANK OWNER (must be a person or an entity)

Name

_________________________

TANK OPERATOR (if different than owner)

Name

_________________________

Yes El

Nofl

NoEl

NoEl

N/A ElNoEl

Note: Yes, No,

Certified Inspector’s Signature Date

As the representative of the owner or operator, I have reviewed the completed inspection report. I certify under penalty of law as

provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities), that the information provided by me is true,

accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature Title

Regional Office — Norristown, Wilkes Bane, Harrisburg, Williamsport, Pittsburgh, or Meadville

Owner

DIP, Division ofstorageTanks, P.O. Box 8763, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763

Inspector

Date



UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECrION

Facility Name

___________________________________

Date

__________________

Facility ID —

I. TANK SYSTEM INFORMATION. For each tank, fill in the required information and codes from the following list, Where multiple codes are allowed
and used for a specific tank component, describe the arrangement in the COMMENTS section. (See FOl form instructions for details.)

Tank No. Tank No. Tank No. Tank No. Tank No. DEPUse

1, Tank capacity (name plate gallons)

2, Substance currently stored (and grade)

3. Tank Installation date (mm/yyyy)

3a. Piping Installation date (mmfy?yy)
4. This drone tank is manifolded to tank number a
Sa. Stick reading of product level, in inches, at time of inspection -

5b. Stick reading of water level, in inches, at time of inspection 4
6. Total secondary containment on this tank system (18)

7. Tank construction and corrosion protection a (ii

Sa. Primary (inner or single-wall) piping construction t
- h ‘‘ t.

Sb. Secondary (outer) piping constructiont AS
9a. Number of tank top sumps t P
9b. Number of tank top sumps tested tight

ba. Number of transition sumps

lob. Number of transition sumps tested tight — L I (21)

ha. Number of connected dispensers S
lib. Number of connected dispensers with pans

llc. Number of dispenser pans tested tight

12a. Piping joints/connections construction at tank

12b. Piping joints/connections construction at dispeni

13- Pump (product dispensing) system .. “a. (4)

14a. Number of spill containments (must be permanently IflBUed) “a. a (61

14b. Number of spill containmentsged tight

15. Overfill type (must be permaly.lnstalled) 4W — Ill

16. Current registration cerd1.fe displayed/readily available ,a
17. Stage I vapor recovery “a,.
18. Stage II vapor recovery “a. ‘S ..JE
19. This tank supplies an emergend?ator

•@.qjuate the tN’stem release detection methods refully before filling in the following rows.

20. Tank release detection’a._ s.,. ‘i.

21. Piping small release detection (0.2 gph monthly or 0.1 gph 5)

annually)
22. Pressure (line 13 is C or D) piping line leak detector (LLD functIon) (sI

23. LLD function includes a positive turbine pump shutoff (231

t indicate manufacturer, model, and generation (if applicable) in Seclion VII.

t at tank penetrations that have pipe that routinely contains or conveys product.

Site drawing / manifold scheatic (not master-drone system)

Original: Regional Office — Norristown. Wilkes Barre, Harrisburg, williamspnrt, Pittsburgh, or Meadville

Copy Owner

copy: DEP, Division of Storage Tanks, P.O. Box 8763, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763

copy: Inspector
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Tank System Component Codes

6. Total secondary containment
V Yes
N No

7. Tank construction
A Single-wall steel, unprotected
B Single-wall, galvanic anodes
C Impressed current protection
E Single-wall fiberglass (FRP)
F Double-wall fiberglass (FRP)
6 Double-wall Act 100 or

equivalent
Single-wall Act 100 or equivalent
Steel with lined interior
Concrete
Double-wall, steel primary,
galvanic anodes

P Cathodically protected and lined
V Double-wall Act 100 or

equivalent with Anodes
W Single-wall Act 100 or equivalent

with Anodes
N Unknown
99 Other (must provide written

comment)

Ba. Primary (inner or single-wall) piping
construction
A Bare steel (including only

wrapped or coated)
B Cathodically protected, metallic
C Copper, unprotected
D Fiberglass or rigid non-metallic
E Flexible non-metallic
F Unknown
S No dispensing piping
I Stainless Steel
99 Other (must provide written

comment)

8b.Secondary (outer)piping
construction
N None (Single-walled piping)
B Cathodically protected, metallic
0
F
F
G

99

No dispensing piping
Poly-encased Stainless Steel
Other (must provide written
comment)

12.Piping joints/connections
A Unprotected metallic

component(s) (including only
wrapped or coated)

B Cathodically protected, metallic
F Unknown (must provide written

comment)
I Completely inside a containment

sump
M Completely jacketed with sealed

hoot
N NO jacket, not in contact with

the ground
X None (must provide written

comment)
99 Other (must provide written

comment)

13.Pump (delivery) system
A Suction, check valve at pump or

siphon bar only
B Suction, check valve at tank
C Pressure
0 Gravity flow to dispenser/pump
E None

15.Overfill type (if code S or 8, ensure
compatible with delivery method)
S Drop tube shut off device
A Overfill alarm (provide

description and location in
comment section)

B Ball float valve
E Filled in less than 25 gallon

increments
N None present or not usable

16.Current registration certificate
display
Y Properly displayed-manned
R Readily available - unmanned

N Not displayed

l7Stage I vapor recovery
A Coaxial
B 2port
N Not complete or none

18.Stage II vapor recovery
A Complete balance system
B Complete assist system
C US piping only; not complete
D Decommissioned
N Noneoftheabove

19.This tank supplies an emergency
generator
V Yes
N No

20.Tank release detection
D Statistical Inventory

Reconciliation (SIR)
E Certified Automatic Tank Gauge

(0.2 gph Leak Test)
F Manual Tank Gauging (35 Hour),

no lfl
644 Manual Tank Gauging,

44 Hours
658 Manual Tank Gauging,

58 Hours
H Interstitial Monitoring (2 Walls)
J Groundwater Monitoring
K Vapor Monitoring
N None
O Exempt (must provide written

comment)

2LPiping small release detection
(0.2/0.1 gph)
B Annual Line Tightness Test

(pressure)
C Line Tightness Test - 3 years

(suction)
D Interstitial Monitoring (monthly

— includes visual checking)
E Groundwater Monitoring
F Vapor Monitoring
H None
I Exempt (must provide written

comment)
J Statistical Inventory

Reconciliation (SIR)
K Electronic Line Leak Detector

(0.1 or 0.2 gph test)

22.Piping line leak detection (3 gph
within 1 hr.)
A Mechanical Line Leak Detector

(md. test)
H None
K Electronic Line Leak Detector (3

gph test)
L Continuous Interstitial

Monitoring with alarm or pump
shut off

23.Positive Turbine pump shutoff
Yes — present and tested
Present
Not present

Regional offite — Nocristown, Wilkes Barre, Harrbburg, wifliamsporl, Pittsburgh. of Meadnille

Owner

DEP, Division of StorageTanks, P.O. Ba, 8763, Harrisburg, PA 11105-8763

Inspector

H

j

0

Fiberglass or rigid non-metallic
Flexible non-metallic
Unknown

Oniginat:

copy:
copy:
copy

V
P
N
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

_______

Date

____________________

II. RELEASE DETECTION REFERENCE

• Records may be located at the facility or a readily available alternate site.

• The records include all of the information listed below for chosen release detection methods.

• The inspector has personally reviewed the records.

• A test with an inconclusive result or failure is an indication of a (suspected) product release and must be investigated within 7
days.

Instructions: Check the box to indicate that a criterion has been met.
Circle the box to indicate that a criterion has not been met.
Circle with “N/A” when a criterion is not applicable (provide comment).

Automatic Tank Gauging: (Tank only — code E)

ATG manufacturer:

__________________________

ATG model:

_________________

Does the automatic tank gauge perform continuous in-tank release detection?)t!lj, J No

Interstitial Monitoring: (Tank code H; dcribecjig equipmn comments)

Statistical Inventory Reconciliation: (Tank code D and/or Piping code J)

test vendor: version:

original: Regional Office — Norristown, Wilkes Barre, Harrisburg, williansport. Pittsburgh, or Meadville
copy: Owner
copy: oep, oivision of storage Tanks, PC. Box 8763, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763
copy: Inspector

Facility Name Facility ID

Tank Tank Tank Tank Tank
System System System System System

valid monthly leak test conducted and documented F H D GZ G
manufacturer’s certification of ability to detect 0.2 gph release is available U ._U_ ..LJ... ...U.... ...H...
probes and gauge software certified for manifolded tank systems
• when not specifically certified, the siphon must be broken to properly test
maintenance records, for the last year, including calibration, preventative and repair • U H U
equipment is operational I C H U..

Manual Tank Gauging: (Tank only — code F. 644 or 658)
tank capacity is 11000 gallons or less fl flE fl
tank installed on or before 11/10/2007 fl fl fl El C
performed weekly fl fl fl C C
1/8th inch accuracy stick readings t, “s... A. U DZ ...U_ ..LJ...
average 2 stick readings before and after test ‘t. U Q Q U
test length appropriate for each tank

. 36 hours minimum - u u• 44 hours, 551-1000 gallons, 64” diameter

. 58 hours, 551-1000 gallons, 48” diameter

variation is within standard (both weekly an,jonthly) ‘ U ....U... ....U... ..U_

interstitial area monitored monthly’ffiffiSnks installed after 11/10/2007) flfl— fl
interstitial sensors properly placed (per jufacturer’s instructions) C ...i... .iL. ._U.... ...U_
monitoring wells (secondary barrier) or ports are clearly marked and secured fl fl U ...U.... ...Li..
maintenance records, for the last year, including preventative and repair El C U U U
equipment manufacturer’s performance claims are available C C U U ....U_.
secondary barrier is compatible with and impermeable to the stored substance U U ...1.... ...LL. ..U_

manufacturer’s certification of ability to detect 0.2 gph release is available U
. ...U_ G

data is collected according to the test vendor’s instructions U ....U... ...U_. U ._Li_
analysis completed and valid results supplied to owner/operator within 30 day monitoring
period

• valid reports include calculated leak rate, minimum detectible leak rate, leak
threshold, probability of detection and probability of false alarm

suspected releases properly investigated within 7 days of any inconclusive or failed report,
to confirm or deny the occurrence of a release
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Facility Name

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

Date Facility ID

II. RELEASE DETECTION REFERENCE (continued)

Instructions: Check the box to indicate that a criterion has been met. Tank Tank Tank Tank lank
Circle the box to indicate that a criterion has not been met. System System System System System

Circle with “N/A” when a criterion is not applicable (provide comment).

_____________________________ _______

Groundwater or Vapor Monitoring: (Tank code) or K and/or Piping code E or F; describe well locations and monitoring equipment in

wells are located according to site evaluation; attach page with properly licensed evaluator
authentication to the inspection report

wells are properly installed in accordance with site evaluation and regulations C LL. J1.....
wells are monitored and results recorded monthly in accordance with site evaluation C LI C .iJ....
monitoring wells are marked and secured C LI C C LI
fill material is sufficiently porous to allow expeditious detection at the mJñitoring wells C ....El_ C ..iJ._.
substance stored meets regulatory requirements for type of monitoring C El JJ_.
equipment manufacturer’s performance claims are available C U C U LI
equipment maintenance records, for the last year, including calibration, preventative and ci LI ci u
repair

monitoring devices can detect 1/8 inch of product or lesson wfj
groundwater is within 20 feet of surface grade - — — El ,,11. ..jJ.... ._1_.
wells are sealed from ground surface to the top of the filter pack - — — El C U LI
casing is properly slotted: allows entry of product during all groundwater conditions - — I ._ci_. .LL.

Vapor Monitoring:
the monitoring device is not rendered inoperative by moisture Q U ._El_ LI
background contamination will not interfere with vapor monitoring fl C ....Li...
vapor monitors will detect increases in concentrations of stored substance U U El U LI

Interstitial Monitoring: (Piping code D and/or L; describe monitoring equipment in comments)

interstitial area monitored monthly (required for all totally-contained pressurized piping
systems installed after 11/101200?)

secondary enters sump and allows a release to be detected LI ...LL LI U LI
interstitial sensors properly placed (per manufacturer’s instructions) LI ...Ui.. U U LI
monitoring wells or ports (when used) are clearly marked and secured U
maintenance records, for the last year, including preventative and repair LI LI C C C
equipment manufacturer’s performance claims are available LI ...U.... C C LI
secondary barrier (pipe) is compatible with and impermeable to the stored substance C U U U LI
(Code L only) continuous monitoring used as line leak detector (gravity or pressurized
piping) — capable of detecting a 3.0 gph release from any portion of the piping system LI LI LI LI LI
within 1 hour
(Code L only) system tested for operability within the last year U fl
(Code L only) monthly “sensor status” (or equivalent) records available U ._!. ._U_

Exempt Suction System: (SUCTION piping only—code I)
NOTE: No further release detection required on piping meeting all these criteria.

the tank top is lower than the suction pump inlet LI fl fl
the below grade piping slopes uniformly back to the tank C U C U U
there is no more than one check valve in the piping C ...U.... LI LI ._.U..
the check valve is located close to or inside the suction pump C LI fl LI
compliance with above specifications can be readily determined; describe in comments U E

angina!: Regional Office — Narristou.-n, Wilkes Berm, Harrisburg, Williamsport, Pittsburgh, or Meadville

copy: Owner

cop-1 DtP, Division ofstorage Tanks, P.O. Bos BIBS, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763

cop’ Inspector

comments)

Groundwater monitoring: ‘a
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Facility Name

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

Date Facility ID

II. RELEASE DETECTION REFERENCE (continued)

Instructions: Check the box to indicate that a criterion has been met.
Circle the box to indicate that a criterion has not been met.
Circle with “N/A” when a criterion is not applicable (provide comment).

Piping Tightness (Line) Testing: (Piping only — code B or C)

tester name

test vendor:

tester certification number:

version:

Mechanical Line Leak Detector: (PRESSURIZED Piping only—code A)

model:manufacturer:

Tank Tank Tank Tank Tank
System System System System System

date last operability test: — tester name: _-

Electronic Line Leak Detector: (PlEUlWiED Piping only — cEde K)

manufacturer:

_________________________________

‘de

__________________

date of last 3gph test:

__________________________

3gph test result:

date last operability test:

_______________________

tester name:

________________

lrq

Original: Regional Office— Norristown, Wilkes Barre, Harrisburg, Williansport, Pittsburgh, or Meadville
copy: Owner
Copy: DEl, Division of storageTanks, P0. Box 8763, Harrisburg, PA 1710s-8763
copy: Inspector

date of last test: result:

test certification of ability to detect 0.1 gph release at 1.5 times the normal operating El u u c upressure is available a
performed by Uff certified installer (after 11/10/2008) 1. El El El El El

test conducted at properfrequency
• conducted annually for pressurized piping without monthly monitoring El El El El El
• conducted every 3 years for suction piping not meeting code I requirements

if test device permanently installed, maintenance records, for the last year, including
calibration, preventative and repair

operability test result:

certification of ability to detect a release of 3 gph rio psig within 1 hour is available El El El El El
maintenance records, in addition to the annual test, for last year, including calibration,
preventative and repair A1

qr

operability test result:

certification of ability to detect a release of 3 gph at 10 psig within 1 hour is available El El El El El
maintenance records, in addition to annual test, for last year, including calibration,
preventative and repair “4q —

continuously monitors piping ‘W El El El El El
Is the electronic leak detector performing the “monthly” monitoring function? El Yes, El No If yes:

date of last 0.2gph test: result:

third-party certification of ability to detect 0.2 gph release is available El El El El El
documentation of montjijwtest available for last year El El El El El

Is the electronic leak dete’ 0 ing the “annual” monitoring function? El Yes, El No If yes:

date of last Oigph test: result:

third-party certification of ability to detect 0.1 gph release at 1.5 times the normal operating
pressure (or an equivalent release rate with an equivalent pressure) is available
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

Facility Name

___________________________________

Date

____________________

Facility ID

____________

—

Ill. EQUIPMENT TESTING

Instructions: Check the box to indicate that a criterion has been met. Tank Tank Tank Tank Tank
Circle the box to indicate that a criterion has not been met. System System System System System

Circle with “N/A” when a criterion Is not app?icabk (provide comment).

Overfill Evaluation:

tester name: method:

date of last test: result:
overfill testing conducted within the last 3 years and documentation available I U U U I U I U I

Spill Containment Testing:

tester name:

_________________________

method:

date of last test: result:
spill containment testing conducted within the last 3 years and documentation available I U I U I U I U I U I

OR

spill containment is double•walled U U U U
both walls of spi11 containment are monitored at least monthly U fl

OR
tank filled in less than 25 gallon increments I I U I

Containment Sump Testing: (Piping release code D and/or 1):

Tester name: method:

date of last test: result:
containment sump testing conducted within the last 3 years and documentation available I I U I U I U I

OR

containment sump(s) is/are double-walled U U U U U
both walls of sump(s) are monitored at least annually fl fl U U U

Release Detection Equipment Testing:

Tester name:

_______________________________

method(s):

date of last test: result:
electronic and mechanical components of release detection equipment tested within the
last year and documentation available

original: Regional office
copy: Owner
copy: OEP, Oivision otstorageTankt, P0. Box 8763, Harrisburg. PA 17105-8763
Copy: Inspector
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Facility Name

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

Date Facility ID

____________

—

IV. CORROSION PROTECTION COMPLIANCE CRITERIA
• The UST Cathodic Protection System Evaluation Form(s) (2630-FM-BECBO61O) must be attached to this report for the two

most recent corrosion protection tests, if testing was conducted after (IMPLEMENTATION DATE)

Instructions: Check the box to indicate that a criterion hos been met.
Circle the box to indicate that a criterion has not been met.
Circle with “N/A” when a criterion is not applicable (provide comment).

Tank Tank Tank Tank Tank
System System System System System

Lined Tanks: (Tank only — code I) a
tank inspected and lined according to national standard u o udate lined:
tank initially inspected 10 years alter lining and every 5 years thereafter
dates inspected:

lmpres5ed Current Design and Rectifier Output: (Tank code CP and/or Piping)

Date assessed:

Assessment Method:

Regional Office — Norristown, Wilkes Darre, Harrisburg, Williansport, Pittsburgh, or Meadville
Owner
DEP, Division of Storage Tanks, P0. Bos 8763, Harrisburg, PA 17105.8763
inspector

Galvanic and Impressed Cathodic Protection: (Tank code B, C, 0 or P and/or Piping)
I’

tank structure to soil potential is equal to or more negative than -0.85 volts, or
meets other nationally recognized protection standard: specify

potential on tank current monitoring (data — ‘
potential on tank previously monitored (date)’W ,,

pipe/flex structure to soil potential is equal to or more negative than -0.85 D nmeets other nationally recognized protection standard: specify:
potential on pipe/flex current monitoring a(4ate)
potential on pipe/flex previously monitored t ‘W1e). — —

system designed by a corrosion expert a “‘ fl “•fl fl” fl
system is turned on and functioning within design limits fl,, U .IJ_ ...U... ....U....
any variation of ± 10% of the initial readings have been pro’Tvestigated U ..LJ... ....U.... ...Li... ....U....
documentation of last three amp readings (plus volt and runtime when meters available),
recorded at least once every 60 days: —

most recent: volts: amps: runtime: date:
60 days prior, volts: amps: runtime: date:

.‘
120 days prior volts: amps: runtime: date:

If Cathodic Protection or supplemental anodes were added to an e’rting tank system, fill
for Compliance):

Date installed:

in the following (Information is Required

Original:
copy:
copy:
copy:
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

Facility Name

___________________________________

Date

____________________

Facility ID

____________

—

V. IUM Record Review:
• An empty tank (less than 1” of product/sludge) is not required to perform release detection. Indicate date emptied in comments.

• Recently installed tank systems must begin performing release detection immediately after receiving product. Indicate date of first
product receipt in comments.

Instructions: Check the box to indicate that a criterion has been met. Tank Tank Tank Tank Tank
Circle the box to indicate that a c,iterian has nat been met. System System System System System

Circle with “N/A” when a criterion Is not applicable (pro Wde comment).

tank release detection records for the last 12 months the system contained product are El Elavailable
tank release detection records are all valid and passing El El LI LI El

available
detection records for the last 12 months the system contained product are u u El

piping release detection records are all valid and passing El El El ._U_
equipment testing records are available, valid, and passing for most recent testing of overfill, c c LI Elspill containment, containment sumps, and release detection equipment (as applicable)
w&kthrough inspection records are available for the last 12 months the system contained El El El n El
monthly and annual wa(kthrough inspections cover all required equipment El D G
records showing the system continuously participated in USTIF are available (paid USTIF
invoices and/or fuel delivery receipts with USTIF fee)

VI. Operator Training

fl list of trained operators designates a class A operator; includes their training certification

El list of trained operators designates a class B operator; includes their training certification

El list of trained operators designates class C operator(s); date of initial training or last refresher is within the previous 12 months
written instructions and notification procedures are readily available for class C operators at retail facilities; are posted in a
location visible to dispenser operators at other facilities

DESCRIBE INFORMALTRAINING PROVIDED FOR OWNER, CLASS A AND/OR CLASS B OPERATORS — see instructions.

Original: Regional Office — Norristown, Watkes Barre, Harrisburg, Williansport. Pittsburgh, or Meadville
copy: Owner
copy: DEP, Division at StorageTanks, Pa. Bat 8763, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763
copy: inspector
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Facility Name

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK FACILITY
OPERATIONS INSPECTION

Date Facility ID

VII. COMMENTS INCLUDING ACTIONS TO BRING INTO COMPLIANCE (Attach additional sheets where necessary)

Tank Manufacturer Tank Construction (i.e. Double-walled Act 100 with Anodes)

Piping Manufacturer Piping Model/Brand Piping Generation (If applicable)

Original: Regional Office — Norristown, Wilkes Barre, Harrisburg, Williamsport, Pittsburgh, or Meadville
copy: Owner
copy: OEP, olvision of StorageTanks, P.O. Box 8763, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8763
copy: Inspector

Page 9



2630-FM-BECBO512 212012 COMMONWEALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

d pennsyLvania BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND
D€TTNDU OF E?MROWIOfffl. FThCUOM

PLANNING FOR PERMANENT CLOSURE CHECKLIST
ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS

U “Aboveground Storage Tank System Closure Notification Form” submitted to appropriate
DEP regional office with copy sent to Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry (or
appropriate office in Philadelphia or Allegheny County) at least 30 days prior to initiating
permanent closure.

H “Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting Application Form” submitted to appropriate DEP
regional office, if the AST systems are required to be registered and they are not.

H Pennsylvania “One-Call” contacted (1-800-242-1 776) to have utilities mark their lines.

H Local municipality contacted to obtain any necessary permits or approvals for tank system
closure.

U DEP certified remover hired to perform tank handling activities.

H Arrangements made for site assessment and laboratory analysis of samples collected.

H Safety Data Sheets (SDS) obtained for all hazardous substances stored in the AST systems
to be closed.

H Arrangements made for treatmenUdisposal of any contaminated soils encountered.
NOTE: Unless this item is specified in the contract, it can remain a continuing burden of the
owner/operator.

H “Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting Application Form” obtained to amend facility status,
validated by the DEP certified remover and submitted to the Division of Storage Tanks after
AST system closure is completed.
NOTE: Registration fee billing will continue until an amended “Storage Tanks
Registration/Permitting Application Form” is submitted to the Division of Storage Tanks.



2630-FM-BECBO513 212012

fl . COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
pennsylvania DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
EPARTMETDFENvflDqM[NTALrflDTLcTION BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

DATE RECEIVED:

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE NOTIFICATION FORM

NOTE: Notification of permanent closure must be received by the appropriate regional office of the
Department at least 30 days prior to initiation of the Closure activities.

I. Location of Tank System

Facility Name
tCltY

Identification Number

Street Address 4 Cit9 State Zip Code

Municipality S County

Contact Person Phone Number
( w)—

II. Owner of Tank System a.
Owner Name

Street Address Phone Number

_____________________

( )
City State Zip Code

Ill. Month/Day/Year of Proposed Closure

IV. Certified_RemoverlConjpany Performing Tan

Certified Remover N

Street Address

City

C

ig Site Assessment Activities

Name of Contractor or lndividI]4

Street Address Phone Number
NA’

City ‘%k fl State Zip Code

VI. Will this closure involve replacement of at least one old tank with a new tank?

YesU NoQ

VII. Signature of Tank System Owner Date

I

I

V. Contractor/Individual Pc

oer

Zip Code

—1—



2630-FM-8EC60513 212012

VIII. Description of Aboveground Storage Tank Systems (Complete for each tank system undergoing closure)
DEP Tank ID Number
Total_Capacity_(Gallons)
Substance(s) Stored a. Petroleum
Throughout Operating Unleaded Gasoline ci ci ci ci
Life of Tank Leaded Gasoline ci ci ci ci
(Check All That Apply) Aviation Gasoline ci C ci ci

Pure Ethanol ci C C ci
Blended Ethanol ci ci ci C
Kerosene ci ci C C
JetFuel ci ci C ci
Diesel Fuel ci ci ci ci
Biodiesel ci ci ci ci
FuelOilNo.1 ci C C C
FuelOilNo.2 C C ci C
FuelOilNo.4 ci ci ci LI
FuelOilNo.5 ci ci ci LI
FueIOilNo.6 C ci ci U
New Motor Oil C ci ci ci
UsedMotorOil C C ci ci
Nonpetroleum Oil, Specify
Other, Specify

b. Hazardous Substance LI C ci C
Name of Principal
CERCLA Substance

AND
Chemical Abstract
Service (CAS) No.

c. Unknown ci C ci ci
Proposed_Closure_Method(s):
Partial System Closure C ci ci

Tank a. Removal C ci C ci
C N/A b. Closure-in-Place ci ci ci ci

c. Change-in-Service C ci ci ci
Piping a. Removal C ci ci ci

C N/A b. Closure-in-Place C ci ci ci
c. Change-in-Service C ci ci ci

Dispenser a. Removal C ci ci ci
C N/A b. Closure-in-Place C ci ci ci

c. Change-in-Service C ci C C
Other a. Removal C ci U C

b. Closure-in-Place C ci C C
c. Change-in-Service C C ci C

Describe Planned Closure Activities:

- 2
-

F1nIed on Recyc’ed Papet



2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 812012
Section I
J nennsu[vania COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARWEF4TOFEMdIRONMB{TAL DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PRGTECTIDN BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

Facility ID.

Facility Name

Municipality County

Date Prepared

Name of Person SUbmitting Report
(Please Print)

Company Name
(If Applicable)

Title

Closure Method (Check all that apply): Site Assessment Results (Check all that apply):

AST Removal El No Obvious Contamination - Sample Results Meet
Standards/Levels

El AST Closure-In-Place No Obvious Contamination - Sample Results Do Not
Meet Standards/Levels

jJ AST Change-In-Service Obvious, Localized Contamination - Sample Results
Meet Standards/Levels

El Obvious, Localized Contamination - Sample Results
Do Not Meet Standards/Levels

El Obvious, Extensive Contamination

Page 1 of 11



2630-FM-BECBOS14 Rev. 8/2012
Section I

COMMONWEALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

DATE RECEIVED:

Owners who are permanently closing aboveground storage tank systems may use this form to demonstrate that a storage
tank system closure was performed in accordance with technical guidance document 263-4200-001 ‘Closure
Requirements for Aboveground Storage Tank Systems. PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE. COMPLETE ALL QUESTIONS.

SECTION I. OwnerlFacility/TanklWaste Management and Disposal Information

1. Facility ID Number

3. Facility County

________

5. Facility Address

______

6. Facility Contact Person

8. Owner Name

_______

9. Owner Mailing Address

2. Facility Name

________________

4. Facility Municipality

_____________

— 7. Facility Telephone NumberL

DEP Tank ID Number
Total Capacity (Gallons)
Substance(s) Stored
Throughout Operating
Life of Tank System
(Check All That Apply)

NOTE: If Hazardous
Substance Block is Checked,
Attach Safety Data
Sheets (SDS)

a. Petroleum
Unleaded Gasoline
Leaded Gasoline
Aviation Gasoline
Pure Ethanol
Blended Ethanol

_______%

Kerosene
Jet Fuel
Diesel Fuel
Biodiesel

_______%

Fuel Oil No. 1
Fuel Oil No. 2
Fuel Oil No.4
Fuel Oil No.5
Fuel Oil No.6
New Motor Oil
Used Motor Oil
Nonpefroleum Oil, Specify
Other, Specify

b. Hazardous Substance
Name of Principal
CERCLA Substance

AND
Chemical Abstract
Service (CAS) No.

c. Unknown

10. Description of Aboveground Storage Tank Systems (Complete for each tank system closed)

DATE OF TANK SYSTEM CLOSURE (Month/Day/Year) I - - I - - I - - I -

Description of Aboveground Storage Tank System (Complete for each tank system undercoinc cIosure

Page 2of 11



12. A site location and sampling map of the site, drawn to scale, is attached. See page 11 of 11

El El 13. Original, color photographs of the closure process involving any excavation are attached (i.e., inside of
excavation/piping runs, pit water, containment structure and foundation showing condition).

fl 14. An amended “Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting Application” Form was submitted to the DEP,
Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, Division of Storage Tanks, P.O. Box 8762,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762.

Date: / /

El El 15. If a release was confirmed, the appropriate regional office of DEP was notified by the owner or
operator.

Date: / I Office:

2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 812012
Section I

Yes N/A

11. Briefly describe the storage tank facility and the nature of the operations which were conducted at the
facility (both historical and present) including use of the storage tank systems:

Page 3 of 11



2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 812012
Section I

Yes N/A
fl Q 16. II tanks were cleaned on-site:

a. Briefly describe the disposition of usable product:

b. Briefly describe the disposal of unusable product, sludges, sediments, and wastewater generated
during cleaning. Provide the name and permit number of the processing, treatment, storage or
disposal facility. (Attach documentation of proper disposal):

c. If tank contents were determined/deemed to be hazardous waste, provide:

(1) Generator ID Number:

______________________________________________________

(2) Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter Name and ID Number:

______________________

fl Q 17. If tanks were removed from the site for cleaning:

a. Provide the name and permit number of the processing, treatment, storage or disposal facility

performing the tank cleaning:

b. If tank contents were determined/deemed to be hazardous waste, provide:

(1) Generator ID Number:

__________________________________________________________

(2) Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter Name and ID Number

______________________

18. Briefly describe the disposition of tanks/piping (Attach documentation of proper disposal):

L fl 19. If contaminated soil is excavated:

a. Briefly describe the disposition and amount

___________

(tons) of contaminated soil. Provide the
name and permit number of the processing, treatment, storage or disposal facility. (Attach
documentation of proper disposal):

b. If contaminated soil is determined/deemed to be hazardous waste, provide:

(1) Generator ID Number:

_______________________________________

(2) Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter Name and ID Number

_____

Page 4 of 11



2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 812012
Section I

Yes N/A

ü 20. Briefly describe the disposition of and amount

_________

(tons) of uncontaminated soil and debris
(attach analyses):

Q 21. lithe tanks were Closed-in-Place” provide information below:

a. Briefly describe the tank cleaning process:

______________________________________________

b. If subcontracted, name and address of company that performed the tank cleaning:

c. How were tanks markedflabeled with permanent closure date:

_____________________________

I,

_________________________________,

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. C.S. §4904 (relating
(Print Name)

to unswom falsification to authorities) that I am the owner of the above referenced storage tank system(s) and that the
information provided by me in this closure report (Section I) is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

____________________

I /
Signature of Tank Owner Date

Company Name
(If applicable)

Title

Page 5 of 11



2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 812012
Section II

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

SECTION II. Tank Handling Information

Facility ID Number________________
DEP Tank ID Number(s)

_________________________

Yes N!A

1. Briefly describe the excavation and initial on-site staging of uncontaminated/contaminated soil and
debris:

2. Briefly describe the method of piping system closure and the closure of the piping systems including
the quantity and condition of the piping:

3. Briefly describe the condition of the tanks and any problems encountered during tank handling or tank
removal activities:

4. Briefly describe the method used to purge the tanks of and monitor for hazardous or explosive
vapors:

C Q 5 If tanks were cleaned on-site:

a. Briefly describe the tank cleaning process:

_________________________________________________

b. If subcontracted, name and address of company that performed the tank cleaning:

C Q 6. If tanks were CIosed-in-PIac&, briefly describe how tanks were rendered inoperative, marked
permanently closed with date, vented and secured to prevent unauthorized entry:

__________________

C C 7. If contamination was suspected or observed, the “Notification of Contamination” form was submitted.

Page6of 11



2630-FM-BECBO514 Rev. 8/2012
Section II

I,

________________________________

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. C.S. §4904 (relating to
(Print Name)

unsworn falsification to authorities) that I am the certified remover who performed the tank handling activities associated
with the closure of the above referenced storage tank(s) and that the information provided by me in this closure report
(Section I) is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

_____________________

/ I
Signature of Certified Remover Date

Remover Certification Number Company Certification Number

Company Name

Street

City/Town, State, Zip

Phone

Page 7 of 11



2630-FM-8ECB0514 Rev. 812012
Section III

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

SECTION III. Site Assessment Information

Tank Registration #

_____

(complete one sheet for EACH tank system and attach ALL
laboratory sheets pertaining to that system)

Facility ID Number_________________

A. Provide depth of BEDROCK and WATER IF encountered during excavation or soil boring (write “N/A’: if NOT
encountered).

Bedrock

_______________

feet below land surface Water

______________

feet below land surface

B. Provide Length of PIPING IF piping was closed-in-place (write N/A” if NOT closed-in-place).

Length of piping

_______________

feet

C. TANK SYSTEM REMOVED FROM THE GROUND/SITE

1). Was obvious contamination observed while excavating, sampling or removing the tank system?

fl NO -0 Conduct confirmatory samplin -0 See end of this section for options on
submission and maintenance of closure record -0 Do not complete item C.2. below.

U YES -——---4 Report release to DEP within 24 hours ————-0 Describe contamination observed and

likely source(s) (tank, piping, dispenser, spills, overfills):

Complete item C.2. below.

2). Was contamination localized (within three feet of the tank system in every direction with no obvious water
contamination)?

o YES - — — - * Remove or remediate contaminated soil - - - — * Conduct confirmatory samplin *

See end of this section for options on submission and maintenance of closure records.

U NO — — - - * Continue Interim Remedial Actions - - — - * See end of this section for options on
submission and maintenance of closure records.

D. TANK SYSTEM CLOSED-IN-PLACE OR CHANGED-IN-SERVICE

Was obvious contamination observed during sampling, boring or assessing water depths?

NO — — — — * Conduct confirmatory sampling — — — — * See end of this section for options on submission
and maintenance of closure records.

U YES - - - - * Report release to DEP within 24 hours — - - — * Describe contamination observed and likely
source(s) (tank, piping, dispenser, spills, overfills):___________________________________________________

Continue with corrective action — — — — * See end of this section for options on submission and maintenance of
closure records.

E. If the answer to Cl. is “no”, the answer to C.2. is “ye&’ or the answer to D. is “noTM, confirmatory samples are
required. Use the sample/analysis information sheet on page 10 of 11 to provide the information on confirmatory
sampling and complete the diagram on Page 11 of 11.
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Options for Submission and Maintenance of Closure Site Assessment Records

Records of the site assessment must be maintained for at least three years after completion of permanent closure or
change-in-service in one of the following ways:

(a) By the owners and operators who took the tank system out of service;
(b) By the current owners and operators of the tank system site; or
(c) By mailing these records to the DEP regional office responsible for the county in which the tank is located if they

cannot be maintained at the closed facility.

Where the results of the site assessment indicate that obvious, localized soil contamination was encountered and the
analytical results of the confirmatory sampling show levels below the statewide standard/action levels, this closure report
form (Sections I, II, and Ill) or some other acceptable site characterization report must be received by the Department
within 180 days of verbally reporting the release.

Where the results of the site assessment indicate that no obvious contamination or obvious, localized contamination was
encountered, but the analytical results of the confirmatory sampling show levels above the statewide standard/action
levels, or where there is obvious, extensive contamination, Section 245.310(a)(8) of the Corrective Action Process (CAP)
regulations requires that details of removal from service be included in the site characterization report. A copy of the
completed closure report form should be submitted as part of the site characterization report to satisfy the requirements of
Section 245.310(a)(8) of the CAP regulations.

________________________

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa. CS. §4904 (relating to unsworn
(Print Name)

falsification to authorities) that I am the person who performed the site assessment activities associated with the closure
of the above referenced storage tank system(s) and that the information provided by me in this closure report (Section III)
is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

____________________________

/ /
Signature of Person Performing Site Assessment Date

Title of Person Performing Site Assessment Name of Company Performing Site Assessment

Telephone Number of Person Performing Site Assessment
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ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
CLOSURE REPORT FORM

SamplelAnalysis Information
(Attachment for Section III.)

Facility ID Number________________
S

Sample I.D. Detection Date Date
(See Analytical Result Limit Sample Sample

diagram) Parameter Method1 — Media (units) (units) Taken Analyzed

a
II II

—

‘V ii II

.

I I I I

—

i i i

41h ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

‘‘r. ‘ ‘ ‘

1c1f ‘

—

- I I I I

4t
—

1 I I

n a
ii

i i i i

Aa__‘$t. / I I /

ar_flL
‘a I I I I

t a
a

w& II II

‘. II II

S II II
—

— II II

— II II

— II II

— II II

1 Where EPA Method 5035 is used, indicate sample collection option in the right-hand box of this column using the following codes:

P - Samples placed in a soil sample vial with a preservative present.
E - Samples collected and stored in a soil collection device which is airtight and affords little to no headspace.
N - Samples placed in soil sample vial without a preservative present.
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Site Location and Sampling Map - Use this page or suitable facsimile to provide a large-scale map of the site where
storage tank systems were closed. Scales between 1’ = 10 and 1” = 100 feet frequently work well. Include the following
information as each applies to the site: facility name and ID., county, township or borough, property boundaries or area
of interest, buildings, roads and streets with names or route numbers, utilities, location and ID number of storage tank
systems removed including piping and dispensers, soil stockpile locations, excavations or other locations of product
recovery, north arrow, approximate map scale and legend. Also, show depth and location of samples with sample ID
numbers cross-referenced to the same ID numbers shown on Page 10 of 11.

Facility Name and ID: -

County:

Township/Borough:

Page 11 of 11



2630FM.BECB0575 Rev. 912012 COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

pennsyLvania DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ommronvmonte1mL BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS
pRmrcnoN

FOR DEP USE ONLY UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK

Reviewer Date____ MODIFICATION REPORT
Entered by Date_________

FACILITY INFORMATION II. ACTIVITY INFORMATION

Facility ID. Number This modiflcation activity is?
.

.. E Minor modification
FacIlity Name

Major modification

Facility Address

Is this modification in response to an inspection?

.. . YesDNoMunicipality
If Yes: Inspector:______________________________

GPS Location Lat: Long:_____________
Inspection Date:______________________

III. TANK INFORMATION

Tank modification is in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and current industry standards. If no, explain
all irregularities in the comment section.

flYes ONo

Tank modification complies with Fire Safety Requirements (for flammable & combustible liquids). If no, explain all
irregularities in the comment section.

Yes Li No LI Not Applicable

Fire/Safety Permit Number

___________________

Issued By

________________________

Date

IV. INSTALLER INFORMATION (If additional installers were involved, include their information in VII. Comments)

Installer Installer Certification Company Company
Name Cert. No. Category(ies) Name Cert. No.

installer Contact Name contact Email contact Phone

V. INSTALLER CERTIFICATION

This Section must be completed by the certified installer(s) for modifications performed on underground storage tank systems. By signing below, the
certified installer verifies that the tank handling activity was conducted in compliance with the standards of Act 32 and applicable regulations. The
signature also certifies, under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. Section 4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities), that the
information provided is true, accurate, and complete to the best of his/her knowledge and belief.

Signature(s) Date(s) of Signature Date(s) Work completed



FACILITY l.D. #

VI. TANK SYSTEM COMPONENTS. (Describe only components that have been installed or modified.)

Tank# Tank ft Tank#

(1) Tank Modification (describe in VII. Comments)

Li Li Li C Cathodic protection (modified)

Li Li Li 9YOther

(2) Underground Piping Installation or Modification
(describe in VII. Comments)

LiLiLi
LiLiLi

B Cathodic protection added
Field design by a “corrosion expert”
Industry Standard used for CP
H Modification of existing piping

I Double walled steel piping
J Double walled fiberglass
K Double walled plastic
M Jacketed piping
99 Other

(PFLEX) Piping Flexible Connection Installation
Modification (describe in VII. Comments)

DDLiB
LiLiLil
LiDLiM
Li LiLi99

(4) Product Delivery (Pump) System Modification (describe
in VII. Comments)

LiLiLiA
LiCDB
LiLiDC
LiLiDD
o LiLies

Suction: Check valve at pump
Suction: Check valve at tank
Pressure: Submersible pump (STP)
Gravity Fed
Installed/removed siphon bar

(5) Pipe Release Detection Modification (describe in
VII. Comments)

LiLiOA
LiLiOD
ODLiK
LiLiLiL
Li 0Li88
Li LiLi99

Tank# Tank# Tank#

(6) Spill Prevention Repair (describe repair, test and type in
VII. Comments) t
U Li Li Spill Bucket InserURepair

Li Li Li New Single-Wall

Li Li Li New Double-Wall

(7) Overfill Prevention Installation or Modification (describe
status of previous overfill prevention i.e. removed,
remains as backup in VII. Comments)

Li Li Li S Drop tube shut-off device added

Li Li Li A Overfill alarm added

(12)Tank Release
manufacturer and

Li Li Li E Automatic tank gauge added/replaced

Li Li Li H Interstitial monitor (2 waIls) added

Li Li Li J Groundwater monitoring added (attach
site evaluation)

or Li Li Li K Vapor monitoring added (attach site
evaluation)

49)Stage I Vapor Recovery Modification

Li Li Li A Coaxial added/replaced

Li Li Li B 2 Port added/replaced

(20)Stage II Vapor Recovery Modification

LiLiLiA
LiLiLiB
LiLiLiC
LiLiLiD

(21)Tank top Sump Installation or Repair (describe installation
and test in VII. Comments):

Li LiLiYYes

(22) Dispenser Pan Installation or Repair (describe installation
and test in VII. Comments) 3
Li Li Li 88 New dispenser installed

Li Li Li Y Under existing dispenser

New, replaced, and repaired spill buckets, containment sumps, and dispenser pans must be tested for tightness in accordance
with the manufacturers recommendations and)or applicable industry standards.

LiLiLi
LiLiLi
LiLiLi
LiLiLi
LiLiLi
LiLiLi

Detection Modification (include
model number in VII. Comments)

Metallic w/cathodic protection added

Placed inside containment
Jacket added
Other

Complete balance system added
Complete assist system added
Underground piping only added
Stage II decommissioned

Automatic line leak detector added
Interstitial monitoring added
Electronic line leak detector added
Continuous Interstitial monitor added
STP shut off added
Other

-2-



FACILITY I.D. #

VII. COMMENTS (Describe activity completed in detail. Explain any modifications marked “99 Other” on page 2.)
The modification report is not complete until all modified or installed components noted in Section V. have been accurately and completely
described in the comments section, below.

VIII.SITE DRAWiNG (Include layout, activity locations, and other drawings necessary to illustrate modifications)

-3-



2630-PM-BECB0002 Rev. 3/2013
Instructions

9b pennsyLvania COMMONWEALTh OF PENNSYLVANIA
OEPTMENTOFENVJRONMBflAL DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

STORAGE TANK
SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION PERMIT

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
GENERAL INFORMATION

The following instructions are intended to assist the applicant in properly completing a DEP Storage Tank Site Specific Installation
Permit (SSIP) Application. Permitting regulations are in 25 PA Code Chapter 245 Subchapter C. Information is available from and
the application must be submitted to:

Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields
Division of Storage Tanks
P.O. Box 8762
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762
(717) 772-5599

The application package must contain two (2) complete copies of all parts of the application and the required fee. Information must
be typed or clearly printed. The application package contains the following:

• General Information Form (GIF)
• Site Specific Installation Permit Form Part I
• Site Specific Installation Permit Form Part II (if required)
• Attachments
• Fee

Please review the application form and attachments carefully before submitting to the Department. The Department will only begin
its review after the receipt of a complete application package. Use the Site-Specific Installation Permit Completeness Review
Checklist to ensure the submittal of a complete application package.

Applicants are highly encouraged to contact the Department for a pre-application conference or discussion.

Site-Specific Installation Permits will expire five years from the date of issuance unless the Department receives a written extension
request from the owner prior to the expiration date and grants an extension.

INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES WHICH REQUIRE A PERMIT

A SSIP Application is required before the following storage tank systems can be installed:

• Aboveground storage tank (AST) systems with a capacity greater than 21,000 gallons.
• New AST facilities with an aggregate AST capacity greater than 21,000 gallons.
• Field constructed underground storage tank (UST) systems not installed within a previously registered underground storage

tank system.
• Storage tank systems with a capacity greater than 1100 gallons containing a highly hazardous substance.

Refer to the following matrix to determine the applicable requirements:

Environmental
Facility Tank I Part I I Mapping Siting 1 Geological

AssessmentTank Type
Type Location Required Part II #1 Part II_#2_j__Part_N

Part II #4
Existing

New Yes Yes Yes Yes NoLarge AST Large

Existing New Yes Yes Yes Yes YesLarge AST Small

Existing Same
Yes No No Yes NoLarge AST Large Footprint

Large AST New New Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Small ASTs
(aggregate New Large New Yes Yes Yes Yes No

>21,000 gal)

Highly Haz Existing or New or Same Yes No No No No
AST/UST New Footprint

UST Field Existing or New or Same Yes No No No No
Constructed New Footprint

—1—



2630-PM-BECS0002 Rev. 312013
Instructions

Tank Type: Applies to proposed storage tank
Large AST — Aboveground Storage Tank with a capacity greater than 21,000 gallons
Small AST — Aboveground Storage Tank with a capacity less than or equal to 21000 gallons
Highly Haz — UST greater than 1,100 gallons or AST greater than 1,100 and equal or less than 21,000

gallons; storing a Highly Hazardous Substance as listed in the Regulated Substances List.
UST Field Constructed — Underground Storage Tank that is fabricated on site

Facility Type: Applies to current facility status
Existing Large — Storage tank facility with aggregate registered AST capacity greater than 21,000 gallons.
Existing Small — Storage tank facility with aggregate registered AST capacity less than or equal to 21,000 gallons.
New— No registered AST at facility.
New Large — Facility has no registered AST but aggregate AST capacity will be greater than 21,000 gallons.
Existing or New — Applies to both existing AST and new facilities.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE SSIP APPLICATION FORM

PART I must be completed by ALL applicants.

Indicate if the storage tank facility is new or existing. Indicate if the existing facility has regulated aboveground storage tanks.

Enter the owner/business name and telephone number.

III. Enter the facility name and telephone number. lithe facility has a storage tank facility identification number, enter the number
as it appears on the registration certificate.

IV. Indicate if the proposed tank(s) is an UST or AST. Enter the substance which will be stored and the substance’s CAS No.
(Chemical Abstract Service Number). Enter the proposed tank capacity in gallons. List the Fee for each Tank (see V. below to
calculate fee).

V. The minimum fee for a SSIP application is $20. The fee for USTs is $20 per tank. Fees for ASTs at an existing AST facility are
based on each tank’s capacity. The fee is $20 for each 10,000 gallons of capacity. Round the capacity to the nearest 10,000
gallons and multiply the number of 10,000s by $20. Example: An AST with a capacity of 42,000 gallons would have an
application fee of $80.

42.000 rounded to nearest 10.000 is 40,000
40,000 divided by 10,000 is 4
4 times $20 equals $80

The fee for a new large aboveground tank facility is calculated on the aggregate regulated AST capacity. Add the tank
capacities and round to the nearest 10,000 gallons.

Make checks payable to ‘Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’.

VI. Certification, that the general requirements for the SSIP will be met and that the application information is true and correct,
must be completed by the tank owner or a responsible official of the applicant. The general requirements are found in 25 PA
Code §245.232. Acknowledgment of the general requirements is indicated by the responsible official placing his/her
handwritten initials in the space before each appropriate statement.

Include a summary describing how the community was informed of the project, and any interaction with the public regarding the
project. For new facilities and facility expansions, it is recommended that a notice be published in a newspaper of general
circulation or the project be otherwise advertised to the neighboring community. See DEP technical guidance 012-0900-003,
“Policy on Public Participation in the Permit Application Review Process” for more information.

Municipal and County notifications should follow the guidelines in DEP Policy 012-0200-001, “Policy for Consideration of Local
Comprehensive Plans and Zoning Ordinances in DEP Review of Permits for Facilities and Infrastructure.” This policy explains
how DEP takes local land use planning and zoning ordinances into account during the permit review process. View this policy
online at ww.dep.pa.gov, Search: eLibrary.

A Spill Prevention Response (SPR) Plan is required for facilities with a total aboveground storage tank capacity greater than
21,000 gallons. An updated SPR Plan, which includes the proposed tanks, must be submitted with the SSIP application or to
the appropriate DEP regional Environmental Cleanup Program’s Storage Tank Section before a SSIP application can be
reviewed. Indicate, by checking the appropriate box, the type of submission, complete new plan or revision of an existing plan,
and enter the date that the SPR Plan or revision was submitted.

The Department is required to determine the applicant’s compliance status with the applicable state and federal laws pursuant
to Section 1301 of the Storage Tank Act, 35 P.S. §6921.1301. Please include the applicant’s company structure and the
names and tax identification numbers of any related companies (i.e. partner, parent company, subsidiary) owning or operating
tanks in Pennsylvania.

The certification statement must be signed by the tank owner or a responsible official of the owner.
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PART II

It is recommended that this pad of the application be completed by a person experienced in siting requirements and environmental
assessment.

Mapping requirements include a plot plan and a copy of the 7½ minute USGS topographic map showing the exact location of
the proposed tank(s). Maps, plans and cross sections shall be prepared and sealed by a Pennsylvania registered
professional engineer, Pennsylvania registered land surveyor or a Pennsylvania registered geologist and be on a scale
no less than 1 inch to 400 feet. Mapping requirements are found at §245.233.

The latitude and longitude needs to be shown on the plot plan for the approximate center of each proposed storage tank. DEP
expects the level of accuracy for the latitude and longitude coordinates to be within 25 meters. This information and method of
determination must be included on the plot plan and in the following format:
* Latitude & Longitude expressed in the following format/detail:

Latitude = Degrees as 2-digit decimal ranging from 00 thru 90
Minutes as 2-digit decimal ranging from 00 thru 60
Seconds as 2-digit and expressed to ten-thousandths of a second (SS.S)

Longitude = Degrees as 3 digit decimal ranging from 000 thru 180
Minutes as 2-digit decimal ranging from 00 thru 60
Seconds as 2-digit and expressed to ten-thousandths of a second (SS.S)

* Specific method used to determine latitude/longitude coordinates:
Map Interpolation, or
Geographic Position System (OPS) or
Other method (Specify)

* Specify the level of accuracy ie. 6 meter, 10 meter, 25 meter

The plot plan must include:
• facility name
• facility boundaries
• tank locations
• public roads within or adjacent to the facility
• streams, lakes or surface watercourses located in or adjacent to the facility
• municipality and county name
• location of test borings
• location of any mining activities
• location of public and private groundwater supplies
• latitude and longitude for each new tank

The topographic map must include:
• facility name
• municipality and county name
• facility boundaries
• tank location(s)
• quadrangle name
• location of ground water supply sources within 2,500 feet of facility
• surface drainage courses

2. Siting requirements include determination of floodplains, wetlands, and geological features that are in the vicinity of this
construction or installation. Siting requirements are found at §245.234. The following agencies may be able to provide
information that could assist you in making siting determinations:

Floodplain: eMAP PA httpi/www.depgis.state.pa.us/emappa/

County or Local Emergency Management Agencies

Federal Emergency Management Agency
ww.fem a .qov
(877) 336-2627

Wetlands: Local County Conservation District

DEP Bureau of Waterways Engineering and Wetlands
Division of Wetlands, Encroachment and Training
PC Box 8460
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8460
(717) 787-3411
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3. Answers of “yes” to any of the questions regarding geological considerations requires the submittal of additional geotechnical
analysis. Depending on the extent of geological concerns, tank foundation design considerations may need to be included. An
appropriately registered professional must complete the Professional Certification enclosed in the 5511’ application
package, as well as seal any additional geotechnical analysis andlor tank foundation design documentation. The
following agency may be able to provide information that could assist you in making geological interpretations.

Geological Features:

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Bureau of Topographic and Geological Survey
3240 Schoolhouse Road
Middletown, PA 17057
(717) 702-2017
wnw. dcn r.state.pa . us/topo eo

4. The environmental assessment addresses the potential impact the proposed tank(s) may have on the environment and public
safety. Provide adequate information about the investigation done to determine any potential threats and the proposed
mitigation process, which will allow the Department to determine if adequate protection will be provided. The investigation must
consider conditions at the site, adjacent locations and down gradient areas. The potential impact considerations must address
the possibility of a release from the storage tank system including the containment structures. Environmental assessment
requirements are found at §245.235.

A. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES — Applicants seeking public water system location information should use eMapPa.
This program contains a buffer tool that allows users to identify nearby water supplies using a GIS application. The tool will
also provide the public water supply contact information so users can contact the water supplier if more information is
needed. Please note that specific location data of public water supplies is considered sensitive information and may not be
provided. Here is the link: http://www.depgis.state.pa.uslemapp&

8. PRIVATE WATER SUPPLIES — Use of the eMAP PA tool (http:/Iwww.depgis.state.pa.us/emappal)
and the Pennsylvania Groundwater Information System (PAGWIS) database
(http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/topogeo/groundwater/pagwisfindexhtm) will assist you in determining and locating any private
wells in the vicinity of your project. The PAGWIS is included as a layer in eMAP PA. Note that all wells within 2,500 feet of
the project must be plotted on the topographic map and submitted with the application.

C. WETLANDS — Use available means to determine the presence or absence of wetlands on and near the project site. The
agencies listed previously in the instructions under wetlands” may be able to assist. Also available is an online soil survey
tool. USDA Web Soil Survey (https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm), which may assist in
determining if hydric soils exist on the site.

D. CRITICAL OR UNIQUE WILDLIFE HABITATS I AREA WHICH SUPPORTS ENDANGERED, THREATENED, OR RARE
PLANT OR ANIMAL SPECIES — The Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) Environmental Review Tool, online
at www.naturalhedtaqe.state.pa.us, is the first step in determining any potential impacts to endangered or threatened
species in the area of the project. Click on the link to the “PNDI Project Planning Environmental Review” and follow the
directions to produce a PNDI receipt for your project. If the PNDI results indicate that further review is required, follow the
instructions on the report to contact the appropriate agency for follow-up. Include the agency’s response with the SSIP
application.

E. HISTORICAL OR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES — Identification of any impact to historical or cultural resources that could be
affected during earth-moving activities can be accomplished by contacting the PA Historical and Museum Commission,
address below, with a description of the project and location information. A response will be given noting whether or not
additional investigation is required.

PA Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau of Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, Second Floor
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
Phone: (717) 783-8946

F. RECREATIONAL PARKS AND FORESTS, NATURAL AREAS OR ENVIRONMENTAL CENTERS — Identify any parks,
recreational areas, or natural areas in the vicinity of your project. This can be done through the use of maps or by
contacting any pertinent Federal, State, or Local agency.

G. PENNSYLVANIA SCENIC RIVERS I NATIONAL WILD AND SCENIC RIVER SYSTEM — Information regarding both PA
and national scenic rivers can be found online at hffp:Ilwww.dcnr.state.pa.usftrdconseivation/hverslscenicrivers/index.htm

H. PRIME FARMLAND OR AGRICULTURAL SECURITY AREA — Information regarding farmland issues can be found by
contacting the county conservation district. The online Pennsylvania SoilMap tool at soilmap.psu.edu may assist in
determining if the soil type in the project area could be considered prime farmland.
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I. SPECIAL PROTECTION WATERSHEDS AS DESIGNATED IN CHAPTER 93 — Identify whether your project is near or
could impact any watersheds designated as High Quality or Exceptional Value in 25 PA Code, Chapter 93. Applicants
seeking Watershed location information should use eMapPa. This program contains a buffer tool that allows users to
identify nearby watersheds using a GIS application. Here is the link: http://www.depgis.state.pa.usfemappai

Other Sources of Information

USGS Topographic maps

DCNR Recreational Guide and Highway Map

Local Emergency Management Agency

TECHNICAL GUIDANCE REFERENCES

(Available online at www.dep.pa.gov, Search: eLibrary)

012-0200-001 Policy for Consideration of Local Comprehensive Plans and Zoning Ordinances in DEP Review of Permits for
Facilities and Infrastructure

012-0900-003 Policy on Public Participation in the Permit Application Review Process

400-0200-001 Policy for Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) Coordination During Permit Review and Evaluation

021-21 00-001 Policy for Implementing the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) Permit Review Process and
Permit Decision Guarantee.
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t COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
pennsytvanla DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

STORAGE TANK TRAINING COURSE APPROVAL APPLICATION

This application must be complete and accurate. Type or print legibly. If additional space is needed use a clean
sheet of white paper upon which you must include the applicant name, and identify the section being continued.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Received Approved Q Denied C ReLunied Q clienL ID#

Reviewed by Date course Approval #

SECTION I — APPLICATION TYPE

C INITIAL Approval (First time applying under Chapter 245)

C AMENDMENT (change information previously submitted) Client ID#

C RENEWAL (Required every 3 years)

If amending or renewing an existing training course Course ID#

SECTION II — APPLICANT INFORMATION

Applicant Type Code Federal Tax ID# (EIN) or SSN

Company or Individual’s Name

Address

City State Zip +4 Country

Company Contact Name
Last First MI Suffix

Phone(_)-_ Ext_

Company Email Address

SECTION III — COURSE INFORMATION

Official Course Title

_____________________________

Does this training course target individuals seeking: C INITIAL Category Certification
U Category Certification RENEWAL
U UST Operator Training

Underground Tanks

U UMR U UMX and UMI UUTr

Aboveground Tanks

U AMMX U AMNX U AMEX U AFMX U ACVL C AMR U AFR

UST Operator Training

UCLASSA CCLASSB UCLASSA&B
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SECTION IV — INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION Provide the information requested for each training course instructor. If you
need additional space copy this page.

Instructor Last Name First Name Ml Suffix

Title

Affiliation

Phone Number Ext

Professional Background (Education & Experience — Use space below if needed)

Affiliation

Phone Number Ext

Professional Background (Education & Experience — Use space below if needed)

Affiliation

Phone Number Ext

Professional Background (Education & Experience — Use space below if needed)

Instructor Last Name

Title

a

First Name MI Suffix

Title

Instructor Last Name First Name Ml Suffix
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SECTION V—COURSE OUTLINE ATrACHMENTS

You must provide the following information as attachments to this application. Label the attachment Course
Outline’ and type or print the applicant’s name in the top right-hand corner of each attachment sheet. The Course
Outline must include all of the following:

1. A description of the subject matter to be presented, to include a list
of industry standards and regulations referenced U

2. The order in which each topic will be presented U
3. The amount of time dedicated to the presentation of each topic U
4. The name of the instructor presenting each topic, and U
5. The location where the training course will be conducted U

SECTION VI — COURSE TEST DESCRIPTION ATTACHMENTS

You must provide the following information as attachments to this application. Label the attachment Test
Description’ and type or print the applicant’s name in the top right-hand corner of each attachment sheet. The Test
Description must include all of the following:

1. A description of the preparation of the test, to include organization and format U
2. A description of the test content, including representative questions. The test

must measure the participant’s knowledge of the technical, administrative, and
legal requirements related to the subject matter of the training course Li

3. A description of the procedures for administering, monitoring and grading the test Li
4. An indication of the passing score. This score must be achieved by the

participant in order to receive a passing grade and certificate from the training
provider Li

5. A copy of the Certificate given to the participant upon successful completion of
the training course. Successful completion means attendance at all sessions
and attainment of a minimum passing grade. The Certificate must include the
name of the participant, the course title, the name of the training provider, course
approval number, the date the training was completed, the date the certificate
expires, and the signature of the training course provider U

SECTION VII — CERTIFICATION

I understand that final approval of the training course may, at the discretion of the department, involve a
presentation of the training course to the department by the applicant. In addition, the department may audit the
approved training course to ensure adherence to the material submitted in this application.

I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. §4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities)
that the information provided in this application is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

Typed or printed name of applicant

________________________________________

Title

___________________________

Signature

__________________________________________________

Date

______________________________________
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r COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
pennsyLvania DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

a BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

INSTRUCTIONS

STORAGE TANK TRAINING COURSE APPROVAL APPLICATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

APPLICATION PACKAGES

To expedite the processing of the applicant’s request, the Department (DEP) asks that you use the most up-to-
date application package available. This Training Course Approval Package, as well as other Department-wide or
program specific permit application packages is available in Microsoft Word format. Most forms are also available as
PDF files. You can download the Word document file to your personal computer, complete it electronically, and print
it for submission to the Department. To obtain DEP application packages visit our web site, write or call:

PA Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields

Division of Storage Tanks
PC Box 8762

Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762

1-800-42-TANKS (in PA only)
717-772-5599

For more information, visit
www.dep.pa.gov. Search: Storage Tanks.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

These instructions are designed to aid the applicant when completing the Training Course Approval Application
Form. The information the Department needs to evaluate your request must be provided in the form of attachments
to the application. The Department requests that you use 81/2 x 11 sized paper and that you print or type the
applicant name, and identify the applicable section number in the top right-hand corner of the attachment.

File Copy & Submittal

Retain a copy of your application and all attachments for your records. Send the completed application
materials to the address shown above. If you have any questions about the application, please call the
Customer Service number above and ask for the Certification Unit.

Evaluation & Approval

Each course will be evaluated for approval in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 245 §241.141
(relating to Training Approval). Final approval of the training course may, at the discretion of the Department,
require a presentation of the training course to the Department by the applicant.
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INSTRUCTIONS

SECTION I — APPLICATION TYPE

Initial — Select this Application Type if this is your first request for approval of this training course. If you or your
company have been approved to conduct technical training for installer categories not related to this request,
record your Client ID # on the application.

Amendment — Select this Application Type if you are changing information previously submitted to the
Department. Changes must be reported within 14 days of the change. When amending information please
record your Client ID# and your Course ID# on the application. You are required to amend your application when
there are changes to...

• Applicant Information (Section II)
• Course Title (Section III)
• Instructor Information (Section IV)
• Course Outline (Section V)
• Test Description (Section VI)

Renewal — Select this Application Type if you are renewing a previously approved training course. In order for
you to continue offering the course you must renew the approved course every 3 years. The Renewal Application
must be complete, and include all attachments whether or not there are changes. Please record your Client and
Course ID numbers on the application.

SECTION II — APPLICANT INFORMATION

Applicant Type Code — The Applicant Type Code is also referred to as the Client Type Code. Enter the code
that represents the structure of your company.

Government Non-Government

AUTH Authority ASSOR Association/Organization
CNTY County ESTST Estate/Trust
FED Federal Agency INDIV Individual
MUNI Municipality LLC Limited Liability Company
OTHER Other (Govt) LLP Limited Liability Partnership
SCHDI School District NPACO Non-Pennsylvania Corporation
STATE State Agency OTHER Other (Non-Govt)

PACOR Pennsylvania Corporation
PARTG Partnership — General
PARTL Partnership — Limited
SOLEP Sole Proprietorship

Federal Tax (EIN) or SSN — A Federal Tax ID or Employer Identification Number (EIN) is assigned by the IRS.
The EIN is an important part of the application. It aids the Department when identifying clients and helps prevent
duplicate data entry. It is required for ‘company” applicants. The individual client’s SSN is required for the same
reason.

Name, Address, Phone Numbers — Provide the information requested. Type or print legibly.
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SECTION III — COURSE INFORMATION

Official Course Title — Type or write the full name of this course.

Target Audience and Categories - Select the type of candidate that the training course targets.

For installer training, does this course fulfill the needs of those installers needing to meet the requirements for
initial certification in a category, or will the course meet the requirements of those seeking to renew certification?
Renewal courses may provide an update and overview of the referenced content versus the full training course
needed for initial category certification. Indicate which certification category(ies) is/are applicable to the course.
The complete category list and descriptions can be found in the Storage Tank Regulations at §245.110. Course
content should closely match the industry standards and regulations referenced in the Departments study guides
for the applicable certification category.

For operator training, does this course fulfill the needs of a Class A operator, Class B operator, or both? Training
courses for Class A operators must confer a broad scope of knowledge, and training courses for Class B
operators must provide more in-depth knowledge, on the subject areas addressed in Appendix A. Also refer to
required training provisions at §245.436(c).

SECTION IV — INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION

Provide the information requested for each course instructor. For “professional background” include the
instructor’s education and experience. If you need additional space to list all of your course instructors, copy
Section IV.

SECTION V — COURSE OUTLINE ATTACHMENTS

Provide each item of the course outline on an attachment to the application. In the top right-hand corner of the
attachment write the applicant name and “Course Outline”. You must include a current course outline even if you
are renewing the course.

SECTION VI —TEST DESCRIPTION ATTACHMENTS

Provide each item of the test description on an attachment to the application. In the top right-hand corner of the
attachment write the applicant name and “Test Description”. You must include the current test description even if
you are renewing the course.

SECTION VII — CERTIFICATION

The individual applicant, or an officer of a company requesting Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection approval and recognition of a category-specific Training Course must read and sign the certifying
statement. Type or print the applicant’s name (individual, or company officer authorized to sign the application),
and then sign and date the application.
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Appendix A

Required Training Subjects for Class A Operators

Class A operator training includes a general broad knowledge of underground storage tank (UST) system
requirements and regulations. Training must provide information that should enable the Class A operator to make
informed decisions regarding regulatory compliance and to ensure that appropriate persons are fulfilling operation,
maintenance and recordkeeping requirements and standards of Chapter 245, including the following subject areas:

• Spill and overfill prevention

• Release detection and related reporting requirements

• Recordkeeping requirements

Corrosion protection

• Emergency response

• Suspected or confirmed release investigation and related reporting

- Product and equipment compatibility

• Financial responsibility and related Underground Storage Tank Indemnification Program

• Notification and storage tank registration requirements, including DEP permitting

• Temporary and permanent tank system closure requirements

• Overview of Class B and Class C operator requirements

Required Training Subjects for Class B Operators

Class B operator training includes in-depth knowledge and understanding of the operation and maintenance aspects
of underground storage tank (UST) systems and related regulatory requirements. Training must provide specific
information on the components of UST systems, materials of construction, methods of release detection and release
prevention applied to UST systems and components. Training must address operation and maintenance
requirements of Chapter 245, including the following subject areas:

Spill and overfill prevention

• Release detection, methods and related reporting requirements

• Corrosion protection and related testing

• Emergency response

• Product and equipment compatibility

• Reporting and recordkeeping requirements

• Manufacturer’s equipment maintenance requirements

• Class C operator training requirements and instructions
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

pennsylvania BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

STORAGE TANK INSTALLER AND INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION APPLICATION
(Read the instructions before completing this application)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
DATE Application #

AppI. Appr. AppI. Client ID #Denied

Employer ID #

Master Auth. #

Auth. lD#

Date Rec’d

SECTION I — APPLICANT INFORMATION

Name

____________________________________

SSN
Last First MI

Home Address

________________________________________

City

______________________________________

State

________________

Zip +4

Municipality County t..
(City, Sara, Twp)

Home Telephone ( )

_______________________

Cell Phone

_______ _____

Email Address

DEP Client ID #

__________________

DEP Certification ID # —

SECTION II — APPLICATION TYPE

FIRST certification request fl MODIFYI’ADD certification Q RENEW certification

Is this application being submitted in response to a Letter of Denial under Chapter 245?

DYes LJNo

Has an enforcement action (NOV. suspension, revocation, order, etc.) pursuant to the Storage Tank Act ever
been taken against the applicant?

flves DNo

If Yes, explain:

______________________________________
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SECTION III — CURRENT EMPLOYER INFORMATION (If more than one, attach additional pages)

Hire Date

______________________

Employer’s Federal Tax ID # (EIN)

___________________

Employer’s DEP Client ID #

__________________________

Employer’s Certification #

__________

Name

______________________________________________

Company Type Code

________

Street Address

City

___________________________________________________

State

___________

Zip +4

Municipality

_________________________________________

County

________________________

(City, Boro, Twp)

Telephone( )

______- _____________

Fax( )

________- _____

Company Contact Person

_____________________________________________________________

Email Address

SECTION IV — MAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO ADDRESS

Q Applicant Address fl Employer’s Address

If the applicant has more than one employer and chooses to have correspondence delivered to the employer’s
address, provide the name of that employer.

SECTION V — CERTIFICATION CATEGORIES

(A) INITIAL Category Approval (Not a Renewal)

Select category items under the heading INITIAL for those categories in which you are qualified. An
Installer/Inspector Description Sheet is available for your review in determining qualifications for each category of
certification. An applicant must complete a separate Attachment A for each certification category
requested.

If the certification category requires technical training, manufacturer’s certification, or inspector certification, you
must submit a copy of the certificate with this application. The certificate must specifically name the applicant.

(B) RENEWAL

• Retest — Retaking and passing the category-specific examination may be used for renewal.

• Training — An applicant may choose to offend, and must complete successfully, a Department approved
category-specific training course instead of retesting. Successful completion of the course means
attendance at all sessions of the course and attainment of the minimum passing grade for the approved
course. You must submit a copy of the course completion certificate with this application.

Also select Training if you are submitting a manufacturer’s training certificate for urr or TL categories. You must
submit a copy of the certificate with this application. The certificate must specifically name the applicant
Individuals holding IUM, lAM, or IAF certification are trained by DEP staff. A training record for inspectors is
maintained by the Department so no training certificate needs to be submitted with the application..

(C) DELETIONS

If the applicant wants to withdraw a category certification before the scheduled date of expiration, indicate which
category by selecting the delete box adjacent to that category.
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Renewal
Initial Retest Training Delete

INSTALLER CATEGORIES

Underground
UMX_________________ U U U U
UMI_________________ U U U U
UMR_________________ U U U U
Un__________________ U U U U

Aboveground
AMMX________________ U U U U
AMNX________________ U U U U
AMR_________________ U U U U
AFMX________________ U U U U
AFR_________________ U U U U
AMEX________________ U U U U
ACVL

_________________________

U U U U

UndergroundlAboveground
TL__________ U U U

INSPECTOR CATEGORIES

Underground
IUM

________________________

U U

Aboveground
lAM__________ U U U
IAF__________ U U U

SECTION VI — APPLICANT’S CERTIFYING STATEMENT

I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. §4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities),
that lam the applicant herein named, that I have received the safety training as provided for under §245.111(h) of
the regulations, and that the information I have provided on this Application for Certification is true, accurate, and
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

_______________________________

I I
Signature of the Applicant (In Ink) Date

SECTION VII — EMPLOYER’S CERTIFYING STATEMENT

I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA C.S.A. §4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities),
that I am an officer of the applicant’s employer. The applicant herein named has been provided with adequate safety
training as provided for under §245.111(h) of the regulations. I further certify that the information provided on this
Application for Certification is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

_______________________________

I I
Signature & Title of Company Officer (In Ink) Date
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APPLICANT’S CHECKLIST (Please type or print your name below)

INITIAL REQUESTFOR CERTIFICATION INA CATEGORY

El This Application, signed by the applicant and the employer

El Attachment A (If required)

El A Copy of the Applicable Training Certificate(s)

REQUEST FOR RENEWAL OF CERTIFICATION IN A CATEGORY

This Application, signed by the applicant and the employer

El Select the RETEST checkbox if renewing by examination, or

Select the TRAINING checkbox if renewing by training, or equipment manufacturer’s certification.

IF YOU ARE RENEWING YOUR CERTIFICAJ7ON

Please record the date you last attended administrative training

El I last attended Administrative Training on

________________________

20

El I am not required to attend Administrative Training because I am certified as an INSPECTOR ONLY and I DO
NOT hold a tank handling certification of any kind.

The Department reserves the right to request additional information necessary to determine whether the issuance of
a certification conforms to Act 32 and Chapter 245.

The applicant should retain a copy of the application and all attachments. Mail, DO NOT FAX, the original
application (not the instructions) & copies of applicable training certificates to:

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownflelds

Division of Storage Tanks
P0 Box 8762

Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762

If you have questions please call Customer Service at:

717-772-5599
or

1-800-42-TANKS (In PA)

Additional information may be obtained by calling Storage Tanks customer service at the above numbers, or by
visiting www.dep.pa.gov, Search: Storage Tanks.
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INSTRUCTIONS

STORAGE TANK INSTALLER AND INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

Do not return these instructions with the completed application

When completing the application, type or print legibly. Illegible applications will be returned Unprocessed. Unless
otherwise directed, include with the application all attachments, certificates, or licenses required to support
qualification for category-specific certification. The license, certificate or any other documentation, whether provided
by a manufacturer, government agency, or training course provider must specifically name the applicant.

The Department must receive the application at least 60 days prior to the announced date of the scheduled
examination. If you are renewing your certification you should submit your application 60-120 days before your
certificate expires.

NOTE:

If you only need to change applicant contact in formation or company affiliation, use the Storage Tank Installer and
Inspector Amendment Form. The Amendment Form must be submitted within 14 days of any change of information.

SECTION I — APPLICANT INFORMATION

Provide information for each item; leave nothing blank. If, for example, you do not have an email address, Client ID#,
or Certification ID#, write NA’ (not apphcable) on the appropriate line. Record your full Social Security number.

This application is for individuals requesting individual certification. For that reason, as an individual DEP Client, the
Department prefers to have your home address and phone number. If you have a DEP Client ID # please record the
number on your application. You can find your DEP Client ID # on your certificate or any correspondence from the
Department.

SECTION II — APPLICATION TYPE

There are 3 types of applications; First, Modification, and Renewal. The first application is indicated for an
applicant who has never been granted DEP certification as an Installer or Inspector.

A modification application is selected by DEP certified Installers and Inspectors who are requesting certification in a
new certification category that they have not previously held.

Applicants should select renewal when requesting re-certification in a category currently held, or held previously and
which has expired.

SECTION III — CURRENT EMPLOYER INFORMATION

Provide information for each section. If your employer is a DEP Certified company it will have a DEP Client lD#
and a DEP Certification#. If the company is not DEP certified, one of the company officers will have to complete a
Storage Tank Company Certification Application. You may not perform tank handling or inspection activities as an
employee of a non-DEP certified company. If you work for more than one employer, copy page 2 and submit
information for each employer.

Note: Employer means that the company withholds taxes and issues you a W-2 form for the period of your
employment. You are not an employee if you perform work as a sub-contractor.

The Department has provided a list of Client Type Codes for use by Installers and Inspectors, as well as by
companies. Installers and Inspectors requesting certification are always Individual Clients. A company Client Type
Code is determined by the structure of the company. A complete list of codes follows:

—1—
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DEP Client Type Codes

Government Non-Government

AUTH Authodty ASSOR Association/Organization
CNTY County ESTST Estate/Trust
FED Federal Agency INDIV Individual
MUNI Municipality LLC Limited Liability Company
OTHG Other (Government) LLP Limited Liability Partnership
SCHDL School District NPACO Non-Pennsylvania Corporation
STATE State Agency OTHER Other (Non-Government)

PACOR Pennsylvania Corporation
PARTG General Partnership
PARTL Limited Partnership
SOLEP Sole Proprietorship

SECTION IV— MAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO ADDRESS

Tell us where you want to receive mail. If you choose ‘employer’s address” and you are employed by more than one
DEP certified company be certain to indicate which company should receive your mail.

SECTION V — CERTIFICATION CATEGORIES

In this section mark in which of the 15 categories you are requesting certification, and which application type applies
to your request. The Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification Application provides the applicant with
specific guidance,

SECTION VI — APPLICANT’S CERTIFYING STATEMENT

The applicant is required to read and sign Section VI.

SECTION VII — EMPLOYER’S CERTIFYING STATEMENT

An officer representing the applicant’s employer must read and sign Section VII.

The Department reserves the right to request additional information necessary to determine whether the issuance of
a certification conforms to Act 32 and Chapter 245. The applicant should retain a copy of the application and all
attachments. Send the application materials (not the instructions) to:

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields
Division of Storage Tanks
P0 Box 8762
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762
717-772-5599
or
1-80042-TANKS (In PA)

Additional information may be obtained by calling Storage Tanks customer service at the above numbers, or by
visiting our website www.dep.pa.gov,Search: Storage Tanks.
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INITIAL QUALIFICATIONS
STORAGE TANK INSTALLER AND INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION

This table displays the minimum experience, education, and training required to be met by applicants for their initial certification in
a technical category. Adoption of the regulations promulgated under PA Code 25, Chapter 245 (Administration of the Storage
Tank and Spill Prevention Program) established criteria for applicants requesting category-specific certification in a technical
category never held previously by the applicant. See 245.11 (Certified Installer Experience and Qualifications), and
245.113 (Certified Inspector Experience and Qualifications).

INSTALLER CATERIES

Total Number
Category Experience, Education, Of Activities

Code Description Training, or Certification Completed

Underground Storage 2 years, or college degree and 1 year. “v io Installations or
major modifications

UMX Tank System Installation & Technical Training (at least 5Modification
Skt. . lnstallations)

t
years, or college degree and 1 year. 10 Minor

Underground Storage

Technical TUMI Tank System Minor raining ModificationsModification

UMR Underground Storage 2 rs, or college degree and 1 year.
Tank Removal I% Techal,aining 6 Removals

Underground Storage Department approved training with
NoneUfl Tank System Tightness testing equipment manufacturer’s certificationTester_

AMM

grou

2 years, or college degree and 1 year. 10 Installations or
raining major modifications

Manufactured Metallic

‘,Technical T
(at least 5

installations)
Storage Tank or Storage
Tank System Installation Or UMX Certification None

and Modification

P Or AFMX Certification None4 d

Aboveground
2 years, or college degree and 1 year. 10 Installations or

Technical Training Major Modifications
Manufactured Non-Metallic (at least 5
Storage Tank or Storage installations)

AMNX Tank System Installation
and Modification

Or AMMX Certification 6 AST Installations

—1 —
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Total Number
Category Experience, Education, Of Activities

Code Description Training, or Certification Required

2 years, or college degree and 1 year.
Technical Training 6 Removals

AMR
Aboveground Storage

Tank Removal Or UMR Certification None

Or AFR Certification None

Aboveground Field- 12 which ma beConstructed Metallic 3 years, or college degree and 2 years ,
y

AFMX . . Installations or Major
Storage Tank Installation, Technical Training

. . ModificationsModification_&_Removal

Aboveground Field- 2 years, or college degree and 1 year. 6 Removals
AFR Constructed Storage Tank Technical Training

Removal

Aboveground Storage

AMEX
Tank Mechanical 3 years, or college degree and 2 years 12, At Least 6

Installation, Modification, & Technical Training Installations
Removal

Aboveground Storage
Tank Civil Installation &

. 3 years, or college degree and 2 years 12, At Least 6
ACVL Modification of Tank Technical Training InstallationsRelated Structural

Components
Aboveground &

2TL Underground Storage years 9 Tank Linings
. Manufacturers Certification

Tank Liner

The total number of activities completed required by subsection (a) shafl have been completed within the 3-year period immediateiy prior to
submitting the apphcation for certification. The activities shaii have been completed in ccmpiiance with Federal and State requirements and the
appiicant shall have had substantial personal involvement at the storage tank site in the activities. Non-certified individuals may work at the site
but the certified instaUer is directly responsible to assure that the activities are conducted properly. This work qualifies toward the total number of
activities completed requirement.
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INSPECTOR CATEGORIES

Total Number

Category Experience, Education, Of Activities

Code Description Training, or Certification Completed

• 4 years, or college degree and 2 years

Inspector, Underground • Department approved tank tightness

2IUM Storage Tank Systems and testing familiarization or UTT

Facilities
Certification. None

• UMX Certification
• Corrosion Protection Training

Inspector, Aboveground • 4 years, or college degree and 2 years

2IAM Manufactured Storage • API 653 Certification

Tank Systems and Or STI Inspector Certification None

Facilities Or Department approved AST
inspector certification

Inspector, Aboveground • 4 years, or college degree and 2 years

2IAF
Field Constructed Storage • API 653 Certification

12 Integrity or

Tank Systems and Or Department approved AST
construction

Facilities Inspector certification inspections

2 Inspector certification will be granted to applicants meeting the experience, education, training, certification, and examination requirements;
however, the inspector may not conduct unsupervised Facility Operations, Integrity or Construction Inspections until completion of OEP-provided
training for new inspectors.
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RENEWAL QUALIFICATIONS
STORAGE TANK INSTALLER AND INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION

This table displays the minimum experience, education, and training required to be met by applicants for certification in a technical
category. Adoption of the regulations promulgated under PA Code 25, Chapter 245 (Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill
Prevention Program) established new criteria for applicants requesting renewal of category-specific certification in a technical
category held previously by the applicant. See 245.114 (Renewal and Amendment of Certification).

INSTALLER CATEGORIES

Category
Code Description Experience and Training

Underground Storage . .

. Examination or Technical training
UMX Tank System Installation & . .

. . ‘Administrative Training
Modification

Underground Storage
Examination or Technical training

UMI Tank System Minor .

. , ‘Administrative Training
Modification

UMR
Underground Storage Examination or Technical training

Tank Removal ‘Administrative Training

Underground Storage Testing Equipment
UYt Tank System Tightness Manufacturer’s Certification

Tester ‘Administrative Training

Aboveground
Manufactured Metallic .

Examination or Technical training
AMMX Storage Tank or Storage .

. ‘Administrative Training
Tank System Installation

and_Modification
Aboveground

Manufactured Non-Metallic . .

Examination or Technical training
Storage Tank or Storage . .

AMNX . ‘Administrative Training
Tank System Installation

and_Modification

AMR
Aboveground Storage Examination or Technical training

Tank Removal ‘Administrative Training

Aboveground Field

AFMX
Constructed Metallic Examination or Technical training

Storage Tank Installation, ‘Administrative Training
Modification_&_Removal

Aboveground Field- . .

Examination or Technical training
AFR Constructed Storage Tank . . .

‘Administrative Training
Removal
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Category
Code Description Experience and Training

Aboveground Storage

AMEX
Tank Mechanical Examination or Technical training

Installation, Modification, Administrative Training
&Removal I

Aboveground Storage
Tank Civil Installation &

. Examination or Technical training
ACVL Modification of Tank

1Administrative Training
Related Structural

Components

Aboveground &
Manufacturers Certification

TL Underground Storage
Tank Liner

Administrative Training

INSPECTOR CATEGORIES

Category
Code Description Experience and Training

Inspector, Underground
IUM Storage Tank Systems and Department Inspector Training

Facilities

• Department Inspector Training
And

Inspector, Aboveground • API 653 Certification

AM
Manufactured Storage Or

Tank Systems and STI Inspector Certification
Facilities Or

Department Approved Inspector
Certification

• Department Inspector Training

Inspector, Aboveground And

IAF
Field Constructed Storage • API 653 Certification

Tank Systems and Or
Facilities Department Approved

Inspector Certification

1Administrative training will be provided by the department. Applicants shall have completed administrative training

within the 24-month period immediately preceding submission of their renewal application. Applications are not to be
submitted to the department more than 120 days prior to certification expiration, except in pre-approved

circumstances.
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INSTRUCTIONS

STORAGE TANK INSTALLER AND INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION
ATTACHMENT A

Do not return these Instruction Sheets with completed application form

All information must be either typed or printed in a legible manner. A separate copy of a complete Attachment A
package (pages 1 through 4) must be attached to the application form for each certification category being requested.
An application requesting a category for which the Attachment A package is incomplete or missing will be denied for
the subject category.

Section I. Enter the name and the full Social Security Number that appears in Section I of the application form.
Enter the certification category for which this Attachment A documents.

Section II. Indicate the number of years of experience in the specific certification category being requested. This
number must be at least that stated in the “total experience and qualifications or education plus
experience” requirement in Sections 245.111 and 245.113 of Chapter 245 for the category being
requested in order for the applicant to be considered qualified for that category. Refer to
lnstallerllnspector Description Sheet for this information.

The employment history for the years of experience (and substantial involvement) listed in Section II must
be listed in the space provided. The history dates should be listed as month/year and must cover the
years being considered as experience, but need not be consecutive. If additional space is required to
provide the experience employment history, additional pages may be added to the Attachment A section
of the application. Each additional page must have applicant’s SSN (Last four #) in upper right corner.

The applicant may, at his or her option, substitute documentation of acceptable education for part of the
“total experience and qualifications” requirement as allowed by Sections 245.111 and 245.113 of Chapter
245 for the certification category being requested. Refer to INITIAL QUALIFICATIONS — STORAGE
TANK INSTALLER AND INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION for a listing of the ‘total experience and
qualifications or education plus experience’ requirements by category.

The types of education that are acceptable as a partial substitute for experience for installer certification
include bachelors degrees in:

civil engineering, mechanical engineering, environmental engineering, petroleum engineering,
chemical engineering, structural engineering, geotechnical engineering, hydrology, geology, or
equivalent degree as determined by the Department.

The types of education that are acceptable as a partial substitute for experience for inspector certification
include bachelor’s degrees in:

civil engineering, mechanical engineering, environmental engineering, petroleum engineering,
chemical engineering, structural engineering, geotechnical engineering, hydrology, geology, or
equivalent degree as determined by the Department.

Section III. In this section, the applicant must provide all the information requested for each activity being
documented as completed, for the certification category in question.

This information includes:

Date activity completed — Provide the month and year the activity being documented was
completed.
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To qualify for initial certification, the activities completed must have occurred within the three-year
period immediately prior to submitting the application. Type of activity completed — Enter one
appropriate code per line from below.

I Installation (tank handling associated with installation)

M Modification (tank handling associated with modification)

P Operations, integrity, and construction inspections or tank tightness test performed on a
storage tank system or facility

R Removal (tank handling associated with removal)

Tank Handling Activities are those activities in which the applicant has had substantial
hands-on personal involvement at the storage tank site. Supervision or oversight of tank
handling activities do not qualify for initial certification.

Be aware that an activity is considered to be an installation if it involves activities to construct,
reconstruct, or erect the components of a storage tank system or storage tank facility so as
to put that system or facility into service.

In the category for aboveground field constructed metallic storage tank (AFMX), for
installation or reconstruction activities involving tanks greater than 90 feet in diameter, each
activity shall count as two installations for purposes of meeting the total number of activities
requirement.

Modification involves activities to upgrade, repair, refurbish, or restore any part of an existing
storage tank system or storage tank facility. Major modification activities involve
modifications that alter the design of the storage tank or system and modifications that affect
the integrity of the system as defined at Chapter 245.1.

For example, activities to install a tank, its associated piping and a release detection system
for a new storage tank system installation would be considered one installation activity.
Activities to replace associated piping and/or add a release detection system for an existing
storage tank system would be considered as separate modification activities.

Inspection of installations, modifications, and operations or integrity inspections also qualify
as activities completed for inspector categories and would be entered as “P’ in the “Type of
activity completed” block.

System component involved — Enter one appropriate code per line from below.

A Underground storage tank system

F Aboveground manufactured metallic storage tank or storage tank system

G Aboveground nonmetallic storage tank system

H Aboveground field constructed metallic storage tank greater than 90 foot diameter

I Aboveground field constructed metallic storage tank less than or equal to 90 foot diameter

K Aboveground storage tank system mechanical (piping, valves, corrosion protection, release
detection, spill and overfill prevention, etc)

L Aboveground storage tank system civil (foundations, field grading systems, vaults, pump
supports, pipe supports, drainage systems, etc)

M Underground or Aboveground storage tank lining

-2-



Brief Description of Activity Completed — Provide a brief description of the specific activity
completed.

To qualify for certification, the number of activities completed, the type of activity completed and the
system component involved must be appropriate to the certification category being requested. (Only
one activity code and one component code should appear on each line.)

For example, for an applicant to qualify initially for Aboveground storage tank — mechanical —

installation/modification (AMEX), he or she would have to list at least 12 activities completed within the
last three years. These 6 installations and 6 modifications must be related to aboveground storage tank
system piping, valves, corrosion protection systems, release detection systems, spill and overfill
prevention systems, or other storage tank mechanical appurtenances.

The tank handling activities used to document required activities for initial certification must be on
Storage Tank Program regulated tanks. The term regulated tank is based on the definition of
“Aboveground Storage Tank” and Underground Storage Tank (Chapter 245, Section 245.1). These
tanks are or will be registered with the DEP. Activities on these tanks require a certified
installer/inspector to submit tank registration/permitting forms for installation and removal and tank
modifications reports to document modifications. Certified inspectors are required to report
underground facility operation inspections and aboveground inspections on DEP reporting forms.

Include tank registration number for inspections, modifications and removals. New installations of tank
systems and out-of-state tanks must include information on tank capacity and substance stored to
prove that these tanks are similar to PA regulated storage tanks.

Section IlIb. In this section, the applicant must provide all the information as to the storage tank facility involved and
the applicant’s employer for each of the activities documented in section lIla. The storage tank facility
and employer information listed under each activity number in section lllb must correspond to the
number of the activity being documented in section lIla.

For example, an applicant documenting the installation of an underground storage tank system in
item number 1 of section lIla must provide in item number 1 of section lllh, the required
information regarding the storage tank facility where the storage tank system was installed and
the applicant’s employer at the time of the installation.

In cases where the applicant completed more than one activity at the same facility, the applicant may
enter “Same as ‘n” (where ‘n’ is the “activity number” of first activity at that facility) in the “Owner Name”
block for that activity in Ilib. In cases where the applicant completed more than one activity under the
same employer, the applicant may follow the same procedure by entering “Same as ‘n” (where n is
the “activity number” for the first listing of that employer) in the “Company name’ block.

If the applicant’s employer for an activity completed in Section lIla is his present employer, then a
company official must sign the form, confirming and verifying the activity. A signature from past
employers is not required.

The certification number of the individual under whose supervision the activity was reported
must appear under the employer in Section NIb. PA Certification Numbers are only required for
activities completed in Pennsylvania.

The current telephone number for the contact or facility for which the activity was completed must
appear under Section IlIb.
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STORAGE TANKS REGISTRATION I PERMITTING
APPLICATION FORM

Before completing this form, read the step-by-step instructions provided in this application package.

DEP USE ONLY

Client ID#

__________________________

Site ID#

Facility ID # Account#

Auth ID#

____________________________________________________

APS ID#

Facility Name MasterAuthl’

I. PURPOSE OF SUBMITPPj
INITIAL (Applies to First-Time Facility RegisTration)

D Register Tanks(s) to be Used C Register Tank(s) to be Temporarily Out of Use

Register Tank(s) to be Removed Q Register Tank(s) to be Closed in Place

AMENDED (Applies to Currently Regrstered Tank(s) or Existing Facility)

Changed Owner Information C Changed Contact Information

O Changed Facility Information 0 4Changed Facility Operator Information

o Changed to Currently In Use Tank(s)t 0 Added Tank(s) to Existing Facilityt

o Changed to Temporarily Out of Use Tank(s) LI Changed to Permanently Closed Tank(s)/Removed

o Changed Product 0 Changed to Exempt Tank(s)

CRANGEtOWNERSHIP

LI Tanks Changed Ownership and Remain at Sie Facility

* For Underground Storage Tanks (UST), attach the UST Operator Training Documentation Form (2630-PM-BECBOS14a)
and copies of the Class A and Class B operator training certificates. -

II. CURRENT OR NEW TANK OWNER I CLIENT INFORMATION
DEP Client lD# Client TypelCode Fee Kind (check one if applicable)

Lo Volunteer Fire Co/EMS Org LI State Govt Fed Govt
Organization Name or Registered Fictitious Name Employer ID# (EIN) Dun & Bradstreet ID#

Individual Last Name FirsNtme Ml Suffix SSN

Additional4al Last Name ‘Fst Name Ml Suffix SSN

Mailing Addres’ne 1 Mailing Address Line 2

‘
Address Last Line — Ci State ZIP+4 Country

Client Contact Last Name First Name MI Suffix

Client Contact Title Phone Ext

E-mail Address FAX
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ill. SITE INFORMATION
DEP Site ID# Site Name

EPA ID# Estimated Number of Employees to be Present at Site
Description of Site

County Name Municipality City Boro Twp State

E C C
County Name Municipality City Boro Twp State

C C C
Site Location Line I Site Location Line 2

Site Location Last Line — City State ZlP+4

Detailed Written Directions to Site

Site Contact Last Name First Name Ml Suffix

Site Contact Title Site Contact Firm

Mailing Address Line 1 Mailing Address Line 2

Address Last Line — City State ZIP+4

Phone Ext FAX E-mail Address

NAICS Codes (Two- & Three-Digit Codes — List All That Apply) 6-Digit Code (Optional)

Site to Client Relationship

lila. PROPERTY OWNER INFORMATION

C Same as Owner Identified in Section II. C Different than Owner Identified in Section II; identified below.
Organization Name or Registered Fictitious Name Employer ID# (EIN) Dun & Bradstreet ID#

Individual Last Name First Name MI Suffix SSN

Additional Individual Last Name First Name Ml Suffix SSN

Mailing Address Line I Mailing Address Line 2

Address Last Line — City State ZIP+4 Country

Property Owner Contact Last Name First Name Ml Suffix

Property Owner Contact Title Phone Ext

E-mail Address FAX
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Farm

jlin Address Line 2

te

First Name

IV. FACILITY INFORMATION
DEP Storage Tank Facility ID# Facility Name Facility Kind

Facility Location Line 1 (if different than Silo Location) Facility Location Line 2

Facility Lacation Last Line - City State ZIP+4

Latitude/Longitude Latitude Longitude
Point of Origin Degrees Minutes Seconds Degrees Minutes Seconds

.0

Horizontal Accuracy Measure Feet --or— Meters

Horizontal Reference Datum Code North American Datum of 1927

North American Datum of 1983

World Geodelic System of 1984

Horizontal Collection Method Code a —

Reference Point Code

Altitude Feet —or— 1ters

Altitude Datum Name The National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1 929

]4jhe North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88

Altitude (Vertical) Location Datum Collection Mad Code

GeometricTypeCode

Data Collection Date ‘i ‘
Source Map Scale Number lnch(es) = Feet

-or— a ‘Centimeter(s) = Meters

%. a
Flammable & Combustibletiquid Permit # (if appiic5m

State or Municipality that Issued the Permit

FACILITY OPERATOR INFORMATION

LI Same as Owner Identified in Section II. U Different than Owner Identified in Section II; identified below.

DEP Chent lD# ‘Vj ciiM Code

Organization Name or Registered Fictitious Namex Employer lD# (EIN) Dun & Bradstreet lD#

‘a
Individual LasfThjjme First Nam& Ml Suffix SSN

AdditiDnal Individual Last Name First Name Ml Suffix SSN

Mailing Address Line 1

Address Last Line — City ZIP+4 Country

MI SuffixClient Contact Last Name

ClientContactTitle Phone Ext

E-mail Address FAX
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V. CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP INFORMATION 1
fl All Tanks Changed Ownership at the Facility

fl Some Tanks Changed Ownership at the Facility (List all applicable tank numbers in Section VI.)

OWNERSHIP CHANGE TO - Client information is noted in Section II.
OWNERSHIP CHANGE FROM (previous owner information)

Name

Employer ID# (EIN) or SSN

Mailing Address Line 1

Mailing Address Line 2

Address Last Line - City State ZIP+4

Previous Facility ID#

DATE OF SALEJTRANSFER I

SIGNATURE & CERTIFICATION OF PREVIOUS OWNER

Previous owner’s signature is not available. As required, the ‘new” owner Yes No NIA
has attached a deed of transfer or other proof of ownership to this
application.
I have reviewed this form for submission to the Department. I certify under penalty of law as provided in 18 PA. G.S.A.
§4903 (relating to false swearing) and 18 PA. G.S.A. §4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities), that I have the
authority to sign this Section for the transfer of permit or registration for the storage tanks listed herein. Further, I certify
that all information provided in Section V is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Type or Print Previous Owner Name

Previous Owner Signature Title Date
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IX. OWNER CERTIFICATION
I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined and am familiar with the information submitted in this and all attached
documents, and that based on my inquiry of those individuals immediately responsible for obtaining the information, I believe that
the submitted information is true, accurate, and complete. This registration is conditioned upon compliance with provisions of the
Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act of 1989, all applicable regulations, and with the requirements for obtaining and maintaining a
permit required under this Act. I certify my responsibility for assuring the following permit requirements:

• Storage tank systems are in compliance with applicable administrative, technical and operational requirements as specified in
Subchapter E for underground tanks or Subchapter F or G for aboveground tanks.

• Tank handling and inspection activities are performed by an individual possessing DEP certification in the appropriate category
as required in Subchapters A and B.

• Underground storage tanks meet the applicable financial responsibility requirements of Subchapter H (relating to financial
responsibility requirements).

• A Spill Prevention Response (SPR) Plan must be submitted to the appropriate DEP regional office for facilities that have
aboveground storage tanks where the total capacity of all aboveground tanks is greater than 21,000 gallons.

• Other state and local permits required for operation of the tank system have been attained.

My signature represents to the Department that I own the storage tank(s) and am aware of the responsibilities and
potential liabilities as an “owner” arising under the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act of 1989 and all applicable
regulations. I am also advised that statements made on this registration is made subject to the penalties of 18 PA. C.S.A.
Section 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.

Type or Print Owner Name

Owner Signature Title Date

Information & Invoices should be sent to:

fl Tank Owner Contact

fl Site Contact

U Facility Operator

U Other Responsible Party Identified Below

Organization Name or Registered Fictitious Name Employer ID# (EIN) Dun & Bradstreet lD#

Individual Last Name First Name Ml Suffix SSN

Additional Individual Last Name First Name Ml Suffix SSN

Mailing Address Line I Mailing Address Line 2

Address Last Line — City State ZIP+4 Country

Contact Title Phone Ext

E-mail Address

Client to Site (Facility) Relationship
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pennsyLvania
‘3 o€PARmmT OF EFmRDNMENTAL
V PROIEUnON

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

STORAGE TANKS REGISTRATION I PERMITTING
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL INFORMATION

To Obtain DEP Application Packages. To expedite the processing of the applicant’s request, the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) asks that you use the most up-to-date application package
available. The most recent version of this package can be obtained by contacting the appropriate DEP office,
or through our website noted below. This package, as well as other DEP-wide and/or program-specific permit
application form packages are available in Microsoft Word format at this same web location. Applicants can
download the appropriate form to a personal computer, complete the form electronically and print the
document for submiffal to DEP using the following steps:

Type in DEP’s website address: www.dep.pa.gov
Select: Businesses — Land
Select: Storage Tanks
Select: Forms and Applications

Owners are Required to Register Storage Tanks. If you own regulated storage tanks that are not
registered as required by law, you must immediately submit a registration]permitting form. The following are
instructions for completing the Registration/Permitting of Storage Tanks application form.

It is unlawful to use, in any way, any regulated storage tank that has not been registered and
permitted. Tank owners must submit a registration form within 30 days of any change in previously
submitted information or the installation of regulated tanks.

STORAGE TANKS REGISTRATIONIPERMITTING
APPLICATION COMPLETION GUIDE

The following information is to assist the applicant in completing the Storage Tanks Registration/Permitting
Application form.

R = The completion of this Section of the application is required.
M = This completion of this Section of the

requirements or information changes.
application may possibly be required, based on regulatory

Section of Application
Purpose of Submittal I II III IV V Vi VII VIII DC X Xl XII

Initial Registration - New Facility
—TankToBeUsed R R R R R R R R M M
—TankTemporahlyOutof Use R R R R R M R R M M
— Tank Removed/Closed in Place R R R R R R R R
Amended Information - Existing Facility
— Tank Owner* R R R
-- Facility R R M R R
-- Contacr R R M R R

Operator R R R R
Tank* N N N R
—AddTank R N R N R N M M
— Remove/Close Tank R N R R N R
— Change Ownership R R M N M N

To change previously submitted information, you may be
(263o-FM-BEcBoeo7)

allowed to use the Storage tank Registration Amendment Form

—1—
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Instructions

DEFINITIONS

To provide the applicant with a belier understanding of terminology, we are including the following definitions.

eFACTS (Environment, Facility, Application, Compliance Tracking System). DEP’s electronic
application system to document and maintain client, site and facility data for purposes of authorizing
regulated activities and tracking compliance.

eNotice. DEP has developed a comprehensive environmental compliance information reporting system to
give the public access to permitting and compliance information on individual facilities by program and by
geographic area. This system is available by logging on to the DEP website and selecting eNOTICE.

Client (Responsible Party). A client (also referred to as applicant or permiftee) is a person or organization
that requests approval from DEP to perform a regulated activity. Client information is documented and
assigned an internal DEP Client ID# for tracking purposes.

Site (Place). A site is a physical location of importance to DEP. A site may include locations where a
regulated facility is physically located or where a regulated activity occurs that has the potential to impact the
health and safety of the citizens andlor the natural resources of the Commonwealth. A site is not solely
defined by geographical location (can span several municipalities and even counties in some cases) but
rather by the client/applicant’s purpose of doing business. All DEP programs’ involvement at a physical
location of importance to DEP is grouped under one ‘entity’ — site. This holistic view of site will promote an
understanding of the interrelationships of facilities to support pollution prevention, multi-media inspections, a
DEP-wide view of compliance and public understanding and access of information. Site information is
documented and assigned an internal DEP Site ID# for tracking purposes.

Site-to-Client Relationships. DEP will create internal records to relate (link) each site with all clients
associated with the site and/or its facilities.

Facility. A facility (also referred to as Primary Facility [PF]) is a logical bridge between sites and sub-facilities
that allows DEP to provide a framework for a facility’s or an activity’s regulation. Primary Facility is a way to
group a program’s involvement at a site (what it regulates) under one heading. For example, the storage tank
program groups all of their involvement (regulated entities) under the Primary Facility type of ‘Storage Tank
Location’. Facility information is documented and assigned an internal DEP Facility ID# for tracking
purposes.

Sub-Facility. A sub-facility (SF) is program-specific. A SF is what DEP regulates. For example, a storage
tank is a SF of a Storage Tank Location primary facility.

Project. A project includes all the construction, installation andlor renovation needed to achieve the
applicant’s goal. An applicant must obtain all required permits/approvals from DEP before beginning
regulated activities or the construction or expansion of a regulated facility. Project information is documented
and assigned an internal DEP application processing system number (APS ID#) for tracking purposes.

Authorization. Any DEP approval. For example, permits, plans, approvals, licenses, registrations,
certifications, etc. Authorization information is documented and assigned an internal DEP Auth lD# for
tracking purposes.

-2-
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STORAGE TANKS GENERAL INFORMATION

Regulated Underground Storage Tanks (USTs). Regulated USTs are defined as tanks used to contain
regulated substances with a capacity of more than 110 gallons, where 10 percent or more of the volume
(including the volume contained in the underground piping) is below the surface of the ground.

The following tanks are considered exempt and are NOT regulated USTs under the Storage Tank and Spill
Prevention Actor 1989:

Reference
Code Description

Ui Tanks with a capacity of 110 gallons or less.
U2 Farm or residential tanks with a capacity of 1,100 gallons or less which store motor fuel for noncommercial

purposes (not for resale).
U3 Tanks which store heating oil used on the premises where stored. Diesel, kerosene, etc., are included as

long as they are used exclusively for heating.
U4 Pipeline facilities (including gathering lines) regulated under the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968,

or the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act of 1979, or which are intrastate pipeline facilities regulated
under comparable state laws.

U5 Surface impoundments, pits, ponds or lagoons.
U6 Storm water or wastewater collection systems.
U7 Flow-through process tanks.
U8 Liquid traps or associated gathering lines directly related to oil or gas production and gathering operations.
U9 Storage tanks situated in an underground area (such as a basement, cellar, mine working, drift, shaft or

tunnel) if the tank is situated upon or above the surface of the floor. The tank must be able to be visually
inspected. These tanks may be regulated as aboveground storage tanks.

UlO Tanks regulated under the Solid Waste Management Act of 1980, including, but not limited to, piping,
tanks, collection and treatment systems used for leachate, methane gas and methane gas condensate
management, except if regulated under 40 CFR Part 280. Waste oil tanks are not included in this
exemption.

Ui 1 Septic tanks and other subsurface sewage treatment tanks.
U12 Tanks which store unregulated substances such as asphalt (solid @ 60°F), propane, water, sand and

liquid_animal_wastes_and_any_other_unregulated_substances.
U13 Tanks which store any substance defined as hazardous waste under Subtitle C of Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act (RCRA) and not regulated under other Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) programs.

U14 Change in service from a regulated to a non-regulated substance or use. If the use or substance was
changed to a non-regulated substance, the closure guidance requirements must be met.

U15 Sump tanks which are used as temporary storage for emergency spill or overflow containment and are
expeditiously emptied after use.

U17 Tanks which have been Thut-of-operation” and empty since Dec. 22, 1988. Tanks which do not pose a
current_or_potential_threat_to_human_health_and_the_environment.

U19 A wastewater treatment tank system such as an oil and water separator. Does not include an oil catch
tank connected to an oil-water separator.

U20 Equipment or machinery that contains regulated substances for operational purposes such as hydraulic lift
tanks_(elevators)_and_electrical_equipment_tanks_(electric_transformers).

U21 Deminimus Concentration Tank. A tank that contains a regulated substance of insufficient concentration to
be_required_to_appear_on_a_Material_Safety_Data_Sheet_(MSDS).

-3-
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Regulated Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs). Regulated ASTs are defined as stationary tanks used to
contain regulated substances, with a capacity of more than 250 gallons, where 90 percent of the volume is
upon or above the supporting surface of the ground and can be visually inspected. This includes tanks which
can be visually inspected in an underground area or in a building

The following tanks are considered exempt and are NOT regulated ASTs under the Storage Tank and Spill
Prevention Act of 1989:

Reference
Code Description

Al Tanks with a capacity of 250 gallons or less.
A2 Tanks with a capacity of 30,000 gallons or less which store heating oil used on the premises where stored.

Diesel, kerosene, etc., are included as long as they are used exclusively for heating.
A3 Tanks with a capacity of 1,100 gallons or less which store motor fuel for non-commercial purposes (not for

resale).
A4 Tanks located on a farm with a capacity of 1,100 gallons or less which store or contain substances that are

used to facilitate the production of crops, livestock and livestock products on said farm.
A5 Pipeline facilities (including gathering lines) regulated under the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968,

or the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act of 1979, or which are intrastate pipeline facilities regulated
under comparable state laws.

A6 Surface impoundments, pits, ponds or lagoons.
A7 Storm water or wastewater collection systems.
A8 Flow-through process tanks, including but not limited to, pressure vessels or process vessels and oil and

water separators.
A9 Non-stationary tank, liquid trap or associated gathering lines directly related to oil and gas production or

gathering operations.
AlO Tanks which store brines, crude oil, drilling or frac fluids and similar substances or materials and are

directly related to the exploration, development or production of crude oil or natural gas regulated under
the Oil and Gas Act of 1984.

All Tanks which are used for surface coal mining and are regulated under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act of 1945.

Al2 Tanks used for the storage of products which are regulated pursuant to the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act.

Al3 Tanks regulated under the Solid Waste Management Act of 1980, including, but not limited to, piping,
tanks, collection and treatment systems used for leachate, methane gas and methane gas condensate
management.

A14 Tanks which store unregulated substances such as asphalt (solid @ 60°F), propane, water, sand, liquid
animal wastes, refrigerant condensing material, any gaseous substances used in the administration of
medical care.

A16 Tanks which store any substance defined as hazardous waste under Subtitle C of RCRA.
A17 Tanks that are non-stationary and are designed to be moved. In addition, the use of the tank requires that

the tank be moved at least once in every 12-month period.
Al8 Change in service from a regulated substance to a non-regulated substance or use. If there was any sign

of_contamination,_it_must_be_reported_to_the_appropriate_regional_office.
A19 Sump tanks which are used as temporary storage for emergency spill or overflow containment and are

expeditiously emptied after use.
A20 Tanks which store used motor oil and waste oil are regulated under the Solid Waste Management Act of

1980.
A21 Tanks with a capacity of 1,100 gallons or less which store new motor oil including lubricating and

operational fluids for the mechanical components associated with the engine including any hydraulic,
transmission, gear or braking systems.

A22 Tanks containing radioactive materials or coolants that are regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.
A23 Tanks regulated under the act of May 2, 1929, known as the Boiler Regulation Law.
A24 Equipment or machinery that contains regulated substances for operational purposes such as hydraulic lift

tanks_(elevators)_and_electrical_equipment_tanks_(electric_transformers).
A25 Deminimus Concentration Tank, a tank that contains a regulated substance of insufficient concentration to

be_required_to_appear on_a_Material_Safety_Data_Sheet_(MSDS).
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Regulated Substance. A regulated substance is an element, compound, mixture, solution or substance that
when released into the environment may present substantial danger to the public health, welfare or the
environment. This includes:

• Any substance defined as hazardous in Section 101 of CERCLA not to include hazardous wastes
regulated by Subtitle C of RCRA;

• Petroleum, including crude oil and/or any fraction thereof and hydrocarbons which are liquid at standard
conditions of temperature and pressure, including, but not limited to oil, petroleum, fuel oil, used oil, oil
sludge, oil refuse, oil mixed with other non-hazardous wastes and crude oils, naptha gasoline, diesel and
kerosene;

• Nonpetroleum oils including biodiesel, synthetic fuels and oils, tung oils, wood-derivative oils and inedible
seed oils from plants; and

a Pure ethanol intended for blending with motor fuel.

Closure Requirements. An amended Registration/Permitting Form must be submitted to DEP’s central
office at the time of removallclosure of any regulated tank, except for the removal/closure of regulated but
currently unregistered tanks. For unregistered tanks to be closed, the form must be submitted to the
appropriate regional office.

The removal or closure date should be the actual date the tank was removed or closed. If a date is not
specified, the date of the certified Remover’s signature will be used as the removal/closure date and fees will
be charged up to that date.

When an underground tank or large aboveground tank (greater than 21,000 gals) is removed/closed in place
or the substance stored is changed from a regulated to an unregulated substance or use, closure guidelines
must be adhered to and an amended Registration/Permitting Form must be submitted. For underground or
large aboveground (greater than 21,000 gallons) tanks, a Closure Report either must be retained at the
facility site or submitted to the appropriate regional office (identified at the end of these instructions). These
records must be maintained for at least three years.

A written notification of intent to close or a Closure Notification Form must be submitted to the appropriate
regional office 30 days prior to the removal or closure of all regulated USTs and all ASTs greater than
21,000 gallons.

Relocating Tanks. When an underground or aboveground tank is relocated from one facility to another and
both facilities are owned by the same owner, closure guidelines must be adhered to, and an amended
Registration/Permitting Form must be submitted showing the tank status as removed. This tank must also
meet new tank requirements and must be registered as a new tank on a separate Registration/Permitting
Form for the facility at which it was re-installed.

When an underground or aboveground tank is relocated at the same facility, a Modification Report Form,
which is a separate DEP form completed by a certified tank handler, must be submitted instead of an
amended Registration/Permitting Form. All current regulations regarding removal and installation activities
apply.

When all or some registered storage tanks at a facility are sold and these tanks are relocated to another
facility owned by a different owner, the previous owner as well as the new owner must submit a
Registration/Permitting Form. The previous owner’s form must include the tanks’ removal/closure dates. The
new owner must submit a Registration/Permitting Form with all sections properly completed including the
tanks’ installation dates at the new facility.
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This is further described in the following table:

TANKS MOVED TO A DIFFERENT LOCATION
(This is NOT a Change of Ownership)

Scenario New Owner Previous Owner Results

Some or all tanks Not Applicable Submits two separate Registration Tanks removed from previous
relocated from one Note: SSIP forms for Amended Registration, facility and tanks added to new
facility to another. (Both requirements may .. facility. No change of owiership.
facilities are owned by apply. See Section XII. Submits form for the old facility

the same owner.) showing the removal of the tanks.

Submits form for the new facility
showing the addition of tanks to
existing_facility.

2. Some or all tanks Not Applicable Not Applicable Tanks relocated at same facility, no
relocated from one change of ownership, no
location at a facility to a Registration form is required.
different location at the Certified handler submits a
same facility. modification form.

3. Some or all tanks sold Submits a Registration Submits a Registration form for an Tanks are removed from previous
and relocated to a form for an Initial Amended Registration with all facility, and tanks are added to
different unregistered Registration with all sections completed showing the newly registered facility.
facility of a different sections completed removal of the sold tanks.
owner.* showing the installation

of the purchased tanks.
NOTE: SSIP
requirements may
apply. See Section XII.

4. Some or all tanks sold Submits a Registration Submits a Registration form for an Tanks are removed from previous
and relocated to a form for an Amended Amended Registration with all facility, and tanks added to
different currently Registration with all sections completed showing the currently registered facility.
registered facility of a sections completed removal of the sold tanks.
different owner. showing the addition of

the purchased tanks at
an existing facility.
NOTE: SSIP
requirements may
apply. See Section XII.

Re-used underground tanks are tanks that are removed from their current location, moved to a different location and re-used. Either
the manufacturer or persons certified by the manufacturer, or a registered professional engineer must certify re-used tanks to ensure
lank requirements have been met. The tank owner should retain documentation.

Permits Necessary to Operate Storage Tanks. Prior to operating storage tanks, the tank owner is required
to obtain the necessary state and/or local permits. This form serves as both the Registration and Operating

Permit application as required by the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act. Tank owners may not store,

dispense from or place a regulated substance in a storage tank that does not have an operating permit. The

DEP may register a tank, but may withhold or deny the operating permit for the tank if the owner is not in

compliance with storage tank regulations, including payment of registration fees. Other permits may be

required by other DEP programs, other State agencies and/or local jurisdictions.
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Certified Underground Storage Tank (UST) Operators. All UST facilities must have designated Class A,
Class B, and Class C operators. Documentation of the Class A and Class B operators must be provided to
the department in the following situations:

• Change of Ownership
• New Facility
• New UST at an existing facility
• Changing a UST to “C” — currently in use status from “T” temporarily out of use or “E” —

exempt status
Documentation is provided to the department via the UST Operator Training Documentation Form
(2630-PM-BECBO514a), along with copies of the Class A and Class B operator training certificates. If an
IUM— or UMX—certified individual is serving as the Class A or Class B operator, submit a signed statement
from that individual attesting to their role as the certified operator.

.t. COMPLETING THE REGISTRATIONIPERMITTING APPLICATION FORM

Incomplete forms will be returned, delaying registrationlpermitting. Tanks cannot be used until
properly registered and permitted.

Type or print (in ink) all items except the signatures of the owner, installer/remover and inspector. Always
include the Storage Tank Facility ID No. on the Registration/Permitting Form, unless the application is for a
new facility.

A separate form is to be completed for EACH facility that has regulated storage tanks. If you need space for
additional tanks, photocopy the appropriate section(s) of the form, write the Facility ID No. and Facility Name
at the top and staple all sheets together.

An amended Registration/Permitting Form or Storage Tank Registration Amendment Form
(2630-FM-BECBO6O7) must be submitted for any changes made to the owner, operator, facility, tank and/or
contact information within 30 days of a change in information.

I. PURPOSE OF SUBMITTAL

This section identifies the purpose for the submission of the Registration/Permitting Form.

Initial. This area of the form is only for first-time tank registrations at new facilities. Once a tank is registered
and a facility number is assigned, these blocks should not be checked.

Amended. This area of the form is only for amendments or changes to currently registered facilities, or
changes to Owner, Operator, Contact, Tank or Facility information and are NOT to be checked the first time a
tank is registered at a new facility.

Change of Ownership. This area of the form is for change of ownershiD with all or some tanks remaining at
the same facility. This should not be confused with instances when tanks change ownership and are
relocated to a different facility, or when tanks are moved to another facility of the same owner. For those type
of instances, see instructions under Relocating Tanks.

II. CURRENT OR NEW TANK OWNERICLIENT INFORMATION

This section identifies the current or new owner associated with the storage tanks registered at the facility.

DEP Client ID#. DEP-wide unique identification number assigned by DEP to the client after client information
is entered into DEP’s computer system. This one number identifies the client regardless of the program with
which the client is working. This identification number will be identified on future correspondence from DEP
as well as on client information available on our DEP website. When replying to DEP, inclusion of this
number will make it easier to process your request in a timely manner. If you know your Client lD#, enter it.
If you are a new client to DEP, skip to the next request for information.
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Client Type & Code. Enter the code that represents the type of client acting as the responsible authority for
the permitted activity. The list of Client Codes is included in this application package or may be found
electronically on DEP’s website under “Permit and Authorization Packages.”

Fee Kind - If applicable, check the appropriate box that determines applicable registration fees or
exemptions. These companies are still required by law to maintain current registration on all regulated tanks,
but fees are either exempted or discounted as follows:

Volunteer Fire Co./EMS Organizations. Fees for regulated UST5 only are exempted if the tanks are owned
by volunteer fire companies and/or volunteer emergency medical services organizations whose staff provides
these services without compensation. NOTE: Municipalities that provide fuel for volunteer
companies/organizations from their municipally owned USTs are NOT exempt from registration fees.

State Government. State Government-owned tanks must be registered; however, underground and
aboveground tanks are exempt from registration fees.

Federal Government. Federal Government-owned tanks are discounted 20% of the registration fees.

Organization Name or Registered Fictitious Name. Clients other than individuals must provide the name
under which they conduct the activity or business for which the permit or other authorization will be issued.

Individuals should complete the “Organization Name” if they conduct their business or activity under a name
other than their own (for example, “Jones Construction Company,” rather than “Mary Jones”).

For partnerships, be sure to list the business name of the partnership as it appears on legal partnership
papers.

If the applicant is an individual(s) or partnership, be sure to also provide the appropriate information on the
individual name lines.

Employer ID# (EIN). Also referred to as “Federal Tax lD#.” The EIN aids DEP in identifying the organization
and prevents duplicate data entry from occurring. This information is required.

Dun & Bradstreet lD#. If known, supply the applicant’s Dun & Bradstreet Identification Number. This
information is optional.

Individual Last Name, First Name, Ml, Suffix, Social Security Number (SSN). This information, with the
exception of the SSN, must be provided for applicants who are individuals or partnerships. The SSN aids
DEP in identifying the individual and prevents duplicate data entry, although it is optional. This information is
not accessible by the public or other government agencies.

Additional Individual Last Name, First Name, Ml, Suffix, Social Security Number. This information, with
the exception of the SSN, must be provided for additional applicants who are individuals or partnerships. The
SSN aids DEP in identifying the individual and prevents duplicate data entry, although it is optional. This
information is not accessible by the public or other government agencies.

Mailing Address. The mailing address of the client identified above (this should not include locational data
that is not appropriate for a mail piece). In addition to the street number and name, P0 Box#, RR#, Box# or
Highway Contract# designations, use any appropriate designation and number to further define the mailing
address of the applicant.

e.g., APT (Apartment) DEPT (Department) RM (Room)
BLDG (Building) FL (Floor) STE (Suite)
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City, State, ZIP+4, Country. Enter an appropriate city, borough or town designation (do not enter a township
designation in this area). Do not use abbreviations for the city name. Use the two-character abbreviation for
the state. Include the four-digit extension to the ZIP code. If other than USA, provide country.

Client Contact Information. Clients that are organizations must provide the name of a person representing
the client (organization). This client contact must be an employee of the organization and must be located at
the mailing address of the client and may receive correspondence on behalf of the client. Include the
individual’s name, title, daytime phone number and e-mail address. DEP will use this contact information for
maintaining client data. This individual should be a high-level employee such as CEO, VPs, Operations
Manager, etc. or someone capable of answering informational questions regarding the organization such as
EIN, fictitious name ownership, address data, related organizations, corporate changes, etc. Project contact
information should be entered in the Site Contact found in the Site Information section.

Ill. SITE INFORMATION

This section identifies the site, its location and contact person.

DEP Site ID#. DEP-wide unique identification number assigned to the site. This one number identifies the
site regardless of the program with which the applicant is working. This identification number will be identified
on future correspondence from DEP as well as on site information available on our DEP website. When
replying to DEP, inclusion of this number will make it easier to process your application in a timely manner. If
you know your Site lD#, enter it. If you are identifying a new site to DEP, skip to the next request for
information.

Site Name. The name of the site at the specific physical location. Do not use abbreviations, acronyms, etc.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ID#. If known, supply the EPA ID# for the site (this number is
also referred to as a FINDS ID#). This is optional.

Estimated Number of Employees to be Present at Site. To assist with future Pollution Prevention and
Compliance Assistance initiatives, please include the estimated number of employees to be present at the
site once it is active.

Description of Site. Provide a written description of the proposed site (e.g., water treatment plant, sewage
treatment plant, toy factory, etc.).

County, Municipality, State. Indicate the countyes) and municipality(ies) in which the site is located.
Check the appropriate box to identify the type of municipality entered (city, borough, township). Include the
two-character abbreviation for the state.

Site Location. Provide the physical address of the location where the permitted activities will occur. No P.O.
Box Numbers will be accepted for site location information. Provide the City (or Municipality), State and the
ZIP+4, if known.

Detailed Wriften Directions to Site. When providing written directions, do not use P.O. Box address data.
Include landmarks and approximate distances from the nearest highway.

Site Contact Information. Provide the name of the person having overall responsibility for environmental
matters at the site. Include the individual’s name, title, firm, mailing address, daytime phone number and e
mail address (optional).
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NAICS Codes. Clients applying for an authorization from DEP need to provide the appropriate North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS pronounced nakes) code(s) at the Sector level (at a
minimum). Enter all NAICS codes that pertain to the activity for which the application is being completed.
More than one two-digit or three-digit NAICS code may be entered in the box provided. If you know your six-

digit NAICS code, enter it in the optional box provided. This list of NAICS Sector and Subsector level codes
can be found by referencing the list of NAICS Codes included with this application package or may be found
electronically on DEP’s website.

lila. PROPERTY OWNER INFORMATION

This section identifies the owner of the property, if different from the storage tank system(s) owner.

Organization Name or Registered Fictitious Name. Clients other than individuals must provide the name
under which they conduct the activity or business for which the permit or other authorization will be issued.

Individuals should complete the “Organization Name” if they conduct their business or activity under a name
other than their own (for example, “Jones Construction Company,” rather than “Mary Jones”).

For partnerships, be sure to list the business name of the partnership as ft appears on legal partnership
papers.

Employer lD# (EIN). Also referred to as “Federal Tax ID#.” The EIN aids DEP in identifying the organization
and prevents duplicate data entry from occurring. This information is required.

Dun & Bradstreet lD#. If known, supply the applicant’s Dun & Bradstreet Identification Number. This
information is optional.

Mailing Address. The mailing address of the property owner identified above (this should not include
locational data that is not appropriate for a mail piece). In addition to the street number and name, P0 Box#,
RR#, Box# or Highway Contract# designations, use any appropriate designation and number to further define
the mailing address of the applicant.

e.g., APT (Apartment) DEPT (Department) RM (Room)
BLDG (Building) FL (Floor) STE (Suite)

City, State, ZIP+4, Country. Enter an appropriate city, borough or town designation (do not enter a township
designation in this area). Do not use abbreviations for the city name. Use the two-character abbreviation for
the state. Include the four-digit extension to the ZIP code, If other than USA, provide country.

Property Owner Contact Information. Property owners that are organizations must provide the name of a
person representing the organization. This contact must be an employee of the organization and must be
located at the mailing address of the property owner and may receive correspondence on behalf of the
property owner. Include the individual’s name, title, daytime phone number and e-mail address. This
individual should be a high-level employee such as CEO, VP5, Operations Manager, etc. or someone
capable of answering informational questions regarding the organization such as EIN, fictitious name
ownership, address data, related organizations, corporate changes, etc.
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— IV. FACILITY INFORMATION

This section identifies the facility, facility operator and Fire Safety Permit Number.

Storage Tank Facility ID#. Upon receipt of an initial Registration/Permitting Form, the Storage Tank
Program assigns a Facility lD# for the new facility. The Facility ID# will consist of a two-digit county code and
a five-digit code to identity the first facility (E.G., 12-1 2345).

Storage Tank Facility Name. The name of the facility at the specific physical location. Do not use
abbreviations, acronyms, etc.

Facility Kind. The Facility Kind more clearly defines the facility. The following are some examples for each
Facility Kind. Start at the top of the list and choose the first Kind that best describes the facility.

Code Facility Kind Examples

MILIT Military US Army, Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps

AVIAT Aviation Airport, Hanger or Private airstrip

MFULS Motor fuel for sale Gas station, Service station, convenience store, Card lock or car wash

PDIST Product distributor Bulk facility, Refinery, Terminal or Regulated substance manufacturer

RESEX Resource extraction Mining or quarying

FARM Farming More than 50% of the site is a farm (involved in the production of crops)

MARIN Marina Marina or Boat dock

PADMN Public administration Pa National Guard, State University, Veterans Medical center, Post Office,
Dept. of Public Works or Public Water treatment plant

UTSAN Utility or Sanitary Services Electric company, Telephone company, Waste water treatment plant (WWTP)
or Private Water treatment plant

TRANS Transportation Package shipping, Trucking company or Bus line

AGRIC Agriculture Nursery, or Pesticide manufacturer or distributor

MFGIN Manufacturing or Industrial Durable goods manufacturer

RETCO Retail or commercial Auto dealership, Department store or Warehouse

SVC Service organization Hotel, Catering service, or Teaching or not-for-profit hospital

MFULN Motor fuel not for retail sale Golf course*. Tool rental, Cemetery or Lawn service
* No separate charge for fuel

LatitudelLongitude. Latitude and longitude measures aid in providing the physical location of the facility. If
known, indicate appropriate degrees, minutes and seconds for the project. The Latitude/Longitude Point of
Origin is the place or location where the reading was actually taken.

Additional Locational Data Information. This information is being requested in order to determine the
method, accuracy and description of the latitude and longitude information that is being provided with the
application. If known, please provide this information for your locational data. The list of locational data
codes and descriptions can be found electronically on DEP’s website under “Permit and Authorization
Packages.”

Facility Operator Information. This facility operator is the person or organization responsible for the daily
operation of the storage tank facility. The facility operator information is to be completed by following the
instructions for Section II, Current or New Tank Owner/Client Information. If operator information is the same
as the owner information provided in Section II, check the appropriate box and skip to “Flammable &
Combustible Liquid Permit Number.” if different, check the appropriate box and provide the requested
information.
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Flammable & Combustible Liquid Permit #. Owners must obtain a permit prior to installing storage tanks
that will store a flammable or combustible product with a flash point of less than 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
The State Fire Marshal’s Office had been issuing permits for these types of tanks since 1924. In 1998, this
responsibility was transferred to the Department of Labor and Industry.

For more information or to apply for a Flammable and Combustible Liquid Permit, tank owners (except those
in Allegheny and Philadelphia counties) should contact the Department of Labor and Industry’s Bureau of
Occupational and Industrial Safety. Tank owners in Allegheny County should contact their County Fire
Marshal’s Office, and tank owners in Philadelphia County should contact the Philadelphia County Office of
Licensing and Inspections.

Complete this section by providing the Flammable and Combustible Liquid Permit Number and the state or
municipal agency which issued the permit.

V. CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP INFORMATION

When all currently registered storage tanks at a facility are purchased and all tanks remain at that facility, the
new owner must promptly submit an amended Registration/Permitting Form with all sections properly
completed, including the Change of Ownership information.

When some currently registered storage tanks at a facility are purchased and those tanks remain at that
facility, the new owner must promptly submit an amended Registration/Permitting Form with all sections
properly completed, including the Change of Ownership information. The new owner will be assigned a new
Facility ID Number by DEP.

This is further described in the following scenarios:

Tanks Sold to a New Owner & Remain at Same Facility
(Change of Ownership)

Scenario New Owner Previous Owner Results
1. All tanks purchased Submits a Signs Section V of the The entire facility is transferred

and remain at same Registration form with Registration Form. to the new owner and retains
facility. Owner, Facility, the same Facility ID number.

Contact and Change
of Ownership
sections completed.

2. Some tanks Submits a Signs Section V of the A new facility is created for the
purchased and remain Registration form with Registration form. new owner. A new Facility ID
at same facility. Owner, Facility, number is assigned for the

Contact and Change purchased tanks.
of Ownership
sections completed.
Previous tank
numbers for tanks
purchased must be
supplied.

If the previous owner’s signature is not available, the new owner must provide a deed of transfer or other
proof of ownership.
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VI. STORAGE TANK DESCRIPTION

This section identifies each regulated storage tank at the facility.

Do not include aboveground tanks which were removed or closed in place prior to Feb. 5, 1990, or
underground tanks which were removed or closed in place prior to Nov. 5, 1989.

Tank Number. Aboveground tank numbers begin with OO1A and continue sequentially (002A, 003A, etc.). If
the tanks are removed/closed, the numbers are not reused.

Underground tank numbers begin with 001 and continue sequentially (002, 003, etc.). If the tanks are
removed/closed, the numbers are not reused.

Previous Status. The status code selected should reflect the previous status of the tank. This does not
apply to new tank installations.

New Status. The status code selected should reflect the new or initial status of the tank at the time of
submitting the Registration/Permitting Form.

‘ Status Code Description
C Currently in Use
T Temporarily Out of Use
E Exempt
R Tank Removed
P ASTs Cleaned, Piping Dismantled & System Left On-Site
P USTs Cleaned On-Site & Filled with an Inert, Non-Shrinking Material

Type. The type code indicates whether the tank is manufactured (M) or field-constructed (F).

Install Date and Change of Status Date. The date (month-day-year) must be included on the registration
form. Proposed dates are not acceptable.

The Install Date is the date the tank system was physically installed at the facility. This date will never
change. The Change of Status date is the date used for all changes of status.

If a tank is currently in use or will be in use after registration, write “C” in the status column and the date
installed in the Install Date column.

If a tank is temporarily out of use, write “T” in the Status column and enter the date the tank was taken out of
use in the Change of Status Date column. All applicable registration fees are still required. Tanks in “T”
status will have their operating permit withheld or withdrawn, and are required to be empty. Proof of
tank pump-out or a letter certifying that the tank contains less than 1 inch of product must accompany the
amended registration. An inspection may be required prior to returning to “C” status.

If a tank is exempt, write “E” in the Status column, and enter the appropriate exempt reference code (noted
on pages 3 and 4 of these instructions. If the substance or use changed from regulated to unregulated, write
the date changed in the change of status date column. A cover letter that clarifies the exemption reason
should be included with the application.

If a tank has been removed, write “R” in the Status column and the date removed in the Change of Status
Date column.

If a tank has been permanently closed-in-place, write “P” in the Status column and the closure date in the
Change of Status Date column.

Capacity. The capacity reflects the name plate rating, not the amount customarily put in the tank.

Each compartment of a multi-compartment tank should be registered as a separate tank if the
compartment contains a regulated substance and meets the capacity criteria and acts separately
from the other compartments.
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Code Description
AVGAS Aviation Gasoline
BIDSL Biodiesel (>20% biodiesel)
DIESL Diesel Fuel
ETHNL Ethanol
GAS Gasoline
GSHOL Gasohol (> 15% alcohol)
HIHAZ Highly Hazardous Substance1
HO Heating Oil2

Code Description
JET Jet Fuel
KERO Kerosene
NMO New Motor Oil
N PD IL Nonpetroleum Oil4
OTHER Other (unlisted petroleum)5
UNREG Unrequlated Substance
USDOL Used Oil (all forms)

I Hazardous substances with a CERCM reportable release quantity of ten pounds or less. Tank systems that are less than
1,100 gallon capacity are not considered to be highly hazardous. These tanks need to be registered as hazardous.

2 Heating oil is defined as No. I, No. 2, No. 4-Light, No. 4-Heavy and No. 6 grades of fuel oiL Also included in this definition are
other residual fuel oils such as Navy Special and Bunker C.

3 Specify the full CERCM Name(s) and CAS No(s). of the hazardous substance. Do not use the acronym or brand name of the
substance. This includes hazardous mixtures.

4 Includes synthetic fuels and oils, wood-derivative oils and inedible seed oils.

5 Specify the full name(s) of the substance if it is “Other Petroleum Substance’ Do not use the acronym or brand name of the
substance.

For mixtures of biodiesel or ethanol and petroleum products, indicate each component’s percentage.
Storage of alternative fuel blends, such as gasoline-ethanol blends containing greater than
10% alternative fuel, or biodiesel blended fuel containing greater than 5% biodiese4 may require
submittal of the Alternative Fuel Storage Tank Installation/Conversion Form (2630-FM-BECB0608).

Tank Exempt Reference Code. If the tank is exempt, write the appropriate exemption reference code from
the Instructions.

VII ABOVEGROUND & UNDERGROUND NEW TANK INSTALLATION INFORMATION

The DEP-certified installer should complete this section.
and placing a check in the appropriate box for each new
is not to be completed for tank modification activities.
Report” form and not a Registration/Permitting Form.

Complete this section by writing the tank number
tank and component that was installed. This section
For tank modifications, submit a “Tank Modification

New tanks listed in Section VI must also be listed in Section VII.

At least one block should be checked for each appropriate section (i.e., Tank Construction, Underground or
Aboveground Piping, Pump System, etc. should all have at least one check in their respective section).

VIII. ABOVEGROUND & UNDERGROUND TANfl4oRMATIoN
FOR PERMANENT CLOSUR

The certified remover should complete this section by writing the tank number and placing a check in the
appropriate box for each tank that was removed or closed in place.

2630-PM-BEGBO514 Rev. 1012016
Instructions

Substance Code — Use the substance code for the currently-stored or last-stored substance as follows:

IZSUB Hazardous Substance3

All tank installations and removals/closures must be peflormed by a DEP-certified individual certified
in the appropriate category. Owners of USTs must notify PEP 30 days prior to the installation,
relocation or removal of a regulated tank. Owners of large aboveground tanks (capacity greater than
21,000 gallons) must obtain a Site Specific Installation Permit prior to construction and notify DEP
30 days prior to closure.
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IX. OWNER CERTIFICATION

The owner is responsible for completing this Section. Type or legibly print the name and title of the owner
The owner must sign the form and enter the date the Registration/Permitting form was completed.
Information & Invoices Mailed to. The owner must indicate the location where information and invoices
should be mailed

X. INSTALLERIREMOVER CERTIFICATION

This section must be completed by the certified installer(s)/remover(s) responsible for the installation or
removal from service of the aboveground and underground storage tanks listed in Section VI. Account for
each tank that was installed or removed from service Only enter the applicable categories required for each
tank installation or removal. Do tQI enter all the categories in which you are certified

Construction Standard. Provide the Construction Standard(s) which applies to the tank being installed as
to llows

Construction Standard Construction Standard
ACT-100/IOOU Compo&te UST ASTM D
API 12A Steel Riveted AST ASTM D1998 Polyethylene Upright Tank
API 12B Steel Bolted AST ASTM D3299 Filament Wound Fiberglass
API 12C Steel Welded AST ASTM D4097 Contact Molded Fiberglass
API 12P Fiberglass/Plastic AST OTHER (specify)
API 620 Steel Low Pressure AST STI-93 Cathodic Protected UST

I API 650 Welded AST UL-58 Steel UST
j API 653 Re-Built AST UL 142 Manufactured Steel AST
I ASME UL 1316 Fiberglass UST

ASME B96.1 Welded Aluminum Alloy UL 1746 External Cathodic Protected UST
ASME RTP-1 Thermoplastic AST UL 2085 Fire Rated AST
ASME VIII Pressure Vessel UNKNOWN

Xl. INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION

This section must be completed by the certified inspector(s) responsible for verifying installation standards for
field constructed tanks and aboveground tanks greater than 21,000 gallons listed in Section VI. Account for
each tank that was inspected.

Construction Standard. Provide the Construction Standard(s) which applies to the tank. Refer to the above
chart for construction standard.

XII. SITE SPECIFIC INSTALLATION PERMIT NUMBER

This section identifies the tank number and Site Specific Installation Permit (SSIP) number assigned to tanks
requiring an SSIP. The following tank types require an SSIP before a storage tank system can be installed:

• AST systems with a capacity greater than 21000 gallons;

• New facilities with an aggregate AST capacity greater than 21,000 gallons;
• New field constructed UST systems; and

• New storage tank systems with a capacity greater than 1,100 gallons containing a highly hazardous
substance.
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2630-PM-BECBO5I4 Rev. 1012016
Instructions

PROOF OF REGISTRATION

A letter serving as a temporary 90-day proof of registration for all new tank installations will be mailed to the
facility’s responsible official to permit product deliveries from the distributor until the official certificate is
received.

Invoicing. After the Registration/Permitting Form is processed, an invoice will be generated and mailed to
the owner’s designated contact for payment. Thereafter, an invoice will be sent each year for the upcoming
year’s registration.

Payment. Do not submit payment until you have been invoiced. Submitting payment for new tanks which
have not been invoiced will delay processing. Fees are pro-rated for the first year only. The annual
registration fee schedule is as follows:

Storage Tanks Capacity Annual Registration Fee
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) All $50 per year, per tank
Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) 5,000 gallons or less $50 per year, per tank

5,001 to 50,000 gallons $125 per year, per tank
Greater than 50,000 gallons $300 per year, per tank

Operating permit is renewed with the payment of registration fee.

Registration Certificate. When full payment is received and processed, a certificate is generated and
mailed to the owner’s designated contact The certificate shows the annual expiration date and is proof of
registration for the facility’s storage tanks.

The certificate should be posted in a protected area. The certificate must be available to the public at
the facility where the tank(s) is located.

QUESTIONS I CONCERNS I FORMS

When calling and/or writing DEP in reference to the application, have your Facility ID# available.

If you have any questions or concerns or need to order forms, call our customer services staff at the following
numbers:

Toll Free in PA: 1-80042-TANKS
Local or Out-of-State: 717-772-5599

You can also obtain forms and information by accessing the DEP website at www.dep.pa.gov,
search: Storage Tanks.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
UNDERGROUND TANK OWNERS

The release of regulated substances stored in USTs poses a threat to the environment and the public health
and safety of the Commonwealth’s citizens. A release is generally considered to be any leak, spill or
discharge from an UST or interstitial space into soil or groundwater.

The Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act, Act 32 of 1989 as amended, created the Underground Storage
Tank Indemnification Fund (USTIF) to assist owners and operators in meeting the federal financial
responsibility requirements. The Fund makes claim payments to eligible UST owners or operators for
damages caused by a release from their UST, above the deductibles. To be eligible, the release must have
occurred on or after February 1, 1994. There are other eligibility requirements.
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2630-PM-BECBO5I4 Rev. 1012016
Instructions

Upon registration of an underground tank, the owners information is given to the USTIF. The owner of a
registered UST is billed according to the substance that is contained in the UST and its capacity.
Participation in the USTIF is mandatory unless you have a deregulated heating oil tank for which coverage is
optional. The USTIF fees are due annually, and monthly statements are sent until the balance due is paid in
full.

The USTIF is located in the Department of Insurance and operates similar to an insurance company providing
cleanup and third party liability coverage to UST owners and operators. For more information contact the
USTIF at:

901 North 7th Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

Telephone: (800) 595-9867 (toll free in PA) or 717-787-0763
email: ra-ustif(dstate.pa.us

website: ustif.pa.qov

WHERE TO SEND REGISTRATION FORM

PADEP PADEP
Division of Storage Tanks or Division of Storage Tanks
P.O. Box 8762 400 Market St
Harrisburg PA 17105-8762 Harrisburg, PA 17101

WHERE TO SEND OTHER LETTERS, FORMS & REPORTS

Thirty-day Letters of Intent to Close, Closure Notification forms and RegistrationfPermitting forms for
Removing/Closing Unregistered Tank(s) must be mailed to the appropriate DEP regional office. Closure
reports must be either retained at the facility site or submitted to the appropriate regional office.

DEP regional offices and the counties they serve:

Southeast Region (1) 484-250-5900 Counties: Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia
2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 194014915

Northeast Region (2) 570-826-2511 counties: carbon, Lackawanna, Lehigh, Luzerne, Monroe,
2 Public Square Northampton, Pike, Schuylkill. Susquehanna, wayne and Wyoming
Wilkes-Bane, PA 18701-1915

Southcentral Region (3) 717-705-4705 Counties: Adams, Bedford, Berks, Blair, Cumberland, Dauphin,
909 Elmerton Ave Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata, Lancaster, Lebanon, Muffin, Perry

• Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200 and York

Northcentral Region (4) 570-321-6525 counties: Bradford, cameron, Centre, Clearfield, Clinton, Columbia,
208W Third St Ste 101 Lycoming, Montour, Northumberland, Potter, Snyder, Sullivan, Tioga
Williamsport, PA 17701-6448 and union

Southwest Region (5) 41 2-442-4000 Counties: Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Cambria, Fayette, Greene,
400 Waterfront Dr Indiana, Somerset, Washington and Westmoreland
Pittsburgh, PA 152224745

Northwest Region (6) 814-332-6648 counties: Butler, clarion, Crawford, Elk, Erie, Forest, Jefferson,
230 Chestnut St Lawrence, McKean, Mercer, Venango and Warren
Meadville, PA 16335-3481
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2620-FM-BECB0082 Rev. 512014
BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP AND BROWNFIELDS

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE (Owners and Operators)

NOTIFICATION OF CONTAMINATION (Certified installers and Inspectors)
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE (Owners and Operators) NOTIFICATION OF CONTAMINATION

The Storage Tank Programs Corrective Action Process (CAP) regulations (Codified installers and inspectors)
establish release reporting requirements for owners and operators of storage The Storage Tank Programs Certification
tank systems and storage tank facilities, regulations establish standards of performance for

Subsection 245.305(a) of the regulations requires owners or operators to certified installers and inspectors of storage tank
notify the appropriate regional office of the Department as soon as practicable, systems and storage tank facilities.
but no later than 24 hours, after the confirmation of a release, Subsection 245.1 32(a)(4) of the regulations requires

Subsection 245.305(c) requires owners or operators to provide an initial certified installers and inspectors to report to the
written notification to the Department, each municipality in which the release Department a release of a regulated substance;
occurred, and each municipality where that release has impacted environmental suspected or confirmed contamination of soil, surface or
media or water supplies, buildings, or sewer or other utility lines, within 15 days groundwater from regulated substances; or a regulated
of the notice required by subsection 245.305(a). substance observed in a containment structure or facility,

Subsection 245.305(d) requires owners or operators to provide follow-up while performing services as a certified installer or
written notification to the Department and to each impacted municipality of new inspector.
impacts to environmental media or water supplies, buildings, or sewer or other Subsection 245.132(a)(6) requires that certified
utility lines discovered after the initial written notification required by subsection installers and inspectors provide the notification required
245.305c). Written notification is to be made within 15 days of the discovery of by subsection 245.1 32(a)(4) to the Department in writing
the new impact. within 48 hours of observing suspected or confirmed

This form must be used to comply with subsections 245.305(c) and (d). contamination.
OWNERS AND OPERATORS (010) This form must be used to comply with subsections

INDICATE IF THIS IS AN INITIAL OR FOLLOW-UP NOTIFICATION 245.132(a)(4) and (6).
BY MARKING THE APPROPRIATE BOX FOUND IN THE TOP RIGHT-HAND CERTIFIED INSTALLERS AND INSPECTORS (Ill)

CORNER OF THIS FORM. PLEASE COMPLETE ALL INFORMATION IN PLEASE COMPLETE ALL INFORMATION IN
SECTIONS I, II, lIlA, IllS, IV, V, VII and VIII. SECTIONS I, II, lIlA, IIIC, VI, VII and VIII.

INSTRUCTIONS

I. FACILITY INFORMATION - Record the name, ID. number and physical location (not P.O. Box) of the facility at which a release has
been confirmed or at which suspected or confirmed contamination has been observed. Include the name and phone number of a
person to contact at the facility.

II. OWNERIOPERATOR INFORMATION - Record the name, business address and telephone number of the owner of the facility
identified in Section I. Also, record the name and telephone number of the operator of the facility.

III. REGULATED SUBSTANCE INFORMATION - Indicate to the best of your knowledge: A) the type of product or products involved;
B) the quantity of product or products released; and C) whether the contamination is suspected or confirmed.

IV. CONFIRMED RELEASE INFORMATION - Record the date of confirmation of the release, e.g., “9/IS/Cl”; the date and regional office
notified; and the date the local municipality(ies) [provide name of municipality(ies)J was/were sent a copy of this form. Indicate to the
best of your knowledge the source/cause of the release, how the release was discovered and the environmental media affected and
impacts.

V. INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTIONS - Indicate the interim remedial actions planned, initiated or completed.
VI. SUSPECTED/CONFIRMED CONTAMINATION INFORMATION - Record the date of observation of the suspected or confirmed

contamination, e.g., 1I/24/01”. Indicate to the best of your knowledge the indications of a suspected release or extent of confirmed
contamination resulting from the release of the regulated substance.

VII. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - Provide any additional, relevant, available information concerning the release or suspected or
confirmed contamination. Include in this section specific details or problems about the release. For example, if the piping was the
source of the release and the cause was corrosion of a metal connector or flexible connector, it is important to include that information
here. Use additional 8%’ x Il” sheets of paper, if necessary.

VIII. CERTIFICATION - Please print your name, and provide your signature and date of signature. If a certified installer/inspector, provide
certification number and company certification number.

IX. ATTACHMENT - If a certified installer/inspector, provide a copy of failed valid tightness test(s), if applicable.
PLEASE SEND COMPLETED ORIGINAL FORM TO:
PA Department of Environmental Protection
Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields Program
Storage Tank Section
(and the appropriate address below, depending on where the FACILITY is located)
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Southeast Region Northeast Region South-central Region North-central Region Southwest Region Northwest Region
2 East Main Street 2 Public Square 909 Etmerton Avenue 208W. Third Street Suite 101 400 Waterfront Drive 230 Chestnut Street
Norrirrown, PA 19401 Witkes-Barre. PA 18701-1 915 Harrisburg, PA 17110 Wiltiamsport, PA 17701 Pittsburgh PA 16222 Meadeille, PA 16335-3481
PHONE: 484-250-5900 PHONE: 570-826-2511 PHONE: 866-825-0208 PHONE. 570-321-65251327-3636 PHONE: 412-4423000 PHONE: 814-332-6945
FM: 484-250-5961 FM: 570-820-4907 FM: 717-7053830 FM: 570-327-3420 FM: 4124423328 800-373-3398

Counties Counties Counties Counties Counties FM: 814-332-6121

Bucks. Chester, Delaware Carbon, Lackawanna, Lehigh, Adams, Bedford, Derks, Blair, turn- Bradford, Cameron, Centre. Allegheny, &mstrong, Counties
Montgomery, Rstadelphia Lucerne, Monroe. Northampton, bedand, Dauphin, Franklin, Fullon, Clearfield. Clinton, Columbia, Beaver. Cambtia, Fayette, Butler, Clarion, Crawford. Elk,

Pike. Schuyfkill, Susquehanna, Huntingdon, Juniata, Lancaster. Lyconnng. Montour. Greene. Indiana, Somerset. Erie, Forest, Jefferson,
Wayne. Wyonring Lebanon, Miftin, Peny, York Northumberland. Pacer, Snyder, Washington, Westmoreland Lawrence. McKean, Mercer.

Sullivan, Tioga. Union Venanqo, Warren
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2620-FM-BECBOOB2 Rev. 512014 FACILITY I.D. NUMBER

I. FACILITY INFORMATION (Both 0/0 and Ill) II. OWNERIOPERATOR INFORMATION (Both 0/0 and I/I)

Facility Name Facility ID. Number Owner Name

Street Address (P.O. Box not acceptable) Address

City Stale Zip Code City State Zip Code
PA - -

County Municipality Telephone Number

C —

Contact Person Telephone Number Operator Name Telephone Number

C 1 — C 1 —

III. REGULATED SUBSTANCE INFORMATION

A. Type of Product(s) Involved B. Quantity (Gallons) of Product(s) Released: C. Contamination Suspected [SJ or
(Mark All That Apply 0 ): 0/0 Only Confirmed [C] (Mark All That Apply @):
Both 010 and WI I/l Only

Leaded Gasoline El — —, — — —, — — —
[5] U IC)

UnleadedGasoline U ...__________
[5] a [C)

AviationGasoline U a [5] a
Kerosene U a [5] a [C)
JetFuel El a [5] JJ [C)
DieselFuel El . a [5] JJ [C)
NewMotorOil El — — — — a [S] JJ [C)

UsedMotorOfl El a [5] a [C)

FuelOilNo.1 El a [5) a [C]

FuelOilNo.2 El a [5) a [C]
FuelOilNo.4 El [5) U [C]

FuelOilNo.5 El . U [5) JJ [C]

FuelOilNo.6 El U [5) U [C]
Other (Specify) El — — — —. — — — U [5) U [C]

Unknown [5) U [C)

IV. CONFIRMED RELEASE INFORMATION (0/0 Only)

Date Release was Confirmed: — /_ I______ Date Owner/Operator Sent Copy of this Written Notification to Local
n d Municipality(ies) and Name of Municipality(ies) Notified:

Date OwnerlOperator Verbally Notified Appropriate Regional Office of Date — I — /______ Municipality
Release and Office Notified: m

Date: — / — I______ Office Dale: I /______ Municipality
m d y m d y

. Environmental Media Affected and Impacts
Source (Mark All That Apply 0): How Discovered (Mark All That Apply 0): (Mark All That Apply 0):

Tank (DEP Assigned Nos. During Closure El Soil U
Piping System (Aboveground Regulated) El Lining Installation U Sediment U
Piping System (Underground Regulated) El
Piping System (Non-Regulated) El Routine Leak Detection U Surface Water U

Dispenser/Dispensing Equipment El Third Party Inspection El Ground Water U
Spill Prevention Equipment U Tightness Testing Activities El Bedrock U
Accident/Natural Disaster El Visible Product or Odor Reports El Water Supplies U
Submersible Turbine Pump Head/Fittings El Water in Tank El Vapors/Product in Buildings El
Containment/Sump Failure El - - - - -

Other (Specify)
Construction El Vapors/Product in Sewer/Utility Lines U

Unknown El Upgrade/Repair El Ecological Receptors El
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Cause (Mark All That Apply 0):

Faulty Installation D
Corrosion Q
Physical/Mechanical Failure U
Spill Dunn9 Delivery U
Overfill at Delivery U
Vehicle Gas Tank Overfill
Product Delivery Hose Rupture 9
Other (Specdy)

______________________U

Unknown U

____________________________________ _________________________________
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2620-FM-BECBOOB2 Rev. 512014 FACILITY I.D. NUMBER

V. INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTIONS (0/0 Only)

(Mark All That Apply L2i):
Planned Initiated Completed Not Applicable

Regulated Substance Removed from Storage Tanks El El El El
Fire, Explosion and Safety Hazards Mitigated C El El El
Contaminated Soil Excavated U El El U
Free Product Recovered U U El El
Water Supplies Identified and Sampled El El El El
Temporary Water Supplies Provided U El El El
Other (Specify)

____________________________________________

El El El El

VI. SUSPECTED I CONFIRMED CONTAMINATION INFORMATION (Ill Only)

Date of Observation of Suspected/Confirmed Contamination: — / — /

______

m d y
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Indication of Suspected Contamination (Mark All That Apply 121): Extent of Confirmed Contamination (Mark All That Apply 121):

Unusual Level of Vapors U Product Stained or Product Saturated Soil or Backfill U
Erratic Behavior of Product Dispensing Equipment U Ponded Product U
Release Detection Results Indicate a Release fl Free Product or Sheen on Ponded Water U
Discovery of Holes in the Storage Tank U Free Product or Sheen on the Ground Water Surface U
Containment Sump Test Failure U Free Product or Sheen on Surface Water U
Spill Prevention Equipment Test Failure U Other (Specify)

Other (Specify) U

VII. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (Both 010 and III)

Provide any additional, relevant, available information concerning the release or suspected or confirmed contamination.
Include specific details or problems about the release. For example, if the piping was the source of the release and the cause
was corrosion of a metal connector or flexible connector, it is important to include that information here. Provide DEP
assigned and owner/operator-assigned tank number(s), where applicable. Use additional SW x 11 sheets of paper, if
necessary.
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262o-FM-BEcBao82 Rev. 512014 FACILITY 1.0. NUMBER -

VIII. CERTIFICATION (Both 0/0 and I/I)

_________________________________________________________________

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa.
(Print Name)

C.S.A. §4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities) that I am the owner or operator of the above referenced storage tank facility
and that the information provided by me in this notification is true! accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

________________________________

I /
Signature of Owner or Operator Date

_________________________________________________________________•

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa.
(Print Name)

C.S.A. §4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities) that I am the certified installer who performed tank handling activities at the
above referenced storage tank facility and that the information provided by me in this notification is true, accurate and complete to the best
of my knowledge and belief.

__________________________________

/ /
Signature of Certified Installer Date

Installer Certification Number Company Certification Number

_________________________________________________________________•

hereby certify, under penalty of law as provided in 18 Pa.
(Print Name)

C.S.A. §4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities) that I am the certified inspector who performed inspection activities at the
above referenced storage tank facility and that the information provided by me in this notification is true, accurate and complete to the best
of my knowledge and belief.

___________________________________

/ /
Signature of Certified Inspector Date

Inspector Certification Number Company Certification Number
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May 17, 2018

Environmental Quality Board
PA Department of Environmental Psotection
P. 0. Box 8477
Haffisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Enviromnental Quality Board:

As Chairman of the PA Storage Tank Advisory Committee (STAC) at the last PA STAC
meeting of May 17, 2018, I am writing to inform you that the PA STAC voted to recommend to
present Chapter 245to the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) as Final Rulemaking. PA STAC
is requesting the EQB to vote on and approve Chapter 245 as final.

A quorum was present at the May l8 STAC meeting, and the vote for the recommendation to
present Chapter 245 was a unanimous affirmative.

Please contact me with any questions or if any additional information is needed. I can be
reached anytime by phone at 484.256.3198

Sincerely,

Robert J May PB
Synergy Environmental Inc.
155 Railroad Plaza
Royersford, PA 19468
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Introduction

Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program

On October 17, 2017, the EnviromTiental Quality Board (Board, EQB) published a notice of
public comment period for a proposed rulemaking concerning revisions to 25 Pa. Code Chapter
245 (relating to administration of the storage tank and spill prevention program).

The proposed amendments strengthen the requirements for operation and maintenance of
underground storage tank (UST) equipment. Currently, UST owners and operators are required
to have spill prevention, overfill prevention, and release detection equipment in place, but are not
required to periodically verify the functionality of some of that equipment. This proposed
rulemaking would also add a new certification category for persons that only perform minor
modifications of UST systems. The proposed rulemaking also shortens the in-service inspection
cycle for aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) in underground vaults and small ASTs and clarifies
or corrects a number of other provisions in Chapter 245 based on the Department of
Environmental Protection’s (Department) experience in implementing this chapter since the last
comprehensive Department rulemaking, which occurred over 10 years ago.

The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin as a
final-form regulation.

Public Comment Period

Notice of the public comment period on the proposed Chapter 245 amendments was published in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin on February 24, 2018 (48 Pa. B. 1101). The EQB’s public comment
period opened on February 24, 2018, and closed on March 26, 2018.

This document summarizes the comments received during the Board’s public comment period.
Each public comment is listed with an identifying commentator number for each commentator
that made the comment. A list of the commentators, including name and affiliation, may be
found on pages 3 - 5 of this document. The House and Senate Environmental Resources and
Energy Committees did not submit comments on the proposal.

Copies of all comments received by the Board are posted on the website of the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) at http://www.irrc.state.pa.us (search by Regulation
#7-530 or IRRC #3 199) and on the e-Comment page of the Department’s website at
http://www.dep.pa.gov.
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Table of Commcntators for the Environmental Quality Board
Proposed Rulemaking for

Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program
Environmental Oualitv Board #7-530

(IRRC #3199)

ID Name/Addrcss

Doug Kassay
1. Keystone Petroleum Equipment, Ltd.

Mechanicsburg, PA 17055

JD \Vestcott

2
Engineering & Inspections

. International
Sugar Grove, PA 16350

Jonathan McNeely
VP of Corporate Development

3. Tank Tech Incorporated
3975 State Hwy H
Sikeston, MO 63801

Stephen Kiesic
4. United Environmental Group Inc.

Sewickley, PA 15143

James R. Roewer
Executive Director

5. Utility Solid Waste Activities Group
701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2696

Julius M. Blanco
Senior HES Professional

6. Marathon Petroleum Company LP
539 South Main Street
Findlay, OH 45840

Bruce Alexander
Senior Manager, Strategic Enviro.

7
Analysis
Exelon
2301 Market Street, 23 Fl.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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Melanie R. Horvath
Director, Government Affairs

8. Pennsylvania American Water
800 West Hersheypark Drive

___________

Hershey, PA 17033

Karen S. Reese
Staff Environmental Specialist

9
Environmental Department
FirstEnergy Corporation
76 South Main Street
Akron, OH 44308

Thomas Weissinger
Sr. Director, Environmental Affairs

10. Talen Energy
835 Hamilton Street, Suite 150
Allentown, PA 18101

Michael M. Meloy

11
Manko, Gold, Katcher & Fox, LLP

‘ 401 City Avenue, Suite 901
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Chuck Barksdale
Director, Environmental Planning

12. Philadelphia Energy Solutions
Refining and Marketing, LLC
Philadelphia, PA

Cassie Gaudiosi
Director, West Point Safety &

13
Environment

• Merck
770 Sumneytown Pike
West Point, PA 19486-0004
Brian Dubas

14. Pine Run Construction
Doylestown, PA 1 8902
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Ed Kubinsky

15
Crompco
1815 Gallagher Road

___________

Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Frank Monteleone
EnvirornentaI Affairs Manager

16
AK Steel Corporation
Butler Works
P.O. Box 832

___________

Butler, PA 16003-0832
Grant R. Gulibon
Director, Regulatory Affairs

17
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau
510 S. 3 151 Street
P.O. Box 8736

___________

Camp Hill, PA 17001-8736
Kevin Sunday
Director, Government Affairs

18
Pennsylvania Chamber of Business
and Industry
417 Walnut Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Jonathan Lutz
Associate Director
Associated Petroleum Industries of

19. Pennsylvania
300 N. Second Street
Suite 902
Harrisburg, PA 17191
David Sumner, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review

20. Commission
333 Market St., 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101
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Acronyms used in this Comment and Response Document

ACVL — Aboveground Storage Tank — Civil, Installer Certification
AFMX — Aboveground Field Constructed Metallic Storage Tank — Installation, Modification and
Removal, Installer Certification
API — American Petroleum Institute
AST — Aboveground Storage Tank
CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
CFR — Code of Federal Regulations
CP — Cathodic Protection
DEP or PADEP - Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
DOE — Department of Energy
EDG — Emergency Diesel Generator
El-lB — Environmental Hearing Board
EPA — U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
EQB — Environmental Quality Board
FR — Federal Register
IRRC — Independent Regulatory Review Commission
IUM — Underground Storage Tank Systems and Storage Tank Facilities, Inspector Certification
NACE — National Association of Corrosion Engineers
NPDES — National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
NRC — Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PEI — Petroleum Equipment Institute
POTW — Publicly Owned Treatment Work
RAF — Regulatory Analysis Form
RCRA — Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RP — Recommended Practice
SPRP — Spill Prevention Response Plan
SPCC — Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures
SSIP — Site-Specific Installation Permit
STI — Steel Tank Institute
TC — Toxicity Characteristic
TL — Storage Tank — Liner, Installer Certification
UDC — Under Dispenser Containment
UL — Underwriters Laboratory
UMI — Underground Storage Tank System Minor Modification
UMX — Underground Storage Tank System — Installation and Modification, Installer
Certification
UST — Underground Storage Tank
USTIF — Underground Storage Tank Indemnification Fund
UTT — Underground Storage Tank System — Tightness Tester, Installer Certification
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

General Comments

1. Comment: We support the comments on the proposed regulations that were provided
by the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry, especially related to the
definition of releases. (12)

Response: The Department acknowledges the comment.

2. Comment: From a general perspective, we support Pennsylvania’s efforts to retain
primacy over the federal requirements relating to the UST program contained in
40 CFR Part 280. Satisfying one set of regulatory requirements rather than potentially
confronting dueling federal and state requirements is generally beneficial to the
regulated community and helps streamline the administration and enforcement of such
requirements. We concur that a significant number of the proposed changes to
Chapter 245 appear to be designed to update Chapter 245 in light of the recent changes
to 40 CFR Part 280. (11), (18)

Response: The Department appreciates the supportive comment.

3. Comment: Throughout the proposed regulations, the PADEP requires specified fonTis.
The regulated community understands the PADEP’s intent to have uniform data,
however many operators and service providers have moved beyond manual form
completion and instead rely upon computer applications for tasks such as inspections,
testing, etc. It is respectfully requested the PADEP explicitly state that form completion
by electronic means including digital signatures be acceptable under the regulations.
Moreover, it is also recommended the PADEP revise the regulations to allow for
flexibility in form type completion. For example, if a UST operator had a preexisting
inspection form that met the PADEP information requirements they could present that
to PADEP for review and approval rather than have to revamp a preexisting program at
great expense. (19)

Response: The Department currently accepts several forms through electronic
submission. These include third-party inspection reports, modification reports and
testing forms. However, the Department requires the use of”a form provided by the
Department.” A common complaint of third-party inspectors has been the lack of
standardized forms. When standardized forms do not exist, a wide array of fonTis are
created and used, causing conffision among the regulated community as to the
appropriate form to submit to the Department. The Department believes that standard
forms provided at no cost by the Department eliminates conffision among the regulated
community and facilitates review by Department staff. Electronic siguatures are
generally accepted by the Department if appropriate safeguards and protocols are in
place to show that the electronic signature is that of the individual(s) required to sign
the form.
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4. Comment: We support the provisions of the proposed rulemaking that will minimize
the frequency of releases from storage tank systems that may adversely impact the
environment, including those amendments designed to ensure that equipment functions
properly and that tank systems are timely inspected. (13)

Response: The Department appreciates the supportive comment.

5. Comment: The preamble to the proposed changes to Chapter 245 contains an extensive
list of new notification, reporting and paperwork requirements that will be triggered by
the proposed changes to Chapter 245 along with a long list of new forms and revisions
to existing forms that will need to be prepared and implemented. It is unclear from the
cost-benefit analysis that has been provided whether the additional regulatory burdens
that Chapter 245 will impose on the regulated community have been properly and fully
evaluated and whether many of the changes will actually produce meaningful
environmental benefits. Long experience with multiple environmental regulatory
programs amply demonstrates that merely adding additional layers of paperwork and
recordkeeping requirements does not necessarily translate into greater environmental
protection. We strongly recommend that PADEP together with the EQB identify the
specific environmental protection objectives that arc to be achieved through each of the
new or added paperwork, reporting or notification requirements contained in
Chapter 245 and objectively assess whether such requirements meaningfully contribute
to achieving those environmental protection objectives. (11), (18)

As EQB moves forward with this regulatory proposal, we ask that it work with the
regulated community to gain an understanding of the potential costs associated with the
new notification, reporting and paperwork requirements that are being imposed. When
the final-form regulation is submitted, we request that EQB include an explanation of
how the additional regulatory requirements will assist DEP with its mission of protecting
the environment. We also ask EQB to quantify the costs associated with complying
with the new or revised requirements. (20)

Response: While this rulemaking adds additional notification, reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, some of the notification is simply verbal or electronic
notification. Where information is required to be documented, the Department is
providing a significant number of forms to facilitate compliance with the various
requirements. Most of the forms will be completed by DEP-certified installers and
inspectors who will be instructed by Department staff on how to complete them. DEP
certified installers and inspectors often request standardized forms from the Department
so that they are fully aware of what the Department expects to be reported pertaining to a
specific requirement. Having standardized forms, completed by certified installers and
inspectors, should limit the time and expense required to fill them out.

Regarding verbal or electronic notification requirements, a responsible party will need to
notify the Department either verbally or electronically (such as by telephone or email)
upon initiation of an interim remedial action, within 24 hours of providing an alternate
source of water to an affected water supply owner, and within 24 hours of initiation of
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site characterization activities in response to a release of a regulated substance from a
storage tanlc. (See § 245.306(e), 245.307(e) and 245.309(c)(24)). The first corrective
action report required to be submitted in writing by the responsible party is the site
characterization report, required under § 245.310. It is to be submitted to the Department
after the responsible party takes an interim remedial action, provides an alternate source
of water (if necessary) and completes site characterization activities. Therefore, it is
important for the Department to know in a timely manner that these required corrective
action activities are taking place. An interim remedial action, when conducted properly
and promptly, limits the extent and severity of contamination, thereby limiting the
amount of site characterization that needs to be performed and ffirther remedial action
that needs to be conducted. The result is protection of the public and the environment,
and a reduction in the cost of corrective action to storage tank owners and operators.
While the Department cannot quantify the costs associated with these additional verbal or
electronic notification requirements, any costs associated with them should be minimal
because the owner, operator or consultant is typically communicating with the
Department at this point and informing the Department when actions that have been
proposed are initiated.

The majority of the reporting requirements will be handled by DEP-certifled installers
and inspectors, as well as by consultants. The Department is providing the necessary
forms to facilitate compliance with the various requirements. DEP-certified installers
and inspectors, as well as consultants, welcome these fonns and will be instructed by
Department staff as to how to complete them. The majority of reporting forms associated
with this final-form rulemaking are existing forms that have undergone minor revisions.
Completion of these existing, revised forms will result in no additional cost to the
regulated community. The few new forms that have been developed are testing and
evaluation forms that are necessary to record the results of the new periodic UST testing
requirements established in § 245.437 to meet the Federal requirements of ensuring that
installed equipment for release detection and prevention is operating properly. In
developing the proposed rulemaking, the Department contacted five Department-certified
companies from various regions of the Commonwealth to provide cost estimates for the
various testing requirements. The Department requested the companies to provide cost
estimates to include mobilization fees, paperwork fees, labor costs and any necessary
waste disposal costs. Cost information collected for the proposed rulemaking remains
relevant today. Therefore, the costs presented in Section F of the Preamble and in
response to Question 19 of the Regulatory Analysis Form to this final-form rulemaking
for the new UST testing requirements are inclusive of the reporting requirements. Going
forward, the Department will continue outreach and communication with the regulated
community.

Regarding the new recordkeeping requirements, the majority of the documentation that
owners and operators will need to maintain is necessary to comply with the new Federal
UST requirements. However, in general, the records are important because review of
storage tank system records is necessary for DEP-certified inspectors to determine
compliance with regulatory requirements. DEP-certifled inspectors are required to
periodically inspect ASTs and UST facilities, under § 245.411,245.551-245.554, and
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245.6 16. Record review is an integral part of the inspection. Without the records,
inspectors would not be able to determine regulatory compliance. In fact, the absence of
required records means that a storage tank system is in non-compliance with regulatory
requirements. A storage tank system that is non-compliant is at risk for releases which
may impact the public and the environment. While the Department cannot quanti1’ the
costs associated with the maintenance of additional records, any costs should be minimal.

6. Comment: All on-farm fuel tanks of 3,000 gallons or less used to store motor fuel
should be exempt from DEl’ regulations. (17)

Response: The definition of “aboveground storage tank” in § 245.1 (relating to
definitions) exempts from regulation an aboveground storage tank of 1,100 gallons or
less capacity located on a farm used solely to store or contain substances that are used
to facilitate the production of crops, livestock and livestock products on the fanm Also
exempt from regulation under the definition of “underground storage tank” in §
245.1 is a farm or residential underground storage tank of 1,100 gallons or less
capacity used for storing motor fuel for noncommercial purposes. These exemptions
are taken directly from the definition of aboveground storage tank and underground
storage tank, respectively, in the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act (Storage Tank
Act), 35 P.S. § 6021.101 —6021.2104.

7. Comment: We question the need for the “owner’s representative” signature on each of
the draft “new” test reports. Currently, there is no requirement to obtain a signature on
line tightness test reports, leak detector test reports, cathodic protection test reports, or
tank tightness test reports. Testers sign and attest to the accuracy of the information on
their test reports, but in many cases, there will be no one at the site that is familiar with
the applicable testing or having the knowledge needed to review the report with any
accuracy, and asking them to sign these forms makes no sense. (15), (17)

If anyone should sign one of these forms, it should be a Class A or Class B operator.
However, the Class A or Class B would rarely be on site to witness the testing and sign
the form. If the signature of a responsible individual is needed, PADEP is going to need
to allow for ample time for the reports to be completed by the technician doing the work,
submitted to the Class A or Class B operator for review and signature, be returned to the
tester doing the work and then documented. (15)

Response: The Department acknowledges this comment. The Department has taken the
comments under advisement when developing the draft final forms relating to this
rulemaking.

8. Comment: We have the following specific comments on the forms to be utilized to
implement this proposed rulemaking. (15)

1. Overfill Prevention Evaluation Form:
a. Under section A drop tube shutoff device question #4, instead of asking
“Tank capacity when flow is stopped(%)”, the question should read “Complete
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shutoff occurs at or below 95% tank capacity? Yes/No”. As long as shutoff
occurs no higher than 95% tank capacity, the equipment meets the regulatory
requirements. There is no value in knowing if it shuts off at 92%, 86% or 75% in
the tank. As long as it is no higher than 95%, it meets the criteria.
b. Same comment as (a. above) for section B question 5 except the question
should read “Alarm is triggered at or below 90% tank capacity? Yes/No”.
c. Same comment as (a. above) for section C question 5 except the question
should read “Flow is restricted at or below 90% tank capacity? Yes/No.”
d. 2 questions should be added in section C for ball floats:

i. Is the vent hole open aid not corroded? Yes/No (because these
vent holes can become corroded and completely blocked which
could cause over-pressurization if the tank.

ii. Upon visual inspection, tank top fittings are vapor-tight and leak
free? Yes/No (because if tank top is not vapor-tight, ball float will
not work).

e. In section C on page 2, it appears that if a “standard drop tube” is not
installed, the ball float fails the inspection. A couple comments on this:

i. If by “standard”, PADEP means a “straight” drop tube, we would
suggest changing the term to “straight” which indicates that no
automatic shutoff exists in the drop tube.

ii. The question implies that if a drop tube with a shutoff valve is
installed, then the ball float fails the inspection. We’re not certain
that the evaluation should fail if there is an automatic shutoff
device installed in the fill. Ball floats and automatic shutoff
devices installed in the same tank poses a problem and maybe DEP
should take a position that if one is installed, the other must not be
installed. This is a tough one.

2. Spill Prevention Equipment/Containment Sump Integrity Testing Form:
a. Under section IV. Visual Inspection Information — eliminate the row
asking “containment capacity”. There is no way for testing technicians to
accurately determine the capacity of containment sumps due to all the different
sizes, shapes and dimensions, especially for UDC’s.
b. Under section VI. Testing Information — eliminate the 4th row asking for
“portion tested”. This data will be documented under “start level”.
c. Provide multiple pages for section IV and section V. We suggest that 2
additional pages be added for each of these sections.

3. UST Facility Operations Inspection Form:
a. Page 2, section 1 question 3 should say “Tank installation date”.
b. Page 2, section I question 3a should be added for “Piping installation date”
c. Page 6 for overfill, spill containment, containment sump and release
detection equipment testing should identify what method was used (PEI RP 1200
or manufacturer).
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d. DEP should consider a yes/no check box for each testing section including
the cathodic protection survey section that asks whether or not the PADEP forms
were used to document testing.

4. Sensor Functionality Testing Form:
a. Please copy section IV. and provide at least 4 additional pages for testing
sensors. There will be many sites with more than 5 sensors that will require
annual testing. We suggest that 25 should cover a majority of sites.

Response: The Department acknowledges this comment. The comment does not
address the proposed regulatory amendments, but rather the draft forms provided as
supplementary documentation to the regulation. The Department has taken the comments
under advisement when developing the draft final forms relating to this rulemaking.

9. Comment: The Regulatory Analysis Form contained in the EQB’s proposed
rulemaking, as published for its October 2017 meeting, did not contain any estimates
of cost to the private sector. Further, Section F of the proposed rulemaking (as
published in 42 Pa.B. 1101) which describes costs, benefits and compliance, does not
provide a proper accounting (or even an attempt to estimate the costs) for the
significant increase in labor that will be necessary to satisi’ the various proposed
increased inspection, monitoring, supervising and recordkeeping requirements. DEP
notes in the RAF two key reasons it is proposing this rulemaking is “releases from
piping and spills and overflows associated with deliveries” and “release detection
equipment is only detecting approximately 50 percent of the releases it is designed to
detect.” In response to these concerns, DEP is proposing substantial additional
regulatory criteria on the public sector, including obligating the company receiving
delivery to monitor the offtake of fuels into the tank. It is not clear from the
Department’s documents or the minutes from the Storage Tank Advisory Committee if
the Department has determined if many companies currently have dedicated personnel
to observe the delivery of ftels as part of their standard operating procedure. DEP’s
cost discussion in the RAF does not estimate what it would cost the companies who do
not currently monitor delivery, or if this monitoring would yield improved
performance on the part of the delivery companies. Further, the cost discussions in the
RAF and Section F do not estimate, to the degree necessary to satisfy the Regulatory
Review Act, what additional DEl’ staffing and resources will be needed to implement
this substantially more stringent regulatory program, nor do the cost discussions
estimate or attempt to estimate the cost to the private sector for the significant amount
of increased inspections, monitoring and record-keeping being proposed.

As such, DEP should revise Subchapter F and the RAF to better account for the costs
to the Department and the private sector to implement the proposed provisions of
Subchapter 245, republish the documents, and offer another comment period with a
notice to the public and stakeholders asking specifically for cost estimates for the
various proposed additional regulatory obligations. The lack of a good faith effort to
document estimated costs to the Commonwealth and private sector, as obligated by the
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Regulatory Review Act, will constitute a substantial defect to any final rulemaking.
(18)

Response: The proposed UST and AST regulatory requirements largely focus on
additional testing and inspection of existing equipment. The costs to the regulated
community associated with the increased testing and inspection were presented and
detailed in item 19 of the RAF and Section F of the Preamble to the proposed
rulemaking. Further, Section F of the proposed Preamble stated, “Most of the proposed
amendments are necessary for the Commonwealth’s regulations in Chapter 245 to be
consistent with Federal requirements for USTs and retain EPA approval of the State
program. Without these proposed amendments, the EPA could not continue to approve
the State program and would then be required to implement the UST program in this
Commonwealth. Therefore, UST owners would incur the increased costs for their UST
facilities to comply with 40 CFR Part 280 even if Chapter 245 was not amended due to
the EPA’s revised regulations for USTs.” (48 Pa.B. 1101).

Please also see the response to Comment 5.

With regard to Department costs, Section F of the Preamble for the proposed rulemaking
states, “Under this proposed rulemaking, the Department would incur minimal additional
costs to publish notices in the Pennsylvania Bulletin for the following:

• Acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action plan.
• Notice of the Department’s final action on the remedial action plan.
• Acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action completion report.
• Notice of the Department’s final action on the remedial action completion report.
• Notice of variances approved by the Department.”

No additional Department program staff will be needed to implement the proposed or
final-form regulatory requirements. No new data system requirements are anticipated.

Further, Section F of the Preamble states, “The increase in proposed inspections and
testing by storage tank owners is expected to reduce Department costs. For example,
these proposed amendments will require all ASTs in underground vaults that require an
in-service inspection to be inspected within 6 and 12 months of installation and at least
every 3 years thereafter due to their history of non-compliance. This mirrors the
inspection requirement for USTs. Also, the initial inspection requirement and in-service
inspection cycle for small ASTs will be shortened from 10 years to 5 years. Based on
existing in-service inspections, the compliance rate with regulatory requirements is less
than 50%. When the facility operations inspection cycle for USTs was shortened from 5
years to 3 years in a prior rulemaking, the Department observed increased regulatory
compliance, fewer releases and a reduction in the severity of releases from liSTs, which
reduced Department staff time needed to follow-up on non-compliant facilities.” Based
on realized benefits, the increased frequency of inspections and testing is unchanged in
the final-form rulemaking.
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In response to the concern that DEP proposed substantial additional regulatory criteria on
the public sector, including obligating the company receiving delivery to monitor the
offlake of fuels into the tank, many of the proposed amendments only clafli5’ existing
regulatory requirements and do not create new requirements. For example, with the
requirement to monitor the offiake of fuel into the tank that the commentator cited,
existing regulatory requirements require transfers of fuel to a tank within the emergency
containment to be monitored for the duration of the transfer (See § 245.542 (d)(4)). In
addition, under § 245.541(a), the tank owner and operator are required to ensure the
transfer of fuel to the tank is adequately monitored and to take immediate action to stop
the flow of fuel in the event that an equipment failure occurs. In proposed amendments
in § 245.541(a), the Department is clarifying what it means to have adequate monitoring
and continues the requirement that transfers of fuel to the tank be monitored during the
transfer. The proposed amendments are retained in the final-form rulemaking.

Subchapters A and D — Definition of Release and Reportable Release, and Release
Reporting

10. Comment: The proposed revision to the definition of “release” is too confusing. We
suggest deleting the proposed language and adding the following: “If the total volume of
the released regulated substance as described above into liquid-tight containment sump or
emergency containment structure is recovered and removed, reporting is not required.”
(6)

Response: The Department respectfl.ilIy disagrees that any spill’ that is completely
recovered, irrespective of quantity, is not a “release.” The commcntator’s revision would
allow potentially hundreds or thousands of gallons of a regulated substance to be released
to an emergency containment structure without any reporting of the release to the
Department.

To clarify a facility owner and operator’s reporting requirements, the Department has
added a definition for “immediate threat of contamination” in the final-form rulemaking,
under which spills from a storage tank into a containment structure that equal or exceed
applicable CERCLA reportable quantity thresholds or are an amount equal to or greater
than a “discharge” under § 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water
Act) (33 U.S.C. § 1321) pose an immediate threat of contamination to soils, subsurface
soils, surface water or groundwater, and are therefore “releases.” The only exception to
what constitutes a “release” under this new definition is a petroleum spill less than 25
gallons into a liquid-tight containment sump or emergency containment structure that
results from a tank handling activity if the certified installer providing direct onsite
supervision has control over it, if it is completely contained and if, prior to the certified
installer leaving the storage tank facility, the total volume is recovered and removed.

Throughout this Comment Response document, unless made clear by the context, the Department uses the word
“spill” or “spilling” broadly to mean spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a
storage tank.
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Consistent with the description above, the first step in the spill reporting requirements in
the final-form rulemaking is to determine if the spill is a “release,” as defined. If a
petroleum spill is a “release,” the next step is to determine if that “release” needs to be
reported under § 245.3050). Under § 245.3050), the release will need to be reported
unless the following three criteria, in the two situations described below, are met:

i. the owner or operator has control over the release,
ii. the release is completely contained, and
iii. the total volume of the release is recovered and removed within 24 hours

of the release.

Provided all three of the above criteria are met, the following release situations will not
be required to be reported to the Department:

I. A release of petroleum to an aboveground surface, including within an
emergency containment structure. that is less than 25 gallons;

2. A release of petroleum to a containment sump if the total volume of the
release is contained below the lowest sump penetration.

See § 245.3050)(l) and (2). If a petroleum “release” occurs and the requirements of

§ 245.3050) are not met, the “release” would need to be reported. The § 245.305(i)
petroleum exemptions are similar to the exemptions under the existing definition of
“reportable release,” which is deleted in the final-form rulemaking as it was in the
proposed rulemaking.

In the final-form rulemaking, the Department deleted the CERCLA Reportable Quantity
exemption in § 245.3050) and included it in the definition of “immediate threat of
contamination.”

11. Comment: § 245.1 Definitions — The proposed amendments delete the definition of a
“reportable release” and redefine a “release” to include all spills, leaks, emissions,
discharges, escapes, leaching or disposals of a regulated substance into a containment.
The definition ftirther states that releases into a containment structure poses an
immediate threat of contamination of the soils, subsurface soils, surface water or
groundwater. except when a regulated substance is present in a liquid-tight containment
sump or emergency containment structure as a result of a tank handling activity, if the
certified installer providing direct oversite supervision has control. We strongly
disagree with the amended definition of a release and the deletion of the definition of a
reportable release. Containment structures, emergency containments, containment
sumps, and double-walled tanks are designed to contain spills, leaks, emissions,
discharges, escapes, and leaching to prevent contamination to the environment. For
example, by definitions a containment sump is a liquid-tight container and emergency
containment serves to convey, capture and contain the total volume of an anticipated
release of regulated substances from a tank system. Therefore, a release, spill, etc. into
these containments does not pose an immediate threat to the environment. Also, it is
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contradictory to state that a release into these structures poses an immediate threat and
then state that it isn’t an immediate threat if the certified installer is providing direct
oversite. No changes should be made to the definitions in the current rule for “release”
and “reportable release.” (9)

Response: The Department agrees that containment structures that comply with

§ 245.542 (relating to containment requirements for aboveground storage tank systems)
requirements help prevent contamination to environmental media. Containment
systems, alone, do not eliminate the risk of contamination. Containment systems may
malfunction, may require maintenance, or may be unsupervised for prolonged periods.
The Department’s proposed revisions reflect the Department’s position that, in the
context of reporting a spill, preventing contamination includes addressing the quantity of
the spill as well determining whether the containment structure contained the spill and
whether the owner of the facility removed the spill within 24 hours. If the system is
damaged — if the integrity of the system is not satisfactory — it is not containing the spill,
thus potentially triggering reporting requirements. This is important information,
without which the Department cannot perform its oversight duties. While changes from
the proposed rulemaking are made in the final-form rulemaking, the essential approach
taken in the proposed rulemaking remains the same.

12. Comment: § 245.304 Investigation of Suspected Releases & § 245.305 Reporting
Releases

— § 245.304(c) states that except as provided in § 245.3050), if a release has
occurred, the owner or operator shall report it within 24 hours and initiate corrective
action. Section 245.3050) states that under certain criteria a release does not require
reporting if removed with 24 hours, including releases within an emergency
containment. Since the proposed amendment definition of a release include discharges
into containment sumps and emergency containments and some containment areas are
not required to be inspected daily, virtually every discharge no matter how minor into
these containments designed to prevent releases into the environment could result into
reporting and potential corrective action. Again, no changes should be made to the
current definitions in § 245.1 for a release and reportable release, § 245.305(a) should
state that reportable releases are required to be reported within 24 hours and proposed
amendment § 245.3050) should be deleted. (9)

Response: The final-form amendments only consider a spill that equals or exceeds
CERCLA thresholds, or a spill that is an amount equal to or greater than a discharge as
defined in § 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act) to be a
“release.” The final-form rulemaking retains the existing definition of “release” in

§ 245.1. The Department has added a definition of “immediate threat of contamination”
to § 245.1 to clarify that a spill of a CERCLA hazardous substance directly to either
environmental media or into a containment structure or facility will not be a “release”
and will not trigger reporting requirements if the spill is less than the respective
reporting requirements in CERCLA. Similarly, § 245.3050) has been amended to
exclude releases of petroleum less than 25 gallons into emergency containment and a
release of petroleum to a containment sump where the total volume released is below the
lowest sump penetration from reporting requirements if the facility owner or operator
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contains it, controls it, and promptly removes it. In the final-form rulemaking, no
change from the proposed language is made to 245.305(a).

13. Comment: § 245.1 (Definitions) & § 245.305 - By removing the term “reportable
release” and re-defining “release” the Department is essentially stating the case that
tank owners and operators are not capable of determining what releases constitutes an
immediate threat to surface water, groundwater, bedrock, soil or sediment.” Small
leaks within a secondary containment structure (e.g. inside a building) and are cleaned
up within a short period of time do not pose an immediate threat of contamination to
soils, subsurface soils, surface water, or groundwater and should not be deemed a
release subject to reporting, site characterization or remedial actions. We recommend
retaining the current definitions or to ensure the language properly differentiates
between the requirements for large and small releases. (10)

Response: Tank owners and operators play an integral role in the prevention of
contamination by maintaining storage tank facilities and by addressing spills. The
amendments in the final-form rulemaking properly balance the capabilities of those
facilities that have efficient containment and response capabilities with the Department’s
need and ability to effectively implement mandates of the Storage Tank Act, and protect
the environment. (35 P.S. § 6021.101 — 6021.2104.) The final-form amendments only
require a spill that is equal to or exceeds CERCLA thresholds or is an amount equal to or
greater than a discharge as defined in § 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(Clean Water Act), to be a “release.” The Department added a definition of “immediate
threat of contamination” to § 245.1 to clarify a spill of a CERCLA hazardous substance
directly to either environmental media or into a containment structure or facility will not
be a “release” and will not trigger reporting requirements if that spill is less than the
respective reporting requirements in CERCLA. Similarly, a spill of petroleum into
emergency containment will not need to be reported if the spill is less than 25 gallons and
if the facility owner or operator contains it, controls it, and promptly removes it.

14. Comment: Chapter 245 contains multiple changes that implicate reporting obligations
with respect to ASTs and USTs. Under the proposed changes to Chapter 245, the
definition of a “reportable release” has been eliminated and supplemental language has
been added to the definition of a “release.” In addition, 25 Pa. Code § 245.305 has been
revised in connection with release reporting obligations. The upshot of these changes is
to significantly expand the scope of release reporting requirements.

A key element of the requirements that apply to regulated ASTs and USTs is that they
employ secondary containment. Secondary containment serves as an additional layer of
protection to prevent regulated substances being held in regulated tanks from reaching
the environment (e.g., soils, groundwater or surface water). By design, secondary
containment keeps regulated substances out of the environment.

Both federal and state release reporting requirements are generally predicated on the
concept that for a release to be reportable, it needs to reach the environment. The
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proposed changes to Chapter 245 largely eviscerate this concept. 25 Pa. Code § 245.1
currently defines a “release” as follows:

Spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a storage
tank into surface waters and groundwaters of this Commonwealth or soils or subsurface
soils in an amount equal to or greater than the reportable released quantity determined
under section 102 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.A. § 9602), and regulations promulgated thereunder, or
an amount equal to or greater than a discharge as defined in section 311 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1321), and regulations promulgated
thereunder. The term also includes spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping,
leaching or disposing from a storage tank into a containment structure or facility that
poses an immediate threat of contamination of the soils, subsurface soils, surface water
or groundwater.

This provision already “pushes the envelope” in that it treats as a release a situation
where regulated substances enter a containment structure in a manner such that the
regulated substances pose an immediate threat of contamination of soils, subsurface
soils, surface water or groundwater. The rationale for this element of the definition of a
release is grounded in the perspective that reporting an incident as a release may be
appropriate where the secondary containment system is in imminent danger of failure
such that regulated substances are posing an immediate threat of entering the
environment. The “immediate threat” standard is not met, however, where secondary
containment is functioning as it should (in other words, it is keeping the release from a
tank system from entering the environment).

In the proposed changes to Chapter 245, the EQB largely iguores the functionality of
secondary containment. The proposed changes to the definition of a “release”
automatically classify entry of a regulated substance into a containment structure or a
facility as an “immediate threat” thereby meeting the definition of a release except in
very narrowly circumscribed circumstances. Specifically, the amended definition of a
“release” includes the following language:

All spills, leaks, emissions, discharges, escapes, leaching or disposals of a regulated
substance into a containment structure or facility pose an immediate threat of
contamination of the soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater, except when
a regulated substance is present in a liquid-tight containment sump or emergency
containment structure as a result of a tank handling activity, if the certified installer
providing direct onsite supervision has control over the regulated substance, the
regulated substance is completely contained and, prior to the certified installer leaving
the storage tank facility, the total volume of the regulated substance is recovered and
removed.

This language is overly broad. Rather than creating a presumption that any escape of a
regulated substance into secondary containment constitutes a release, it would be far
more helpful to identify by way of example those limited circumstances where the
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presence of a regulated substance in secondary containment actually poses an
“immediate threat” to environmental media.

Proposed changes to 25 Pa. Code § 245.305 compound the problems noted above.
While the definition of a “reportable release” and its important exceptions have been
eliminated from Chapter 245, some of the concepts from the definition of a reportable
release have reappeared in 25 Pa. Code § 245.305(i). However, the proposed language
is overly restrictive. For example, it appears that PADEP and the EQB contemplate as a
predicate to being insulated from release reporting requirements that “any defective
storage tank system component that caused or contributed to the release is properly
repaired or replaced” within 24 hours. Such repairs may take far longer to accomplish
than 24 hours but may pose no additional risks to the environment because other
measures are occurring. Similarly, the volumetric exceptions that were contained in the
definition of a reportable release (25 gallons for petroleum and reportable quantities for
hazardous substances) were based on quantities of regulated substances reaching “an
aboveground surface.” The proposed language in 25 Pa. Code § 245.3050) requires that
the amounts of petroleum and regulated substances reaching secondary containment be
counted for purposes of determining whether the foregoing quantity thresholds have
been met. This twist in the proposed regulatory language will effectively eliminate the
exceptions to release reporting where secondary containment is functioning as it is
supposed to.

We believe that the proposed changes to release reporting obligations under Chapter 245
go well beyond current requirements and are inconsistent with the basic framework of
release reporting requirements under federal and state law. We respectfully request that
the proposed changes be withdrawn. (11), (18)

Response: The Department agrees that containment structures that comply with the

§ 245.542 requirements help prevent contamination to environmental media. The
Department’s proposed addition of a description of “immediate threat of contamination”
does not ignore the important role that these systems play in protecting the environment.
Containment systems alone, however, do not eliminate the risk of contamination.
Containment systems may malfunction or require maintenance, or may be unsupervised
for prolonged periods. The Department’s proposed and final-form amendments reflect
the Department’s position that, in the context of reporting a spill, preventing
contamination includes addressing the quantity of the spill, as well ensuring that the
containment structure contains a spill and that the facility timely responds. Implicit in
any “release” determination is an evaluation of the containment system and whether it is
accomplishing its task. If the system is damaged — if the integrity of the system is not
satisfactory — it is not containing the spill, thus potentially triggering reporting
requirements. This is important information, without which the Department cannot
perform its oversight duties.

In addition, in response to this comment and others, the Department has removed from

§ 245.305(i) in the final-form rulemaking the requirement that a facility repair any
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defective component as part of the release reporting decision process, to claH& any
potential conffision. Please also see the responses to Comments 12 and 13.

15. Comment: Spills that pose no threat of contamination are not releases. The General
Assembly enacted the Storage Tank Act to prevent storage tank releases from
contaminating the Commonwealth’s lands and waters. 35 P.S. § 6021.102 (relating to
legislative findings). Declaring these releases to threaten public health and safety, the
General Assembly sought to prevent their occurrence, provide liability for damages
resulting from any releases and require prompt cleanup. 35 P.S. § 6021.102(b).
Consistent with its goal of protecting the environment, the General Assembly focused
on preventing and cleaning up those spills that cause contamination, not spills that pose
no risk of degrading the environment.

To effectuate these goals, the Storage Tank Act distinguishes between spills to the
environment and spills captured by a containment structure. This distinction recognizes
that a spill to the environment has a direct impact, while a spill to a containment
structure may never reach the environment and cause pollution.

Spills to the environment are “releases” if they reach a reportable quantity threshold.
35 P.S. § 6021.103 (relating to definitions). But spills into a containment structure are
releases only if they pose an immediate threat of contamination of the environment.
The Storage Tank Act provides that the term “release” “shall also include spilling,
leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a storage tank into
a containment structure or facility that poses an immediate threat of contamination of
the soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater.” 35 P.S. § 6021.103
(emphasis added). In the ordinary situation at our facilities and those of other companies
deploying containment structures that satisfy Chapter 245 requirements, a spill to a
containment structure poses no such threat.

Existing regulations properly classify spills to a containment structure as releases only
when they pose an immediate threat of contamination. The current definition of the
term “release” in Chapter 245 is consistent with the Act as it distinguishes releases from
a storage tank into the environment from releases “from a storage tank into a
containment structure or facility that poses an immediate threat of contamination of the
soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater.” 25 Pa. Code § 245.1 (release). A
spill to the environment constitutes a “release” only if it is in an amount equal to or
greater than either the reportable released quantity under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (“CERCLA”) or
sufficient to constitute a discharge as defined in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(“Clean Water Act”). In contrast, a spill to a containment structure constitutes a release
only if it poses an immediate threat of contamination of the environment. With respect
to spills to containment structures, an evaluation of whether and when the spill may
reach the environment as well as its potential environmental impact determines whether
a release has occurred.

The Environmental Hearing Board (“EHB”) held this regulatory language to be clear. In
Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. (“Merck”) v. DEP, 2016 EHB 411, the EHB considered
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whether Merck’s SPRP submitted in connection with a tank permit application conforms
to the release reporting regulations. The SPRP provided that Merck personnel will
determine whether a spill to an intact containment structure poses an immediate threat of
contamination to environmental media, and report the spill to the Department only if the
spill poses such a risk. The Department denied Merck’s permit application based on its
position that only the Department, and not Merck, can determine whether spills that are
completely contained in a containment structure and not released to the environment pose
“an immediate threat of contamination.” The Department contended that spills to a
containment structure must be reported to the same extent as releases directly to the
environment. In rejecting the Department’s position and granting Merck’s motion for
summary judgment, the EHB stated:

The definition of “release” is clear and unambiguous. There is no “release” (and
therefore, no reportable release) unless the spill is from a storage tank into
environmental media or “into a containment structure or facility that poses an
immediate threat of contamination of’ environmental media. Under the
definitions of both “release” and “reportable release,” it is clear that fully
contained spills that pose no immediate threat need not be reported.

Id. at 421. Because the existing regulations and the Storage Tank Act define “release”
in the virtually identical language, the EHB’s holding that the regulatory language is
clear also signifies that the statutory language is clear. Any amendment to the
regulations must not contravene this clear statutory language. (13)

Response: As an initial matter, the Merck case involved the legal interpretation of the
terms “release” and “reportable release,” as those terms are currently defined in Chapter
245. The EHB held that Merck correctly interpreted the regulatory requirements of
Chapter 245 within its spill prevention response plan (SPRP) for Merck’s West Point
facility. The EHB did not comment on whether any type or amount of spill might
constitute an “immediate threat of contamination,” nor did it review or endorse Merck’s
West Point facility’s SPRP or containment structure as an effective means of containing
spills or dealing with an “immediate threat of contamination.” Instead, the El-lB
commented that the Department should propose its policy preference — that spills to a
containment structure should be reported — to the EQB. (2016 EHB at 420).

The Department’s amendment of the “release” definition in the proposed rulemaking, and
its addition of a definition of “immediate threat of contamination” in the final-form
rulemaking, are consistent with that directive and do not contravene the Storage Tank
Act’s definition of “release.” Under Section 103 of the Storage Tank Act, 35 P.S.

§ 6021.103, and existing 25 Pa. Code § 245.1, a “release” is defined to include spilling
“from a storage tank into a containment structure or facility that poses an immediate
threat ofcontamination of soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater.”
(Emphasis added.) Neither the Storage Tank Act nor existing Chapter 245 defines
“immediate threat of contamination,” which has confused the analysis and reporting of
spills within a containment structure. The Department clanfies what constitutes an
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“immediate threat of contamination” and resolves these issues in the final-form
rulemaking.

In response to Merck’s comments, as well as those from other commentators, the
Department deleted the language it proposed to add to the definition of “release” and
replaced it with a definition of “immediate threat of contamination” to clari& that spills
from a storage tank into a containment structure that equal or exceed applicable
CERCLA reportable quantity thresholds or are an amount equal to or greater than a
“discharge” under § 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act)
(33 U.S.C. § 1321) pose an immediate threat of contamination to soils, subsurface soils,
surface water or groundwater, and are therefore “releases.” As a result, the Department
does not believe that there will be a scenario, like the one proposed by the commentator,
in which a spill that is less than CERCLA-reportable quantities and is otherwise not a
“release” qualifies as an “immediate threat of contamination” because it is in a
containment structure.

In addition, the Department has defined “immediate threat of contamination” to exclude
spills of petroleum less than 25 gallons that are a result of a tank handling activity if a
certified installer responds to them promptly. The Department believes that this revision
streamlines analysis of whether a spill is a “release” and, if so, whether the “release”
needs to be reported. In addition, the proposed revision avoids burdening facilities that
have efficient containment and response capabilities while preserving the Department’s
need and ability to implement the Storage Tank Act effectively.

Please also see the responses to Comments 12-14.

16. Comment: The definition of “release” in the proposed regulations improperly stands
the statutory definition on its head. The proposed rulemaking seeks to modi& the
definition of”release” to “clarify” that the verbiage “that poses an immediate threat of
contamination’ in the Storage Tank Act and existing regulations refers to all spills of a
regulated substance into a containment structure or facility. According to the proposed
rulemaking, the draft regulations would revise the regulatory definition of ‘release” to
“clarify” that in all but one limited set of circumstances, “all releases into a containment
structure or facility pose an immediate threat of contamination of soils, subsurface soils,
surface water or groundwater.” Proposed rulemaking Section E, paragraph 5.

This is no mere “clarification.” It seeks to reverse the EHB’s holding that a spill to a
containment structure is not a release, and need not be reported, when the tank owner or
operator determines that the spill does not pose an immediate threat of contamination of
environmental media. Notably absent from the proposed amendment is any
consideration of facts specific to the spill and containment structure at issue, such as
whether the containmnt structure will prevent the spill from reaching the environment
and, if not, whether the spill will cause environmental harm.

Plainly some spills do not cause or threaten harm. The statutory and regulatory
definitions of release encompass spills directly to the environment only in amounts equal
to or exceeding the specified reportable quantities. 35 P.S. § 6021.103 (release) and
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25 Pa. Code § 245.1 (release). Yet the proposed revision to Section 245.1 would
classify even spills less than reportable quantities as releases if made to a containment
structure. This is plainly flawed. If a spill directly to the environment below a
reportable quantity causes no harm and is not a release, then clearly the same spill to a
containment structure, whether or not captured by that structure, likewise does not
immediately threaten or cause contamination. And if a spill is fiJIly captured, it would
not pose a threat of contamination, yet alone an “immediate” threat, even if it exceeded
the reportable quantity. The Storage Tank Act establishes a fact-specific standard -

poses an immediate threat of contamination - but the proposed rule disregards the facts.

The Storage Tank Act’s mandate to consider whether a spill to a containment structure
poses an immediate threat of contamination of the environment is soundly based on the
function of containment structures. These structures are designed to accomplish a goal
of the Storage Tank Act, preventing releases to the environment. Chapter 245
recognizes their effectiveness. Indeed, the proposed rulemaking states: “Secondary
containment reduces releases to the environment by containing releases from the
primary containment area in a second containment area to ensure detection before the
contaminants reach the environment.” Proposed rulemaking at D.

More particularly, Section 245.542 imposes stringent requirements applicable to
secondary and emergency containment structures. They must be of very low
permeability, Section 245.542(c) and (d), and of sufficient capacity to contain a spill.
Section 245.542(e). A spill to a low permeability structure does not pose an
“immediate” threat to the environment. In addition, stringent standards for new
containment structures must be met or a professional engineer must verify “that the
emergency containment structure, coupled with the tank monitoring program and
response plan, is capable of detecting and recovering a release and is designed to
prevent contamination of the waters of this Commonwealth.” Section
245.542(d)(2)(ii). Based upon these and Chapter 245’s inspection and repair
requirements (let alone more stringent requirements in Merck’s Engineering Design
Standard), the proposal to declare that every spill to a containment structure poses an
immediate threat of contamination is contrary to fact.

When the General Assembly defined “release” to include all spills to the environment in
reportable quantities, but only those spills to containment structures that pose an
immediate threat of release, it clearly considered containment structures to reduce
environmental risk. As the quote from the proposed rulemaking set forth above
illustrates, Chapter 245 acknowledges the protective value of these structures. The
proposed amendment classifying all spills to containment structures as releases
encompasses a broader range of spills when made to a containment structure than when
made directly to the environment, and thereby turns the statutory definition on its head.

The exemptions under proposed Section 245.3050) are unreasonable narrow as applied
to releases to containment structures. Assuming arguendo that the Board decides to
deem all spills to a containment structure to be “releases,” an amendment that would
contravene the Storage Tank Act and fact-specific evaluations of whether an immediate
threat of contamination exists, the maximum volume of a release that the proposed
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rulemaking would exempt from reporting is the same for a release directly to the
environment as for a release occurring and remaining completely within an emergency
containment structure. This improperly disregards the lower risk to the environment
when a spill is contained.

For example, if a spill of 25 gallons of petroleum from our 400,000 gallon storage tank
entered the containment structure, it would occupy less than .006% of secondary
containment capacity. Except under extraordinary circumstances, this spill would not
present an immediate threat of contamination of the environment; the containment
structure, careffilly designed, constructed and maintained by our company at
considerable cost, would eliminate any such threat.

The proposed rulemaking recognizes elsewhere that certain spills to containment
structures or facilities, such as those shown to be liquid tight, are unlikely to result in
environmental harm. See, e.g., proposed § 245.303(e)(l) (regarding waiver of corrective
action requirements). Actual threat of contamination of the environment may depend
on, among other factors, the integrity of the containment structure, its design and
construction (see § 542), the quantity, toxicity and other characteristics of the substance
spilled, and the location and nature of the environmental media or resources that may be
impacted.

By relying solely on reportable quantity thresholds with regard to spillls to containment
structures, the proposed rulemaking does not properly consider the actual immediate
threat posed by a spill, as the definition of release” in the Storage Tank Act rcquires it
to do. (13)

Response: The Department incorporates its discussion in the response to Comment 15
regarding the EHB ‘ s Opinion in Merck Sharpe & Do/zinc Corp v. DEP, 2016 EHB 411
into this response. As discussed above, in Merck, the EHB did not consider what type or
quantity of a spill poses an immediate threat of contamination. Rather, it considered the
interpretations of “release” and “reportable release” and which party is entitled to
determine whether a spill constitutes an “immediate threat of contamination.” See Merck
at 413-14.

The commentator bases concerns with the proposed amendments, in part, on the notion
that all containment structures constructed to satisfy the requirements of § 245.542
categorically eliminate any “immediate threat of contamination.” In further support of
these concerns, the commentator cites to § 245.542(d)(2)(ii), which requires
“[vjerification by a professional engineer that the emergency containment structure,
coupled with the tank monitoring program and response plan, is capable of detecting and
recovering a release.” The commentator also asserts that the size of its storage tank and
its containment structure will mitigate against the risk of an immediate threat of
contamination.

The Department agrees that compliance with § 245.542 will mitigate against potential
contamination. The Department’s proposed and final-form amendments are consistent
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with that perspective. Based on 29 years of facility inspections and enforcement
experience, the Department respectfully disagrees, however, that containment structures,
alone, are a fail-safe plan to prevent contamination. Section 245.542 is not a self-
verifying provision of the Storage Tank regulations—the Department must inspect
facilities on a regular basis to determine if a facility, including its containment structure.
is in compliance with regulatory requirements. See, for instance, 35 P.S. § 6021.107;

§ 245.551-245.554.

Section 245.542 only requires verification that the containment structure is capable of
detecting and recovering a release. A pennittee’s success in operating and maintaining
the containment structure, however, is dependent on ongoing compliance and regular
inspections. While the size of the commentator’s storage tank and containment structure
may mitigatc the risk of contamination, a storage tank facility’s integrity is only one of a
number of factors to be considered when addressing a spill. The commentator
acknowledges this by stating that the “[a]cWal threat of contamination of the environment
may depend on, among other factors, the integrity of the containment structure, its design
and construction (see § 542), the quantity, toxicity and other characteristics of the
substance spilled, and the location and the nature of the environmental media or resources
that may be impacted.”

Considering all the factors, the Department believes that determining whether a spill is an
“immediate threat of contamination” involves a contemporary, fact-specific
determination of the quantity of the spilled regulated substance, and, in the case of a
petroleum “release,” whether the containment structure has contained the release and
whether the facility has responded to it in a timely manner. The amendments in the final-
form rulemaking accomplish this goal.

Please also see the responses to Comments 12-! 5.

17. Comment: The proposed misclassification of releases harms the regulated community
by triggering unnecessary reporting, corrcctive action and other obligations.
Classifying all spills to containment structures as “releases” adversely affects our
company and other tank owners and operators. Under the proposed rulemaking, any
release must be reported to the Department as soon as practicable, but no later than
24 hours after the confirmation of a release. 25 Pa. Code § 245.305. Because the
proposed regulations classify any spill of any quantity to a containment structure as a
release, absent an exemption even a single drop of a substance spilled from a tank
system into a containment structure must be reported. The reporting exemptions in
proposed Section 245.3050) in effect apply the same quantity thresholds to spills
directly to the environment and spills to containment structures, provided that the
release is “completely contained” and remediated within 24 hours. But a completely
contained spill that is promptly remediated does not pose an immediate threat of
contamination and, under the Storage Tank Act, is not a release in the first instance. The
proposed regulations improperly classify these spills as releases and then exempt them
from reporting. But because this exemption applies only to spills below their reportable
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quantities, the exemption does not apply to spills to containment structures in greater
amounts that nonetheless pose no immediate threat of contamination.

Requiring tank owners and operators to report spills that are captured in a containment
structure and promptly remediated, including those exceeding the reportable quantities,
imposes unnecessary (and unauthorized) burden. Reporting requires more than the mere
submission of a form. At our company, it involves internal processes to ensure that
submissions are accurate and complete. Heightened reporting likewise places a burden
on the Department to review the submission. The proposed rulemaking asserts that the
amendments will reduce the administrative burden on the Department, see proposed
rulemaking at F, yet requiring review of reports of spills to intact containmcnt structures
produces the opposite result.

Unnecessary spill reporting creates a record susceptible to misinterpretation by other
government agencies or the public. The proposed rulemaking declares that every
spill to containment poses an immediate threat of contamination of the environment.
Other agencies or the public may review spill report records and conclude that the
tank owner endangered the public, when in fact the tank owner can demonstrate that
any risk to the public or environment was negligible. This misunderstanding may
result in citizen suits or enforcement actions for spills that did not actually pose any
threat.

In addition to causing needless reporting, misclassiing spills fully captured by
containment structures as releases posing an immediate threat of contamination
triggers unnecessary corrective action obligations (unless exempt under § 245.3050)).
These involve a time-consuming site characterization and preparation of a site
characterization report, even when no cleanup is needed. See proposed Sections
245.309 and 245.3 10. For example, if a reportable quantity of material, 25 gallons of
petroleum, were to spill to a large secondary containment structure during transfer to a
storage tank and be immediately recovered, the proposed regulations would require
performance of a site characterization and interim remedial action although no benefit
to the environment would ensue. Id.; see also § 245.306. These obligations would
apply regardless of the absence of any actual threat of contamination posed by the
spill. A storage tank owner would be relegated to seeking a waiver of corrective
action from the Department, a time-consuming endeavor for both the regulator and the
owner. See proposed rulemaking § 245.303(e)( 1) (authorizing the Department to
waive corrective action requirements when the release is to a “liquid-tight”
contaimnent structure). All of these burdens and other adverse consequences to tank
owners occur because the proposed rulemaking would amend the definition of
“release” in a manner which contravenes the Act. (13)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees that reporting releases under the
proposed revisions will result in unnecessary reporting, burdening tank owners, operators
and the Department. As articulated above in the response to Comment 15, the
Department has added a definition for “immediate threat of contamination” in the final
form rulemaking to c1arif’ which spills constitute a “release” within containment.
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Further, in recognition of the commentator’s comments regarding needless reporting, the
Department believes that the definition of “immediate threat of contamination” in the
final-form rulemaking and the proposed and final-form rulemaking reporting
requirements in § 245.3050) properly exempt small spills from reporting and corrective
action. The Department believes that these amendments properly balance the capabilities
of those facilities that have efficient containment and response capabilities with the
Department’s need to effectively implement the Storage Tank Act and protect the
environment.

Further, under the commentator’s proposed scenario regarding a 25-gallon spill of
petroleum that occurs during transfer to a storage tank, while it may be considered a
release, the Department has also further clarified in § 245.303(e)(1) that the Department
may waive the need for further corrective action based on the nature of the release,
including a release into a containment structure or facility that is shown to be liquid-
tight. Regardless of the scenario, the Department respectfully disagrees that requesting a
waiver under * 245.303(e)(l) constitutes a “time consuming endeavor for both the
regulator and the owner.” The Department encourages frequent communications
between the Department and the regulated community to foster efficiency and
compliance.

Please also see the responses to Comments 12-16.

18. Comment: The Board should follow existing Federal and neighboring states’ release
reporting regulations that focus on actual risk. The regulations of other environmental
agencies and neighboring states recognize that spills to a containment structure pose
less risk than spills directly to the environment. Minimizing risk is the reason for
constructing an emergency or secondary containment system, and supports a less
stringent reporting requirement for these spills.

The spill reporting requirements under several federal programs recognize that no
environmental benefit exists to warrant burdening tank owners with reporting each and
every spill to secondary containment, but rather regulations should consider the actual
threat of environmental harm. For example, under the Clean Water Act, discharges of
oil into or upon navigable waters of the United States must be reported only when the
quantity of the spill may be harmful to public health or the environment. 33 U.S.C.

§ 132 l(b)(4). The regulations implementing this requirement, 40 CFR § 110.3,
establish that the quantities of oil discharges that ‘may be harmful” are those that cause
a violation of applicable water quality standards or a film or sheen on the surface of the
water, among other similar observable conditions.

Apart from oil, notice of a discharge of a hazardous substance must be reported under the
Clean Water Act if the discharge is in an amount equal to or exceeding such substance’s
reportable quantity. 40 C.F.R. * 117.21. But unless and until a hazardous substance
reaches the waters of the United States, no notification requirement is triggered.
40 C.F.R. § 117.11. If a spill to a containment structure does not reach or threaten to
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reach the environment, notification to the Department of the spill will not fhrther the
objective of protecting the environment.

The spill reporting requirements of the federal UST regulations are consistent with our
position. Implementation of the federal underground storage tank program may be
delegated to the states. 40 C.F.R. Part 281 (Approval of State Underground Storage
Tank Programs). To obtain delegation, a state must require reporting of ‘underground
releases and any spills and oveffills that are not contained and cleaned up.” 40 C.F.R.

§ 281.34(b) (emphasis added). Neither a “release” nor an “underground release” occurs
unless environmental media are impacted. 40 C.F.R. § 280.12. Under this standard,
Pennsylvania is not obligated to require reporting of a spill contained by secondary
containment and cleaned up. Similarly, absent delegation, EPA does not require
reporting of spills to secondary containment so long as there is no release to the
environment, any defective equipment is repaired or replaced, and the liquid in the
interstitial space of secondarily contained systems is removed. 40 C.F.R. § 280.50(b).

The leak and spill response regulatory requirements for tank systems at hazardous
waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities regulated under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”) require the owner or operator to remove
materials released to a secondary containment system within 24 hours, or as soon as
possible, to “prevent harm to human health and the environment.” 40 C.F.R.

§ 264.196(b)(2). A spill to secondary containment that does not reach the
environment does not trigger the RCRA notification requirement. 40 C.F.R.

§ 264.196(d).

At the state level, New York’s release reporting regulations exempt from reporting all
spills to secondary containment, regardless of quantity, as long as the following
conditions are met: (i) the secondary containment system meets certain design
requirements; (ii) the spill or overfill is controlled and completely contained within 24
hours; (iii) the total volume of the spill or overfill is recovered or accounted for; and
(iv) the spill will not result in certain conditions including fire, explosion,
contravention of air quality standards, harmful vapors, or runoff from fire control or
dilution waters contributing to a contravention of water quality standards. 6 CRRNY
598.1 4(a)(4).

In Delaware, the aboveground storage tank regulations require reporting of a leak
(defined as a failure of an aboveground storage tank to contain a regulated
substance) of a regulated substance inside secondary containment in any quantity
only if the regulated substance cannot be cleaned up within 7 days.
7DERegs l352PartE 1.1.2.

Finally, New Jersey’s aboveground storage tank regulations require notification to the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection “immediately after a discharge
commences.” N.J.A.C 7:1E5.3(a). Notably, the definition of”discharge” involves a
release into waters or onto land. The definition expressly states that the term does not
include “leak,” which is defined as “any escape of a hazardous substance from the
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ordinary containers employed in the normal course of storage, transfer, processing or use
into a secondary containment or diversion system or onto a surface which is cleaned up
and removed prior to its escape into the waters or onto the lands of the State.” N.J.A.C
7:1 E 1.6 (emphasis added). New Jersey also exempts from reporting any discharge that
is not otherwise required to be reported under any other state or federal rule so long as
the discharge occurs at a facility that has a discharge prevention and discharge removal
plan, or another related approved plan, if the discharge “[h]as not entered any waters of
the State or miwated off site” and within 24 hours the discharge is stopped and
contained in accordance with such plan and is cleaned up and removed.
N.J.A.C 7:l&5.3(e)(l).

The federal government and each of these neighboring states exhibit a common-sense
approach to release reporting. Pennsylvania’s current Storage Tank regulations do the
same, and no change to the release reporting requirements is needed to protect human
health or the environment. (13)

Response: The commentator cites to various State and Federal spill reporting
requirements and asserts that they more appropriately consider storage tank containment
structures and the risk of each spill.

The Department notes that the regulatory authorities to which the commentator cites
contain reportable quantity limits and a consideration of the potential risk of each spill
contaminating environmental media. In particular, the commentator cites to New York’s
release reporting regulations, which require analysis of the design of a containment
system, whether the facility capably responded to a spill within a timely manner, the
quantity of the spill, and whether the spill will potentially result in additional hazards.
Similarly, both Delaware and New Jersey require responses to spills within a timely
period.

The reporting requirements in § 245.3 05(i) in the final-form rulemaking are consistent
with those cited by the commentator. To be excluded from reporting requirements under
the Department’s final-form rulemaking, a spill must not exceed reportable quantity
limits, and, in the case of a petroleum release less than 25 gallons, the facility owner or
operator must contain and remove the entire volume of the release within 24 hours. In
addition, if the petroleum spill is the result of a tank handling activity, the spill must be
within a liquid-tight containment sump or an emergency containment structure, and the
certified installer must have control over and contain the regulated substance before he or
she leaves the facility. As with the sources cited by the commentator, the Department’s
final-form rulemaking requires consideration of the quantity and location of the spill, and
the facility’s timeliness responding to it.

Please also see the responses to Comments 12-17.

19. Comment: DEP in the proposed revised language in 245.1 and 245.305 proposes to
declare that “all releases into a containment structure or facility pose an immediate
threat of contamination of soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater.”
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245.1 notes that there is only one exception to this blanket declaration — “release of a
regulated substance into a liquid-tight containment sump or emergency containment
structure as a result of a lank handling activity, if the certified installer providing direct
onsite supervision has control over the regulated substance, the regulated substance is
completely contained and, prior to the certified installer leaving the storage tank
facility, the total volume of the regulated substance is recovered and removed.”
Section 245.3050) then specifically identifies the four criteria that must be met to not
constitute a reportable release: “I) the owner or operator has control over the release;
2) the release is completely contained; 3) the total volume of the release is recovered
and removed within 24 hours of the release; and 4) any defective storage tank system
component that caused or contributed to the release is properly repaired or replaced.”
Thcse two sections are inconsistent with one another. The definitional language in
245.1 does not contain the 24-hour time limit for removal or the requirement to repair
or replace defective system components. If a release is completely contained and
under control by the operator (and has not escaped from the containment system - in
other words, items #1 and 2 above are met), then it stands to reason the release does in
fact not pose a threat to soil or water. Further, it may not be possible given logistics
involved to have the material in containment removed within 24 hours. DEP does not
identi& how soon the defective component must be replaced in order for the release to
not be reported. (18)

Response: The Department has added a definition for “immediate threat of
contamination” in the final-form rulemaking to clarify the meaning of that term as used
in the definition of a “release.” As defined, a spill into a containment structure or
facility is an “immediate threat of contamination” if it exceeds its respective CERCLA
reportable quantity or is an amount equal to or greater than a “discharge” under § 311
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act), and is therefore a
release. Similarly, a spill of petroleum into emergency containment will not need to be
reported if the spill is less than 25 gallons and if the facility owner or operator contains
it, controls it, and promptly removes it.

In addition, the Department has removed the proposed language in § 245.3050) that
would have required repairs of defective system components in relation to release
reporting.

Please also see the responses to Comments 12-18.

20. Comment: EQB proposes to amend the definition of “release” and to delete the
definition of “reportable release.” These amendments have generated interest from the
regulated community. They believe the changes will require the reporting of every
spill into emergency and secondary containment structures as a “release” and argue
that a spill into a secure containment area is not necessarily a threat to the
environment. They contend that the revisions would trigger new reporting, corrective
action and other obligations that are not necessary for the protection of human health
and the environment. In addition, commentators contend that these amendments
conflict with the statutory definition of “release” found in Section 103 of the Storage
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Tank and Spill Prevention Act (35 P.S. § 6021.103) and the intention of the General
Assembly.

We have several questions about these amendments and the issues raised by
commentators. First, are these amendments needed to align Chapter 245 with EPA
amendments to its UST regulations? Second, why does EQB believe the amendments
being proposed are consistent with the statutory definition of “release” and the
intention of the General Assembly? Third, what is the need for the changes? Are the
existing requirements allowing spills to reach the environment and causing harm?
Finally, will the amendments require additional reporting and corrective action for
spills into emergency and secondary containment structures? If yes, what are the
differences between existing requirements and the new requirements? (20)

Response: The amendments are not needed to align Chapter 245 with EPA
amendments to its UST regulations. Rather, the amendments are needed to ensure
protection of the environment in a streamlined fashion.

The definition in the final-form rulemaking of “immediate threat of contamination” in
regard to USTs is only slightly more stringent than Federal regulations, which require
that state programs, at a minimum, require prompt reporting of all confirmed
underground releases and any spills and overfills that are not contained and cleaned up.
(40 CFR 28 1.34(b) (relating to release reporting, investigation, and confirmation)).
State programs must be no less stringent than EPA requirements but may be more
stringent. (40 CFR 281.11(b) (relating to general requirements [for approval of state
program])).

Under the final-form regulations, the Department will require a report of a release of
hazardous substances within containment if the release exceeds applicable reportable
quantities established by CERCLA. The Department will also require a report of a
petroleum release within containment if the release equals or exceeds 25 gallons or, if
less than 25 gallons, the release is not cleaned within 24 hours.

With regard to the amendments being consistent with the statutory definition of
“release” in the Storage Tank Act, please see the response to Comment 19, above.
With regard to the amendments being consistent with the General Assembly’s
intentions, the amendments in the final-form rulemaking meet the expressed intentions
of the General Assembly for the Department to prevent releases from storage tanks, to
establish with the Board a regulatory scheme to prevent releases and require prompt
cleanup and removal of pollution, and through the Board to adopt regulations that
cover release reporting and remediation of releases from storage tanks. (35 P.s.

§ 6021.102, 6021.106(a) and 6021.301 (a)(6) (relating to legislative findings; powers
and duties of Environmental Quality Board; and aboveground storage tank
requirements)).

The addition of the definition of “immediate threat of contamination” and the
amendment in § 245.3050) relating to releases and reportable releases are needed to
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produce increased compliance and more efficient oversight to ensure protection of the
environment. As set forth in Section D of the Preamble to this final-form rulemaking,
Background and Purpose, there were 210 confirmed releases from USTs in this
Commonwealth from October 1, 2016, through September 30, 2017, which were the
result of improper operation and maintenance of UST systems. Releases from piping
and spills and overfills associated with deliveries, and releases at the dispenser, have
emerged as common issues. In addition, as noted by EPA in the preamble to its final
rulemaking promulgated on July 15, 2015 at 80 FR 41566 (July 15, 2015 Final Rule),
release detection equipment is only successfully detecting approximately 50% of
releases it is designed to detect. (80 FR at 41567).

This is occurring under the existing regulations, which define “reportable release” in

§ 245.1 to require a storage tank owner or operator to report a release of a regulated
substance that “poses an immediate threat” to environmental media, unless the owner
or operator has control over the release, completely contains it and, within 24 hours of
the release, removes the total volume of the release. This definition requires an owner
or operator first to determine if the spill “poses an immediate threat,” and then, if it
does, to report it to the Department. Section 245.1 defines a “release” to include, “...

spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a storage
tank into a containment structure or facility that poses an immediate threat of
contamination...”

The phrase “immediate threat” in the existing regulations requires an undefined,
qualitative analysis by a facility owner or operator. As a result, the Department’s
ability to oversee and enforce relies in large part on the discretion of owners and
operators to report spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or
disposing from a storage tank. The Department’s addition of the definition of
“immediate threat of contamination” and deletion of the definition of “reportable
release” in the final-form rulemaking provide a simple quantitative approach that
streamlines the analysis of spills, balances the facility owner and operator’s desire to
exclude certain small spills from reporting, and ensures the Department’s ability to
adequately oversee the program. These clarified reporting requirements will enable the
Department to confirm that facilities are reporting spills and to determine whether
those spills impact the environment.

The Department does not agree that this new reporting structure will result in new
reporting or corrective action obligations for spills into emergency and secondary
containment structures. Facility owners and operators have always been required to
report releases that pose an immediate threat to the environment. Rather, this
clarification may result in more frequent reports to the Department, though the
Department also believes that the definition of “immediate threat of contamination” in
the final-form rulemaking will result in increased compliance and more efficient
oversight because it is quantitatively based, rather than left entirely to the discretion of
the facility owners and operators. Other than clarifying reporting obligations, the
Department is not amending the corrective action requirements in Chapter 245 to a
significant degree.
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21. Comment: Section 245.305 specifies procedures to be followed after the confirmation
of a release. New Subsection (i) identifies types of releases that do not need to be
reported to DEP. Commentators believe the exemptions are narrow and do not
properly consider the actual threat to the environment. Why did EQB adopt this
approach which relies on reportable quantities compared to an approach that would
allow the owner or operator of a storage tank system or storage tank facility to evaluate
the actual threat to the environment? EQB should explain the reasonableness of this
approach in the Preamble to the final-foni regulation. (20)

Response: The Department has altered its approach in the final-form rulemaking to
require reporting of releases into containment in fewer situations. In the final-fonn
rulemaking, the Department added a definition in § 245.1 for the phrase “immediate
threat of contamination” because the term is used in the existing and final-form
definition of “release” with regard to spills into containment. The new definition of
“immediate threat of contamination” excludes most spills into a containment structure
or facility below the applicable Federal reportable quantity limits. Though different in
respect to the location of the spill, this language minors language in existing statutory
and regulatory definitions of “release,” which exclude spills into environmental media
below Federal reportable quantity limits. 35 P.S. § 6021.103; 25 Pa. Code § 245.1.

With this new definition of “immediate threat of contamination,” most spills below the
applicable Federal reportable quantity limits will not be subject to the reporting
requirements of 245.305.

Regarding spills of petroleum, while any spill of petroleum from a storage tank absent
a certified installer’s onsite involvement will be a “release” under the definitions of
“immediate threat of contamination” and “release,” under § 245.3050) of the final-
form rulemaking an owner or operator will not need to report a spill of less than 25
gallons to an aboveground surface or a spill that is below the lowest containment sump
penetration, if the owner or operator contains and controls the spill, and removes the
total volume of the spill within 24 hours. In addition, the definition of “immediate
threat of contamination” does not include spills of petroleum that are less than 25
gallons into either a liquid-tight containment sump or emergency containment structure
that occur as a result of “tank handling activity,” as that term is defined in § 245.1.
Consequently, reporting would not be required.

The addition of a definition of “immediate threat of contamination” and the
amendments in the final-form rulemaking to the reporting exemptions under
§ 245.305(i) create a broad exemption for small spills that do not need to be reported
while balancing the Department’s need to effectively oversee the threat to the
environment and to protect against pollution. The Department believes that defining
“immediate threat of contamination” is a reasonable approach because a quantitative
review of a spill, rather than a qualitative analysis of a spill and its possible effects,
significantly simplifies release reporting analysis and clarifies the roles of owners,
operators and the Department in the process. Note that while containment structures
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help to prevent contamination, they do not alone completely mitigate the risk of
contamination to the environment. Containment structures help to prevent
contamination to environmental media. Containment structures, however, may
malfunction, may require maintenance, or may be unsupervised for prolonged periods.
The Department’s added definition of “immediate threat of contamination” and the
amendments in the final-form rulemaking to the reporting exemptions under

§ 245.3050) reflect the Department’s position that, in the context of reporting a spill,
preventing contamination includes addressing the quantity of the spill as well
determining whether the containment structure contained the spill and whether the
owner of the facility removed the spill within 24 hours. If the system is damaged — if
the integrity of the system is not satisfactory — it is not containing the spill, thus
potentially triggering reporting requirements. This is important information, without
which the Department cannot perform its oversight duties

Finally, this simplification will benefit the Department, the regulated community and,
most importantly, the environment and public health. Among its various duties, the
Department is also responsible for determining when a release poses an immediate threat
to public health and safety. 25 Pa. Code 245.305(g). The Department cannot promptly
respond to this duty if facilities spend valuable time detenTfining if a spill poses a threat.

Subchapter A — General Provisions

22. Comment: DEP should define “liquid-tight,” a descriptor in 245.303 of what type of a
structure or system may be eligible for DEP to waive or combine certain regulatory
requirements. (18)

Response: The term “liquid-tight” is used in three definitions in the final-form
rulemaking (“containment sump,” “immediate threat of contamination” and “spill
prevention equipment”), in the corrective action provisions of § 245.303 and
throughout the technical standards for underground storage tanks in Subchapter E of
Chapter 245. The term is also used in 40 CFR Part 280 without being defined. In
addition, the term is commonly used throughout the storage tank industry. Therefore,
the Department does not believe a definition is warranted.

23. Comment: Under definitions, “used oil/waste oil” needs to be defined. It is important to
clarify that used oil is not the waste being generated from the cleaning of motor fuel tanks
such as gasoline, aviation gas, diesel, jet fuel, etc. In addition, it is not the recovered
product and wastewaters collected as a result of releases from these tanks. Far too often,
to avoid the added reporting and handling requirements associated with the removal of
motor fuel tanks, contractors identify the wastes as used oil/waste oil. In reality, the
waste is a hazardous waste that should require manifests, generator ID’s, licensed
transporters, and licensed disposal facilities. (4)

Response: The Department has not amended the final-form rulemaking to include the
requested definition, because the Department’s residual and hazardous waste regulations
define “waste oil.”
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The term “waste oil” is defined in § 287.1 (relating to definitions) of the Department’s
“Residual Waste Management — General Provisions” regulations as follows:

Waste oil—One of the following:

(i) Oil refined from crude oil or synthetically produced, used and, as a result of
the use, contaminated by physical or chemical impurities.

(ii) A liquid, petroleum-based or synthetic oil, refined from petroleum stocks or
synthetically produced which is used in an internal combustion engine as an
engine lubricant, or as a product used for lubricating motor vehicle transmissions,
gears or axles which, through use, storage or handling, has become unsuitable for
its original purpose due to the presence of chemical or physical impurities or loss
of original properties.

The term “used oil” is defined in 40 CFR Part 260.10 (relating to definitions) of the
Federal “Hazardous Waste Management: General” regulations as follows:

Used oil means any oil that has been refined from crude oil, or any synthetic oil,
that has been used and as a result of such use is contaminated by physical or
chemical impurities.

The Department has incorporated the Federal Hazardous Waste Management regulations
in Chapter 260 by reference. In doing so, the Department substituted “waste oil” for
“used oil” (25 Pa. Code § 260a.3, relating to tenninology and citations related to federal
regulations).

The Department agrees that waste generated from the cleaning of motor thel tanks and
recovered product and wastewaters collected as a result of releases from motor Thel tanks
is not “waste oil.” The wastes associated with the permanent closure of storage tank
systems will likely include residual and hazardous wastes. Wastes may include the tank
itself, along with any associated piping, unusable product, sludges and sediments,
condensation water, wastewater associated with cleaning the tank, and contaminated soil
or earthen materials removed or excavated. The tank handling, waste management and
disposal activities are discussed in detail in the “Closure Requirements for Underground
Storage Tank Systems (DEP ID Number 263-4500-601)” and “Closure Requirements for
Aboveground Storage Tank Systems (DEP ID Number 263-4200-001)” Technical
Guidance Documents. These guidelines are for DEP-certified installers and consultants
to follow who are involved in closure activities.

24. Comment: Wastewater tank systems have been excluded from the universe of USTs
that are regulated under Chapter 245. The proposed changes to Chapter 245 include
limiting language that provides that to be excluded, wastewater tank systems must be
part of a water treatment facility that is either regulated under the national pollutant
discharge elimination system (“NPDES”) permitting program or the industrial
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wastewater pretreatment program pursuant to the federal Clean Water Act. These
limitations will leave certain wastewater tank systems subject to regulation under
Chapter 245 for the first time. For example, wastewater systems may discharge to
publicly-owned treatment works (“POTWs”) that do not have pretreatment programs in
place. Wastewater systems discharging to POTWs may also not be covered by
pretreatment programs. In circumstances that do not involve discharges to POTWs,
wastewater systems may be operated in ways that do not trigger the NPDES penTlitting
program (such as discharges utilizing spray irrigation systems).

The consequences from the proposed change identified above are large. There does not
appear to be any demonstration that wastewater tank systems have posed significant
problems in a manner that would justify pulling such tank systems within the regulatory
ambit of the storage tank program. We note that such tanks may be subject to other
regulatory requirements even if not subject to the NPDES permitting program or the
industrial wastewater pretreatment program. Moreover, the proposed changes are not
consistent with the requirements under the federal UST program. While wastewater
tank systems that are part of a wastewater treatment facility discharging pursuant to an
NPDES permit or a pretreatment program are filly excluded from the federal UST
program, other types of wastewater tank systems enjoy a partial exclusion that insulates
such tanks from the vast majority of the requirements under the federal UST program.
The proposed changes to Chapter 245, by contrast, leave wastewater tank systems not
subject to the NPDES program or pretreatment requirements much more highly
regulated than would occur under the federal UST program. We suggest that the
proposed changes to Chapter 245 relating to wastewater tank systems be harmonized
with federal requirements or eliminated. (11), (18)

Another concern relates to the amended exclusion for wastewater treatment tanks found
under renumbered Paragraph (xiii). The new language being added will limit
exclusions to wastewater tank systems that are part of a water treatment facility under
certain sections of the Clean Water Act. We ask EQB why the changes to this
paragraph are needed and how they are consistent with federal regulations. (20)

Response: The proposed amendment to the definition of “underground storage tank” to
modify the exclusion for a wastewater treatment tank system has been retained in the
final-form rulemaking. The amended definition clarifies that the exclusion only applies
to systems regulated under section 307(b) or 402 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.
§ 1317(b) or § 1342) (relating to pretreatment standards and national pollutant discharge
elimination system (NPDES) permits). This existing exclusion has been amended to be
consistent with the Federal regulations at 40 CFR 280.lO(b)(2). Modification of this
existing exclusion is necessary for Pennsylvania to receive revised State Program
Approval from EPA.

EPA has always regulated these UST systems, and owners and operators have been
required to comply with “interim prohibition” requirements pertaining to corrosion
protection and compatibility with the regulated substance stored since May 7, 1985. The
“interim prohibition” requirements were established in 1984 when Subtitle I was added to
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the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C.A. § 6921—6939g, through the Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments which authorized the Federal program to regulate USTs. On
December 22, 1988, the same “interim prohibition” requirements, along with release
response and corrective action requirements, were promulgated in 40 CFR Part 280,
Subparts A and F. At that time, these UST systems were deferred from Federal
regulation with the exception of Subparts A and F. In its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, EPA
maintained its position that these regulated USTs only need to comply with Subparts A
and F. To summarize the Federal requirements, these UST systems installed on or after
May 7, 1985, need to be protected against corrosion and be compatible with the substance
stored. Further, these UST systems regulated as of December 22, 1988, need to comply
with the release response and corrective action requirements in 40 CFR Part 280.

The Department currently excludes these UST systems from regulation but will now
regulate them. The proposed amendment to § 245.403(a), which states that these USTs
must meet the same requirements that all other regulated UST systems must meet, has
been retained in the final-form rulemaking. Similarly, the proposed amendments to

§ 245.403(c) have been retained, with an amendment added in the final-form rulemaking
for these UST systems installed on or after May 7, 1985, to provide that UST owners and
operators will not need to comply with § § 245.411, 245.421 (b)(3), 245.421 (b)(4)(ii)-(iii),
245.422(d), 245.432(g), and 245.436 — 245.446. UST owners will not be required to
conduct facility inspections, install spill and overfill prevention equipment, check for
water in petroleum storage tanks, implement operator training, conduct periodic operation
and maintenance walkthrough inspections, or perfonn release detection.

Although these USTs will be exempt from certain requirements, the Department believes
that it is important for owners of these USTs to register the USTs, use Department-
certified installers and inspectors, and maintain financial responsibility. These USTs are
now regulated and all regulated USTs need to be registered with the Department, under
existing § 245.41. If the U STs are not registered with the Department, the Department
will not know where these USTs are, the number of these newly regulated USTs. and
whether the USTs are in compliance with applicable regulations.

In addition, all regulated USTs in the Commonwealth need to be installed, modified and
removed by Department-certified installers. Since UST owners and operators will need
to meet the corrective action process requirements of Chapter 245, Subchapter D, it
follows that the financial responsibility requirements of Chapter 245, under existing
Subchapter H apply. Financial responsibility is met by participating in the USTIF. which
provides coverage for corrective action and third-party damages should a release occur.
In addition, specifically with regard to Subchapter F, provisions concerning variances.
applicable codes and standards, performance standards for new UST systems, upgrade
requirements for existing UST systems, reuse of removed USTs, spill and overfill
control, operation and maintenance including corrosion protection, compatibility, repairs
allowed, reporting and recordkeeping. and closure, have been retained in the final-form
rulemaking and will apply to these UST systems. New § 245.403(c)(4) has been added to
the final-form rulemaking to clarify that UST systems installed before May 7, 1985, are
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not required to comply with § 245.411—245.422, 245.424, 245.432, 245.433, and
245.436—245.446.

Subchapter B — Certification Program for Installers and Inspectors of Storage Tanks and
Storage Tank Facilities

25. Comment: Section 245.105(0 proposes that passing certification examination scores be
valid for 2 years from the date of the examination. This seems like a very burdensome
frequency for recertifying inspectors and may cause work delays and unnecessary costs.
Can this be extended to 3 years? (6)

Response: The addition of 245.105W) only serves to cap the amount of time that a
passing examination score is valid. Section 245.114(b) states that an issued certification
will be valid for 3 years. Thus, there is no change to the 3-year recertification
requirement for inspectors.

26. Comment: With regard to § 245.106 (relating to conflict of interest), can an employee
of the tank owner, the owner or operator be a certified inspector if he or she is a PA
Professional Engineer and trained to be an inspector? (6)

Response: Section 245.1 06(a)( I) explicitly prohibits an employee of the tank owner, the
tank owner or the tank operator from being a certified inspector, regardless of their
experience or qualifications.

27. Comment: With regard to § 245.1 08(a)(4)(iii) (relating to suspension of certification),
suggestion is to keep the 60-day submittal deadline for all inspection reports (including
modification inspection reports) as report preparation takes up time. This would include
submittal by the inspector to the owner or operator. (6)

Response: The proposed requirement in § 245.1 08(a)(4)(iii) that modification inspection
reports be submitted to the Department within 30 days of conducting the inspection
activity has been retained in the final-form rulemaking. The existing requirement is to
submit the report within 60 days of conducting the inspection. This amendment shortens
the length of time between submittal of the modification report (required within 30 days
of completion of the modification) and the modification inspection report, allowing the
Department to review the inspection report of the modification activity in a timely
manner. The Department believes that 30 days is adequate time to prepare and submit
the modification inspection report. However, language has been added to

§ 245.l08(a)(4)(iii) in the final-form rulemaking to address submission of modification
reports for inspection activities involving multiple certified individuals and certification
categories. If a project involves multiple certified individuals and certification
categories, modification reports need to be submitted within 30 days of the completion of
all project tank handling and inspection activities. Subsection 245.108(a)(4)(iii) of the
final-form rulemaking reads:
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“Submit a report of an inspection activity to the Department within 60 days of conducting
an inspection activity, except for reports of modification inspection activities, which must
be reported to the Department within 30 days of conducting a modification inspection
activity. For inspection activities involving multiple certified individuals and
certification categories, reports of modification inspection activities shall be submitted
within 30 days of the completion of all project tank handling and inspection activities.”

28. Comment: The modification inspection report submittal being changed from 60 days to
30 days is of concern. The problem is that the various trades complete their tasks at
different times. For instance, an ACVL could be done their work long before a TL.
Likewise, an AFMX will complete their tasks long before a TL. The time to complete all
tasks could well exceed 45 days. So, unless an inspection modification report is required
for each trade, the proposed 30 days will not be enough time to submit the report. (2),
(17)

Response: If a project involves multiple certified individuals and certification
categories, modification reports need to be submitted within 30 days of the completion of
all project tank handling and inspection activities. Section 245.1 08(a)(4)(iii) has been
amended in the final-form rulemaking to include this clarifying language. Please af so see
the response to Comment 27.

29. Comment: The new UMI certification category is not necessary with the proposed
decrease in activity requirements for UMX certification. Having only minor
modification activity requirement is not nearly adequate. For example, a concrete
finisher performing only concrete repairs on tank or island pads would qualify for
activity as UMI certification without having any underground piping or equipment
experience. (14), (17)

Response: The new UST certification category (Underground storage tank system minor
modification (UMfl) allows individuals to perform tank handling activities such as
repairs that do not involve excavation without having to obtain the (ftll) certification
(Underground storage tank system installation and modification (UMX)) to install and
modify storage tank systems, and to perform tests of UST systems required by this
proposed rulemaking. Creation of this new certification category will afford UST owners
the opportunity to employ individuals who specialize in modifications only. Hiring
UMI-certified individuals as opposed to UMX-certified individuals could potentially
save UST owners some of the costs associated with minor modification and system
testing work. The UMI certification category will also provide opportunities for existing
certified companies to employ individuals who specialize in minor modification work. In
addition, persons interested in only perfonriing “minor modification” work can become
certified and establish their own company.

30. Comment: Having UMI qualify for IUM certification should not be permitted. It is
extremely important that inspectors have installation knowledge and experience. (14)
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Response: Under existing § 245.113(a), for an individual with UMI certification to
quali for IUM certification, they must show that they have:

• completed 10 installations or major modifications (at least 5 installations) which
will provide them with UMX certification;

• 4 years of experience. or an appropriate college degree and 2 ycars of expcricnce;

• taken a Department-approved tank tightness testing familiarization course or UTT

certification; and
• received corrosion protection training.

31. Comment: The list of college degrees for certified inspector qualification in

§ 245.113(c) seems restrictive. Corrosion engineering should be added to the list of
acceptable college degrees. Also, individuals who have the proper work experience with
degrees not enumerated should be able to apply. (6)

Response: The Department has added corrosion engineering to the college degrees listed
in § 245.113(c) in the final-form rulemaking. An individual who has work experience
only may apply if they meet the requirements of § 245.113(a). An appropriate college
degree is only to be used as a substitute for work experience.

32. Comment: With regard to § 245.132(a)(2) (relating to standards of performance), it is
difficult to get all appropriate information for submittal to PADEP after a tank handling
activity. All the information needed for submittal needs to be analyzed and gathered
from various installers and contractors. Requesting that the submittal deadline be 60 days
from both inspection and tank handling activities for the owner and operator to gather the
information needed. (6)

Response: Subsection 245.1 32(a)(2) has been amended in the final-form rulemaking to
require that modification inspection reports be submitted to the Department within 30
days of conducting the inspection activity. The existing requirement is to submit the
report within 60 days of conducting the inspection. This amendment shortens the length
of time between submittal of the modification report (required within 30 days of
completion of the modification) and the modification inspection report, allowing the
Department to review the inspection report of the modification activity in a timely
manner. The Department believes that 30 days is adequate time to prepare and submit
the modification inspection report. However, language has been added to

§ 245.132(a)(2) to address submission of modification reports for inspection activities
involving multiple certified individuals and certification categories. If a project involves
multiple certified individuals and certification categories, modification reports need to be
submitted within 30 days of the completion of all project tank handling and inspection
activities. Subsection 245.132(a)(2) of the final-form rulemaking provides clarifying
language with regard to all reporting requirements pertaining to tank handling and
inspection activities conducted by certified installers and certified inspectors.

33. Comment: § 245.132: Reporting of spill bucket, containment sump and overfill test
failures to the department is going to cause a huge influx of paperwork to the department
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for follow up and a burden to the certified installers/inspectors and companies to get this
paperwork submitted in a timely manner to PADEP. Suggest that failure reporting for
new testing be eliminated from the proposed regulations. If not, then provide a 14 day
window for reporting these types of failures, not 48 hours. The turnaround time of
48 hours to get the forms filled out and submitted to DEP is too quick and not necessary.
These test failures are not equivalent to tank and piping tightness test failures or
confirmed releases to the environment. (15)

Response: Proposed § 245.1 32(a)(5)-(6) has been retained in the final-form rulemaking.
Reports of failed tests of spill prevention equipment, containment sumps, and overfill
prevention equipment are necessary to allow the Department to follow up with facility
owners to make sure that faulty equipment and tank components are repaired or replaced.
Some facilities have deliveries every day, and many facilities have deliveries at least once
a week. Delaying reporting beyond 48 hours will not provide the Department with
enough time to follow up with noncompliant facilities. Faulty spill prevention and
overfill prevention equipment may result in a release during the next delivery.
Containment sumps that are determined not to be liquid-tight and that are used for
interstitial monitoring of piping may release regulated substance if there is a piping
failure.

34. Comment: Proposed changes to 25 Pa. Code § 245.132 mandate that certified
companies, certified installers and certified inspectors report to PADEP in
circumstances where a regulated substance is observed in a containment structure or
facility. This type of requirement extends well beyond existing reporting requirements
and is divorced from any analysis of whether the presence of a regulated substance in a
containment structure is posing any significant threat to the environment. (11), (18)

The requirements in proposed Sections 245.132(a)(4)(iii) and 245.132(a)(6) that
certified companies, certified installers, and certified inspectors report all releases and
the observation of a regulated substance in a containment structure are overly broad.
Requiring a report of the presence of a regulated substance in a containment structure or
facility, regardless of quantity and potential for harm to human health or the
environment, disregards the preventive function of the containment structure. Spills
that the certified installer or inspector concludes do not pose an immediate threat of
contamination of environmental media are not ‘releases” as defined by the Storage Tank
Act and no reporting should be required.

In addition, the proposed rulemaking would require certified installers and inspectors to
report to the Department releases below the reportable quantity threshold, even though
pursuant to § 245.3050) the owner or operator would have no reporting obligation. If the
injury or threat posed by a spill is insufficient to require reporting by the storage tank
owner, the spill likewise should not trigger reporting obligations by any other person.
(19)

Amendments to Subsections (a)(4) and (6) would require certified companies, certified
installers and certified inspectors to report to DEP the observance of a regulated
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substance in a containment structure or facility. A commentator states that such a release
is not necessarily a threat to the environment. We ask EQB to explain the need for and
reasonableness of the new language being added to these subsections. (20)

Response: The Department does not believe that the reporting requirements in final-
form § 245.132 are overly broad. Existing storage tank regulations require Department-
certified individuals to report a release of a regulated substance or suspected or confirmed
contamination while perfonTling services as a certified installer or certified inspector. In
addition, facility owners and operators are required under § 245.304(a)(l) to perform a
suspected release investigation where, for instance, there is a regulated substance of
unknown origin at a facility, even if the facility later determines that spill is ultimately
not a reportable release.

In regard to the role of containment structures, please see the Department’s response to
Comment 11. While containment structures help to prevent contamination, they do not
alone completely mitigate the risk of contamination to the environment.

As noted above, reporting requirements for Department-certified individuals to report a
release of a regulated substance or suspected or confirmed contamination are listed in

§ 245.132 and are separate from reporting requirements for storage tank owners and
operators contained in Subchapter D. The Department retained in the final-foni
rulemaking the proposed requirement that Department-certified individuals report
regulated substances observed in a containment structure or facility. Regulated
substances present in a containment structure may or may not be a “release” and may or
may not have to be reported to the Department by the storage tank owner or operator.
However, for a storage tank owner or operator the presence of any amount of regulated
substance in a containment structure or facility would at the very minimum be a
suspected release and would require a suspected release investigation under § 245.304.
Department-certified individuals provide assurance that owners and operators are
complying with regulatory requirements. These Department-certified individuals install,
modifS’, remove and inspect storage tanks and must meet standards of performance in the
conduct of their work. As part of their standards of performance, the certified individuals
are to report information to the Department that a storage tank owner or operator would
not need to report. This allows the Department to follow up with a storage tank facility
owner or operator to assure the required corrective actions are being taken to protect the
public and the environment.

35. Comment: Hyphenate the word “nontank” in proposed § 245.132(c)(2). (6)

Response: Regulatory protocol under the “Pennsylvania Code & Bulletin Style
Manual,” p. 25, available at https://www.pabulletin.comlindex.asp, calls for not
hyphenating the word “nontank.”

Subchapter C — Permitting of Underground and Aboveground Storage Tank Systems and
Facilities
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36. Comment: With regard to § 245.236 (relating to public notice), currently, owners of
proposed new large aboveground storage tank facilities or proposed aboveground storage
tank systems with greater than 21,000 gallons capacity or highly hazardous substance
tanks must provide written notice to the local municipality and the county in which the
proposed aboveground system or facility is to be located prior to submitting a permit
application. The proposed regulation requires that the notice shall also inform the local
municipality and county of the location, capacity and projected installation date of the
proposed storage tank system and the substance to be stored in the tank.

We request that water suppliers downstream of the proposed and existing storage tank
systems also be provided with the same information afforded to the local municipality
and the county. Access to this information will better help water utilities prepare and
respond to a spill that contaminates drinking water.

Additionally, we suggest that the public notice provision apply to all tanks within
20 upstream miles of a water system that could be contaminated by a release. A 2014
chemical spill in West Virginia that left about 300,000 people without water came from a
10,000 gallon tank. We recommend that the proposed revisions adjust the threshold for
notification accordingly. (8)

Response: The Department appreciates the comment. However, the public notice
requirements of 245.236 are based on and limited by Section 1101(a) of the Storage
Tank Act, 35 P.S. § 6021.1101(a). This section of the act, pertaining to the siting of new
AST facilities, only requires notification to the local municipality and county of ASTs
greater than 21,000 gallons capacity. In addition, following the 2014 spill in West
Virginia, a report issued by the United States Chemical Safety and Hazard Safety Board
(CSB) found that 10,000 gallons of product was released from a AST with a capacity of
46,000 gallons. One of the contributing factors of the release discovered by the CSB was
West Virginia did not have a comprehensive AST law at the time of the release. In
Pennsylvania, an owner of a 46,000-gallon regulated AST would be required to serve
public notice to the local municipality and county in which it was located upon
installation. In addition, the Department’s storage tank regulations cover ASTs and
require periodic inspection and emergency and secondary’ containment, in addition to
release notification requirements (See Chapter 245, Subchapter F).

Subchapter D — Corrective Action Process for Owners and Operators of Storage Tanks
and Storage Tank Facilities and Other Responsible Parties

37. Comment: Subchapter D Corrective Action Process — The term suspected release was
added to various items in this subchapter. The term is not defined and is subject to
interpretation. (9)

Response: The Department has not provided a definition of suspected release. Similar
to the Federal UST regulations at 40 CFR § 280.50, the Department has provided a list
of conditions in § 245.304(a) that indicate a release may have occurred and must be
investigated. A storage tank owner or operator is required to promptly investigate any
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event, condition or result which may indicate a suspected release in accordance with

§ 245.304(a).

38. Comment: EQB is adding the phrase “suspected release investigation” to § 245.301,
relating to purpose. For consistency we suggest the term “suspected release” be added
to § 245.302 (relating to scope) of the regulation. (20)

Response: The Department agrees and has added the suggested language to § 245.302
in the final-form rulemaking.

39. Comment: Under the proposed version of 25 Pa. Code § 245.303(e), PADEP is granted
authority to waive or combine requirements relating to the corrective action process for
storage tank systems based on the nature, extent, type, volume or complexity of the
release, “including a release to a containment structure or a facility that is shown to be
liquid-tight.” We are puzzled by the premise that the corrective action process would
apply in circumstances where regulated substances have reached a liquid-tight secondary
containment system and therefore presumably have not entered the environment. The
corrective action process focuses on how to respond to regulated substances that make
their way from a regulated storage tank system into the environment. Further
clarification of the proposed language referenced above would be helpftl in delineating
how the foregoing provision is to be interpreted. (11)

Response: The presence of regulated substance in a containment structure or facility
that is shown to be liquid-tight, whether considered a “release” or not, must still be
addressed. The rcgulated substance cannot remain in the containment structure or
facility. However, the extent of the corrective action may be limited to the complete
removal and proper disposal of the regulated substance, and repair or replacement of
the defective storage tank component. In this instance, § 245.303(e) provides for a
waiver of finther corrective action requirements, such as a site characterization and a
remedial action plan. The Department has retained the proposed amendments to

§ 245.303(e) in the final-form rulemaking.

40. Comment: With regard to § 245.304 (relating to investigation of suspected releases), we
would like clarification on (a)(l) regarding ‘unusual level of vapors’ from a regulated
substance outside of storage tank system components desigued to routinely contain or
convey product at or near a storage tank facility.

The commentator operates 18 wastewater plants. While controlling the plants’ odors is
of paramount importance, it is one of the most challenging aspects of wastewater
treatment. Although many naturally occurring odors are contained within the
proximity of the plant, some odors drift to surrounding areas. Common odors lingering
in and around treatment plants smell like rotten eggs, ammonia or garlic while others
are described as earthy or organic. These odors originate from the decomposition of
organic compounds and can vary in intensity depending upon factors such as the
weather (e.g. wind, temperature, humidity) and even plant maintenance.
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We recommend that the proposed regulations take into account the unique ‘vapor’
qualities associated with wastewater plants. Naturally occurring ‘vapors’ or ‘odors’ do not
indicate a ‘suspected release’ as vapors are part of the normal operation of the plant.
However, because not all odors or ‘vapors’ are created equally and factors outside of
human control can influence the intensity of those odors, the commentator requests
further clarification and consideration for the unique odor qualities associated with
wastewater treatment plants. (8)

Response: Subsection 245.304(a)(l) requires an owner or operator to investigate a
suspected release if the owner or operator detects an unusual level of vapors from a
regulated substance at or near the storage tank facility. For this requirement to apply, the
vapor would have to be of a regulated substance stored in a regulated storage tank at the
facility. Odors that originate from the decomposition of organic compounds at
wastewater treatment plants are not vapors from a regulated substance. Therefore, these
vapors are not an indication of a suspected release and do not have to be investigated.
The Department has not made the requested amendments in the final-form rulemaking.

41. Comment: If the regulation is changing from addressing “indications of a release” to
“suspected releases”, then, consistent with the rest of the paragraph, the last sentence of
§ 245.304(a) should read, “An indication of a suspected release...” (10)

Response: The Department agrees and has amended § 245.304(a) in the final-form
rulemaking to read: “The owner or operator of a storage tank system or storage tank
facility shall initiate and complete an investigation of a suspected release of a regulated
substance as soon as practicable, but no later than 7 days after the indication of a
suspected release. An indication of a suspected release includes one or more of the
following conditions...”

42. Comment: Proposed Section 245.304(a)(6) would classi& the discovery of any damage
to a storage tank system as an “indication of release.” We have two concerns with this
amendment. First, it is unclear whether every “indication of release” is a “suspected
release” and therefore triggers the obligation to investigate. This ambiguity is created by
the proposal to change “investigation of an indication of a release” to “investigation of a
suspected release” where it first appears in Section 245.304(a), while continuing to list
conditions that constitute an “indication of release.” We recommend clarifying this
ambiguity.

Second, classifying any “damage to a storage tank system” as an indication of release is
overly broad. Certain types of damage such as peeling paint, dents or surficial rust are
not signs of a release. They should not trigger investigation and recordkeeping
requirements that would impose burdens on storage tank owners and other members of
the regulated community. If the Board concludes that the existing language in Section
245.304(6), “the discovery of holes in a storage tank,” is inadequate to cover conditions
presenting a risk of release, then “damage” should be qualified by additional language,
such as “damage creating a pathway for a regulated substance from a storage tank system
to be released.” (13)
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Subsection 245.304(a)(6) is being amended to include the discovery of”damage” to a
storage tank system. A commentator believes this addition is vague and as an
example asks if chipped paint would be considered damage. We ask EQB to explain
how it will implement this provision in the Preamble to the final-form regulation and
clarify § 245.304(a)(6) accordingly in the final-form regulation. (20)

Response: The Department has clarified § 245.304(a) in the final-form rulemaking to
avoid ambiguity. The proposed addition in § 245.304(a) of the word “suspected” in the
phrase “investigation of a suspected release” has been carried over into the phrase
“indication of a suspected release” in this subsection in the final-form rulemaking.
The discovery of damage to a storage tank system is an indication of a suspected release
and requires the owner or operator to investigate the suspected release to confirm whether
a release of a regulated substance has occurred. The investigation must include a
sufficient number of procedures as outlined in § 245.304(b).

The addition in § 245.304(a)(6) of “damage to a” storage tank system as an indication of
a release is not overly broad and will not result in unnecessary’ investigations or
recordkeeping requirements. The Department notes that § 245.304(b) requircs an
investigation of an indication of a release, including damage to a storage tank system, by
one of a number of means, such as checks of equipment, monitoring devices and visual
inspections ( 245.304(b)( I )-(7)). An investigation does not require every listed analysis.
Instead, it requires enough to confirm whether a release occurred. This is important to
protect the environment. For instance, if a storage tank owner or operator discovers that
damage such as dents or paint peeling has occurred, the owner may perform a visual
inspection of the storage tank system and need not pursue ffirther corrective action if the
visual inspection confirms that no release has occurred. This approach was included in
proposed § 245.304(d), which is deleted in the final-form rulemaking. Subsection
245.304(e) has been amended in the final-form rulemaking to incorporate proposed

§ 245.304(d). Subsection 245.304(c) is also amended in the final-form rulemaking to
incorporate language from existing § 245.304(d) to clarify the actions an owner or
operator needs to take upon completion of a suspected release investigation, to include
when the investigation cannot determine whether a release of a regulated substance
occurred.

43. Comment: Section 245.305(b) proposes that operators report to DEP “the cause of
the release.” In many cases, an investigation is necessary to determine the cause of the
release; as such, § 245.305(b) should be written such that reported release notifications
should include the “reasonably suspected cause of the release.” (18)

Response: Language in existing § 245.305(b) states that “The notice ... shall be by
telephone and describe, to the extent of information available (emphasis added). As
such, the Department does not believe the suggested language is needed. If the owner or
operator does not know the cause of the release at the time of the verbal notification, it
may be reported as unknown.
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44. Comment: The proposed version of Chapter 245 includes various new reporting
requirements that mandate that the owner or operator of a regulated storage tank noti&
PADEP by telephone or electronic mail “as soon as practicable, but no later than
24 hours” after the following events:
• initiation of “interim remedial actions;”
• provision of an alternate source of water to the owner of the affected

or diminished water supply; and
• initiation of site characterization activities.

Chapter 245 already includes provisions establishing timeline for activities relating to
the corrective action process. The additional notification requirements simply add
further layers of procedural requirements without serving any beneficial purposes.
PADEP can certainly establish expectations regarding communications concerning an
incident once the initial release report has been made. The type of immediate reporting
regarding the kind of activities described above is unlikely to change in any material
manner the way in which response actions are being conducted. We respectfully request
that these additional notification requirements be eliminated. (11), (18)

Response: Subsection 245.306(e) was proposed to require a responsible party to notify
the Department by telephone or electronic mail as soon as practicable, but no later than
24 hours, after the initiation of interim remedial actions. This requirement remains in the
final-form rulemaking. For releases associated with USTs, the Federal regulations at 40
CFR § 280.62 (relating to initial abatement measures and site check) do not require the
initiation of initial abatement measures to be reported, but they do require a report to be
submitted within 20 days after release confirmation summarizing the initial abatement
steps taken. The proposed requirements in § 245.306(e) differ from the Federal
regulations by requiring notification when an interim remedial action is initiated. Such
notice is less onerous than requiring a report of initial abatement steps and will allow the
Department to monitor early actions taken to clean up a release of contaminants. These
initial corrective actions are extremely important in limiting the complexity of the
release, the amount of corrective action that must be undertaken, and the ultimate cost of
the corrective action.

Subsection 245.307(e) was proposed to require that a responsible party noti& the
Department within 24 hours of providing an alternate source of water to the owner of the
affected or diminished water supply. This provision is not onerous but necessary to allow
the Department to monitor corrective actions involving affected or diminished water
supplies and to assure that responsible parties are complying with the requirements to
provide temporary and permanent water supplies. Section 1303 of the Storage Tank Act
(35 P.S. § 602 1.1303) specifically authorizes the Department to adopt regulations for the
protection of any source of water for present or future supply to the public or other
legitimate use. This requirement remains in the final-form rulemaking.

Subsection 245.309(c)(24) was proposed to require the responsible party to notify the
Department by telephone or electronic mail as soon as practicable, but no later than 24
hours, after the initiation of site characterization activities. Such activities should be
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initiated concurrent with the implementation of interim remedial actions. Therefore, one
notification may be made to comply with § 245.306(e) and 245.309(c)(24). This
provision is necessary to assure the Department that responsible parties are proceeding
with the required site characterization tasks. Too often, responsible parties delay the
implementation of site characterization activities and find themselves requesting an
extension to submit the site characterization report. The proposed changes should
encourage responsible parties to initiate site characterization earlier and should
significantly reduce the site characterization report extension requests submitted to the
Department. The Federal requirements at 40 CFR Part 280 do not include such a
notification provision. However, § 280.63(b) (relating to initial site characterization)
and 280.64(d) (relating to free product removal) require that owners and operators submit
an initial site characterization report and a free product removal report, respectively,
within 45 days of release confirmation. The Department is not proposing incorporation
of the Federal regulatory provisions. This proposed notification requirement in

§ 245.309(c)(24) remains in the final-form rulemaking.

45. Comment: With regard to § 245.307 (relating to affected or diminished water supplies),
we would like further clarification on the alternate source of water to be provided to the
owner of the affected or diminished water supply. When water supplies of public
water utilities are contaminated, the burden falls on the public water supplier to find
replacement water supplies as quickly as possible. Temporary watersupplies may
include emergency connections to otherpublic water supply utilities or bottled water.
Temporary measures must be accomplished by the public water supplier immediately
and should not be delayed with notifications to the responsible party. The public
water supplier is responsible for the provision of a penminent replacement water
supply. The water supplier must be able to recover costs associated with these
temporary and permanent water supply replacements from the responsible party. (8)

Response: Existing § 245.307(c) and (d) establish the timefrarnes and circumstances
under which a responsible party shall provide a temporary or penTifinent water supply,
respectively. These subsections are not amended in this rulemaking. A temporary water
supply typically involves providing bottled water. A permanent water supply may
include the connection to an existing public water supply or a treatment system. The
responsibility for providing an alternate source of water lies solely on the responsible
party. The addition of subsection (e) in the final-form regulation requires the responsible
party to notify the Department within 24 hours of providing an alternate source of water
to the owner of the affected or diminished water supply. Section 245.307 does not
require a public water supplier to make any notifications to the Department or to the
responsible party.

46. Comment: Amendments are proposed to 25 Pa. Code § 245.311 that mandate that a
remedial action plan must be submitted “prior to its implementation.” This new
requirement may create problems for both PADEP and remediators. Interim response
actions may blend smoothly into remedial actions making it difficult to distinguish
precise lines of demarcation where one begins and the other ends. Moreover, PADEP
and the person conducting remediation may decide that it makes sense to move ahead
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with remedial actions even while a remedial action plan is being prepared. For example,
it may make little sense to delay remedial actions to reduce the farther spread of
regulated substances while a formal remedial action plan is prepared. We suggest that
this provision be removed. (II), (18)

Response: Submission of the remedial action plan prior to its implementation is not a
new requirement, but rather a clarification of the existing requirement. Remedial action
plans have always been subject to review by the Department prior to implementation
under existing § 245.311(b) and (c). Further, existing § 245.312(a) states: “Upon
reasonable notice by the Department to the responsible party. or upon approval of the
remedial action plan by the Department, the responsible party shall implement the
remedial action plan, or portion of the remedial action plan, according to the schedule
contained therein.” It is important to note that the Department may allow a responsible
party to implement the remedial action plan or portion of the remedial action plan prior to
formal approval of the plan under this provision. The amendments requested in the
comment have not been made in the final-form rulemaking.

Subchapter E — Technical Standards for Underground Storase Tanks

47. Comment: We respectively suggest that DEP consider a retroactive mandate that would
require all single wall USTs be either replaced or upgraded with double wall systems. (3)

Response: A requirement that would mandate all single-wall USTs to be replaced or
upgraded to double-walled systems by a certain date is more stringent than the Federal
requirements. Therefore, to consider such a provision, the Department would need to
justii’ the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations. At the
current time, the Department does not possess the necessary data to consider
incorporating such a provision in Chapter 245.

48. Comment: Section 245.402 should be amended to clarify that it applies to
underground storage tanks systems; the adjective “underground” was not included in
the proposed language. (18)

Response: Proposed § 245.402 states, “This subchapter applies to underground
storage tank systems regulated under the act and this chapter.” The teni
“underground” is in the existing and proposed section; therefore, no revision is needed.

49. Comment: We are concerned about how the EQB plans to revise its regulation of UST
systems that are part of emergency generators at nuclear power facilities regulated by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). In the 1988 federal UST program, EPA
provided a deferral for “[a]ny UST system that is part of an emergency generator system
at nuclear power generation facilities licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
under 10 CFR part 50, appendix A.” As a result, the only provisions that these tank
systems were subject to were § 280.11, the only section of Subpart A with substantive
requirements, and Subpart F, the release response and corrective action provisions. In the
final rule, all EPA did was replace the term “deferral” with the term “partial exclusion”
and exempt these tank systems from the newly promulgated requirements. The EPA did
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not impose any new obligations on these tank systems in the 2015 UST final rule. We
strongly urge the Pennsylvania EQB to follow EPA’s lead and retain the Agency’s partial
exclusion for these tank systems. (5)

We oppose the deletion of the following two exemptions from the definition of
underground storage tank contained in 25 PA Code § 245.1...

(xiii) Tanks containing radioactive materials or coolants that arc regulated under The
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.A. § 2011—2297).

(xviii) An underground storage tank system that is part of an emergency generator system
at nuclear power generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (relating to general design criteria for nuclear power
plants).

.and their replacement with partial exclusions in new Subchapter E § 245.403(c)(2)
and 245.403(c)(3) as follows:

(c) Partial exclusions. The following underground storage tanks systems are not required
to comply with § 245.411,245.421 (b)(3) and (4)(ii) and (iii), 245.422(d), 245.432(g)
and 245.436 — 245.446:

(2) An underground storage tank system containing radioactive material that is regulated
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.A. § 201 1—2296b-7).

(3) An underground storage tank system that is part of an emergency generator system at
a nuclear power generation facility licensed by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and subject to United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements
regarding design and quality criteria, including 10 CFR Part 50 (relating to domestic
licensing of production and utilization facilities).

The proposed changes would unnecessarily create an inconsistency in the degree of
regulation between 40 CFR 280 and 25 PA 245 for nuclear-related storage tanks, with the
inconsistency imposing more stringent than federal requirements on affected USTs at
nuclear-related facilities in Pennsylvania.

In order to retain consistency between federal and state regulations for these two
categories of nuclear-related tanks, we propose that PA DEP replace the proposed
changes to 25 PA 245 with the following revisions:

I. Revise the definition of Underground Storage Tank under 245.1 Definitions, so that
these two categories of nuclear-related tanks be subject only to the portions of
25 PA 245 that are equivalent to 40 CFR 280 Subpart A (Program Scope and
Installation Requirements for Partially Excluded UST Systems) and Subpart F
(Release Response and Corrective Actions for UST Systems containing Petroleum or
Hazardous Substances); and,
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2. Explicitly exclude these two categories of tanks from those portions of 25 PA 245
that are equivalent to 40 CFR 280 Subparts B, C, D, E, G, J, and H.

Additionally, we request that PADEP clarify that the Part 280 Subpart A installation
requirements apply to the installation of new tanks, which we believe is the intent of the
Part 280 regulation. This would not impose any new requirements for existing tanks
within these two categories of nuclear-related tanks. (7)

The regulation of Underground Storage Tank (UST) systems containing radioactive
materials or coolants that are regulated under The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and UST
systems that are part of an emergency generator system at nuclear power generation
facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, should be consistent with the requirements and exclusions in 40 CFR

§ 280. Therefore, the proposed rule should be revised to be consistent with, and no
more stringent than, EPA’s 2015 final rule.

In the 1988 Federal UST program, EPA provided deferral for these UST systems.
These USTs were deferred from Subparts B, C, D. E. and G of the UST regulations and
exempted from Subpart H financial responsibility requirements. The only provisions
that these UST were subject to were Subpart A, § 280.11 and Subpart F, release
response and corrective action provisions. Note that section § 280.11 was an interim
prohibition on installing UST systems unless the UST system would prevent releases
due to corrosion or structural failure, was cathodically protected or designed to prevent
releases, and compatible with the stored substance. The prohibitions at §280.11 were
for new installations of UST systems, while the upgrading requirements for existing
UST systems were located at § 280.21 (Subpart B). These UST systems were deferred
from the requirements of Subpart B.

In the 2015 revisions, EPA examined the Department of Energy and the NRC
regulations under I 0 CFR 50 and determined that the requirements are comparable to
EPA requirements. Based on this analysis, EPA decided to replace the deferral for
these tank systems with a partial exclusion from most requirements, but explained that
“the regulatory requirements in Subparts A and F remain the same”. EPA changed the
wording of the title of Subpart A § 280.11 and changed the provision to c1ari’ that this
requirement is an installation requirement. All EPA did in the final rule was replace the
term “deferral” with the term “partial exclusion” and exempted these UST systems
from the newly promulgated requirements. EPA did not impose any new obligations on
these UST systems in the 2015 final rule. EPA originally adopted the 1988 deferrals
for these UST systems because it was concerned about the possibility of dual regulation
with NRC requirements. In 2015 the Agency reconfirmed that the NRC requirements
were comparable to the UST regulations and decided to continue to provide the
exemptions for these USTs. We strongly urge the Pennsylvania EQB to follow EPA’s
lead and retain the Agency’s partial exclusion for these existing UST systems that are
already regulated by the NRC. Specifically, the existing UST should only be subject to
PA 245, Subchapter D, pertaining to corrective actions. (9)
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Because Existing Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) UST systems subject to Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations are NOT exempt from the appropriate and
pertinent federal UST regulations, PADEP should continue the policy of exempting these
tanks from State regulations that would be redundant with NRC requirements. We have
reviewed the 2015 federal changes to the Underground Storage Tank Program under
40 CFR Part 280 and the PADEP Proposed Rulemaking change to 25 PA Code 245. The
2015 revised Federal requirements, for existing nuclear EDG UST regulated by the NRC
under 10 CFR5O, are only required to comply with Subpart F of the rule. Essentially, all
EPA did in the final rule was replace the term “deferral” with the term “partial exclusion”
and exempt these tank systems from the newly promulgated requirements. The Agency
did not impose any new obligations on these tank systems in the 2015 UST final rule. This
should correlate to the EDG UST systems at nuclear facilities being subjected to only
Subchapter of the PA Code 245 regulations. The PADEP appears to have misinterpreted
the newly revised Federal Rule to include the existing EDG USTs in additional subparts.
Talen proposes thatthe Proposed Rulemaking clearly distinguish the existing EDG USTs
at nucleargenerating facilities be subject to only PA 245 Subchapter D. If the proposed
rules were applied as currently written in the Proposed Rulemaking, the nuclear stations
will be dually-regulated by two separate agencies (NRC and the PADEP) under separate
regulatory programs. This proposed dual regulation would put an unnecessary and
financial burden on the nuclear generation sites.

If NRC regulated EDG USTs are not exempted from State regulation, the requirements
for existing facilities should not go beyond the NRC requirements. We specifically
have concerns with proposed changes in § 245.422, if they were subject to the
Proposed Rulemaking as currently drafted. We note that the regulations under

§ 245.422 would require Cathodic Protection (CP) upgrades of their EDG USTs to
meet the National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) CP performance
criteria or other industry standard. While our CP systems for EDG USTs are currently
installed and maintained, meeting the protection requirements in 10 CFR5O, it would
require a significant investment to upgrade the systems to be in compliance with the
proposed regulations, regardless of its current site-specific design, testing practices,
maintenance records, or past performance. We recommend that the State clarify that
existing EDG USTs at nuclear generating facilities remain excluded from existing EDG
USTs requirements, and if not, then the requirements should not require more than the
existing NRC or EPA requirements. (10)

In 2015, the federal Environmental Protection Agency finalized a rulemaking (80 Fed.
Reg. 41566) updating federal requirements for underground storage tanks. In its
rulemaking proceeding, EPA determined that existing Department of Energy and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission requirements (10 CFR 50) for nuclear power generation
facilities were comparable in scope, intent and effectiveness to the EPA’s desired
outcomes, and, out of concern for duplicative regulation, provided a partial exclusion for
UST systems at nuclear facilities (specifically for Subparts B, C, D, E and G). The 2015
federal rule also retained applicability of Subpart F (regarding release response and
corrective action), expanded exclusion for such UST systems for newly adopted Subparts
J and K, and retained a provision of Subpart H regarding financial responsibility
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requirements. We encourage DEP in its final rulemaking in this matter to retain the
partial exclusion for these systems, as they are already effectively regulated by federal
DOE and NRC requirements, and to make clear that it is interpreting 40 CFR 80 to only
apply to the installation of new tanks. To wit, DEP should make clear that only
PA Code 245 Subchapter D applies to nuclear facilities’ tanks and emergency diesel
generator USTs. (18)

EQB is proposing to amend this definition by deleting two exclusions and modifying
other exclusions. Commentators are concerned that the deletion of existing
Paragraphs (xiii) and (xviii) and the replacement of those exclusions with partial
exclusions in § 245.302(c)(2) and (3) would create inconsistencies between Chapter
245 and federal regulations for nuclear-related storage tanks. We ask EQB to explain
why the changes being proposed are needed and how they are consistent with and not
more stringent than the federal regulation on this subject matter. (20)

Response: The definition of “underground storage tank” in § 245.1 of the final-form
rulemaking retains the proposed deletion in Subparagraphs (xiii) and (xviii) of the two
exceptions mentioned in the comments, to be consistent with the Federal definition of
“underground storage tank” in 40 CFR § 280.12. Specifically, the definition of
“underground storage tank” in the final-form rulemaking deletes the exclusions for
“Tanks containing radioactive materials or coolants that are regulated under The Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.A. § 2011—2297)” and “An underground storage tank
system that is part of an emergency generator system at nuclear power generation
facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A (relating to general design criteria for nuclear power plants).” Deletion of
these existing exclusions is consistent with the Federal definition of “underground
storage tank” in 40 CFR § 280.12 (relating to definitions) and necessary for Pennsylvania
to re-apply for State Program Approval from EPA.

Please also see the response to Comment 24.

EPA has long regulated these UST systems, and owners and operators have been required
to comply with “interim prohibition” requirements pertaining to corrosion protection and
compatibility with the regulated substance stored since May 7, 1985. The “interim
prohibition” requirements were established in 1984 when Subtitle I was added to the
Solid Waste Disposal Act through the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments which
authorized the Federal program to regulate USTs. On December 22, 1988, the same
“interim prohibition” requirements, along with release response and corrective action
requirements, were promulgated in 40 CFR Part 280, Subparts A and F. At that time,
these UST systems were deferred from Federal regulation with the exception of Subparts
A and F. In its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, EPA maintained its position that these regulated
USTs only need to comply with Subparts A and F. In summary, nuclear-related UST
systems installed on or after May 7, 1985, need to be protected against corrosion and be
compatible with the substance stored. Further, all nuclear-related UST systems regulated
as of December 22, 1988, need to comply with the release response and corrective action
requirements in 40 CFR Part 280.
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The Department currently excludes these UST systems from regulation but will now
regulate these USTs. In doing so, § 245.403(a) states that these USTs need to meet the
same requirements that all other regulated UST systems must meet. However, with
regard to Subchapter E (relating to technical standards for underground storage tanks),
and as stated in § 245.403(c), UST owners will not need to comply with §* 245.411,
245.421(b)(3), 245.42 1(b)(4)(ii)-(iii), 245.422(d), 245.432(g), and 245.436 — 245.446.
UST owners will not be required to conduct facility inspections, install spill and overfill
prevention equipment, check for water in petroleum storage tanks, implement operator
training, conduct periodic operation and maintenance walkthrough inspections, and
perform release detection. It has been clarified in § 245.403(c)(2)-(3) of the final-form
rulemaking that the requirements do not apply to UST systems installed on or after May
7, 1985. However, the Department believes that it is important for owners of these USTs
to register the USTs, utilize DEP-certified installers and inspectors, and maintain
financial responsibility. These USTs are now regulated and all regulated USTs need to
be registered with the Department. If the USTs are not registered with the Department,
then the Department will not know where these USTs are, the number of these newly
regulated USTs, and if the USTs are in compliance with applicable regulations.

All regulated USTs in the Commonwealth need to be installed, modified and removed by
Department-certified installers. Since UST owners and operators will need to meet the
corrective action process requirements of Chapter 245, Subchapter D, it only follows that
the financial responsibility requirements of Chapter 245, Subchapter H apply. Financial
responsibility is met by participating in the USTIF, which provides coverage for
corrective action and third-party damages should a release occur. In addition, specifically
with regard to Subchapter E, provisions concerning variances, applicable codes and
standards, performance standards for new UST systems, upgrade requirements for
existing UST systems, reuse of removed USTs, spill and overfill control, operation and
maintenance including corrosion protection, compatibility, repairs allowed, reporting and
recordkeeping, and closure, will apply to these UST systems. New § 245.403(c)(4) has
been added to the final-form rulemaking to clari1’ that UST systems installed before May
7, 1985, are not required to comply with § 245.411—245.422, 245.424, 245.432,
245.433, and 245.436—245.446.

50. Comment: § 245.403(d)(2) Registration of previously deferred USTs — Thirty days
to register USTs that were previously not required to be registered may not be an
adequate amount of time. The UST may have been installed many years ago and
installation records will need to be retrieved and reviewed. We propose that 60 days
be provided to submit the registrations to DEP. (9)

Under § 245.403(d), EQB is adding a requirement that UST systems that were
previously excluded from registration with DEP be registered within 30 days of the
effective date of this rulemaking. A commentator has stated that it may be difficult
to obtain the necessary information to register a tank in that time period and has
suggested 60 days as an alternative. We ask EQB to address the reasonableness of
the proposed 30-day time period compared to the 60-day time period suggested by
the commentator. (20)
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Response: The Department has amended the proposed 30-day timeframe in

§ 245.403(d) in the final-form rulemaking to provide owners of previously excluded
USTs 60 days to register the USTs.

51. Comment: We request that DEP consider adopting the UL1856 Standard into their
regulations. A step that many other States have already taken. The ULI 856 Standard
gives Pennsylvania Fuel Marketers UST upgrade options which will mitigate their
environmental risk by upgrading to an in-situ double wall tank system without the costly
necessity of tank removal. (3)

Response: This final-form rulemaking removes all remaining citations to specific codes
and standards since codes and standards are subject to revision. Instead, with respect to
UST systems, existing § 245.405 (relating to codes and standards) identifies the
nationally recognized associations and states that the most current or latest edition of the
codes and standards must be used in conjunction with the manufacturer’s specifications
to comply with the regulatory requirements of Subchapter E (relating to technical
standards for underground storage tanks).

52. Comment: Section 245.4 ll(c)(2) allows the PADEP to request a third party
inspection for any reason. Third party inspections are an expense to the tank owner
and should be limited to circumstances where there is true justification such as a
compliance due date or to verify resolution of a previously non-compliant inspection.
It is proposed the language of 245.411 (c)(2) be amended as follows: “An inspection in
addition to those required in (b) and (c)(I) may be required by the Department
when the prior inspection determined release detection, corrosion protection or
operational violations occurred.” (19)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees with the commentator that

§ 245.411 (c)(2) “allows the PADEP to request a third party inspection for any reason.”
Subsection 245.411 (c)(2) specifically states that the Department may only request a
subsequent inspection other than routine “when the prior inspection determined release
detection, corrosion protection or operational violations occurred, or when the
Department dctcnnines the inspection is necessary to veH1’ compliance The
amendment requested in the comment has not been made in the final-form rulemaking.

53. Comment: Suggest to eliminate a 30-minute ball float as an acceptable method of
overfill protection for tanks. Options should be 90% ball float for restriction (not an
option for new), high level alarm set at 90% or automatic shutoff set at 95%. (15)

Responsc: The Department agrees. In the proposed rulemaking, the Department deleted
overfill prevention methods ( 245.42 l(b)(3)(i)(B)(llI)) that “Restrict flow 30 minutes
prior to overfilling, alert the operator with a high-level alarm 1 minute before overfilling,
or automatically shut off flow into the tank so that none of the fittings located on top of
the tank are exposed to product due to overfilling.” The 30-minute ball float is
specifically designed to meet the 30-minute warning requirement for product flow
restriction in a UST and is being deleted as an available option. Under the proposed
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rulemaking, overfill prevention equipment must either automatically shut off flow into
the UST when the UST is no more than 95% full or alert the transfer operator when the
UST is no more than 90% full by restricting the flow into the UST or triggering a high-
level alarm. The Department retained the proposed amendments in the final-form
rulemaking.

54. Comment: § 245.433 Compatibility, Subsections b & c — The proposed amendments
require owners and operators to demonstrate UST system compatibility when storing
alternative fuel blends, biodiesel or biodiesel blended fuel. The tern-i “alternative fuel
blend” is not defined in the proposed amended rule and therefore, would be subject to
interpretation. In addition, all diesel fuel may contain some quantity of biodiesel.
Therefore, potentially all diesel fuel would be a biodiesel blended fuel. The proposed
rule should be limited to diesel fuel containing greater than 2 percent biodiesel.
Otherwise, owners/operations will incur a significant paperwork burden with no added
benefit in protecting the environment. (9)

Section § 245.433 requires owners or operators to use USTs that are made or lined with
material that is compatible with the substance being stored. New Subsection (b) will
require an owner or operator of a UST storing alternative fuel blends or biodiesel or
biodiesel blended fuel to provide certain information to DEP. A commentator notes that
the term “alternative fuel blends” is not defined and also asks if DEP will consider all
diesel fuel to be biodiesel fuel. To improve the clarity of the regulation, we ask EQB to
define the term “alternative fuel blends.” We also ask EQB to clarify whether all diesel
fuel would be considered biodiesel fuel. (20)

Response: The Department has deleted in the final-form rulemaking the terms
“alternative fuel blends,” “biodiesel,” and “biodiesel blended fuels” from the
amendments that were proposed to § 245.433. Certain proposed reporting requirements
remain.

Subsection 245.433(a) (relating to compatibility) in both the proposed and final-form
rulemaking mirrors the requirements of Federal regulations at 40 CFR § 280.32(a) and
states, “Owners and operators shall use an underground storage tank system made of or
lined with materials that are compatible with the substance stored in the underground
storage tank system.” Subsection 280.32(b)(1) of the Federal regulations requires owners
and operators to notify the implementing agency (in this case, DEP) and demonstrate
compatibility for any regulated substance. As such, compatibility documentation is to be
maintained for all regulated UST systems. The Department notes that § 245.435 (relating
to reporting and recordkeeping) requires regulated UST owners and operators to
cooperate fully with Department requests for documentation and retain UST installation
documentation for the life of the UST system.

In recognition of the concern that the requirement to submit compatibility information for
“alternative fuel blends or biodiesel or biodiesel blended fuel” is subject to interpretation
and lacks clarity, and due to the fact that the Department may request an owner or
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operator to provide compatibility documentation for any regulated substance under

§ 245.435, the Department amended § 245.433(b) in the final-form rulemaking to read:
“Upon Department request, an owner and operator of an underground storage tank shall
submit on a form provided by the Department information verifying compatibility of the
underground storage tank system with the substance stored prior to storing the substance
in the underground storage tank.”

Subsection 245.433(c) of the final-form rulemaking provides four ways for UST owners
and owners to document compatibility. These are modified slightly from the proposed
rulemaking to account for removing the terms “alternative fuel blends” and “biodiesel
blended fuels.” Subsection 245.433(c)(2) in the final-form rulemaking reads: “The
manufacturer’s approval must be in writing, indicate an affirmative statement of
compatibility with the substance stored, and be from the equipment or component
manufacturer.”

By providing several means for a UST owner and operator to provide compatibility
documentation for a regulated UST system, the Department is balancing the need to
protect the environment with a UST owner and operator’s ability to show compatibility
of the UST system with the substance stored. Since compatibility documentation is to be
maintained for all regulated UST systems, the proposed wording “Upon Department
request,” has been deleted in the final-form § 245.433(c), and the provision has been
amended to read: “An owner and operator of an underground storage tank system shall
demonstrate compatibility of the underground storage tank system with the substance
stored by using one or more of the following:”

55. Comment: The PADEP states the goal of revising § 245.433(c) is to be consistent with
40 CFR 280.32(b)(1). It should be noted that the intent of 40 CFR 280.32(b) is to
require the UST owner/operator to demonstrate compatibility documentation only for
those tanks containing greater than 10% ethanol and 20% biodiesel. The PADEP’s
proposed language in § 245.433(c) is overly broad and goes beyond EPA’s intent.
EPA’s intent is clearly demonstrated in document EPA 510-K-I 5-002 dated November
2015 “UST System Compatibility with Biofliels”.

Specifically, the PADEP proposes an owner to produce compatibility documentation
as follows:

“(c) Upon Department request, an owner and operator of an underground storage
tank system shall demonstrate compatibility of the underground storage tank system
by using one or more of the following:”

Many of the UST systems date back over 30 years and have changed ownership on more
than one occasion. Additionally, these UST systems have contained low levels of ethanol
for more than 13 years with few adverse consequences. Retroactively requiring
documentation on these very old systems may be impossible in some instances. The
PADEP will have little recourse but to require UST system decommissioning or other
invasive and costly investigation to demonstrate compatibility.
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It is recommended the PADEP revise the proposed language of § 245.433 to limit the
documentation requirement to petroleum fuel blends containing greater than
10% ethanol and 20% biodiesel and other non-petroleum regulated materials, as
required by federal regulations. (19)

A commentator believes the new requirements found in § 245.433(c) are more stringent
that the Federal requirements found at 40 CFR § 280.32(b) because the Federal
requirements only apply to USTs containing greater than 10% ethanol and 20% biodiesel
fuel. They note it will be difficult to produce the required documentation for older UST
systems, and this could lead to the decommissioning of tanks. We note that Subsection
(c) only requires the submittal of the information to demonstrate compatibility upon the
request of DEP. How will DEP implement this provision? Under what circumstance
would DEP require the information? Would it apply to all USTs? If Subsection (c) is
more stringent that the federal requirement, what is the need for it? (20)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees that only USTs storing greater than
10% ethanol and 20% biodiesel are required to demonstrate compatibility. In both the
proposed and flnal-forni rulemakings, § 245.433(a) mirrors the requirements of Federal
regulations at 40 CFR § 280.32(a) and states, “Owners and operators shall use an
underground storage tank system made of or lined with materials that are compatible with
the substance stored in the underground storage tank system.” Subsection 280.32(b)(l)
of the Federal regulations requires owners and operators to notify the implementing
agency (in this case, DEP) and demonstrate compatibility for any regulated substance.
As such, the final-form § 245.433(c) is not overly broad or more stringent than Federal
requirements. Compatibility documentation should be maintained for all regulated UST
systems, regardless of a UST system’s age or installation date. The Department notes
that § 245.435 (relating to reporting and recordkeeping) requires regulated UST owners
and operators to cooperate fully with Department requests for documentation and retain
UST installation documentation for the life of the UST system.

The Department acknowledges the commentator’s concern over situations in which
compatibility documentation may be difficult to provide. However, § 245.433(c) (both
proposed and final-form) provides four ways for UST owners and operators to document
compatibility. By providing several means for a UST owner and operator to provide
compatibility documentation for a regulated UST system, the Department is balancing the
need to protect the environment with a UST owner and operator’s ability to show
compatibility of the UST system with the substance stored.

In recognition of another commentator’s concern that the requirement to submit
compatibility information for “alternative fuel blends or biodiesel or biodiesel blended
fuel” is subject to interpretation and lacks clarity (please see Comment 54), and due to the
fact that the Department may request an owner or operator to provide compatibility
documentation for any regulated substance under § 245.435, the Department amended

§ 245.433(b) in the final-form rulemaking to read: “Upon Department request, an owner
and operator of an underground storage tank shall submit on a form provided by the
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Department information verifying compatibility of the underground storage tank system
with the substance stored prior to storing the substance in the underground storage tank.”

56. Comment: Many UST owners and operators have modernized many aspects of UST
compliance to electronic applications and dispatch systems. As a result, physical paper
documentation may not exist. This modernization simplifies archiving, accountability
and distribution of information. Additionally, these systems are a benefit to the
environment as less paper is consumed. Section 245.435 should be revised to explicitly
state that wherever recordkeeping is required in the regulations, electronic records and
documentation are permitted. (19)

Response: The Department acknowledges the statement regarding the increased use of
electronic means for storing and transmitting data. Section 245.435 states what records
are required and is for the most part silent on how those records must be stored or
submitted to the Department. The Department has added language to the Preamble of
the final-fom rulemaking to clarify that electronic records and documentation are
permitted as long as the submission meets the requirements of the regulations.

57. Comment: Due to the significant changes in the regulations, mandatory retraining of
current Class A and Class B operators is necessary. However, the regulations do not
need to include a recertification requirement. (1)

Given the significant changes in the regulations, how is the Department going to ensure
that current Class A/B operators are trained on those changes. It is likely, at least in the
short term, that many owners/operators will not be aware of the new requirements. The
Department needs to consider how it will address this issue. (17)

Response: The Department believes that all affected parties need to be informed about
these regulatory amendments. This includes all AST and liST owners and operators, and
all Department-certified companies and individuals. Therefore, instead of requiring
mandatory retraining of current Class A and Class B operators, which would not come
without cost, the Department will implement an aggressive outreach program to inform
all affected parties of the regulatory amendments through targeted mailings, email alerts
and webinars. The Department believes that these are the most effective methods to
reach all affected parties with regard to the regulation changes and can be implemented
immediately upon the effective date of the final-form rulemaking. The Department
agrees that a recertification requirement is not necessary.

58. Comment: The proposed regulations should be amended to allow UST owners and
service providers to request alternate sump testing methods other than those presently
prescribed. The alternate method would be subject to PADEP or EPA approval. As the
sump testing requirements continue to evolve, limitations to codes of practice such as
RP 1200 are being realized as these standards cannot contemplate all sump designs,
UST system layouts or alternative technologies.
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Both the PADEP and the regulated community could realize great benefit if some
flexibility is built into this regulatory requirement. If included this provision should
include a defined application and review process as follows:

1) Include a defined protocol for alternate methodproposal
2) Mandate a timeline that the PADEP has to approve or deny the alternate method
3) If denied, require the PADEP to provide a technical argument for its denial
4) Provide for an appeal program if the proposer of the alternate method would

like to challenge the PADEPs decision. (19)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees with the suggestion to include
additional language in proposed § 245.43 7 (relating to periodic testing) in the final
form rulemaking. The language in proposed § 245.43 7 requires owners and operators
to test containment sumps in accordance with requirements developed by the sump
manufacturer or a code of practice developed by a Nationally recognized association or
independent testing laboratory. The Department allows alternative methods if the
other method of testing is no less protective of human health and the environment than
the two previously mentioned requirements. The Department believes sump
manufacturers and industry standards or independent testing laboratories are reliable
sources to provide safe and effective sump testing methods.

59. Comment: We understand that many of the new inspection and testing requirements
are being promulgated because of the 2015 revisions to 40 C.F.R. § 280.35 and
280.36. However, it appears that the requirement at 25 Pa. Code § 245.437(a)(3) to test
the electronic and mechanical components of release detection equipment at least
annually goes beyond the corresponding federal requirements. Furthermore, because
the new requirements at 25 Pa. Code § 245.438(a)(l)(ii) require an inspection of release
detection equipment to ensure proper operation at least every 30 days, as well as a
review of test records for release detection equipment at least every 30 days, we believe
that the proposed annual testing requirement for the same equipment is redundant and
unnecessary. Because of the substantial additional financial, recordkeeping, and
reporting burdens that are being imposed on the regulated community as a result of the
proposed changes to Chapter 245, we believe that including additional, unnecessary
requirements is ill-advised. (II), (18)

Response: The Department respectifilly disagrees. The requirement in § 245.437(a)(3)
to test the electronic and mechanical components of release detection equipment for
proper operation at least annually was added to be consistent with the Federal
requirement at 40 CFR § 280.40(a)(3) (relating to general requirements for all UST
systems).

Further, the requirement to conduct a walkthrough inspection at a minimum of every
30 days to check release detection equipment under § 245.438 was included in the
proposed rulemaking to be consistent with the Federal requirement at 40 CFR § 280.36
(relating to periodic operation and maintenance walkthrough inspections).
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During the 30-day walkthrough inspection, UST owners and operators will be required to
check to make sure the release detection equipment is operating with no alarms or other
unusual operating conditions present and to ensure records of release detection testing are
reviewed and current. These actions differ from annual testing requirements, under
which a Department-certified individual will be required to follow manufacturers’
instructions to adequately determine if the installed equipment is functioning as originally
installed. For example, the Department has encountered sithations in the past where no
alarms existed on the release detection equipment; however, during annual testing, it was
discovered the release detection equipment had not been installed correctly. In requiring
30-day walkthrough inspections and annual testing of the release detection equipment,
additional protections for reducing releases to the environment will be required and will
not be redundant.

No changes made to proposed § 245.43 7 and 245.43 8 in the final-form rulemaking.

60. Comment: The inclusion of language in * 245.444(9) to allow for “other methods’ of
leak detection allows flexibility for future technology to be implemented. It is
recommended the section be revised to define structure as follows:

1) Include a defined protocol for alternate method proposal.
2) Mandate a timeline that the PADEP has to approve or deny the alternate method.
3) If denied, require the PADEP to provide a technical argument for itsdenial.
4) Provide for an appeal program if the proposer of the alternate method would

like to challenge the PADEP’s decision. (19)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees with the need to add additional
language in § 245.444(8). The comment suggests the existing provision for “Other
methods” is vague and does not provide a UST owner or operator with adequate
information to determine whether an alternative method of release detection is
appropriate to achieve compliance. This regulation minors EPA regulations and is an
alternative to the other specific methods in § 245.4440)-rn; it allows greater flexibility
for owners and operators to comply with release detection requirements. Paragraph
245.444(8) as proposed states:

Other types of release detection methods, or a combination of methods, may be
used if the owner or operator can demonstrate to the Department that one of the
following exists:

(i) It can detect a 0.2 gallon per hour leak rate or a release of 150 gallons within a
month with a probability of detection of 0.95 and a probability of false alarm of
0.05.

(ii) It can detect a release as effectively as any of the methods allowed in
paragraphs (2)-(7). In comparing methods, the Department will consider the size
of release that the method can detect and the frequency and reliability with which
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it can be detected. If the method is approved, the owner and operator shall
comply with conditions imposed by the Department on its use to ensure the
protection of human health and the environment.

The Department could have limited UST owners and operators to only those methods
listed in § 245.444(l)-c). However, the Department continues to provide flexibility.

61. Comment: § 245.445 Methods of Release Detection for Piping, Subsection (iii) — The
proposed amendment requires unattended UST systems utilizing pressurized piping
installed on or before November 10, 2007, to be equipped with a method that restricts
or automatically shuts off the flow of regulated substances and meets the requirements
in this section. We agree that such UST systems should be equipped in this manner.
However, existing UST systems should be afforded a I or 2-year period to meet this
requirement. (9)

How will DEP implement this provision? Would a one or two-year grace period pose an
immediate harm or threat to the environment? (20)

Response: The Department does not believe that a one-year or two-year timeftame to
comply with § 245.445(1)(iii) is warranted. Thus, the Department is not amending the
proposed rulemaking language.

On December 20, 2007, the Department issued a Technical Bulletin titled “Important
Notice Regarding Interstitial Monitoring for Piping Release Detection.” The Technical
Bulletin was based on existing § 245.4450) and targeted DEP-certified companies and
individuals who perform underground facility operations inspections. The Technical
Bulletin is on the Department’s Division of Storage Tanks website under DEP Technical
Guidance Documents, at http://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Land/Tanks/Pages/DEP
Technical-Guidance-Documents.aspx

The second paragraph of the Technical Bulletin states: “In addition, if the regulated
facility is a remote site and considered ‘unmanned,’ a method of piping release detection
that restricts or shuts off the flow of product should be in place. Simply having an
audible alarm at this type of facility is not acceptable as a compliant method of piping
release detection.” The Department discussed this Technical Bulletin with DEP
certified individuals and has kept it readily available on the storage tank program’s
website since February 2016. Therefore, all “unmanned” facilities have had at least one
facility operations inspection since issuance and discussion of the Technical Bulletin.
As a result, all facilities of this type should already be in compliance.

Subchapter F — Technical Standards for Aboveground Storage Tanks and Facilities

62. Comment: § 245.511 General operations and maintenance, § 245.5 13 preventive
maintenance and housekeeping requirements, as well as multiple sections propose
changing the phrase “an aboveground storage tank facility owner/operator” to “a storage
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tank facility owner and operator.” Because there are multiple plants in Pennsylvania
that have a different owner than operator, we believe that leaving the owner/operator
terminology intact or even changing it to either the “owner or operator” avoids this
confusion. (9)

Response: The phrase “storage tank facility owner/operator” has been amended
throughout the final-form rulemaking to read “storage tank facility owner and operator”
to clarify that the applicable requirement applies to both the owner and operator.

63. Comment: § 245.5 12— the requirement to submit spill plan revisions within 120 days
should allow the option for just submitting the changed sections of the plan. For large
facilities with many tanks, revisions occur frequently and resubmitting an entire plan
would be a waste of paper. Also, the option for electronic submittals should be
allowed. (12)

Section 245.5 12 is being amended to require Spill Prevention Response Plan revisions to
be submitted to DEP within 120 days of any necessary updates to the plan. Would the
owner or operator of an AST facility have to submit the entire plan or just revisions to
DEP? This should be clarified in the final-form regulation. (20)

Response: The Department has amended § 245.5 12 in the final-form rulemaking to
clarify the intent of the proposed rulemaking, namely that the owner or operator of an
AST facility would only need to submit changes to the current plan. In addition,
language has been added to allow revisions of the plan to be submitted in writing or
electronically. The language in the final-form rulemaking reads: “Plan revisions or any
addendum to the initial plan shall be submitted to the Department in writing or
electronically This change has also been made in § 245.603(a) of the final-form
regulation. However, under §* 245.512 and 245.603(a), a current copy of the entire plan
must be readily available at the facility at all times.

64. Comment: § 245.512 & § 245.603 Facility operations and spill response plan—An
initial Spill Prevention Response Plan shall be submitted to the Department for a
storage tank facility with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity greater than
21,000 gallons. The proposed subsection change includes that “Plan revisions shall be
submitted to the Department within 120 days of any occurrences as described in section
901(b) of the act.” We believe the proposed 120 days should be extended to 180 days
(6 months) to correspond with the SPCC requirements that require that SPCC Plan
amendments be prepared within 6 months of the change and implemented immediately,
or within 6 months after preparation of the amendment. (9)

A commentator has requested that the 120-day mandate be extended to 180 days. This
requirement also appears in § 245.603, relating to general storage tank facility
requirements. If extending the time frame from 120 days to 180 days for submitted
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revisions would not pose a harm or threat to the environment, we ask DEP to provide
the regulated community this additional time for compliance. (20)

Response: The Department has amended §* 245.5 12 and 245.603(a) in the final-form
rulemaking to allow 180 days to prepare and submit revisions to the Spill Prevention
Response Plan. However, the Department believes it is important to revise and
implement the revisions as soon as possible.

65. Comment: Section 245.5 13(b)(2)(v) proposes monthly inspection of cathodic
protection systems. We believe this is an unduly burdensome requirement, with costs
likely to exceed benefits. We propose DEP move to a quarterly or semi-annual
inspection requirement. (18)

Response: The proposed language in § 245.5 13(b)(2)(v) would have required the owner
and operator of aAST to verify that cathodic protection systems are functioning as
designed as part of the required monthly maintenance inspection. This monthly
inspection would have included inspection ofjunction boxes, test stations, and other
equipment to ensure all connections are secure and unaffected by corrosion and any
installed rectifier is providing appropriate output.

Inconsideration of the comment received, proposed § 245.5 13(b)(2)(v) has been deleted
and cathodic protection system testing requirements have been added in § 245.532(c)
(relating to cathodic protection systems) in the final-form rulemaking. Also, for
consistency, proposed § 245.61 3(b)(5) (relating to monitoring standards) has been
deleted and cathodic protection system testing requirements have been added in new

§ 245.613(c) in the final-form rulemaking. These amendments will require testing of
galvanic cathodic protection systems at least every 3 years and annual testing for
impressed current systems. Impressed current systems will also be required to have
current output recorded every 60 days. Both types of cathodic protection systems will be
required to be tested within 6 months following installation and repair. The
recordkeeping sections forboth Subchapters F (See § 245.516) and 0 (See § 245.615)
have been amended to include language regarding retention of cathodic protection system
testing.

These cathodic protection inspection and testing requirements are no more stringent than
the inspection and testing requirements established in nationally recognized codes and
standards established by such organizations as the American Petroleum Institute and
NACE International — The Corrosion Society. These specific requirements added in the
final-form rulemaking provide owners and operators with the necessary information they
need to properly monitor the cathodic protection systems.

66. Comment: Proposed Section 245.513(c) would require an owner and operator to
“immediately initiate” the actions necessary to correct deficiencies noted during the
72-hour visual and monthly maintenance inspections. The words “immediately initiate”
are not defined. This proposed Section should be clarified or revised so as to place clear
and reasonable obligations on the storage tank facility owner and operator.
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In the context of the immediate reporting obligation contained in 25 Pa. Code § 91.33(a),
the Department at times has interpreted “immediate” to mean within 15 minutes of
discovery. In many instances, it would be impractical for an owner or operator to
undertake corrective actions of storage tank deficiencies within this or any similar time
period. For example, many storage tank repairs require contracting with third parties for
professional design or other services and cannot be performed “immediately.”

In addition, it is unclear what activities “initiate the corrective action. For example,
would a report sent to management notifying management of the need for a repair
“initiate” the necessary actions, or would the Department require more to be done
“immediately” to “initiate” the repair? As drafted, the proposed amendment does not
inform tank owners and operators of what actions comply with this requirement or how
much time is afforded. We suggest that the proposed requirement be phrased in more
practical terms, such as requiring diligent, commercially reasonable actions to correct any
deficiencies noted during inspections. (13)

Response: The Department respectftflly disagrees with the need to define
“immediately initiate.” This term is widely used and commonly understood as
beginning a process without delay. During the required 72-hour and monthly
inspections in § 245.513(b)(1) and 245.513(b)(2), respectively, if deficiencies are
observed, the Department expects owners and operators to take actions to prevent,
abate, mitigate, or respond to those deficiencies. In the example provided in the
comment, the action taken by the tank owner to contact a third-party individual to
correct the deficiency is an immediate action that may be taken.

67. Comment: Subsection 245.5 14(b) (relating to security) is a new requirement. Can the
written log book be in electronic form that can be printed upon request during an
inspection? Also, hyphenate the second occurrence of the word “aboveground” in the
first sentence of this proposed subsection. (6)

Section 245.514(b) requires the maintenance of a “written log book.” Merck currently
maintains a similar record and has no objection to the substance of this amendment.
Merck suggests that the final language expressly allow log books to be maintained in
electronic format. As electronic recording devices such as iPads come into greater use
during inspections, and records are maintained on servers or other electronic storage
equipment, a hard copy of a log book may become obsolete. Merck suggests that the
language be clarified to allow an electronic option. For example, the language “a written
log book in hard copy or electronic format” would improve the proposal. (19)

EQB is codifying a best management practice that requires owners and operators of
certain AST facilities to maintain a written log book. Commentators have asked if the
log book can be in an electronic format and then printed as needed. Similar concerns
have been expressed with § 245.603. We ask EQB to explain how this provision will be
implemented and to implement the least burdensome alternative for the regulated
community while ensuring the proper protection of the environment. (20)
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Response: The log may be maintained in written or electronic form. Subsection
245.5 14(b) has been amended in the final-form rulemaking to read:

“The owner and operator of an aboveground storage tank facility with an aggregate
aboveground storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons shall maintain a written or
electronic log. At a minimum, each log entry must identify the name of the individual
performing tank handling and inspection activities, the individual’s signature or
equivalent verification of presence onsite, the company name, the date of work, start and
end times, and a brief description of work performed, including tank identification.”

The second occurrence of the word “aboveground” in the first sentence of § 245.514(b)
was mistakenly hyphenated in the proposed rulemaking. All occurrences of “above
ground” in the proposed rulemaking have been amended to “aboveground” in the final-
form rulemaking.

68. Comment: § 245.5 14 Security - Proposed subsection (b) and § 245.603 proposed
subsection (c), (Proposed subsection (b) in § 245.5 14 & proposed subsection (e) in

§ 245.603), suggests that an additional level of security would be provided. These
subsections would require owners and operators of AST facilities with an aggregate
aboveground storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons to maintain a written log
book. Each log book entry would need to identify the name of the individual
performing tank handling and inspection activities, the individual’s signature, the
company name, the date of work, start and end times, and a brief description of work
performed, including tank identification. The use of a log book containing the proposed
information is a best management practice for storage tank owners and operators. Most
facilities already have a procedure for the type of documentation they use for the above
activities. Using these defined “log books” would provide little additional benefit and
would be burdensome and time-consuming resulting in additional labor costs. In
addition, the Department could issue violations if one on the entries was not entered
appropriately into the log book although all tank handling and inspections were
appropriately conducted and documented. If this becomes part of 25 PA Code, then it is
no longer a Best Management Practice, but a regulation. (9)

The requirement to keep a detailed logbook is burdensome for large facilities with many
tanks, especially for the detail required by a logbook. A consideration to shift this
responsibility to the inspector or installer should be considered. (12)

EQB is codifying a best management practice that requires owners and operators of
certain AST facilities to maintain a written log book. Commentators have asked if the
log book they currently maintain as part of their existing best management practice
would satisfy the requirement. Similar concerns have been expressed with § 245.603.
We ask EQB to explain how this provision will be implemented and to implement the
least burdensome alternative for the regulated community while ensuring the proper
protection of the environment. (20)
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Response: The Department does not believe that the maintenance of a written log will
be burdensome or time-consuming, or will result in additional labor costs. The
Department agrees that maintenance of a log is a best management practice; however, the
Department does not agree that most facilities already have a procedure in place to
document the required information being requested. It has been the Department’s
experience that facilities do not have such logs as documented in several enforcement
cases. To facilitate compliance with this requirement to maintain a written log, the
Department has amended § 245.5 14(b) and 245.603(c) in the final-form rulemaking to
allow the log to be maintained in written or electronic form. The Department does not
agree that maintenance of the log is the responsibility of the installer or inspector.

69. Comment: After reviewing our security needs, we have employed the security
measures that we feel are appropriate for our facility, including the implementation
of a robust system to control facility access. Requiring that a written log book be
maintained on top of an already strong access control system is overly burdensome,
impractical, unnecessary, and would not serve to improve site security.

As such, we propose that the proposed conditions in 25 PAC 245.5 14(b),
245.5 16(c)(8), 245.603(c), and 245.6 15(b)(8) be removed and that the Department
continue its existing practice of allowing the storage tank facility to select and
implement the security measures that are most appropriate for the facility and are
sufficient to protect the environment and public. (16)

EQB is codifying a best management practice that requires owners and operators of
certain AST facilities to maintain a written log book. Commentators have asked if the
log book they currently maintain as part of their existing best management practice
would satisf’ the requirement of this section. They also ask if the log book can be in an
electronic format and then printed as needed. Similar concerns have been expressed
with 245.603. We ask EQB to explain how this provision will be implemented and to
implement the least burdensome alternative for the regulated community while ensuring
the proper protection of the environment. (20)

Response: The Department does not believe that the maintenance of a written log is
overly burdensome, impractical or unnecessary, or that it would not serve to
improve site security. The use of a log containing the proposed information is a best
management practice for storage tank owners and operators. However, it has been the
Department’s experience that facilities do not have such logs as documented in several
enforcement cases. The commentator states that they already implement a robust
system to control facility access. Upon further review, they may find that the
system already meets the written log requirements. To facilitate compliance with
this requirement to maintain a written log, the Department has amended § 245.5 14(b),
245.5 l6(c)(8), 245.603(c) and 245.6 15(b)(8) in the final-form rulemaking to allow the
log to be maintained in written or electronic form.

70. Comment: Proposed Section 245.5 16(c)(15) would require documentation of
investigations of suspected releases to be maintained for the operational life of the tank
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system and retained for a minimum of I year afier the tank system has been
permanently closed. Proposed Sections 245.435(d)(22) and 245.6 15(b)(7) would
impose similar requirements. But if the investigation of a suspected release reveals that
no release occurred, the records are of limited value. They are not relevant to any
corrective action mandated by the regulation or to any damages to third persons.

Requiring maintenance of these records for more than a few months is unnecessary and
burdensome. It would also serve to discourage investigations that a company may
voluntarily undertake as a precaution when the likelihood of a release is very low. The
number of records may give a misimpression of multiple problems at a facility when the
operator was merely being diligent. To best encourage investigations, a recordkeeping
requirement limited to confirmed releases would be most protective of the environment
without imposing undue burden on regulated entities.

If proposed Section 245.5l6(c)(15) were withdrawn, records necessary for Department
oversight would still be preserved. When investigation of a suspected release shows
that a non-exempt release occurred, the release must be reported to the Department, see

§ 245.305(a), and the records must be maintained. See § 245.5 16(c)(5). We
recommend that the proposed amendment adding Section 245.51 6(e)( 1 5) and the
similar sections identified above be withdrawn, or the retention period be limited to no
more than 6 months. (13)

Under Subsection (c)(15) owners and operators of ASTs will be required to keep
documentation of investigations of suspected releases. A commentator has asked what
the rationale for this new requirement is if the investigation finds that no release
occurred. Similar language can be found under 245.6 15(b)(7). In the Preamble to the
final-form regulation, we ask EQB explain why it needs this information. (20)

Response: The Department currently requires regulated storage tank owners and
operators to investigate an indication of a suspected release. Indications of a suspected
release include: presence of a regulated substance or an unusual level of vapors from a
regulated substance; unusual operating conditions; and test, sampling or monitoring
results, including the sounding of an alarm, from a release detection method which
indicate a release. These records are important in understanding the storage tank’s
operational history when performing required inspections and site assessments and
responding to inquiries or complaints from the public. By retaining these records, a
regulated storage tank owner may be able to overcome by clear and convincing evidence
that he did not contribute to the damage, contamination or pollution of the environment
discovered (35 P.S. § 6021.1311). The Department believes requiring maintenance of
records associated with investigating suspected releases is imperative in providing
protection for the environment and public health.

71. Comment: § 245.522(g) — this new section requires previously regulated tanks being
activated to meet new storage tank system requirements which is consistent with
existing regulations. However, clarity needs to be added for tanks in shared existing
emergency containment areas. Those containment areas do not and should not be
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required to be upgraded as a result of activating (or adding) a tank into that emergency
existing containment area. (12)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees that emergency containment areas
should not be required to be upgraded when aAST returns to regulated status. In the
final-form rulemaking, the Department has deleted § 245.522(g) and amended §
245.542(d)(l)-(2) (relating to containment requirements for aboveground storage tank
systems) to clarify the emergency containment requirements based on installation date of
the AST.

Currently, § 245.542(d) states:

Aboveground tanks must have emergency containment structures, such as dike
fields, curbing and containment collection systems, which contain releases from
overfills, leaks and spills, when a new tank system is installed or at the next out-
of-service inspection for existing tank systems as established in § 245.553(d)
(relating to out-of-service inspections) or by November 10, 2010, whichever
occurs first.

Further, § 245.542(d)(l) and (2) currently state:

(1) Permeability of newly installed or replacement emergency containment
structures must be less than I x 10-6 cmlsec at anticipated hydrostatic head and be
of sufficient thickness to prevent the released substance from penetrating the
containment structure for a minimum of 72 hours, and until the release can be
detected and recovered.

(2) Emergency containment structures for existing aboveground storage tanks
must meet one of the following standards by November 10, 2010, or at the next
out-of-service inspection, prior to the tank being placed back into service,
whichever occurs first:

* * *

The intent of 245.542(d)(j) is to apply to new tank systems, a position the Department
has maintained since the provisions were initially promulgated on October 11, 1997. A
new tank system includes a tank being reactivated in a shared, existing emergency
containment area. In this instance, the emergency containment area must be upgraded to
meet the requirements of 245.542(d)(l).

To provide clarity, the Department has amended § 245.542(d)(l) and (2) in the final-form
rulemaking to clarify that large ASTs installed after October 11, 1997, must be installed
within emergency containment having permeability less than I x I 0 cmlsec. They now
read as follows:
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(I) Permeability of newly installed or replacement emergency containment structures
or emergency containment structures for aboveground storage tanks installed after
October 11, 1997, must be less than 1 x 1 06 cm/sec at anticipated hydrostatic head and
be of sufficient thickness to prevent the released substance from penetrating the
containment structure for a minimum of 72 hours, and until the release can be detected
and recovered.

(2) Emergency contaiment structures for aboveground storage tanks installed on or
before October 11, 1997, must meet one of the following standards:

Subsections 245.542(d)( 1) and (2) were initially promulgated on October 11, 1997.
Therefore, the provisions that are applicable to new and existing storage tanks are
applicable as of that date.

72. Comment: § 245.531 General corrosion and deterioration requirements
— § 245.531

subsection (c) currently states that “Existing tank bottoms that do not meet the standards
in subsection (b) shall be upgraded when the tank bottom is replaced.” The proposed
subsection (e) states that tank bottoms that are not adequately protected from corrosion
and deterioration shall be upgraded to meet § 245.532 and § 245.534 (relating to
cathodic protection systems; and interior linings and coatings). We propose to keep the
same requirement in place that is already there or at the very least allow the upgrade to
take place at the next “Out of Service” inspection. The proposed requirement presents a
significant burden and potential shutdown of plant operations by requiring immediate
upgrades unless this work is performed either when the tank bottom is replaced or
scheduled during an “Out of Service” inspection. (9)

We ask EQR to explain if the amendments to § 245.531 being proposed are new
requirements, and if so, to explain the need for the revisions. If the requirements are
new, we ask EQB to quantify the costs associated with the amendments. (20)

Response: The Department does not agree that final-form § 245.53 l(a)-(c) adds new
requirements. Instead, subsections (a)-(c) clarify existing requirements. When
interpreted together, existing subsections (a)-(c) require aAST system to be maintained
with corrosion and deterioration prevention measures. Tank bottoms must be
continuously protected from corrosion and deterioration. Tank bottoms installed on or
before October 11, 1997, which is the effective date of the existing § 245.531, must be
upgraded when a lack of corrosion and deterioration prevention is discovered. By now,
all such “existing” tank bottoms should have had an out-of-service inspection performed,
which would have evaluated the tank bottom protection. If cathodic protection or a liner
was required, then either of these items should have been added at this point. Tank
bottoms installed after October 11, 1997 must have been protected at installation. Failure
to continuously maintain these preventative measures may result in premature tank
failure and subsequent release of regulated product.
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Subsection 245.53 1(a), as proposed, clarifies that AST systems are to be continuously
protected from corrosion and deterioration. Subsection 245.531(b), as proposed, clarifies
that tank bottoms in direct contact with the soil are to be evaluated by a corrosion expert
to detenTline if cathodic protection is necessary. Subsection 245.53 1(c), as proposed,
clarifies that, “Tank bottoms that are not adequately protected from corrosion and
deterioration [which is to be determined by the corrosion expert under § 245.531(b)] shall
be upgraded to meet § 245.532 and 245.534 (relating to cathodic protection systems;
and interior linings and coatings).” These regulatory amendments do not modii,’ existing
requirements. Rather the regulatory amendments included in this final-form rulemaking
clarify existing requirements, found in § 245.531. Therefore, no additional costs will be
incurred in complying with these amendments. The final-form rulemaking retains these
proposed amendments.

The Department does not believe it to be prudent or appropriate to allow a large AST to
continue to operate knowing that the tank bottom is not protected from corrosion and
deterioration. The final-form regulation in § 245.531 allows large ASTs that have tank
bottoms that need corrosion protection to be upgraded through tank bottom replacement,
cathodic protection being installed, or with a tank liner. Allowing upgrades to be
performed only when the tank bottom is scheduled to be replaced or allowing upgrades to
wait until the next out-of-service inspection (which could be up to 20 years) is not
acceptable, is not in the best interest of the tank owner, and may result in a release of
regulated substance to the environment.

73. Comment: The proposed amendment to Section 245.531 may pose a significant,
expensive obligation on our company. In accordance with existing regulations and a
SSIP permit from the Department, we recently installed and registered a 400,000
gallon aboveground storage tank to store fuel oil. While the outside of the tank is
painted for corrosion prevention, the tank bottom is not. Corrosion protection of the
bottom is not legally required, and is unnecessary because the tank sits on a concrete
pad, not on soil.

More specifically, under current regulations, the corrosion evaluation provisions of
Section 245.531(b) do not apply to this tank because the tank bottom is not in direct
contact with the soil or other electrolyte. Existing Section 245.531(c) requiring upgrade
is likewise inapplicable because that section applies only when the standards in
Section 245.531(b) are not met, and even then only when the tank bottom is replaced.
Neither of these conditions exists. In addition, because the tank stores petroleum,
potential interior corrosion is not at issue.

The proposed amendment to Section 245.531 may be interpreted to require our
company to upgrade its existing tanks to add corrosion protection for the tank bottom.
Under the proposed amendment, we may also need to meet the requirements of
§ 245.532 and 245.534 (relating to cathodic protection systems; and interior linings
and coatings) for existing tank bottoms not equipped with corrosion protection, such as
the bottom of the 400,000 fuel oil tank. But when a tank bottom sits on a concrete pad,
no valid reason for corrosion protection exists.
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If the regulations are amended to require corrosion protection for tank bottoms on
concrete pads, then the contents of existing tanks must be emptied and significant
alterations made. Even the new 400,000 gallon tank, recently approved by the
Department and shown during inspection to be filly compliant with existing regulations,
would need to be taken out of service and modified at very major cost and expense. No
environmental risk exists to warrant this onerous result.

We suggest that the proposed regulation be modified to allow for tank bottoms without
corrosion protection when the bottoms are not in direct contact with soil or other
electrolyte, such as when they are located on concrete pads. This result would be
consistent with Section 245.531(b) which requires evaluation by a corrosion expert
only if the tank bottom is in direct contact with soil or other electrolyte. Alternatively,
we request that any new requirement applying to tank bottoms not in direct contact
with soils or other electrolyte apply only to storage tanks constructed after the
effective date of the regulation or when tank bottoms are replaced. (13)

Response: Subsection 245.531(a), as proposed, clarifies that AST systems are to be
continuously protected from corrosion and deterioration. Subsection 245.53 1(b), as
proposed, clarifies that tank bottoms in direct contact with the soil are to be evaluated by
a corrosion expert to determine if cathodic protection is necessary. Subsection
245.531(c), as proposed, states “Tank bottoms that are not adequately protected from
corrosion and deterioration shall be upgraded to meet § 245.532 and 245.534
(relating to cathodic protection systems; and interior linings and coatings).” In the
commentator’s example, if a corrosion expert were to determine that no cathodic
protection is necessary on the tank bottom, the storage tank system would satisfy §
245.531(a). No additional amendments have been made to § 245.531 in the final-form
rulemaking.

74. Comment: For § 245.534(c) (relating to interior linings and coatings), is it possible to
have the inspection interval coincide with the API 653 internal inspection interval? (6)

Response: The Department currently requires out-of-service inspections to be conducted
based on the API 653 calculated service life method or half of the corrosion rate life, with
a maximum of 20 years between inspections, under § 245.553. Internal linings and
coatings, if installed, are currently required to be evaluated during the out-of-service
inspection under § 245.553. A storage tank owner may have the lining inspection
interval coincide with the out-of-service inspection if agreeable to the Department and if
the lining manufacturer or design engineer recommends the inspection interval. No
amendments to the proposed rulemaking have been made in the final-form rulemaking in
response to this comment.

75. Comment: § 245.534(c) — the new requirement to get agency agreement seems
unnecessary and adds additional PADEP involvement. The PADEP does not always
have personnel knowledgeable to make these decisions which could lead to unnecessary
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delays awaiting agency review and approval. This language should be changed to a
registered professional engineer. (12)

Response: The Department does not foresee delays in the review of such submissions.
This subsection, as proposed, requires interior linings or coatings to be inspected by a
DEP-certified AST inspector at least every 10 years or as warranted or recommended by
the manufacturer or design engineer and agreed upon by the Department. Where an
inspection interval is warranted or recommended by the manufacturer or design engineer,
in the vast majority of cases, the Department will agree with the manufacturer or design
engineer provided the appropriate information is submitted for the storage tank lining or
coating in question. The Department has retained the proposed language in §
245.534(c) in the final-form rulemaking.

76. Comment: Section 245.541 should place the burden for the prevention of spills and
overflows during delivery of fuels on the delivering company, not the operator of the
receiving tank. (18)

Response: The Department has not made the requested amendment. Section 245.54 1
establishes the requirements to ensure that releases from overfills do not occur.
Subsection 245.541(b) requires that the storage tanks be equipped with a gauge or
monitoring device which accurately indicates the level or volume in the tank and is
visible to the individual responsible for the transfer of product. In addition, a high-level
alarm with an automatic high-level cut-off device or a high-level alarm with a manned
operator shutdown procedure in operation must also be installed. It is the responsibility
of the owner or operator to ensure that these requirements are met. Provided these
requirements are met, the equipment is operating as intended, and the transfer is
adequately monitored, overfills should not occur.

77. Comment: § 245.542 Containment requirements for aboveground storage tank
systems — In the Preamble subsection (f) is proposed to be amended to require that any
water, not only stormwater, be removed from the emergency containment area as soon
as possible and to clarify that the water is to be removed from the containment before it
comes in contact with the AST or piping pbefore it reduces the capacity of the
containment by 10% or more. However, in the actual proposed regulations il is written
as water is to be removed from the containment before it comes in contact with the AST
or piping before it reduces the capacity of the containment by 10% or more. This
requirement has a much different meaning. We propose that the verbiage in the
Preamble should be used (or before it reduces the capacity of the containment by 10%
or more). (9)

Response: The language in proposed § 245.542(1) is correct and has been retained in the
final-form rulemaking. The language in the Preamble to the proposed rulemaking
pertaining to this amendment was incorrectly stated and has been clarified in the final-
form rulemaking. It is important to remove water from the containment before it comes
in contact with the AST or piping and before it reduces the capacity of containment by
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10% or more, to assure that water does not come into contact with the tanks or piping
which would be a corrosion issue.

78. Comment: § 245.542 - Subsection (0 is proposed to be amended to require that any
water, not only stormwater, be removed from the emergency containment area as soon
as possible. The regulation should be amended to refer to liquid water. Snow, which
does not take up the same equivalent volume as liquid water, is not easily removed. (10)

Response: The suggestion of clarifying water as liquid water would be redundant. The
Department is not requiring snow to be removed from the emergency containment area.
However, snow melt is water and is required to be removed as soon as possible under
§ 245.542(0. The proposed amendments have been retained in the final-form
rulemaking.

79. Comment: § 245.552(d)(4) — this section has been revised to require PADEP approval
to delay an in-service inspection for tanks that are temporarily removed from service.
This requirement to obtain agency approval is unnecessarily burdensome for the tank
owner and the PADEP. These tanks must be emptied and are checked monthly. If a
tank owner wants to delay the inspection, they should be able to do that without seeking
agency agreement. (12)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees. The Department requires AST
system integrity to be maintained throughout the temporary removal from service time
and requires the tank to be protected against flotation, under § 245.562. Based on the
tank’s compliance history, information necessary to determine the tank’s integrity may be
unknown. In-service inspections, as required in § 245.552, provide the Department with
this information. The proposed amendments to § 245.552(d)(4) have been retained in the
final-form rulemaking.

80. Comment: With regard to § 245.561(2) (relating to permanent closure or change-in-
service), the owner or operator oversees the operation of the closure activities by hiring a
certified installer. The owner and operator is charged with submitting the notification
and registration modification to the PADEP. There is no need for the signature of the
certified installer. This will cause delays in the notification process. (6)

Response: The Department respectfully disagrees that the signature of the certified
installer is not necessary. The certified tank handler is responsible for the removal from
service of the AST system and is certifying that all tank handling activities were
conducted in compliance with the Storage Tank Act and all applicable regulations. The
proposed amendments to § 245.56 1(2) have been retained in the final-form rulemaking.

Subchapter G — Simplified Program for Small Aboveground Storage Tanks

81. Comment: Subsection 245.603(c) (relating to general storage tank facilities
requirements) is a new requirement. Would computer based task management and
electronic inspection management systems meet this requirement? (6)
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Response: To facilitate compliance with this requirement to maintain a log, the
Department has amended § 245.603(c) in the final-form rulemaking to allow the log to be
maintained in written or electronic form.

82. Comment: Currently, Section 245.612(d)(l) permits use of a spill containment
bucket when filling a double walled aboveground storage tank. The proposed
amendment to this section would require permanently installed spill prevention
equipment.

We own and operate numerous double walled tanks, many of which store diesel fuel for
emergency generators. Except for some newer tanks, these double walled tanks do not
have permanently installed spill prevention equipment. When the tanks are being filled, a
bucket is placed under the fill point and an operator continuously monitors the filling
activity. In our experience, this method is effective in preventing releases to the
environment.

Altering numerous existing tanks to install permanent spill prevention equipment would
be expensive, time-consuming and unnecessary to prevent releases. We suggest that
use of a spill containment bucket remain a permissible option for existing tanks. A
requirement that an operator continuously monitor the filling activity would be
consistent with our practice. We have no objection to requiring permanently installed
spill prevention equipment on new aboveground double walled storage tanks.

In the event the Board rejects our suggestion and requires us to install spill prevention
equipment on existing tanks, we request a period of three years to hilly implement this
requirement. It would be unrealistic to expect storage tank owners to modify numerous
tanks in a short period of time. Altering the numerous tanks at our facilities is a
significant undertaking that will require considerable planning, construction and
expense. (13)

Subsection 245.6 12(d)(l) is being amended to require permanently installed spill
protection equipment at the tank fill point. The commentator notes that they use
temporary spill buckets and believe the amendment is a new requirement that would be
costly and provide little environmental benefit. We ask EQB to explain how DEP
administers the existing regulation and if the proposed amendment will require the
regulated community to change their procedures related to spill buckets. If the
requirements are new, we ask EQB to quantify the costs and to consider a window of
time for the regulated community to come into compliance with the new standard. (20)

Response: The proposed amendments to § 245.6 12(d)1) are retained in the final-form
rulemaking. They clarify the existing requirement and do not create a new requirement.
Existing § 245.61 2(d)(1) states that double walled tanks may meet both emergency and
secondary containment requirements when the tank system is operated with spill and
overfill protection controls including a spill containment bucket at the tank fill point or
containment at the remote fill point. A storage tank owner may currently meet this
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requirement by having permanently installed spill prevention equipment such as a spill
bucket or containment underneath the tank fill point. Third-party inspectors and
Department staff routinely inspect regulated storage tanks to determine compliance with
storage tank regulations. Without pernunent installation of spill prevention equipment, it
is impossible to veri1’ regulatory compliance. Adding the words “Permanently installed”
to § 245.6 l2(d)(l) simply clarifies that permanently installed spill prevention equipment
is necessary to meet both the emergency and secondary containment requirements for
double walled tanks.

83. Comment: With regard to § 245.61 5(b)(8) (relating to recordkeeping requirements), add
a statement that would allow computer-based systems and electronic management
systems to be acceptable to meet this requirement. (6)

Response: Proposed § 245.6 l5(b)(8) has been amended in the final-form rulemaking to
read as follows:

(8) Written or electronic log entry infonnation as required under § 245.603(c)
(relating to general storage tank facility requirements).

84. Comment: § 245.616 Inspection Requirements — Subsection (c) proposes to have
small aboveground storage tanks storing regulated substances with a capacity of greater
than 5,000 gallons and small aboveground storage tanks storing highly hazardous
substances with a capacity greater than 1,100 gallons to conduct in-service inspections
every 5 years (previously 10 years) or more often when corrosion, deterioration or other
specific conditions necessitate. Increasing the frequency of small AST inspections is
unnecessary when industry tank standards already provide a sound scientific and
engineering basis for tank inspection schedules. (9)

Inspection frequencies for small AST under § 245.616 should remain as they are under
the current regulation. Increasing the frequency of small AST inspections is arbitrary
and unnecessary when industry tank standards (e.g., STI or API) already provide a
sound scientific and engineering basis for tank inspection schedules under the existing
regulation. (10)

§ 245.616(c) — the proposed change to inspect every 5 years instead of every 10 years is
unnecessarily burdensome and unjustified. These small tanks offer minimal potential
environmental harm and requiring more frequent inspections because people are failing
to meet the current regulatory obligation to complete every 10 years is a flawed
justification. (12)

The nile as published proposes changes to 25 PAC 245.616(c), (c)(l), and (c)(2) that
would shorten the frequency of required in-service inspections for small aboveground
storage tanks from every ten (10) years to every five (5) years. The Department
believes that this change is necessary to improve facility compliance. However, the
mechanisms to drive compliance improvement already exist within the current
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regulatory framework. We believe that this change, which essentially doubles the costs
for in-service inspections, does little but penalizes facilities that appropriately manage
their ASTs for the actions of facilities that do not and imposes an unnecessary financial
burden on the tank owner with little environmental benefit. Therefore, we propose that
the proposed conditions in 25 PAC 245.6 16(c), (c)(l), and (c)(2) be removed and that
the Department continue its existing practice of allowing Department certified
inspectors to manage in-service inspection frequencies on a case-by-case and site-
specific basis. (16)

Response: The existing inspection frequency for USTs is once every 3 years, under

§ 245.411. The Department saw a marked improvement in UST facility compliance rates
when the UST inspection frequency changed from 5 or 10 years to the existing 3-year
inspection cycle. Department inspection records show that less than 50% of ASTs
inspected meet existing requirements. The Department believes that a mandated
shortened inspection frequency is needed to help improve compliance with these systems.
Therefore, the proposed amendments to § 245.616(c) have been retained in the final-form
rulemaking.
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NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
(25 Pa. Code Chapter 245)

Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program

The Environmental Quality Board (Board) by this order amends Chapter 245 (relating to
Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program). This fmal-form rulemaking
strengthens the requirements for operation and maintenance of underground storage tank (UST)
equipment. Currently, liST owners and operators are required to have spill prevention, overfill
prevention and release detection equipment in place but are not required to periodically verify the
ftmctionality of some of that equipment. This final-form rulemaking also adds a new certification
category for persons that only perform minor modifications of UST systems. This final-form
rulemaking also shortens the in-service inspection cycle for aboveground storage tanks (AST) in
underground vaults and small ASTs. This final-form rulemaking clarifies or corrects other
provisions in Chapter 245 based on the Department’s experience in implementing this chapter
since the last comprehensive Department rulemaking, which occurred over 10 years ago.

This order was adopted by the Board at its meeting on August21, 2018.

A. Effective Dale

This final—form rulemaking will be effective upon publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

B. Contact Persons

For further information contact Kris A. Shiffer, Chief, Division of Storage Tanks, P.O. Box
8762, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762, (717) 772-5809; or
Robert Schena, Esq., Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory Counsel, P.O. Box 8464, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8464, (717) 783-8072. Persons with a
disability may use the AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or (800) 654-5988
(voice users). This final-form rulemaking is available on the Department of Environmental
Protection’s (Department) website at www.dcp.pa.gov (Select “Public Participation,” then
“Environmental Quality Board (EQB)”).

C. Statutory Authority

This final-form rulemaking was developed under the authority of section 106 of the Storage
Tank and Spill Prevention Act (act) (35 P.S. § 6021.106), which authorizes the Board to adopt
rules and regulations governing ASTs and USTs to accomplish the purposes and carry out the
provisions of the act; section 301 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.301), which authorizes the
Department to establish program requirements for ASTs; section 501 of the act (35 P.S.
§ 602 1.501), which authorizes the Department to establish program requirements for USTs; and
section 1920-A of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 5 10-20), which authorizes the



Board to formulate, adopt and promulgate rules and regulations that are necessary for the proper
work of the Department.

D. Background and Pinpose

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has codified comprehensive Federal
regulations for USTs at 40 CFR Part 280 (relating to technical standards and corrective action
requirements for owners and operators of USTs). EPA initially promulgated these regulations in
1988. EPA published final revisions to 40 CFR Part 280 at 80 FR 41566 (July 15, 2015) (July
15, 2015 Final Rule), effective October 13, 2015. The revisions in the July 15, 2015 Final Rule,
among other things, added secondary containment requirements for new and replaced tanks and
piping, added operator training requirements, added periodic operation and maintenance
requirements for UST systems, removed certain deferrals, added new release prevention and
detection technologies, updated codes of practice and made editorial and technical corrections.
The Department incorporated secondary containment and operator training requirements that
meet the Federal requirements into Chapter 245 through prior rulemakings that became effective
on November 10, 2007, and December 26, 2009, respectively.

In EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule, the EPA also updated the State Program Approval (SPA)
requirements in 40 CFR Part 281 (relating to approval of state underground storage tank
programs). Under these revisions, the EPA requires that states amend their UST regulations and
apply for initial or revised SPA within 3 years of the October 13, 2015 effective date of the July
15, 2015 Final Rule. Currently, the Commonwealth has SPA. The Commonwealth receives
approximately $2.3 million annually in Federal grant funding from the EPA under section 9014
of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C.A. § 699lm) to aid in administering the UST
program. This final-form rulemaking is necessary to ensure continued receipt of Federal grant
funds. The Department is required lo update Chapter 245 to be no less stringent than the Federal
requirements so the Department may re-apply for SPA. States and Tribal lands that do not have
SPA were required to comply with the EPA final regulations on October 13, 2015. The EPA has
not codified companion AST regulations.

This final-form rulemaking is also necessary to further prevent releases of regulated substances
from USTs into the environment. There were 210 confirmed releases from USTs in this
Commonwealth from October 1, 2016, through September 30, 2017, which were the result of
improper operation and maintenance of UST systems. Releases from piping and spills and
overfills associated with deliveries, and releases at the dispenser have emerged as common
issues. In addition, as noted by EPA in the preamble to its 2015 Final Rule (80 FR at 41567),
release detection equipment is only successflifly detecting approximately 50% of releases it is
designed to detect.

A summary of the changes to the Chapter 245 proposed rulemaking resulting from public
comment is provided in Section E of this preamble. In addition to updating Chapter 245 to be
consistent with EPA requirements at 40 CFR 280, this final-form rulemaking improves operation
and maintenance of USTs to prevent the release of regulated substances into the environment by
requiring, among other things, a visual inspection of spill prevention equipment and release
detection every 30 days, a visual inspection of containment sumps and handheld release
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detection devices annually, testing of spill prevention equipment every 3 years, inspection of
overfill prevention equipment every 3 years, testing of containment sumps used for interstitial
monitoring every 3 years, and annual release detection equipment testing.

In addition to the new operation and maintenance requirements, this final—form rulemaking
includes two other key provisions to prevent releases of regulated substances into the
environment:

• Release detection requirements for emergency generator liSTs are added. These USTs
were previously deferred from having to meet release detection requirements;

• Ball float valves are prohibited as an option for overfill prevention in new UST systems
and when these devices need to be replaced.

This final-form rulemaking will affect approximately 7,000 storage tank owners at nearly 12,600
storage tank facilities. Industry sectors potentially affected by this final-[brm rulemaking include
retail motor fuel sales, commercial, institutional, manufacturing, transportation, communications
and utilities, and agriculture. As owners of regulated USTs, Federal, State and local government
will also be affected.

Based upon discussions with several Department certified tank handling companies and the
Department’s Storage Tank Advisory Committee (STAC) members, and Department attendance
at Tank Installer of Pennsylvania meetings, the Department is confident that existing tank
installers and inspectors certified by the Department will have the capacity to provide the
increased testing and inspections that this final-form rulemaking requires.

Owners of existing storage tank systems will have ample time in which to comply with this final-
form regulation, once published. Owners of new storage tank systems will need to comply with
the requirements upon the effective date of this final-form rulemaking.

The Department worked with the STAC during development of this rulemaking. STAC, which
was established by section 105 of the Act (35 P.S. § 6021.105), consists of persons representing
a cross-section of organizations having a direct interest in the regulation of storage tanks in this
Commonwealth. As required under section 105 of the act, STAC was given the opportunity to
review and comment on both the draft proposed and draft final-form annex. At December 8,
2015 and June 7,2016 STAC meetings, individual STAC members were provided with the
opportunity to review Department concepts and present concepts that they would like to see
incorporated into Chapter 245. STAC was also afforded the opportunity to review and discuss
draft proposed regulatory language at its December 6,2016, and March 7,2017, meetings. On
March 7, 2017, STAC voted unanimously to support the amendments presented in the
Department’s draft proposed rulemaking and recommended that the Board consider the
amendments for publication as a proposed rulemaking. The Board adopted the proposed
rulemaking on October 17, 2017, and published it at 48 Pa.B. 1101 (February 24, 2018). On
May 17, 2018, STAC reviewed draft final-form regulatory language. At that meeting, STAC
voted unanimously to support the amendments and recommended that the Board consider the
amendments for publication as a final-form rulemaking.
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A listing of STAC members and minutes of STAC meetings are available on the Department’s
website at www.dep.pa.gov (select “Public Participation,” then “Advisory Committees”) and
may also be obtained from Kris Shiffer, whose contact information appears in Section B of this
preaible. The Citizens Advisory Council received monthly updates on the status of this
rulemaking.

13. Szun,nary of Changes to the Proposed I? ulemaking

In this section of the Preamble, the Board describes changes made in this final-form rulemaking.
Changes made in the proposed rulemaking may be viewed at 48 Pa.B. 1101 (February 24, 2018).

Section 245. I. Definitions.

The Department amended or added a number ofdefinitions under 245.]

“Containnient structure or/acuity

The Department has amended the definition of “containment structure or facility” in this final—
form rulemaking to add clarity. Of note, the Department has added the phrase “designed to
contain” and deleted the existing language “which comes in contact with” and “any rock or other
nil material placed around an underground storage tank.” Based on the Department’s
experience, rock or fill material around a UST cannot adequately contain a regulated substance if
a release from the UST system occurs; therefore, upon further consideration, the Department
believes that rock or fill material is not suitable as containment. The term “containment structure
or facility” appears in the definition of “release,” the definition of “immediate threat of
contamination” added in this final-form rulemaking, and proposed amendments to §
245.1 32(a)(4)Oii), 245.303(e)( I) and 245.61 3(b)( 1) (relating to standards of performance;
general requirements; and monitoring standards), retained in this final-form rulemaking.

“Release” and “I,n,nediate threat of contamination

In the proposed rulemaking, the Department proposed to revise the definition of “release,” delete
the definition of “reportable release,” and add three specific types of “releases” in new

§ 245.3050) (relating to reporting releases) that would not require reporting to the Department or
further corrective action provided certain criteria were met. As a result, two main questions
arose during the comment period. First, commentators asked if the proposed amendments
conflicted with the statutory definition of “release.” Second, commentators asked if the
proposed amendments would require the reporting of all spills into emergency containment
structures, which the commentators stated are designed to contain spills and therefore are not a
threat to the environment. In the final-form rulemaking, in consideration of the comments
received, the Department has instead defined “immediate threat of contamination,” deleted the
proposed addition to the definition of “release,” deleted the definition “reportable release,” and
amended the reporting requirements in § 245.305 for petroleum releases.
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The impetus for this change, both in the proposed and final—form amendments, is the undefined
phrase “immediate threat of contamination” in the existing (and final-font) definition of
“release” in § 245.1. A “release” includes “spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping,
leaching or disposing from a storage tank into a containment structure or facility that poses an
immediate i/treat ofcontamination of the soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater.”
Id. (emphasis added). The Department has defined “immediate threat of contamination” in this
final-font rulemaking to be a spill from a storage tank into a containment structure or facility in
an amount that is equal to or greater than the applicable reportable released quantity under
Section 102 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of
1980 (CERCLA) (42 U.S.C.A. § 9602) and regulations under CERCLA; an amount equal to or
greater than a discharge as defined in Section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(Clean Water Act) (33 U.S.C. § 1321) and regulations under the Clean Water Act, and a spill of
petroleum in any amount. CERCLA and the Clean Water Act establish reportable quantity limits
for hazardous substances and prohibit discharges that exceeds those reportable quantities. The
Department has also defined an “immediate threat of contamination” not to include “spilling,
leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing of petroleum into a liquid-tight
containment sump or emergency containment structure in an amount less than 25 gallons as a
result of a tank handling activity if the certified installer providing direct onsite supervision has
control over the regulated substance, the regulated substance is completely contained and, prior
to the certified installer leaving the storage tank facility, the total volume of the regulated
substance is recovered and removed.”

This definition balances the Department’s need to adequately oversee “release” responses while
recognizing that facility owners and operators should not need to report certain small spills from
storage tanks that do not pose a risk of contamination.

Section 245.108. Suspension ofcertification.

The Department amended § 245.108(a)(4)(iii) in this final-font rulemaking to address
submission of modification reports for inspection activities involving multiple certified
individuals and certification categories. If a project involves multiple certified individuals and
certification categories, modification reports need to be submitted within 30 days of the
completion of all project tank handling and inspection activities. Subsection 245.108(a)(4)(iii) of
this final-form rulemaking reads: “Submit a report of an inspection activity to the Department
within 60 days of conducting an inspection activity, except for reports of modification inspection
activities, which must be reported to the Department within 30 days of conducting a modification
inspection activity. For inspection activities involving multiple certified individuals and
certification categories, reports of modification inspection activities must be submitted within 30
days of the completion of all project tank handling and inspection activities.”

Section 245.113. Certified inspector experience and qua/ifications.

In response to a concern that the list of college degrees for certified inspector qualification in

§ 245.113(c) seemed too restrictive, “corrosion engineering” has been added to the college
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degrees listed in § 245.1 13(c) in this Emal-fomi rulemaking. The college degrees listed may be
substituted for experience in applying to be a certified inspector.

Section 245.132. Standards ofpeifbi-mance.

The Department has amended § 245.1 32(a)(2) to require that modification inspection reports be
submitted to the Department within 30 days of conducting the inspection activity. The current
requirement is to submit the report within 60 days of conducting the inspection. This
amendment shortens the length of time between submittal of the modification report (required
within 30 days of completion of the modification) and the modification inspection report
allowing the Department to review the inspection report of the modification activity in a more
timely manner. The Department believes that 30 days is adequate time to prepare and submit the
modification inspection report. However, § 245.1 32(a)(2) has been amended in this final-form
rulemaking to address submission of modification reports for inspection activities involving
multiple certified individuals and certification categories. Ifa project involves multiple certified
individuals and certification categories, modification reports need to he submitted within 30 days
ofthe completion of all project tank handling and inspection activities. Subsection 245.132(a)(2)
of this final-form rulemaking provides clarifying language with regards to all reporting
requirements pertaining to tank handling and inspection activities conducted by certified
installers and certified inspectors.

Section 245.302. Scope.

For consistency, the term ‘suspected releases” has been added to § 245.302 of this final-fonn
regulation.

Section 245.304. Investigation o[s,espectcd re/eases.

For purposes of consistency and clarification, the word “suspected” has been added to

§ 245.304(a) in this final-form rulemaking.

Subsection 245.304(c) has been amended in this final-form rulemaking to incorporate proposed

§ 245.304(d) and language from existing § 245.304(d) to clarify the actions an owner or operator
needs to take upon completion of a suspected release investigation, and, in particular. if the
investigation cannot determine whether a release of a regulated substance has occurred. Under

§ 245.304(c)(3), the presence of regulated substance in a containment structure or facility that is
shown to be liquid-tight, even if not considered a release, must still be addressed. The regulated
substance cannot remain indefinitely in the containment structure or facility. 1-lowever, the
extent of the corrective action may be limited to the complete removal and proper disposal of the
regulated substance, and repair or replacement of the defective storage tank component. As a
result of these amendments, the title of 245.304 has been revised in this final-form rulemaking
to read: “Investigation and reporting of suspected releases.”
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Section 245.305. Reporting re/cases.

As described above, in this final-form rulemaking, the Department has defined the term
“immediate threat of contamination” contained in the definition of “release.” In conjunction,

§ 245.3050) has been amended to address the specific “releases” of petroleum that do not require
reporting to the Department and do not require frirther corrective action, provided certain criteria
are met. Those criteria, which also have been amended, are:

-the owner or operator has control over the release,
-the release is completely contained, and
-the total volume of the release is recovered and removed within 24 hours of the release.

While one of the proposed release reporting criteria, namely “any defective storage tank system
component that caused or contributed to the release is properly repaired or replaced” has been
deleted, an owner or operator may not resume use of the storage tank system until the defective
component that caused or contributed to the release is properly repaired or replaced.

Provided all three of the above criteria are met, the following release situations will not need to
be reported to the Department:

A release of petroleum to an aboveground surface, including within an emergency
containment structure, that is less than 25 gallons.

A release of petroleum to a containment sump where the total volume of the release is
contained below the lowest sump penetration.

If another release situation occurs, or if one of the two release situations above occurs, but all
three of the above criteria are not met, the release must be reported.

A comparison of the release situations that do not require reporting to the Department in the
proposed rulemaking and in this final-form rulemaking is as follows:

Proposed § 245.3050)0) stated, “A release of petroleum to an aboveground surface, including
within an emergency containment structure, that is less than 25 gallons.” This language has been
retained in this final-form rulemaking and includes releases within and outside of emergency
containment. As applied to releases of petroleum that are less than 25 gallons and not within an
emergency containment structure, the release must not impact soils, subsurface soils, surface
water or groundwater. In practice, this means that the release must be to a concrete pad, asphalt
surface, or similar surface that is not cracked or highly weathered that will contain the regulated
substance so that it may be completely recovered. Otherwise, the release must be reported.

Proposed § 245.305(i)(2) stated, “A release of a hazardous substance to an aboveground surface,
including within an emergency containment structure, that is less than its reportable quantity
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(42 U.S.C.A. § 9601—9675) and 40 CFR Part 302 (relating to designation, reportable
quantities, and notification).” This language has been deleted from this final-form rulemaking
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because a spill ofa hazardous substance that is less than its reportable quantity under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(42 U.S.C.A. § 960 1—9675) and 40 CFR Part 302 (relating to designation, reportable
quantities, and notification) is not a release.

Proposed § 245.305(i)(3) stated, “A release to a liquid-tight containment sump used for
interstitial monitoring of piping in accordance with § 245.444(6) (relating to methods of release
detection for tanks).” While this language has been deleted from this final-form rulemaking,

§ 245.305(i)(2) in this final-form rulemaking has been revised to read: “A release of petroleum
to a containment sump where the total volume of the release is contained below the lowest sump
penetration.” Provided the previously stated criteria are met, this release reporting exception
applies to all containment sumps, not only those used for interstitial monitoring of piping.
However, reporting is required for petroleum releases that reach the lowest sump penetration or
above.

Section 245.403. Applicability.

Subsection 245.403(c) (relating to applicability) of the proposed rulemaking stated the partial
regulatory exclusions for wastewater treatment tank systems and nuclear-related UST systems
that are now subject to regulation under Chapter 245. The Department has clarified in this final
lbrm rulemaking that USTs identified in § 245.403(c)(I)-(3) need not comply with § 245.41l,
245.421(b)(3) and (4)(ii) and (iii), 245.422(d), 245.432(g) and 245.436—245.446.

A new § 245.403(c)(4) has been added to this final-form rulemaking to clarify that UST systems
installed before May 7, 1985, arc not required to comply with § 245.411—245.422, 245.424,
245.432, 245.433, and 245.436- 245.446.

The Department has amended § 245.403(d) in this final-form regulation to provide owners of
previously excluded USTs 60 days from the effective date of the rulemaking to register the
USTs. This was in response to concerns that 30 days to register previously deferred USTs may
not be an adequate amount of time given the fact that an UST may have been installed many
years ago and installation records will need to be retrieved and reviewed.

Section 245.432. Operation and maintenance including corrosion protection.

Several words were amended in § 245.432(a) in this final-form rulemaking to clarify and more
accurately reflect the requirements of the subsection. For example, § 245.432(a)(2) has been
amended to state that UST systems equipped with cathodic protection systems shall be tested (as
opposed to inspected) for proper operation by a qualified cathodic protection tester.

Section 245.433. Compatibility.

In recognition of a commentator’s concern that the requirement to submit compatibility
information for “alternative fuel blends or biodiesel or biodiesel blended fuel” was subject to
interpretation and lacked clarity, and due to the fact that the Department may request an owner or
operator to provide compatibility documentation for any regulated substance, § 245.433(b) has
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been amended in this final-fonn regulation to read: “Upon Department request, an owner and
operator of an underground storage tank shall submit on a form provided by the Department
information verifying compatibility of the underground storage tank system with the substance
stored prior to storing the substance in the underground storage tank.”

Also, since compatibility documentation is to be maintained for all regulated UST systems,

§ 245.433(c) has been amended in this final-form rulemaking to read: “An owner and operator of
an underground storage tank system shall demonstrate compatibility of the underground storage
tank system with the substance stored by using one or more of the following:” The proposed
rulemaking stated that an owner and operator shall demonstrate compatibility only upon
Department request.

Finally, § 245.433(c)(2) in this final-form rulemaking reads: “The manufacturers approval must
be in writing, indicate an aflinnative statement of compatibility with the substance stored, and be
from the equipment or component manufacturer.”

Sec/iou 245.435. Reporting and recordkeeping.

The Department has amended § 245.435(d)(13) (relating to reporting and recordkeeping) in this
final-form rulemaking to clarify and more accurately reflect the requirements of the subsection.

Section 245.512. Facility operations and spill response plan.

The Department has amended § 245.5 12 in this final-form rulemaking to clarify that only
changes or revisions to an initial Spill Prevention Response Plan — not the entire plan - need be
submitted to the Department and that such must be submitted with 180 days. In addition,
language has been added in this final-form rulemaking to allow revisions of the plan to be
submitted in writing or electronically.

Section 245.5 13. Preventative maintenance and housekeeping requirements.

The proposed language in § 245.51 3(b)(2)(v) would have required the owner and operator of an
aboveground storage tank to verify that cathodic protection systems are functioning as designed
as part of the required monthly maintenance inspection. In consideration of the comment that
this requirement would be unduly burdensome, proposed § 245.51 3(b)(2)(v) has been deleted
and cathodic protection system inspection and testing requirements have been added in

§ 245.532 (relating to cathodic protection systems) in this final-form rulemaking.

Sec/iou 245.514. Security.

In response to requests to allow the written log book to be maintained in electronic form,

§ 245.5 14(b) (relating to security) has been amended from the proposed language in this final
form rulemaking to allow the log to be maintained in written or electronic form.
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Section 245.516. Recordkeeping requirements.

Proposed § 245.514(b) has been amended in this final-form rulemaking to allow the log to be
maintained in written or electronic form. Therefore, the corresponding recordkceping
requirement in § 245.51 6(c)(8) (relating to recordkecping requirements) has been amended.

Subsection 245.5! 6(c)( II) has been amended in this final-form rulemaking to clarify that results
of the last two cathodic protection monitoring required under § 245.532 must be maintained.

A new § 245.5 16(c)(16) has been added to this final-form rulemaking to require documentation
of the last three impressed current cathodic protection system checks for each 60-day period as
required under § 245.532.

Section 245.522. New aboveground storage tank installations a,zcl constructions.

Proposed § 245.522(g) has been deleted in this final-form rulemaking. This subsection would
have required previously regulated storage tanks being reactivated to meet new storage tank
system requirements, and was proposed primarily with emergency containment structures in
mind. A commentator stated that existing emergency containment areas should not be required
to be upgraded as a result of activating (or adding) a tank into that existing emergency
containment area. As a result of the comment, § 245.542(d)( I )—(2) (relating to containment

requirements for aboveground storage tank systems) has been amended in this tinalibrm
rulemaking to clarify the emergency containment requirements based on installation date of the
AST.

Section 245.532. Cathodic protection svsten,s.

The proposed language in § 245.5 13(b)(2)(v) would have required the owner and operator of an
AST to verify that cathodic protection systems are functioning as designed as part of the required
monthly maintenance inspection. This monthly inspection would have included inspection of
junction boxes, test stations, and other equipment to ensure all connections are secure and
unaffected by corrosion and any installed rectifier is providing appropriate output. In
consideration of the comment that this requirement would be unduly burdensome, proposed §
245.5 13(b)(2)(v) has been deleted and cathodic protection system inspection and testing
requirements have been added in § 245.532(c) in this final-form rulemaking. These amendments
will require testing of galvanic cathodic protection systems at least every 3 years and annual
testing for impressed current systems. Impressed current systems will also be required to have
current output recorded every 60 days. Both types of cathodic protection systems will be
required to be tested within 6 months following installation and repair. These added cathodic
protection system inspection and testing requirements are replacing the proposed monthly
maintenance inspection of cathodic protection systems. These cathodic protection inspection and
testing requirements are no more stringent than the inspection and testing requirements
established in nationally-recognized codes and standards established by such organizations as the
American Petroleum Institute and NACE International — The Corrosion Society. Current §
245.532(c) requires cathodic protection systems to be “monitored periodically as determined by
the corrosion system design.” The specific requirements added to this final-form rulemaking
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provide owners and operators with the necessary information to properly monitor the cathodic
protection systems.

Section 245.542. Containment reqnirenientsJbr aboveground storage tank systems.

Subsection 245.542(d)(I)-(2) has been amended in this final-form rulemaking to clarify the
emergency containment requirements based on installation date of the AST. The intent of

§ 245.542(d)(l) is to apply to new tank systems, a position the Department has maintained since
the provisions were initially promulgated on October II, 1997. A new tank system includes a
tank being reactivated in a shared, existing emergency containment area. In this instance, the
emergency containment area must be upgraded to meet the requirements of § 245.542(d)( 1). The
provisions have been amended to clarify that large ASTs installed after October 11, 1997, must
be installed within emergency containment having permeability less than I x 10-6 cm/sec.

Section 245.603. General storage tank facility i-equ-ements.

Subsection 245.603(a) (relating to general storage tank facility requiremcnts) has been amended
in this final-form rulemaking to clarify that it is only changes to the current Spill Prevention
Response Plan that are required to be submitted. In consideration of comments received, the
Department replaced the proposed requirement to submit plan revisions or addenda within 120
days to a requirement to submit them within 180 days. In addition, language has been added to
ailow revisions of the plan to be submitted in writing or electronically.

In response to requests to allow the written log book to be maintained in electronic form,

§ 245.603(c) has been amended in this final-form rulemaking to allow the log to be maintained
in written or electronic fm-rn. In addition, this final-form rulemaking allows equivalent
verification of presence onsite, in place of a signature, for identification in each log book entry of
the individual performing tank handling and inspection activities.

Section 245.613. Monitoring standards.

The proposed language in § 245.6 l3(b)(5) would have required the owner and operator of a
small AST to verify that cathodic protection systems are functioning as designed as part of the
required monthly maintenance inspection. This monthly inspection would have included
inspection ofjunction boxes, test stations, and other equipment to ensure all connections are
secure and unaffected by corrosion and any installed rectifier is providing appropriate output.

Consistent with the amendments made to proposed § 245.513(b)(2)(v) and § 245.532, proposed

§ 245.6 13(b)(5) has been deleted and cathodic protection system inspection and testing
requirements have been added in § 245.613 in this final-fonn rulemaking. These amendments
will require testing of galvanic cathodic protection systems at least every 3 years and annual
testing for impressed current systems. Impressed current systems will also be required to have
current output recorded every 60 days. Both types of cathodic protection systems will be
required to be tested within 6 months following installation and repair. These added cathodic
protection system inspection and testing requirements are replacing the proposed monthly
maintenance inspection of cathodic protection systems. These cathodic protection inspection and
testing requirements are no more stringent than the inspection and testing requirements
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established in nationally-recognized codes and standards established by such organizations as the
American Petroleum Institute and NACE International — The Corrosion Society. The specific
requirements added to the final-form rulemaking are necessary to provide owners and operators
with the information needed to properly monitor the cathodic protection systems.

Section 245.615. Recordkceping requirements.

Subsection § 245.603(c) has been amended in this linal-form rulemaking to allow the log to be
maintained in written or electronic form. Therefore, the corresponding reeordkeeping
requirement in § 245.61 5(b)(8) (relating to recordkceping requirements) has been amended
similarly.

A new § 245.6 15(b)(9) has been added to this final-form rulemaking to require documentation of
the last three impressed current cathodic protection system checks for each 60-day period as
required under § 245.613.

A new § 245.615(b)(10) has been added to this final-form rulemaking to require documentation
of the last two cathodic protection surveys, done at 3-year intervals on galvanic and annually on
impressed current cathodic protection systems as required under § 245.613.

F. Sununarv of Comments and Responses on i/ic Proposed Rulemaking

The proposed rulemaking was approved by the Board on October 17, 2017, and published at
48 Pa.B. 1101 (February 24, 2018). Public comments on the proposed rulemaking were
accepted through March 26, 2018. The Board received comments from 19 commentators
during the public comment period and comments from the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC). The comments were considered and are addressed in the comment and
response document that accompanies this final-form rulemaking. All public comments are
available on the Department’s website at http://www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment/. Comments
from IRRC are available on IRRC’s website at
http://\v\v\v.iITe.state.pa.us/reguIations/RegSrchRsIts.cfi?ID32l 0. A summary of the major
comments and responses that represent significant topics addressed from a variety of
constituents is set forth below.

General — Support for Primacy and Environmental Protection

Commentators expressed support for Pennsylvania’s efforts to retain primacy over the Federal
requirements relating to the UST program contained in 40 CFR Part 280. Commentators
noted that a significant number of the proposed changes to Chapter 245 appear to be designed
to update Chapter 245 in light of the recent changes to 40 CFR Part 280.

One commentator supports the provisions of the proposed rulemaking that will minimize the
frequency of releases from storage tank systems that may adversely impact the environment,
including those amendments designed to ensure that equipment functions properly and that
tank systems are timely inspected.
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Subehapters A and D — Definitions of Release and Reportable Release; and Release Reporting

Section 245. I. Definitions.
See/ion 245.305. Reporting releases.

One commentator stated that “spills that pose no threat of contamination are not releases.”
The commentator cited the 2016 Environmental Hearing Board (EHB) decision in Merck
Sharp & Dohuze Corp. (“Merck”,) v Department of Enviromnental Protection, 2016 EHB
411. In that decision (2016 El-lB at 421), the EHB stated: “The definition of ‘release’ is clear
and unambiguous. There is no ‘release’ (and therefore, no reportable release) unless the spill
is from a storage tank into environmental media or ‘into a containment structure or facility
that poses an immediate threat of contamination of environmental media. Under the
definitions of both ‘release’ and ‘reportable release.’ it is clear that fully contained spills that
pose no immediate threat need not be reported.”

The Department responded that, as an initial matter, the Merck case involved the legal
interpretation of the terms “release” and “reportable release,” as those terms are currently
defined in Chapter 245. The EHB held that Merck correctly interpreted the regulatory
requirements of Chapter 245 within its spill prevention response plan (SPRP) for Merck’s
West Point facility. The El-lB did not comment on whether any type or amount of spill might
constitute an “immediate threat of contamination,” nor did it review or endorse Merck’s West
Point facility’s SPRP or containment structure as an effective means of containing spills or
dealing with an “immediate threat of contamination.” Instead, the EHB commented that the
Department should propose its policy preference — that spills to a containment structure
should be reported — to the Board. (2016 EHB at 420).

The Department’s amendment of the “release” delinition in the proposed rulemaking, and its
addition of a definition of “immediate threat of contamination” in the final-form rulemaking,
are consistent with the EHB’s directive and do not contravene the act’s definition of “release.”
Under § 103 of the act, 35 P.S. § 6021.103 (relating to definitions), and under existing
§ 245.1. a “release” is defined to include spilling “from a storage tank into a containment
structure or facility that poses an immediate threat ofcontamination of soils, subsurface soils,
surface water or groundwater.” (Emphasis added.) Neither the act nor existing Chapter 245
defines “immediate threat of contamination,” which has confused the analysis and reporting
of spills within a containment structure. The Department clarifies what constitutes an
“immediate threat of contamination” and resolves these issues in the final-form rulemaking.

In response to Merck’s comments, as well as those from other commentators, the Department
has deleted the language it proposed to add to the definition of “release” and replaced it with a
definition of “immediate threat of contamination” to clarify that spills from a storage tank into
a containment structure that equal or exceed applicable CERCLA reportable quantity
thresholds or are an amount equal to or greater than a “discharge” under § 311 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act) (33 U.S.C. § 1321) pose an immediate threat
of contamination to soils, subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater, and are therefore
“releases.” As a result, the Department does not believe that there will be a scenario, like the
one proposed by the commentator, in which a spill that is less than CERCLA-reportable
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quantities and is otherwise not a “release” qualifies as an “immediate threat of contamination”
because it is in a containment structure.

In addition, the Department has defined “immediate threat of contamination” to exclude spills
of petroleum less than 25 gallons that are a result of a tank handling activity if a certified
installer responds to them promptly. The Department believes that this revision streamlines
analysis of whether a spill is a “release” and, if so, whether the “release” needs to be reported.
In addition, the proposed revision avoids burdening facilities that have efficient containment
and response capabilities while preserving the Department’s need and ability to implement the
act effectively.

IRRC commented that the Board proposes to amend the definition of “release” and to delete
the definition of “reportable release.” These amendments have generated interest ftom the
regulated community. They believe the changes will require the reporting of every spill into
cmergeney and secondary containmcnt structures as a “release” and argue that a spill into a
secure containment area is not necessarily a threat to the environment. They contend that the
revisions would tdggcr new reporting, corrective action and other obligations that are not
necessary for the protection of human health and the environment. In addition, commentators
contend that these amendments conflict with the statutory definition of “release” fhund in
Section 103 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.103) and the intention ofthe General Assembly.

IRRC raised several questions about these amendments and the issues raised by
commentators. First, are these amendments needed to align Chapter 245 with EPA
amendments to its UST regulations? Second, why does the Board believe the amendments
being proposed are consistent with the statutory definition of “release” and the intention of the
General Assembly? Third, what is the need for the changes? Arc the existing requirements
allowing spills to reach the environment and causing harm? Finally, will the amendments
require additional reporting and corrective action for spills into emergency and secondary
containment structures? If yes, what arc the differences between existing requirements and
the new requirements?

The Department noted in its response to these comments that the amendments arc not needed
to align Chapter 245 with EPA amendments to its UST regulations. Rather, the amendments
are needed to ensure protection of the environment in a streamlined fashion. The definition in
the final-form rulemaking of “immediate threat of contamination” in regard to USTs is only
slightly more stringent than Federal regulations, which require that state programs, at a
minimum, require prompt reporting of all confirmed underground releases and any spills and
overfills that are not contained and cleaned up. (40 CFR 281.34(b) (relating to release
reporting, investigation, and eonflnnation)). State programs must be no less stringent than
EPA requirements but may be more stringent. (40 CFR 281.11(b) (relating to general
requirements [for approval of state program])).

Under the final-form regulations, the Department will require a report of a release of
hazardous substances within containment if the release exceeds applicable reportable
quantities established by CERCLA. The Department will also require a report of a petroleum
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release within containment lithe release equals or exceeds 25 gallons or, if less than 25
gallons, the release is not cleaned within 24 hours.

With regard to the amendments being consistent with the statutory definition of “release” in
the act, please see the response to the preceding comment. With regard to the amendments
being consistent with the General Assembly’s intentions, the amendments in the final-form
rulemaking meet the expressed intentions of the General Assembly for the Department to
prevent releases from storage tanks, to establish with the Board a regulatory scheme to
prevent releases and require prompt cleanup and removal of pollution, and through the Board
to adopt regulations that cover release reporting and remediation of releases from storage
tanks. (35 P.S. § 6021.102, 6021.106(a) and 6021.301(a)(6) (relatingto legislative findings;
powers and duties of Environmental Quality Board; and aboveground storage tank
requirements)).

The addition of the definition of “immediate threat of contamination” and the amendment in
§ 245.3050) relating to releases and reportable releases are needed to produce increased
compliance and more efficient oversight to ensure protection of the environment. As set forth
above under Section D, Background and Purpose, there were 210 confirmed releases from
USTs in this Commonwealth from October 1,2016, through September 30, 2017, which were
the result of improper operation and maintenance of UST systems. Releases from piping and
spills and overfills associated with deliveries, and releases at the dispenser, have emerged as
common issues. In addition, as noted by EPA in the preamble to its July 15, 2015 Final Rule
(80 FR at 41567), release detection equipment is only successfully detecting approximately
50% of releases it is designed to detect.

This is occurring under the existing regulations, which define “reportable release” in § 245.1
to require a storage tank owner or operator to report a release of a regulated substance that
“poses an immediate threat” to environmental media, unless the owner or operator has control
over the release, completely contains it and, within 24 hours of the release, removes the total
volume of the release. This definition requires an owner or operator first to determine if the
spill “poses an immediate threat,” and then, if it does, to report it to the Department. Section
245.1 defines a “release” to include, “... spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping,
leaching or disposing from a storage tank into a containment structure or facility that poses an
immediate threat of contamination..

The phrase “immediate threat” in the existing regulations requires an undefined, qualitative
analysis by a facility owner or operator. As a result, the Department’s ability to oversee and
enforce relies in large part on the discretion of owners and operators to report spilling,
leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a storage tank. The
Department’s addition of the definition of “immediate threat of contamination” and deletion
of the definition of “reportable release” in the final-form rulemaking provide a simple
quantitative approach that streamlines the analysis of spills, balances the facility owner and
operator’s desire to exclude certain small spills from reporting, and ensures the Department’s
ability to adequately oversee the program. These clarified reporting requirements will enable
the Department to confirm that facilities are reporting spills and to determine whether those
spills impact the environment.
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The Department does not agree that this new reporting structure will result in new reporting or
corrective actions obligations for spills into emergency and secondary containment structures.
Facility owners and operators have always been required to report releases that pose an
immediate threat to the environment. Rather, this clarification may result in more frequent
reports to the Department. though the Department also believes that the definition of
“immediate threat of’contamination” in the final-form rulemaking will result in increased
compliance and more efficient oversight because it is quantitatively based, rather than left
entirely to the discretion of the facility owners and operators. Other than clarifying reporting
obligations, the Department is not amending the corrective action requirements in Chapter
245 to a significant degree.

IRRC commented that § 245.305 specifies procedures to be followed after the confirmation of
a release. New Subsection (i) identifies types of releases that do not need to he reported to the
Department. Commentators believe the exemptions are narrow and do not properly consider
the actual threat to the environment. IRRC asked why the Board adopted this approach which
relics on reportable quantities compared to an approach that would allow the owner or
operator of a storage tank system or storage tank facility to evaluate the actual threat to the
environment. IRRC requested that the Board explain the reasonableness of this approach in
the Preamble to the final—form regulation.

In response to comments received, the Department has altered its approach in the final-form
rulemaking to require reporting of releases into containment in fewer situations. In the final-
form rulemaking, the Department added a definition in § 245.1 for the phrase “immediate
threat of contamination” because the tent is used in the existing and final-form definition of
“release” with regard to spills into containment. The new definition of “immediate threat of
contamination” excludes most spills into a containment structure or facility below the
applicable Federal reportable quantity limits. Though different in respect to the location of
the spill, this language mirrors language in existing statutory and regulatory definitions of
“release,” which exclude spills into environmental media below Federal reportable quantity
limits. 35 P.S. § 6021.103; 25 Pa. Code § 245.1.

With this new definition of “immediate threat of contamination.” most spills below the
applicable Federal reportable quantity limits will not be subject to the reporting requirements
of * 245.305.

Regarding spills of petroleum absent a certified installer’s onsite involvement, as included
under the definition of “immediate threat of contamination”, a spill from a storage tank will
be a “release” under the definitions of “immediate threat of contamination” and “release.”
However, under § 245.3050) of the final-font rulemaking an owner or operator will not need
to report a spill of less than 25 gallons to an aboveground surface or a spill that is below the
lowest containment sump penetration, if the owner or operator contains and controls the spill,
and removes the total volume of the spill within 24 hours. In addition, the definition of
“immediate threat of contamination” does not include spills of petroleum that are less than 25
gallons into either a liquid-tight containment sump or emergency containment structure that
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occur as a result of “tank handling activity,” as that term is defined in § 245.1. Consequently,
reporting would not be required.

The addition of a definition of “immediate threat of contamination” and the amendments in
the final-form rulemaking to the reporting exemptions under § 245.3050) create a broad
exemption for small spills that do not need to be reported while balancing the Department’s
need to effectively oversee the threat to the environment and to protect against pollution. The
Department believes that defining “immediate threat of contamination” is a reasonable
approach because a quantitative review of a spill, rather than a qualitative analysis of a spill
and its possible effects, significantly simplifies release reporting analysis and clarifies the
roles of owners, operators and the Department in the process. Note that while containment
structures help to prevent contamination, they do not alone completely mitigate the risk of
contamination to the environment.

Finally, this simplification will benefit the Department, the regulated community and, most
importantly, the environment and public health. Among its various dthies, the Department is
also responsible under § 245.305(g) for determining when a release poses an immediate threat
to public health and safety. The Department cannot promptly respond to this duty if facilities
spend valuable time determining if a spill poses a threat.

Subchapter A — General Provisions

Section 245.]. Definitions.

A number of commentators raised concern about the regulation of UST systems containing
radioactive materials or coolants that are regulated under The Atomic Energy Act of 1954
(42 U.S.C.A. § 201 1—2297) and UST systems that are part of an emergency generator
system at nuclear power generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (relating to general design criteria for
nuclear power plants). In addition, commentators expressed concern that the exclusion of
wastewater tank systems from the universe of USTs regulated under Chapter 245 is too
narrow. Commentators suggested that the proposed changes to Chapter 245, which include
limiting language that provides that to be excluded, wastewater tank systems must be part of a
water treatment facility that is either regulated under the national pollutant discharge
elimination system (“NPDES”) permitting program or the industrial wastewater pretreatment
program under the Federal Clean Water Act, would subject certain wastewater tank systems
to Chapter 245 for the first time.

Commentators stated that the proposed rule should be revised to be consistent with, and no
more stringent than, the requirements and exclusions in EPA’s July 15, 2015 Final Rule.
Additionally, a commentator requested that the Department clarify that the Part 280 Subpart
A installation requirements apply to the installation of new tanks, which the commentator
believes is the intent of the Part 280 regulation. The commentator asserted that this would not
impose any new requirements for existing tanks within these two categories of nuclear-related
tanks. IRRC asked the Board to explain why the changes being proposed are needed and how
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they are consistent with and not more stringent than the Federal regulation on this subject
matter.

In its response to these comments, the Department noted that the definition of “underground
storage tank” in § 2451 of the final-lhrm rulemaking retains the proposed deletion in
Subparagraphs (xiii) and (xviii) oFthe exclusions for “Tanks containing radioactive materials
or coolants that are regulaled under The Atomic Energy Act of 1954(42 U.S.C.A. § 2011—
2297)” and “An underground storage tank system that is part of an emergency generator
system at nuclear power generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix A (relating to general design criteria for
nuclear power plants).” Deletion of these existing exclusions is consistent with the Federal
definition ofThnderground storage tank” in 40 CFR § 280.12 (relating to definitions) and
necessary for Pennsylvania to re-apply for State Program Approval from EPA. Also, the
proposed amendment to the definition of “underground storage tank” in Subparagraph (xiv) to
modil the exclusion for a wastewater treatment tank system has been retained in the final-
form rulemaking. The amended definition clarifies that [he exclusion only applies to systems
regulated under section 307(b) or 402 of the Clean Water Act (33 L.S.C. § 1317(b) or § 1342)
(relating to toxic and effluent pretreatment standards: and national pollutant discharge
elimination system permits). This existing exclusion has been amended to he consistent with
the Federal regulations at 40 CER 280.10(b)(2) (relating to applicability). Modification of
this existing exclusion is necessary for Pennsylvania to receive revised State Program
Approval from EPA.

EPA has long regulated these UST systems, and owners and operators have been required to
comply with “interim prohibition” requirements pertaining to corrosion protection and
compatibility with the regulated substance stored since May?, 1985. The “interim
prohibition” requirements were established in 1984 when Subtitle I was added to the Solid
Waste Disposal Act, 42 U.S.C.A. §* 692 1—6939g. through the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments which authorized the Federal program to regulate liSTs. On December 22,
1988, the same “interim prohibition” requirements, along with release response and corrective
action requirements, were promulgated in 40 CFR Part 280, Subparts A and F. At that time,
these liST systems were deferred from Federal regulation with the exception of Subparts A
and F. in its July 15, 2015 Final Rule, EPA maintained its position that these regulated liSTs
only need to comply with Subparts A and F. To summarize the Federal requirements, these
UST systems installed on or after May 7, 1985, need to be protected against corrosion and he
compatible with the substance stored. Further, these liST systems regulated as of December
22, 1988, need to comply with the release response and corrective action requirements in 40
CFR Part 280.

The Department currently excludes these UST systems from regulation but to be as stringent
as Federal requirements, will now regulate them. The proposed amendment to § 245.403(a),
which states that these USTs must meet the same requirements that all other regulated UST
systems must meet, has been retained in the final-fonn rulemaking. Similarly, the proposed
amendments to § 245.403(c) have been retained, with an amendment added in the final-form
rulemaking for these UST systems installed on or after May?, 1985, to provide that UST
owners and operators will not need to comply with § 245.411, 245.42 1(b)(3),
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245.421 (b)(4)(ii)-(iii), 245.422(d), 245.432(g) and 245.436 — 245.446. UST owners will not
be required to conduct facility inspections, install spill and overfill prevention equipment,
check for water in petroleum storage tanks, implement operator training, conduct pcriodic
operation and maintenance walkthrough inspections, or perform release detection.

Although these USTs will be exempt from certain requirements, the Department believes that
it is important for owners of these USTs to register the USTs, use Department-certified
installers and inspectors, and maintain financial responsibility. These threc requirements are
specific to Chapter 245 and while considered more stringent than Federal requirements, are
beneficial to both the storage tank owner and the Department. These USTs are now regulated
and all regulated USTs need to be registered with the Department under existing § 245.41
(relating to tank registration requirerncnts). If the USTs are not registered with the
Department, then the Department will not know where these USTs are, the number of these
newly regulated USTs, and whether the USTs are in compliance with applicable regulations.

In addition, all regulated USTs in the Commonwealth need to be installed, modified and
removed by Department-certified installers. Since UST owners and operators will need to
meet the corrective action process requirements of Chapter 245, Subchapter D (relating to
corrective action process for owners and operators of storage tanks and storage tank facilities
and other responsible parties), it follows that the financial responsibility requirements of
Subchapter H (relating to financial responsibility requirements for owners and operators of
underground storage tanks and storage tank facilities) will apply. Financial responsibility is
met by participating in the Underground Storage Tank Indemnification Fund (USTIF), which
provides coverage for corrective action and third-party damages should a release occur. In
addition, specifically with regard to Subchapter E (relating to technical standards for
underground storage tanks), provisions concerning variances, applicable codes and standards,
performance standards for new UST systems, upgrade requirements for existing UST systems,
reuse of removed USTs, spill and overfill control, operation and maintenance including
corrosion protection, compatibility, repairs allowed, reporting and recordkeeping, and closure,
have been retained in the final-form rulemaking and will apply to these UST systems. New §
245.403(e)(4) has been added in Subchapter E to the final-form rulemaking to clarify that
UST systems installed before May 7, 1985, are not required to comply with § 245.411—
245.422, 245.424, 245.432, 245.433 and 245.436—245.446.

Subchapter B — Certification Program for Installers and Inspectors of Storage Tanks and
Storage Tank Facilities

Section 245. 132. Standards ofpeijbnnance.

Several commentators expressed concern that the proposed changes to § 245.132(a)(4) and (6)
mandate that certified companies, certified installers and certified inspectors report to the
Department where a regulated substance is observed in a containment structure or facility.
Commentators stated that this type of requirement extends well beyond existing reporting
requirements and is divorced from any analysis of whether the presence of a regulated
substance in a containment structure is posing a significant threat to the environment.
Further, a commentator stated that the proposed rulemaking would require certified installers
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and inspectors to report to the Department releases, even though the owner or operator would
have no reporting obligation under § 245.305(i). IRRC requested that the Board explain the
need for and reasonableness of the new language being added to these subsections.

The Department does not believe that the reporting requirements in final-form § 245.132 are
overly broad. Existing storage tank regulations require Department-certified individuals to
report a release of a regulated substance or suspected or confirmed contamination while
performing services as a certitied installer or certified inspector. In addition, facility owners
and operators are required under § 245.304(a)(l) to perform a suspected release investigation
where, for instance, there is a regulated substance of unknown origin at a facility, even if the
Iheility later determines that spill is ultimately not a reportable release.

While containment structures help to prevent contamination, they do not, alone, completely
mitigate the risk of contamination to the environment. Containment structures that comply
with § 245.542 help prevent contamination to environmental media. Containment systems,
however, may malftmction, may require maintenance, or may he unsupervised for prolonged
periods. The Department’s proposed amendments of 245.132(a)(4) and (6) reflect the
Department’s position that, in the context of reporting a spill, preventing contamination
includes addressing the quantity of the spill as well determining whether the containment
structure contained the spill and whether the owner of the facility removed the spill within 24
hours. If the system is damaged — if the integrity of the system is not satisfactory - it is not
containing the spill, thus potentially triggering reporting requirements. This is important
information, without which the Department cannot perforni its oversight duties. While
changes from the proposed rulemaking are made in the final-form rulemaking, the essential
approach taken in the proposed rulemaking remains the same in the final—form rulemaking.

As noted above, reporting requirements ibr Department-certified individuals to report a
release of a regulated substance or suspected or confirmed contamination are listed in

§ 245.132 and are separate from reporting requirements for storage tank owners and operators
contained in Subchapter D. The Department retained in the final-form rulemaking the
proposed requirement that Department-certified individuals report regulated substances
observed in a containment structure or thcility. Regulated substances present in a
containment structure may or may not be a “release” and may or may not have to be reported
to the Department by the storage tank owner or operator. However, for a storage tank owner
or operator, the presence of any amount of regulated substance in a containment structure or
facility would at a minimum be a suspected release and would require a suspected release
investigation under § 245.304. Department-certified individuals provide assurance that
owners and operators are complying with regulatory requirements. These Department-
certified individuals install, modify, remove and inspect storage tanks and are required to
meet standards of performance in the conduct of their work. As part of their standards of
performance, the certified individuals are to report information to the Department that a
storage tank owner or operator would not need to report. This allows the Department to
follow up with a storage tank facility owner or operator to assure the required corrective
actions are being taken to protect the public and the environment.
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Subchapter D — Corrective Action Process for Owners and Operators of Storage Tanks and
Storage Tank Facilities and Other Responsible Parties

Sec/lutz 245.304. Investigation of suspected releases.

One commentator expressed concern that proposed Section 245.304(a)(6) would classify the
discovery of any damage to a storage tank system as an ‘indication ofrelease.” First, the
commentator explained that it is unclear whether every “indication of release” is a “suspected
release” and therefore triggers the obligation to investigate. Second, the commentator
suggested that classifying any “damage to a storage tank system” as an indication of release is
overly broad. The commentator stated that certain types of damage such as peeling paint,
dents or surficial rust are not signs of a release. The commentator wrote that, if the existing
language in Section 245.304(6), “the discovery of holes in a storage tank,” is inadequate to
cover conditions presenting a risk of release, then “damage” should be qualified by additional
language, such as “damage creating a pathway for a regulated substance from a storage tank
system to be released.”

IRRC stated that § 245.304(a)(6) is being amended to include the discovery of “damage” to a
storage tank system. IRRC noted that a commentator believes this addition is vague and as an
example asks if chipped paint would be considered damage. IRRC requested that the Board
explain in the Preamble how it will implement this provision and clarify § 245.304(a)(6)
accordingly in the final-form regulation.

In considering these comments, the Department provided clarification in § 245.304(a) in the
final-form rulemaking to avoid ambiguity. The proposed addition in § 245.304(a) of the word
“suspected” in the phrase “investigation of a suspected release” has been carried over into the
phrase “indication of a suspected release” in this subsection in the final-form rulemaking.
The discovery of damage to a storage tank system is an indication of a suspected release and
requires the owner or operator to investigate the suspected release to confirm whether a
release of a regulated substance has occurred. The investigation must include a sufficient
number of procedures as outlined in § 245.304(b).

The addition in § 245.304(a)(6) of “damage to a” storage tank system as an indication of a
release is not overly broad and will not result in unnecessary investigations or recordkeeping
requirements. The Department notes that § 245.304(b)(l )-(7) requires an investigation of an
indication of a release, including damage to a storage tank system, by one of a number of
means, such as checks of equipment, monitoring devices and visual inspections. An
investigation does not require every listed analysis. Instead, it requires enough to confirm
whether a release occurred. This is important to protect the environment. For instance, if a
storage tank owner or operator discovers that damage such as dents or paint peeling has
occurred, the owner may perform a visual inspection of the storage tank system and need not
pursue further corrective action if the visual inspection confirms that no release has occurred.
This approach was included in proposed § 245.304(d), which is deleted in the final-form
rulemaking. Subsection 245.304(c) has been amended in the final-form rulemaking to
incorporate proposed § 245.304(d). Subsection 245.304(c) is also amended in the fiuial-form
rulemaking to incorporate language from existing § 245.304(d) to clarify the actions an owner
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or operator needs to take upon completion of a suspected release investigation, to include
when the investigation cannot determine whether or not a release of a regulated substance
occurred.

Subchapter E — Technical Standards for Underground Storage Tanks

Section 245.433. Compatibility.

Commentators noted concern with regard to § 245.433(b) and (e), the proposed amendments
require owners and operators to demonstrate UST system compatibility when storing
alternative thel blends, biodiesel or biodiesel blended fuel. One commentator stated that the
term “alternative fuel blend” is not defined in the proposed amended rule and, therefore,
would be subject to interpretation. The commentator also stated that all diesel fuel may
contain some quantity of hiodiesel. Therefore, potentially all diesel fuel would be a biodiesel
blended fuel. The commentator suggested that the proposed rule should be limited to diesel
fuel containing greater than 2 percent biodiesel. Otherwise, according to the commcntator,
owners and operators will incur a significant paperwork burden with no added benefit in
protecting the environment. Another commentator recommended the Department revise the
proposed language oI* 245.433 to limit the documentation requirement to petroleum fuel
blends containing greater than 10% ethanol and 20% biodiesel and other non-petroleum
regulated materials, as required by Federal regulations.

To improve the clarity o the regulation. IRRC asked that the term “alternative fuel blends” be
defined. IRRC also asked for clarification as to whether all diesel fuel would be considered
biodicsel fuel. IRRC noted that § 245.433(c) only requires the submittal of information to
demonstrate compatibility upon the request of the Department. IRRC asked several
questions. How will the Department implement this provision? Under what circumstances
would the Department require the information? Would it apply to all USTs? 1f 245.433(c)
is more stringent that the Federal requirement, what is the need for it?

In consideration of these comments, the Department has deleted in the final-form rulemaking
the terms “alternative fuel blends,” “biodiesel,” and “biodiesel blended fuels” from the
amendments that were proposed to § 245.433. Certain proposed reporting requirements
remain.

Subsection 245.433(a) in both the proposed and the final-form rulemaking mirrors the
requirements of Federal regulations at 40 CFR 280.32(a) and states,”Owiers and operators
shall use an underground storage tank system made of or lined with materials that arc
compatible with the substance stored in the underground storage tank system.” Section
280.32(h)(l) of the Federal regulations at40 CFR 280.32(b)(1) requires owners and operators
to notif’ the implementing agency (in this case, the Department) and demonstrate
compatibility for any regulated substance. As such, compatibility documentation is to be
maintained for all regulated UST systems. Section 245.435 requires regulated UST owners
and operators to cooperate hilly with Department requests for documentation and retain UST
installation documentation For the life of the UST system.
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In recognition of the concern that the requirement to submit compatibility information for
“alternative fuel blends or biodiesel or biodiesel blended fuel” is subject to interpretation and
lacks clarity, and due to the fact that the Department may request an owner or operator to
provide compatibility documentation for any regulated substance under § 245.435, the
Department amended § 245.433(b) in the final-form rulemaking to require an owner and
operator of an underground storage tank to submit on a form provided by the Department
information verifying compatibility of the underground storage tank system with the
substance stored prior to storing the substance in the underground storage tank, upon
Department request.

Subsection 245.433(c) of the final-form rulemaking provides four ways for UST owners and
owners to document compatibility. These are modified slightly from the proposed rulemaking
to account for removing the terms “alternative fuel blends” and “biodicsel blended fuels.”
Subsection 245.433(c)(2) in the final-form rulemaking requires the manufacturers approval to
be in writing, indicate an affirmative statement of compatibility with the substance stored, and
be from the equipment or component manufacturer.

By providing several means for a UST owner and operator to provide compatibility
documentation for a regulated UST system, the Department is balancing the need to protect
the environment with a UST owner and operator’s ability to show compatibility of the UST
system with the substance stored. Since compatibility documentation is to be maintained for
all regulated UST systems, the proposed wording “Upon Department request” has been
deleted in the final-form § 245.433(c), and the provision has been amended to require that an
owner and operator of an underground storage tank system demonstrate compatibility of the
underground storage tank system with the substance stored by using one or more of a list of

Seddon 245.435. Reporting and recordkcc’ping.

One commentator requested thut § 245.435 be revised to explicitly’ state that wherever
recordkeeping is required in the regulations, electronic records and documentation are
permitted. Many UST owners and operators have modernized many aspects of UST
compliance to electronic applications and dispatch systems. As a result, physical paper
documentation may not exist. This modernization simplifies archiving, accountability and
distribution of information. Additionally, these systems are a benefit to the environment as
less paper is consumed.

The Department responded with acknowledgment of the statement regarding the increased usc
of electronic means for storing and transmitting data. Section 245.435 states what records are
required and is for the most part silent on how those records must be stored or submitted to
the Department. Records and documentation may be submitted to the Department
electronically and will be acceptable to the Department provided that the submission meets
the requirements of the regulations.
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Subchapter F — Technical Standards for Aboveground Storage Tanks and Facilities

Section 245.514. Security.
Section 245.516. Recordkecping requirements.

Several commentators requested that the proposed conditions in § 245.5 14(b), 245.516(c)(8),
245.603(c), and 245.615(b)(8) be removed and that the Department continue its existing
practice of allowing the storage tank facility to select and implement the security measures
that are most appropriate for the facility. These subsections would require owners and
operators of AST facilities to maintain a written log book. One commentator noted that the
use of a log book containing the proposed information is a best management practice for
storage tank owners and operators and most facilities already have a procedure in place for
maintaining the requested documentation. One commentator stated that the requirement to
keep a detailed logbook is burdensome for large facilities with many tanks, especially for the
detail required by a logbook. A consideration to shift this responsibility to the inspector or
installer should be considered. One commentator noted that they have employed the security
measures that they feel are appropriate for their facility, including the implementation ofa
robust system to control facility access. They stated that requiring that a written log book be
maintained on top of an already strong access control system is overly burdensome,
impractical, unnecessary, and would not serve to improve site security. IRRC asked how this
provision will be implemented and to implement the least burdensome alternative for the
regulated community while ensuring the proper protection of the environment.

The Department responded that it does not believe that the maintenance of a written log is
overly burdensome, impractical or unnecessary, or that it would not serve to improve site
security. The use of a log containing the proposed information is a best management practice
for storage tank owners and operators. However, it has been the Department’s experience that
facilities do not have such logs as documented in several enforcement cases. The
commentator states that they already implement a robust system to control facility access.
Upon ftirther review, they may find that the system already meets the written log
requirements. To facilitate compliance with this requirement to maintain a written log, the
Department has amended § 245.5 14(b), 245.5 16(c)(8), 245.603(c) and 245.6 15(b)(8) in the
fmal-fonn rulemaking to allow the log to be maintained in written or electronic form.

One commentator expressed concern that proposed § 245.51 6(c)(l 5) would require
documentation of investigations of suspected releases to be maintained for the operational life
of the tank system and retained for a minimum of 1 year after the tank system has been
permanently closed. Proposed § 245.435(d)(22) and 245.6 15(b)(7) would impose similar
requirements. The commentator stated if the investigation of a suspected release reveals that
no release occurred, the records are of limited value. Further, they stated that the records are
not relevant to any corrective action mandated by the regulation or to any damages to third
persons. The commentator recommended that the proposed amendment adding
§ 245.51 6(e)( 15) and the similar sections identified above be withdrawn, or the retention
period be limited to no more than 6 months. IRRC asked the Board to explain why it needs
this information.
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The Department responded that it currently requires regulated storage tank owners and
operators to investigate an indication of a suspected release. Indications of a suspected
release include: presence of a regulated substance or an unusual level of vapors from a
regulated substance; unusual operating conditions; and test, sampling or monitoring results,
including the sounding of an alarm, from a release detection method which indicate a release.
These records are important in understanding the storage tank’s operational history when
performing required inspections and site assessments and responding to inquiries or
complaints from the public. By retaining these records, a regulated storage tank owner may
be able to overcome by clear and convincing evidence that he did not contribute to the
damage, contamination orpollution discovered, under § 1311 ofthe act (35 P.S. § 6021.1311)
(relating to presumption). The Department respectfully disagrees with the commentator and
believes requiring maintenance of records associated with investigating suspected releases is
imperative in providing protection for the environment and public health.

Section 245.522. New abovegrozmd lank installations aticl reconstructions.

One commentator noted that proposed § 245.522(g) would require previously rcgulated tanks
being reactivated to meet new storage tank system requirements which is consistent with
existing regulations. However, the commentator requested clarity for tanks being reactivated
in shared existing emergency containment areas. The commentator wrote that those
containment areas should not be required to be upgraded as a result of activating a tank.

The Department responded that it respectfully disagrees that emergency containment areas
should not be required to be upgraded when a tank returns to regulated status. In the final-
form rulemaking, the Department deleted proposed § 245.522(g) and amended
§ 245.542(d)(1)-(2) to clarify the emergency containment requirements based on installation
date of the AST.

The intent of 245.542(d)(l) is to apply to new tank systems, a position the Department has
maintained since the provisions were initially promulgated on October 11, 1997. A new tank
system includes a tank being returned to regulated status in a shared, existing emergency
containment area. In this instance, the emergency containment area must be upgraded to meet
the requirements of § 245.542(d)(l).

To provide clarity, the Department has amended § 245.542(d)(l) and (2) in the final-fbrm
rulemaking to clarify that large ASTs installed after October 11, 1997, must be installed
within emergency containment having permeability less than I x 10-6 em/sec.

Section 245.531. General convsion and deterioration requirements.

A commentator noted that subsection 245.531(c) currently states that “Existing tank bottoms
that do not meet the standards in subsection (b) shall be upgraded when the tank bottom is
replaced.” Proposed subsection (e) states that tank bottoms that are not adequately protected
from corrosion and deterioration shall be upgraded to meet § 245.532 and § 245.534 (relating
to interior linings and coatings). The commentator proposes to keep the same requirement in
place that is already there or at the very least allow the upgrade to take place at the next “out-
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of-service” inspection. The commentator notes that the proposed requirement presents a
significant burden and potential shutdown of plant operations by requiring immediate
upgrades unless this work is perfomwd either when the tank bottom is replaced or scheduled
during an “out-of-service” inspection. IRRC asked the Board if the amendments to § 245.531
being proposed are new requirements, and if so, to explain the need for the revisions. If the
requirements are new, IRRC asked the Board to quantify the costs associated with the
amendments.

The Department responded that § 245.53 1(a), as proposed, clarifies that AST systems are to
be continuously protected from corrosion and deterioration. Subsection 245.531(b), as
proposed, clarifies that tank bottoms in direct contact with the soil are to be evaluated by a
corrosion expert to determine if cathodic protection is necessary. Subsection 245.53 1(c), as
proposed, clarifies that, “Tank bottoms that are not adequately protected from corrosion and
deterioration [which is to be determined by the corrosion expert under § 245.53! (b)j shall be
upgraded to meet § 245.532 and 245.534 (relating to cathodic protcetion systems; and
interior linings and coatings).” These regulatory amendments do not modify existing
requirements. Rather the regulatory amendments included in this final-form rulemaking
clarify existing requirements under § 245.531. Therefbre, no additional costs will be incurred
in complying with these amendments. The final-form rulemaking retains these proposed
amendments. The Department does not believe it to be prudent or appropriate to allow a large
AST to continue to operate knowing that the tank bottom is not protected from corrosion
deterioration. The final-fonri regulation in § 245.531 allows large ASTs that have tank
bottoms that need corrosion protection to be upgraded through tank bottom replacement,
cathodic protection being installed, or with a tank liner. Allowing upgrades to be perfonned
only when the tank bottom is scheduled to be replaced or allowing upgrades to wait until the
next out-of-service inspection (which could be up to 20 years) is not acceptable, is not in the
best interest of the tank owner, and may result in a release of regulated substance to the
environment.

Subchapter G — Simplified Program for Small Aboveground Storage Tanks

Section 245.616. Inspection requirements.

Commentators noted that subsection § 245.616(e) (relating to inspection requirements)
proposes to have small aboveground storage tanks storing regulated substances with a
capacity of greater than 5,000 gallons and small aboveground storage tanks storing highly
hazardous substances with a capacity greater than 1,100 gallons to conduct in-service
inspections every 5 years (previously 10 years) or more often when corrosion, deterioration or
other specific conditions necessitate. Two commentators stated that increasing the frequency
of small AST inspections is unnecessary when industry tank standards already provide a
sound scientific and engineering basis for tank inspection schedules. One commentator stated
that these small tanks offer minimal potential environmental harm and requiring more
frequent inspections because people are failing to meet the current regulatory obligation is a
flawed justification. One commentator believes that this change, which essentially doubles
the costs for in-service inspections, does little but penalize facilities that appropriately manage
their ASTs for the actions of facilities that do not and imposes an unnecessary financial
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burden on the tank owner with little environmental benefit. They proposed that the
Department continue its existing practice of allowing Department certified inspectors to
manage in-service inspection frequencies on a case-by-ease and site-specific basis.

The Department responded that the existing inspection frequency for USTs is once every 3
years, under § 245.411. The Department saw a marked improvement in UST facility
compliance rates when the UST inspection frequency changed from 5 or 10 years to the
existing 3-year inspection cycle. Department inspection records show that less than 50% of
ASTs inspected meet existing requirements. The Department strongly believes that a
mandated shortened inspection frequency is needed to help improve compliance with these
systems. Therefore, the proposed amendments to § 245.61 6(c) have been retained in the
final-fonn rulemaking.

G. Benefits, Costs and Compliance

Benefits

In enacting the act, the General Assembly found and declared the following under 35 p.s.
§ 6021.102(a): 1) the lands and waters of this Commonwealth constitute a unique and
irreplaceable resource from which the well-being of the public health and economic vitality of
this Commonwealth is assured; 2) these resources have been contaminated by releases and
ruptures of regulated substances from both active and abandoned storage tanks; 3) once
contaminated, the quality of the affected resources may not be completely restored to their
original state; 4) when remedial action is required or undertaken, the cost is extremely high;
5) contamination of groundwater supplies caused by releases from storage tanks constitutes a
grave threat to the health of affected residents; and 6) contamination of these resources must be
prevented through improved safeguards on the installation and construction of storage tanks.

The General Assembly declared its intent under 35 P.S. § 6021.103 to prevent releases by
establishing a regulatory system to contain them and to establish liability for any damages
caused. The Department’s regulatory structure authorized by the act to prevent releases of
regulated substances from storage tanks, as implemented through Chapter 245, provides the
important benefits articulated in the General Assembly’s findings.

The Department’s primary purpose of this final-form rulemaking is to maintain its State Program
Approval for its UST program. Incorporation of these UST amendments in the final-form
regulations into Chapter 245 will enable the Commonwealth to retain approval of its UST
program from the EPA and remain eligible for continued substantial Federal ffinding for the UST
program.

In addition, this final-form rulemaking will thrther reduce the potential for releases of regulated
substances from USTs by strengthening the requirements regarding properly operating and
maintaining release detection equipment. This final-form rulemaking will require that UST
equipment be inspected and tested regularly, which will help to ftrther reduce the number of
releases from USTs and in turn protect public health and the environment.
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The Department anticipates that a substantial portion of the beneficial impacts associated with
this final-form rulemaking will be the improved release detection and reporting, and,
consequently, avoided cleanup costs. The EPA, in its analysis of the potential costs, benefits and
other impacts associated with its July 15, 2015 Final Rule on pages 4-9 of the regulatory impact
analysis found at https:/Jwww.cpai.zov!sites/production/files’20 I 5—07/documentsire1s20 15—
ria.pdf, estimated the typical cost ofa small-extent, soil-only rernediation to be $25,300, and the
typical cost of a large-extent, groundwater-contamination remediation to be $428,200. These
costs are in 2008 dollars. During calendar year 2017, the average cost per closed claim paid by
the USTIF was $308,389, and the total paid for all open claims was $33,287,724, as reported at
litti,s:/’ustifna.uov/doeuments’ 101 34/0’20 17 PALSTIF Annual —Report Final 201 8-03-
fljjxHll7XcOefS-Xefl-493 1-bGlh-5280l4d9he38.

While the reduced cleanup costs associated with this final-thim rulemaking cannot be accurately
quantified. a decrease in release frequency and severity is expected to result in both a reduction
of the average cost per closed claim and the total annual claim payments made by the USTIF.
The Department expects that groundwater contamination incidents and vapor intrusion
remediation costs will be reduced or avoided as a result of operation and maintenance
improvements and release prevention improvements, which will reduce the need for USTIF
claims and payments and potentially reduce fees paid by UST owners to fund UST[F. These
fees are typically passed on to consumers at motor fuel retail locations. Thus, any decrease in
release frequency achieved by this final-Ihrm rulemaking will benefit the public and the
environment by protecting soil and water resources, and reducing costs associated with necessary
corrective action.

Other benefits of decreasing the frequency of releases from storage tanks that cannot be
quanti lied or monetized include the avoidance of human health risks, protection of ecological
receptors, protection of gallons of groundwater each year, and avoided property devaluation.

This final-form rulemaking will also benefit storage tank owners and operators, and certified
installers and companies. For example, this final-form rulemaking adds a new UST certification
category under § 245.l10(b)(2) to allow individuals to perform tank handling activities such as
repairs that do not involve excavation without having to obtain the (Thll) certification to install
and modify storage tank systems, and to perform tests of UST systems required by this final
form rulemaking. Creation of this new certification category will afford UST owners the
opportunity to employ individuals who specialize in modifications only, which could save UST
owners some of the costs associated with minor modification work and system testing. This
“minor modification” certification category will also provide opportunities for existing certified
companies to employ individuals who specialize in minor modification work. In addition, it may
create an incentive for persons interested in only perfbrming “minor modification” work to
become certified and establish their own companies. In either case, the establishment of this new
certification category is expected to result in the creation of a siifieant number ofjobs within
the certified installer community, which may reduce the cost of UST system testing over time.

The increase in required inspections and testing by storage tank owners is expected to reduce
Department costs. For example, this final-form rulemaking requires under § 245.552(d)(5) that
all ASTs in underground vaults that require an in-service inspection be inspected within 6 and 12
months of installation and at least every 3 years thereafter due to their history of noncompliance.
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This mirrors the inspection requirement for USTs. Also, the initial inspection requirement and
in-service inspection cycle for small ASTs is shortened under § 245.616(c) from 10 years to 5
years. Based on current in-service inspections, the compliance rate with regulatory requirements
is less than 50%. When the facility operations inspection cycle for USTs was shortened from 5
years to 3 years in a prior rulemaking, the Department observed increased regulatory
compliance, fewer releases and a reduction in the severity of releases from USTs, which reduced
Department staff time needed to follow-up on noncompliant facilities and corrective action
cases.

Compliance costs

In general, this final-form rulemaking requires additional storage tank testing for USTs and
inspection of small ASTs and ASTs in vaults, and does not require large-scale investments in
equipment or significant changes to operations at the facility level. The only exceptions that may
require significant investment are the one-time costs to replace ball float valves following failure
of the UST overfill prevention evaluation with alternate overfill prevention cquipmcnt and the
need to add release detection to those emergency generator USTs that were previously deferred
from regulation. See § 245.421(b)(3)(iii) (relating to performance standards for underground
storage tank systems) and 245.403(b)(1 )-(3).

These one-time costs apply to a limited number of UST systems. Of the 22,203 existing UST
systems regulated in this Commonwealth, 3,306 have ball float valves for overfill prevention and
605 are emergency generator UST systems without a form of release detection.

Many of the changes, especially those related to USTs, are necessary for the Department’s
regulations in Chapter 245 to be consistent with Federal requirements for USTs and to retain
EPA approval of the State program. Without these amendments, EPA will not continue to
approve the State program and will instead implement the Federal UST program in this
Commonwealth. Therefore, UST owners would incur the increased costs for their UST facilities
to comply with 40 CFR Part 280 if Chapter 245 was not amended due to the EPA’s revised
regulations for USTs.

Anah’sis of UST compliance costs

Within this Commonwealth, the Department regulates 7,655 UST facilities, which, in the
aggregate, consist of 22,203 UST systems, for an average of 2.90 UST systems per facility.
Compliance costs for these new UST regulatory requirements are estimated in this analysis based
on a UST facility with 3 UST systems that have the following features: three 10,000-gallon UST
systems with two storing gasoline and one storing diesel; 100 feet of piping per UST system; one
fill port per UST system; spill prevention equipment at each UST system; two drop tube shut-off
devices and one ball float valve for overfill prevention equipment; four dispensers each with an
under-dispenser containment sump; one submersible turbine pump sump/tank top sump per UST
system; and one automatic tank gauge (ATG) with an ATG probe per UST system.

Costs presented on a facility basis were adjusted for the fact that each UST facility has on
average 2.90 UST systems. The Department contacted five Department-certified companies
from various regions of this Commonwealth to estimate cost for the various requirements in this
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final-form rulemaking for the UST facility described in the preceding paragraph. in doing so,
the Department requested the companies to provide cost estimates to include mobilization fees,
paperwork fees, labor costs, and any necessary waste disposal costs.

The maintenance walkthrough inspection requirement for UST facilities under § 245.438
involves a visual inspection of spill prevention equipment and release detection every 30 days
and a visual inspection of containment sumps and handheld release detection devices annually.
All 7,655 UST facilities are required to conduct 30-day maintenance walkthrough inspections.
The 5,806 UST Iheilities with containment sumps are required to conduct the annual visual
inspection. These inspections may be performed by the UST owner, operator or other employee
of the UST owner resulting in no cost other than the necessary time to conduct the inspections.
However, some UST owners may choose to utilize third-party companies to conduct the
maintenance walkthrough inspections. If a UST owner chooses to hire a third-party company,
the owner will incur costs. However, this action will be voluntary’ and is not required by this
final-form rulemaking.

Testing of spill prevention equipment and containment sumps and evaluation of overfill
prevention equipment at UST Ihcilities is required every 3 years, under § 245.437 (relating to
periodic testing). All 22,203 UST systems have overfill prevention equipment and are required to
conduct evaluations. Likewise, all UST systems require spill prevention equipment tests. Forty-
one percent, or 9,103 UST systems at 3,324 UST facilities, have containment sumps used for
interstitial monitoring of piping that will need to be tested. These tests and evaluations will need
to be conducted by appropriate certified individuals.

Although the cost for testing and evaluation will only be incurred every 3 years, the costs are
estimated on an annualized basis for purposes of this analysis (that is, the testing and evaluation
costs are divided by three to estimate the cost per year). The estimated annual cost range and
average annual cost for each evaluation or test per facility are summarized as follows:

J Evaluation or Thst Estittuited Range u/Annual Costs EsdnuztedAwraeAnnual Cast
Overfill prevention equipment $97—SI 61 $1 13
Spill prevention equipment S89—$209 $127
Containment sump $258— $902 $548

Based on the estimated average annual cost, the total annualized cost to a UST facility owner for
equipment testing and evaluation every 3 years is estimated to range from 5240—5788. The
lower cost will apply to a facility that does not have containment sumps used for interstitial
monitoring of piping. Based on these per facility costs, the annualized cost to evaluate and test
equipment at all UST facihties is estimated to be $3,658,752.

This final-form rulemaking prohibits continued use of ball float valves as an option for overfill
prevention when these devices need to be replaced. A total of 3,306 UST systems are reported to
have ball float valves as the form of overfill prevention. The increased cost to repair a ball float
valve or replace a ball float valve with another ball float valve versus providing another form of
overfill prevention (for example, shut-off device or alarm) is estimated to range from $975—
$1,100 with the average cost to be $1,038. The average cost represents the one-time increased
cost to a UST owner for this overfill prevention equipment replacement. Replacement of a ball
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float valve will only be necessary when the equipment no longer functions as originally designed
and fails the 3-year overfill evaluation requirement. Based on the average cost, the total one
time increased cost to replace ball float valves with another form of overfill prevention for all
UST systems is estimated to be $3,431,628.

Annual release detection equipment testing is required by this final-form rulemaking for all
22,203 UST systems. Operability tests will need to be conducted of the electronic and
mechanical components of release detection equipment. The annualized cost to a UST facility
owner for this release detection testing requirement is estimated to range from 5338—51,039,
with the average cost to be $595. Based on the average cost, the annual cost to test release
detection equipment at all UST facilities is estimated to be $4,554,725. These costs are based on
an average UST facility consisting of three UST systems and four dispensers. Facilities that
have fewer UST systems are expected to have lower costs.

This final-form rulemaking requires release detection for emergency generator USTs. An
estimated 605 UST systems are reported as not having any form of release detection. For this
analysis, an ATG is used as the form of release detection for these systems and will need to be
tested annually for operability, however, other lower cost methods of tank release detection
could be chosen by the UST owner depending on type and location of the UST system. The cost
for the operability tests for these systems were included in the cost for release detection
equipment testing previously described. The cost for the addition of an ATG ranges from
$4,000—$30,000 with the average estimated cost to be $16,875. Cost estimates are dependent
on several factors, including amount of excavation required to install wiring and conduit, access
to the UST system and location of the UST system to utilities and buildings. The average cost
represents the one-time cost to a UST owner to add an ATG for release detection. Based on the
average cost, the total one-time cost to add release detection to emergency generator USTs is
estimated to be $10,209,375.

The following table and discussion summarizes the total estimated annualized cost that UST
facilities will incur for the testing and inspections in this final-form rulemaking when UST
owners, operators or other employees of the UST owner conduct all maintenance walkthrough
inspections:

Annualized O,w-Time Niunher of Total Annualized Total One-
Operation and Costs2 Potential/i’ AJfected Operation and Time Costs4
Maui tetiance l-acditws/Svstems Maintenance Costs3

Cost.c’
Maintenance walkthrough inspections $0 $0 7,655 facilities $0 $0
Periodic testing and inspection of $240—$788 $0 7,655 facilities $3,658,752 $0
overfill prevention equipment, spill
prevention equipment and
containment sumps5
Eliminate ball float valves when $0 $1,038 3,306 UST systems $0 $3,431,628
overfill prevention equipment is
replaced
Operability tests for release detection $595 $0 7,655 facilities $4,554,725 $0
Remove release detection deferral for $0 $16,875 605 UST systems $0 $10,209,375
emergency generator USI’s

$835—$l,383 $8,213,477 $13,641,003
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Per US]’ fhcility.
2 Per UST system. One-time costs do not apply to all US] systems.

For all UST facilities.
For all US]’ systems. One-time costs do not apply to all UST systems.
The lower range of the annualized operation and maintenance costs is for flicilities that do not have containment

sumps used for interstitial monitoring of piping.

The annualized increased operation and maintenance costs to conduct maititenance walkthrough
inspections, inspect overfill prevention equipment, test spill prevention equipment and
containment sumps, and test release detection equipment per UST facility is estimated to range
li-om $835—s 1,383. The total annualized increased costs for these inspections and tests at all
UST facilities are estimated to be $8,213,477.

Tim total one-time costs to replace all ball float valves with alternate overfill prevention
equipment and to add release detection to emergency generator USTs is estimated to be
SI 3,641,003. These one-time costs apply to a litinted number of UST systems. Currently, 3,306
liST systetils (less than 15%) have ball float valves for overfill prevention and 605 UST systems
(less than 3%) are emergency generator USTs that will need to add release detection equipment.
Owners of emergency generator UST systems will he afforded 1 year to 2 years under this final
lbrm rulemaking to make an informed decision to either add the necessary release detection,
close the UST system or close the UST system and install a new AST.

;lnalj’sLv ofAST COfl?pliaflcc costs

As with UST systems, the primary focus of this final-form rulemaking for AST systems is on an
increased inspection frequency for small ASTs and ASTs in vaults. The Department contacted
live Depariment-certi lied companies from various regions of this Commonwealth to estimate the
increased cost to AST owners For the revised inspection requirements. In doing so, the
Department requested the companies to provide cost estimates to include paperwork fees.

This final-form rulemaking requires all ASTs in undenaround vaults that require an in-service
inspection to be inspected within 6 to 12 months of installation and at least every 3 years
thereafter. ASTs with a capacity greater than 5,000 gallons, and ASTs storing highly hazardous
substances with a capacity greater than 1,100 gallons, are subject to these inspection
requirements.

Currently, no large ASTs in underground vaults are registered with the Department and 35 small
AST systems in underground vaults will need to increase inspections from once every 10 years
to once every 3 years. These small ASTs have an average size of approximately 10,000 gallons.

The reported annualized cost range for an in-service inspection of a vaulted AST every 10 years,
as currently required, is $78 to $315, and the average annualized cost is $179. The estimated
annualized cost range for an in-service inspection of a vaulted AST every 3 years is $260 to
$1,050, and the estimated average annualized cost is $595. Thus, the annualized increased cost
to a AST owner of a vaulted AST for an in-service inspection every 3 years is estimated to be
$416. The total annualized increased cost to all AST owners who will be subject to the 3-year
inspection requirement is estimated to be $14,560.
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This final-font rulemaking also shortens the initial inspection requirement and in-service
inspection cycle for small ASTs (other than small ASTs in underground vaults) from 10 years to
5 years. This requirement applies to small ASTs with a capacity greater than 5,000 gallons, and
small ASTs with a capacity greater than 1,100 gallons that store highly hazardous substances.
An estimated 6,756 small ASTs with an average size of 11,400 gallons will need to increase their
inspections to every 5 years under this final-form rulemaking.

The reported annualized cost range for an in-service inspection of a small AST every 10 years, as
currently required, is $44 to $200, and the average annualized cost is $98. The estimated
annualized cost range for an in-service inspection of a small AST every 5 years is $88 to $400,
and the estimated average annualized cost is $196. Thus, the annualized increased cost to a AST
owner of a small AST for the 5-year inspection period is estimated to be $98. The total
annualized increased cost to all AST owners who will be subject to the 5-year inspection period
is estimated to be $662,088.

The following table summarizes the estimated increased annualized costs discussed above that
will be incurred by AST system owners under this final-form rulemaking:

Annualized One— Number of Total Annualized Total
Operation and Time Potentially Operation and One— Time

Maintenance Costs Costs AfJeeted Systems Manitenance Costs Costs
Increased inspection $416 $0 35 AST systems $14,560 $0
frequency for vaulted ASTs
Increased inspection $98 $0 6,756 AST $662,088 $0
frequency for small ASTs systems

$0 $676,648 $0

Additional compliance costs associated with this final-form rulemaking that cannot be estimated
are the costs to UST systems that were previously excluded from the definition of a liST, but are
subject to Chapter 245 under this final-form rulemaking (for example, tanks containing
radioactive materials or coolants that are regulated under The Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
wastewater treatment tank systems that are not part of a wastewater treatment facility regulated
under section 307(h) or 402 of the Clean Water Act, and UST systems that are part of an
emergency generator system at nuclear power generation facilities regulated by the NRC under
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A). In addition, existing field-constructed USTs installed on or
before October II, 1997, are regulated under § 245.403 of this final-font rulemaking.

The number of USTs in these categories that will be subject to Chapter 245 under this final-form
rulemaking is unknown because they are not currently required to be registered with the
Department. Registration will be required within 60 days after the effective date of the final-
font rulemaking. Field-constructed USTs installed on or before October II, 1997, are
temporarily excluded from other regulatory requirements in Chapter 245 until 1 year after the
effective date of the final-font rulemaking. Upon registration of a liST that was previously
excluded from regulation, the Department will work with the tank owner to bring the liST into
regulatory compliance. Due to the unique nature of these liSTs, the steps that will be necessary
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to bring the USTs into compliance are expected to vary widely. Thus, compliance costs
associated with the regulation of this universe of USTs cannot be estimated.

USTs containing radioactive material and emergency generator UST systems at nuclear power
generation facilities regulated by the NRC are subject to United States Department of Energy
Orders and NRC regulations that are comparable to the Chapter 245 requirements for new and
existing USTs regarding spill and overfill control, operation and maintenance of corrosion
protection, and release detection. Since owners and operators of these UST systems had to meet
Federal requirements dating back to May?, 1985, that required systems to be designed and
constructed to prevent releases during the operating life of the facility due to corrosion or
structural failure, these systems should already be in compliance with most requirements and
therefore incur minimal additional costs.

Analysis ofDepartment costs

Under this final—form rulemaking, the Department will incur minimal additional costs to publish
notices in the Pcnnsylvania Bulletin for the following: acknowledgment of receipt of the
remedial action plan under § 245.311 (relating to remedial action plan); notice of the
Department’s final action on the remedial action plan under § 245.3 13(e) (relating to remedial
action completion report); acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action completion report
under § 245.313(e); notice of the Department’s final action on the remedial action completion
report under § 245.3 13(e); and notice of variances approved by the Department under

§ 245.503(6) (relating to variances) and 245.606(6) (relating to variances). No additional
central or regional office program staff arc needed to implement these regulatory amendments.
No new data system requirements are required.

Compliance assistance plan

As previously noted, this final-form rulemaking will affect approximately 7,000 storage tank
owners at nearly 12,600 storage tank facilities. Industry sectors potentially affected by this final-
form rulemaking include retail motor thel sales, commercial, institutional, manufacturing,
transportation, communications and utilities, and agriculture. Federal, State and local
government owners of regulated storage tanks will also be affected.

Department-certified storage tank installers, inspectors and companies will also need to comply
with this final-form rulemaking. Nearly 875 individuals and approximately 350 companies have
certifications from the Department under Chapter 245. It is anticipated that Department-certified
tank installers and inspectors will have the capacity to provide the increased testing and
inspections that will be required by this final-form rulemaking. This is especially true with the
addition of a new certification category for minor modifications to allow individuals to perform
tank handling activities such as repairs that do not involve excavation without having to obtain
the (full) certification to install and modify storage tank systems. With this new certification,
individuals will also be able to perform tests of UST systems required by this final-form
rulemaking.
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The visual inspection of spill prevention and release detection equipment, containment sumps
and handheld release detection devices could be performed by the UST owner, operator or other
employee of the UST owner. However, UST owners may choose to utilize a third-party
company to conduct the maintenance walkthrough inspections.

Owners of existing storage tank systems will be provided with adequate timeframes to adjust and
comply with the new requirements. Owners of storage tank systems installed on or after the
effective date of the final-form rulemaking shall comply with the requirements immediately.

Financial assistance is not anticipated or planned. The Department will provide technical and
compliance assistance outreach through its website, publications, forms and presentations to
various industry groups and organizations. Webinars explaining the regulatory amendments are
also planned.

Paperwork reqidrenients

This final-form rulemaking includes the following new notification, reporting and other
paperwork requirements:

• Certified installers and inspectors will need to report regulated substance observed in a
containment structure or facility within 48 hours on a form provided by the Department.
See § 245.132(a)(6).

• Certified installers and inspectors will need to report failed tests of UST spill prevention
equipment, containment sumps, and overfill prevention equipment within 48 hours on a
form provided by the Department. A copy of the test results will also need to be provided
to the Department with the notification report. See § 245.132(a)(6).

• If a suspected release investigation fails to determine whether or not a release of a
regulated substance has occurred, owners and operators will need to report the suspected
release within 15 days of the indication of a suspected release on a form provided by the
Department. See § 245.304(c)(2).

• If a suspected release investigation confirms that a release has not occurred, and removal
of the regulated substance cannot be accomplished within 24 hours, owners and operators
will need to immediately notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail. See
§ 245.304(c)(3).

• Responsible parties will need to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail as
soon as practicable, but no later than 24 hours after the initiation of interim remedial
actions in response to a release. See § 245.306(e) (relating to interim remedial actions).

• Responsible parties will need to notify the Department, by telephone or electronic mail,
within 24 hours of providing an alternate source of water to the owner of an affected or
diminished water supply in response to a release. See § 245.307(e) (relating to affected
or diminished water supplies).
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• Responsible parties will need to notify the Department by telephone or electronic mail as
soon as practicable, but no later than 24 hours after the initiation of site characterization
activities in response to a release. See § 245.309(c)(24) (relating to site characterization).

• The Department will need to publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial
action plan and notice of its final action on the plan in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. See

§ 245.311.

• The Department will need to publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial
action completion report and notice of its final action on the report in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. See § 245.3 13(c).

• Owners and operators will need to noti& the Department of the proposed installation of
specific UST system components such as the piping system and dispenser, and not just
when a tank or tank system is being installed, on a form provided by the Department.
See § 245.42 l(a)(2).

• Certified installers and inspectors will need to document tests or evaluations of UST spill
prevention and overfill prevention equipment, containment sumps, and release detection
equipment on a form provided by the Department. Owners and operators will need to
maintain test or evaluation results onsite at the storage tank facility or at a readily
available alternative site and shall provide the forms to the Department upon request. See
§245.3 1(f) (relating to underground storage tank system testing requirements) and
245.43 5(a)-(b).

• Surveys of UST cathodic protection systems will need to be documented on a form
provided by the Department and must be provided to the Department upon request. See

§ 245.432(a)(2)(iii).

• Upon Department request, owners and operators will need to submit, on a form provided
by the Department, information verifying that all system components are compatible with
the proposed substance to be stored, prior to storing the substance in the UST. See

§ 245.433(b).

• Owners and operators will need to maintain documentation showing that their UST
systems are continuously participating in the USTIF. See § 245.435(d)(9).

• Owners and operators will need to maintain documentation of the last test of 1.1ST spill
prevention equipment and containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring of piping
and evaluation of overfill prevention equipment. See § 245.435(d)(19).

• For containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring ofpiping and spill prevention
equipment not required to be tested, UST owners and operators will need to maintain
documentation showing that the equipment is double-walled and the integrity of both
walls is periodically monitored. See §245.435(d)(20).
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• UST owners and operators will need to maintain records of walkthrough inspections for
the past 12 months. See § 245.435(d)(21).

• Owners will need to ensure that Class A, Class B and Class C operators are identified on
a form provided by the Department prior to placing the UST system into use. See

§ 245.436(d)(l) (relating to operator training).

• Owners and operators of AST facilities with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity
greater than 21,000 gallons will need to maintain a written or electronic log. Each log
entry will need to identify the name of the individual performing tank handling and
inspection activities, the individual’s signature or equivalent verification of presence
onsite, the company name, the date of work, start and end times, and a brief description
of work performed, including tank identification. See § 245.5 14(b) and 245.603(c).

• In addition to routine monthly inspections, AST owners and operators will need to
maintain 72-hour maintenance inspections for the past 12 months. See § 245.51 6(c)(l 2).

• AST owners and operators will need to maintain documentation of investigations of
suspected releases. See § 245.5 l6(c)(15) and 245.615(b)(7).

• AST owners and operators will need to maintain the results of testing from the last two
cathodic protection surveys and the results of the last three impressed current cathodic
protection system checks for each 60-day period. (See § 245.51 6(c)( Ii),
245.51 6(c)( 16), and 245.61 5(b)(9)-(1 0)).

• Should a high-level alarm with a manned operator shutdown procedure be utilized,
owners and operators of ASTs will need to document the shutdown procedure and
provide itto the Department upon request. See § 245.54 I(b)(2) (relating to overfill
prevention requirements).

• When an overfill alarm or prevention device or monitoring gauge is utilized, owners and
operators of ASTs will need to document the shutdown procedure. See § 245.6 12(d)(2).

The following new Ibrrns will be used to implement this final-Corn rulemaking:

• Underground Storage Tank Groundwater/Vapor Monitoring System Functionality
Testing Form

• Underground Storage Tank Sensor Functionality Testing Form

• Underground Storage Tank Automatic Line Leak Detector Functionality Testing Form

• Underground Storage Tank Pressure/Vacuum Monitoring Functionality Testing Form

• Underground Storage Tank Spill Prevention Equipment/Containment Sump Integrity
Testing Form
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• Underground Storage Tank Automatic Tank Gauge Functionality Testing Form

• Underground Storage Tank Overfill Prevention Evaluation Form

• Aboveground Storage Tank Lining Inspection Summary and Instructions

The following existing forms have been revised to implement this final-form rulemaking:

• Underground Storage Tank Facility Operations Inspection Report Form Instructions
(2630-FM-BECBO5O I)

• Underground Storage Tank Facility Operations Inspection (2630-FM-BECBO5OIa)

• Underground Storage Tank System Installation/Closure Notification Form (2630-FM-
BECBO 127)

• Planning for Permanent Closure Checklist-—Underground Storage Tank Systems (2630-
FM-BECBOI 26)

• Underground Storage Tank Modification Report (2630-FM-BECBO575)

• Underground Storage Tank System Closure Report Form (2630-FM-BECBOI59)

• Aboveground Storage Tank Integrity/Installation Inspection Summary and Instructions
(2630-FM-
BECBOI 50)

• Aboveground Storage Tank System Closure Report Form (2630-FM-BECBO5I4)

• Planning for Permanent Closure Checklist-—Aboveground Storage Tank Systems (2630-
FM-B ECBO5 12)

• Abovcground Storage Tank System Closure Notification Form (2630-FM-BECBO5I3)

• Notification of Release/Notification of Contamination (2620-FM-BECBOO82)

• Storage Tanks RegistrationlPermitting Application Form and Instructions (2630-PM-
BECBO5 14)

• Storage Tank Installer/Inspector Certification Application Form and Instructions (2630-
PM-BECBO5O6)

• Storage Tank Training Course Approval Application and Instructions (2630-PM-
RECBO4O2)
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• Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permit Application Instructions (2630-PM-
BECB0002)

• Initial Qualifications—Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification (2630-PM-
BECB05O6b)

• Renewal Qualifications—Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification (2630-PM-
BECBO5O6b2)

• Instructions—Storage Tank Installer and Inspector Certification—Attachment A (263 0-
PM-BECBO5O6c)

The following form has been deleted under this final-form rulemaking and is being incorporated
into the Aboveground Storage Tank Integrity/Installation Inspection Summary and Instructions
(2630-FM-BECBOI 50):

• Aboveground Storage Tank Installation Inspection Summary (2630-FM-BECBO602).

While this rulemaking adds additional notification, reporting and recordkeeping requirements,
some of the notification is simply verbal or electronic notification. Where information is
required to be documented, the Department is providing a significant number of forms to
facilitate compliance with the various requirements. Most of the forms will be completed by
Department-certified installers and inspectors who will be instructed by Department staff on how
to complete them. Department-certified installers and inspectors often request standardized
fbi-ins from the Department so that they are fally aware of what the Department expects to be
reported. Having standardized forms, completed by certified installers and inspectors, should
limit the time and expense required to fill them out.

With regard to verbal or electronic notification requirements, a responsible party will need to
notify the Department either verbally or electronically (such as by telephone or email) upon
initiation of an interim remedial action, within 24 hours of providing an alternate source of water
to an affected water supply owner, and within 24 hours of initiation of site characterization
activities in response to a release of a regulated substance from a storage tank, under
§ 245.306(e), 245.307(e) and 245.309(c)(24). The first corrective action report required to be
submitted by the responsible party is the site characterization report, required under § 245.310
(relating to site characterization report). It is to be submitted to the Department after the
responsible party takes interim remedial actions, provides an alternate source of water (if
necessary) and completes site characterization activities. Therefore, it is important for the
Department to know in a timely manner that these required corrective actions are taking place.
Interim remedial actions, when conducted properly and promptly, limit the extent and severity of
contamination, thereby limiting the amount of site characterization that needs to be performed
and further remedial action that needs to be conducted. The result is protection of the public and
the environment, and a reduction in the cost of corrective action to storage tank owners and
operators.
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In addition, ifa suspected release investigation confirms that a “release” has not occurred, and
removal of the regulated substance cannot be accomplished within 24 hours, owners and
operators will need to immediately notify the Department by telephone or c-mail. An example is
a spill of a hazardous substance to an aboveground surface in an amount less than the reportable
quantity that cannot be fully removed within 24 hours.

The Department anticipates that costs associated with these additional verbal or electronic
notification requirements should be minimal because the owner, operator or consultant is
typically communicating with the Department at this point and informing the Department when
actions that have been proposed are initiated.

The vast majority of the reporting requirements will he handled by Department-certified
installers and inspectors, as well as by consultants. The Department is providing the necessary
fbnns to facilitate compliance with the various requirements. Departmcnt-certi fled installers and
inspectors, as well as consultants welcome these Fonts and will be instructed by Department
staff as to how to complete the them. The vast majority of reporting forms associated with this
final-form rulemaking are existing fonts that have undergone minor revisions. Completion of
these revised forms will result in no additional cost to the regulated community. The few new
forms that have been developed are testing and evaluation forms that arc necessary to record the
results of the new periodic US]’ testing requirements established in § 245.437 to meet the
Federal requirements of ensuring that installed equipment for release detection and prevention is
operating properly. The Department contacted five Department-certified companies from
various regions of the Commonwealth to provide cost estimates for the various testing
requirements. The Department requested the companies to provide cost estimates to include
mobilization fees, paperwork fees, labor costs, and any necessary waste disposal costs.
Therefore, the costs presented in Section 0 of the Preamble and Item 19 of the Regulatory
Analysis Form to this final—font rulemaking for the new UST testing requirements are inclusive
of the reporting requirements.

With regard to the new recordkccping requirements, the vast majority of the documentation that
owners and operators will need to maintain is necessary to comply with the new Federal UST
requirements. However, in general, the records are important because review of storage tank
system records is necessary for Department-certified inspectors to determine compliance with
regulatory requirements. Department-certified inspectors are required to periodically inspect
ASTs and UST facilities, under § 245.411,245.551-554, and 245.616. Record review is an
integral part of the inspection. Without the records, inspectors would not be able to determine
regulatory compliance. In Fact, the absence of required records means that a storage tank system
is in non-compliance with regulatory requirements. A storage tank system that is non-compliant
is at risk for releases which may impact the public and the environment. While the Department
cannot quantify the costs associated with the maintenance of additional records, any costs should
be minimal.

Fl. Pollution Prevention

The Federal Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.A. § 13101—13109) established a
National policy that promotes pollution prevention as the preferred means for achieving state
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environmental protection goals. The Department encourages pollution prevention, which is the
reduction or elimination of pollution at its source, through the substitution of environmentally
friendly materials, more efficient use of raw materials and the incorporation of energy efficiency
strategies. Pollution prevention practices can provide greater environmental protection with
greater efficiency because they can result in significant cost savings to facilities that permanently
achieve or move beyond compliance.

The primary purpose of this final-form rulemaking is to strengthen the UST requirements by
increasing the emphasis on properly operating and maintaining equipment. The amendments
require that UST equipment be operated and maintained properly, which will help to further
reduce the number of releases from USTs and in turn protect public health and the environment.

This final-forni rulemaking also will require all ASTs in underground vaults that require an in-
service inspection to be inspected within 6 and 12 months of installation and at least every
3 years thereafter due to their history of noncompliance. This mirrors the inspection requirement
for USTs. Also, the initial inspection requirement and in-service inspection cycle for small
ASTs will be shortened from 10 years to 5 years. Based on current in-service inspections, the
compliance rate with regulatory requirements is less than 50%. The facility operations
inspection cycle for USTs was shortened from 5 years to 3 years in a prior rulemaking, which
has resulted in increased regulatory compliance. Increased compliance with these regulatory
requirements will mean fewer releases and a reduction in the severity of releases from ASTs.

I. Sunset Rei’km’

The Board is not establishing a sunset date for these regulations, since they are needed for the
Department to carry out its statutory authority. The Department will continue to closely monitor
these regulations for their effectiveness and recommend updates to the Board as necessary.

J. Regulaloiy Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on February 13,
2018, the Department submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking, published
at 48 Pa.B. 1101, to the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and the
Chairpersons of the House and Senate Environmental Resources and Energy Committees
for review and comment.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act. IRRC and the Committees were
provided with copies of the comments received during the public comment period, as
well as other documents when requested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the
Department has considered all comments from IRRC, the House and Senate Committees
and the public.

Under section 5.10.2) of the Regulatory Review Act, on (date) ,the final-form
rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and Senate Committees. Under section
5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC met on (date) and approved the
final-form rulemaking.
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K. Findings o/the J3oard

The Board finds that:

(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given under sections 201 and 202 of the
act of July31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) (45 P.S. § 1201 and 1202) and regulations
promulgated thereunder at I Pa. Code §* 7.1 and 7.2.

(2) A public comment period was provided as required bylaw, and all comments were
considered.

(3) This final-form rulemaking does not enlarge the purpose of the proposed rulemaking
published at 48 Pennsylvania Bulletin 1101, 1130 (February 24, 2018).

(4) These regulations are necessary and appropriate for administration and enforcement
of the authorizing acts identified in Section C of this preamble.

L. Order of/lie Board

The Board, acting under the authorizing statutes, orders that:

(a) The regulations of the Department, 25 Pa. Code Chapter 245, are amended to read as
set forth in Annex A.

(b) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this order and Annex A to the Office of
General Counsel and the Office of Attorney General for review and approval as to
legality and form, as required by law.

(e) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this order and Annex A to the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission and the Senate and House Environmental Resources and
Energy Committees as required by the Regulatory Review Act.

(d) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this order and Annex A and deposit them
with the Legislative Reference Bureau, as required by law.

(e) This order shall take effect immediately upon publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.

PATRICK MCDONNELL
Chairperson
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Annex A

TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

PART I. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Subpart D. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

ARTICLE VI. GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

CHAPTER 245. ADMINISTRATION OF THE STORAGE TANK AND SPILL
PREVENTION PROGRAM

Subchapter A. GENERAL PROVISIONS

GENERAL

§ 245.1. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings,
unless the context clearly indicates othenvise:

* * * * *

Abovegivundsromge tank—One or a combination of stationary tanks with a capacity in
excess of 250 gallons, including the underground pipes and dispensing systems connected
thereto within the emergency containment area, which is used, will be used or was used to
contain an accumulation of regulated substances, and the volume of which. including the volume
of piping within the storage tank facility, is greater than 90% above the surface of the ground.
The term includes tanks which can be visually inspected, from the exterior, in an underground
area and tanks being constructed or installed for regulated use. The term does not include the
following, or pipes connected thereto:

* * * * *

(viii) Tanks Iwhich arel regulated under 58 Pa.C.S. Chapter 32 (relating to development)
used to store brines, crude oil, drilling or frac fluids and similar substances or materials and are
directly related to the exploration, development or production of crude oil or natural gas
Iregulated under the Oil and Gas Act (58 P.S. § 601.101—601.605)].

* * * * *

(xix) Other tanks excluded by regulations promulgated under the act.
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Aboveground stora.ce tank system—An aboize_eround ABOVEGROUND storage tank,
connected piping and ancillary equipment within the emergency containment area, and
emergency and secondary containment.

Act—The Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act (35 P.S. § 6021.101—6021.2104).

IActively involved—To perform or to conduct direct onsite supervision or oversight of the
minimum number of qualifying activities in § 245.111 or § 245.113 (relating to certified
installer experience and qualifications; and certified inspector experience and
qualifications) for renewal of installer or inspector certification in each applicable category,
within the period in § 245.114(a)(3) (relating to renewal and amendment of certification).j

Adjacent—Next to or contiguous with.

* * * * *

cathodic protection tester—A person who can demonstrate an understanding of the principles
and measurements of common [typel types of cathodic protection systems as applied to buried
or submerged metal piping and tank systems. At a minimum, the person shall have documented
education and experience in soil resistivity, stray current, structure to soil potential and
component electrical isolation measurements oburied metal piping and tank systems.

ceriflcatio,z categoi-ies—

(i) Individual certification categories issued to certified installers or certified inspectors to
perform tank handling, tightness testing or inspection activities on aboveground or underground
storage tank systems and facilities.

(ii) The term includes category specific certifications in one or more of the following:

* * * * *

(B) Storage tank installer certification categories:

* * * * *

(IX) UMX—Underground storage tank system installation and modification.

(X) UMT—Underground storage tank system minor modification.

I(X)I fJj UTT—Underground storage tank system tightness tester.

I(XIN (XII) UMR—Underground storage tank system removal.

ceiqjied conipanv—An entity, includingi, but not limited to,] a sole proprietorship, a
partnership or a corporation, which is certified by the Department and employs certified
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installers or certified inspectors to conduct tank handling activities, tightness testing activities or
inspection activities.

Certified inspector—A person certified by the Department to conduct inspections of tanks or
storage tank facilities and who may conduct environmental audits. A certified inspector may not
be an [employci employee of a tank owner.

Certi/led installer—A person certified by the Department to install, rnodi& or remove storage
tanks. A certified installer may be an Iemployej employee of a tank owner.

* * * * *

Containment structure orfacilth’—Anything built, installed or established AND DESIGNED
TO CONTAIN whieh comes in contact with regulated substances that are spilled, leaked,
emitted, discharged, escaped, Icached or disposed from a storage tank or storage tank systemi.
The term includes, but is not limited tol, including a vault, A dike, A wall, A building or
secondary containment stnwture-arouiid-awtmdergreund-or jabove-groundi !Pff
storage tank, or any rock or other fill material placed around an underground storage
tanl:.

Containment sunzp—A liquid-tight container designed to protect the environment by
containing leaks and spills of regulated substances from piping, dispensers, pumps and
related components in the containment area. Containment sumps may be single-walled or
secondarily contained and located at the top of the tank (tank top or submersible turbine
pump sump), underneath the dispenser (under-dispenser containment sump) or at other
points in the piping run (transition or intermediate sump).

Con-ective action—

* * * * *

Dc mininzis—With regard to products containing regulated substances, the term applies when
the regulated substance is of insufficient concentration to be required to appear on a IMaterial
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)J Safeh’ Data Sheet (SPS). The term does not apply to section 507
of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.507) as it pertains to site contamination.

* * * * *

Environmental audit—Activities which may be conducted by a certified inspector to evaluate
the storage tank system or storage tank facility site, equipment and records to determine evidence
of an actual or possible release of regulated substance.

Environmental covenant—A servitude arising under an environmental response project
which imposes activity and use Limitations under 27 Pa.C.S. 6501—6517 (relating to
Uniform Environmental Covenants Act).
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Environniental media—Soil, sediment, surface water, groundwater, bedrock and air.

Krcavation zone—The volume containing the tank system and backfill material bounded by
the ground surface, walls and floor of the pit and trcnches into which the underground storage
tank system is placed at the time of installation.

Exenpt underground storage tank—An underground storage tank which has been exempted
by regulation from participation in USTIF.

Exhcting underground storage tank system—An underground storage tank system used to
contain an accumulation of regulated substances br for which installation has commenced on
or before December 22, 1988] for which installation has either started or been completed in
accordance with this chapter. Installation is considered to have Icommencedi started if the
following apply:

* * * * *

Hazardous substance storage tank system—

(i) A storage tank system that contains a hazardous substance defined in section 101(14) of
CERCLA (42 U.S.C.A. § 9601(14)).

(ii) The term does not include a storage tank system that contains a substance regulated as a
hazardous waste under ISubtitle C of CERCLAI sections 3001—3024 of the Solid Waste
Disposal Act (42 U.S.C.A. $ 6921—6939g, or mixture of the substances and petroleum, and
which is not a petroleum system.

* * * * *

IMMEDIATE THREATOF CONTAMINATION—SPILLING, LEAKING, EMITTING,
DISCHARGING, ESCAPING, LEACHING OR DISPOSING OF A REGULATED
SUBSTANCE FROM A STORAGE TANK INTO A CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE OR
FACILITY IN AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN THE REPORTABLE
RELEASED QUANTITY DETERMINED UNDER SECTION 102 OF THE
COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND
LIABILITY ACT OF 1980 (42 U.S.C.A. § 9602) AND REGULATIONS PROMULGATED
THEREUNDER, OR AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN A DISCHARGE
AS DEFINED IN SECTION 311 OF THE FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
ACT (33 U.S.C.A. § 1321) AND REGULATIONS PROMULGATED THEREUNDER.
THE TERM ALSO INCLUDES SPILLING, LEAKING, EMITTING, DISCHARGING,
ESCAPING, LEACHING OR DISPOSING OF PETROLEUM INTO A LIQUID-TIGHT
CONTAINMENT SUMP OR EMERGENCY CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE IN AN
AMOUNT LESS THAN 25 GALLONS AS A RESULT OF A TANK HANDLING
ACTIVITY UNLESS THE CERTIFIED INSTALLER PROVIDING DIRECT ONSITE
SUPERVISION HAS CONTROL OVER THE REGULATED SUBSTANCE, THE
REGULATED SUBSTANCE IS COMPLETELY CONTAINED AND, PRIOR TO THE
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CERTIFIED INSTALLER LEAVING THE STORAGE TANK FACILITY, THE TOTAL
VOLUME OF THE REGULATED SUBSTANCE IS RECOVERED AND REMOVED.

* * * * *

Install—Activities to construct, reconstruct or erect to put into service a storage tank, a storage
tank system or storage tank facility.

I!nteriin certification—Certification granted by the Department on an interim basis
under section 108 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.108) to installers and inspectors of storage tank
systems or storage tank facilities.I

bztraJbcillty piping—A common piping system serving more than one storage tank system
within a storage tank facility.

* * * * *

Minor modification—

(i) An activity to upgradc, repair, refurbish or restore all or part of an existing storage tank
system or storage tank facility which does not alter the design of that storage tank system or
storage tank facility, buti, which may effecti which may affect the integrity of that storage tank
system or storage tank facility.

(ii) The tenTi does not include an activity directly affecting the tank portion of the storage tank
system or an activity directly affecting an underground component of the storage tank system.

Modi/j’—To conduct an activity that constitutes a major modification or a minor modification.

Monitoring system—A system capable of detecting releases in connection with an
aboveground or underground storage tank.

Motor/hel—IPetroleum or a petroleum-based substance that is motor gasoline, aviation
gasoline, No. 1 or No.2 diesel fuel or any grade of gasohol, and is typically used in the
operation of an internal combustion engine. A complex blend of hydrocarbons typically
used in the operation of a motor engine, such as motor gasoline, aviation gasoline, No. 1 or
No. 2 diesel fuel, or any blend containing one or more of these substances such as motor
gasoline blended with alcohol.

* * * * *

Pipelinefacilities (including gathering lines,.)—N ew and existing pipe rights-of-way and
associated equipment, facilities or buildings Iregulated under the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline
Safety Act of 1979 or the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968, codified without
substantive change in 1994 by Pub.L. No. 103-272, 108 Stat. 1371 (49 U.S.C.A. § 60101—
60125) which may include coastal, interstate or intrastate pipelinesi.
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* * * * *

Reconstruction—The work necessary to reassemble a storage tank that has been dismantled
and relocated to a new jsitcj location.

Regulated substance—

10)1 An clement, compound, mixture, solution or substance that, when released into the
environment, may present substantial danger to the public health, welfare or the environment
which is one of the following:

1(A)I Ill A substance defined as a hazardous substance in section 101(14) of CERCLA,
including hazardous substances that are liquid or gaseous, or suspendcd therein regardless of
holding temperature, but not including a substance regulated as a hazardous waste under Subtitle
C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C.A. § 6921—6931).

1(8)1 fj) Petroleum, including crude oil or a fraction thereof and petroleum hydrocarbons
which are liquid at standard conditions of temperature and pressure (60° F and 14.7 pounds per
square inch absolute), includingi, but not limitcil to,I oil, petroleum, petroleum mixed with
ethanol, fuel oil, oil sludge, oil refuse, oil mixed with other nonhazardous wastes and crude oils,
gasoline and kerosene.

[(C)! 11111 Other substances determined by the Department by regulation whose containment,
storage, use or dispensing may present a hazard to the public health and safety or the
environment, but not including gaseous substances used exclusively for the administration of
medical care. This includes the following other regulated substances:

10)1 LA) Nonpetrolcurn oils including biodiesel; synthetic thels and oils, such as silicone
fluids; tung oils and wood-derivative oils, such as resin/rosin oils; and inedible seed oils from
plants, which are liquid at standard conditions of temperature and pressure. The requirements in
this chapter for petroleum tanks in [clause (B)j subparagraph (ii) apply for this group of
substances.

101)1 fj Pure ethanol intended for blending with motor fuel. The requirements in this chapter
for petroleum tanks in Iclause (8)1 subparagraph (II) apply.

Release—Spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a
storage tank into surface waters and groundwaters of this Commonwealth or soils or subsurface
soils in an amount equal to or greater than the reportable released quantity detennined under
section 102 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of
1980 (42 U.S.C.A. § 9602), and regulations promulgated thereunder, or an amount equal to or
greater than a discharge as defined in section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33
U.S.C.A. § 1321) and regulations promulgated thereunder. The term also includes spilling,
leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching or disposing from a storage tank into a
containment structure or facility that poses an immediate threat of contamination of the soils,
subsurface soils, surface water or groundwater. All spills, leaks, emissions, dischargc5, escapcs,
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leaching or disposals of a regulated substance into a containment structure or facility pose
an immediate thrcat of contamination of the soils, subsurface soils, surface water or
groundwater, except when a regulated substance is present in a liquid tight containment
sump or emergency containment structure as a result of a tank handling activity, if the
certified installer providing direct onsite supervision has control over the regulated
substance, the regulated substance is completely contained and, prior to the certified
installer leaving the stora%e tank facility, thc total volume of the regulated substance is
recovered and removed.

Release detection—The determination, through a method or combination of methods, whether
a release of a regulated substance has occurred from a storage tank system into the environment
or into tile interstitial space between the storage tank system and its secondary containment
around it.

Remediation standard—The background, Statewide health or site-specific standard, or any
combination thereof, as provided for in the Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation
Standards Act (35 P.S. § 6026.101—16026.9091 6026.208).

Re,noval—Activities involving removal of storage tank system components, ancillary
equipment and appurtenances. The term includes removal from service activities when a storage
tank or storage tank system is removed, but excludes site assessment activities.

Rcmovalfroni scn’ice—The term includes the following:

(i) Activities related to rendering Ian underground) a storage tank system permanently
unserviceable. Activities include the oversight of the proper draining and cleaning of the storage
tank system of product liquids, vapors, accumulated sludges or solids, and completing one of the
following:

(A) Leaving the storage tank system in the ground and filling tile tank with inert, solid
material.

(B) Dismantling or removing the storage tank system from the tank site.

(ii) IDiseontinued use, abandonment, closure in place and permanent closure but does
not include temporary closure as those terms are used in the aet.I Closure-in-place and
permanent closure.

(iii) Site assessment activities required under Subchapter E (relating to technical standards for
underground storage tanks) and applicable State law, which are the responsibility of owners and
operators, but are not conducted by certified installers or inspectors.

IReportable release—A quantity or an unknown quantity of regulated substance released
to or posing an immediate threat to surface water, groundwater, bedrock, soil or sediment
The term does not include the following, if the owner or operator has control over the
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release, the release is completely contained and, within 24 hours of the release, the total
volume of the release is recovered or removed in the corrective action:

(i) A release to the interstitial space of a double-walled aboveground or underground
storage tank.

(ii) A release of petroleum to an aboveground surface that is less than 25 gallons.

(iii) A release of a hazardous substance to an aboveground surface that is less than its
reportable quantity under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.A. § 9601—9675) and 40 CFR Part 302 (relating to
designation, reportable quantities, and notification).I

Repair—An activity that restores to original operating condition a tank, piping, spill
prevention equipment, overfill prevention equipment, corrosion protection equipment,
release detection equipment or other storage tank system component that has faiJed to
function properly.

I?eskientia! tank--A tank located on property used primarily for dwelling purposes.

* * * * *

So/k! Waste Management Act—The Solid Waste Management Act (35 P.S. § 6018.101—
6018.1003).

Spill prevention equipment—A liquid-tight container placed around the fill pipe or fill
port riser of a storage tank designed to capture any product that may spill when the
delivery hose is disconnected including a catchment basin, spill containment bucket or spill
containment box.

Spi!! prevention response p!an—Emergency plans and procedures developed by an
aboveground storage tank or tank facility owner, operator, or both, for response to an accident or
spill on the facility by facility personnel or contractors.

Stationaty tank—An aboveground storage tank that is permanently affixed to the real property
on which the tank is located.

Storage tank—An aboveground or underground storage tank which is used for the storage of a
regulated substance.

Storage tank faci/i—One or more stationary tanks, including associated intrafacility
pipelines, fixtures, monitoring devices and other equipment. A facility may include aboveground
tanks, underground tanks or a combination of both. For the purposes of the act and this part, the
associated intrafacility pipelines, fixtures, monitoring devices and other equipment for an
aboveground storage tank shall be that which lies within the emergency containment area. The
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tenTi storage tank facility does not encompass portions of a facility that do not contain storage
tank systems.

Storage tank system—jAn I All or part of an underground or aboveground storage tank,
associated underground or abovcground piping directly serving that storage tank, and one or
more of the following which are directly associated with that storage tank:

* * * * *

Tank handling activities—Activities to install, modi1’ br removel, perform change-in-
service or close all or part of a storage tank system or storage tank facility. The term does not
include maintenance activities.

* * * * *

Underground storage tank—One or a combination of tanks (including underground pipes
connected thereto) which are used, were used or will be used to contain an accumulation of
regulated substances, and the volume of which (including the volume of underground pipes
connected thereto) is 10% or more beneath the surface of the ground. The term includes tanks
being constructed or installed for regulated use. The term does not include:

(i) Farm or residential tanks of 1,100 gallons or less capacity used for storing motor fuel for
noncommercial purposes.

(ii) Tanks used for storing heating oil for consumptive use on the premises where stored
unless they are specifically required to be regulated by Federal law.

(iii) A septic or other subsurface sewage treatment tank.

(iv) A pipeline facility (including gathering lines) Iregulated under! which is one of the
following:

(A) IThe Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968.1 Regulated under 49 U.S.C.A.
60101—60141.

(B) IThe Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act of 1979.J An intrastate pipeline facility
regulated under state laws as provided in 49 U.S.C.A. § 60101—60141 and which is
determined by the Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation to be
connected to a pipeline or to be operated or intended to be capable of operating at pipeline
pressure or as an integral part of a pipeline.

(v) An interstate br intrastate! pipeline facility regulated under State laws comparable to the
provisions of law in subparagraph (iv).

* * * * *
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(xii) An underground storage tank system with capacity of II 0 gallons or less.

I(xiii) Tanks containing radioactive materials or coolants that are regulated under The
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.A. § 2011—2297).

(xiv) A wastewater treatment tank system.]

(xiii) A wastewater treatment tank system that is part of a wastewater treatment facility
regulated under section 307(b) or 402 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1317(b) and
1342).

I(n)i {j1 Equipment or machinery that contains regulated substances for operational
purposes such as hydraulic liii tanks and electrical equipment tanks.

I(xviN fy) An underground storage tank system that contains a de minimis concentration of
regulated substances.

I(xvii)I Lill An emergency spill or overflow containment underground storage tank system
that is expeditiously emptied aflcr use.

I(xviii) An underground storage tank system that is part of an emergency generator
system at nuclear power generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (relating to general design criteria for
nuclear power plants).

(xix)] (xvii) Other tanks excluded by policy or regulations promulgated under the act.

* * * * *

TANK HANDLING AND INSPECTION ACTIVITIES

§ 245.21. Tank handling and inspection requirements.

(a) Tank handling activities shall be conducted by a certified installer except in thc case of
modification to an aboveground nonmetallic storage tank, which may be modified by the tank
manufacturer. Storage tank facility owners and operators Imay not use persons who are not
Department certifiedi shall use persons who are Department-certified to conduct tank
handling activities except as noted in this subsection. The certified installer shall perform the
tank handling activity or provide direct onsite supervision and control of the activity.

(b) Tank handling activities conducted on all aboveground field constructed storage Itanksl
tank systems and tank handling activities conducted on all aboveground storage Itanksl tank
systems having a capacity greater than 21,000 gallons shall be inspected by a certified inspector,
except in the case of a minor modification or removal from service.

* * * * *
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ITIGHTNESSI TESTING ACTIVITIES

§ 245.31. Underground storage tank jtightness] system testing requirements.

(a) Tightness testing activities shall be conducted by a Department-certified underground
storage tank system tightness tester (UTT), except when performed by an owner or operator
using installed automatic tank gauging or monitoring equipment meeting requirements [of §
245.444(3) and (4)! in 245.444(2) and (3) (relating to methods of release detection for tanks).

1(b) Tightness testing is required to be conducted when it is:

(I) Used as a method of release (leak) detection as prescribed in § 245.442(b)(I),
245.443(1), 245.444(3) and 245.445(2).

(2) Used to complete the installation of a new single wall constructed underground
storage tank. The testing is an integral part of the installation process.

(3) Used in conjunction with cathodic protection upgrading as prescribed in §
245.422(b)(2)(iii) or (v) (relating to upgrading of existing underground storage tank
systems).

(4) Used to test tanks repaired in response to a release as prescribed in § 245.434(5)
(relating to repairs allowed).

(5) Otherwise required by the Department.

(c)J ffi) Tightness testing shall be conducted in accordance with equipment manufacturer’s
written instructions and using the recommended written practices, procedures and established
test method protocols developed by the sources in § 245.132(a)(l) (relating to standards of
performance).

1(d)1 jj A failed valid tightness test will, regardless of the test method, constitute a suspected
release, except as provided in § 245.304(b) (relating to investigation of suspected releases). A
failed valid tightness test conducted as part of an investigation of a suspected release constitutes
a confirmed release.

I(e)i 14j A complete written test report shall be provided to the tank owner as documentation
of test results within 20 days of the test. The test methodology, a certification that the test meets
the requirements lof § 245.444(3)1 in § 245.444(2) or § 245.445(2) (relating to methods of
release detection for piping), and sufficient test data, which were used to conclude that the Itanki
underground storage tank system passed or failed the tightness test, shall be included in the
test report.

1(01 fgj Certified underground storage tank system tightness testers (UTT) shall maintain
complete records of tightness testing activities for a minimum of 10 years as provided in §
245.132(a)(3) (relating to standards of performance).
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1(g) Tightness testing of the underground storage tank system’s piping shall be
conducted by a Department-certified underground storage tank system tightness tester
(UTT) after November 10, 2008.1

(f) Tests or evaluations of spill prevention and overfill prevention equipment,
containment sumps and release detection equipment required under this chapter shall be
performed by a Department-certified individual holding the appropriate certification
category and documented on a form provided by the Department. Results shall be
maintained onsite at the storage tank facility or at a readily available alternative site and
shall be provided to the Department upon request.

TANK REGISTRATION AND FEES

§ 24541. Tank registration requirements.

(a) Tank owners shall properly register each storage tank by meeting the requirements Iofl
this section and paying the registration fee prior to registration certificate expiration as
required by § 245.42 (relating to tank registration fees).

(b) Tank owners shall register each aboveground storage tank and each underground storage
tank with the Department, except as specifically excluded by Department policy or this chapter,
on a form provided by the Department, within 30 days after installation or acquisition of an
ownership interest in the storage tank. Unless otherwise approved by the Department, a regulated
substance may not be placed in the tank and the tank may not be operated until the tank is
properly registered and the Department approves an operating permit for the tank.

(c) A form for registration of a storage tank must be complete upon submission to the
Department and provide the following:

(1) Tank owner, operator, property owner and contact information.

(2) General facility, site and location information.

(3) Specific tank description and usage information, including regulated substance or
substances that will be stored in each tank.

(4) Specific tank construction, system components and installation information.

(5) lOwner or owner’s representativel Owner’s certification validating the registration
information and operating permit application.

(6) Certified tank installer information and signature (when required).

(7) Certified tank inspector information and signature for certain classes of tanks addressed in

§ 245.21 (relating to tank handling and inspection requirements).
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(8) Trained underground storage tank operator information, as required under
245.436 (relating to operator training).

1(8)1 fl Other applicable information that may be required by the Department.

(d) The ownc?s registration form shall also serve as an operating permit application. The
Department may register a tank and not approve an operating permit for the tank if the
application, tank system or the storage tank facility does not meet the requircments lofi in this
chapter or the permit applicant is in violation of the act. The Department will automatically
withhold or withdraw the operating permit for a storage tank that is reported on the registration
form in Itemporary closure on temporary removal from service (out-of-service) status. Tank
owners may not store, dispense from or place a regulated substance in a storage tank that does
not have an operating permit unless otherwise agreed upon by the Department. Additionally,
certain classes of tanks require a site-specific installation permit prior to beginning construction
of a new or replacement storage tank in accordance with Subchapter C (relating to permitting of
underground and aboveground storage tank systems and facilities). Submission of a site-specific
installation permit application is a separate requirement for these tanks that is not satisfied by the
registration form submission.

(e) A combination of tanks that operate as a single unit require registration of each tank unless
otherwise agreed upon by the Department. A tank that has separate compartments within the tank
shall be registered separately and charged a separate tank fee for each compartment unless the
compartments are connected in a manner that fills, dispenses and operates as a single unit
maintaining the same regulated substance at the same operating level in each compartment.

(0 Tank owners shall submit a registration form to amend registration information previously
submitted to the Department within 30 days of a change in the previously submitted information.
These changes include the following:

(I) Removal or relocation of a storage tank to a new facility.

(2) Temporary or permanent closure or removal from service of a storage tank.

(3) Change in use of a storage tank to or from regulated or nonregulated status, for example,
changing a storage tank to use as a process vessel.

(4) Change in substance or substances stored in the tank, unless otherwise agreed upon by the
Department.

(5) Change of ownership or change of operatorl—new and previous ownerl.

(6) Change of contact, mailing address or telephone number.

(7) Installation of a new or replacement storage tank at an existing facility.
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(g) The Department may require submission of supporting documentation and process
information for exemption or exclusion from regulation for a tank change in status or use from a
regulated to a nonregulated status.

(h) Beginning October 24, 1988, a person who sells a tank intended to be used as a
regulated storage tank or a property containing an existing regulated storage tank shall
notify the purchaser, in writing, of an owner’s obligations under this section.

§ 245.42. Tank registration fees.

* * * * *

(c) The Department will issue an invoice to the tank owner after receipt of a complete
registration form under § 245.41(c) (relating to tank registration requirements). IA tank owner
filing a registrationl The tank owner shall remit the appropriate fee upon receipt of the
invoice.

(d) Registration expiration dates are established for storage tanks according to facility
location. The Department will prorate the registration fee [established by! in this section to
reflect the percentage of time remaining in the registration year from the date of initial
registration or change of ownership of a storage tank. The Department will not refund
registration fees if an owner permanently closes a storage tank or exempts a storage tank through
a change-in-service to store a nonregulated substance or change to nonregulated use (such as a
process vessel) prior to the expiration of the storage tank’s registration. The Department will
not refund registration fees due to a change of ownership.

* * * * *

Subchapter B. CERTIFICATION PROGRAM FOR INSTALLERS AND INSPECTORS
OF STORAGE TANKS AND STORAGE TANK FACILITIES

GENERAL CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

§ 245.102. Requirement for certification.

(a) A person may not conduct tank handling or tightness testing activities unless that person
holds a current installer certification issued by the Department for the applicable certification
category as indicated in § 245.110 (relating to certification of installers), except as provided in §
245.31 (relating to underground storage tank Itightnessl system testing requirements). Installer
certification will only be issued by the Department to a person who:

* * * * *

(d) JAfter March 23, 1992, al A certified installer or certified inspector may not perform
tank handling or inspection activities as an employee of a company unless the company holds a
valid certification issued by the Department under this chapter.
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* * * * *

§ 245.105. Certification examinations.

* * * * *

(d) To receive a passing grade on the examinations, the applicant for certification shall
achieve a minimum score of 80% on each technical Iscetioni examination and a minimum score
of 80% on the administrative Isection of thej examination.

(e) An applicant who thus an examination is eligible to retake the examination for up to I
year from the failed examination test date, but no later than 18 months from date of
authorization.

(fl Passing examination scores are valid for 2 years from the date of the examination.

§ 245.106. Conflict of interest.

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) a certified inspector may not be one or more of the
foIl owing:

(1) An employee of the tank owner, the tank owner or operator.

(2) A certified installer on the same tank handling activity jfor which he is aJ on an
aboveground storage tank system for which the installer is the certified inspector.

(3) An employee of a company that employs a certified installer on the same tank handling
activity for which Ihe is a] the employee is the certified inspector, when the tank handling
activity is performed on a Ifield constructed] field-constructed storage tank. This prohibition
extends to a company that owns, or is owned by, the employer, in whole or in part.

(b) A certified inspector who is a certified installer may conduct a tank handling activity to
correct a deficiency identified by the same certified individual or company during an inspection
of the operation of Ia storage tank facilityj an underground storage tank system or the
inspection of the integrity, installation or modification of an aboveground storage tank
system. Notwithstanding this exception, subsection (a)(2) still prohibits a certified inspector
from subsequently inspecting a tank handling activity which the certified inspector conducted to
correct a deficiency noted [in an inspection of the operation of a storage tank facility during
an integrity, installation or modification inspection of an aboveground storage tank system.

Ic) A certified inspector may not perform an inspection as required under 245.411
(relating to inspection frequency) for a facility where the inspector is also the designated
Class A or Class B operator as defined in 245.436 (relating to operator training).

§ 245.107. {Reciprocity.I (Reserved).
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1(a) A person holding a valid certification issued under the law of another state, territory
or the District of Columbia may be issued a certificate in a classification equivalent to the
classification of the certification issued by the other state, territory or District of Columbia,
if the person proves to the satisfaction of the Department that he is competent to conduct
activities in the classification for which certification is being requested. En making its
determination, the Department will consider the following:

(1) That the other certification was issued as a result of the passing of an examination
equivalent in technical content to that given by the Department for that classification.

(2) That the applicant can be shown to have complied with the laws and requirements of
the state, territory or District of Columbia, issuing the other certification in conducting
activities for which the other certification was issued.

(3) That the applicant meets thc experience and qualification requirements of this
chapter for the category of certification being requested.

(4) The applicant achieves a passing grade on all administrative sections of the
certification examination required by this chapter for the category of certification being
requested.

(b) The applicant shall submit an application for certification to the Department in
accordance with § 245.104 (relating to application for installer or inspector certification).I

§ 245.108. Suspension of certification.

(a) The Department may suspend the certification of a certified installer or certified inspector
for good cause which includesj, but is not limited tol:

(I) A violation of the act or this chapter.

(2) Incompetency on the part of the certified installer or certified inspector as evidenced by
errors in conducting duties and activities for which the certification in question was issued.

(3) Failure to successfully complete a training program required by the Department.

(4) hi—the-ease-of-a-A certified inspector’s failure to:

(i) Inform the owner or operator and the Department of conditions or procedures that are not
in accordance with the manufacturer’s technical and procedural specifications for installation,
construction, modification or operation of the storage tank system or storage tank facility and not
in compliance with the act or this chapter.

(ii) Conduct, review or observe a test or inspection activity required by the act or this chapter.
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(iii) Submit A reports REPORT of AN inspection activities ACTIVITY to the Department
within 60 days of conducting Ithe inspection activities] an inspection activity, except for
reports of modification inspection activities, which shall MUST be reported to the
Department within 30 days of conducting a modification inspection activity. FOR
INSPECTION ACTIVITIES INVOLV[NG MULTIPLE CERTIFIED INDIVIDUALS
AND CERTIFICATION CATEGORIES, REPORTS OF MODIFICATION INSPECTION
ACTIVITIES MUST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE COMPLETION OF
ALL PROJECT TANK HANDLING AND INSPECTION ACTIVITIES.

(5) {n4he-ease-of-n A certified installers failure to:

(i) Be present during tank handling activities at the storage tank system or storage tank facility
as required by the act or this chapter.

(ii) Conduct tank handling activities in accordance with the requirements loll in the act or this
chapter.

(iii) Submit tank handling reports and activities to the Department within 30 days of
conducting the tank handling activities. For tank handling activities involving multiple certified
individuals and certification categories, the tank handling report shall be submitted within 30
days of the completion of all project tank handling and inspection activities.

(6) Working as a certified installer or certified inspector in a certification category for which
the person has failed to obtain or maintain certification.

(7) Failure to meet one or more of the standards for performance in § 245.132 (relating to
standards of performance).

(8) Submission of false information to the Department.

(9) A violation of The Clean Streams Law, the Air Pollution Control Act or the Solid Waste
Management Act or regulations promulgated under those statutes by the certified individual
which Iresults in the foIIowing: causes pollution, causes a threat ofIIution-eeouses
POLLUTION OR CAUSES harm to the public health. safety or welfare.

f(i) Causes pollution, causes a threat of pollution or causes harm to the public health,
safety or welfare.

(ii) Occurs as a result of the certified individual conducting activities related to the
installation, modification, removal or inspection of storage tank systems.I

(10) Failure to perform underground tightness testing activities and documentation in
accordance with § 245.31 (relating to underground storage tank ltightness] system testing
requirements).

* * * * *
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§ 245.110. Certification of installers.

(a) An installer certification authorizes the person to whom it is issued to conduct tank
handling activities or tightness testing activities pertaining to storage tank systems or storage
tank facilities in one or more of the categories in subsection (b).

(b) Installer certifications may be issued for the following categories:

(I) Underground storage tank Isystem—installationl system installation and modification
/UMA7. Installation and modification of underground jstorage tanks andi storage tank systems
includingl, but not limited to,J the tank and all associated ancillary equipmcnt, appurtenances,
corrosion protection systems, structural components and foundations. This category also includes
conducting preinstallation air pressure tests for underground storage tank systems, overfill
prevention equipment evaluations, containment sump and spill prevention equipment
testing, and release detection equipment testing.

(2) Underground storage tank system minor modificatioji [LMfij. Limited to the
performance of minor modifications of underground storage tank systems. This category
also includes conducting overfill prevention equipment evaluations, containment sump and
spill prevention equipment testing, and release detection equipment testing.

[(2)J f) Underground storage Itank—removall tank system removal (UMJ?f Removal from
service of underground storage tank systems br storage tank facilitiesi.

1(3)1 141 Underground storage tank Isystem—tightnessl system tfttht,zess tester {Uflj.
Tightness testing activities involved in conducting and interpreting results of volumetric and
nonvolumetric tests on underground storage tank systems br storage tank facilitiesi. liii!
category also includes containment sump and spill prevention equipment testing and
release detection equipment testing.

I (4)! 11 A boveground manufactured metallic storage Ltank—in.slallationl tank system
installation and nzothfication /‘AMMXJ. Installation and modification of aboveground
manufactured metallic storage tank systems, includingi, but not limited to,I thc tank and all
associated ancillary equipment, appurtenances and corrosion protection systems. This category
also covers foundations, containment structures and structural components when they are
designed by an engineer qualified in civil construction or when installing small aboveground
UL-labeled tanks with manufacturer’s installed self-containment or diking systems.

1(5)1 11 Aboveground nonmetallic storage Itank—installationl tank system installation and
inodi/ication {AMNX}. Installation and modification of above-ground ABOVEGROUND
nonmetallic istorage tanks orj storage tank systems, includingi, but not limited to,j the tank
and all associated ancillary equipment and appurtenances. This category also covers foundations
and structural components when they are designed by an engineer qualified in civil construction
or as specified by the tank manufacturer.
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1(6)1 111 Aboveground manufactured storage Itank—removall tank system removal /AMRJ.
Removal from service of aboveground manufactured storage tank systems br storage tank
facilitiesl.

[(7)] fI AbovegroundfIeld constructed metallic storage Itank—installationl tank installation,

modification and removal (AFAL’Q. Installation, modification and removal of aboveground field
constructed metallic storage tanks and corrosion protection systems. This category also covers
the modification of tank shell components of an aboveground manufactured metallic storage
tank jsystemj.

1(8)1 12) Abovegroundfield constructed stoi-age [tank-removall tank system removal ‘AFR.
Removal from service of aboveground field constructed and manufactured aboveground storage
tank systems br storage tank facilitiesi.

I (9)j {jjfl Aboveground storage tank Inzechanieal—installation] system mechanical
installation, modification and removal {AMEXJ. Installation, modification and removal of tank
related mechanical appurtenances, includingi, but not limited to,I valves, fill piping, suction
piping, foam system piping, pumps, corrosion protection systems, release detection systems, and
spill and overfill prevention systems that are components of an aboveground storage tank system
br storage tank facilityl.

1(10)1 111) A boveground storage [tank—civil] tank system civil (A CVLJ. Installation and
modification of tank related structural components, includingi, but not limited to,I foundations,
dike walls, field grading, above and below grade vaults, pump supports, pipe supports, corrosion
protection systems and drainage systems associated with an aboveground storage tank system br
storage tank facilityl.

j(11) Storage tank—linen (12) Storaffe tank liner {TL}. Activities involved in installation or
modification of internal linings for underground and aboveground storage tank systems br
storage tank facilitiesi and the evaluation of underground storage tank linings as required in §
245.422(b)(l)(ii) (relating to upgrading of existing underground storage tank systems).

§ 245.111. Certified installer experience and qualifications.

(a) An applicant shall meet the following minimum experience, education, training or
certification requirements and have completed the required number of activities in the
appropriate category for an initial installer category certification:

Experience, Education, Training
Category or Certification Total Number of Activities Completed

UMX 2 years, or college degree and 1 19 installationsl 10 installations or malor
year modifications (at least 5 installations)
Technical training
or 10 installations or major modifications (at
UMI certification least 5 installations)
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UMI 2 years, or college degree and 1 10 minor modifications

Technical training

UMR 2 years, or college degree and 1 6 removals
year Technical training

UTT Department-approved training with None
testing equipment manufacturer’s
certification

AMMX 2 years, or college degree and 1 19 installationsl 10 installations or major
year modifications (at least 5 installations)
Technical training

or None
UMX certification
Technical training

or None
AFMX certification

AMNX 2 years, or college degree and I I which may be installations or major
year modificationsl 10 installations or major
Technical training modifications (at least 5 installations)
or 6 AST installations
AMMX certification

AMR 2 years, or college degree and 1 6 removals
year
Technical training

or None
UMR certification

or None
APR certification

AFMX 3 years, or college degree and 2 12 which may be installations or major
years modifications
Technical training

AFR 2 years, or college degree and 1 6 removals
year
Technical training

AMEX 3 years, or college degree and 2 12 installations or modifications (at least 6
years installations)
Technical training

ACVL 3 years, or college degree and 2 12 installations or modifications (at least 6
• years installations)

Technical training

TL 2 yearsl/1 9 tank linings
Manufacturer’s certification
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* * * * *

(c) A college degree being substituted for experience shall be, at a minimum, a bachelor’s
degree in civil engineering, mechanical engineering, environmental engineering, petroleum
engineering, chemical engineering, structural engineering Iorh geotechnical engineeHng
hydrology, geology or an equivalent degree as determined by the Department.

* * * * *

(g) The technical training required by subsection (a) shall be completed during the experience
interval and shall be demonstrated through the submission of proof of successful completion of a
category-specific training course approved by the Department in accordance with § 245.141.
Successful completion means attendance at all sessions of the training and attainment of the
minimum passing grade for the approved course. IThe requirement for category-specific
technical training is effective November 10, 2008.!

* * * * *

§ 245.112. Certification of inspectors.

(a) An inspector certification authorizes the person to whom it is issued to conduct inspection
activities for storage tank systems and storage tank facilities in one or more of the categories in
subsection (b).

(b) Inspector certifications may be issued for the following categories:

(I) IUM underground storage tank systems and storage tank facilities. This category also
includes containment sump and spill prevention equipment testing and release detection
equipment testing.

(2) lAM aboveground manufactured storage tank systems and storage tank facilities.

(3) IAF aboveground field constructed and aboveground manufactured storage tank systems
and storage tank facilities.

§ 245.113. Certified inspector experience and qualifications.

(a) An applicant shall meet the following minimum experience, education, training or
certification requirements, and have completed the required number of activities in the
appropriate category for an initial inspector category certification:

Total Number of Activities
Category Experience, Education, Training or Certification Completed

IUM 4 years, or college degree and 2 years None
and
Department-approved tank tightness testing
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familiarization course or UTT certification
and

UMX certification
and
Corrosion protection training

1AM 4 years, or college degree and 2 years None
API 653 certification
or

STI inspector certification
or

Department-approved aboveground storage tank
inspector certification

IAF 4 years, or college degree and 2 years 12 integrity or construction
API 653 certification inspections
or
Department-approved aboveground storage tank
inspector certification

(b) The total number of activities completed required by subsection (a) shall have been
completed within the 3-year period immediately prior to submitting the application for
certification. The activities shall have been completed in compliance with Federal and State
requirements and the applicant shall have had substantial personal involvement at the storage
tank site in the activities.

(c) A college degree being substituted for experience shall be. at a minimum, a bachelor’s
degree in civil engineering, mechanical engineering, environmental engineering, petroleum
engineering, chemical engineering, structural engineering, geoteclmieal engineering,
CORROSION ENGINEERING, hydrology, geology or lenvironmental studiesj an
equivalent degree as determined by the Department.

(d) The total number of activities completed required by subsection (a) may be met through
the conducting of inspection activities. Noncertified individuals may work at the site but the
certified inspector is directly responsible to assure that the activities are conducted properly. This
work qualifies toward the total number of activities completed requirements.

(e) The total experience requirement is experience gained working at a storage tank site while
working towards the total number of activities completed requirement.

(f) Corrosion protection training required for IUM certification shall be documented by
complction of a Nationally recognized training course in the area of cathodic protection or
corrosion protection, or other training as approved by the Department.

1(01 fgI When conducting an aboveground storage tank structural integrity inspection on an
aboveground field constructed metallic storage tank, the Department certified inspector shall also
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possess API Standard 653 (Tank Inspection, Repair, Alteration and Reconstruction
Certification).

I()1 í!Ü The applicant shall certify completion of safety training which is appropriate for the
certification category. Training must be in accordance with regulatory requirements and industry
standards and procedures such as Occupational Safety and Health Administration requirements
in 29 CFR Part 1910 (relating to occupational safety and health standards Ifor industryl).

I(h)l ifi Certified inspectors A CERTIFIED INSPECTOR of underground storage tanks
(IUM) shall complete Department-provided inspector training prior to conducting lUST facility
operationi inspections on underground storage tank systems as required in § 245.411
(relating to inspection frequency).

(j) Certified inspeetem A CERTIFIED INSPECTOR of aboveground storage tanks (IAF
and lAM) shall complete Department-provided inspector trahuing prior to conducting
installation, modification, in-service and out-of-service inspections on aboveground storage
tank systems as required under 245.551—245.554 and 245.616.

§ 245.114. Renewal and amendment of certification.

(a) Certification categories Irenewed after January 9, 2008,1 will have a uniform expiration
date of 3 years from the issuance date of the first category obtained or renewed after January 9,
2008.

(b) lAfter the conversion to a uniform expiration date as provided in subsection (a), thel
The issued certification will be valid for 3 years from the previous expiration date, unless
suspended or revoked before that date.

(c) An applicant shall meet the following Iminimuml training requirements br number of
activitiesi in the appropriate category for renewal of installer certification:

I Total Number ofActivities Completed (Renewal by
Category Itraiizimzgl Training activities to be phased out November 10, 2009,) 1
UMR Examination or Technical 16 removalsl

training
Administrative training

UMX Examination or Technical 19 installations or major modifications!
training
Administrative training

UMI Examination or Technical
training
Administrative training

UTT Testing equipment lNoneI
manufacturer’s certification
Administrative training
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AMMX Examination or Technical 19 installations or major modificationsi
training
Administrative training

AMNX Examination or Technical [9 installations or major modWicationsl
training
Administrative training

AFMX Examination or Technical 112 installations or major modificationsi
training
Administrative training

AFR Examination or Technical 16 removalsl
training
Administrative training

AMR Examination or Technical 16 removalsl
training
Administrative training

AMEX Examination or Technical 112 installations or major modificationsi
training
Administrative training

ACVL Examination or Technical 112 installations or major modificationsf
training
Administrative training

TL Manufacturc?s certification I tank liningsl
Administrative training

(d) An applicant shall meet the following rcquirements in the appropriate category for
renewal of inspector certification:

Category Qualifications and Training

IUM Department inspector training

lAM API 653 certification
or
STI Inspector certification
or
Department approved inspector certification
and
Department inspector training

IAF API 653 certification
or
Department-approved inspector certification
and
Department inspector training
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j(c) Renewal of categories based on number of activities completed without technical
training or examination as provided in subsection (c) will be a method of renewal until
November 19, 2099.

(Q Technical and administrative training shall be obtained within 2 years prior to
application submission.I

(e) Technical, administrative and inspector training shall MUST he obtained within 2
years prior to application submission.

(1) Administrative and inspector training will be provided by the Department.
lAdministrative training in subsection (c) is required after November 10, 2009.1

(2) Technical training is category-specific and must be approved by the Department in
accordance with § 245.141 (relating to training approval).

ffl An applicant for renewal shall:

(1) Submit a completed application for renewal to the Department 60 to 120 days prior to the
expiration date or examination test date. Applicants who fail to submit a renewal application
within 60 days following the expiration date shall meet the experience, qualifications and
examination requirements for initial certification as required in § 245.111 or § 245.113 (relating
to certified installer experience and qualifications; and certified inspector experience and
qualifications) and the requirements in § 245.105 (relating to certification examinations).

(2) The applicant shall certify completion of safety training which is appropriate for the
certification category. Training must be in accordance with regulatory requirements and industry
standards and procedures such as Occupational Safety and Health Administration requirements
in 29 CER Part 1910 I(relating to occupational and health standards for industry).

(3) Successfully complete training programs which may be required by the Department.
Successful completion means attendance at all sessions of training and attainment of the
minimum passing grade established by the Department in the approval of the training course
under § 245.141 for all sections of all qualifying tests given as part of the training course.

10)1 Lgl A certified installer or certified inspector shall notify the Department and seek
amendment of the certification from the Department whenever:

(I) There is a change in the infonnation provided in the application for the certification. This
request shall be made within 14 days from the date of a change in information.

(2) The certified installer or certified inspector wishes to conduct tank handling or inspection
activities in installer or inspector certification categories other than those approved by the
Department as set forth on the certification.
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(3) The certified installer or certified inspector wishes to eliminate installer or inspector
certification categories from the certification.

(4) The EQB amends certification categories or qualification requirements and establishes a
phase-in period for the new requirements.

10)1 fJj Certified installers or certified inspectors required to amend their certifications in
accordance with paragraph (1) or (3) shall apply for amendment on a form provided by the
Department.

Kill ifi Certified installers or certified inspectors required to amend their certifications in
accordance with subsection j(h)(2)I (g)(2) shall comply with the applicable requirements lofi In
this chapter related to application, experience, qualifications and examination.

COMPANY CERTIFICATION

§ 245.121. Certification of companies.

A company may not perform or employ a certified installer or certified inspector to perform
tank handling, tightness testing or inspection activities unless the company holds a valid
certification issued by the Department under this chapter and the company verifies that the
certified installer or certified inspector holds a valid certification issued under this chapter for the
appropriate category.

§ 245.123. Suspension of company certification.

(a) The Department may suspend the certification of a certified company for good cause,
which includes, but is not limited to:

* * * * *

(4) A violation of The Clean Streams Law, the Air Pollution Control Act or the Solid Waste
Management Act or regulations promulgated thereunder by the company or a certified installer
or a certified inspector employed by the company which Iresults in the following:i causes
pollution, causes a threat of pollution or causes harm to the public health, safety or welfare.

1(i) Causes pollution, causes a threat of pollution or causes harm to the public health,
safety or welfare.

(ii) Occurs while conducting activities related to the installation, modification, removal
from service or inspection of storage tank systems.J

(5) Withholding from a certified installer or certified inspector, individual correspondence or
certification documents issued by the Department.

* * * * *
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STANDARDS IFORI OF PERFORMANCE

§ 245.132. Standards of performance.

(a) Certified companies, certified installers and certified inspectors shall:

(1) Maintain current technical and administrative specifications and manuals, [Nationally—
recognizedi Nationally recognized codes and standards, and State and Federal regulations
which pertain to the categories for which certification was issued. INationally-recognizedj
Nationally recognized organizations are identified in §* 245.405, 245.504 and 245.604
(relating to codes and standards; referenced organizations; and referenced organizations).

(2) Complete and submit to the Departmentivithin-6fl-dats-of Ithe inspection activity) an
insøeetion aetivift, except for a modification inspection, which shall be submitted within 30
days of the inspection aetivih, or 30 days of a tank handling activth’. a Department-approved
form certifying that the tank handling activity or inspection activity conducted by the certified
installer or certified inspector meets the requirements lofi in the act and this chapter and
accurately describes DESCRIBING the conditions of the storage tank system and facility IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS:rFoetank-handling
activities involving multiple certified individuals and certification catcgories3-thc-tank
handling rcport shall be submitted within 30 days of thc completion of all-project-tank
handling-and inspection activities.

(I) SUBMIT A REPORT OF AN INSPECTION ACTIVITY TO THE DEPARTMENT
WITHIN 60 DAYS OF CONDUCTING AN INSPECTION ACTIVITY, EXCEPT FOR A
REPORT OF MODIFICATION INSPECTION ACTIVITIES, WHICH MUST BE
REPORTED TO THE DEPARTMENT VITHIN 30 DAYS OF CONDUCTING A
MODIFICATION INSPECTION ACTIVITY.

(II) SUBMIT A REPORT OF A TANK HANDLING ACTIVITY TO THE
DEPARTMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS OF CONDUCTING THE TANK HANDLING
ACTIVITY.

(III) FOR TANK HANDLING ACTIVITIES OR INSPECTION ACTIVITIES
INVOLVING MULTIPLE CERTIFIED INDIVIDUALS AND CERTIFICATION
CATEGORIES, SUBMIT A REPORT OF TANK HANDLING ACTIVITIES OR
INSPECTION ACTIVITIES WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE COMPLETION OF ALL
PROJECT TANK HANDLENG OR INSPECTION ACTIVITIES.

(3) Maintain complete records of tank handling and inspection activities, nondestructive
examination and testing results and tightness testing records for a minimum of 10 years.

[(4) Report to the Department a release of a regulated substance or confirmed or
suspected contamination of soil, surface or groundwater from regulated substances
observed while performing services as a certified installer or certified inspector. This
notification shall be submitted to the Department in writing within 48 hours of observing
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suspected or confirmed contamination on a form provided by the Department. If the
notification is being submitted because of a failed valid tightness test, a copy of the test
results shall also be provided to the Department with the notification report. When there is
a reportable release, the notification may be submitted jointly by the owner, operator,
certified installer and certified inspector. In this instance, the written notification report
shall be submitted to the Department, at the appropriate regional office, in accordance
with § 245.305 (relating to reporting releases).I

(4) Report anjof-the following to the Department while performing services as a
certified installer or certified inspector:

(i) A release of a regulated substance.

(ii) Suspected or confirmed contamination of soil, surface or groundwater from
regulated substances.

(iii) A regulated substance observed in a containment structure or facility.

(5) Report to the Department A failed tests TEST of spill prevention equipment,
containment sumps and overfill prevention equipment conducted as required in this
chapter.

(6) As required under paragraphs (4) and (5), notify the Department in writing within
48 hours of performing the failed test or observing a release of a regulated substance,
suspected or confirmed contamination, or a regulated substance in a containment structure
or facility on a form provided by the Department. If the notification is being submifted
because of a failed valid tightness test, spill prevention equipment test, containment sump
test or overfill prevention evaluation, a copy of the test results shall MUST also be provided
to the Department with the notification report.

I(s)] ffl Perform certified installer or certified inspector activities so that there is no release of
regulated substances or contamination of soil, surface or groundwater caused by regulated
substances from a storage tank system or storage tank facility.

1(6) Not affix the certified installer’s or certified inspector’s signature or certification
number to documentation concerning the installation or inspection of a component of a
storage tank system project or to documentation concerning tank handling or inspection
activity, unless:

(i) The storage tank system project was accomplished by the certified installer or under
the installer’s direct, onsite supervision and control.

(ii) Inspection activities were conducted on the storage tank system project by the
certified inspector, or under the inspector’s dircct, onsite supervision and control and as
required by the act and this chapter and the certified inspector was present at the site
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during the conducting of inspection activities on the storage tank system project and as
required by the act and this chapter.

(iii) Installation or modification inspection activities were conducted on a large or field
constructed aboveground storage tank and the certified inspector was involved prior to the
initiation of the project and was present at critical times, so that the inspector can reliably
determine that the following requirements were met:

(A) Industry standards and project specifications were followed throughout the tank
handling activity.

(B) Appropriate testing and nondestructive examinations were properly conducted.

(C) The tank is suitable for operational service.

(7) Not certify to an owner or operator or the Department that a storage tank system
project or component thereof is complete unless it complies with the act or this chapter.
Project certification applies to both certified activities and nontank handling activities that
may have been performed as part of the project.j

(8) Adhere to equipment manufacturers instructions, accepted industry standards and
applicable industry codes of practice when performing tank handling, tightness testing or
inspection activities or other nontank handling activities on the project.

(9) Provide requested records and documentation to the Department under section 107(c) of
the act 1(35 P.S. § 6201.107(c))I (35 P.S. 6021.107(c)).

(b) A company that employs an individual certified in the UMX, UMR, UMI or UTT
category or an individual certified in the UMX, UMR, UMI or UTT category who is not
employed by a certified company shall participate in the Tank Installer Indemnification
Program (TIIP) as required under section 704(a)(1) of the act (35 P.S. 6021.704(a)(1))
and shall provide timely payment of TIIP fees as required under section 705(d)(1) and (e)
of the act (35 P.S. 6021.705(d)(1) and (e)) and 977.19(b) (relating to certified company
fees for the Underground Tank Storage Tank Indemnification Fund).

(c) Certified companies, certified installers and certified inspectors may not:

(1) Affix the certified installer’s or certified inspector’s signature or certification number
to documentation concerning the installation or inspection of a component of a storage
tank system prolect or to documentation concerning tank handling or inspection activity as
required under the act and this chapter unless:

(i) The storage tank system prolect was performed by the certified installer or under the
installer’s direct, onsite supervision and control.
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(ii) Inspection activities were conducted on the storage tank system project by the
certified inspector, or under the inspector’s direct, onsite supervision and control.

(iii) Installation or modification inspection activities were conducted on a large or field-
constructed aboveground storage tank and the certified inspector was involved prior to the
initiation of the project and was present at critical times so that the inspector can reliably
determine that all of the following requirements were met:

(A) Industry standards and project specifications were followed throughout the tank
handling activity.

(8) Appropriate testing and nondestructive examinations were properly conducted.

(C) The tank is suitable for operational service.

(2) Certify to an owner or operator or the Department that a storage tank system
prolect or component thereof is complete unless it complies with the act and this chapter.
Project certification applies to certified activities and nontank handling activities that may
have been performed as part of the project.

I(b)I f4j A certified installer or certified inspector shall display lal his Department—issued
certification identification card or certificate upon request.

I(c)I f A certified company is responsible for employees having appropriate safety and
technical training. Certified companies, certified installers and certified inspectors shall adhere to
health and safety procedures, such as those required by the Federal Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(N 10Sf-I).

TRAINING APPROVAL

§ 245.141. Training approval.

* * * * *

(b) An application for approval must include the following information:

* * * * *

(4) A narrative describing the preparation and administration of a test to be given at the
conclusion of the course. This test must test the participant’s knowledge of the technical,
administrative and legal requirements related to the subject matter of the course. The narrative
must also describe a procedure for conducting and grading of the test that assures careffil
monitoring and expeditious transmission of test results to the applicant and the Department.
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(5) Other information necessary for a determination that the training program
conforms to the act and this chapter such as copies of presentations, presenter notes,
training handouts or references.

(c) Training approval shall be for 3 years from the date of issuance. An applicant for renewal
shall submit a completed application for renewal to the Department 60 to 120 days prior to the
expiration date.

(d) The Department may approve industry recognized training without the submission of an
application as provided in subsection (a).

Subchapter C. PERMITTING OF UNDERGROUND AND ABOVEGROUND STORAGE
TANK

SYSTEMS AND FACILITIES

GENERAL

§ 245.203. General requirements for permits.

(a) lExeept as provided in subsections (b)—(d), al A person may not operate an
abovcground or underground storage tank system or storage tank facility, or install a storage tank
system or facility covered by § 245.231 (relating to scope), unless the person has first applied
for and obtained a permit for thc activity from the Department under this subchapter.

(b) IA person is not required to submit a separate application for a permit if the storage
tank system is subject to a permit-by-rulc.I The storage tank system must be registered with
the Department in accordance with Subchapter A (relating to general provisions) and be
maintained and operated in compliance with the standards and requirements of the Department
under the act and this chapter. Failure to comply with standards could result in administrative or
other Departmental actions against the storage tank lowner/operatorl owner and operator.

1(c) A person may continue to operate an existing storage tank system, registered with
the Department on or before October11, 1997, when the tank system is operated for its
intended use, until the Department notifies the person to submit a permit application under
this suhchapler or the Department notifies the person the tank system is deemed permitted,
if the person maintains and operates the storage tank system in compliance with the act
and this chapter.

(d) Operation of existing storage tank systems will be allowed to continue until the
Department takes final action on the permit application requested in subsection (c) or the
Department notifies the person that the tank system is deemed permitted or that the permit
is withheld or denied.

(e)I Lc) Operating permits will be renewed automatically on an annual basis concurrent with
registration. There will be no additional fee or paperwork required beyond the registration
requirements.
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1(01 @1 The Department will automatically withhold or withdraw the operating permit for a
storage tank that is reported under § 245.41 (relating to tank registration requirements) in
Itemporary closure on temporary removal from service (out-of-service) status. The Department
may renew the permit when an amended registration form is received showing the tank returning
from Itemporary closure on temporary removal from service status to an operating status.

1(g)j fç A storage tank system may not be operated if the Department suspends, revokes or
denies the tank operating permit. IA person may not deliver or place a regulated substance in
a storage tank if the Department suspends, revokes or denies the tank operating permitj

(f) A person may not deliver or place a regulated substance in a storage tank if the
Department suspends, revokes or denies the tank operating permit if the tank operating
permit is in a withheld or withdrawn status, or STATUS OR if the tank operating permit
has not been issued.

(u) The owner and operator of a storage tank system who causes or allows a violation of
the act, this chapter, an order of the Department, a condition of a permit issued under the
act or any other applicable law is sublect to enforcement action including suspension,
modification or revocation of the permit.

I PERMITS-BY-RULEJ

§ 245.211. IScope.I (Reserved).

jThe following storage tank systems are subject to permit-by-rule for operation:

(1) Aboveground storage tank systems with a capacity less than or equal to 21,000
gallons, except highly hazardous substance storage tank systems.

(2) Underground manufactured storage tank systems storing petroleumj

§ 245.2 12. IMinimum requirements for obtaining a permit-by-rule.! (Reserved).

1(a) A storage tank system listed in § 245.211 (relating to scope) shall be deemed to have
a permit-by-rule for operation if the following conditions are met:

(1) The storage tank system is properly registered.

(2) Tank handling and inspection activities are performed by Department certified
individuals, as specified in Subchapter B (relating to certification program for installers
and inspectors of storage tanks and storage tank facilities).

(3) If necessary, the corrective action process regulations in Subchapter D (relating to
corrective action process for owners and operators of storage tanks and storage tank
facilities and other responsible parties) are followed.
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(4) The storage tank system meets the applicable technical, administrative and
operational requirements for underground tank systems specified in Subchapter E
(relating to technical standards for underground storage tanks) or for aboveground tank
systems specified in Subchapter G (relating to simplified program for small aboveground
storage tanks).

(5) The owner of an underground storage tank system has met the applicable financial
responsibility requirements of Subchapter H (relating to financial responsibility
requirements for owners and operators of underground storage tanks and storage tank
facilities).

(6) If required, the owner submits a current Spill Prevention and Response Plan that
meets the Department’s requirement under Chapter 9 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.901—
6021.904).

(b) The owner/operator of a storage tank system who causes or allows violations of the
act, regulations thereunder, an order of the Department, or a condition of a permit issued
under the act is subject to administrative or other actions including suspension,
modification or revocation of the permit.!

FGENER4LI OPERATING PERMITS

§ 245.221. IScope.I (Reserved).

IStorage tank systems not covered by § 245.211 (relating to scope) are subject to general
operating permits. I

§ 245.222. Application requirements.

Applications for Ia generals an operating pennit shall be submitted on a lDepartnientj form
provided by the Department. The application must certify the following:

* * * * *

(3) In addition to the requirements JofJ in paragraph (I), an owner of Jan aboveground
storage tank system shall meet the following requirements:I a large aboveground storage
tank or large ahoveground storage tank facility shall file a current Spill Prevention
Response Plan that is in compliance with sections 901—904 of the act (35 P.S.
6021.901—6021.904) with the Department

1(i) A current Spill Prevention Response Plan, that is in compliance with Chapter 9 of
the act (35 P.S. § 602 1.901—6021.904), is filed with the Department.

(ii) For new tanks, proof that an appropriate tightness test of the aboveground tank
system has been completed.I
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SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION PERMITS

§ 245.231. Scope.

(a) Site-specific installation pennits are required prior to the construction, reconstruction or
installation of one or more of the following:

(I) New aboveground storage tank systems with a capacity greater than 21,000 gallons at an
existing large aboveground storage tank facility.

(2) New large ahoveground storage tank facilities.

(3) New highly hazardous substance tank systems.

(4) New underground field constructed storage tank systems not installed within a
previously registered underground storage tank system.

(b) Site-specific installation permit applications meeting the requirements in §
245.232(a)(l) and (2) and 245.236 (relating to general requirements; and public notice) are
required to be approved prior to construction, reconstruction or installation. Additional
application requirements include the following:

(I) Large aboveground storage tank system at a new facility or existing small aboveground
storage tank facility requires compliance with § 245.232(a)(3) and (4) and (b).

(2) Large aboveground storage tank system at an existing large aboveground storage tank
facility on new location requires compliance with § 245.232(a)(3) and (b).

(3) Large aboveground storage tank system at an existing large aboveground storage tank
facility on the footprint of previous aboveground storage tank system requires compliance with §
245.232(b) and § 245.234(b) (relating to siting requirements).

(4) Small aboveground storage tank systcms at a new large aboveground storage tank facility
require compliance with § 245.232(a)(3) and (b).

(c) [f the facility owner or operator can demonstrate that, on or before November 10, 2007,
construction has commenced on an aboveground storage tank with a capacity greater than 30,000
gallons used or to be used for storing heating oil for consumptive use on the premises or on a
tank regulated due to the addition of new regulated substances defined in § 245.1 (relating to
definitions) 1(5cc “regulated substance” (i)(C)(l) and (11)1 (see subparagraphs (iMC)(L1 and

LII)1 the requirements of this section will not apply.

Id) Site-specific installation permits will expire 5 years from the date of issuance unless
the Department receives a written extension request from the owner prior to the expiration
date and grants an extension.
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§ 245.232. General requirements.

(a) Applicants for site-specific installation permits shall provide the following:

* * * * *

(b) In addition to the items required by subsection (a), owners of aboveground storage tank
systems or facilities required to apply for a site-specific installation permit shall include:

(I) IA current Spill Prevention Response Plan that is in compliance with Chapter 9 of
the act (35 P.S. § 602 1.901—6021.904).J A Spill Prevention Response Plan for the facility
that includes the proposed storage tank systems demonstrating compliance with sections
901—904 of the act (35 P.S. 6021.901—6021.904).

(2) Proof of notification to the municipality and county prior to submitting the application for
a site-specific installation permit under section 1101(a) of the act I( P.S. § 621.1101(a))I
P.S. 6021.1101(a)) and § 245.236 (relating to public notice). Acceptable proof of notification
includes, but is not limited to, copies of letters sent to the affected municipality and county and
legal notices published in a newspaper of general circulation in the area where the project is
proposed.

(c) Applications for site-specific installation permits shall be accompanied by the proper fee
required by section 304(c) of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.304(c)) for aboveground storage tanks and
section 504(c) of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.504(c)) for underground storage tanks.

§ 245.233. Mapping requirements.

(a) A site-specific installation permit application Ishalil must contain maps and plans of the
proposed storage tank system or facility site showing all of the following:

(1) The boundaries for the proposed facility site.

(2) The location of the proposed storage tanks.

1(2)1 fj The location and names of public roads within or adjacent to the proposed facility
site.

1(3)] 142 The location of proposed monitoring wells.

1(4)! f The municipality and county.

1(5)1 ff2 The elevation and location of test borings and core samples.

1(6)1 ffl The ownership, if known, location and extent of known workings of active, inactive
and abandoned underground mines including mine openings within the proposed pennit site.
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1(7)1 Streams, lakes or surface watercourses located on or adjacent to the proposed permit
site.

1(8)1 £22 The location and ownership of public or private groundwater supplies within 2,500
feet of the proposed permit site.

I()l fJ Sufficient slope measurements to adequately represent thc existing land surface
configuration of the proposed permit site.

(b) Maps, plans and cross sections required by this section shall be accurately surveyed and
on a scale satisfactory to the Department, not less than I inch to 400 feet and in a manner
satisfactory to the Department. The maps, plans and cross sections shall be prepared by a
Pennsylvania registered professional engineer, Pennsylvania registered land surveyor or
Pennsylvania registered professional geologist with assistance from experts in related fields.

§ 245.234. Siting requirements.

(a) The Department will not issue a site-specific storage tank system or facility installation
permit if:

(1) The installation of storage tank systems and facilities is proposed on 100-year floodplains
or a larger area that the flood of record has inundated unless Ithel an industrial use on the
proposed site was in existence as of August 5, 1989.

(2) The installation of storage tank systems and facilities is proposed in wetlands in a manner
inconsistent with Chapter 105 (relating to dam safety and waterway management).

(3) The Department determines that construction design criteria or engineering specifications
submitted by a professional engineer are not in accordance with generally accepted sound
engineering practices or existing conditions at the site require mitigation to properly support the
tank systems and the applicants proposed mitigation actions are not deemed adequate.

(b) The applicant shall provide the following additional information if appropriate:

(I) Over areas underlain by carbonate bedrock, the applicant shall provide information and
analysis to the Department which assesses the prevalence of solution channels and the potential
for sinkholes at the facility site.

(2) If any part of a proposed facility has been previously mined by deep mining methods, the
applicant shall provide the results of an engineering study of the proposed site by a
Pennsylvania-registered professional engineer or Pennsylvania-registered professional geologist.
The study must be detailed enough to assess the potential for and degree of surface subsidence.
The study must also include methods which have been used or will be used to stabilize the
surface. The applicant shall provide assurance that minerals providing surface support will not be
mined as long as the facility stores regulated substances.
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(3) A professional engineer’s construction design criteria and engineering specifications
necessary to mitigate surface or subsurface conditions which may result in excessive storage
tank system settlement or unstable support of the applicant’s proposed storage tank systems.

§ 245.235. Environmental assessment.

(a) An application for a site-specific installation permit must include an environmental
assessment on a form prescribed by the Department.

* * * * *

§ 245.236. Public notice.

The owner of a proposed new large aboveground storage tank facility or proposed
aboveground storage tank system with greater than 21,000 gaflons capacity or proposed new
highly hazardous substance tank shall provide written notice to the local municipality and county
in which the proposed aboveground system or facility is to be located prior to submitting a
permit application. The notice must inform the local municipality and county of the location,
capacity and projected installation date of the proposed storage tank system and the
substance to be stored in the tank.

Subchapter D. CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCESS FOR OWNERS AND OPERATORS
OF STORAGE TANKS AND STORAGE TANK FACILITIES AND OTHER

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

§ 245.301. Purpose.

This subchapter establishes suspected release investigation, release reportingi, release
confirmation I and corrective action rcquirements for owners and operators of storage Itanksi
tank systems and storage tank facilities and other responsible parties.

§ 245.302. Scope.

This subchapter applies to SUSPECTED RELEASES AND releases of regulated substances
from storage Itanksl tank systems regulated under the act.

§ 245.303. General requirements.

* * * * *

(c) For corrective actions required by this subchapter, it will be presumed as a rebuttable
presumption of law in civil and administrative proceedings that a person who owns or operates
an aboveground or underground storage tank system is liable, without proof of fault. negligence
or causation, for damage, contamination or pollution within 2,500 feet of the perimeter of the site
of a storage tank system containing or which contained a regulated substance of the type which
caused the damage, contamination or pollution. The presumption may be overcome by clear and
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convincing evidence that the person so charged did not contribute to the damage, contamination
or pollution.

(d) To overcome the presumption of liability established in subsection (c), the owner or
operator shall affirmatively prove, by clear and convincing evidence, one of the following:

(1) The damage, contamination or pollution existed prior to the use of a storage tank system
at the facility to contain an accumulation of regulated substances, as determined by surveys of
the site and within 2,500 feet of the perimeter of the storage tank system or facility.

(2) An adjacent landowner reftised to allow the owner or operator of a storage tank system at
a new facility access to property within 2,500 feet of the perimeter of a storage tank facility to
conduct a survey.

(3) The damage, contamination or pollution was not within 2,500 feet of the perimeter of a
storage tank system.

(4) The owner or operator did not contribute to the damage, contamination or pollution.

(e) The Department may waive or combine one or more of the requirements loll in this
subchapter based on:

(1) The nature, extent, type, volume or complexity of the release, includinu a release to a
containment structure or facility that is shown to be liquid-tight.

(2) The general characteristics of the site and the regulated substances which were released.

(3) The corrective action which occurred subsequent to the release.

(f) The Department’s acceptance or approval of an interim remedial action, site
characterization, site characterization report, remedial action plan, remedial action or remedial
action completion report, does not constitute and may not be construed as a release from civil or
criminal liability in an administrative, civil or criminal proceeding.

§ 245.304. Investigation AND REPORTING of suspected releases.

(a) The owner or operator of I storage tanks and storage tank facilities! a storage tank
system or storage tank facility shall initiate and complete an investigation of jan indication of
a releasel a suspected release of a regulated substance as soon as practicable, but no later than 7
days after the indication of a SUSPECTED release. An indication of a SUSPECTED release
includes one or more of the following conditions:

(1) The presence of a regulated substance or an unusual level of vapors from a regulated
substance [of unknown origin, ati outside of storage tank system components designed to
routinely contain or convey product, at or near a storage tank facility.
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(2) Evidence of a regulated substance or vapors in soils, basements, sewer lines, utility lines,
surface water or groundwater iii the surrounding area.

(3) Unusual operating conditions, indicative of a release, such as the erratic behavior of
product dispensing equipment.

(4) The sudden or unexpected loss of a regulated substance from a storage tanki,] system or
the unexplained presence of water in a storage tank system.

(5) Test, sampling or monitoring results, including the sounding of an alarm, from a release
detection method which indicate a release.

(6) The discovery of holes in or damage to a storage tank system during activities such as
inspection, repair or removal from service.

(7) Other events, conditions or results which may indicate a release.

(b) The investigation required by subsection (a) shall include a sufficient number of the
procedures outlined in this subsection and be sufficiently detailed to confirm whether a release of
a regulated substance has occurred. The owner or operator shall investigate the indication of a
release by one or more of the following procedures:

(I) A check of product dispensing or other similar equipment.

(2) A check of release detection monitoring devices.

(3) A cheek of inventory records to detect discrepancies.

(4) A visual inspection of the storage tank system or the area immediately surrounding the
storage tank system.

(5) Testing of the storage tank system for tightness or structural soundness.

(6) ISampling and analysis of soil or groundwater.j Sampling and analysis of soil,
subsurface soil and backfill, vapor, water or groundwater at a location where
contamination from a relcase would most likely bc present.

(7) Other investigation procedures which may be necessary to determine whether a release of
a regulated substance has occurred.

(c) Hf the investigation confirms that a reportable release has occurred, the owner or
operator shall report the release in accordance with § 245.305 (relating to reporting
releases) and initiate corrective
reporting releases), if the investigation confirms that a release has occurred, the owner or
operator 5hall report the release in accordance with 245.305 and initiate corrective
aethrn UPON COMPLETLON OF THE INVESTIGATION UNDER SUBSECTION (A),
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THE OWNER OR OPERATOR SHALL COMPLY WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
REQUIREMENTS:

(I) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN § 245.305(1) (RELATING TO REPORTING
RELEASES), IF THE INVESTIGATION CONFIRMS THAT A RELEASE HAS
OCCURRED, THE OWNER OR OPERATOR SHALL REPORT THE RELEASE
UNDER § 245.305 AND INITIATE CORRECTIVE ACTION.

(2) IF THE INVESTIGATION CANNOT DETERMINE WHETHER A RELEASE HAS
OCCURRED, THE OWNER OR OPERATOR SHALL REPORT THE SUSPECTED
RELEASE WITHIN 15 DAYS OF THE INDICATION OF THE SUSPECTED
RELEASE TO TILE APPROPRIATE REGIONAL OFFICE OF THE DEPARTMENT
ON A FORM PROVIDED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

(3) IF THE INVESTIGATION CONFIRMS THAT A RELEASE HAS NOT OCCURRED,
NO FURTHER CORRECTIVE ACTION IS REQUIRED EXCEPT THAT THE
OWNER OR OPERATOR SHALL COMPLETELY RECOVER AND REMOVE THE
REGULATED SUBSTANCE. IF REMOVAL OF THE REGULATED SUBSTANCE
CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED WITHIN 24 HOURS, THE OWNER OR
OPERATOR SHALL IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE APPROPRIATE REGIONAL
OFFICE OF THE DEPARTMENT BY TELEPHONE OR E-MAIL.

1(d) If the investigation confirms that a nonreportable release has occurred, the owner
or operator shall take necessary corrective actions to completely recover or remove the
regulated substance which was released.

(e)I f4—I-f4lie-in-vestigatien-eonl1rms that a release has not occurred, further

§ 245.305. Reporting releases.

(a) The owner or operator of Istorage tanks and storage tank faeilitiesl a storage tank
system or storage tank facility shall notify the appropriate regional office of the Department as
soon as practicable, but no later than 24 hours, after the confirmation of a Ireportablel release.

1(b) Upon the occurrence of a confirmed, nonreportable release, the owner or operator
shall take necessary corrective actions to completely recover or remove the regulated
substance which was released.

(c)I jj The notice required by subsection (a) shall be by telephone and describe, to the extent
of information available, the regulated substance involved, the quantity of the regulated
substance involved, when the release occurred, where the release occurred, the cause of the
release, the affected environmental media, I relevant, availableJ information concerning impacts
to water supplies, buildings or to sewer or other utility lines, and interim remedial actions
planned, initiated or completed.

I(d)I f Within 15 days of the notice required by subsection (a), the owner or operator shall
provide written notification to the Department and to each municipality in which the
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Ireportablel release occurred, and each municipality where that release has impacted
environmental media or water supplies, buildings or sewer or other utility lines.

f4) The owner or operator shall provide written notification to the Department and each
impacted municipality of new impacts to environmental media or water supplies, buildings, or
sewer or other utility lines discovered after the initial written notification required by subsection
I(d)l fd Written notification under this subsection shall be made within 15 days of the discovery
of the new impact.

1(1)1 cj Written notification required by this section IshalIl must contain the same
information as required by subsection I(c)I (b) and must be on a form provided by the
Department.

1()1 If the Department determines that a release poses an immediate threat to public health
and safety, the Department may evaluate and implement reasonable procedures to provide the
public with appropriate information about the situation which may, at a minimum, include a
summary of the details surrounding the release and its impacts in a newspaper of general
circulation serving the area in which the impacts are occurring.

j(h) Upon the occurrence of a reportable release at the aboveground storage tank, the
owner or operator of aboveground storage tank facilities with al (g) Upon the occurrence of
a release at the aboveground storage tank, the owner or operator of a storage tank facility
with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons shall immediately
notify the county emergency management agency, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management
Agency and the Department. Downstream water companies, downstream municipalities and
downstream industrial users within 20 miles of an aboveground storage tank facility located
adjacent to surface waters shall be notified on a priority basis based on the proximity of the
release by the owner or operator or the agent of the owner or operator within 2 hours of a release
which enters a water supply or which threatens the water supply of downstream users. If the
owner or operator or an agent fails to notify or is incapable of notifying downstream water users,
the county emergency management agency shall make the required notification. This notification
shall be done in accordance with section 904 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.904).

j(i) The owner or operator of storage tanks and storage tank facilities shall immediately
notify the local fire authority where fire, explosion or safety hazards exist at the site.j

(h) The owner or operator of a storage tank system or storage tank facility shall
immediately notify the local fire authority where fire, explosion or safety hazards exist as a
result of a release.

(i) Release reporting under this section and further corrective action under this
subchapter are not required for the following releases if the owner or operator has control
over the release, the release is completely contained, the CONTAINED AND THE total
volume of the release is recovered and removed within 24 hours of the release-and-aiiy
defective storage tank system component that caused or contributed to the release is
properly repaired or replaced:
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(1) A release of petroleum to an aboveground surface, including within an emergency
containment structure, that is less than 25 gallons.

(2) A release of a hazardous substance to an aboveground surface, hieludhig within an
emergency containment structure, that is less than its reportable quantity undcr thc
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42
U.S.C.A. 9601 9675) and 40 CFR Part 302 (relating to designation, reportable
quaHtIties-and-natifleutiou) A RELEASE OF PETROLEUM TO A CONTAINMENT
SUMP IF THE TOTAL VOLUME OF THE RELEASE IS CONTAINED BELOW THE
LOWEST SUMP PENETRATION.

(3) A release to a liquid tight containment sump used for interstitial monitoring of
piping in accordance with 245.144(6) (relating to methods of release detection for tanks).

§ 245.306. Interim remedial actions.

(a) lUpon confirming that a release has occurred in accordance with § 245.304 (relating
to investigation of suspected releases) or after a release from a storage tank is identified in
another manner, thel A responsible party shall immediately initiate the following interim
remedial actions necessary to prevent or address an immediate threat to human health or the
environment from a release while initiating, as necessary, one or more of the tasks identified in

§ 245.309(c) (relating to site characterization):

(I) Remove the regulated substance from the storage tank system to prevent further release to
the environment.

(2) Identify, mitigate and continue to monitor and mitigate, fire, explosion and safety hazards
posed by vapors and free product.

(3) Prevent thither migration of the regulated substance released from the storage tank system
into the environment as follows:

(i) If contaminated soil exists at the site, the interim remedial action may include excavation
of the soils for treatment or disposal.

(ii) If free product is present, free product recovery shall be initiated immediately.

(4) Identify and Isamplel analyze samples of affected water supplies and water supplies with
the potential to be affected in a reasonable and systematic manner consistent with §
245.309(b)(l) and (4) and (c)(4), (6) land (13)j, (12) and (16). The responsible party shall
restore or replace an affected or diminished water supply in accordance with § 245.307 (relating
to affected or diminished water supplies). The responsible party shall provide a copy of the
sample results to the water supply owner and the Department within 5 days of receipt of the
sample results from the laboratory.
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(b) At sites where free product recovery, regulated substance removal or contaminated soil
excavation is performed, the responsible party shall:

(1) Conduct recovery, removal, storage, treatment and disposal activities in a manner that
prevents the spread of contamination into previously uncontaminated areas.

(2) Handle flammable products in a safe and competent manner to prevent fires or explosions.

(3) Obtain required State and local permits or approvals for treatment and disposal activities.

(4) Minimize the amount of soil and subsurface material affected by a release of a regulated
substance by segregating the unaffected soil and subsurface material from the material affected
by a release of a regulated substance.

(c) III free product recovery affects or diminishesi If interim remedial actions such as
free product recovery affect or diminish the quality or quantity of a water supply. the
responsible party shall restore or replace the water supply in accordance with § 245.307.

(d) Where soil and subsurface material affected by a release is removed from the site, the
person removing the material shall provide to the owner, operator, landowner or other
responsible party a receipt documenting acceptance of the material at a permitted treatment or
disposal facility.

(e) A responsible party shall notify the Department by telephone or e-mail as soon as
practicable, but no later than 24 hours, after the initiation of interim remedial actions.

§ 245.307. Affected or diminished water supplies.

* * * * *

(d) A permanent water supply shall be provided within 90 days, or within an alternative time
frame as determined by the Department. after one of the following:

(I) The responsible party receives information which establishes that the responsible party
has affected or diminished the water supply.

(2) The responsible party is notified by the Department that the responsible party has affected
or diminished the water suppLy.

(ci A responsible party shall notify the Department, by telephone or e-mail, within 24
hours of providing an alternate source of water to the owner of the affected or diminished
water supply.
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§ 245.309. Site characterization.

(a) Upon confirming that a Ireportablel release has occurred in accordance with § 245.304
(relating to investigation of suspected releases) or after a Ireportablel release from a storage
tank system is identified in another manner, the responsible party shall perform a site
characterization.

(b) The objectives of a site characterization are to accomplish the following:

(I) Determine whether additional interim remedial actions are necessary to abate an imminent
hazard to human health or the environment.

(2) Determine whether additional site characterization work is required upon completion of an
intcrim remedial action.

(3) Determine or confirm the sources of contamination.

(4) Provide sufficient physical data, through field investigations, to determine the regulated
substances involved, and the extent of migration of those regulated substances in surface water,
groundwater, soil or sediment.

(5) Determine, from measurements at the site, values Ifor input parametersi necessary for
fate and transport analysis including hydraulic conductivity, source dimensions, hydraulic
gradient, water table fluctuation and fraction organic carbon Inecessary for fate and transport
analysisi.

(6) Provide sufficient information to select a remediation standard.

(7) Provide sufficient information to allow for completion of a remedial action plan or a
design for remedial action.

(c) The responsible party shall conduct the site characterization activities necessary to satisfy
the objectives lestablishedi in subsection (b). The site characterization shall include the
following tasks, as necessary1 based on the nature, extent, type, volume or complexity of the
release:

(I) Identifying the need for and initiating additional interim remedial actions.

(2) Opening land samplingi storage tanks and analyzing samples of the contents to
determine the regulated substances stored in the tanks.

(3) ITightuessi Performing tightness testing or other release detection testing and
monitoring to determine the structural integrity of the storage tank system.

(4) lldentify and samplel Identifying and analyzing samples of affected water supplies and
water supplies with the potential to be affected which were not previously identified or sampled
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under § 245.306(a)(4) (relating to interim remedial actions). The responsible party shall restore
or replace an affected or diminished water supply in accordance with § 245.307 (relating to
affected or diminished water supplies). The responsible party shall provide a copy of the sample
results to the water supply owner and the Department within 5 days of receipt of the sample
results from the laboratory.

(5) Determining the location of the ecological receptors identified in §250.311(a) (relating to
evaluation of ecological receptors).

1(6) A review of the site history.

(7) A review and analysis of data from removal from service and interim remedial
action activities.

(8) Using geophysical survey techniques to locate storage tanks and to determine
geologic and hydrogeologic characteristics of affected hydro-geologic zones and
hydrogeologic zones with the potential to be affected.

(9) Drilling soil borings, conducting soil gas surveys and collecting soil samples to
determine soil characteristics and the horizontal and vertical extent of soil contamination.

(10) Using piezometers, well points, monitoring wells and public and private wells to:

(i) Determine the direction of groundwater flow.

(ii) Determine soil, geologic, hdrogeologic and aquifer characteristics.

(iii) Measure the horizontal extent and thickness of free product.

(iv) Sample groundwater to determine the horizontal and vertical extent of groundwater
contamination.

(11) A demonstration that groundwater is not used or currently planned to be used.

(12) Sampling surface water and sediments to determine the extent of surface water and
sediment contamination.

(13) Assessing potential migration pathways, including sewer lines, utility lines, wells,
geologic structures and hydrogcologic conditions.

(14) Performing site surveying and topographic mapping.

(15) Developing a conceptual site model that describes the sources of contamination, fate
and transport of contaminants and potential receptors.

(16) Handling and disposing of site characterization wastes.
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(17) Preparing and implementing a site-specific plan for the provision of the following:

(i) Worker health and safety in accordance with OSHA requirements established at 29
CFR 1910.120 (relating to hazardous waste operations and emergency response), including
health and safety policies, medical monitoring, training and refresher courses, emergency
and decontamination procedures, personal protective equipment and standard work
practices.

(ii) The identification, management and disposition of solid, hazardous, residual and
other wastes generated as part of the site characterization.

(iii) A quality assurance/quality control program for the performance of site
characterization field activities and for the accurate collection, storage, retrieval, reduction,
analysis and interpretation of site characterization data.

(18) An analysis of the data collected as a result of the site characterization.

(19) Selection of a remediation standard.

(20) If the site-specific standard is selected, performance of a risk assessment in
accordance with Chapter 250, Subchapter F (relating to exposure and risk determinations).

(21) Recommendation of preferred remedial action options.

(22) Recommendation for further site characterization work.

(23) Developing a conceptual design of the selected remedial action options and
identifying additional investigations or pilot studies needed to design and implement a
detailed remedial action plan.

(24) Additional tasks necessary to characterize the site.I

(6) Reviewing the history of operations, releases and corrective actions at the site.

(7) Reviewing and analyzing data collected during removal from service and interim
remedial action activities.

(8) Using geophysical survey techniques to locate storage tanks and to determine
geologic and hydro-geologic characteristics of affected hydrogeologic zones and
hydrogeologic zones with the potential to be affected.

(9) Using soil survey techniques which include drilling soil borings and analyzing soil
samples to determine soil characteristics and the horizontal and vertical extent of soil
contamination.
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(10) Using direct push probes, piezometers, well points, monitoring wells, public and
private wells, and other resources to:

(i) Determine the direction of groundwater flow.

(ii) Determine soil, geologic, hydrogeologic and aquifer characteristics, including
parameters necessary for fate and transport analysis.

(iii) Determine the horizontal and vertical extent and evaluate the properties of free
product in the subsurface.

(iv) Analyze groundwater samples to determine the horizontal and vertical extent of
groundwater contamination.

(11) Analyzing surface water and sediment samples to determine the extent of surface
water and sediment contamination.

(12) Assessing potential migration pathways, including sewer lines, utility lines, wells,
geologic structures, hydrogeologic conditions and vapor intrusion into structures.

(13) Performing site surveying and topographic mapping.

(14) Developing a conceptual site model that describes the sources of contamination, fate
and transport of contaminants, actual and potential receptors, and an evaluation of the
vapor intrusion pathway.

(15) Handling and disposing of site characterization wastes.

(16) Preparing and implementing a site-specific plan for the provision of the following:

(i) Worker health and safety in accordance with OSHA requirements in 29 CFR
1910.120 (relating to hazardous waste operations and emergency response), including
health and safety policies, medical monitoring, training and refresher courses, emergency
and decontamination procedures, personal protective equipment and standard work
practices.

(ii) The identification, management and disposition of solid, hazardous, residual and
other wastes generated as part of the site characterization.

(iii) Establishment of data quality objectives and a quality assurance/quality control
program for the performance of site characterization field activities and for the accurate
collection, storage, retrieval, reduction, analysis and interpretation of all data that will be
collected during the corrective action, according to appropriate standards and guidelines
for environmental remediation.

(17) Analyzing the data collected as a result of the site characterization.
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(18) Selecting a remediation standard.

(19) Demonstrating that groundwater is not used or currently planned to be used in
accordance with the selected remediation standard.

(20) If the site-specific standard is selected, performing a risk assessment in accordance
with Chapter 250, Subchapter F (relating to exposure and risk determinations);

(21) Developing preferred remedial action options to attain the selected remediation
standard.

(22) Identifying additional investigations or pilot studies needed to design and
implement the preferred remedial action options.

(23) Performing additional tasks necessary to meet the obiectives in subsection (b).

(24) Notifying the Department by telephone or e-mail as soon as practicable, but no later
than 24 hours, after the initiation of site characterization activities.

§ 245.3 10. Sitc characterization report.

(a) [ThcI A responsible party shall prepare and submit to the Department within 180 days of
reporting a Ireportablel release under § 245.305(a) (relating to reporting releases), or within an
alternative time frame as determined by the Department, Ibvo copies ofi a site characterization
report which describes the activities undertaken in accordance with § 245.309 (relating to site
characterization). The responsible party shall submit two copies of the site characterization
report to the Department unless directed otherwise. The site characterization report shall be
complete and concisely organized and shall contain the following elements, as necessary, based
on the nature, extent, type, volume or complexity of the release:

(I) A narrative description of the site and the historical and current operations conducted at
the site.

(2) A site map showing location of buildings, roads, storage tanks, including those removed
from service or closed in place, utilities, property boundaries, topographic contours, potential
receptors and other information pertinent to the site characterization.

(3) A description of natural and manmade features pertinent to the site characterization.

(4) Details of interim remedial actions conducted at the site in accordance with § 245.306
(relating to interim remedial actions). These details Ishalli must include the following, as
necessary:

(i) A description of the type and volume of the regulated substance removed from the storage
tank.
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(ii) A discussion of fire, explosion and safety hazards which have been identified, mitigated
and monitored.

(iii) A discussion of necessary relocation of affected residents.

(iv) Where free product recovery is performed, a description of:

(A) The regulated substance released Iandh the thickness of free product in wells, boreholes
or excavations, and the properties and vertical and horizontal distribution of any free
product remaining in the subsurface.

(B) The type of free product recovery system used.

(C) Whether a discharge has or will take place during the recovery operation and where this
discharge is or will be located.

(D) The type of treatment applied to, and the effluent quality expected from, a discharge.

(E) The steps that have been or are being taken to obtain necessary pennits or approvals for a
discharge.

(F) The vo’ume and disposition of the recovered free product.

(G) The date free product recovery was initiated.

(H) The date free product recovery was completed.

(v) Where excavation of contaminated soil is performed, a description of:

(A) The regulated substance released and actual volume of soil excavated.

(B) The method used to determine the existence and extent of contaminated soil.

(C) The treatment method or disposition of the excavated soil, including receipts documenting
acceptance of the material at a permitted treatment or disposal facility.

(D) The date excavation was initiated.

(E) The date excavation was completed.

(F) The rationale for terminating soil excavation where the contaminated soil has not been
excavated, including the volume of contaminated soil remaining in place, and a description of
what steps will be taken to address the soils that remain unexcavated.
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(5) IThel Details of actions conducted at the site in accordance with 245.307 (relating
to affected or diminished water supplies). These details must include the steps that have been
or are being taken to restore or replace affected or diminished water supplies.

(6) A description of the type and characteristics of regulated substances involved, including
quantities, physical state, concentrations, toxicity, propensity to bioaccumulate, persistence and
mobility.

(7) The results of tightness testing or other release detection method used or conducted to
detenTline the structural integrity of the storage Itanks! tank systems.

(8) The details of removal from service activities conducted at the site.

(9) The identification of the sources of contamination, including the actual or estimated date
and quantity of release from each source.

(10) The location and description of affected water supplies and water supplies with the
potential to be affected.

(11) jA description of further site characterization work needed.I A statement certifying
that the site-specific plan, prepared for worker health and safety in accordance with OSHA
requirements in 29 CFR 19 10.120 (relating to hazardous waste operations and emergency
response), including health and safety policies, medical monitoring, training and refresher
courses, emergency and decontamination procedures, personal protective equipment and
standard work practices, was implemented.

(12) A discussion and jconclusions that demonstratel analysis to demonstrate that the site
characterization objectives loutlinedi in § 245.309(b) have been satisfied.

(13) The rationale, equipment, methodology and results of geophysical surveys.

(14) The location, rationale and logs of soil borings.

(15) The location, rationale, construction details, including methods and materials, and depth
to groundwater of piezometers, well points and monitoring wells.

(16) Groundwater contour maps depicting groundwater flow direction at the site.

(17) A description of methods and equipment used to determine site-specific soil, geologic,
hydrogeologic and aquifer properties.

(18) Sampling locations and rationale for selection of these locations.

(19) The results of a survey used to identify and sample public and private wells.

(20) Parameters analyzed for, analytical methods used and detection limits of these methods.
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(21) Field and laboratory analytical results and interpretations.

(22) Contaminant distribution maps in the media and contaminant phases.

(23) A conceptual site model Idescribing] which describes the sources of contamination, the
fate and transport of contaminants, actual and potential receptors, and evaluates the vapor
intrusion pathway.

(24) The disposition of site characterization wastes.

(25) A copy of site-specific plans prepared and implemented for the provision of the
fol lowing:

1(i) Worker health and safe in accordance with OSHA requirements established at 29
CFR 1910.120 (relating to hazardous waste operations and emergency response), including
health and safety policies, medical monitoring, training and refresher courses, emergency
and decontamination procedures, personal protective equipment and standard work
practices.

(ii)l ifi The identification, management and disposition of solid, hazardous, residual and other
wastes gcnerated as part of the site characterization.

I(iii) Al (ii) The data quality objectives and quality assurance/quality control program for
the performance of site characterization field activities and for the accurate collection, storage,
retrieval, reduction, analysis and interpretation of site characterization data.

(26) The identification of the remediation standard which has or will be attained at the site.

(27) The Department’s written determination that groundwater is not used or currently planned
to be used, if needed to attain the remediation standard selected or to be selected.

(28) The impacts to ecological receptors as a result of the evaluation conducted in accordance
with § 250.311 or § 250.402(d) (relating to evaluation of ecological receptors; and human
health and environmental protcetion goals).

(29) The impacts to surface water as a result of the evaluation conducted in accordance with §
250.309 or § 250.406 (relating to MSCs for surface water; and relationship to surface water
quality requirements).

(30) IA discussion of the remedial action options selected to remediate the sitc.1 A
summary of the remedial action option that will be used at the site to attain the selected
remediation standard. The summary must include a description of the components of each
option, a conceptual design and a description of any additional investigation needed to
complete the design of each option.
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(31) A risk assessment report in accordance with § 250.409 (relating to risk assessment
report).

(32) A demonstration that no current or future exposure pathways exist following the
procedures described in § 250.404 (relating to pathway identification and elimination).

I() A conceptual design of the remedial action options selected.

(34) A report of additional tasks performed to characterize the site.I

(33) A report of additional tasks performed to meet the objectives in 245.309(b).

(b) If the responsible party determines, after completion of interim remedial actions, that
further site characterization is not required, that soil is the only media of concem, and that
interim remedial actions have remediated the site, the responsible party may submit a site
characterization report to the Department, in lieu of the report rcquircd in subsection (a), which
contains the following:

(I) A concise statement that describcs the release, including information such as the amount
of regulated substance that was released, the extent of contamination and interim remedial
actions taken under § 245.306.

(2) Data demonstrating that the interim remedial actions have attained the Statewide health
standard for the site in accordance with Chapter 250, Subchapter G (relating to demonstration of
attainment).

(3) The basis for selection of the residential or nonresidential Statewide health standard.

(4) The results of the evaluation of ecological receptors conducted in accordance with §
250.311.

(5) Additional information as identified in subsection (a) necessary to filly describe the
release, the extent of contamination and the interim remedial actions taken to address the release.

(c) Following submission of a complete site characterization report prepared under subsection
(a), selecting the site-specific standard, or subsection (b), the Department will do one or more of
the following:

(1) Review and approve the site characterization report as submitted.

(2) Review and approve the site characterization report with modifications made by the
Department.

(3) Review and disapprove the site characterization report, citing deficiencies.
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(4) Review and disapprove the site characterization report and direct, require or order the
responsible party to perform other tasks or make modifications as prescribed by the Department.

(5) Review and disapprove the site characterization report, perform the site characterization in
whole or in part and recover, in accordance with § 245.303(b) (relating to general requirements),
the Departmentts costs and expenses involved in performing the site characterization.

1(6) Review the site characterization report without further action.1

(d) The Department will lake one or more of the actions listed in subsection (c) within 60
days of receipt of a site characterization report meeting the requirements lofi in subsection (b) or
within 90 days of receipt of a site characterization report selecting the site-specific standard. If
the Department does not respond, in writing, within the allotted time, the report shall be deemed
approved, unless the responsible party and the Department agree. in writing, to an alternative
time frame.

§ 245.311. Remedial action plan.

(a) Unless a site characterization report is submitted in accordance with § 245.310(b)
(relating to site characterization report), the responsible party shall prepare and submit to the
Department two copies of the remedial action plan, unless directed otherwise. The remedial
action plan shall MUST be submitted within 45 days of submission of a site characterization
report required by § 245.310(a) selecting the background or Statewide health standard, within 45
days of deemed approval or receipt of a written approval of a site characterization report
selecting the site-specific standard: or within an alternative time frame as determined by the
Departrnentl, two copies of a remedial action plan prior to implementation of the remedial
action plani. The remedial action plan {must+ shall be submitted prior to its implementation,
be complete and concisely organized and contain all of the following elements, as necessary,
based on the nature, extent, type, volume or complexity of the release:

(I) A brief summary of the site characterization report conclusions.

(2) A copy of the plans relating to Iworker health and safety,! management of wastes
generated and quality assurance/quality control procedures, as they relate to the remedial action,
if different from the plans submitted in accordance with § 245.31 0(a)(25).

* * * * *

(12) A description of proposed postrernediation care requirements, including proposed
activity and use limitations to be implemented under an environmental covenant.

(13) A description of additional items necessary to develop the remedial action plan.

(14) A description of any water supply that remains affected or diminished, the
replacement system that was provided, the analytical results of samples taken, and any
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maintenance or monitoring required to ensure its functionality until the supply is no longer
affected or diminished.

(b) Following submission of a complete remedial action plan selecting the background or
Statewide health standard, the Department will publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the
remedial action plan in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and do one or more of the following:

(1) Review and approve the site characterization report and remedial action plan as submitted.

(2) Review and approve the site characterization report and remedial action plan with
modifications made by the Department.

(3) Review and disapprove the site characterization report and remedial action plan, citing
deficiencies.

(4) Review and disapprove the site characterization report and remedial action plan and
direct, require or order tile responsible party to perform other tasks or make modifications as
prescribed by the Department.

(5) Review and disapprove the site characterization report and remedial action plan, prepare a
remedial action plan or perform the remedial action in whole or in part, and recover, in
accordance with § 245303(b) (relating to general requirements), the Department’s costs and
expenses involved in preparing the remedial action plan or performing the remedial action.

(6) IReview the site characterization report and remedial action plan without further
action.] Publish a notice of its final action in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

(c) Following submission of a complete remedial action plan selecting the site-specific
standard, the Department will publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action
plan in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and do one or more of the following:

(1) Review and approve the remedial action plan as submitted.

(2) Review and approve the remedial action plan with modifications made by the Department.

(3) Review and disapprove the remedial action plan, citing deficiencies.

(4) Review and disapprove the remedial action plan and direct, require or order the
responsible party to perform other tasks or make modifications as prescribed by the Department.

(5) Review and disapprove the remedial action plan, prepare a remedial action plan or
perform the remedial action in whole or in part, and recover, in accordance with § 245.303(b),
the Department’s costs and expenses involved in preparing or perfonning the remedial action
plan.
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(6) jReview the remedial action plan without further action.I Publish a notice of its final
action in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

* * * * *

§ 245.312. Remedial action.

* * * * *

(c) Each remedial action progress report shall provide the data generated during the reporting
period and shall show the progress to date toward attainment of the selected remediation
standard. Each report shall be complete and concisely organized and shall contain the following
elements, as necessary, based on the nature, extent, type, volume or complexity of the release:

* * * * *

(4) Quantitative analytical results from replacement water supply system, groundwater,
surface watcr, soil and sediment sampling.

* * * * *

(9) Demonstration that required Federal, State and local permits and approvals are being
complied with.

(10) A summary of data collected from any water supply that remains affected or
diminished, and any maintenance performed.

100)1 IIJ) A report of additional items necessary to describe the progress of the remedial
action.

(d) The first remedial action progress report shall be received by the Department 3 months
following the date of remedial action plan implementation or at an alternative interval as
determined by the Department. The final remedial action progress report shall be submitted to
the Department as part of the remedial action completion report.

(e) If during implementation of the remedial action plan the responsible party decides to
change the remedial action plan, the responsible party shall prepare and submit, to the
Department, a new or modified remedial action plan, to include selection of the new remediation
standard, if applicable, in accordance with § 245.3 II (relating to remedial action plan).

(0 If during implementation of the remedial action plan the responsible party determines that
continued implementation of the remedial action plan will cause additional environmental harm,
the responsible party shall suspend remedial action and noti& the Department, by telephone,
within 24 hours of suspension. The responsible party shall prepare and submit a new or modified
remedial action plan, to include selection of the new remediation standard, if applicable, to the
Department in accordance with § 245.311.
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() If during implementation of the remedial action plan the Department determines
that the remedial action plan will not attain the selected remediation standard or will cause
additional environmental harm, the Department may require the responsible party to
suspend remedial action and notify the Department by telephone or c-mail, within 24
hours of suspension. The Department may require the responsible party to prepare and
submit a new or modified remedial action plan, to include selection of the new remediation
standard, if applicable, to the Department in accordance with 245.311.

§ 245.313. Remedial action completion report.

(a) When the selected remediation standard has been attained, the responsible party shall
submit a remedial action completion report to the Department.

(b) The remedial action completion report Ishaill must be complete and concisely organized
and Ishalli must contain the following elements, as necessary. based on the remediation standard
attained:

(1) Data demonstrating that the remedial actions have attained the selected standard for
the site in accordance with Chapter 250, Subchapter G (relating to demonstration of
attainment).

10)1 11 When the background standard has been attained, the remedial action completion
report shall include the requirements jofi in § 250.204(f) and (g) (relating to final report).

1(2)1 f When the Statewide health standard has been attained, the remedial action
completion report shall include the requirements lof § 250.312(b)—(h)I in 250.312(a)—(h)
(relating to final report).

1(3)1141 When the site-specific standard is attained, the remedial action completion report
shall include the requirements lof § 250.41 1(c)—(flI in § 250.411(c). (dl and (fl (relating to
final report).

I()1 1.51 For fate and transport analyses, the following information, in addition to that
required by § 250.204(f)(5):

(i) An isoconcentration map showing the configuration and concentrations of contaminants
within the plume being analyzed.

(ii) Sufficient information from monitoring data to establish whether the plume is stable,
shrinking or expanding.

(iii) Input parameters for the analysis and the rationale for their selection.

(iv) Figures showing the orientation of the model or analysis to the field data.

(v) Comparison and analysis of the model or mathematical output to the actual field data.
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(c) Following submission of the remedial action completion report, the Department will
publish an acknowledgment of receipt of the remedial action completion report in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin and do one or more of the following:

(1) Review and approve the remedial action completion report as submitted.

(2) Review and approve the remedial action completion report with modifications made by
the Department.

(3) Review and disapprove the remedial action completion report, citing deficiencies.

(4) Review and disapprove the remedial action completion report and direct, require or order
the responsible party to perform other tasks or make modifications as prescribed by the
Department.

(5) Review and disapprove the remedial action completion report, perform the site
characterization or remedial action and recover, in accordance with § 245.303(b) (relating to
general requirements), the Departments costs and expenses involved in preparing the remedial
action completion report.

(6) IReview the remedial action completion report without further action.I Publish a
notice of its final action in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

(d) The Department will take one or more of the actions listed in subsection (c) within 60
days of receipt of the remedial action completion report demonstrating attainment of the
background or Statewide health standard, or within 90 days of receipt of a remedial action
completion report demonstrating attainment of the site-specific standard. If the Department does
not respond, in writing, within the allotted time, the report shall be deemed approved, unless the
responsible party and the Department agree, in writing, to an alternative time frame.

Subchapter E. TECHNTCAL STANDARDS FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

GENERAL

§ 245.402. Scope.

This subchapter applies to underground storage Itanksl tank systems regulated under the act
and this chapter.

§ 245.403. Applicability.

(a) General. The requirements Lofi in this subchapter apply to owners and operators, as well
as installers and inspectors of underground storage tank systems as defined in § 245.1 (relating
to definitions), except as otherwise provided in Isubsection (b)1 subsections Ic) and Id).
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1(b) Deferrals. Sections 245.441—245.446 (relating to release detection) do not apply to
an underground storage tank system that stores fuel solely for use by emergency power
generators.

(c) Temporary exclusions. Existing tanks that become regulated due to the addition of
new regulated substances in § 245.1 ((relating to definitions) (See the definition of
“regulated substance” (i)(C)(l) and (11))) arc subject to this chapter and shall be registered
with the Department by January 9, 2008. In addition, these tanks are temporarily excluded
from the requirements of § 245.421, 245.422, 245.431, 245.432 and 245.441—245.446,
until November 10, 2010.1

(b) Enzer,zency power #enerator fuel tanks. Underground storage tank systems that store
fuel solely for use by emergency power generators must meet the requirements in
245.441—245.446 (relating to release detection) as follows:

(1) Underground storage tank systems installed on or before November 10, 2007, must
meet the requirements in S 245.441—245.446 on or before (Editor’v Note: The
blank refers to 730 days after the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL
rulemaking.).

(2) Underground storage tank systems installed after November 10, 2007, must meet the
requirements in 245.441—245.446 on or before (Editor’v Note: The blank refers
to 365 days after the effective date of adoption of this propocd FINAL rulemaking.).

(3) Underground storage tank systems installed after (Editor’s Note: The blank
refers to the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.), must meet the
requirements in 245.441—245.446 at installation.

(c) Partial exclusions. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH (4), The THE
following underground storage tanks systems are not required to comply with 245.411,
245.421(b)(3) and (4)(ii) and (iii), 245.422(d), 245.432(g) and 245.436—245.446:

(1) A wastewater treatment tank system INSTALLED ON OR AFTER MAY 7, 1985,
that is not part of a wastewater treatment facility regulated under section 307(b) or 402 of
the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. S 1317(b) and 1342).

(2) An underground storage tank system INSTALLED ON OR AFTER MAY 7, 1985,
containing radioactive material that is regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42
U.S.C.A. S 2011—2296b-7).

(3) An underground storage tank system INSTALLED ON OR AFTER MAY 7, 1985,
that is part of an emergency generator system at a nuclear power generation facility
licensed by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and subject to United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements regarding design and quality criteria,
including 10 CFR Part 50 (relating to domestic licensing of production and utilization
facilities).
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(4) AN UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM REFERENCED IN
PARAGRAPH (1), (2), OR (3) INSTALLED BEFORE MAY 7, 1985, IS NOT REQUIRED
TO COMPLY WITH § 245.411—245.422, 245.424, 245.432, 245.433, AND 245.436—
245.446.

(d) Previously excluded underground storage tanks. Underground storage tank systems
that were not required to be registered with the Department prior to (Editor’s Note:
The blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this proposcd FINAL rulemaking.),
shall be registered with the Department by (Editor’s Note: The blank refers to 3060
days after the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.).
Underground storage tanks include all of the following:

(1) Field-constructed underground storage TANKS installed on or before October 11,
1997. that the Department previously did not require to be registered as a matter of policy.
These tanks are temporarily excluded from § 245.42 1. 245.422. 245431, 245432, 245437
and 245.441—245.446, until (Editor’s Note: The blank refers to 365 days after the
effective date of adoption of this proposcd FINAL rulemaking.).

(2) Underground storage tank systems referenced in subsection (c)(1)—(3) installed on
or before (Editor’s Note: The blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this
proposed FINAL rulemaking.).

§ 245.404. Variances.

When unique or peculiar circumstances make compliance with this subchapter technically
impractical, infeasible or unsafe, the Department may, upon written application from the
lowner/operator] owner of a storage tank system subject to this subchapter, grant a variance
from one or more specific provisions of this subchapter:

* * * * *

IFACILITYI INSPECTIONS

§ 245.411. Inspection frequency.

(a) Inspection of Itanksl underground storage tank systems. Underground storage tank
owners or operators shall have their underground storage tank Ifacilityl systems inspected by a
certified inspector at the frequency lestablished in subsections (b)—(d)I in subsections (b) and

fr). The inspection Imust include, but not be limited toj shall include release detection,
assessment of the underground storage tank system and ancillary equipment, operation of overfill
and spill prevention equipment where practicable, corrosion protection testing, or verification
that corrosion protection is functional, and release prevention measures.
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1(b) Initial inspections.

(I) Storage tank facilities with tank systems installed prior to December 1989, shall be
inspected prior to October 11, 1999.

(2) Newly installed storage tank systems shall be inspected between 6 to 12 months after
installation. If the facility ownership changes, an inspection of the facility shall be
completed between the first 6 to 12 months of operation unless another time frame is
agreed to by the Department

(3) Storage tank facilities not inspected in accordance with paragraph (1) or (2) shall
have an initial inspection by October 11,2002.

(c) Subsequent routine facility inspections.

(1) The interval between subsequent routine facility inspections may not exceed 3 years
(36 months) commencing after the last inspection, except as provided in the phase-in
periods in paragraph (2).

(2) On November 10, 2007, existing facilities with routine inspections scheduled more
than 3 years from this date shall be inspected by the following dates, unless notified
otherwise by the Department:

(i) Before August 8,2008, if currently scheduled for inspection between November 10,
2010, and August 7,2011, inclusive.

(ii) Before August 8, 2009, if currently scheduled for inspection between August 8, 2011,
and August 7, 2013, inclusive.

(iii) Before August 8, 2010, if currently scheduled for inspection after August 7, 2013.

(d) Additional inspections and mandatory training. Inspections in addition to those in
subsections (b) and (c) may be required by the Department when the prior inspection
determined release detection, corrosion protection or operational violations occurred, or
when the Department determines the inspections are necessary to verify compliance with
this subchapter. The Department may require facility owners and operators to successfully
complete a release detection or operator training course, such as those offered by PEI or
professional industry trainers approved under § 245.141 (relating to training approval),
when related violations are documented through an inspection. The owner or operator
shall incur the costs of the trainingj

Ib) Initial inspections. Newly installed underground storage tank systems shall be
inspected between 6 to 12 months after installation. If the tank ownership changes, an
inspection of the underground storage tank system shall be completed between the first 6 to
12 months of operation unless another time frame is agreed to by the Department.
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(c) Subsequent inspections.

(1) The interval between subsequent inspections may not exceed 3 years (36 months)
beginning after the last inspection, except as provided in paragraph (2).

(2) An inspection in addition to those required in subsection (b) and paragraph (1) may
be required by the Department when the prior inspection determined release detection,
corrosion protection or operational violations occurred, or when the Department
determines the inspection is necessary to verify compliance with this subchapter.

(d) Training. The Department may require facility owners and operators to successfully
complete a release detection, release prevention or operator training course, such as those
offered by Nationally recognized associations or professional industry trainers approved
under 245.141 (relating to training approval), when related violations are documented
through an inspection. Owners and operators of underground storage tanks that the
Department determines through inspection are failing to meet EPA guidelines for
significant operational compliance shall be retrained in a manner consistent with the
training recommended in Department guidance entitled “Underground Storage Tank
Class A and Class B Operator Training Courses.” The owner or operator shall incur the
costs of the training.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS: DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION,
INSTALLATION AND NOTIFICATION

§ 245.42 1. Performance standards for underground storage tank systems.

(a) New’ underground storage tank systems.

(1) Underground storage tank systems installed or replaced after November 10, 2007, must
have total secondary containment, which consists of double-walled tanks, double-walled piping
(for piping that routinely contains and conveys regulated substances (product)) and liquid-tight
containment sumps. The sumps must be installed at piping connections that routinely contain and
convey product from the tank, such as tank-top sumps and dispenser pan sumps, that allow for
release detection monitoring of the system (See PEI RP 100). Also, new or replacement tank
systems installed with pressurized product piping systems must be equipped with automatic line
leak detectors and automatic pump shutoff devices that meet the requirements of 245.445(1)
(relating to methods of release detection for piping).

(2) At least 30 days prior to the installation of a mew or replacement tank or underground
storage tank system installed after January 9, 2008,1 tank, piping system, replacement or
additional dispenser, or underground storage tank system, or within another reasonable time
frame agreed upon by the Department, owners and operators shall notify the Department of the
proposed installation on a form provided by the Department.

(3) IAn owner or operator of a tank system changing from unregulated to regulated
service shall provide certification by a Department-certified installer or inspector that the
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tank system meets new tank system requirements, using the registration form (See §
245.41 (relating to tank registration requirements)) prior to placing product into the tank
and operating the storage tank system.I An owner or operator of an underground storage
tank changing from unregulated to regulated service shall provide certification by a
Department-certified installer that the underground storage tank system meets new
underground storage tank system requirements, on a form provided by the Department,
prior to placing product into the tank and operating the storage tank system.

(b) To prevent releases due to structural failure, corrosion or spills and overfills for as long as
the underground storage tank system is used to store regulated substances, owners and operators
of new and existing underground storage tank systems shall ensure that the system meets the
following requirements:

(I) Tanks. A tank must be properly designed and constructed. A tank or portion of a tank
including the outer metallic wall of a double-walled tank that is underground and routinely
contains product shall be protected from corrosion in accordance with a code of practice
developed by a INationally-recognizedi Nationally recognized association or independent
testing laboratory, using one of the following methods:

(i) The tank is constructed of fiberglass-reinforced plastic.

(ii) The tank is constructed of steel and cathodically protected in the following manner:

(A) The tank is coated with a suitable dielectric material.

(B) Field-installed cathodic protection systems are designed by a corrosion expert.

(C) Impressed current systems are designed by a corrosion expert and allow determination of
current operating status as required in § 245.432(a)(3) (relating to operation and maintenance
including corrosion protection).

(D) Cathodic protection systems are operated and maintained in accordance with § 245.432.

(iii) jThe tank is constructed of a steel-fiberglass-reinforced-plastic composite.I The tank
is constructed of steel and clad or lacketed with a non-corrodible material.

(iv) The tank is constructed of metal without additional corrosion protection measures if:

(A) The tank is installed at a site that is determined by a corrosion expert not to be corrosive
enough to cause it to have a release due to corrosion during its operating life.

(B) Owners and operators maintain records that demonstrate compliance with clause (A) for
the remaining life of the tank.

(2) Piping. The piping and ancillary equipment that routinely contain regulated substances
shall be protected from corrosion and deterioration. New piping systems that routinely contain
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and convey regulated substances from the tank must be double-walled with liquid-tight
containment sumps [and dispenser pan snmpsj installed in accordance with paragraph (4)(ii).
Whenever 50% or more Ithan 50%I of the existing piping that routinely contains and conveys
product from the tank is replaced, the entire piping system that routinely contains and conveys
product from the lank shall be replaced meeting the requirements for new piping systems in this
[suhsectionj section. The portions of the product piping system, including joints, flexible
connectors and ancillary’ equipment that are in contact with the ground must be properly
designed, constructed and protected from corrosion in accordance with a code of practice
developed by a INationally-recognizedi Nationally recognized association or independent
testing laboratory using one of the following methods:

(i) The piping or component is constructed of nonmetallic material such as fiberglass
reinforced plastic or other noncorrodible and UL listed material.

(ii) The piping or component is construcled of melal and cathodically protected in the
following manner:

(A) The piping is coated with a suitable dielectric material. The wrapping of piping with tape
or similar material alone does not meet this requirement.

(B) Field-installed cathodic protection systems are designed by a corrosion expert.

(C) Impressed current systems are designed by a corrosion expert and allow determination of
current operating status as required in § 245.432(a)(3).

(D) Cathodic protection systems are operated and maintained in accordance with § 245.432.

(iii) The piping is constructed of metal without additional corrosion protection measures if:

(A) The piping is installed at a site that is determined by a corrosion expert to not be corrosive
enough to cause it to have a release due to corrosion during its operating life.

(B) Owners and operators maintain records that demonstrate compliance with clause (A) for
the remaining life of the piping.

(3) Spill and oveijill prevention equipment.

(i) Except as provided in subparagraph IOv)I fyj, to prevent spilling and overfilling
associated with product transfer to the underground storage tank system, owners and operators
shall ensure that their systems have the following spill and overfill prevention equipment
permanently installed:

(A) Spill prevention equipment that will prevenl release of product to the environment when
the transfer hose is detached from the fill pipe—for example, a spill catchment basin or spill
containment bucket.
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(B) Overfill prevention equipment that will do one or more of the following:

(1) Automatically shut off flow into the tank when the tank is no more than 95% hill.

(II) Alert the transfer operator when the tank is no more than 90% hill by restricting the flow
into the tank or triggering a high-level aiarm.

((III) Restrict flow 30 minutes prior to overfihling, alert the operator with a high level
alarm 1 minute before overfilling, or automatically shut off flow into the tank so that none
of the fittings located on top of the tank are exposed to product due to overfilling.I

(ii) (Bypassing overfill protection is prohibited for example, bypassing the flow vent
valve with coax vapor recovery or a spill bucket drain valve is prohibitcd.I Bypassing
overfill protection is prohibited. For example. bypassing the ball float valve with coaxial
stage-I vapor recovery systems or a spill containment bucket drain valve is prohibited.

(iii) Ball float valves may not be used to comply with this subsection when overfill
prevention is installed or replaced after (Editor’s Note: The blank refers to the
effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.).

IOu) Balli (iv) Existing ball float valves may not be used on suction pump systems having an
air eliminator, or on any system having coaxial stage-I vapor recovery systems or receiving
pressurized pump deliveries.

lv) Spill and overfill prevention equipment must be periodically tested or evaluated in
accordance with 245.437 (relating to periodic testing). Required tests shall be
documented on a form provided by the Department and shall be maintained onsite at the
storage tank facility or at a readily available alternative site.

Wv)] jyfi Owners and operators are not required to use the spill and overfill prevention
equipment specified in subparagraph (i) if the underground storage tank system is filled by
transfers of no more than 25 gallons at one time.

(4) Installation.

(I) (Tanks and pipingi Underground storage tank systems shall be properly installed and
system integrity tested in accordance with a code of practice developed by a (Nationally
recognizedi Nationally recognized association or independent testing laboratory (such as API
t615 and PEE RP100,I and in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

(ii) INewly installed spill containment buckets, tank-top sumps, dispenser pansi Spill
prevention equipment and containment sumps must be constructed to be liquid-tight, and shall
be tested prior to use of the system to confirm liquid-tight construction using a hydrostatic test,
vacuum test or other iNationally-recognized Nationally recognized liquid-tight testing
procedure or method recommended by the containment equipment manufacturer.
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(iii) Overfill prevention equipment shall be properly installed and tested in accordance with a
code of practice developed by a [Nationally-recognized] Nationally recognized association,
and in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. IWhen ball float valves are used, the valve
shall be installed with extractor fitting and ball floats must be readily accessible (not
requiring excavation) for removal and operational verification.

(c) Certification ofhistallation. Owners and operators shall ensure that a certified
installer has installed the tank system by providing a certification of compliance on an
appropriate form provided by the Department.I

§ 245.422. Upgrading of existing underground storage tank systems.

(a) Alternatives allowed. By December 22, 1998, existing underground storage tank systems
shall comply with one of the following requirements:

(I) Underground storage tank system performance standards under § 245.421(b) (relating to
performance standards for underground storage tank systems).

(2) The upgrading requirements in subsections (b)—(d).

(3) Closure requirements under § 245.45 1—245.455 (relating to out-of-service underground
storage tank systems and closure), including applicable requirements for corrective action under
Subchapter D (relating to corrective action process for owners and operators of storage tanks and
storage tank facilities and other responsible parties).

(b) Tank upgrading requirements. Steel tanks shall be upgraded to meet one of the following
requirements in accordance with a code of practice developed by a INationally-recognizedi
Nationally recognized association or independent testing laboratory:

(1) Interior lining. IA tank may only be upgraded by internal lining prior to November
10, 2007. The following conditions of existing lined tanks shall be met:J A tank may only be
upgraded by internal lining for corrosion protection prior to November 10, 2007. Existing
lined tanks must meet the following conditions:

(I) The lining was installed in accordance with § 245.434 (relating to repairs allowed).

(ii) Within 10 years afler lining, and every 5 years thereafler, the lined tank is internally
evaluated by, or under the direct onsite supervision of a certified tank liner (TL) or by a
professional engineer adhering to the evaluation process developed by a National association
(See API 1631 and NLPA 631) and found to be structurally sound with the lining still
performing in accordance with original design specifications. The evaluation findings shall be
documented on a form approved by the Department and shall be maintained at the facility for the
duration of the tank’s operating life.

(iii) Lined tank systems that do not meet original design specifications or have not been
evaluated as required in subparagraph (ii) shall be emptied, removed from service, and
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permanently closed in accordance with § 245.451 and 245.452 (relating to temporary Iclosurel
removal from service (out-of-service); and permanent closure and changes-in-service).

(2) C’athodic protection. A tank may be upgraded by cathodic protection if the cathodic
protection system meets the requirements Iof 245.421(1)(ii)(B)—(D)I 1a.
245.42l(b)(lflii)(B)—(D) and the integrity of the tank is ensured using one or more of the
following methods:

(i) The tank is internally inspected and assessed to ensure that the tank is structurally sound
and free of corrosion holes prior to installing the cathodic protection system.

((ii) The tank has been installed for less than 10 years and is monitored monthly for
releases in accordance with § 245.444(4)—(9) (relating to methods of release detection for
tanks).

(iii) The tank has been installed for less than 10 years and is assessed for corrosion holes
by conducting two tightness tests that meet the requirements of § 245.444(3). The first
tightness test shall be conducted prior to installing the cathodic protection system. The
second tightness test shall be conducted between 3 and 6 months following the first
operation of the cathodic protection system.

(iv)I fiji The tank is installed at a site that is determined by a corrosion expert not to be
corrosive enough to cause it to have a release due to corrosion during its operating life. Owners
and operators shall maintain records that demonstrate compliance with this requirement for the
remaining life of the tank.

Kv)1 fjjj) The tank is assessed for corrosion holes by a method that is determined by the
Department to prevent releases in a manner that is no less protective of human health and the
environment than Isubparagraphs (i)—(lli)j subparagraph (B.

(3) Internal lining combined with cathothc protection. A tank upgraded prior to November 10,
2007, having both internal lining and cathodic protection must meet the following:

(i) The lining was installed in accordance with the requirements lofi in § 245.434.

(ii) The cathodic protection system meets § 245.421(b)(l)(ii)(B)—(D).

(c) Piping upgrading requirements. Metal piping and fittings that routinely contain regulated
substances and are in contact with the ground must be one or more of the following: 1(1)1

flj Replaced with piping meeting the requirements of new piping in § 245.421 (b)(2)(i) and
(ii).

(2) Cathodically protected in accordance with a code of practice developed by a INationally
recognizedi Nationally recognized association or independent testing laboratory and meets the
requirements lofi in § 245.42 l(b)(2)(ii)(B)—(D).
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(3) Installed at a site that is determined to not be corrosive enough to cause a release due to
corrosion for the remaining operating life of the piping under § 245.421(b)(2)(iii).

(d) Spill and ovetJill prevention equipnent. To prevent spilling and overfilling associated with
product transfer to the underground storage tank system, lexisting] underground storage tank
systems must comply with Inewl underground storage tank system spill and overfill prevention
equipment requirements in § 245.421 (b)(3) and (4).

(e) I Under dispenser contahunent. When a vertical riser, dispenser and interconnected
piping and fittings are added to a storage tank system or a dispenser is replaced, involving
major modifi- cation, the dispenser must have containment (liquid-tight dispenser pan)
meeting requirements in § 245.421(b)(4)(ii).] Under-dispenser contabunent. When an
existing dispenser is replaced with another dispenser and equipment at or below the shear
valve needed to connect the dispenser to the underground storage tank system is replaced,
under-dispenser containment meeting the requirements in 245.421(b)(4)(ii) is required.
This equipment may include check valves, shear valves, vertical risers, flexible connectors
or other transitional components. Under-dispenser containment shall also be installed
when a major modification as defined in § 245.1 (relating to definitions) is performed at
the dispenser area involving excavation beneath the dispenser.

§ 245.423. IRegistration requirements.] (Reserved).

j(a) An underground storage tank shall be registered with the Department prior to
adding a regulated substance. The owner of a tank that was in use after May 8, 1986, shall
have notified the Department of the system’s existence.

(b) Owners required to submit notices under subsection (a) shall provide notices to the
Department for each tank they own. Owners may provide notice for several tanks using
one registration form, but owners who own tanks located at more than one facility shall file
a separate registration form for each separate facility.

(c) Notices required to be submitted under subsection (a) shall provide all of the
requested information on the registration form for each tank for which notice is required
to be given.

(d) Owners and operators of new underground storage tank systems shall certify
compliance with the following requirements in the registration form provided by the
Department:

(1) Installation of tanks and piping under § 245.421(c) (relating to performance
standards for new underground storage tank systems).

(2) Cathodic protection of steel tanks and piping under § 245.421(b)(1) and (2).
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(3) Financial responsibility under Subchapter H (relating to financial responsibility
requirements for owners and operators of underground storage tanks and storage tank
facilities).

(4) Release detection under § 245.442 and 245.443 (relating to requirements for
petroleum underground storage tank systems; and requirements for hazardous substance
underground storage tank systems).

(5) Use of a Department-certified installer under § 245.21 (relating to tank handling and
inspection requirements).

(e) Beginning October 24, 1988, a person who sells a tank intended to be used as an
underground storage tank or a property containing an existing tank system shall notify the
purchaser, in writing, of an owner’s obligations under subsection (a). The following form
may be used to comply with this requirement:

Federal law (the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) and Commonwealth law (the
Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act) require that the owner of a regulated underground
storage tank notify the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection of the
existence of its tank.

Notification for tanks brought into service after August 5, 1989, must be made prior to
placing the tank system into service. Consult EPA 40 CFR Part 280 and PA Code Title 25
Chapter 245 to determine if you are affected by these laws.

(0 Every owner, including a new owner of an existing tank system, shall comply with
tank registration requirements in Subchapter A (relating to general provisions).J

GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

§ 245.432. Operation and maintenance including corrosion protection.

(a) lOwners and operators of steel underground storage tank systems with corrosion
protection shall comply with the following requirements to ensure that releases due to
corrosion are prevented for as long as the underground storage tank system is used to store
regulated substanees:J Owners and operators of metal underground storage tank systems
with corrosion protection shall comply with all of the following requirements to ensure that
releases due to corrosion are prevented until the underground storage tank system is
permanently closed or undergoes a change-in-service in accordance with 245.452
(relating to permanent closure and changes-in-service).

(I) Corrosion protection systems shall be operated and maintained to continuously provide
corrosion protection to the metal components of that portion of the lank and piping that routinely
contain regulated substances.
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(2) Underground storage tank systems equipped with cathodic protection systems shall be
inspeeted TESTED for proper operation by a qualified cathodic protection tester in accordance
with the following requirements:

(i) Frequency. Cathodic protection systems shall be tested within 6 months of installation and
at least every 3 years thereafter.

(ii) Inspection criteria. The criteria that are used to determine that cathodic protection is
adequate as required by this section shall be in accordance with a code of practice developed by
a Nationally-recognized] Nationally recognized association.

(iii) Docuinentalion. Surveys of cathodic protection systems required under this chapter
shall be documented on a form provided by the Department and shall be provided to the
Department upon request.

(3) Underground storage tank systems with impressed current cathodic protection systems
shall be inspected or checked every 60 days to ensure the equipment is Irunning properly!
functioning as designed. At a minimum, the operator or person conducting the 60-day check
shall document the date checked, annotate the system’s thnctioning status, and for systems
equipped with a direct current readout meter, record the amount of current indicated on the
meter.

(4) For underground storage tank systems using cathodic protection, records of the operation
of the cathodic protection shall be maintained, in accordance with § 245.435 (relating to
reporting and recordkeeping) to demonstrate compliance with the performance standards in this
section. These records must provide the following:

(i) The results of the last three inpcctions CHECKS required in paragraph (3).

(ii) The results of testing from the last two inpectiens SURVEYS required in paragraph (2).

(b) Monitoring and observation wells shall be clearly identified using industry codes and
standards, and caps shall be secured to prevent unauthorized or accidental access.

(c) JRequired equipment, including line leak detectors, product sensors and probes,
dispenser pansi Underground storage tank systems and storage tank system components,
including tanks, piping, line leak detectors, product sensors and probes, containment sumps,
measuring devices (including gauge sticks), gauges, corrosion protection, spill prevention,
overfill prevention and other appurtenances whose failure could contribute to a release of
product, shall be maintained in a good state of repair to ensure they ftnction as designed.

(d) Tanks which have been lined and have not had corrosion protection added in accordance
with § 245.422(b)(2) (relating to upgrading of existing underground storage tank systems) shall
have the lining evaluated by, or under the direct onsite supervision of, a TL certified tank
installer or by a professional engineer.
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(1) Evaluations must adhere to an evaluation process developed by a National association
identified in § 245.405 (relating to codes and standards) (See API 1631 and NLPA 631) as
follows:

(i) Ten years after lining installation.

(ii) Every 5 years after the preceding evaluation.

(2) Each evaluation finding shall be documented on a form approved by the Department and
shall be maintained at the facility for the duration of the tank’s operating life.

(e) Lined tank systems that do not meet original design specifications or have not been
evaluated as required in subsection (d)(l) and (2) shall be emptied, removed from service and
penrianently closed in accordance with ( 245.45 1 and 245.452 (relating to temporary
closure; and permanent closure and changes-in-service)J 245.451 (relating to temporary
removal from service (out-of-service)) and § 245.452.

(0 (Primary and secondary containment structure must be maintained in a leak free
condition. If infiltration or a release is detected within the secondary containment, the
defective component shall be repaired in accordance with § 245.434 (relating to repairs
allowed). Repairs, including those performed to stop infiltration, shall he tested in
accordance with § 245.434(5).I Primary and secondary containment structures,
containment sumps and spill prevention equipment must be maintained in a leak-free
condition. If any liquid or regulated substance is detected, the liquid or regulated substance
shall be immediately removed and the defective component, if applicable, shall be repaired
in accordance with 245.434 (relating to repairs allowed). Repairs, including those
performed to stop infiltration, shall be tested in accordance with § 245.434(4).

(g) A check for water in petroleum tanks shall be performed monthly and excess water shall
be promptly removed as necessary. Water may not exceed the tank manufacturer’s
recommendations, product supplier’s gnidelines, or 2 inches of accumulation in the bottom of the
tank, whichever is less. No amount of water is desirable in gasoline containing ethanol.
Therefore, water should not be allowed to accumulate in tanks containing ethanol. Excess water
shall be properly managed in accordance with applicable State and Federal requirements, such as
Chapter 299 (relating to storage and transportation of residual waste), 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart
B (relating to [hazardous waste identificationi criteria for identifying the characteristics of
hazardous waste and for listing hazardous waste) and 29 CFR Part 1910 (relating to
occupational safety and health standards).

§ 245.433. Compatibility.

f Owners and operators shall use an underground storage tank system[,} made of or lined
with matedalsj, that isi that are compatible with the substance stored in the underground
storage tank system. [Owners and operators storing alcohol blends may use the following
codes to comply with the requirements of this section:
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(1) American Petroleum Institute Publication 1626, “Storing and Handling Ethanol and
Gasoline-Ethanol Blends at Distribution Terminals and Service Stations.”

(2) American Petroleum Institute Publication 1627, “Storage and Handling of Gasoline
MethanollCosolvent Blends at Distribution Terminals and Service Stations.”]

fluLUPON DEPARTMENT REQUEST, A-nAN owner and operator of an underground
storage tank storing alternative fuel blends or biodiesel or biodiesel blended fuel shall
submit on a form provided by the Department information verifying compatibility of the
underground storage tank system with the substance stored prior to storing the substance
in the underground storage tank.

(c) Upon Department request, an AN owner and operator of an underground storage
tank system shall demonstrate compatibility of the underground storage tank system with
the substance stored by using one or more of the following:

(1) Certification or listing of the underground storage tank system equipment or
component by a Nationally recognized, independent testing laboratory for use with the
substance stored.

(2) Equipment or component manufacturer approval. The manufacturer’s approval
must be in writing, indicate an affirmative statement of compatibility, specify the range of
alternative fuel blend or biodiesel blend with which the equipment or component is
compatible WITH THE SUBSTANCE STORED, and be from the equipment or
component manufacturer.

(3) Verification by a Pennsylvania-licensed professional engineer who has knowledge,
experience and training in materials science that the equipment or component is
compatible with the substance stored. The Department may request documentation
supporting the professional engineer’s verification.

(4) Another option that is determined by the Department to be at least as protective of
human health and the environment as those in paragraphs (1)—(3).

§ 245.434. Repairs allowed.

Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems shall ensure that repairs will
prevent releases due to structural failure or corrosion as long as the underground storage tank
system is used to store regulated substances. The repairs must meet the following requirements:

(1) Repairs involving a tank handling activity shall be performed by or under the direct, onsite
supervision and control of a certified installer.

(2) Repairs to underground storage tank systems shall be properly conducted in accordance
with a code of practice developed by a INationally-recognizedi Nationally recognized
association or an independent testing laboratory.
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1(3) Repairs to fiberglass reinforced plastic tanks may be made by the manufacturer’s
authorized representatives, and shall be made in accordance with a code of practice
developed by a Nationally-recognized association or an independent testing laboratory.

(4)1 1i) Metal pipe sections and fittings that have released product as a result of corrosion or
other damage shall be replaced. [Fiberglassi Noncorrodible pipes and fittings may be repaired;
repairs shall be made in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications.

[(5) Tanks, containment sumps, and piping repaired in response to a release shall be
tightness tested in accordance with § 245.421(b)(4)(ii), 245.444(3) and 245.445(2) (relating
to performance standards for underground storage tank systems; methods of release
detection for tanks; and methods of release detection for piping), respectively, prior to
placing the system back into service except as provided as follows:

(i) The repaired tank is internally inspected in accordance with a code of practice
developed by a Nationally-recognized association or an independent testing laboratory.

(ii) The repaired portion of the underground storage tank system is monitored monthly
for releases in accordance with a method specified in § 245.444(4)—(9).

(iii) Another test method is used that is determined by the Department to be at least as
protective of human health and the environment as those listed in subparagraphs (i) and
(ii).1

(4) Repairs to secondary containment areas of tanks and piping, containment sumps and
spill prevention equipment shall be tested for tightness according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, a code of practice developed by a Nationally recognized association or
independent testing laboratory prior to returning the underground storage tank system to
operating status. All other repairs to tanks, containment sumps and piping shall be
tightness tested in accordance with 245.421(b)(4)(ifl, 245.444(2) and 245.445(2) (relating
to performance standards for underground storage tank systems; methods of release
detection for tanks; and methods of release detection for piping), respectively, prior to
placing the underground storage tank system back into service except as provided as
follows:

(i) The repaired tank is internally inspected in accordance with a code of practice
developed by a Nationally recognized association or an independent testing laboratory.

(ii) Another test method is used that is determined by the Department to be at least as
protective of human health and the environment as listed in subparagraph (i).

1(6)1 f) Within 6 months following the repair of a cathodically protected underground
storage tank system, the cathodic protection system shall be tested in accordance with §
245.432(a)(2) and (3) (relating to operation and maintenance including corrosion protcction) to
ensure that it is operating properly.
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1(7)1 Underground storage tank system owners and operators shall maintain records of
each repair, including those in response to a release, for the remaining operating life of the
underground storage tank system.

§ 245.435. Reporting and recordkeeping.

(a) Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems shall maintain records as
required under this chapter and provide records. as requested, and cooperate hilly with
inspections, monitoring and testing conducted by the Department, certified installers or certified
inspectorsi, as well asL Owners and operators shall provide records and cooperate fully in
response to requests for document submission, testing and monitoring by the owner or operator
under section 107(c) of the act [(35 P.S. § 6201.107(c))j (35 P.S. 6021.107(e)).

(b) Owners and operators shall maintain required records either onsite at the Iundergroundl
storage tank facility or at a readily available alternative site. Records maintained at the
junderground storage tank facility shall be immediately available for inspection by the
Department and certified inspectors. If records are maintained offsite, the records shall be easily
obtained and provided for inspection or for review by the Department upon request.

KiN fs] Reporting. Owners and operators shall submit the following applicable information
to the Department:

10)1 fi) Notification in accordance with § 245.41 (relating to tank registration requirements)
for underground storage tank systems, including change of ownership, closure of lal
underground storage tank system, change of substance stored and change of tank status, and
certification of installation for new underground storage tank systems ( 245.421(c) (relating to
performance standards for underground storage tank systems)).

1(u) Reports of confirmed, reportable releases ( 245.305(d) (relating to reporting
releases))]

(2) Reports of confirmed, releases ( 245.305(c) (relating to reporting releases)).

IOii)1 f A site characterization report ( 245.3 10 (relating to site characterization report)).

I0v)I {4j Remedial action plans ( 245.311 (relating to remedial action plan)), remedial
action progress reports (* 245.3 12 (relating to remedial action)) and remedial action completion
reports if 245.3 13 (relating to remedial action completion report)).

1(v)] { A notification before installation, permanent closure or change-in-service of a
storage tank or storage tank system ( 245.42 l(a)(2) and § 245.452(a) (relating to permanent
closure and changes_in_service)).

1(vi)1 {) In the case of permanent closure, closure records to the Department when requested.
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1(2) Permanent recordkeeping. Owners and operators shall maintain records for new
systems and available records for existing systems for the operational life of the tank
system and retain the records for a minimum of 1 year after the tank system has been
removed. Permanent records include the following:]

(d) Recordkeeyinj’. Owners and operators shall maintain all of the following records for
underground storage tank systems for the operational life of the system and retain the
records for a minimum of 1 year after the underground storage tank system has been
permanently closed:

10)1111 A corrosion expert’s analysis of site corrosion potential if corrosion protection
equipment is not used ( 245.421(b)(l)(iv) and (2)(iii) and § 245.422(b)(2)(iv) and (c)(3)
(relating to upgrading of existing underground storage tank systems)).

IOi)I f) The corrosion experts design of an impressed current system or field-installed
cathodic protection system or similar information that demonstrates compliance with §
245.42 l(b)(2)Oi)(B) and 245.422(b)(2) and (c)(2).

I(iii) Documentation of tank system installation, system modification and tank upgrade
activitics.I

(3) Documentation of underground storage tank system installation, modification and
upgrade activities.

I(iv) Tank] (4) Underground storage tank system assessment records prior to upgrading in
accordance with § 245.422(b).

I(v)I f5 Documentation of the installation testing and commissioning reports required for
corrosion protection systems by manufacturers and National standards in accordance with §
245.432 (relating to operation and maintenance including corrosion protection).

I(vi) Documentation of underground storage tank system repairs, including those in
response to a release ( 245.434(6) (relating to repairs allowed)).I

(6) Documentation of underground storage tank system repairs.

I(viO] {fl Tank lining evaluation reports ( 245.432(d)).

[(viii)1 f Documentation showing Department approval for a variance or alternate leak
detection method ( 245.404 and 245.443 (relating to variances; and requirements for
hazardous substance underground storage tank systems)).

[(3) Temporary recordkeeping. Owners and operators shall retain current temporary
records for a minimum of 1 year after the tank system has been removed. Temporary
records shall be maintained as follows:
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(i) The current Storage Tank Registration/Permit Certificate.

(ii) Tank and pipe release detection records for the past 12 months, including written
certifications or performance claims for the release detections methods in use and
documentation of investigations of suspected releases ( 245.304 and 245.446 (relating to
investigation of suspected releases; and release detection recordkeeping)).1

(9) Documentation showing the owner or operator of an underground storage tank
system is continuously participating in the USTIF.

(10) The current Storage Tank Registration/Permit Certificate.

(11) Tank and piping release detection records for the past 12 months, including written
certifications or performance claims for the release detection methods in use ( 245.446
(relating to release detection recordkeeping)).

Riii)I fifl The last annual check/testing, and maintenance records of leak detection
equipment including probes, monitors, line leak detectors and automatic tank gauges that verify
they are working properly and tested as required by the equipment manufacturers and this
chapter.

IOv)I LU) Documentation of the last three impressed current cathodic protection system
inspection checks for each 60-day test period in accordance with § 245.432.

I(v)I fJ.4) The last two cathodic protection surveys, done at 3-year intervals, on impressed
current and galvanic cathodic protection systems in accordance with § 245.432.

I(vi)I fl5) Results of the site investigation conducted at permanent closure or change-in-
service ( 245.455 (relating to closure records)).

j(vii)J JJ) A properly completed closure report required under § 245.452(1).

((viii)1 fifl Documentation of the last test that demonstrates each containment sump,
dispenser pan and spill containment huckctl and spill prevention equipment installed or
repaired after November 10, 2007, were tested and verified to be liquid-tight in accordance with

IN 245.421(b)(4) and 24&44f5) 245.434(4) (relating to repairs allowed).

LOx)I {J) Documentation of operator training, including verification of training for current
Class A, Class B and Class C operators, current list of operators and written instructions or
procedures for Class C operators in accordance with § 245.436 (relating to operator training).

(19) For owners and operators conducting periodic testing of containment sumps and
spill prevention equipment and evaluations of overfill prevention under S 245.437 (relating
to periodic testing), documentation of the last test for the containment sump and spill
prevention equipment and evaluation of the overfill prevention equipment.
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(20) For owners and operators conducting periodic testing of containment sumps and
spill prevention equipment under 245.437(aWfl(fl, documentation showing that the
equipment is double-walled and the integrity of both walls is periodically monitored in
accordance with 245.438(a)(lMi) (relating to periodic operation and maintenance
walkthrough inspections) for as long as the equipment is monitored by walkthrough
inspection.

(21) Records of walkthrough inspections as required under 6 245.438 for the past 12
months. Records must include a list of each area checked, whether each area checked was
acceptable or needed action taken, a description of actions taken to correct an issue and
delivery records if spill prevention equipment is checked less frequently than every 30 days
due to infrequent deliveries.

(22) Documentation of investigations of suspected releases in accordance with 245.304
(relating to investigation of suspected releases).

§ 245.436. Operator training.

(a) Requirement for twined operators.

(1) An owner shall designate Class A, Class B and Class C operators for each underground
storage tank system or storage tank facility that has underground storage tanks permitted to
operate by the Department.

(2) A storage tank facility may not operate lafter August 8, 2012,1 unless operators have
been designated and trained as required in this section, unless otherwise agreed upon by the
Department.

(3) Trained operators shall be readily available to respond to suspected/confirmed releases,
other unusual operating conditions and equipment shut-offs or failures.

(i) The Class A or Class B operator shall be available for immediate telephone consultation
when a storage tank facility is in operation. A Class A or Class B operator must be able to be
onsite at the storage tank facility within 24 hours.

(ii) j Facilities] Storage tank facilities that dispense motor fuel for retail sales to the general
public shall be manned by an onsite Class C operator when open for business with the public in
accordance with I7 Pa. Code § 13.115 and 13.1171 34 Pa. Code 14a.115 and 14a.117
(relating to attended self-service stations; and supervision of dispensing). During an unexpected
absence of a Class C operator, such as employee no-shows or eall-offs, an onsite Class A or
Class B operator may fill-in or temporarily substitute for the Class C operator. [Facilitiesi
Storage tank facilities that do not dispense motor thel to the general public may be manned
based on the facility owner’s requirements and routine operational needs. Emergency contact
information and written instructions and procedures in the event of an emergency shall be
immediately available upon request.
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(iii) IFor unmanned facilities, a Class C operator shall be available for immediate
telephone consultation and shall be able to be onsite within 2 hours of being contacted.
Emergency contact infornrntion shall be prominently displayed at the site. Emergency
procedures for users of unmanned facilities shall also be prominently posted at the site.]
For storage tank facilities that do not dispense motor fuel for retail sales to the general
public, a Class C operator shall be available for immediate telephone consultation and shall
be able to be onsite within 2 hours of being contacted. Emergency contact information and
written instructions and procedures in the event of an emergency must be prominently
displayed at the site and visible to the storage tank user.

I() Designated operators shall successfully complete required training under subsection
(c) by August 8,2012.

(5)j 141 A person may be designated for more than one class of operator.

(b) Operator classes.

(1) Class A operator. A Class A operator has primary responsibility to operate and maintain
the underground storage tank system and facility. The Class A operator’s responsibilities
typically include managing resources and personnel, such as establishing work assignments, to
achieve and maintain compliance with regulatory requirements. In general, this person focuses
on the broader aspects of the statutory and regulatory requirements and standards necessary to
properly operate and maintain the underground storage tank system and facility.

(i) A Class A operator assists the owner by ensuring that underground storage tank systems
are properly installed and expeditiously repaired, and records of system installation, modification
and repair are retained and made available to the Department and certified IUM inspectors.

(ii) A Class A operator shall be familiar with training requirements for each class of operator
and may provide required training for Class C operators.

(iii) A Class A operator may prepare site drawings that indicate equipment locations for Class
C operators and routine maintenance checklists for Class B operators. I(See PEI RP 900—
“Recommended Practices for the Inspection and Maintenance of UST Systems.”)]

(iv) Department-certified Icompanies,j installers and inspectors with current underground
storage tank UMX. UMI or IUM certification categories may perform Class A operator duties
when employed or contracted by the tank owner to perform these functions.

(A) Department-certified installersi, inspectors and companiesi and inspectors identified in
this subparagraph are excluded from required training under subsection (c), unless required by
the Department to successfully complete mandatory operator training under § 245.411(d)
(relating to inspection frequency).
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(B) A certified IUM inspector may not perform Ia facility operation inspectioni a
inspection as required in 245.411 for a facility where the inspector is also the designated
Class A operator. (See § 245.106 (relating to conflict of interest).)

(2) Class B operator. A Class B operator implements applicable underground storage tank
regulatory requirements and standards in the field or at the storage tank facility. This person
oversees and implements the day-to-day aspects of operations, maintenance and recordkeeping
for the underground storage jtanksj tank systems at one or more facilities. For example, the
Class B operator ensures that release detection methods, release prevention equipment and
related reeordkeeping and reporting requirements are met, relevant equipment manufacturer’s or
third-party performance standards are available and followed, and appropriate persons are trained
to properly respond to potential emergencies caused by releases or spills from underground
storage tank systems at the facility.

(i) A Class B operator checks spill Iprevention and overfill controll and overfill
prevention equipment and corrosion protection equipment to ensure that they are functioning
properly and that any required system tests are performed at required intervals.

(ii) A Class B operator assists the owner by ensuring that release detection equipment is
operational, release detection is performed at the proper intervals and release detection records
are retained and made available to the Department and certified IUM inspectors.

(iii) A Class B operator shall be totally familiar with Class B and Class C operator
responsibilities, and may provide required training for Class C operators.

(iv) Department-certified Icompanies,I installers and inspectors with current underground
storage tank UMX. UMI or HiM certification categories may perform Class B operator duties
when employed or contracted by the tank owner to perform these functions.

(A) Department-certified installersi, inspectors and companiesi and inspectors identified in
this subparagraph are excluded from required training under subsection (c), unless required by
the Department to successfully complete mandatory operator training under § 245.411(d).

(B) A certified IUM inspector may not perform Ia facility operation inspectioni a
inspection as required in 245.411 for a facility where the inspector is also the designated
Class B operator. (See § 245.106.)

(3) Class C opei-ator. A Class C operator is the first line of response to events indicating
emergency conditions and may control or monitor the dispensing or sale of regulated
substances. This person is responsible for responding to alarms or other indications of
emergencies caused by spills or releases from underground storage tank systems and associated
equipment failures. The Class C operator shall notify the Class A or Class B operator and
appropriate emergency responders when necessary, based on the nature or type of emergency.

1(i) A Class C operator may control or monitor the dispensing or sale of regulated
substances.
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(ii) After June 28, 2010, written instructions or procedures shall be provided and visible
at manned storage tank facilities, and be readily available for unmanned facilities for
persons performing duties of the Class C operator to follow and to provide notification
necessary in the event of emergency conditions.

(iii) There may be more than one Class C operator at a storage tank facility, but not all
employees of a facility are necessarily Class C opcrators.I

(c) Required training.

(1) Class A operators. A Class A operator shall successfully complete a training course
approved under § 245.141 (relating to training approval) br recognized by the Department
under paragraph (5)J that includes a general knowledge of underground storage tank system
requirements. Training must provide information that should enable the operator to make
informed decisions regarding compliance and to ensure that appropriate persons are frilfilling
operation, maintenance and recordkeeping requirements and standards of this chapter or Federal
underground storage tank requirements in 40 CFR Part 280 (relating to technical standards and
corrective action requirements for owners and operators of underground storage tanks (UST)), or
both, including the following:

(i) Spill and overfill prevention.

(ii) Release detection and related reporting requirements.

(iii) Corrosion protection.

(iv) Emergency response.

(v) Product and equipment compatibility.

(vi) Financial responsibility.

(vii) Notification and storage tank registration requirements.

(viii) Temporary and permanent closure requirements.

(ix) Operator training requirements.

(2) Class B operators. A Class B operator shall successfully complete a training course
approved under § 245.141 br recognized by the Department under paragraph (5)1 that
includes an in-depth understanding of operation and maintenance aspects of underground storage
tank systems and related regulatory requirements. Training must provide specific information on
the components of underground storage tank systems, materials of construction, methods of
release detection and release prevention applied to underground storage tank systems and
components. Training must address operation and maintenance requirements IoU in this chapter
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or Federal underground storage tank requirements in 40 CFR Part 280, or both, including the
following:

(i) Spill and overfill prevention.

(ii) Release detection and related reporting requirements.

(iii) Corrosion protection and related testing.

(iv) Emergency response.

(v) Product and equipment compatibility.

(vi) Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

(vii) Class C operator training requirements.

(3) Class C operators. At a minimum, training provided by the tank owner or Class A or
Class B operator must be site-specific and enable the Class C operator to take action in response
to emergencies, such as situations posing an immediate danger or threat to the public or to the
environment and that require immediate action, caused by spills or releases and alarms from an
underground storage tank system. Training must include written instructions or procedures for
the Class C operator to follow and to provide notification necessary in the event of emergency
conditions.

(4) Class A and Class B operators. Successfbl completion for Class A and Class B operators
means attendance for the entire training course and demonstration of knowledge of the course
material as follows:

(i) Receipt of a passing grade under § 245.141 (b)(4), on an examination of material presented
in the training course, or demonstration through practical (hands-on) application to the trainer,
operation and maintenance checks of underground storage tank equipment, including
perfonnance of release detection at the lundergroundl storage tank facility, at the conclusion of
onsite training.

(ii) Receipt of a training certificate by an approved trainer upon verification of successifil
completion of training under this paragraph.

1(5) Reciprocity. The Department may also recognize successful completion of Class A
and Class B operator training on regulatory standards consistent with 40 CFR Part 280,
which is recognized by other states or implementing agencies and which is approved by the
EPA as meeting operator training grant guidelines published by the EPA.

(6)1 { Costs oftraining. The tank owner or operator shall incur the costs of the training.

(d) Timing of training.
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(1) An owner shall ensure that Class A, Class B and Class C operators are trained [as soon as
practicable after December 26, 2009, contingent upon availability of approved training
providers, but by August 8, 2012] and identified on a form provided by the Department
prior to placing the underground storage tank system into use.

(2) When a Class A or Class B operator is replaced[, after August 8, 2012j, a new operator
shall be trained within 30 days of assuming duties for that class of operator.

(3) Class C operators shall be trained before assuming duties of a Class C operator. lAfter
June 28, 2010, writtenl Vriftcn instructions or procedures shall be provided to Class C
operators to follow and to provide notification necessary in the event of emergency conditions.
Class C operators shall be briefed on these instructions or procedures at least annually (every 12
months), which may be concurrent with annual safety training required by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, under 29 CFR Part 1910 (relating to Occupational Safety and
Health Standards).

(e) Doewuenrarion.

(I) The owner of [an undergroundj ! storage tank facility shall prepare a list of designated
operators. The list must represent the current Class A, Class B and Class C operators for the
lundergroundl storage tank facility and include:

(i) The name of each operator, class of operation trained for and the date each operator
successftuly completed initial training and refresher training, if any.

(ii) For Class A and Class B operators that are not permanently onsite or assigned to more
than one facility, telephone numbers to contact the operators.

(2) A copy of the certificates of training for Class A and Class B operators shall be on file and
readily available and a copy of the facility list of Class A, Class B and Class C operators and
Class C operator instructions or procedures shall be kept onsite and immediately available for
Imanned storage tank facilities and readily available for unmanned facilities. See §
245.435(b)(3)(ix) (relating to reporting and record-keeping).I storage tank facilities that
dispense motor fuel for retail sales to the general public. Storage tank facilities that do not
dispense motor fuel for retail sales to the general public shall have this information readily
available. (See 245.435(d)(18) (relating to reporting and reeordkeepingfl

(3) Class C operator or owner contact information, including names and telephone numbers,
and emergency procedures[,I shall be conspicuously posted at [unmanned facilities! storage
tank facilities that do not dispense motor fuel for retail sales to the general public.

(Editor’s Note: Sections 245.437 and 245.438 are proposed to be added and printed in regular
type to enhance readability.)

§ 245.437. Periodic testing.
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(a) Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems shall ensure installed
equipment for release detection and prevention is operating properly by meeting all of the
following requirements:

(I) Containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring of piping in accordance with §
245.444(6) (relating to methods of release detection for tanks) and spill prevention equipment
must meet one of the following:

(i) Wben the containment sump or spill prevention equipment is double-walled, the integrity
of both walls shall be periodically monitored by maintenance walkthrough inspections as
required under § 245.43 8 (relating to periodic operation and maintenance walkthrough
inspections). If walkthrough inspections are discontinued, the owncr and operator shall comply
with subparagraph (ii) and conduct a test within 30 days of the last inspection.

(ii) Containment sumps and spill prevention equipment shall be tested at least once every 3
years to ensure the equipment is liquid-tight by using vacuum, pressure or liquid.

(2) Overfill prevention equipment shall be evaluated at least once every 3 years. At a
minimum, the evaluation shall ensure that overfill prevention equipment is set to activate at the
correct level specified in § 245.421 (b)(3) (relating to performance standards for underground
storage tank systems) and must activate when the regulated substance stored reaches that level.

(3) Electronic and mechanical components of release detection equipment shall be tested for
proper operation at least annually. At a minimum, required tests, as applicable to the facility,
shall cover all of the following components and criteria:

(I) Automatic tank gauges and other controllers must be tested by:

(A) Testing alarm.

(B) Verifying system configuration.

(C) Testing battery backup.

(ii) Probes and sensors shall be tested BY:

(A) Inspecting for residual buildup.

(B) Ensuring that floats move freely.

(C) Ensuring the shaft is not damaged.

(D) Ensuring cables are free of kinks and breaks.

(E) Testing alarm operability or running condition and communication with controller.
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(iii) Automatic line leak detectors shall be tested to meet criteria in § 245.445 (relating to
methods of release detection for piping) by simulating a leak.

(iv) Vacuum pumps and pressure gauges shall be tested to ensure proper communication with
sensors and controller.

(v) Handheld electronic sampling equipment associated with groundwater and vapor
monitoring shall be tested to ensure proper operation.

(b) Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems shall ensure tests and
evaluations required under this section are performed in accordance with one of the following
criteria:

(1) Requirements developed by the manufacturer.

(2) Code of practice developed by a Nationally recognized association or independent testing
laboratory.

(3) Requirements determined by the Department to be no less protective of human health and
the environment than the requirements in paragraphs (I) and (2).

(c) Owners and operators shall comply with the periodic testing requirements in this section
as follows:

(1) For underground storage tank systems installed on or before

_____

(Editor’s Note: The
blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.), owners and
operators shall ensure tests and inspections as required under this section are performed prior to
the next required underground storage tank inspection occurring after

______

(Editor’s Note: The
blank refers to 365 days after the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL
rulemaking.), or not later than

______

(Editor’s Note: The blank refers to 1,095 days after the
effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.), whichever occurs first.

(2) For underground storage tank systems installed after

______

(Editor’s Note: The blank
refers to the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.). these
requirements apply at installation.

(d) Test liquids used to perform tests as required in this chapter shall be reused, treated or
disposed in accordance with applicable requirements in Chapters 91, 92a, 260a—270a and 287—
299.

§ 245.438 Periodic operation and maintenance walkthrough inspections.

(a) To properly operate and maintain spill prevention and release detection equipment part of
underground storage tank systems, no later than

______

(Editor’s Note: The blank refers to 365
days after the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL rulemaking.), owners and
operators shall conduct walkthrough inspections at a minimum of every 30 days, with the
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exception of spill prevention equipment at underground storage tank systems receiving deliveries
at intervals greater than every 30 days, which may be checked prior to each delivery. The
walkthrough inspection shall include, at a minimum, all of the following:

(I) For spill prevention equipment:

(i) Visually check for damage.

(ii) Remove liquid or debris.

(iii) Check for and remove obstructions in the fill pipe.

(iv) Check the fill cap to make sure it is securely on the fill pipe.

(v) For double-walled spill prevention equipment with interstitial monitoring, cheek for a leak
in the interstitial area.

(2) For release detection equipment:

(i) Check to make sure the release detection equipment is operating with no alarms or other
unusual operating conditions present.

(ii) Ensure records of release detection testing are reviewed and current.

(b) To properly operate and maintain containment sumps and handheld release detection
equipment part of underground storage tank systems, no later than

______

(Editor’s Note: The
blank refers to 365 days after the effective date of adoption of this proposed FINAL
rulemaking.), owners and operators shall conduct walkthrough inspections at a minimum of
every 12 months that include, at a minimum, all of the following:

(1) For containment sumps:

(i) Visually check for damage and the presence of liquid or debris.

(ii) Remove liquid or debris.

(iii) For double-walled sumps with interstitial monitoring, check for a leak in the interstitial
area.

(2) For handheld release detection equipment, check devices such as tank gauge sticks or
groundwater bailers for operability and serviceability.

(c) Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems shall ensure operation and
maintenance walkthrough inspections required under this section are performed in accordance
with one of the following criteria, unless the Department determines that a more stringent
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requirement is necessary to avoid releases of regulated substances from underground storage
tank systems:

(I) Requirements developed by the manufacturer.

(2) Code of practice developed by a Nationally recognized association or independent testing
laboratory.

(3) Requirements determined by the Department to be no less protective of human health and
the environment than the requirements in paragraphs (1) and (2).

RELEASE DETECTEON

§ 245.441. General requirements for underground storage tank systems.

(a) Owners and operators of new and existing underground storage tank systems shall provide
a method, or combination of methods, of release detection that:

(1) Can detect a release from any portion of the tank and the connected underground piping
that routinely contains product.

(2) Is installed, calibrated, operated and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions, including routine maintenance and service checks for opcrability or running
condition.

(3) Meets the performance requirements in § 245.444 or § 245.445 (relating to methods of
release detection for tanks; and methods of release detection for piping), with any performance
claims and their manner of determination described in writing by the equipment manufacturer or
installer. In addition, methods (used after the date shown in the following table
corresponding with the specified method except for methods permanently installed prior to
that date, shalli in 245.444 and 245.445 nrnst be capable of detecting the leak rate or
quantity specified for that method in the corresponding section of this subchapter(, also shown
in the table,1 with a probability of detection (Pd) of 0.95 and a probability of false alarm (Pfa) of
0.05.

Date After Which P&Ffa Must be

IMethod Section Characterized

Manual Tank Gauging 245.444(2) December22, 1990

Tank Tightness Testing 245.444(3) December 22, 1990

Automatic Tank Gauging 245.444(4) December 22, 1990

Statistical Inventory 245.444(8) December 22, 1990
Reconciliation

Automatic Line Leak Detectors 245.4450) September22, 1991

Line Tightness Testing 245.445(2) December 22, 19901
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(i) Test method performance claims shall be verified by an independent third party using leak
rates that are unknown to the tester.

(ii) When the EPA evaluation protocol for a method changes, the manufacturer shall
reevaluate the method within 24 months of the new protocol’s effective date for its continued use
in this Commonwealth.

(b) When a release detection method operated in accordance with the performance standards
in § 245.444 and I 245.445 indicates a release may have occurred, owners and operators
shall investigate the suspected release in accordance with Subchapter D (relating to corrective
action process for owners and operators of storage tanks and storage tank facilities and other
responsible parties).

(c) Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems shall comply with the release
detection requirements loll in this subchapter.

(d) An existing tank system that cannot apply a method of rcleasc detection that complies
with this subchapter must immediately empty the tank and complete the closure procedures in §
245.45 1—245.455 (relating to out-of.service underground storage tank systems and closure).

1(e) For existing tank systems equipped with double-walled pressurized piping that
routinely contains regulated substance, and containment sumps at the piping junctures and
dispensers, the containment sumps and dispenser pan sumps of these systems shall be
monitored monthly beginning November 10, 2009, and monthly monitoring records
maintained for the last 12 months of monitoring. Monitoring shall be accomplished by one
of the following methods:

(1) Monthly visual check of the sumps.

(2) Interstitial monitoring under § 245.444(7) (relating to methods of release detection
for tanks) (also see secondary containment—liquid sump sensors in PEI RP 100).I

§ 245.442. IRequirementsJ Periodic monitoring requirements for petroleum underground
storage tank systems.

(a) jOwners and operators of underground storage tank systems installed after
November 10, 2007, shall perform interstitial monitoring, at least once every 30 days, in
accordance with § 245.444(7) (relating to methods of release detection for tanks) of both
the tank and underground piping that routinely contains a product (regulated substance).
In addition, pressurized piping for these systems must be equipped and operated with an
automatic line leak detector with an automatic pump shut off device in accordance with §
245.445(1) (relating to methods of release detection for piping).j Owners and operators of
underground storage tank systems that store petroleum installed after November 10, 2007,
and underground piping installed after November 10, 2007, that routinely contain
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regulated substances shall perform interstitial monitoring in accordance with 245.444(6)
(relating to methods of release detection for tanks) at least once every 30 days.
Underground piping installed after November 10, 2007. that conveys regulated substances
under pressure must be equipped and operated with an automatic line leak detector with
an automatic pump shut off device in accordance with § 245.445(1) (relating to methods of
release detection for piping). Release detection is not required for suction piping that meets
the requirements in subsection (b)(2)(iiflA)—(E).

(b) Owners and operators of petroleum underground storage tank systems installed on or
before November 10, 2007, shall provide release detection for tanks and piping as follows:

(1) Tanks. Tanks shall be monitored at ‘east every 30 days for releases using one of the
methods Jlisted in § 245.444(4)—(9) except that:J in § 245.444(1)—(8).

1(i) Underground storage tank systems that meet the performance standards in §
245.42 1 (relating to performance standards for underground storage tank systems), may
use monthly inventor control requirements in § 245.444(1) or (2), and tank tightness
testing (conducted in accordance with § 245.444(3)) until 10 years after the tank was first
installed or upgraded under § 245.422(b), but not later than December 22, 2008.

(ii) Underground storage tank systems with a capacity of 1,001 to 2,000 gallons may use
manual tank gauging, conducted in accordance with § 245.444(2) and a tank tightness test
at least every 5 years until November 10, 2017.

(iii) Tanks with a capacity of 550 gallons or less may use manual tank ganging,
conducted in accordance with § 245.444(2) as long as they continue to meet requirements
of this subchapter.

(iv) Tanks with a capacity of 551 to 1,000 gallons using the longer test times specified
may use manual tank gauging, conducted in accordance with § 245.444(2) as long as they
continue to meet requirements of this subchapter.I

(2) Piping. Underground piping that routinely contains regulated substances shall be
monitored for releases in a manner that meets one of the following requirements:

* * * * *

§ 245.443. Requirements for hazardous substance underground storage tank systems.

Owners and operators of hazardous substance underground storage tank systems shall provide
release detection that meets the following requirements:

(1) IRelease detection at existing underground storage tank systems shall meet the
requirements for petroleum underground storage tank systems in § 245.442 (relating to
requirements for petroleum underground storage tank systems). By December 22, 1998, all
existing hazardous substance underground storage tank systems shall meet the release
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detection requirements for new systems in paragraph (2).1 Hazardous substance
underground storage tank systems installed after November 10, 2007, shall perform
interstitial monitoring in accordance with § 245.444(6) (relating to methods of release
detection for tanks).

(2) Release detection at Inewl hazardous substance underground storage tank systems Ishalli
installed on or before November 10, 2007, must meet the following requirements:

(i) Secondary containment systems.

(A) Secondary containment systems shall be designed, constructed and installed to:

(I) Contain regulated substances released from the tank system until they are detected and
removed.

(11) Prevent the release of regulated substances to the environment at any time during the
operational life of the underground storage tank system.

(111) Rechecked for evidence of a release at least every 30 days.

1(B) The provisions of 264.193 (relating to secondary containment) may be used to
comply with the requirements of this paragraph.I

(3) The provisions of 40 CFR 264.193 (relating to containment and detection of releases)
may be used to comply with the requirements in this paragraph.

1(11)1 ffl Double walled tanks shall be designed, constructed and installed to:

(A) Contain a release from any portion of the inner tank within the outer wall.

(B) Detect the failure of the inner wall.

RiB)! {jfl External liners, including vaults, shall be designed, constructed and installed to:

(A) Contain 100% of the capacity of the largest tank within its boundary.

(B) Prevent the interference of precipitation or ground-water intrusion with the ability to
contain or detect a release of regulated substances.

(C) Surround the tank completely making it capable of preventing lateral as well as vertical
migration of regulated substances.

IOv)I 44) Underground piping shall be equipped with secondary containment that satisfies the
requirements [ofi in subparagraph (i) for example, trench liners, jacketing or double-walled pipe.
In addition, underground piping that conveys regulated substances under pressure shall be
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equipped with an automatic line leak detector in accordance with § 245.445(1) (relating to
methods of release detection for piping).

1(v)] f Other methods of release detection may be used if owners and operators:

KA)I ffl Demonstrate to the Department that an alternate method can detect a release of the
stored substance as effectively as any of the methods allowed in 245.444(2)—(9) (relating to
methods of release detection for tanks)j 245.444(1)—(8) can detect a release of petroleum.

1(B)] fjfl Provide information to the Department on effective corrective action technologies,
health risks and chemical and physical properties of the stored substance, and the characteristics
of the underground storage tank site.

1(C)I fiffi Obtain approval from the Department to use the alternate release detection method
before the installation and operation of the new underground storage tank system.

§ 245.444. Methods of release detection for tanks.

[Each method of release detection for tanks used to meet the requirements of § 245.442
(relating to requirements for petroleum underground storage tank systems) shall be
conducted in accordance with the following:

(1) Inventiny controL Product inventory control, or another test of equivalent
performance, shall be conducted monthly to detect a release of at least 1.0% of flow-
through plus 130 gallons on a monthly basis in the following manner:

(i) Inventory volume measurements for regulated substance inputs, withdrawals and the
amount still remaining in the tank arc recorded each operating day.

(ii) The equipment used is capable of measuring the level of product over the full range
of the tank’s height to the nearest 1/8 of an inch.

(iii) The regulated substance inputs are reconciled with delivery receipts by
measurement of the tank inventory volume before and after delivery.

(iv) Deliveries are made through a drop tube that extends to within 1 foot of the tank
bottom.

(v) Product dispensing is metered and recorded within an accuracy of at least 6 cubic
inches for every 5 gallons of product withdrawn.

(vi) Dispenser meters shall be calibrated.

(vii) The measurement of any water level in the bottom of the tank is made to the
nearest 1/8 of an inch at least once a month.
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(2) Manual tank gauging. Manual tank gauging shall meet the following requirements:j

Each method of release detection for tanks used to meet the requirements in 245.441
and_245.442_(relating to general requirements for underground storage tank systems; and
periodic monitoring requirements for petroleum underground storage tank systems) shall
be conducted in accordance with all of the following:

(1) Manual tank gaugi,zj’. Manual tank gauging shall meet the following requirements:

(i) Tank liquid level measurements are taken at the beginning and ending of a period of at
least 36 hours during which no liquid is added to or removed from the tank.

(ii) Level measurements are based on an average of two consecutive stick readings at both the
beginning and ending of the period.

(iii) The equipment used is capable of measuring the level of product over the thu range of
thc tank’s height to the nearest 1/8 of an inch.

(iv) A leak is suspected and subject to Subchapter D (relating to corrective action process for
owners and operators of storage tanks and storage tank facilities and other responsible parties) if
the variation between beginning and ending measurements exceeds the weekly or monthly
standards in the following table:

Minimum Weekly Monthly Standard Periodic
Nominal Tank Duration of Standard (one (average of) four Tightness Test

Capacity Test test) tests Required

550 gallons or less 36 hours 10 gallons 5 gallons No

55 1—1,000 44 hours 9 gallons 4 gallons No
gallons: 64”
diameter tank

55 1—1,000 58 hours 12 gallons 6 gallons No
gallons: 48”
diameter tank

551—1,000 gallons 36 hours 13 gallons 7 gallons Yes

11,001—2,000 36 hours 26 gallons 13 gallons Yesi
gallons

(v) [Only tanks of 550 gallons or less nominal capacity may use this as the sole method of
release detection. Tanks of 551 to 2,000 gallons may use the method in place of manual
inventory control in paragraph (1). Tanks of greater than 2,000 gallons nominal capacity
may not use this method to meet the requirements of this section.1 Owners and operators of
underground storage tanks of greater than 1.000 gallons nominal capacity may not use this
method to meet the requirements in this section.
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I()I {fl Tank tightness testing. Tank tightness testing, or another test of equivalent
performance, must be capable of detecting a 0.1 gallon per hour leak rate from any portion of the
tank that routinely contains product while accounting for the effects of thermal expansion or
contraction of the product, vapor pockets, tank deformation, evaporation or condensation, and
the location of the water table.

1(4)1 f) Automatic tank gauging. Equipment for automatic tank gauging that tests for the loss
of product and conducts inventory control must meet one of the following requirements:

(i) The automatic product level monitor test can detect a 0.2 gallon per hour leak rate from
any portion of the tank that routinely contains product.

(ii) IFor tank gauges installed prior to December 22, 1990, that do not meet the
requirements of subparagraph (i), inventory control, or another test of equivalent
performance, shall also be conducted in accordance with paragraph (1). Tank gauges shall
be replaced or be certified by an independent third party verifying the gauge’s ability to
detect the leak rate in subparagraph (i) following EPA evaluation protocol by November
10, 2008.1 Tank gauges shall be certified by an independent third party verifying the
gauge’s ability to detect the leak rate in subparagraph (i) following EPA evaluation
protocol.

1(5)114] Vapor monitoring. Testing or monitoring for vapors within the soil gas of the
excavation zone must meet the following requirements:

* * * * *

1(6)1 {j Groundwater monitoring. Testing or monitoring for liquids on the groundwater must
meet the following requirements:

* * * * *

1(7)] IPI Interstitial monitoring. Interstitial monitoring between the underground storage tank
system and a secondary barrier immediately around or beneath it may be used, but only if the
system is designed. constructed and installed to detect a leak from any portion of the tank that
routinely contains product and also meets one of the following requirements:

(I) For double-walled underground storage tank systems, the sampling or testing method can
detcct a release through the inner wall in any portion of the tank that routinely contains product.

(ii) For underground storage tank systems with a secondary barrier within the excavation
zone, the sampling or testing method used can detect a release between the underground storage
tank system and the secondary bather.

* * * * *
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(F) Monitoring wells are clearly marked and secured to avoid unauthorized access and
tampering in accordance with I 245.432(5)1 245.432(b).

(iii) For tanks with an internally fitted liner, an automated device can detect a release between
the inner wall of the tank and the liner, and the liner is compatible with the substance stored.

1(8)1 ID Statistical Inventoiy Reconciliation (SIR). SIR shall meet the performance standards
of paragraph 1(9)0)1 (8)(i) for monthly monitoring.

(i) The owner or operator shall follow the instructions of the SIR manufacturer’s protocol.

(ii) A separate report for each tank monitored shall be maintained by the lowner/operatorl
owner or operator in accordance with § 245.446(2) (relating to release detection
recordkeeping). Each report shall meet the following requirements:

1(A) Owners and operators shall have reports available within 20 days of the end of the
monitored period.

(8)1 f) A valid report shall include the calculated leak rate, positive for out of tank and
negative for into tank, minimum detectable leak rate (MDL), leak detection threshold,
probability of detection (Pd) and probability of false alarm (Pfa) which the supplied data
supports.

[(C)1 L1 A valid report shall also include one of the following test results:

(I) If the calculated leak rate, absolute value, is less than the leak threshold and the MDL is
less than or equal to the certified performance standard I(paragraph (3), paragraph (9)(i) or §
245.445(2) (relating to methods of release detection for piping))j, the test result is “pass.”

(II) If the calculated leak rate, absolute value, is greater than the leak threshold, the test result
is “fail.”

(III) If the MDL exceeds the certified performance standard and the calculated leak rate is less
than the leak threshold, the test result is “inconclusive.” An inconclusive result is considered a
suspected leak and shall be investigated in accordance with § 245.304 (relating to investigation
of suspected releases).

1(9)1 f Other methods. Other types of release detection methods, or a combination of
methods, may be used if the owner or operator can demonstrate to the Department that one of the
following exists:

(i) It can detect a 0.2 gallon per hour leak rate or a release of 150 gallons within a month with
a probability of detection of 0.95 and a probability of false alarm of 0.05.

(ii) It can detect a release as effectively as any of the methods allowed in paragraphs I(s)—
(8)1 (2)—(7). In comparing methods, the Department will consider the size of release that the
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method can detect and the frequency and reliability with which it can be detected. If the method
is approved, the owner and operator shall comply with conditions imposed by the Department on
its use to ensure the protection of human health and the environment.

§ 245.445. Methods of release detection for piping.

Each method of release detection for piping used to meet the requirements loll in § 245.442
(relating to periodic monitoring requirements for petroleum underground storage tank systems)
shall be conducted in accordance with the following:

(I) Automatic line leak detectors. Methods which alert the operator to the presence of a leak
by restricting or automatically shutting off the flow of regulated substances through piping or
triggering an audible or visual alarm may be used only if they detect leaks of 3 fgallons per
hourl gallons-per-hour at 10 pounds per square inch line pressure within 1 hour. An annual test
of the operation of the automatic line leak detector shall be conducted in accordance with the
manufacturer’s requirements. IUndergroundl

(i) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii), underground storage tank systems installed or
replaced after November 10, 2007, must have automatic line leak detectors with an automatic
pump shut-off device that shuts off the flow of regulated substances through pressurized piping
that routinely contains and conveys product from the tank (See § 245.421 (a)(l) (relating to
perfonTifince standards for underground storage tank systems)).

(ii) Owners and operators of underground storage tank systems that store fuel solely for
use by emergency power generators shall install methods that trigger an audible or visual
alarm to meet the requirements in this subsection.

(iii) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii). pressurized piping installed on or before
November 10. 2007, that conveys regulated substances must be equipped with a method
that restricts or automatically shuts off the flow of regulated substances and meets the
requirements in this section if the storage tank facility is unattended while open for
business.

(2) Line tightness testing. A periodic test of piping may be conducted only if it can detect a
0.1 gallon per hour leak rate at 1 1/2 times the operating pressure.

(3) Applicable rank methods. The methods in 245.444(5)—(9)j 245.444(4)—(8)
(relating to methods of release detection for tanks) may be used if they are designed to detect a
release from any portion of the underground piping that routinely contains regulated substances.

§ 245.446. Release detection recordkeeping.

Underground storage tank system owners and operators shall maintain records in accordance
with § 245.43 5 (relating to reporting and recordkeeping) demonstrating compliance with the
applicable requirements of* § 245.441—245.446 (relating to release detection). These records
shall include the following:
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(1) Written perfonnance claims pertaining to a release detection system used, and the manner
in which these claims have been justified or tested by the equipment manufacturer or installer,
shall be maintained for the entire time the release detection system is in use at the facility:

(2) The results of any sampling, testing or monitoring shall be maintained for at least 1 year,
except that the results of tank tightness testing conducted in accordance with §44&444(3)
§ 245.444(2) (relating to methods of release detection for tanks) shall be retained until the next
tcst is conducted.

(3) Written documentation of all calibration, maintenance and repair of release detection
equipment pennanently located onsite shall be maintained for at least 1 year after the servicing
work is completed. Schedules of required calibration and maintenance provided by the release
detection equipment manufacturer shall be retained for the entire time the equipment is in use at
the facility.

OUT-OF-SERVICE UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS AND CLOSURE

§ 245.451. Temporary Iclosurel removal from service (out-of-service).

(a) When an underground storage tank system is temporarily Iclosedi removed from service
(out-of-service), the owner shall complete and submit an amended registration form to the
Department within 30 days in accordance with § 245.41 (relating to tank registration
requirements).

(b) Owners and operators shall continue operation and maintenance of corrosion protection in
accordance with § 245.432 (relating to operation and maintenance including corrosion
protection), while the tank is temporarily out-of-servicel, and release detection in accordance
with § 245.441—245.446 (relating to release detection) until the tank is emptyJ. Records
shall continue to be kept in accordance with § 245.435 (relating to reporting and recordkeeping).

(c) Owners and operators shall empty a tank being placed temporarily out-of-service Iwithin
30 days on prior to submission of the registration form to the Departmentl, whichever occurs
first,1 unless directed otherwise by the Department. Removed contents shall be reused, treated or
disposed of in accordance with State and Federal requirements, such as Chapter 299 (relating to
storage and transportation of residual waste) and 29 CFR Part 1910 (relating to occupational
safety and health standards). Release detection is not required as long as the underground storage
tank system is empty. The underground storage tank system is empty when all materials have
been removed using commonly employed practices so that no more than 2.5 centimeters (1 inch)
of residue, or 0.3% by weight of the total capacity of the underground storage tank system,
remain in the system. Owners and operators shall maintain release detection records required
under § 245.446(2) (relating to release detection recordkeeping) for the most recent 12-month
period of active operation.

(d) Subchapter D (relating to corrective action process for owners and operators of storage
tanks and storage tank facilities and other responsible parties) shall be complied with if a release
is suspected or confirmed.
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(e) IRoutine facility inspection requirements at 3-year intervals in § 245.411(c) (relating
to inspection frequency) may be delayed for a storage tank facility with all tank systems
temporarily closed, unless notified otherwise by the Department under § 245.21(c) and (d)
(relating to tank handling and inspection requirements). A delayed inspection shall be
performed on a storage tank system or facility in temporary closure when returning the
tank system to operating status.] Inspection requirements at 3-year intervals in
245.411(c) (relating to inspection frequency) shall be performed on an underground storage
tank system in temporary out-of-service status.

(0 When an underground storage tank system is temporarily Iclosed] removed from service
for 3 months or more, owners and operators shall also comply with the following requirements:

(I) Vent lines shall be open and ftinctioning.

(2) All other lines, pumps, manways and ancillary equipment shall be capped and secure.

(g) When an underground storage tank system is temporarily Iclosedi removed from service
for more than 12 months, owners and operators shall:

(1) Permanently close the underground storage tank system if it does not meet either
performance standards in § 245.421 (relating to perfonTifince standards for underground storage
tank systems) for new underground storage tank systems or the upgrading requirements in §
245.422 (relating to upgrading of existing underground storage tank systems), except that the
spill and overfill equipment requirements do not have to be met.

(2) Permanently close the substandard underground storage tank systems at the end of this 12-
month period in accordance with § 245.452—245.455, unless the Department provides an
extension of the 12-month temporary [closure] out-of-service period.

(3) Complete a site assessment in accordance with § 245.453 (relating to assessing the site at
closure or change-in-service) before an extension may be applied for.

(h) Underground storage tank systems that meet performance standards in § 245.421 or the
upgrading requirements in § 245.422 shall be permanently closed within 3 years of being placed
temporarily out-of-service or by November 10, 2010, whichever is later, unless the Department
grants an extension to this temporary [closurel out-of-service period. The Department may
establish conditions and require submission of documentation associated with extension of the
temporary [closure] out-of-service period, such as the following:

(I) Requirements for inspection under I 245.21 and 245.4111 § 245.21 (relating to tank
handling and inspection requirements) and § 245.111.

(2) Verification and testing of cathodic protection systems under § 245.432.

(3) Site assessment under § 245.453.
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(4) Other considerations detenTlined by the Department.

(I) The Department may require tests to be performed of the underground storage tank
system in temporary out-of-service status when returning the storage tank system to
currently-in-use status. These tests may include tank and line tightness testing, verification
of compatibility, operability testing as required under S 245.437 (relating to periodic
testing), internal inspection of the tank or other tests to ensure proper operation.

§ 245.452. Permanent closure and changes-in-service.

(a) At least 30 days before beginning either permanent closure or a change-in-service under
subsections (b) (d), or within another reasonable time determined by the Department, owners and
operators shall notify the Department on a form provided by the Department of their intent to
pennanently close or make the change-in-service, unless the action is in response to corrective
action. The required assessment of the excavation zone under § 245.453 (relating to assessing
the site at closure or change-in-service) shall be performed after notifying the Department but
before completion of the permanent closure or a change-in-service.

(b) To permanently close a tank, owners and operators shall ensure that the tank is empty and
clean in accordance with a Nationally recognized code of practice (such as API 20151 by
removing the liquids and accumulated sludges. Tanks (taken out of service permanently] being
permanently closed shall also be either removed from the ground or filled with a nonshrinking,
inert solid material.

(c) (Replacement of the underground piping connected to a storage tank shall be
considered a permanent closure of that part of the underground storage tank system. The
requirements applicable to permanent closure of an underground storage tank system also
apply to the permanent closure of system piping.] Replacement, removal or closure-in-
place of underground product piping or remote fill lines connected to a storage tank shall
be considered a permanent closure of that part of the underground storage tank system. A
major modification to the dispenser involving excavation beneath the dispenser and
removal of the dispenser shall also be considered permanent closure of that part of the tank
system. The requirements applicable to permanent closure of an underground storage tank
system also apply to the permanent closure of system piping, remote fill lines, and
dispensers.

(d) Before a change-in-service, owners and operators shall ensure that the tank is empty and
clean in accordance with a Nationally recognized code of practice sueh-as-AH-204-5 by
removing the liquid and accumulated sludge, and conduct a site assessment in accordance with §
245.453.

(e) TAn amended registration shall be submitted by the owner to the Department.I IF
owner shall complete and submit an amended tank registration form, signed by the owner
and the certified installer that provided direct onsite supervision of the tank handling
activity, to the Department within 30 days of either of the following:
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(I) The completion of permanent closure.

(2) Change-in-service of the tank.

(0 A properly completed closure report is required to permanently close a site, including a
change-in-service. A copy of the completed closure report shall be submitted to the Department
when requested.

Subchapter F. TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS
AND FACILITIES

GENERAL

§ 245.501. Purpose.

This subchapter establishes technical standards and requirements for operations and
maintenance, design, construction and installation, corrosion and deterioration prevention,
release prevention and leak detection, inspection, and closure and removal from service
requirements for large aboveground storage tanks and facilities and aboveground storage tanks
in underground vaults regulated under the act. Regulated aboveground storage tanks are
defined in § 245.1 (relating to definitions).

§ 245.503. Variances.

When unique or peculiar circumstances make compliance with this subchapter technically
impractical, infeasible or unsafe, the Department may, upon written application from the
lownerfoperatorl owner of a storage tank system subject to this subchapter, grant a variance
from one or more specific provisions of this subchapter.

* * * * *

(4) The Department will not grant a variance which would result in regulatory controls less
stringent than other applicable Federal or State regulations, such as j37 Pa. Code Chapter III
34 Pa. Code Chapter 14 (relating to flammable and combustible liquids; preliminary
provisions) and 40 CFR Part 112 (relating to oil pollution prevention).

(5) When granting the variance, the Department may impose specific conditions necessary to
assure that the variance will adequately protect the public health, safety or welfare and the
environment.

(6) The Department will provide to the applicant a written notice of approval, approval with
conditions or denial. The Department will publish notice of approved variances in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

§ 245.505. Applicability.
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Existing tanks that become regulated due to the addition of new regulated substances as
defined in § 245.1 ((relating to definitions) {(See definition of”regulated substance” (i)(C)(I)
and (ll)))1 (see subparagraph (iii)(A) and (B)), and the regulation of aboveground storage
tanks greater than 30,000 gallons capacity, storing heating oil that is consumed on the premises
(See definition of”consumptive use” in § 245.1) are subject to the requirements lofi j this
chapter and shall be registered with the Department jby January 9, 2008]. un addition, these
tanks are temporarily excluded from the following requirements:

(1) Monitoring requirements in § 245.541(c) (relating to overfill prevention
requirements) until November 10, 2010.

(2) In-service inspection requirements in § 245.552 (relating to in-service inspections)
until within 5 years of the date of construction or the date of the last inspection or by
November 10, 2010, whichever is greater.

(3) Out-of-service inspection requirements in § 245.553 (relating to out-of-service
inspections) until November 10, 2010, for tanks not previously inspected or 10 years after
construction for tanks without known corrosion rates, whichever is greater, or within
projected inspection intervals based on corrosion rates determined at the last out-of-service
inspection, but not to exceed 20 years from the date of the last inspeetion.J

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

§ 245.511. General operations and maintenance.

fAn aboveground storage tank facility owner/operatorJ A storage tank facility owner and
operator shall implement and have onsite a written operations and maintenance plan which
assures conformance with applicable safety and operational standards, compliance with
applicable Federal and State regulations, and shall use appropriate work practices and
procedures.

§ 245.512. Facility operations and spill response plan.

fAn initial Spill Prevention Response Plan (Plan) and any future updates, which address
the requirements described in Chapter 9 of the act (35 P.S. § 6021.901—6021.904) and
this chapter, shall be submitted to the Department for aboveground storage tank facilities
with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons.I An initial
Spill Prevention Response Plan (Plan), which addresses the requirements in sections 901—
904 of the act (35 P.S. 6021.901—6021.904) and this chapter, shall be submitted to the
Department for a storage tank facility with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity
greater than 21,000 gallons. Plan revisions OR ANY ADDENDUM TO THE INITIAL
PLAN shall be submitted to the Department IN WRITING OR ELECTRONICALLY
within 1-20 180 days of any occurrences as described in section 901(b) of the act. A current
copy of the Plan shall be readily available at the facility at all times.
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§ 245.513. Preventive maintenance and housekeeping requirements.

(a) [An aboveground storage tank facility owner/operator] A storage tank facility owner
and operator shall establish and implement a preventive maintenance and housekeeping
program which protects the integrity of the system from degradation and protects the public
health and the environment.

(b) IRoutine maintenance inspection procedures shall be established and implemented at
each storage tank facility.] The storage tank facility owner and operator shall establish and
implement routine maintenance inspection procedures at each storage tank facility.

(I) IAn owner/operator isJ The facility owner and operator are responsible to assure that a
visual inspection is performed once every 72 hours. The visual inspection may be accomplished
by or supplemented with electronic surveillance and shall include:

(I) A check of the facility to ensure that no potential hazardous environmental conditions
exist. This includes a check for evidence of a release for example, spill, overflow or leakage.

(ii) A check of the containment areas for accumulation of water and a confirmation that
containment drain valves are secured in a closed position when not in use. If excessive water has
accumulated, it shall be drained off and disposed of in accordance with applicable State and
Federal requirements.

(iii) In the case of aboveground storage tanks in underground vaults, a check of the
continuous leak detection system, as required under 245.523(7) (relating to aboveground
storage tanks in underground vaults), to ensure the equipment is functioning as designed.

(2) IAn owner/operator is responsible to assure that a maintenance inspection of the
facility and equipment is performed each month. The maintenance inspection shall
include:] The facility owner and operator are responsible to assure that a maintenance
inspection of each aboveground storage tank system is performed each month. The
maintenance inspection shall include all of the following:

(i) An inspection of the tank system exterior surfaces for deterioration and maintenance
deficiencies including a visual check for cracks, areas of wear, excessive settlement and
deterioration of the foundation and supports.

(ii) Ancillary equipment and appurtenances shall be visually checked for operational
mal ftinctions.

(iii) An inspection of containment and transfer areas for cracks, defects and fire hazards.

(iv) A cheek of overfill prevention equipment and monitoring of the leak detection system.

lv) A cheek of the cathodic protection system, if installed, to ensure the equipment is
functioning as designed.
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+(v)+ uxiI The monthly maintenance inspection report shall be completed and signed by the
individual who conducted the inspections and maintained for 1 year.

(3) IAn owner/operator is] The facility owner and operator are responsible to establish a
process to assure that storage tank vents are operational and free of restrictions.

(c) iHousekeeping practices shall be established and implemented in a manner that
reduces the possibility of accidental spills and safety hazards to plant or facility personnel.I
The storage tank facility owner and operator shall immediately initiate the actions
necessary to correct deficiencies noted during the 72-hour visual and monthly maintenance
inspections.

(d) Repairs to aboveground storage tank systems shall be properly conducted in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, a code of practice developed by a
Nationally recognized association or an independent testing laboratory.

§ 245.514. Security.

IAn owner/operator isi (a) The storage tank facility owner and operator are responsible
to assure that appropriate security measures and procedures based on the facility location are
established and implemented to protect the environment and the public. These security measures
and procedures may include, but are not limited to monitoring, fencing, lighting, access control,
locked entrances and securing of valves and dispensers.

(b) The owner and operator of an aboveground storage tank facility with an aggregate
abovc ground ABOVECROUND storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons ace
responsible for maintaining SHALL MAINTAIN a written OR ELECTRONIC logbook. At
a minimum, each log book entry must identify the name of the individual performing tank
handling and inspection activities, the individual’s signature OR EQUIVALENT
VERIFICATION OF PRESENCE ONSITE, the company name, the date of work, start
and end times, and a brief description of work performed, including tank identification.

§ 245.515. Labeling/marking of aboveground storage tank systems.

(a) IAn owner/operator isi The storage tank facility owner and operator are responsible
to assure aboveground storage tank systems are labeled/marked in accordance with industry
standards and in compliance with Federal and State requirements. Tank labels/marks shall be
easily legible from outside the containment area and shall be capable of readily identifying the
regulated substance stored.

(b) The lowner/operatorl storage tank facility owner and operator shall be capable of
readily identifying the substances transferred in the regulated piping system and be able to
determine flow control points, including pumps, valves and dispensers through labeling or other
suitable means.
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§ 245.516. Recordkeeping requirements.

1(a) Owners and operators of aboveground tank facilities shall maintain required
records. If records are maintained offsite, the records shall be easily obtained and provided
to the Department upon request.

(b) Permanent records for new systems and available records for existing systems shall
be maintained for the operational life of the tank system and retained for a minimum of I
year after the tank system has been removed. Permanent records include the following:I

(a) Owners and operators of aboveground storage tank systems shall maintain records
as required under this chapter and provide records, as requested, and cooperate fully with
inspections, monitoring and testing conducted by the Department, certified installers or
certified inspectors. Owners and operators shall provide records and cooperate fully hi
response to requests for document submission, testing and monitoring by the owner or
operator under section 107(c) of the act (35 P.S. 6021.107(c)).

(b) Owners and operators shall maintain required records either onsite at the storage
tank facility or at a readily available alternative site. Records maintained at the storage
tank facility shall be immcdiatelv available for inspection by the Department and certified
inspectors. If records are maintained offsite, the records shall be easily obtained and
provided for inspection or for review by the Department upon request

(c) Recordkeeyinj’. Owners and operators shall maintain all of the following records for
above ground ABOVEGROUND storage tank systems for the operational life of the tank
system and retain the records for a minimum of 1 year after the tank system has been
permanently closed:

(I) Original installation and modification of aboveground storage tank system design
specifications.

(2) Any variance issued for the aboveground storage tank system under § 245.503 (relating
to variances).

(3) The permits issued under Subchapter C (relating to permitting of underground and
aboveground storage tank systems and facilities).

(4) Tank handling activity installation, relocation, reconstruction and major modification
inspection results.

(5) The notices of [reportablel releases submitted under § 245.305 (relating to reporting
releases).

(6) Applicable manufacturers documentation for the aboveground storage tank system and
any ancillary equipment.
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(7) Third party out-of-service inspection reports.

1(c) Temporary records shall be maintained as follows:]

(8) Written OR ELECTRONIC logbooko ENTRY INFORMATION AS required under
245.514(b) (relating to security).

10)1 f) The current registration certificate.

1(2)1 LIflI The leak detection records for the past 12 months.

1(3)1 jifl The last two results of cathodic protection monitoring, when a cathodic protection
system is in use UNDER § 245.532 (RELATING TO CATHODIC PROTECTION
SYSTEMS).

J(4) The routine] (12) The routine 72-hour visual and monthly maintenance inspections for
the past 12 months.

I(S)] {j The last third party in-service inspection report.

1(6)1 {!4) A properly completed closure report and results of the site assessment conducted at
permanent closure or change-in-service under § 245.561 (relating to permanent closure or
change-in-service).

(15) Documentation of investigations of suspected releases in accordance with 245.304
(relating to investigation of suspected releases).

(16) DOCUMENTATION OF THE LAST THREE IMPRESSED CURRENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM CHECKS FOR EACH 60-DAY PERIOD UNDER

§ 245.532.

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION

§ 245.52 1. Performance standards for aboveground storage tanks.

(a) ITanki Aboveground storage tank construction shall meet or exceed Nationally
recognized industry association codes of practice. New Itanksl aboveground storage tank
systems shall be installed in accordance with applicable codes of practice and consistent with
manufacturer’s or fabricator’s specifications as specified in § 245.522 (relating to new
aboveground storage tank installations and reconstructions).

(b) ITankI Aboveground storage tank modifications shall be in accordance with industry
codes of practice as specified in § 245.524 (relating to aboveground tank modifications).

(c) lTanksl Aboveground storage tanks shall be protected from corrosion and deterioration
as specified in § 245.531—245.534 (relating to corrosion and deterioration prevention).
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(d) A leak monitoring system shall be installed as specified in § 245.543 (relating to leak
detection requirements).

(e) A release prevention system shall be installed as specified in § 245.541 and 245.542
(relating to overfill prevention requirements; and containment requirements for aboveground
storage tank systems).

(f) jTanksl Aboveground storage tanks shall be tested according to industry standards
before being placed in service as specified in § 245.522 and 245.524 1(relating to new
aboveground tank installations and reconstructions; and abovcground tank
modifications)1.

(g) [Tanksj Aboveground storage tanks shall be inspected at installation, reconstruction or
relocation and when a major modification is performed on a tank as specified in § 245.554
(relating to installation and modification inspections).

§ 245.522. New aboveground storage tank installations and reconstructions.

(a) ITanks musti Aboveground storage tanks shall be designed and constructed in
accordance with an appropriate current code of practice developed by INationally-recognizcdJ
Nationally recognized associations such as UL, Ad, API, ASME, ASTM, STI or NACE and
will follow applicable engineering specifications.

(b) ITanksl Aboveground storage tanks must have a stable foundation, capable of
supporting the total weight of the tank when Ml of product without movement, rolling or
unacceptable settling. The foundation must minimize corrosion of the tank bottom and meet or
exceed the specifications of the tank manufacturer. The foundation design and construction must
be based on sound engineering practices.

(c) LTanksl Aboveground storage tanks shall be tested for tightness in accordance with
current codes of practice developed by [Nationally-recognizedi Nationally recognized
associations and manufacturer’s specifications. If a pneumatic test is used for manufactured (shop
built) tanks, the fittings, welds, joints and connections shall be coated with a soap solution and
checked for leaks. Aboveground field constructed storage tanks shall be hydrostatically tested.
Deficiencies shall be remedied prior to tanks being placed into service. Hydrostatic test fluids
shall be discharged or disposed of in accordance with State and Federal requirements.

(d) Reconstruction of aboveground storage tanks must follow the current codes of practice
developed by INationally-recognizedl Nationally recognized associations and be accomplished
in accordance with sound engineering practices. Reconstructed aboyeground storage tanks must
be inspected and hydrostatically tested before being placed into service. Reconstructed
aboveground storage tanks must meet or exceed requirements specified in § 245.521 (relating
to performance standards for aboveground storage tanks). Hydrostatic test fluids shall be
discharged or disposed of in accordance with State and Federal requirements.
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(e) Aboveground manufactured storage tanks that are relocated to another service site must
meet the performance requirements for aboveground storage tanks and shall be tested according
to industry standards and inspected before being put back in service.

(fl The Department may require the tank owner to submit documentation of construction
design criteria and engineering specifications for review.

(g) Aboveground storage tanks previously regulated by the Department-must-meet
performance requirements for new aboveground storage tank systems prior to returning to

§ 245.523. Aboveground storage tanks in underground vaults.

The following requirements shall be met when an owner or operator chooses to install an
aboveground storage tank in an underground vault:

(I) The vault shall completely enclose the aboveground storage tank. There may be no
openings in the vault enclosure except those necessary for access to, inspection of, and filling,
emptying and venting of the tank. The walls and floor of the vault must be constructed of
reinforced concrete at least 6 inches thick. The top, walls and floor shall be designed to withstand
the anticipated loading, including loading from traffic, soil and groundwater.

(2) The vault must be compatible with the stored substance and have a permeability of less
than I x I o cm/sec for substance stored and be water tight.

(3) (A] An aboveground storage tank must be in its own vault. Adjacent vaults may share a
common wall.

(4) There may be no backfill around the aboveground storage tank and there shall be
sufficient space between the tank and the vault to allow inspection of the tank and ancillary
equipment.

(5) IA vault and its tank] Vaults and above ground ABOVEGROUND storage tanks
must be suitably anchored to withstand uplifting by either water or released substance, including
when the tank is empty.

(6) Connections shall be provided to permit venting of each vault to dilute, disperse and
remove vapors prior to personnel entering the vault.

(7) A vault must be equipped with a continuous leak detection system capable of detecting
vapors and liquids including water. The detection system must activate an alarm that
automatically shuts down the dispensing system if Ia release occurs] vapors or liquids are
detected.
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(8) A vault must have a means for personnel entry. The entry point must have a waming sign
indicating the need for procedures for safe entry into a confined space. An entry point must be
secured against unauthorized entry and vandalism.

(9) A suitable means to admit a fire suppression agent shall be provided for each vault.

(10) ITanks] Aboveground storage tanks and ancillary equipment shall be installed,
maintained and inspected in accordance with the requirements for aboveground storage tanks in
this subchapter.

(11) Underground piping distribution systems for each aboveground storage tank system
used to dispense class I or class II motor fuels for resale must be provided with release detection
equivalent to underground piping release detection addressed in § 245.445 (relating to methods
of release detection for piping) and monitored as required in paragraph (7) with monitoring
records retained for 12 months as required under § 245.5 16 br § 245.615 (relating to
recordkeeping requirements) (relating to recordkeeping requirements).

§ 245.524. Aboveground tank modifications.

(a) Modifications performed on aboveground storage tank systems shall be designed and
implemented in accordance with current codes of practice developed by INationally
recognizedj Nationally recognized associations such as API, Ad, ASME, ASTM, NACE, STI
or UL.

(b) Modifications shall be performed in accordance with INationally-recognizedi Nationally
recognized codes and manufacturer’s specifications or a professional engineer’s design
requirements.

(c) Aboveground Itanksl storage tank systems which are modified shall be inspected and
tested according to industry standards before being put in service when a major modification has
been performed on the Itank shell, tank roof or tank bottomi storage tank system.
Deficiencies shall be remedied before being retumed to service.

(d) The Department may require the tank owner to submit documentation of construction
modification design criteria and engineering specifications for review.

§ 245.525. Ancillary equipment for aboveground storage tanks.

(a) Ancillary equipment shall be designed and installed in accordance with Nationally
recognized codes of practice and manufacturer’s specifications such as API, ASME, ASTM, UL,
PEI or ANSI. Ancillary equipment shall be in good working order and maintained according to
manufacturer’s specifications and accepted industry practices. Ancillary equipment shall be
compatible with the stored substance.

(b) [Tanks shall] Aboveground storage tanks must be appropriately vented to protect the
tank from over pressurization and excessive vacuums. Vents shall meet or exceed the appropriate
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codes of practice developed by Nationally recognized associations such as API and NFPA.
Normal venting Ishalli must allow the tank to breath when transferring the stored product.
Emergency venting Ishalil must ensure that the safe pressure for the tank is not exceeded.

(c) ITanki Aboveground storage tank connections through which regulated substance can
flow Ishalli must be equipped with an operating valve adjacent to the tank to control flow of
substance. Appropriate valves Ishalli must be installed to meet or exceed current codes of
practice and jurisdictional requirements. Valves shall be designed, installed and maintained
according to current codes of practice.

§ 245.526. Piping for aboveground storage tanks.

* * * * *

(c) Piping linstalled after October 11, 1997, andl in contact with the soil or an electrolyte
shall be adequately protected from corrosion in accordance with current codes of practice
developed by Nationally recognized associations such as NACE or API.

* * * * *

CORROSION AND DETERIORATION PREVENTION

§ 245.531. General corrosion and deterioration requirements.

(a) IThe tank system shall be maintained with corrosion and deterioration prevention
measures.J Aboveground storage tank systems must be continuously protected from
corrosion and deterioration.

(b) Metallic tank Isystemsi bottoms in direct contact with the soil or other electrolyte shall be
evaluated by a corrosion expert to determine if cathodic protection is necessary or appropriate.

(c) lExisting tank bottoms that do not meet the standards in subsection (b) shall be
upgraded when the tank bottom is replaced.I Tank bottoms that are not adequately
protected from corrosion and deterioration shall be upgraded to meet 245.532 and
245.534 (relating to cathodic protection systems; and interior linings and coatings).

§ 245.532. Cathodic protection systems.

(a) IWhen required for corrosion prevention, on new, reconstructed or relocated tanks
or the replacement of the tank bottom the cathodic protection system shall consist of one or
more of the following:j When required for corrosion prevention, cathodic protection
systems must consist of one or more of the following:

(I) Sacrificial anodes and Idielectricall dielectric coating.

(2) Impressed current.
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(3) Another method specified in an appropriate Nationally recognized association code of
practice Isuch as API 651 or associations such as NACEJ.

(b) Cathodic protection systems shall be designed by a corrosion expert and maintained to
provide protection against external corrosion for the operational life of the tank system.

(c) Each cathodic protection system shall have an access point which enables the owner or
operator to check on the adequacy of cathodic protection. The cathodic protection systems shall
be monitored pcriodicnlly as dctcrmincd by thc corrosion sytcm dcign. TESTED FOR
PROPER OPERATION BY A QUALIFIED CATHODIC PROTECTION TESTER IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS:

(1) IMPRESSED CURRENT CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE
TESTED AT LEAST ANNUALLY.

(2) GALVANIC CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE TESTED AT
LEAST EVERY 3 YEARS.

(3) CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE TESTED WITHIN 6 MONTHS
FOLLOWING INSTALLATION AND 6 MONTHS FOLLOWING REPAIR OF THE
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM.

(4) THE CRITERIA THAT ARE USED TO DETERMINE THAT CATHODIC
PROTECTION IS ADEQUATE UNDER THIS SECTION MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH A CODE OF PRACTICE DEVELOPED BY A NATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED
ASSOCIATION.

(B) ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS WITH IMPRESSED CURRENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE CHECKED EVERY 60 DAYS TO
ENSURE THE EQUIPMENT IS RUNNING PROPERLY. AT A MINIMUM, THE
OPERATOR OR PERSON CONDUCTING THE 60-DAY CHECK MUST DOCUMENT
THE DATE CHECKED, ANNOTATE THE SYSTEM’S FUNCTIONING STATUS, AND
FOR SYSTEMS EQUIPPED WITH A DIRECT CURRENT READOUT METER,
RECORD THE AMOUNT OF CURRENT INDICATED ON THE METER.

(E) FOR ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS USING CATHODIC
PROTECTION, RECORDS OF THE OPERATION OF THE CATHODIC
PROTECTION MUST BE MAINTAINED UNDER § 245.516 (RELATING TO
RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS) TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH
THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS IN THIS SECTION. THE RECORDS MUST
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

(1) THE RESULTS OF THE LAST THREE CHECKS REQUIRED IN PARAGRAPH
(D).
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(2) THE RESULTS OF TESTING FROM THE LAST TWO CATHODIC
PROTECTION SURVEYS REQUIRED IN PARAGRAPH (C).

(4) (F) Tank and piping connections of two dissimilar metals which create a galvanic cell are
prohibited.

* * * * *

§ 245.533. Coating exterior tank and piping surfaces.

The exterior surfaces of aboveground storage tanks and piping shall be protected by a suitable
coating which prevents corrosion and deterioration. The coating system shall be maintained
throughout the entire operational life of the tank.

§ 245.534. Interior linings and coatings.

(a) ICoating or lining systems may be used to protect tank interiors from corrosion. The
coating or lining system shall be designed in accordance with current codes of practices
such as API 652 or associations such as NACE. Any appropriate coating which is bonded
firmly to the interior surfaces may be used to protect a tank from corrosion.I Coating or
lining systems may be used to protect aboveground storage tank interiors from corrosion
and deterioration. The coating or lining system shall be designed in accordance with
current codes of practice. Coating or lining systems must be bonded firmly to the interior
surfaces of the tank.

* * * * *

(c) interior linings or coatings shall be inspected by a third-party, Department-certified,
aboveground storage tank inspector at installation, when undergoing a major modification, and at
least every 10 years or as warranted or recommended by the manufacturer or design engineer
and agreed upon by the Department.

RELEASE PREVENTION AND LEAK DETECTION

§ 245.541. Overfill prevention requirements.

(a) IAn owner/operator shall ensure that releases from overfills do not occur. Transfer
of stored substance may not exceed the volume available in the receiving tank and the
transfer shall be adequately monitored.j Owners and operators shall ensure that releases
due to spilling or overfilling do not occur. The owner and operator shall ensure that the
volume available in the aboveground storage tank is greater than the volume of product to
be transferred to the tank before the transfer is made and that the transfer operation is
monitored constantly to prevent overfilling and spilling. Immediate action shall be taken to
stop the flow of regulated substance prior to exceeding tank capacity or in the event that an
equipment failure occurs.
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(b) ITanks musti Aboveground storage tanks shall be installed with the following:

(I) A gauge or monitoring device which accurately indicates the level or volume in the tank
and is visible to the individual responsible for the transfer of product. The monitoring device
shall be installed, calibrated and maintained in accordance with manufachire?s specifications.

(2) A high-level alarm with an automatic high-level cut-off device or a high-level alarm with
a maimed operator shutdown procedure in operation. The shutdown procedure must be in
writing and shall be provided to the Department upon request

(c) Existing aboveground storage tanks must have a gauge or monitoring device installed by
October 11, 2000.

(d) An existing aboveground storage tank Isystem] which is taken out of service to perform
a scheduled out-of-service inspection or a major modification to the tank shall be upgraded with
a high-level alarm with a cut-off device or a high-level alarm with a manned operator shutdown
procedure prior to being put back in service.

(e) An existing aboveground storage tank system which has not been required to be taken
out of service to perform a scheduled inspection or modification must have overfill protection
consistent with National industry standardsl, such as API 2350, NFPA 30 or PEI RP 200 by
November 10, 20101.

§ 245.542. Containment requirements for labove-groundi aboveground storage tank systems.

(a) Containment structures must be compatible with the substance stored and minimize
deterioration to the aboveground storage tank system.

(b) Containment areas shall be designed, maintained and constructed in accordance with
sound engineering practices adhering to INationally-recognized codes of practice such as
NFPA, NACE, ACI or APII Nationally recognized codes of practice and in compliance with
State and Federal requirements.

(c) Secondary containment under the aboveground storage tank bottom and around
underground piping must be designed to direct any release to a monitoring point to meet leak
detection requirements. Secondary containment shall be provided on a new tank at installation,
and shall be provided on an existing tank at reconstruction or relocation of the tank or when the
tank floor is replaced (See API 650 Appendix I). Permeability of the secondary containment
must be less than 1 x I o- cmlsec at anticipated hydrostatic head and shall be verified at the time
of installation.

(d) Aboveground storage tanks must have emergency containment structures, such as dike
fields, curbing and contaim-nent collection systems, which contain releases from overfills, leaks
and spills[, when a new tank system is installed or at the next out-of-service inspection for
existing tank systems as established in § 245.553(d) (relating to out-of-service inspections)
or by November 10, 2010, whichever occurs first].
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(1) Permeability of newly installed or replacement emergency containment structures OR
EMERGENCY CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES FOR ABOVEGROUND STORAGE
TANKS INSTALLED AFTER OCTOBER11, 1997, must be less than I x l06 cm/sec at

anticipated hydrostatic head and be of sufficient thickness to prevent the released substance from

penetrating the containment structure for a minimum of 72 hours, and until the release can be

detected and recovered.

(2) Emergency containment structures for existing aboveground storage tanks INSTALLED

ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 11, 1997, must meet one of the following standards Iby
November 10, 2010, or at the next out-of-service inspection, prior to the tank being placed
back into service, whichever occurs first]:

(i) The standards for new emergency containment structures for aboveground storage tanks in
paragraph (I).

(ii) Verification by a professional engineer that the emergency containment structure, coupled
with the tank monitoring program and response plan, is capable of detecting and recovering a
rclease and is designed to prevent contamination of the waters of this Commonwealth.
Verification may be conducted in a manner consistent with the Department’s technical document
entitled “Verification of Emergency Containment Structures for Aboveground Storage Tanks” or
in a manner at least as protective of public health and safety and the environment and which
meets all statutory and regulatory requirements. Verification of earthen structures should include
determination of the containment structure permeability following INationally-recognized
testing methods such as ASTM Methods and Engineering Standards Listed in API
Publication 351J Nationally recognized testing methods.

(3) Verification of the containment structure is valid until conditions at the site, monitoring
program, response plan or procedures change.

(4) Transfers of regulated substances to lal an aboveground storage tank within the
emergency containment shall be monitored by designated personnel for the duration of the
transfer.

(e) Emergency containment areas, such as dike fields, must be able to contain 110% of the
capacity of the largest aboveground storage lank in the containment area.

(0 IStormwater shall be removed from the emergency containment area as soon as
possible or when the water is in contact with the tank or piping and prior to the capacity of
containment being reduced by 10% or morc.I Water shall be removed from the emergency
containment area as soon as possible. Water shall be removed from the containment before
it comes in contact with the aboveground storage tank or piping and before it reduces the
capacity of containment by 10% or more. Manually operated pumps or siphons and manually
operated gravity drains may be used to empty the containment. If drain valves are used they shall
be secured in the closed position when not in use. Discharge or disposal of substances from the
containment structure must comply with applicable State and Federal requirements.
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§ 245.543. Leak detection requirements.

(a) Aboveground storage tank systems shall be provided with a method of leak detection at
installation that is capable of detecting a release. The leak detection method shall be monitored at
least monthly and shall be installed, calibrated, operated and maintained in accordance with
industry practices and manufacturer’s specifications.

(1) The area beneath the aboveground storage tank bottom shall be monitored for leakage by
visual, mechanical or electronic leak detection methods.

(2) Observation wells outside of the secondary containment structure do not satis& the leak
detection requirements.

(b) Existing aboveground storage tank systems with secondan’ containment shall implement a
monthly leak detection method as required by subsection (a). Monthly visual inspections shall be
an acceptable method of leak detection.

(c) Existing aboveground storage tanks without secondary containment under the bottom of
the tank that are in contact with the soil, such as vertical flat bottom tanks, (andi that do not
have cathodic protection or an internal lining shall be leak tested at the next scheduled in-service
inspection consistent with subsection (d) and continue to be leak tested at each in-service
inspection thereafter, until the tank is upgraded.

(d) Tank leak test must follow a INationally-recognized] Nationally recognized procedure
that is based on a volumetric/mass measurement, an acoustic measurement, or a soil-vapor
monitoring methodi, such as those addressed in API Publication 334 “Guide to Leak
Detection in Aboveground Storage Tanks.”j. The test shall be performed by a third-party
inspector or a technician who has experience with the selected method and is qualified by the test
equipment manufacturer or certified by the relevant industry association Isuch as ASNT (See
Recommended Practice No. SNT-TC-IA)J and is not an employee of the tank owner.

(e) Aboveground piping shall be visually checked for leaks in accordance with the facility
operations and maintenance plan.

ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK INSPECTIONS

§ 245.551. General requirements for Ithird partyj third-parts’ inspections.

(a) Aboveground storage tank owners and operators shall have their aboveground storage
tank systems inspected by a Department certified aboveground storage tank inspector at
frequencies lestablishedi in this subchapter. Inspections will check for compliance with State
and Federal requirements and adherence to current codes of practice developed by Nationally
recoanized associations, tank manufacturer’s instructions and design engineer’s specifications.

(b) Only Department certified inspectors, certified for the applicable inspector certification
category, shall be used to satisfS’ requirements for:
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(1) In-service inspections.

(2) Out-of-service inspections.

(3) Installation and modification inspections.

§ 245.552. In-service inspections.

(a) The in-service inspection must follow the guidelines of a INationally-recognizedi
Nationally recognized association such as API 653, API 570 and applicable engineering criteria
(See § 245.524(b), 245.542(d)(2) and 245.543(d) (relating to aboveground tank modifications;
containment requirements for aboveground storage tank systems; and leak detection
requirements)).

* * * * *

(d) llnspectionl Except as provided in paragraphs (5) and (6), inspection intervals for in-
service inspections are as follows:

(1) Aboveground Itanks installed after October11, 1997,1 storage tanks shall be initially
inspected within 5 years of installation.

1(2) Existing tanks shall be initially inspected as follows:

(i) Tanks over 5 years old without a previous inspection shall be inspected by October
11, 1999.

(ii) Tanks with an inspection more than 3 years prior to October11, 1997, shall be
inspected by October 11,2000.

(iii) Tanks with an inspection within 3 years prior to October11, 1997, shall be
inspected within 6 years of the previous inspection.

(3) Tanksl (2) Aboveground storage tanks shall have an in-service inspection within 1/4 of
the corrosion rate life with a maximum of 5 years from the previous inspection or installation.

1(4)1 Q) An out-of-service inspection may replace an in-service inspection.

1(5) An in-service inspection interval may be delayed under § 245.562 (relating to
temporary removal-from-service) for a tank that is temporarily removed from service. The
delayed inspection shall be conducted prior to placing regulated substance in a tank and
returning the tank to operating status. Deficiencies noted during inspection shall be
addressed and remedied and an amended registration form submitted to the Department
prior to returning the tank to operating status.j
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(4) An in-service inspection interval, if agreed upon by the Department, may be delayed
under S 245.562 (relating to temporary removal from service (out-of-service)) for an
aboveground storage tank that is temporarily removed from service. Prior to placing
product in the aboveground storage tank, the delayed inspection shall be conducted,
deficiencies noted during inspection shall be addressed and remedied, and an amended
registration form shall be completed and submitted to the Department.

(5) Aboveground storage tanks in underground vaults shall have in-service inspections
conducted as follows:

(i) Aboveground storage tanks with a capacity greater than 5,000 gallons shall have hi-
service inspections conducted within 6 and 12 months of installation and at least every 3
years thereafter.

(ii) Aboveground storage tanks storing highly hazardous substances with a capacity
greater than 1,100 gallons shall have in-service inspections conducted within 6 and 12
months of installation and at least every 3 years thereafter.

(iii) More frequent in-service inspections may be required by the Department when a
prior inspection identifies corrosion, deterioration or other violations of this subchapter.

(6) Existing aboveground storage tanks in underground vaults with scheduled in-service
inspections after (Editor’s Note: The blank refers to 1,095 days after the effective date
of adoption of this proposcd FINAL rulemaking.) shall be inspected by the next currently
scheduled in-service inspection date, unless notified otherwise by the Department.
Subsequent in-service inspections shall be conducted in accordance with this section.

(e) Inspection recommendations shall be addressed and deficiencies remedied. When
Isubstantial] modifications or repairs are necessary to correct deficiencies, they shall be made
in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and engineering design criteria (ISeel see
245.522(a) and (b), 245.524(b)(2), 245.532(b) and (c) and 245.534(c)). The Department may
require submission and review of all documentation relating to these remedies. Required tank
handling activities are reported to the Department by the certified installer. Tank handling
activities involving major modifications shall also be inspected by a certified aboveground
storage tank inspector and reported to the Department.

(0 The complete inspection report shall be kept at the facility until the next out-of-service
inspection is completed.

§ 245.553. Out-of-service inspections.

(a) Inspections must follow the guidelines of a INationally-recognizedi Nationally
recognized association such as API 653, API 570 or ASME and applicable engineering criteria
(See § 245.524(b), 245.534(c), 245.542(d)(2) and 245.543(d)).

(b) The out-of-service inspection Imusti shall evaluate the following:
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(I) Containment areas.

(2) Foundation and supports.

(3) Tank shell.

(4) Tank roof.

(5) Tank bottom.

(6) Appurtenances.

(7) Ancillary equipment including piping.

(8) Leak detection method.

(9) Cathodic protection system, if installed.

(10) Internal linings and coatings, if installed.

(11) ITanki Aboveground storage tank system integrity and suitability for service.

(c) The aboveground storage tank bottom evaluation of metallic floors must be based on
ultrasonic testing and visual examination and include at least one other method of nondestructive
examination such as magnetic flux tests or vacuum tests of bottom lap welds (See API 653 and
ASTM metallography—nondestructive testing Vol. 03.03). The ultrasonic evaluation must be
statistically representative of the whole floor, excluding the release prevention barrier or
secondary containment on double bottom tanks.

(d) Inspection information shall be submitted to the Department on a form provided by the
Department and include the results of subsection (b) and the following:

(1) A determination of the corrosion rate for tank shell, bottom plates and piping.

(2) A calculation of the tank life and piping life based on the corrosion rate.

(3) The schedule for next out-of-service inspection, based on the API 653 calculated service
life method or 1/2 of the corrosion rate life, with a maximum of 20 years between inspections.
Other site-specific conditions, for example, maintenance practices, previous repairs, internal
linings, the nature of the substance stored or soil conditions that may affect corrosion rate life
and should be considered when projecting tank service life and the next inspection interval.

(4) The recommendations for maintaining ubove ground ABOVEGROUND storage tank
system integrity and meeting performance standards.

(e) Inspection intervals for out-of-service inspections are as follows:
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(1) ITanks installed after October 11, 1997,j Aboveground storage tanks shall be initially
inspected based on measured For similar servicej corrosion rates. When the corrosion rate is
unknown, such as with new tank bottoms, the tanks actual bottom thickness shall be
determined by inspection within 10 years of installation to determine the corrosion rate.

1(2) Existing tanks shall be initially inspected as follows:

(i) If corrosion rates are not kirnwn, tanks shall be inspected within 10 years of
installation or by October 11,2000, whichever is later.

(ii) If corrosion rates can be determined or are known, tanks shall be inspected at their
API 653 calculated service life method or 1/2 the corrosion rate life, from installation or
previous out-of-service inspection or by October 11,2000, whichever is later.

(3) Tanksl (2) Aboveground storage tanks shall have an out-of-service inspection at their
API 653 calculated service life Imethodi or 1/2 of the corrosion rate life, with a maximum of 20
years from the last out-of-service inspection.

1(4) An out-of-service inspcction interval may be delayed under § 245.562 (relating to
temporary removal-from-service) for a tank that is temporarily removed from service. The
delayed inspection shall be conducted prior to placing regulated substance in a tank and
returning the tank to operating status. Deficiencies noted during inspection shall be
addressed and remedied and an amended registration form submitted to the Department
prior to returning the tank to operating status.I

(3) If agreed upon by the Department, an out-of-service inspection interval may be
delayed under 245.562 (relating to temporary removal from service (out-of-service)) for
a tank that is temporarily removed from service. Prior to placing product in the tank, the
delayed inspection shall be conducted, deficiencies noted during inspection shall be
addressed and remedied, and an amended registration form shall be completed and
submitted to the Department.

(0 Ifleficiencies shall be remedied before the tank is returned to service. When
substantial modifications are necessary to correct deficiencies, they shall be made in
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications or an engineer’s design criteria (See §
245.522(a) and (b), 245.524(b)(2) and 245.532(b) and (c) (relating to new aboveground tank
installations and reconstructions; aboveground tank modifications; and cathodic
protection system)).! Deficiencies noted during the inspection shall be remedied before the
aboveground storage tank system is returned to service. Modifications or repairs
performed on the aboveground storage tank system shall be made in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications or an engineer’s design criteria (see § 245.522(a) and (b),
245.524(b)(2) and 245.532(b) and (c) (relating to new aboveground storage tank
installations and reconstructions; aboveground tank modifications; and cathodic
protection systems)). The Department may require submission at and review documentation
relating to these remedies. Required tank handling activities [arej shall be reported to the
Department by the certified installer. Tank handling activities involving major modifications
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shall also be inspected by a certified aboveground storage tank inspector and reported to the
Department.

(g) Aboveground storage tanks which can be completely lexamined from the exterior are
exempti inspected from the exterior are excluded from out-of-service inspections1 except for
tanks that are internally lined.

(h) The completed inspection report for out-of-service inspections shall be kept with the
facility records under § 245.516 (relating to recordkeeping requirements).

§ 245.554. Installation and modification inspections.

(a) Aboveground storage tank systems shall be inspected by a Department-certified inspector
at the time of installation in accordance with § 245.522 (relating to new aboveground storage
tank installations and reconstructions), and current INationally-recognized] Nationally
recognized associations code of practice and manufacturer’s specifications. IThe inspection
report shall be kept for the operational life of the tank.I

(b) Major modifications shall be inspected by a Department-certified inspector at the time of
modification under § 245.524 (relating to aboveground tank modifications) and current codes of
practice developed by INationally-recognizedi Nationally recognized associations prior to
being put back in service. IThe inspection report shall be kept for the operational life of the
tank. When substantiall When modifications are made to the tank floor, the next inspection
date projections shall be determined bascd on the condition of the tank subsequent to those
modifications and reported to the Dcpartrncnt by the certified inspector on the appropriate
inspection form provided by the Department. Other site-specific conditions, for example,
maintenance practices, previous repairs, the nature of the substance stored or soil conditions that
may affect corrosion rate life or aboveground storage tank system integrity should be
considered when projecting tank service life and the next inspection interval.

(c) ITanksl Aboveground storage tanks which are relocated or reconstructed shall be
inspected by a Department-certified inspector and tested for tightness in accordance with §
245.522 and current codes of practice developed by INationally-recognizedi Nationally
recognized associations prior to being put in service. IThe inspection report shall be kept for
the operational life of the tankj

(d) The completed inspection report for installation and modification inspections shall
be retained with the facility records under 245.516.

CLJOSURE AND REMOVAL FROM SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

§ 245.561. Permanent closure or change-in-service.

Before permanent closure or change-in-service is completed, the lowner/operatorl owner
and operator shall comply with the following:
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(1) JAt least 30 days before beginning either a permanent closure or change-in-service to
an unregulated tank, or within a lesser time as determined by the Department, the
owner/operator shall notify the Department of its intent to permanently close or change-in-
service from a regulated tank to an unregulated tank, unless the action is in response to a
corrective action or waived by the Department.I At least 30 days before beginning either a
permanent closure or change-in-service, or within a lesser time as determined by the
Department, the owner and operator shall notify the Department of their intent to
permanently close or perform a change-in-service, unless the action is in response to a
corrective action or waived by the Department.

(2) jThe owner/operator shall submit an amended registration form to the Department
indicating the change in tank status within 30 days after the change in tank status.j fli
owner shall complete and submit an amended tank registration form, signed by the owner
and the certified installer that provided direct onsite supervision of the tank handling
activity, to the Department within 30 days of either of the following:

(i) The completion of permanent closure.

(ii) Change-in-service of the tank.

(3) The lowner/operatorl owner and operator shall complete a site assessment to measure
for the presence of any release from the aboveground storage tank system and a closure report.
The assessment of the site shall be made after the notification to the Department and may be
conducted in a manner consistent with the Department’s technical document entitled “Closure
Requirements for Aboveground Storage Tank Systems’ or in a manner at least as protective of
public health and safety and the environment and which meets all statutory and regulatory
requirements. The results of the site assessment and the closure report shall be retained for 3
years.

(4) If contaminated soil, sediment, surface water or groundwater, or free product is discovered
or confirmed by either direct observation or indicated by the analytical results of sampling, the
lowner/operatorl owner and operator shall proceed with the corrective action as required in
Subchapter D (relating to corrective action process for owners and operators of storage tanks and
storage tank facilities and other responsible parties) or, if applicable, in accordance with remedial
action agreements.

(5) Regulated substance and contents removed from the aboveground storage tank system
lincluding piping] shall be reused, treated or disposed of in a manner consistent with applicable
State and Federal waste management requirements.

(6) [Tank] Aboveground storage tank systems shall be cleaned, rendered free of hazardous
vapors and ventilated if left onsite or Itank systemsi shall be emptied and removed from the site
in a manner consistent with current industry practices and Bureau of Waste Management
requirements such as Chapters 263a and 299 (relating to transporters of hazardous waste; and
storage and transportation of residual waste).
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(7) ITanks to bel Aboveground storage tanks permanently closed and left onsite shall be
legibly marked with the date of pernianent closure.

(8) The appropriate State agency, county and local jurisdiction shall be notified if the tank is
under a fire marshal, flammable and combustible liquids or other State agency, county or local
jurisdiction permit.

(9) ITanks that are to bej Aboveground storage tanks that are closed in place shall:

(i) Be rendered inoperable and incapable of storing liquid substance.

(ii) Be secured against unauthorized entry.

(iii) Meet the requirements specified in paragraphs (l)—(8).

§ 245.562. Temporary I removal-from-servicel removal from service (out-of-service).

(a) The lowner/operatorl owner and operator shall complete and submit an amended
registration form to the Department within 30 days after the change in tank status.

(b) IAI An aboveground storage tank system shall be empticd and regulated substances and
contents shall be reused, treated or disposed of in accordance with State and Federal
requirements.

(c) IAI An aboveground storage tank shall be secured against unauthorized entry and all
piping entering or exiting the tank, excluding vents, shall be capped or blinded.

(d) ITanki Aboveground storage tank system integrity shall bc maintained throughout the
temporary Iremoval-from-servicel removal from service time and the tank shall be protected
against flotation.

(e) Inspection requirements shall be maintained as specified in § 245.55 1—245.554
(relating to aboveground storage tank inspections). In-service and out-of-service inspection
intervals may be delayed for a tank that is temporarily removed from service. The delayed
inspections shall be conducted prior to placing regulated substance in a tank and returning the
tank to operating status. Deficiencies noted during inspection shall be addressed and remedied
and an amended registration form submitted to the Department prior to returning the tank to
operating status.

(1) ITanks which are temporarily removed-from-service for 5 years or longer niust meet
the requirements for permanent closure, unless the time frame for retaining the tank or
tanks in temporary removal-from-service status is extended under § 245.503 (relating to
variances).I Aboveground storage tanks shall be permanently closed within 5 years of being
placed temporarily out-of-service unless the owner requests in writing an extension to the
temporary out-of-service period and the Department approves the request.
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(g) The Department may impose conditions and require submission of documentation
when reviewing and approving a request for an extension of the temporary out-of-service
period, including:

(1) Requirements for inspection under 245.552 and 245.553 (relating to in-service
inspections; and out-of-service inspections).

(2) Site assessment under 245.561 (relating to permanent closure or change-in-service).

(3) Other considerations determined by the Department to be necessary to ensure the
integrity of the aboveground storage tank.

Subchapter C. SIMPLIFIED PROGRAM FOR SMALL ABOVEGROUND STORAGE
TANKS

GENERAL

§ 245.603. General storage tank facility requirements.

(a) [The owner/operator of aboveground storage tank facilities with an aggregate
aboveground storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons shall develop and adhere to a
Spill Prevention Response Plan (Plan) which addresses the requirements described in
Chapter 9 of the act (35 P.S. § 602I.901—6021.904). The Plan shall be provided to the
Department and updated as necessary.] The owner and operator of a storage tank facility
with an aggregate aboveground storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons shall develop
and adhere to a Spill Prevention Response Plan (Plan) which addresses the requirements in
sections 901—904 of the act (35 P.S. 6021.901—6021.904). Plan revisions OR ANY
ADDENDUM TO THE INITIAL PLAN shall be submitted to the Department IN
WRITING OR ELECTRONICALLY within 140 180 days of any occurrences as described
in section 901(b) of the act. A current copy of the Plan shall be readily available at the storage
tank facility at all times.

(b) IThe owner/operator of aboveground storage tank facilities isj The owner and
operator of a storage tank facility are responsible to assure that appropriate security measures
and procedures based on the facility location are established and implemented to protect the
environment and the public. These security measures may include, but are not limited to,
fencing, lighting, access control, locked entrances and securing of valves, drains and dispensers.

(c) The owner and operator of a storage tank facility with an aggregate aboveground
storage capacity greater than 21,000 gallons shall maintain a written OR ELECTRONIC
log book. At a minimum, each log book entry must identify the name of the individual
performing tank handling and inspection activities, the individual’s signature OR
EQUIVALENT VERIFICATION OF PRESENCE ONSITE, the company name, the date
of work, start and end times, and a brief description of work performed, including tank
identification.
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§ 245.605. Applicability.

Existing aboveground storage tanks that become regulated due to the addition of new
regulated substances as defined in § 245.1 ((relating to definitions) I(See “regulated
substance” (i)(C)(1) and (II))J (see subparagraph (iiiHA) and (B)) are subject to the
requirements 1o9 in this chapter and shall be registered with the Department Iby January 9,
2008J. lln addition, these tanks are temporarily excluded from the following technical
requirements:

(1) Emergency and secondary containment requirements in § 245.612(e) (relating to
performance and design standards) until November 10, 2010.

(2) A method of leak detection as required in § 245.613(a) (relating to monitoring
standards) until November 10, 2008.

(3) En-service inspections required in § 245.616 (c)(3) (relatthg to inspection
requirements) until November 10, 2010.1

(Editor’s Note: The following section is proposed to be added and printed in regular type to
enhance readability.)

§ 245.606. Variances.

When unique or peculiar circumstances make compliance with this subchapter technically
impractical, infeasible or unsafe, the Department may, upon written application from the owner
of a storage tank system subject to this subchapter, grant a variance from one or more specific
provisions of this subchapter.

(I) A variance may only be granted if the storage tank system meets alternative technical
standards that hilly protect human health and the environment.

(2) A written application for a variance shall be submitted to the Department and must
provide all of the following information:

(i) The facility name and identification number for which the variance is sought.

(ii) Specific sections of this subchapter from which the variance is sought.

(iii) The unique or peculiar conditions which make compliance with the sections identified
under subparagraph (ii) technically impractical, infeasible or unsafe.

(iv) Evidence, including data, plans, specifications and test results, which supports an
alternative design, practice, schedule or method as being at least as protective of human health
and the environment as the requirement of the sections identified under subparagraph (ii).
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(3) New technologies may be granted a variance. New technologies shall be reviewed and
documented by a professional engineer and documentation provided to the Department with the
variance request.

(4) The Department will not grant a variance which would result in regulatory controls less
stringent than other applicable Federal or State regulations, such as 34 Pa. Code Chapter 14
(relating to flammable and combustible liquids; preliminary provisions) and 40 CFR Part 112
(relating to oil pollution prevention).

(5) When granting the variance, the Department may impose specific conditions necessary to
assure that the variance will adequately protect the public health, safety or welfare and the
environment.

(6) The Department will provide to the applicant a written notice of approval, approval with
conditions or denial. Variance approvals will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

§ 245.611. Testing requirements for new and substantially modified small aboveground
storage tanks.

(a) [Tanksl Aboveground storage tanks shall be tested for tightness at installation in
accordance with current codes of practice developed by INationally-recognizedi Nationally
recognized associations and manufacturer’s specifications, except for manufactured, shop built
tanks that meet the requirements IoU in subsection (b). The testing shall be completed, as part of
the installation process, prior to putting the tank in service.

(b) Manufactured, shop built tanks that are initially tested after fill assembly at the plant do
not require additional testing at installation if the manufacturer certifies that the tank was tested
at the plant and the manufacturer’s installation instructions do not specify additional testing.

(c) ITanks] Aboveground storage tanks that receive major modifications to the tank shell or
the tank bottom shall be tested for tightness, in accordance with current codes of practice
developed by INationally-recognizedi Nationally recognized associations or manufacturer’s
specifications, prior to being returned to service.

§ 245.612. Performance and design standards.

(a) ITanksl Aboveground storage tanks shall be designed, constructed and installed or
modified in accordance with current codes of practice developed by jNationally-recognized
associations such as API. ASME, ASTM, ANSI, STI and ULI Nationally recognized
associations and the manufacturer’s specifications. Tank handling activities shall be
accomplished by a Department-certified aboveground storage tank installer or under the
installer’s direct, onsite supervision and control.
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(b) - lTanksl Aboveground storage tanks must have a stable support or foundation capable of
adequately supporting the total weight of the tank and its contents when in use. The support or
foundation must meet or exceed the specifications of the tank manufacturer and be designed and
constructed in accordance with sound engineering practices.

(c) Ancillary equipment, including piping, shall be designed. installed and modified in
accordance with current codes of practice developed by NationaIIy-recognized associations
such as API, SSPC, NACE, ASME, PEI and ULI Nationally recognized associations and the
manufacturer’s specifications. Ancillary equipment must be compatible with the substance stored
and must be adequately protected from corrosion, excessive wear and deterioration. Protective
coatings shall be maintained throughout the entire operational life of the nbove—roua4
ABOVEGROUND storage tank system.

(d) ITanksl Aboveground storage tanks shall be installed with secondary containment in or
under the tank bottom to provide monitoring capability to satisfy leak detection requirements in §
245.613 (relating to monitoring standards) and emergency containment to contain possible
releases, such as overfills, leaks and spi11is. Emergency containment must be sufficiently
impermeable to contain any potential release for a minimum of 72 hours and until the release can
be detected and hilly recovered in an expeditious manner. Double walled tanks may meet both
emergency and secondary containment requirements when the tank system is operated with spill
and overfill protection controls including the following:

(I) IA spill containment bucket] Permanently installed spill prevention equipment at the
tank fill point or containment at the remote fill point.

(2) An overfill alarm or prevention device or monitoring gauge and Ishut downi written
shutdown procedure.

(3) Block valves on product lines.

(4) Solenoid valve or antisiphon device, if lappropriate (See PEI RP 200)1 applicable.

J(e) Existing tanks which do not meet the requirements specified in subsection (d) shall
be upgraded with secondary containment by October 11,2007, and emergency
containment by October 11, 2000.

(1) Tanks installed in underground vaults after October 11, 1997, and used for
dispensing Class I and Class II motor fuels must comply with § 245.523 (relating to
aboveground storage tanks in underground vaults).

(g)1 f The exterior of the aboveground storage tank system Ishalli must be protected by an
appropriate coating or paint which shall be maintained throughout the entire operational life of
the aboveground storage tank system.

1(h) Tanks which are internally lined must comply with § 245.534 (relating to interior
linings and coatings).]
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(f) Aboveground storage tanks which are internally lined must comply with
245.534(a) and (b) (relating to interior linings and coatings).

[(i) Tanksj (g) Aboveground storage tanks shall be labeled or marked in a manner consistent
with industry standards and which provides for identil5’ing the regulated substance stored from
outside the containment area.

(h) Aboveground storage tank systems and storage tank system components whose
failure could contribute to a release of product shall be maintained in a good state of repair
to ensure they function as designed.

§ 245.613. Monitoring standards.

(a) By October 12, 1998, a method of leak detection shall be in use and monitored at least
monthly. An automatic sensing device, mechanical device or other appropriate method may be
used. This method, at a minimum, shall provide a visual examination of the storage tank system
by the [owner/operatorl owner and operator or designated representative. If releases are
detected, they shall be corrected and the provisions of Subchapter D (relating to corrective action
process for owners and operators of storage tanks and storage tank facilities and other
responsible parties) shall be complied with.

(b) The lowner/operatorl owner and operator shall assure that a maintenance and general
operations check of the aboveground storage tank system is performed at least monthly.
Deficiencies noted during the check shall be corrected. The small aboveground storage tank
general operations and maintenance checklist provided by the [owner/operatorl owner and
operator shall be used to document the monthly operations and maintenance check. The
operations and maintenance check shall include:

(I) A visual examination of the aboveground storage tank system for deterioration,
including[, but not limited to,J the tank, piping, ancillary equipment, foundation, containment
structure or facility, and safety equipment.

(2) A check of the containment areas for accumulation of water and removal of water as
necessary.

(3) Confirmation that containment drain valves are secured in the closed position when not in
use.

(4) [Monitoringj VERIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONALITY of the
leak detection system.

(5) A check of the cathodic protection system, if installed, to ensure the equipment is
functioning as designed.

f A check of vents for restrictions.
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ifi A check of ancillary equipment for operational malthnctions.

+(7)+ f An investigation of conditions that may be a fire or safety hazard, or pose an
environmental hazard.

+(8)+ f Observation for evidence of a release of regulated substance from the aboveground
storage tank system.

(C) AN OWNER AND OPERATOR OF AN ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK
SYSTEM WITH A CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM MUST COMPLY WITH THE
FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS TO ENSURE THAT RELEASES DUE TO
CORROSION ARE PREVENTED FOR AS LONG AS THE ABOVEGROUND
STORAGE TANK SYSTEM IS USED TO STORE REGULATED SUBSTANCES:

(1) AN ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM EQUIPPED WITH A
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM MUST BE TESTED FOR PROPER OPERATION
BY A QUALIFIED CATHODIC PROTECTION TESTER IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS:

(I) IMPRESSED CURRENT CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE
TESTED AT LEAST ANNUALLY.

(II) GALVANIC CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE TESTED AT
LEAST EVERY 3 YEARS.

(III) CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE TESTED WITHIN 6
MONTHS FOLLOWING INSTALLATION AND 6 MONTHS FOLLOWING REPAIR
OF THE CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM.

(IV) THE CRITERIA THAT ARE USED TO DETERPvIINE THAT CATHODIC
PROTECTION IS ADEQUATE UNDER THIS SECTION MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH A CODE OF PRACTICE DEVELOPED BY A NATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED
ASSOCIATION.

(2) AN ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM WITH IMPRESSED
CURRENT CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS MUST BE CHECKED EVERY 60
DAYS TO ENSURE THE EQUIPMENT IS RUNNENG PROPERLY. AT A MINIMUM,
THE OPERATOR OR PERSON CONDUCTING THE 60-DAY CHECK SHALL
DOCUMENT THE DATE CHECKED, ANNOTATE THE SYSTEM’S FUNCTIONING
STATUS, AND FOR SYSTEMS EQUEPPED WITH A DIRECT CURRENT READOUT
METER, RECORD THE AMOUNT OF CURRENT INDICATED ON THE METER.

(3) FOR AN ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM USING CATHODIC
PROTECTION, RECORDS OF THE OPERATION OF THE CATHODIC
PROTECTION SYSTEM MUST BE MAINTAINED UNDER § 245.615 (RELATING TO
RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS) TO DEMONSTRATE COMPLIANCE WITH
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THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS IN THIS SECTION. THE RECORDS MUST
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

(I) THE RESULTS OF TIlE LAST THREE CHECKS REQUIRED IN PARAGRAPH
(2).

(II) THE RESULTS OF TESTING FROM THE LAST TWO CATHODIC
PROTECTION SURVEYS REQUIRED IN PARAGRAPH (1).

§ 245.6 14. IRequirements for closure.I (Reserved).

[(a) Tank systems shall be cleaned, rendered free from hazardous vapors and ventilated
if left onsite or shall be emptied and removed from the site in a manner consistent with
current industry practices and Bureau of Waste Management requirements such as
Chapters 263a and 299 (relating to transporters of hazardous waste; and storage and
transportation of residual waste). Piping shall be removed or capped and fill ports shall be
secured, capped or dismantled.

(b) The owner shall conduct a visual examination of the surface, soil and area
surrounding and underlying the storage tank system for obvious indications or evidence of
a release of regulated substance.

(1) If a release is suspected, it shall be investigated in accordance with § 245.304
(relating to investigation of suspected releases).

(2) If a release is confirmed, it shall be reported to the appropriate Department regional
office responsible for the county in which the tank is located in accordance with § 245.305
(relating to reporting releases).

(c) The owner shall complete and submit an amended tank registration form to the
Department within 30 days of:

(1) The completion of permanent closure.

(2) Change-in-service status of the tank.

(3) Temporary removal from service.

(d) Temporary removal from service requires that the owner/operator empty the tank
system of regulated substances and conduct a visual examination of the area surrounding
the tank as required in subsection (b), excluding the surface and soil underlying any tank
boftom in contact with the ground. A tank may be considered to be in a temporary removal
from service status when the tank is emptied and intended to remain out of use for 1 year
or more.
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(1) Temporary removal from service may not exceed 5 years, unless the owner can
demonstrate an operational need to retain the tank in temporary removal-from-service
beyond 5 years and the Department agrees to extend this time frame.

(2) Monitoring standards in § 245.613 (relating to monitoring standards) are not
required when a tank is reported to the Department as temporarily removed from service.

(3) Inspection of tanks temporarily removed from service shall be performed in
accordance with § 245.616 (relating to inspection requirements). In-service inspection
interval may be delayed for a tank that is temporarily removed-from-service. The delayed
inspection shall be conducted prior to placing regulated substance in a tank and returning
the tank to operating status. Deficiencies noted during inspection shall be addressed and
remedied and an amended registration form submifted to the Department prior to
returning a tank to operating status.I

§ 245.615. Recordkeeping requirements.

(a) The [owner/operatorl owner and operator shall maintain required aboveground storage
tank system records. If records are maintained offsitc, the records shall be easily obtained and
provided to the Department upon request.

(b) The following records shall be maintained for the operational life of the aboveground
storage tank system unless otherwise stated:

(I) Original Itank andi aboveground storage tank system installation records and design
specifications. This requirement is limited to records currently available for Itank systems
existing prior tol aboveground storage tank systems installed on or before October 11, 1997.

(2) Records of modification to the Itank orj aboveground storage tank system.

(3) The permits issued under Subchapter C (relating to permitting of underground and
aboveground storage tank systems and facilities).

(4) Current registration certificates.

(5) lMonthly leaki Leak detection records and maintenance checklists for the past 12
months.

(6) Third-party inspection reports.

(7) Documentation of investigations of suspected releases in accordance with 245304
(relating to investigation of suspected releases).

(8) Written OR ELECTRONIC logbook ENTRY information as required under
245.603(c) (relating to general storage tank facility requirements).
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(9) DOCUMENTATION OF THE LAST THREE IMPRESSED CURRENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM CHECKS FOR EACH 60-DAY PERIOD IN
ACCORDANCE WITH § 245.613 (RELATING TO MONITORING STANDARDS).

(10) THE LAST TWO CATHODIC PROTECTION SURVEYS, DONE AT 3-YEAR
INTERVALS ON GALVANIC AND ANNUALLY ON IMPRESSED CURRENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 245.613.

§ 245.616. Inspection requirements.

(a) Required inspections of small aboveground storage Itanks] tank systems shall be
conducted by Department-certified aboveground storage tank inspectors according to a current
fNationally-recognized association’s code of practice such as API, STI or ASMEI
Nationally recognized association’s code of practice or according to manufacturer’s
specifications and applicable engineering criteria (See § 245.612 (relating to performance and
design standards)). Deficiencies noted during the inspection shall be addressed and remedied.
When Isubstantial] modifications or repairs are necessary to correct deficiencies, they shall be
made in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and applicable engineering design
criteria. The Department may require submission and review of documentation relating to these
remedies. The associated tank handling activities are reported to the Department by a certified
installer.

(b) Small aboveground field constructed storage tanks shall be inspected at installation,
reconstruction or relocation and when a major modification activity is performed on the
aboveground storage tank shell or the tank bottom plates.

(c) IThe owner/operatorl Except as provided in paragraph (2), the owner and operator
of small aboveground storage tanks storing regulated substances with a capacity greater than
5,000 gallons and lowner/operatorl owner and operator of small aboveground storage tanks
storing highly hazardous substances with a capacity greater than 1,100 gallons shall have in-
service inspections conducted every 1101 5 years or more often when corrosion, deterioration or
other specific conditions necessitate. Other specific conditions may include maintenance
practices, previous repairs, the nature of the substance stored and coatings or linings that should
be considered when projecting tank service life and the next inspection interval. Internally lined
tanks and flat bottom tanks without an interstice or external access to the tank bottom may
require further evaluation or internal examination. llnspections shall be phased in for tanks
without a previous inspection as follows:

(1) New tanks shall be initially inspected within 10 years of installation.

(2) Existing tanks, less than 10 years old without a previous inspection, shall be
inspected by October 13, 2003, or 10 years from the date of installation, whichever is later.

(3) Existing tanks over 10 years old, without a previous inspection, shall be inspected by
October 11, 2002.
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(4) When an inspection is delayed under § 245.614(d)(3) (relating to requirements for
closure) for a tank in temporary removal-from-service status, the inspection shall be
completed and deficiencies remedied prior to returning the tank to operational service]

(I) Aboveground storage tanks installed after (Editor’c Note: The blank refers to
the effective date of adoption of this proposcd FINAL rulemaking.), shall be initially
inspected within 5 years of installation.

(2) Existing aboveground storage tank systems with scheduled in-service inspections
after (Editor’s Note: The blank refers to 1,325 days after the effective date of
adoption of this pFeposed FINAL rulemaking.) shall be inspected by the next currently
scheduled in-service inspection date, unless notified otherwise by the Department.
Subsequent in-service inspections shall be conducted in accordance with this scction.

(d) In-service inspections Imusti shall evaluate the following:

(1) Containment areas.

(2) Foundation and tank supports.

(3) Tank shell and tank roof, where a roof exists.

(4) Appurtenances.

(5) Ancillary equipment including piping.

(6) Leak detection method, including Imonthlyj leak detection records and maintenance
checklists.

(7) Cathodic protection system, if installed.

(8) Coatings and protections from deterioration.

(9) Tank system integrity and suitability for service.

(e) If agreed upon by the Department, an in-service inspection interval may be delayed
under § 245.617 (relating to temporary removal from service (out-of-service)) for an
aboveground storage tank that is temporarily removed from service. Prior to placing
product in the aboveground storage tank, the delayed inspection shall be conducted,
deficiencies noted during inspection shall be addressed and remedied, and an amended
registration form shall be completed and submitted to the Department.

(Editor’s Note: Sections 245.617 and 245.618 are proposed to be added and printed in regular
type to enhance readability.)
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§ 245.617. Temporary removal from service (out-of-service).

(a) The owner and operator shall complete and submit an amended registration form to the
Department within 30 days after the change in tank status.

(b) The owner and operator shall empty the aboveground storage tank system of regulated
substances and conduct a visual examination of the area surrounding the tank as required under §
245.618(b) (relating to permanent closure or change-in-service), excluding the surface and soil
underlying any tank bottom in contact with the ground before placing the tank in temporary
removal from service status.

(c) Monitoring standards in § 245.613(a) (relating to monitoring standards) are not required
when an aboveground storage tank is reported to the Department as temporarily removed from
service.

(d) Inspection requirements shall be maintained as specified in § 245.616 (relating to
inspection requirements). In-service inspection intervals may be delayed for a tank that is
temporarily removed from service. The delayed inspections shall be conducted prior to placing
regulated substance in a tank and returning the tank to operating status. Deficiencies noted
during inspection shall be addressed and remedied and an amended registration form submitted
to the Department prior to returning the tank to operating status.

(e) Aboveground storage tanks shall be permanently closed within 5 years of being placed
temporarily out-of-service unless the owner requests in writing an extension to this temporary
removal from service period and the Department approves the request.

(f) The Department may impose conditions and require submission of documentation when
reviewing and approving a request for an extension of the temporary removal from service
period, including:

(I) Requirements for inspection under § 245.616.

(2) Site assessment under § 245.561 (relating to permanent closure or change-in-service) or §
245.618(b).

(3) Other considerations determined by the Department to be necessary to ensure the integrity
of the aboveground storage tank.

§ 245.618. Permanent closure or change-in-service.

(a) Aboveground storage tank systems shall be cleaned, rendered free from hazardous vapors
and ventilated if left onsite or emptied and removed from the site in a manner consistent with
current industry practices and Bureau of Waste Management requirements such as Chapters 263a
and 299 (relating to transporters of hazardous waste; and storage and transportation of residual
waste). Piping shall be removed or capped and fill ports shall be secured, capped or dismantled.
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(b) The owner shall conduct a visual examination of the surface, soil and area surrounding
and underlying the storage tank system for obvious indications or evidence of a release of
regulated substance.

(1) If a release is suspected, it shall be investigated in accordance with § 245.304 (relating to
investigation of suspected releases).

(2) If a release is confirmed, it shall be reported to the appropriate Department regional office
responsible for the county in which the aboveground storage tank is located in accordance with §
245.305 (relating to reporting releases).

(c) The owner shall complete and submit an amended tank registration form, signed by the
owner and the certified installer that provided direct onsite supervision of the tank handling
activity, to the Department within 30 days of either of the following:

(1) The completion of permanent closure.

(2) Change-in-service of the tank.

Subchapter H. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR OWNERS
AND OPERATORS OF UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS AND STORAGE TANK

FACILITIES

§ 245.704. General requirements.

(a) An owner or operator of an underground storage tank shall continuously participate in the
USTIF by timely paying all applicable fees and conforming with all other requirements for
participation in the USTIF, unless the EQB has determined that the underground storage tank
is an exempt underground storage tank.

* * * * *

§ 245.708. Failure to maintain financial responsibility.

The failure of an owner or operator of an underground storage tank to comply with this
subchapter shall subject the owner or operator to the enforcement IproO9visions in Chapter 131
provisions in sections 1301—1315 ofthe act (35 P.S. § 6021.1301—6021.1315).
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$b pennsylvania
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

September 14, 2018

David Sumner
Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street. 14th Floor
l-Iarrishurg, PA 17120

Re: Final-Omitted Rulemaking: Electronic Submission of Air Quality General Plan Approval and
General Operating Perniit Applications (#7-549)
Final Rulemaking: Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program (#7-530)
Final Rulemaking: Noncoal Mining Program Fees (#7-523)

Dear Mr. Sumner:

Pursuant to Section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act. please find enclosed copies of one final-
omitted rulemaking and two final-form rulemakings for review by the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC). The Environmental Quality Board (Board) adopted these
rulemakings at its August 21.2018 meeting.

The Electronic Submission of Air Quality General Plan Approval and General Operating
Permit Applications (#7-549) amends 25 Pa. Code § 127.621(h) (relating to application for use
of general plan approvals and general operating permits) to add the option of electronic means
for delivery of applications to the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) for air
quality general plan approvals (GPA) and general operating permits (GP).

The existing regulation that governs the air quality GPA and GP application process.

§ 127.621(h). specifies that the application shall be either hand delivered or transmitted by
certified mail return receipt requested to the Department. Adding an electronic means of
submission as another method for submitting an air quality GPA or GP application to the
Department will provide flexibility to the regulated community and will enhance Department
efficiency through the timely processing and potential issuance of these air quality GPAs and
G Ps.

The owner or operator of a regulated air contamination source or process for which an air quality
GPA or GP is available will be affected by this rulemaking. Currently, the Department has 19
air quality GPAs and GPs available that regulate various types of air contamination sources and
processes in several industrial categories, including small boilers, burn off ovens. lithographic
printing presses. mineral processing. storage tanks lbr volatile organic liquids, powder metal
sintering furnaces, natural gas production. pharmaceutical and specialty chemical production.
and petroleum dry cleaning. Within the past live years. the Department has issued 1,922 new air
quality GPAs and GPs and 204 renewals for a total issuance of 2,126 OPAs and GPs. The
Department expects a surge of new applications once it finalizes the revised GP-5 for
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Mr. David Sumner. Executive Director September 14. 2018

compression stations, processing plants, and transmission stations and the new GP-5a for
unconventional natural gas well site operations and remote pig2in stations.

z\n owner or operator of a regulated air contamination source or process tbr which an air quality
(WA or GP is available will benefit by having the option to submit applications For UPAs and
OPs by electronic means rather than being limited to hand delivering the application or mailing

the application by certified mail ith a return receipt requested. Adding the option fbi electronic

means olapplication delivery is expected to enhance Department efficiency h enabling faster
review of’ these plan approval and permit applications. laster review may also benefit the

regulated industry by facilitating timely implementation of the approved permitted activities.

This final-omitted rulemaking was discussed with, and received the support oR the Air Quality

Technical Advisory Committee on June 14. 2018. the Small Business Compliance Advisory
Committee on July 25. 2018. and the Citizens Advisory Council (CACI Policy and Regulator
Oversight Committee on June 15. 2018. The (‘AC Policy and Regulatory Oversight Committee
briefed the members of the (‘AC on .Iune Eq. 20 18.

The Administration of the Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Program (#7-530) flnal-tbrm
rulemaking amends 25 Pa. Code Chapter 245. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) has codified comprehensive Federal regulations br underground storage tanks (1 ‘STs at
40 (‘FR Pan 280 (relating to technical standards and corrective action requirements lbr o\ners

and operators ot !Sis. I’. PA initial lv promulgated these regulations in I 988 and published final
revisions to4O (FR Part 280 at 80 FR 41566 (July 15. 201 5). These revisions, among other
things. added secondary containment requirements For new and replaced tanks and piping. added
operator training requirements. added periodic operation and maintenance requirements for UST
systems. removed certain deferrals, added new release prevention and detection technologies.
updated codes of practice, and made editorial and technical corrections. Secondary containment
(November 10, 2007) and operator training (December 26. 2009) requirements that meet the
Federal requirements into Chapter 245 were incorporated through prior rulemakings.

In its July 15. 2015. Final Rule, the EPA also updated the State Program Approval requirements
in 40 CFR Part 28! (relating to approval of state underground storage tank programs). The EPA
is requiring that states amend their LiST regulations and apply’ for initial or revised State Program
Approval within three years of the effective date of the final EPA rule published at 80 FR 11 56G.

Currently, the Commonxealth has State Program Approval. The Commonwealth receives
approximately $2.3 million annually in Federal grant funding from the EPA under section 9014
of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C.A. § 6991m) to aid in administering the LiST
program. This final-form rulemaking is necessary to ensure continued receipt of Federal grant
Rinds. To comply. Chapter 245 must be updated to he no less stringent than the Federal
requirements so the Department can apply for revised State Program Approval. The EPA has not
codi fled companion aho eground storage tank (AST) regulations.

This rulemaking strengthens Pennsylvania’s LiST regulations by increasing the emphasis on
properly operating and maintaining equipment. Lack of proper operation and maintenance of
LiST systems is the main cause of new releases. Information on sources and causes of releases
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shos that in addition to releases From tanks. releases from piping and spills and overfills
associated with deliveries have emerged as common problems. In addition, releases at the
dispenser are one of the leading sources of contamination at UST facilities. Finally, according to
EPA. data shows that release detection equipment at all UST facilities is only successfully
detecting approximately 50 percent of releases it is designed to detect. These release detection
problems are similarly due in part to improper operation and maintenance.

Finally, the Department is updating Chapter 245 to address a number of issues. especially those
pertaining to ASTs. based on observations and experience in implementing and enforcing the
regulations since the last comprehensive update.

The amendments included in this rulemaking require that UST equipment he operated and
maintained properly. While the current 1. ISI’ regulations require owners and operators to have
spill. overhll. and release detection equipment in place for their (ST systems, the regulations do
not require proper operation and maintenance for some of that equipment. For example. Chapter
245 does not currently require periodic testing of spill prevention equipment that captures drips
and spills when a delivery hose is disconnected from the till pipe.

The new operation and maintenance requirements include:
• A visual inspection of spill prevention equipment and release detection every 30 days.
• A visual inspectiun of containment sumps and handheld release detection devices annually.
• Testing of spill prevention equipment every three years.
• Inspection of overfill prevention equipment every three years.
• Testing of containment sumps used for interstitial monitoring every three years.
• Annual release detection equipment testing.

In addition to the new operation and maintenance requirements.. two other important provisions
are included in this final-form rulemaking:
• Requires release detection [hr emergency generator tiSTs. Previously. emergency generator

cSTs were deferred from having to meet release detection requirements.
• Prohibits flow restrictors (ball float valves) as an option for overfill prevention in new UST

systems and when these devices need to be replaced.

This rulemaking also addresses sonic of the more significant issues that the Department has
observed in its inspections. oversight and enforcement of Chapter 215 in the Ihilowing manner:
• Revises current definitions such as “Aboveground storage tank.” “Containment structure or

facility.” ‘tlazardous substance storage tank system.” “Removal-from-service.” “Storage
tank system,” and “Tank handling activities” to provide clarity, ensure consistent
implementation. and to correct errors in the existing definitions. For example. the current
definition of “Removal from service” implies that such activities only apply to USE systems.
The flnal-fonii amendment clarifies that the term also applies to AS’F systems.

• Revises the definition of “Certification categories” to include a new certification category
called “Underground storage tank system minor modification.”

• Revises the definitions of “Motor fuel.” “Pipeline facilities (including gathering lines),” and
“Underground storage tank” to be consistent with the Federal definitions at 40 CFR § 280.12.
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The Department is revising the definition of”l Jnderground storage tank” to delete the
exclusion for ••Tanks containing radioactive materials or coolants that are regulated under
The Atomic Ener1v z\ct of 1954 (42 I 1.S.C A. 201 1—2297)” and “An underground
storage tank system that is pan of an emergency generator system at nuclear power
generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under 10 CER Part 50.
Appendix A (relating to general design criteria tbr nuclear power plants).” The exclusion for
“A astewater treatment tank system” is revised to read i\ xastewater treatment tank
system that is part ola wastewater treatment liicility regulated under Section 102 or 307(b) of
the Clean Water Act.”

• Adds definitions for “Ahoveground storage tank system.” “Containment sump.”
“Environmental covenant. Repair.” and “Spill prevention equipment.”

• Adds a definition for “Immediate threat of contamination” to clarify which spills from a
storage tank into a containment structure or facility are “releases” that potentially require
corrective action.

• Deletes the definitions “Actively involved.” “Interim certification.” and “Reportable release”
as they are no longer needed.

• Adds a new certification category for minor modifications to allow individuals to perform
tank handling activities such as repairs that do not involve excavation without having to
obtain the (full) certification to install and modify storage tank systems. and to perform tests
oil ST systems required h this final—form rulemaking.

• Requires storage tank modilication inspection reports to he submitted within 30 das from
conipletion of the inspection.

• Requires overfill prevention for liSTs to he permanently installed.
• Excludes liSTs used solely for emergency generator purposes from the automatic pump shut

off’ requirement.
• Requires all ASTs in underground vaults that require an in-service inspection to he inspected

within 6 and 12 months of installation and at least every 3 years thereafter due to their history
of non—compliance. This mirrors the inspection requirement for liSTs.

• Shortens the initial inspection requirement and in—service inspection cycle for small AS1s
from 10 years to five years, Based on current in-service inspections, the compliance rate
with regulator requirements is less than 50 percent. Shortening the facility operations
inspection cycle for liSTs from five years to three years has resulted in increased regulators’
compliance.

• Adds that all owners of facilities that are reqtiired to have a Spill Prevention Response Plan
under current regulation must maintain a written or electronic log. Each log entry is to
identify the name of the individual performin tank handling and inspection activities, the
individual’s signature or equivalent verification of presence onsite. the company name. the
date of work. start and end times, and a brief description of work peribmied. including tank
identification.

• Removes the requirement for a 10-year lining inspection for small ASTs.

flie proposed rulemaking was adopted b’ the Board on October 17. 2017. and published at
48 PaIl. 1101 (February 24. 2018). Public comments on the proposed rulemaking were accepted
through March 26. 2018. The Board received comments from 19 commentators during the
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public comment period and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC). All
comments have been addressed and there are no unresolved issues relevant to this rulemaking.

‘[‘he implementation of this rulemaking will be carried out as follows: the Department currently
operates an extensive outreach program designed to assist owners and operators of storage tanks
as well as individuals. This program includes a series of fact sheets that Ibcus on single issues in
the storage tank program; periodic seminars and conferences focusing on storage tank technical
and administrative issues: training sessions presented by regional and central office training
teams on a variety of issues: many guidance documents addressing technical and policy issLies:
and a great deal of infhrmation available on the Departmen(s wehsite. The Department will
revise and update applicable fact sheets. guidance documents. fomis and publications to reflect
changes necessary as a result of the final-form rulemaking.

The Department expects these efforts to continue and to intensify after the effective date of the
final-form rulemaking and as phase—in deadlines approach. The Department will also
communicate directly with individuals, companies. associations, organizations and groups to
assist in the understanding and implementation of the rulemaking.

This final-form rulemaking will affect approximately 7,000 storage tank owners at nearly 12.600
storage tank Facilities. Industry sectors potentially affected by the final-form rulemaking include
retail motor fuel sales. commercial. institutional. manufacturing, transportation, communications
and utilities, and agriculture. Federal. state and local government owners of regulated storage
tanks will also he affected.

Department—certified storage tank installers, inspectors and companies ill also he required to
comply with this final-form rulemaking. There are nearly 875 certified individuals and
approximately 350 certi fled companies.

Owners 01’ existing storage tank systems will he provided with adequate timeframes to adjust and
comply with the new requirements. Owners ol’ storage tank systems installed on or after the
effective date of the final-form rulemaking must comply with the requirements immediately.

The Department worked with the Storage Tank Advisory Committee (STAC) during the
development of this rulemaking. As required by section 105 of the Storage Tank and Spill
Preention Act (Act.) STAC as given the opportunity to provide feedback on rulemaking
concepts and to review and comment on draft regulatory language at both the proposed and
final-form stages. On March 7. 2017. the STAC voted to unanimously support the proposed
amendments and recommended that the Board consider the amendments for publication as a
proposed rulemaking. On May 17, 2018. revisions to the proposed rulemaking along with draft
final-form regulatory language were reviewed and discussed with STAC. At that time. STAC
voted unanimously to concur with the Department’s recommendation to move the rulemaking
forward in the regulatory review process. The Citi7ens Advisory Council was kept apprised of
developments in the regulatory process on a monthly basis. In addition, final revisions to
11) CFR Part 280 and subsequent proposed changes to Chapter 245 were presented to
Department-certified third-party installers and inspectors during annual technical training
presented by the Department.
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The Noncoal Mining Program Fees (#7-523) final-Ibmi rulemaking amends 25 Pa. (‘ode
Chapter 77. The Department is the agency responsible Fr implementing the Noncoal Surtlice
Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (the act). Section 7(a) oftlie act authorizes the
Department to charge and collect a reasonable filing fee from noncoal permit applicants.
provided the fees do not exceed the cost of reviewing. administering and enthrcing the permit.
These fees are used to administer the noncoal mining regulatory program. The Department
implements the noncoal mining program through the review of permit applications for the
various types of noncoal mining operations and the inspection of these operations to ensure
operators compliance ith their permits. There are approximately 1.200 noncoal mining
operators in Pennsylvania. These operations range from small quarries that produce less than
2.000 tons of material per year to large quarries that produce millions of tons of aggregate per
year. The Department issues permits for the term of the expected mining activity. ‘hich also
varies from a few years to decades. Operators can request modifications of their permits if their
plans change. which require further stafl’review. The Department inspects permitted noncoal
mines for compliance with permits. which require compliance with environmental and safety
requirements included in the act, the Clean Streams Law (CSI.). and Chapters 77 (Noncoal
Ni ining) and 209a ( Ocetipational I lealth and Safety: Surface Mining).

The final-form rulemaking includes amendments to 25 Pa. Code § 77.106 (fees) to provide
additional funding to sustain the program. The current rate of revenues and expenditures will
likely exhaust the reserves by 2020 in the Noncoal Surliicc Mining Fund. resulting in inadequate
funding and potential curtailment of the program. \Vithout the stable funding realized through
the imposition ot’thc increased fees, the Department vill not he capable of timely issuance.
administration, and enforcement of permits to 1.200 operators as required by the Soncoal Act
and the (‘SL. As a result, applicants will not he able to conduct lawful mining activities, which
will have a negative impact on the economy. Additionally, inadequate enforcement of existing
permits will have a deleterious effect on public health and safety, and the environment.

Because the act prohihits noncoal mining without a permit issued by the Department. timely
processing of noncoal operator permits approximutelv 500 annually) is vital for Pennsylvania’s
economy as the noncoal industn is currently a $20 billion dollar per year industry in the state.
which consistently ranks among the top ten noncoal mineral producers in the nation. Citizens
who live in affected areas will he protected hy adequate inspections, enforcement, and oversight.
and citizens across the Commonwealth will benefit from a healthy and protected natural
environment.

This final—form rulemaking implements the Department’s statutory authorization to collect a
reasonable filing fee through two kinds of fees — the permit application fee and the annual
administration fee. The permit application fee is intended to cover the Department’s cost to
review permit applications. The permit fees have been set according to the type of application
submitted. The fee amounts are based on the number of hours typically required to review a
specific type of permit application.

The annual administration fee is intended to cover the Department’s costs to administer the
permit. These include, among other things. the cost of perfbnning inspections of the operations,
compliance assistance, and other compliance related activities, as well as the tracking of required
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reporting and monitoring by permittees. As with the permit fees. the annual administration fees
are set based on workload analyses.. The annual administration fee schedule reflects the
difTerenees between types of operations based on the Department’s respective administrative
workload. The assessment of the two kinds of fees is necessary to fairly represent the cost to the
Department for reviewing, and administering, a noncoal mining permit.

The permit application fee schedule incrementally increases fee amounts. The first phase. to he
effective January 1. 2020, includes an increase to reflect current wage and benefit rates resulting
in about a 20% increase from current fees. The second phase. to he in effect January I. 2022.
adds about ?5% to the fees to account for indirect costs (e.g. information technology, supplies
and equipment). The third phase, scheduled to he in eflect January I. 2024. adds about 34% to
the fee amounts to account for overhead (e.g. utilities, fuel and training). The phased-in structure
will allow regulated entities time to prepare for the full impact of the increase. Beginning
Januan’ 1. 2026. an adjustment factor will he applied every two years to account for increases in
costs by using an index from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. It is anticipated that the fee
schedule will close the gap between revenue and expenses.

The amendments increase the cost for permit application fees and annual administration fees.
These will impose an added cost to the regulated community, which are approximately 1.200
small businesses. However, the amendments also benefit regulated entities by appropriately
funding the regulator’ program. which will allow them to continue their operations smoothly.
A fiilly—stafl’ed program can review and issue permits in a timely manner, provide technical
assistance. and produce necessary technical guidance documents and policies. This funding also
protects public health and the environment from spills or accidents by ensuring the appropriate
inspection stall are available. Noncoal mining operations aflèct many members of the public, as
they occur in every county in Pennsylvania except Philadelphia.

b mitigate the impacts on the noncoal operators. the Department introduced an approach that
will incrementally increase the fees in three. two—year phases. Also, consistent with current
practice. fees vary For diflèrent types of operations. For example. permit applications hr large
noncoal surface mining operations that propose to pump groundwater take significantly more
time to review because of their potential hydrologic impact. Therefore, the permit application
fee for these operations is higher than for an operation that does not include groundwater
pumping. Similarly, if blasting is proposed. then the blasting inspector is involved in the revie\v
of the blast plan for the perniit application. Therefore, the fee schedule includes a permit
application fee for review of blast plans. based on the cost to review those plans. These
strategies both account for the Department’s workload and avoid charging smaller or simpler
operations a higher fee than necessary. In addition, the first phase of the fees has an effective
date of January 1. 2020. which provides time for permittees to plan for the increases.

The proposed rulemaking was adopted by the Board on October 17. 2017. and published at
48 Pa.B. 733 (February 3. 2018). Public comments on the proposed rulemaking were accepted
through March 5. 2018. Comments were received from one public commentator and from
IRRC. All comments have been addressed and no unresolved issues remain.
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During the proposed rulemaking process, the Department provided detailed inlbrmation to the
i\ggreuate Advisory Board. The draft fee report to the Augregate Advisory Board was reviewed
with the Hoard at their initial meeting on May 13. 2015. The intbmiation was provided through

a series of meetings from May 2015 through November 2016. when the Board concurred ith

the Department’s recommendation to proceed with the rulemaking process. [his flnal-fhmi
rulemaking was reviewed with the Aggregate Advisory Board at its May 9.2018 meeting. The

Board. with the proviso that the actual dates he inserted in the language for when the various
schedules come into effect, concurred with the Department’s recommendation to proceed with

the final- form rulemaking process.

The Department will provide assistance as necessary to facilitate IRRC’s review of the enclosed
rulemakings tinder Section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act.

Please contact ne by e—mail at ledingehTpa.gov or by telephone at 717.783.8727 ifyoti have any
questions or need additional information.

Sincerely,

I aura Edinger
Regulatory Co rd i nator

Enclosures
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